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ABSTRACT

Prolegomena to the Study of Biomorphic Modernism: Biocentrism,
Laszlo Moholy-Nagyfs V e w Vision1'
and Ern6 Kallai's Bioromantik
Doctor of Philosophy, 1998
Oliver ~ r p a dIstvan Botar
Graduate Department of the History of Art
University of Toronto
Focusing on Weimar Germany, I ground the study of biomorphic
Modernism in Ern6 Kallaifs 1932 identification of a trend he
termed Bioromantik. Kallai wrote from a b i o c e n t r i c position,
an amalgam of Nature Romanticism and biologism espoused by
Nietzsche, Ernst Haeckel, Ludwig Klages, Oswald Spengler,
Raoul France and Hans Prinzhorn in the early 20th century,
here established as a politically-charged category of intellectual history. Kallai characterized Bioromantik as art, the
imagery, forms or themes of which express Monist, Neo-Vitalist, lebensphilosophisch and Organicist, i.e. biocentric
concepts such as the life-force, creative/destructive aspects
of nature, and our unity with it. The work of artists he cited
(Arp, Klee, Moore, Kandinsky, Ernst, etc. ) is biomorphic
Modernist in style. KBllaits conception derives from his
realization of the similarity between biomorphic art and
scientific photography, here termed the ttnaturamorphicanalogy,I1 a topos traceable t o Kandinskyts pre-war writing. Probably inspired by Walter Benjamin's review of Karl Blossfeldt's
photographs, Kallai's epiphany occurred in the Moholy-Nagycurated flRaurn-lnof the 1929 Film und Foto show in Stuttgart;
in effect a three-dimensional statement of his "New Visionu
that aestheticized scientific photography, and that - - like
Moholy's entire pedagogical project - - I show to be rooted in
biocentrism. Thus, the profound effect biocentric thinkers had
on the milieux Moholy emerged from is discussed: The fin-des i e c l e Haeckelian tradition of normative aestheticized scienii

tific imagery is show. to underlie New Vision; the biocentric
wing of the Jugendbewegung is revealed as a source of Moholyls
biocentric pedagogy; inspired by France, "Biocentric
Constructivismfl is identified as a discourse engaged in by
Mies, Moholy, Lissitzky, Hausmann and Meyer; the Bauhaus, with
attention to Gropius, Klee, Kandinsky, Schlemmer and Meyer, is
recast as a locus of biocentric ideas. Like others, Kallai
explanation for the naturamorproposed a npsychobiological~~
phic analogy: the artists1 identity with nature and their
consequent intuitive imaging of its unseen aspects also
revealed by science. I show how the aestheticization of scientific images effected by New Vision enabled Modernist artists
and critics to be exposed to such imagery - - an historical
alternative to the essentialist explanation that constitutes a
basis for research on biomorphic Modernist art.
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Film (Munich: Albert Langen, 1925). At left is a photo of a
gramophone record by Moholy-Nagy. At right is a nighttime shot
of Brernents main square by Grdnewald. After the English edition, Painting, Photography, Film (Cambridge Mass. : MIT Press,
1969), 62-3.
4-32. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, layout from Malerei, Photographie,
Film (Munich: Albert Langen, 1925). At left is a radiograph
from AGFA studios of a group of hands, at right is a radiograph of a frog by Schreiner of Weimar. After the English
edition, Painting, Photography, Film (Cambridge Mass. : MIT
Press, l969), 68-9.
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4-33. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, layout from Malerei, Photographie,
Film (Munich: Albert Langen, 1925). At left is a photograph by
Martin Johnson of zebra and gnus at a watering hole in East
Africa, and at right is an aerial photograph of an experimental fish farm in Bavaria by Lohbfener. After the English
edition, Painting, Photography, Film (Cambridge Mass. : MIT
Press, 1 9 6 9 1 , 68-9.

4-34. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, layout from Malerei, Photoqraphie,
Film (Munich: Albert Langen, 1925). At left is a micrograph by
F. M. Duncan of a barnacle's foot,and at right a photograph of
a head louse from the Atlantic agency. After the English
edition, Pain - t i n g , Photography, Film (Cambridge Mass. : MIT
Press, 19691, 5 2 - 3 .
4-35. Layout for Walter Rietzlerts article " D i e Einheit der
Welt: Ein Gesprach, Die Form 2, no. 8 (1927): 243. After the

copy in the Bauhaus-Archiv, Berlin. Xeroxed with permission.
5-1. Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche Lichtbild 1927 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,

1928), 1 2 - 4 3 . At left is Albert Renger-Patzsch's image of a
train locomotive, and at right is Dr. Bergner's photo of a
dandelion gone to seed.
5-2. Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche Lichtbild 1927 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
1928), 20-21. At left is Mario von Bucovich's seascape and at
right Charlotte Rudolph's photograph of Palucca.
5-3. Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche Lichtbild 1 9 2 7 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
19281, 84-5. At left is a photograph of the structure of the
Luftschifbau Zeppelin, and at right is Ernst KrGgerts image of
grasses in snow.

5-4. Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche Lichtbild 1 9 2 7 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
19281, 48-9. At left is Adolf Miethers photograph of the moon,
and at right are Dr. Kr6hnkers microscopic photographs.
5 - 5 . Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche Lichtbild 1 9 2 7 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
19281, 104-05. At left is F. Jahnets landscape and at right is
Albert Renger - Patzschts Grossblu tige A a s b l u m e .
5 - 6 . Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche L i c h t b i l d 1927 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
19281, 46-7. At left is F. Wasow0s photograph of a male
Balinese dancer, and at right are Dr. Bergner's microscopic
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photograph of a flea and Otto Lehmann's micrograph of trapezoidal fluid crystals.
5 - 7 . Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche L i c h t b i l d 1928 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
1 9 2 9 ) , 60-1. At left is Max Wolf's photo of the Milky Way, and
at right is A.u.P. Neinerts spider web image.

5-8. Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche L i c h t b i l d 1928 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
1929), 7 0 - 1 . At left is Max Wolf's photograph of a fly's head,
while at right is Karl Hansen's micrograph of the cross section of a hair.

5-9. Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche Lichtbild 2930 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
1931), 102-3. Photographs by Karl Blossfeldt from ~ r f o r m e nder
Natur.

5-10. Hans Windisch, designer & editor, spread from Das Deutsche L i c h t b i l d 1927 (Berlin: Verlag Robert & Bruno Schultz,
19281, 102-3. At left is a radiograph of a cactus, both by the
students of the Lette-Verein, Berlin.
5-11. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, advertisement for men's clothing,
1929. Collection of the Bauhaus-Archiv, Berlin. After:
Catherine David, ed., Laszlo Moholy-Nagy (Marseilles: Musees
de Marseille and the Reunion des musees nationaux, 1991), 383.
5-12. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, design for the poster of the "Werkbundausstellung Film und Foto 1929 Stuttgart, 1929. (Collection of the Kunstbibliothek, Staatlichen Museen, Preussischer
Kulturbesitz, Berlin) After: Catherine David, ed., Laszlo
Moholy-Nagy (Marseilles: Musees de Marseille and the Reunion
des musees nationaux, 1991), 366.
5 - 13. Photographer unknown. llRaum 1

of the "Werkbundausstellung Film und Foto 1929 Stuttgart. A£ ter : W e r k b u n d Gendanken
fiir Volksbildung, K u n s t h a n d w e r k und Industrie, no. 5 (29 May
1929). Photocopy courtesy of Janos Frecot, Werkbund-Archiv,
Berlin.
5-14. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, layout for the cover of the catalogue I n t e r n a t i o n a l e Ausstellung des Deu tschen W e r k b u n d e s Film
und F o t o Stuttgart 1929, with the official plan of the exhibition at the upper right. Raum 1 is the large space at the
lower right of the plan. After: the reprint, Karl Steinorth,
ed., (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1979), unpag.

5-15. Photographer unknown. " R a m 1" of the t!Werkbundausstellung Film und Foto 1929 Berlin." After a photograph whose original is in the Staatliche Museen, Preussischer Kulturbesitz,
Berlin. Photocopy courtesy of Janos Frecot, Werkbund-Archiv,
Berlin.
5-16. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Huhn b l e i b t Huhn, 1925,
photomontage. After: Irene-Charlotte Lusk, Montagen ins Blaue.
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. Fotomontagen und -collagen 1922 - 1 9 4 3
(Berlin: Anabas and Werkbund-Archiv, 1980), 137.
5-17. Cover for bauhaus 2, no. 2 / 3 (1928): 22, the first issue
Ern6 Kallai edited. His photograph is at lower left.
5-18. Oskar Schlemmer, schematische Gbersicht des unterrichtsgebietes " d e r mensch", 1928. After: bauhaus 2, no. 2/3 (1928):
22.
5-19. Panel of photomicrographs from the collection of Ern6
Kallai mounted for the exhibition "fij Vilagkeptt[New world
image], held in Budapest, 1947. At lower right is a photomicrograph of the jaw-bone of a snake. After: Ernd Kallai,
Muveszet veszelyes csillagzat alatt [Art under dangerous
constellations] $va Forgacs, ed. & intr. (Budapest: Corvina,
19811, plate 7.

5-20. Enlargement of the snake jaw bone rotated to a vertical
position. After: Ern6 Kallai, Muveszet veszelyes csillagzat
alatt [Art under dangerous constellations] ~ v aForgacs, ed. &
intr. (Budapest: Corvina, 1981), plate 7.
5-21. Fritz Kuhr, Die Idee, 1929, coloured monotype, 49.5 X 35
cm. After: Peter Hahn, junge maler am bauhaus (Munich:
Galleria del Levante, 19791, unpag.
5-22. Designer unknown, cover of Ern6 Kallai, A termeszet
rejtett arca [The hidden face of nature], with a diagram of
dandelion seed patterns. (Budapest: Misztotfalusi, 1947).
5-23. Spread from Ern6 Kallai. A termeszet rejtett arca [The
hidden face of nature] (Budapest: Misztotfalusi, 1 9 4 7 ) . At
left is Hein Gorny's photograph of a split cabbage, and at
right is Frantisek Kupkals Creation (1911-20,oil on canvas,
115 X 125 cm., private collection].
5 - 2 4 . Ernd Kallai, "Bioromantik," Forum (1932): 271. Richard
Oelzets Zeichnung is illustrated. After the copy in the
Archive of the Hungarian National Gallery, Budapest.

INTRODUCTION

Plumbing the Depths

biomorphic art. [Albstract art in which shapes and
masses are abstracted from the ... animate rather
than geometric and inanimate objects. (Haggar 1962):
Modern art tends to be written about the artists and
their friends ... and by generalizers and popularizers ... with the result that the mosaic of movements has remained largely unaffected, to the detriment of unorganized artists and traditions. For
example, there is a line of biomorphic art, that, to
the extent that it is discussed in the usual framework, could only be viewed as part of Surrealism.
What failed to fit would come under such headings as
Precursors of, or The ~nheritanceof, Surrealism,
or, maybe, just plain Independents ... or nuts, off
the main-line. (Alloway 196512

The [biomorphic] works on these pages were created
over ... three decades and belong to no single
nschool" ... the many traits they have in common
indicate that they are part of a continuing tendency. (Goldwater 1969)'

[In the publication] of the 1950s, devoted to contemporary art, the [works] give the impression of a
standard abstraction. The superficial effect is that
of sweeping curves, undulating masses, "organicu
forms, signs and "ecritureH of a more or less controlled wildness.. . . This ttinformallt
art was undeniably a style.... Amongst the ... modern styles perhaps the postwar style, whether one calls it Stil
Novo, Sputnik, Brussels, Kidney-table-style or what ever, had the widest span. It was a style which ...
pervaded all areas of daily life.... It was an international style that ranged from high art through
lower art to the design of consumer goods. (Van
Geest 1983)'
Thirties biomorphism, both Surrealist and non-Surrealist, was ... associated with the ... formal
possibilities provided by a near-abstract glimpse of
the natural world through microscopes and telescopes, [which] provided new paradigms for looking
at and depicting nature. . , [A]rtists used biomorphic
style to celebrate the micro-macro vision of nature
... as a modern, liberating principle of pictorial
design. (Weiss 1985)

The great achievement of our era is biological thinking, which has revolutionized science and art.
Expressionist art aims at inner truth and away from
the external world; it is biological thinking that
has taught us that "the invisible inner element
produces visible form." (Stadelmann 1 9 1 6 ) ~
Begriffe wie Expressionismus und Surrealismus, die
auf Franz Marc und Klee oder Max Ernst . . . zutreffen, sind ... geeignet, den besonderen Sinn zu b e z eichnen, der die Vision dieser Kiinstler den Grenzen
der burgerlichen Romantik entffihrt. Es gehdren ihrer
Reihe zudem auch Maler und Bildhauer an, die ...
jeglicher Gegenstandlichkeit in ein Phantasiegefiige
von Elementarformen dringen. Und gerade bei diesen
bifdnerischen Urzeichen des Lebens ist der Leitgedanke jener Entwicklung am deutlichsten, die von
Franz Marc bis Hans Arp, von Archipenko bis Brancusi
reicht. Eine Bioromantik ist dabei, den Geist ... zu
den Urquellen und Trieben des Lebens zu ffihren . . . .
Das Bewusstsein urn die irrationalen Verstrickungen
des ichs mit den Keimwesen und -Strukturen der Natur
f i i h l t sich ratselhaft angezogen durch den Anblick
von Mikro- und Rdntgenaufnahmen. Sie sind die Phantasie der Bioromantik so anregend, wie das Studium
der Anatomie fiir die Aktmalerei .... Die Kunst kehrt
in den miitterlichen Schoss der Sch6pfung zuriick. Das
ist der Sinn ihrer Bioromantik. (Kallai 1932)'
It is hardly accidental that ... modernism ... arises
... simultaneously with modern biology. The two
viewed in tandem ... offer the most substantial
proof for the unity of cultural development and pose
a significant challenge to those who claim that
large concurrent cultural movements usually have
little impact on each other. And it is ... the vitalism inherent in early modern biology that must
concern us if we hope to grasp why modernism has
emerged at a particular moment under specific cultural conditions. (George Rousseau 1992)'
As a result of a century-long tendency (by bio-

logists] to incorporate esthetic principles in the
interpretation of organic forms ... the external
forms of organisms had gained greatly in esthetic
value [especially] ... at the microscopic level,
where emergent order induces the most direct expression of formative principles. In the art of the
twentieth century there are innumerable examples of
exquisite sensitivity to the inner formative properties of organisms and these stand in direct historical continuity with the efforts of biologists

over the previous century to describe the processes
by which forms arose. (Ritterbush 1968)'
Following Rodin, other sculptors, both representational
and abstract in their work, adopted the vitalistic attitude .... [I]t was one of the few ideas in modern sculpture that sculptors often mentioned when explaining their
work process and attitudes toward materials .... Perhaps
the personal, almost religious, fervour of the vital
impetus made it incomprehensible to the non-artist. . .
[Tlhe critic had to confront both a literary or overtly
stylistic influence, and a biological relationship
between the artist and his materials. Not until the 1950s
did any critic really begin to look at vitalism as a
separate and specific philosophy for the creation of
sculpture.... If Bergson proposed neo-vitalism as a
philosophical doctrine at the beginning of this century,
then why did it take nearly half a century for a major
critic to identify vitalism as a central doctrine of
modern sculpture? ( Burnham 19 68)
The organic metaphor has been dominant in most discussions of similar images from art and science. In
modernism, the organic metaphor was deeply pervasive
.... The creative process has been explicated in
terms of biology. Predictably, German artists (those
closest to idealist Romanticism) have attempted to
build systems based on organic correspondence. Klee
and Kandinsky are the leading examples. The Surrealist enterprise is the final apotheosis of the
organic. And the biomorphic form it donated to art
has been durable .... Is it too obvious to suggest
that artists ... might, at the beginning of Surrealism, have acquainted themselves with the results of
a century of microscopic morphology? Deeply immersed
in organicism, it seems unlikely that artists would
not be aware of its forms. The popular science books
of the late nineteenth century, when such artists
were young abounded in such illustrations. An examination of artists' journals and libraries from this
point of view is indicated. (OtDoherty1978)"
Despite the efforts of critics like Greenberg and
Danto modern art cannot be forced into the
straightjacket of linear development.... A more responsible approach to the art and architecture of the
century requires an openness to patterns of change
that cannot be synthesized to create a comprehensible totality. (Taylor 1992)l2

Art history has begun to make a significant contribution to the understanding of modernity, yet its
practice remains too confined within national boundaries, and to a structure of inquiry still constrained by those reified constructs of national
schools. . . . [ A ] n international and comparative
approach would help to counteract the undue and misleading prominence given to French culture as the
exemplary culture of modernity - - a prominence that
has everything to do with received value judgements,
institutional deadweight, and the academic job market, and nothing to do with the needs of serious
historical method. (A. Hemingway 1996)"

If we wish to understand and appreciate formal
beauty we must ... concentrate on the details, on
the form of the root of a tree, on the way in which
a leaf is connected to its stalk .... Our eye must
note . . . every nuance in the form. For there is only
one point in our field of vision ... which is clearly seen, which can hold some meaning for us. If we
see in this way, an immensely rich new world is
revealed to us, full of totally new experience . . . .
Nature seems to live and we begin to understand that
there really are sorrowing trees and ... terrible,
gruesome flowers. (Endell 1897-8)''
scientific ... expeditions ... have brought to light
an undreamed abundance of new organic forms .... a
new world was revealed by the great advance of microscopic research ... and especially by the discovery of the marvellous inhabitants of the deep sea
... the peculiar beauty and diversity of which far
transcend all the creations of the human imagination. (Haeckel 1899)"
I am like an ancient mariner who has spent his life
traveling from isle to isle in the ocean of Nature
... but who, paying heed to oar and sail and helm,
has been unable to devote himself to these tempting
sights. Now at ... last I have learned and seen with
my own eyes that the immeasurable abyss has been
fathomed; that the infinite variety of forms deriving from utter simplicity has been lifted into the
light of day in all its interrelationships; and that
the great work ... has been duly done. (~oethe)"

I am a form in the grsen ocean of being. (Egyptian
I1Bookof the ~ e a d "l7
Creating forms means: Life. (Schlemmer 1915)

la

The shapes of time are the prey we want to capture. The
time of history is too coarse and brief to be an evenly
granular duration such as the physicists suppose for
natural time; it is more like a sea occupied by innumerable forms of a finite number of types. A net of another
mesh is required, different from anyhow in use. (Kubler
1962)"

As a series, these passages indicate a lack in the art
historical literature. They point to the need for a systematic
study of ubiomorphicu style. They hint at a level of complexity which requires special measures. They suggest historiographic strategies which are formal as well as contextual and
thematic, both diachronic and synchronic rather than linear
and teleological; critically historical rather than fixated on
surfaces and epistemological problems; interdisciplinary and
international rather than limited by disciplinary and national
boundaries. They direct us towards the waters I troll in this
dissertation. They outline the templates I use to weave the
mesh of my net. They establish the metaphor I employ in this
introduction - - one which suggests my conceptual inclinations.
Though they are both aquatic, I oppose Goethels and Kubler's
(ancient2*)oceanic metaphor of historical time to the fluvial
one employed by Alfred Barr in his 1936 flow chart published
in Cubism and Abstract Art." Currents exist at sea, but flow
is not in one direction only. (Fig. 1-11
Because these waters are so vast, I undertake here the
prolegomena to a study of some still little-understood phenomena to be found in the overfished waters of early- to mid-20th
century Modernism. My net is woven to catch artworks termed
%iomorphicfl or "organicn in form; works by artists such as
Hans A r p , Willy Baumeister, Constantin Brancusi, Alexander
Calder, Arthur Dove, Max Ernst, Naurn Gabo, Arshile Gorky,
Raoul Hausmann, Barbara Hepworth, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul
Klee, Frantisek Kupka, Franz Marc, Andre Masson, Mikhail
Matiushin, Joan Miro, Lasz16 Moholy-Nagy, Henry Moore, Isarnu
Noguchi, Georgia O°Keeffe, Picasso, Jackson Pollock, Kurt

Schwitters, Jan Styrsky, Yves Tanguy and Toyen. My customized
net also hauls up objects of "New Look," "Stil NovoH or
"Curvilinear Modernist" biomorphic design by Alvar Aalto,
Herbert Bayer, Fulvio Bianconi, Charles Eames, Arne Jacobsen,
Friedrich Kiessler, Henning Koppel, Carlo Mollino, Noguchi,
Eero Saarinen, Hans Wegner, Tapio Wirkkala, Russel Wright and
Eva ~eisel;"and "organicM architectural forms by Aalto, Le
Corbusier, Hermann Finsterlin, Buckminster Fuller, Bruce Goff,
Hugo Haring, Erich Mendelsohn, Pier Luigi Nervi, Richard
Neutra, Oskar Niemeyer, Eero Saarinen, Hans Scharoun, Rudolf
Steiner, Bruno Taut and Frank Lloyd Wright.13 Hauled in with
the rest of the catch are, finally, the products of Modernist
close-up nature photography such as prints by Karl Blossfeldt,
Imogen Cunningham, Ernst Fuhrmann, Raoul Hausmann, Paul Nash,
Man Ray, Albert Renger-Patzsch, Edward Weston and Wols. Adapting my term from the English critic Geoffrey Grigson, who
first applied the term "biomorphicn to Modernism, and from
Alfred Barr, who established the taxonomy of Modernist art as
it is still employed, and who conceived of this art as a
category in formal terms, I employ ltbiomorphicModernismN to
describe this artistic style.z4
Many - - though by no means all - - of these works are to
be found at the confluence of the currents of Neo-Romantic
nature ideologies and of the at first sight odd combination of
Art Nouveau, Expressionist, "PrimitivistfMInternational
Constructivist, Neue Sachlichkei t, Surrealist and Abstract
Expressionist artistic production, To refer to the biologistic, nature-centric aspect of the neo-Romantic groups and
ideologies which informed the attitudes of the relevant
thinkers, artists and critics (Lebensphilosophie, the Reform bewequng, neo -Vitalism, Bergsonisme, the Monistenbund,
Organicism, Holism, neo-Lamarckism,neo-Transcendentalism), I
revive a German term employed during the first third or so of
the 20th century by the neo-Vitalist philosopher Ludwig Klages, his disciple Hans Primhorn, and the ecologist and popular

biologistic philosopher Raoul H. France: Biozentrik. As such,
Biozentrik is here constituted as the intersection of that
bundle of opinions, theories, ideas and practices within these
intellectual currents, which privileged biology as an
epistemological source as well as the concept of our inseparability from and dependence on "nature,"and which emphasized
flux or Becoming, rather than stasis, or Being in nature. It
can best be characterized as Naturromantik updated by 19thcentury biologism, what Stadelmann, probably following Jakob
von Uexkfill, referred to as %iologisches Denken" in 1916.
The cognate English term tvbiocentrismtl
has a history of
usage, The 1933 edition of the Oxford English Dictionary
defines "biocentricM as "treating life as a central factIu'j
while in his introduction to Prinzhorn's study of the art of
mentally disabled people, Bildnerei der Geisteskranken, James
L. Foy writes that "Biocentrism provides an outlook on man
through a new kind of recognition of man's intimate and inescapable kinship with, and dependence upon, the self-regulating
animal, vegetable and inorganic worlds,ltZ6 that is through a
kind of anti-anthrop~centrism.~'Eco-ethicist Paul Taylor's
usage of it shows that "biocentrismN continues to be employed
in that sense today, though it now carries a much stronger
connotation of radical, I1deepl1environmental thinking.
The biocentric attitude rejected anthropocentrism, decentering the human species in favour of the totalizing eighteenth century constructs l1natureNand "life." l g In place of
Jean-Jacques Rousseaurs Enlightenment call for a "return to
nature," which implied a dualistic division between the
- - rather than as producers
Ithumant1
and the " n a t ~ r a l ,
humans
~
of culture, nature's "otherM - - were now seen to be part of
this larger whole of ttnature.u
Everything humans did and
produced was now seen as part of nature, and hence explicable
in its terms. Nietzsche called for a wholesale rethinking of
ethics and morality in the light of this stupendous shift in
Weltanschauung. As Raoul France put it in the early 2 0 s , "seen

from the height of our contemplation[,] existence and happening, world and processes of the world melt into one, into the
notion of the natural.113' "There is only one law. We, natural
beings, can only repeat the law of protoplasm and the structure of the world. The laws of mechanics are exemplified
Paul Klee phrased
before our eyes in the objects of nature.
it thus at that time: T h e artist cannot do without his
dialogue with nature, for he is a man, himself of nature, a
piece of nature and within the space of
Max Ernst
wrote that "Arpts soft semi-organic forms, his amoeba-like
suggestions... teach us to understand the language spoken by
the universe itself."33The English organicist philosopher so
influential on English Neo-Romanticism, Alfred North
Whitehead, wrote of the realization that "human beings are
merely one species in the throng of existences. These are
animals, the vegetable, the microbes, the living cells, the
inorganic physical a~tivities.~~"
Herbert Read articulated
this attitude thus:
What we have to find ... is some touchstone outside
the individual peculiarities of human beings, and
the only touchstone which exists is nature. And by
nature we mean the whole organic process of life and
movement which goes on in the universe, a process
which includes man, but which is indifferent to his
generic idiosyncrasies....3 5
Most succinct was Jackson Pollock, when, in answer to Hans
Hofmann's warning not to paint his work "by heartu but rather
from nature, he replied, IfI am nature.... Your theories don't
interest me, n ' 6 and " M y concern is with the rhythms of nature,
the way the ocean moves, I work inside out like nature.""
Implicit in such views are the themes of flux, change,
metamorphosis, formation and formlessness; an eternally burgeoning life-complex,of the privileging of wBecomingH over
11 Being,11 3 8 of the passage from i n f o m e to form and back again.
'13'

With roots in the thinking of Heraclitus, and central to the
work of philosophers from Goethe and ~ietzsche" to Berqson,
the centrality of formlessness and its temporal corollary,

flux, is implicit in organicist biological views of nature,
and its VepresentationU is pivotal to biomorphic M~dernism.'~
Within the biocentric discourse, however, I discern a
rupture around World War One, and a subsequent emergence into
the highly-charged political landscape of Weimar Germany. From
a more romantically-inclined Neue Naturphilosophie, as Raoul
France termed turn-of-the-century
biocentrism - - suffused with
what Max Scheler referred to as kosmovi tale E i n s f uhl u n g - - the
practice and thinking of France, Klages, Jacob von Uexktill,
Oswald Spengler and others constituted an interwar biocentrism
which was both more biologistic and functionalist (as defined
by von Uexkull in his ~biologischeWeltanschauungu declared in
1916 and France in his "ObjectiveN or "Biocentric
EpistemologyM announced in 1 9 2 0 1 , and more pessimistic, as
articulated by Spengler and by Klages' Biozentrik.
It was as a concomitant of interwar biocentrism that
people in Germany became aware of environmental degradation.
An outgrowth of f i n - d e - s i @ c l eKul turkri t i k in Germany, Ludwig
Klages - - like France, Theodor Lessing and ~eidegger'' - systematically considered this danger, and he laid blame with
materialism, industrialism and technology, in short with
modernity. At a lecture given for the founding meeting of the
F r e i d e u tsche Jugend in 19 1 3 , Klages thundered
Schrecklich ... sind die Wirkungen des 'Fortschritts' auf das Bild besiedelter Gegenden. Zerrissen ist der Zusammenhang zwischen Menschenschdpfung
und Erde, vernichtet £fir Jahrhunderte, wenn nicht
fiir imrner, das Urlied der Landschaft.... Unter den
Vorwanden von 'NutzenB,twirtschaftlicher Entwickiung' , Kulturl geht er in Wahrheit auf Vernich t u n g
des Lebens aus .4 2
France, in his many popular publications, emphasized the
importance of natural and historical preservation in the
Heimat, a view which fed as easily into anarchist notions of
cultural and economic autonomy and harmony, as it did into
Walter Darrets V e l k i s c h ideology of Blut und ~oden." British

historian Anna Bramwell has termed the intellectual- political
movement towards ecological views of nature and environmental
preservationist ideas since about 1880 Mecologism."4JEcologism is thus a category of intellectual history closely
related to though not identical with biocentrism.
As suggested by the use made of France's writings, this
environmental concern sometimes had a sinister, indeed dangerous edge to it. Robert A. Pois has identified a "Religion of
Nature" within National Socialism, a fusion of neo-Romantic
nationalistic nature mysticism and a mean-spirited biologism,
thus highlighting the Nazis' participation in some of the
popular intellectual trends of their time .is As Pois puts it,
"Even the core of the National Socialist religion of nature
was not something utterly alien to Western/Central European
cultural history in general, and that of Germany in particular. In part it was rooted in a general malaise that was a
by-product of material progress, a malaise which found articuIndeed, Bramwell has
lation in ' the return to nature.
confirmed this ecological side of Nazism as part and parcel of
the general "ecologisticN tradition. With the coming to power
in 1933 of National Socialism - - an aspect of which was essentially a biocentric variant of ~ascism" - - the political context of biocentrism in general shifted greatly.
Because of the inestimable horror brought on by the
Nazis' policies, the period of National Socialism has acted as
a kind of black hole of history, distorting any ideas which
passed by it much as the powerful gravitational field of the
black hole does even the seemingly unalterably vectorial
phenomenon of light itself. This distortion, like that exercised by those great gravitational sinkholes, can act retroactively as well as subsequently. The psycho-social trauma of
National Socialist political power was such that it casts its
shadow in both directions along the temporal axis, resulting
in historical absurdities such as the retroactive characterization of Nietzsche, Ernst Haeckel and indeed all pre-World"lJ6

War-One Monists as Nazis avant-la-lettre? Furthermore,
because of the biologistic nature-centrism of National Socialist ideology, all biocentrism has since been tainted, though
through an interesting case of selective memory and marking,
the post-war environmental movement has tended to be exempted
from this/' The problem is not necessarily with the environmentalist movement or its goals, or with biocentrism in general, but with a crude if emotionally understandable approach
to history of a kind of guilt by association. While it is
important to determine the role biocentrism played in the
historical catastrophe of World-War-TwoEurope (Bramwell and
Pois have begun to examine this question) one need not throw
the baby out with the bath water."
In 1931-32, on the eve of Nazi political power the Hungarian pedagogue and art critic active in Weimar Germany, Ern6
Kallai, was the first to observe the cultural shift towards
biocentrism among artists of his day, referring to the results
of the interaction as the cultural pattern of Bioromantik:
Die Bioromantik scheut es nicht, mit offenen Augen
in diese Abgrdnde unserer Kreatdrlichkeit zu blicken . . . ? Mann sollte in diesem seltsamen [bioromantische] Phantasien ... auf die Zeichen einer
geistigen Wendung achten, die auch an anderen Fronten der Zeit festzustellen ist als entschiedene
Abkehr vom Rationalismus-Materialismus-Utilitarismus. Die naturverbundene Leib-Seele-Einheitdes
Menschen, vorn mechanistisch-quantitativen Produktions- und Ordungsapparat der Zivilisation grausam
in Stdcke zerschlagen, sucht ihre ursprfingliche
Geltung im Zuruckgehen auf letzte Kraftreserven und
-Resewate wiederzuf inden. 52
These anti-materialistic,anti-mechanistic, anti-technoloqical and nature-centric aspects of biocentrism place it into
what Jackson Lears has termed Mantimodernism.u53
While Lears'
"antimodernismn was a North American cultural trend related to
the Arts and Crafts movement, it is now - - perhaps somewhat
unfelicitously - - being employed in an expanded sense to refer
to the ambivalent attitude towards modernity. Both "antimodernismn - - what Gianni Vattimo has, I think, more happily

termed "the crisis of humanismH - - and modernity, were
sociocultural phenomena which were accelerating in the late
19th century, and with particular force in Germany, which will
be the primary locus of this study? Moreover, as we have
seen, the biologistic and monistic nature-centrism of Nazism
renders the biocentrism of the artists and thinkers we are
dealing with here problematic, and some will see any biocentric infusions into Modernist artistic practice as "reactionary,It even Fascist moves . 5 5
Apart from the ahistorical and anachronistic aspects of
such views already pointed to however, the cases of Kallai,
Raoul Hausmann, Hannah Hdch, Moholy-Nagy, Hannes Meyer, Lucia
Moholy, Lazar El Lissitzky, Walter Benjamin, and other Leftist
biocentric intellectuals who promoted a rapprochement between
"natureH and modernity precisely during the rise of a biocentric Fascism, demonstrate that the interrelations between
'Iantimodernity,"modernity, biocentrism and politics are Ear
more complex than one would think given prevailing attitudes
among historians today? Recent research has illustrated just
how complex and contradictory the picture really is. Just as
Hartmut Nowacki has shown that Lebensphilosophie (a crucial
component of biocentrism) was central to the philosophical
development of the German Communist Party between the wars,
and Seth Taylor has documented Nietzsche8s formative influence
on left-wing Expressionist intellectuals, Jeffrey Herf and
Andrew Hewitt have demonstrated that there were decidedly
ItModernistNelements in Fascist aesthetics, and that such
aesthetics accepted, even promoted, the technological elements
of modernity, while Kenneth Silver has documented the rightwing and nationalist aspects of World-War-Oneand post-war
French ~oderni
sm .57
Taylor's revaluation of Nietzschels influence is
exemplary with respect to my critique of prevailing historical
attitudes:
The Nietzsche renaissance after the Second World War

stripped away the myths surrounding Nietzsche's own
philosophy but it never challenged the myth surrounding Nietzsche's role in German history. That myth
was simply that Nietzsche was unequivocally the philosopher of the German right. The reality was quite
different. Long before the German right appropriated
Nietzsche's philosophy in defence of German culture,
the Expressionist left used that same philosophy to
try and change German culture.58
Nietzsche's much-maligned Will to Power is, according to
Joan Stambauqh, to be understood as the force determining the
pattern of becoming in the world ( a pre-Bergsonian elan
vital) , and not - - as the Nazis understood it - - a
justification for power politics: "Power for Nietzsche has
essentially nothing to do with political power or any sort of
power over others. In Nietzsche's radically dynamic view of
the world, whatever does not increase in power automatically
decreases. There is no s t a s i s , no status quo.w 5 9 Thus, " t h e
world [according to Nietzsche] is not mechanistic, nor
teleological, but a play of forces increasing and decreasing
in the innocence of becoming where there is no order already
present in things, but a multitude of free possibilities for
creativity to work.u60This is why Nietsche privileged art
over philosophy, and - - presumably - - why so many artists
responded to this idea:
According to Nietzsche, the philosophers looked at
the world passively and objectively. They reified
and substantialized the flux of becoming. In
contrast, the artist is active; he does not
contemplate objects, but creates new forms. In so
doing, he transforms the world and himself... When
he is in an 'artistic' condition ... man experiences
the oneness of himself and the world; not passively
in some sort of mystic absorbtion, but actively in
transforming everything into reflections of his
power and perfe~tion.~'
It is crucial for historians to at least attempt to deal
with complexity rather than paper it over. It is important,
furthermore, to avoid anachronisms, false logical associations
and premature conclusions. One must come to expect the unexpected, Vmh01y'~alliances, as it were. Just as antimodernity

was espoused by members of both the Left and Right, the
political position of biocentrically-minded individuals was
often fluid, moving between these poles, sometimes avoiding
both. I discuss this fluidity in Chapter Two, and propose an
adapted form of Bramwell's political taxonomy as a partial
solution to the problem.
In his brilliant 1953 article "The Eye is Part of the
Mind," Leo Steinberg writes of nature's "gestating images,
shapes antecedent to the visible,1862
in effect, of what
Georges Bataille refers to as the informe, all terms which
suggest that these images were meant to signify the flux of
Becoming. As Alexander Dorner has pointed out, at least since
the age of Romanticism, some artists had adopted the curved
line or form, i.e. the "biomorph,"as the "hieroglyph" of
Be~orning.~'
Such shapes also appear in the products of imaging
modalities like biological illustrations, and in microscopic,
telescopic, x-ray and undersea photographs and films. Because
of their formal similarities with biomorphic Modernist
artworks, scientific images such as these are also caught in
my trawl. As Metzger writes, "The hidden aspects of nature,
changed in scale and in emphasis, are uncovered and focused
upon rather than the surface appearances of forms .... 6.1 T'ne
elementary forrns which men have instinctively given to their
works of art are the same as the elementary forms which exist
in nature/# wrote ~ e a d ? I term the recognition of the
similarity between biomorphic Modernist art and unfamiliar but
naturally-occurring forms, the wnaturamorphic analogy." This
analogy has been a recurrent topos of art criticism since the
1920s. A subset of the naturamorphic analogy, the recognition
by Modernist critics of the similarity between biomorphic
Modernist art and scientific images - - especially what Harry
Robin has referred to as the products of scientific "selfimagingw such as microscopic, telescopic and x-ray photography
and film - - I refer to as the %cientific image analogy."66I
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distinguish the naturamorphic and scientific image analogies
from the related organic metaphort6'which sees artworks as
being akin to organisms in their genesis and/or structure.
By their debris, I identify others who have been in these
waters before me. Artist-theorists who took part in what I
term the I1biocentric Constructivist discoursetHsuch as Laszlo
Moholy-Nagy and Lazar El Lissitzky, were becoming conscious of
the naturamorphic analogy by about 1924, while a key naturecentric artist such as Kandinsky anticipated such ideas before
the war, and articulated them clearly by 1926. Among the
earliest critics to do so were Walter Benjamin, in a 1928
review of Karl Blossfeldtts album of fin-de-siecle close-up
plant photographs Urformen der ~ u n s t6 8; the Czech avant -garde
editor Karel Teige, who that same year compared the Surrealist
paintings of Jan Styrsky and Toyen to undersea film stills
from the UFA film Wunder des Blauen Golfes in a layout of his
avant-garde magazine ReD; and Ern6 Kallai, who, starting
around 1929, was the first critic to treat the subject
systematically. (Fig. Introduction 1)
Invoking what August Wiedmann has termed an organicist
flcosmocentric,~
and what Jose Argiielles - - following Charles
Henry and echoing Raoul France - - has called a "psychobiologicaltttheory of a deep structure common to humanity and
"natureH,Lissitzky, Benjamin, Kallai and writers after them
suggested that the similar scientific and artistic forms arose
spontaneously and independently of one anothed9 As Wiedmann
writes :
there existed a kind of parallelism according to
which some of the essential forces of the universe
have a duplicate subsistence in the mind of the
painter. Such forces appeared in the organizing
principles of the artist employed unconsciously in
the construction of his pictures. In any event, the
similarity between art and nature consisted in the
fact that in both spheres production was spontaneous
and autonomous.''

M. H. Abrams associates this view with the organic metaphor:
"The momentous historical shift from the view that the making
of a work of art is a supremely purposeful activity to the
view that its coming-into-beingis, basically, a spontaneous
process independent of intention, precept, or even
consciousness, was the natural concomitant of an organic
aesthetics.
A related theme is the observation by mystics and artists
of patterns or structures (in Johann Gottfried Herder's terms,
hieroglyphs) repeating themselves at different scales, "on
earth as in heaven." In the Hermetic tradition, from which
Herder drew, this was referred to as the aurea catena, the
golden chain, the analogy between macrocosm and microcosm. This topos is commonly invoked or observed by nature mystics,
scientists, Neo-Vitalists and Monists of various kinds,
because it implies a Monist approach, a unified field of
Being. This "holy hierogfyph of HermesM is the "one holy
symbol: primordial image of creation, from which everything
originated," which implies "One in All! and All in One! One
universe of formation!It as Herder phrased it.73That this
theme continued among the Moderns is demonstrated by Herbert
Read's 1945 text that "...the elementary forms which men have
instinctively given to their works of art are the same as the
elementary forms which exist in nature. What are these forms
in nature? They are present in the vast interstellar spaces of
the universe as well as in the most microscopic cells and
molecules of matter. B t 7 4 Just as the naturamorphic analogy and
psychobiological explanations of it, the fashion for spiral
form during the early 1920s in Central Europe discussed in
Chapter Four, is closely connected to this topos. In chaos
theory the repetition of structures and patterns at different
and as chaos thescales is referred to as wself-similarity,tt
ory rather than Hermetic philosophy is the language of today's
discourse on the subject, that is the term 1 will employ for
this recurrent topos in the history of Modernist art.
7

Read's psychobiological explanation of the naturamorphic
analogy is tempered by Siegfried Giedion through an approach
that makes the point that it is the work of artists that
opened the doors to the aesthetic appreciation of scientific
imagery:
[Gyergy Kepest book The New Landscape] with its
fascinating display on the microscopic and the
macroscopic forms of the physical world brings these
within the range of emotional reaction. It reveals
in its excellent pictures that the forms of the
infinitely small and the forms of the infinitely
large - - atoms and stars - - have reached the level
of our emotional experience. The viewpoint is
widened, but this enlargement of the psychic outlook
has only been made possible by the preparatory
opening of our emotional equipment by such modern
painters as Kandindsky, Malevitch, Mondrian, Moholy
Nagy, Klee, Arp and Miro, who - - with others - - have
established stations along the road to a new vision
of the world around us.''
As we shall see in Chapter Five, Beamont Newhall made the same
point concerning Moholy-Nagy's New Vision as opening the gates
to our appreciation of scientific imagery in an aesthetic
manner.
While not discounting the possibility of the systemic or
unconscious connection between natural structures and artistsf
minds ( a similar argument is put forward, after all, by Noam
Chomsky in his theory of our acquisition of language), I would
hold, as OrDoherty, Steinberg, Giedion, Kallai and Newhall
have suggested, that an historically-based explanation is
possible. As Bousquet, Ritterbush and Schmidt-Burkhardt have
pointed out, and as a review of the secondary literature and
of biomorphic Modernist artistst writings shows, artists such
as Redon, Kubin, A r p , Klee, Kandinsky, Gabo, Kupka, Masson,
Ernst, Miro, Moholy-Nagy, Moore, Tanguy and Zeisel either were
looking through microscopes themselves, or were looking at
scientific, particularly biological images such as microscopic
photograph^.'^ Rather than prove such an interest in the case
of every artist, however, in Chapter Five I demonstrate that

scientific imagery was available to artists not only in the
science textbooks of the schooling most of them had by the
late 19th century, but far more specifically, in exhibitions
and publications they had easy access to once they were
- -.
practising artists." This dissemination, begun by Ernst
Haeckel at the turn of the century, was continued by his
follower Raoul France, whose "Biocentric Epistemologyn
exercised an important effect on influential avant-garde
practitioners in Weimar Germany such as Moholy-Nagy, El
Lissitzky and Mies van der Rohe."
I argue in Chapter Four that Moholy's New Vision emerged
from the biocentric Constructivist discourse. This discourse - with Hausmann, Lissitzky, Moholy-Nagy, Mies van der Rohe,
and Hannes Meyer among its participants - - I show to have been
inspired by France and his Biotechnik, forerunner of today' s
biotechnology or bioni~s.'~
Moholy's introduction of biocentric Constructivist ideas at the Bauhaus fit in comfortably
with t h e organicism of the Bauhaust predecessor Henry van de
Velde and t h e MBiological Romanticn Jugendstil ambient he was
part of, and major Bauhaus figures such as Schlemmer, Itten,
Kandinsky, Klee, and even Gropius were biocentric. Also, I
show that Gropius' successor Hannes Meyer, was, despite
personal differences with Moholy, Klee and Kandinsky, himself
a convinced biocentric Constructivist. It was Meyer who hired
E r n 6 Kallai as the Bauhaus publicist after Gropius and
Moholyts departure in 1928 and who directed Schlemmer to teach
a course on "man in the worldH based on biocentric principles.
This discussion of International Constructivist artists
highlights the fact that just as not all biomorphic Modernism
is informed by biocentrism, biocentrically-informed artists
did not always produce biomorphic Modernist art: Mies van der
Rohe, of all the Modernists the most ardent follower of Raoul
France, was also t h e most rigidly orthogonal in his formal
vocabulary. The opposition, furthermore, between the
functionalist-biologistic biocentrism of France and von

Uexkull on the one hand, and the Klages-Prinzhorn k u l t u r pessmistisch biocentrism on the other, is the source of the
opposition between biocentric figures such as Johannes Itten
and Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, and between Paul Klee, Wassily
Kandinsky and Ern6 Kallai on the one hand; and Hannes Meyer on
the other. Building on his dialectical view of naturetechnology already present in his Constructivist theory of the
early 1920s, this opposition was named by Kallai in 1932-33 as
Bioromantik versus Technoromantik, a polarity which reflected
the larger polarity of interwar biocentrism. Indeed the two
major actors in this thesis, Moholy-Nagy and Kallai, were by
the late 20s paradigmatic representatives of these poles, and
it is out of the creative tension of their interaction that
Kallai's conceptualization of biomorphic Modernism as
Bioroman tik came about.
Thus, in Chapter Five 1 show that the crucial process of
the aestheticization of scientific imagery was effected in
Weimar Germany through the adoption of Laszlo Moholy-Nagy's
Neues Sehen, his New Vision. As a result, by the mid-to-late
20s there was a general interest in the products of scientific
photography, especially x-ray and microscopic photographs and
films, and a desire to show such work in contexts usually
reserved for art photography such as photographic journals and
exhibitions.
Though I cannot explore these themes in this dissertation, I wish to point out that in a manner parallel to Moholy's New Vision in Germany, the Purists effected an aestheticization of scientific imagery in 1920s Paris through their
search for structure, and the Surrealists continued the project in their quest for the Nmarvellous,nthe "uncanny," the
uautomatic,Nand the informe, affording biomorphic Modernist
artists working in France analogous opportunities. Similar
processes took place in what was then Czechoslovakia, in England, the United States, and probably elsewhere as we1L3'
Moholy articulated New Vision through publications from

1925 on, and gave it three-dimensional expression in R a m 1 of
the 1929 Film und Foto exhibition of the German Werkbund in
Stuttgart. It was in this "Room Oneg1that Kallai had an epiphanic experience of the scientific image analogy. With Benjamin's insightful formulation probably on his mind, aware of the
stylistic shift underway among artists around 1930, transformed by his experience in the exhibition, and cognizant of
the Romantic background to the phenomenon he was experiencing,
Kallai suggested a neologism to denote the interconnected
problematic of scientific photography, biomorphic Modernism
and biocentrism: Bioromantik. Thus, both Moholy's New Vision,
which contributed so fundamentally to the aestheticization of
scientific photography, and so to the adoption of the
biomorphic style among artists in Germany, and Kallai's
formulation of Bioromantik, were rooted in biocentrism and its
Haeckelian tradition of aestheticized scientific imagery.
Appropriately enough, Kallai's term was reinvented by Robert
Schmutzler thirty years later as biological Romanticism,''to
describe biomorphic abstract Art Nouveau production by artists
such as Henry Van de Velde, August Endell and Hermann Obrist,
inspired by Haeckelts illustration^.^^
I identify the three following elements as the principal
components of an ecology of discourses: biomorphic Modernism
and the related concept of the informe, biocentrism and its
'
I and the na turamorphic analogy
constituent llpsychobiology,
including the related topos of self -similarity. The
interaction of these discourses and topoi comprises a cultural
pattern which is the subject of this work, and which,
following E r n 6 Kallai, I term Bioromantik, or the Bioromantic
cultural pattern. I believe that the mapping out of this
system, the description of this pattern, the construction of
its history, will greatly assist us in examining not only
biornorphic ~odernisrn,which as Alloway, Goldwater, and others
have indicated, is a neglected area of 20th-century art, but
Modernist art and culture in general. It will also aid us in

seeing, taking cognizance of hitherto ignored artistic phenomena such as art rnicrography. I do not wish to suggest that all
works which are biomorphic Modernist in style carry with them
biocentric meaning. Nor do I wish to exclude the possibility
that artists avoided the attachment of any l%teaningsll
to their
works; some biornorphic Modernist artworks were intended as
formal exercises. I am choosing, rather, to study what I take
to be their preeminent meaning.
Research on biomorphic Modernist artists has confirmed
that not only were many interested in the products of
scientific imaging as sources of visual inspiration, but that
many were steeped in biocentrism, which as we have seen,
derived from Nature Romanticism and its sibling, the science
of biology. As Cohn writes of Dove's painting, "The force
lines of his art can now be understood as a pictorial analogue
of nature's invisible
Artists, and in some cases,
scientists, viewed this work as a quasi-scientific kind of
inquiry into natural morphology. Laurence Bass Becking was a
scientist who recognized this quality in Edward Westonts
photographs as early as 1930:
Natural science, as an impartial student of form,
cannot but marvel at the rediscovery of fundamental
shapes and structures by an artist. Weston has
described the iskeleton' materials of our earth - rock, bone, and wood - - in a way both naive and
appealing: in other words like an inspiring scientific treatise. He shows living matter, contorted
like wrestlersi limbs, fighting the unseen forces of
environment. He has seen the serene display of the
spirals in the shell, the soft but stubborn curves
of the kelps .... Reality makes him dream."
About the ability of biomorphic Modernist sculptors to
represent the forces of nature Jack Burnham writes:
Vitalism, based as it is on nonphysical substances
and states of life, is a metaphysical doctrine
concerned with the irreducible effects and manifestations of living things. It was the great discovery
of twentieth-century sculpture that these did not
have to be appreciated through strict analogy.
Visual biological metaphors exist on many levels

besides the obvious total configuration of an animal
or human. The aesthetics of true organicism, on the
other hand, is not grounded in the appearances of
natural forms and their carryover into sculptural
materials, but is concerned with the organization of
processes and interacting systems.
A biocentric outlook, especially what Max Scheler
referred to as its vi talmystisch component, also combined with
Occult tendencies in the work of some artists to produce art
which fit the Bioromantic pattern? Just as Madame Blavatsky
based her ideas partly on Darwin's theory of evolution and
Rudolf Steiner was a scholar of Goethets scientific writings,
artists such as Bruno Taut, Kandinsky and Arthur Dove wedded
science and the occult to produce their Bioromantik. As Cohn
writes, for Dove
nature is both ... the raw data of physical perception and a mystic organism - - marvellous, mysterious
and alive. It is both a scientific construct which
can be empirically investigated and the projection
of Dovets value-seeking imagination. It is an irnpersonal physical force indifferent to human existence
and also the locus of transcendental truth.... Like
his 19th century predecessors, Dove sought the
pictorial means which could encompass this dualistic
concept, but for him these means had to be consonant
with the artistic values of the vanguard. To this
end, he invented a highly personal style of painting
informed on the one hand by contemporary discoveries
in biology and physics and on the other by the
literature of the occult. Contradictory as they may
appear, science and occultism gave Dove new ways of
depicting this hybrid vision.87
Artists were well aware of these meanings and sources for
their Modernist work. In 1925 Le Corbusier wrote: "Le symbole
esoterique, nous I ' avons, pour les inities d' aujourdhui , dans
les courbes que representent les forces, dans les fonnules q u i
resolvent les phenomenes n a t ~ r e l s . "About
~~
his painting Dove
wrote, "To make it breathe like the rest of nature, it must
while on photography Edward Weston
have a basic rhythm,t189
intoned :
Clouds, torsos, shells, peppers, trees, rocks,
smokestacks, are but interdependent, interrelated

parts of a whole - - which is life. Life rhythms ...
become symbols of the whole. The creative force in
man recognizes and records - - with the medium most
suitable to him, to the object of the moment - these rhythms, feeling the cause, the life within
the outer
AS August Wiedmann has pointed out, this is Romanticism: What
characterized the Romantic movement, above everything else,
was its universal striving for unity and integration with the
living order of ~reation."~'
But it is insufficient to cite
only the 19th-century Romantic precedent in the case of 20thcentury artists, as the art historical literature has by and
large done. Given the florescence of Neo-Romanticism at the
last fin-de-siecle,its participation in what I term the
biocentric discourse, and the further development of this
discourse between the wars, a clearer picture of the
geistesgeschichtlich context of this artistic production can
only be given by the placement of such statements into their
contemporary frameworks.
Thus, a pattern of association between 20th-century
biomorphic style informed by scientific imagery and biocentric
can be confirmed. Within
philosophy, i.e. a HBiorornanticism~~
contemporary discourses, then, many biomorphic Modernist artworks figured patterns which signified natural forces and
biocentric themes such as the life force, self-similarity,
generation, flux and the "oneness1@
of humanity and ttnatureu92
;
a reinterpretation of products of biomorphic Modernism in the
light of this is in order. As such, Bioromantik was not merely
a Neo-Romanticism. It was, rather, a late and refined aspect
of "Primitivism.
However, it was the "primitive1Ior Ur£ o m s of nature which served as the most common models for
artistic and social regeneration, rather than those of the
social or racial "Other."
As we shall see, biocentric meanings were inherent to the
very invention of the term %iomorphtt by Alfred Haddon in
1895, and to its initial application to Modernist art by Geof-

frey Grigson in 1934. They tended to be repressed, however,
when Alfred Barr adapted this label to his own, formallydefined category of biomorphic or organic abstraction in 1936,
and ignored as a result of the Post-War prejudice against
biocentrism.
Arguing for a complex art historical method which seeks
to identify formal, thematic and systemic patterns or
structures in the past; and recognizing the relevance of its
genetic ( "Romanticismtt
) , formal ( %iornorphicN ) , contextual
("biocentricN)and thematic ("biotic,"Hbiology,M
"biocentrismfl)connotations, I propose the acceptance of
Kallai's suggestion that we term this ecology of discourses
the tlBioromanticcultural pattern." Thus, my project (in the
narrow sense) is to rehabilitate and expand Kallai's aim to
establish Bioromantik as an art historical category, to
historicize the phenomenon - - indeed, following Meyer Schapiro's complex definition, to define it as a
If I
can achieve this, I feel that I will have laid a course of the
foundation of a systematic study of biomorphic Modernist art.
The concerns of the relevant artists and critics, and the
reach of the biocentric notions they implicitly or explicitly
espoused, require the expansion of the limits of my inquiry to
include scientific image-making,avoiding the limitation of my
project within the strict bounds of Modernist high art production." My approach also draws on the conception of art
history as Geistesgeschichte. To carry out a satisfactory
historical analysis of the Biorornantic pattern requires, then,
a strategy of interdisciplinarity - - one, which though it is
based in art history, is informed by the histories of
photography and architecture as much as it is by the history
of ideas, of pedagogy, of science and scientific imaging, and
of psychology.'"
Were I to treat the subject of Bioromantik fully, I
would, in addition to the construction of the methodological
framework such as I have done here, have to undertake more

systematic investigations of relevant anthropological and
psychological theory, as well as of a larger number of
paradigmatic artists, photographers and designers in Europe
and North Americarg7waters too vast to be explored in a
single dissertation. Therefore, while I have here outlined an
overall plan of exploration, specific soundings have been
chosen for this expedition, soundings which constitute a
methodological and historical basis for a future, more
complete history. This is not a history of Bioromantik, but
rather a prolegomena to its study.
In this thesis, then, I problematize biomorphic Modernism
and I conceptualize or frame it and its constituent elements
as the Bioromantic cultural pattern, In Chapter One, after
addressing some terminological and historiographic issues, and
discussing British biomorphic Modernism and Barr's MOMA as the
milieux in which "biomorphic" was first used in relation to
Modernism, I review the literature. In Chapter Two I set up
the historical construct of "biocentrism," look at some of its
main players, identify its continuities and ruptures, and
examine some political aspects. In Chapter Three I look at
Moholy-Nagy and his intellectual origins in the anarchoecological, i.e, biocentric, wing of the German Youth
Movement, the pedagogical reform movement and in the Bauhaus,
here reviewed from the perspective of biocentrism. In Chapter
Four I reconstruct the Raoul France-inspired biocentric
Constructivist discourse in the fine arts and architecture of
mid-20s Germany, and I situate the origins of Moholy's
pedagogical program of New Vision in these milieux. In Chapter
Five I show how New Vision brought about the aestheticization
of scientific photography in Weimar German exhibitions and
photographic journals, and I speculate on the effect that
Moholy's biocentric theory of technologized image-making
potentially had on the artistic practice of the time: This
incorporation of the products of scientific self-imaging into
the discourse of high art might have made them more easily

accessible to Modernist artists as visual models, a process
which provides an historical alternative to psychobiological
explanations of the naturamorphic analogy, and one that might
at least partially account for the apparent stylistic shift
around 1930 towards biomorphic Modernism. I also show that it
was as a direct result of this process of aestheticization
that Kallai engaged in his prescient framing work of the late
20s and early 30s. By examining the development of Kallai's
conception of Bioromantik, I illuminate some of the historical
and theoretical linkages that gave rise both to biornorphic
Modernism and Kbllai's recognition of it as Bioromantik.
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CHAPTER ONE

"Biomorphic ModernismM
Historiography, Terminology, and Literature
[Style is] a system of forms with a quality and a
meaningful expression through which the broad outlook of a group [is made] visible. It is also a
vehicle of expression within the group, communicating and fixing certain values of religion, social,
and moral life through the emotional suggestiveness
of forms .... Style, then, is a means of comrnunication, a language not only as a system of devices for
conveying a precise message by representing or symbolizing objects and actions but also as a qualitative whole which is capable of suggesting the diffuse
connotations as well and intensifying the associated
or intrinsic affects.... Not the content as such,
but the content as part of a dominant set of
beliefs, ideas, and interests, supported by institutions and the forms of every-day life, shapes the
common style. (M. Schapiro 1962)'
Contemporary art historical research and criticism
too often perpetuate the long tradition of borrowing
their methodology from the outdated model of the
discursive printed word. (B. Stafford 1992)"
I. Forms
Since Meyer Schapirors semiotically-informed definition
of "styleH as langue was published in 1962, art historians
have shown how the very manner in which a work of art is
rendered can signify independently of the subject matter of
the work, enriching possible readings of artworks beyond
iconographic ones.' As Richard Schiff writes: V'orrn . . . [can]
both represent and embody content, and not in any obscure or
mysterious manner."' While this revisionist art history was
itself a reaction to formalist art theories, one must remember
that it is also a direct outgrowth of them - - their revision
as refracted through structuralism and semiotics, rather than
a volte face. It is the most recent incarnation of formalist
art historical and critical practice reaching back through
Greenberg, Barr, Giedion, Barnes, Fry, Bell, Welfflin and his

Ithistory of the development of art based on f o m ," j to Conrad

Fiedler and Gottfried Semper. Rene Huyghe has traced the
history of art historical theories about form:
A partir de Conrad Fiedler et de Hildebrand, certains penseurs s'attacherent a la Forme, pour s'interroger sur son origine (que Semper crut technique,
s'appuyant sur les arts decoratifs, ou elle est
perceptible a l1etat purl mais que Alois Riegl fit
dependre d'une tendance interieure, la Kunstwollen) ,
ou sur ses lois organique d'evolution (Focillon
... 1 ; certains en renouvelerent la psychologie ( . . .
la Gestalt theorie) . D'autres pref ererent se pencher
sur le contenu, et l'iconographie, de Male a Panofsky, en poursuivent l'etude aussi bien dans la
traduction volontaire des idees que dans les revelations incon~cientes.~
Huyghe developed a complex, synthetic approach to form which
involved several of these approaches. The Goethean and Bergsonian morphological-organicist, or Vunctionalu vein of formalism in the work of the architectural historians Adolf Gdller
and Siegfried Giedion, the zoologist Alfred Haddon, the art
historian Henri Focillon, his student George Kubler, and the
archaeologist David Clarke, holds that forms develop parallel
to "naturalu phenomena and much like them.' As Jean Molino
articulates it:
artistic creation, like all creation, is production
about and based on the forms transmitted by tradition; the artist stores inherited forms and elaborates his or her own forms in a dialogue with forms
from the past. As a result, these new forms bear the
... traces of the old forms among which they take
their place.' There are ... two significations that
adhere to form: a specifically formal [one] that is
allusion to other forms, and a nonformal ... [one]
always present, but whose relation to form is largely arbitrary.'
This morphological-organicist vein is particularly relevant
here because it partakes of the organic metaphor of art held
by many of the artists and critics dealt with in this dissertation, an tlorganicismM
which M. H. Abrams defined "as the
philosophy whose major categories are derived metaphorically
from the attributes of living and growing thing^.^^"' This

aesthetic isomorphism assists us in understanding biomorphic
artistic and critical production, but at the same time it
potentially hinders us by rendering impossible a critical
meta-analysis. I will both incorporate and critically examine
aspects of this approach.
Formalisms raise questions about classes of forms and
their significations. They are useful in thinking about histories of form qua form. They are particularly useful in
understanding how the forms of ttabstractH
art signify, and
what they signify, and can usefully supplement - - rather than
replace - - iconographic and contextual approaches to the study
of abstract art." Finally, they are helpful in resisting
discrimination among media of production, for as Jonathan
Crary (working within a rich tradition of art historical
practice) has shown,
The isolation of painting after 1830 as a viable and
self-sufficient category for study becomes highly
problematic, to say the least. The circulation and
reception of all visual imagery is so closely interrelated by the middle of the [19th] century that
any single medium or form of visual representations
no longer has a significant autonomous id en tit^.'^
A study of Modernism which excludes popular, scientific,
occult or other visual manifestations of modernity is untenable.'I
Formalist approaches underline the need for the further
development of what James Elkins calls "image studiesH and
what Barbara Maria Stafford has termed a "pictology":
Uncritically to ally ourselves with those who treat
actions and pictures merely as decodable texts or as
some ignoble form of knowing will not reduce uncertainty and not guarantee the production of more rigorous research. The moment has come to forge theoretical models congruent with the showing and dernonstrative nature of the fleeting appearances under
investigation.... Figures must cease being taken for
parerga. Rather than disposable accessories hovering
on the intellectual margins, they must become integrated into, and shape, the mainstream of civic
life." No longer defined as subjugated illustrations, or just better conveyers of extant verbal

information, images would be recognized as free
agents needed to discover that which could not otherwise be known." The new-found power and ubiqu-ity
of images calls for teaching innovations and for
altering venerable, but unexamined, epistemological
models and textual metaphors (ucodesu,ualphabetsm,
.l6
uletters~,%pellingll, llgramrnarlt)
Just as visual culture vies with textual culture for communicative dominance, visual means of analysis are as important as
text-based, thematic and iconological ones. We can build on
traditions of visuality already present in the discipline."
A morphological approach such as Kubler's would recognize
what he terms a "formal seq~ence"'~
of "biornorphic abstrac tion" extending back to the dawn of image-making. An awareness
of such a sequence - - as sketched out by the former director
of the Landesmuseurn in Hanover, Alexander D~rner,'~
and Rene
Huyghe, who called it l'esthetique de la sinuosite and formes
f l u i d e " - - is important for placing 20th-century biomorphic
abstraction into its formal historical context: that (moving
in reverse) of Expressionism, the Art Nouveau," aspects of
Symbolism and Romanticism, the Rococo, the Baroque, Flamboyant
Gothic, Islamic art, Scandinavian and Hiberno-Saxon art, and
so on down to Minoan art and Alfred Haddon's ubiomorphsH on
prehistoric pottery shards.22Such a regression makes one
aware of the formal pedigree of what one is dealing with, and
it is useful for that reason, even if it is not helpful in
framing a subject of study, for it renders it vast. It also
lends legitimacy to the formalist framing of Modernism devised
by the long-time Museum of Modern Art director Alfred Barr, a
framing which dominated the discourse for decades - - and so is
familiar to art historians - - even if it has been in disrepute
of late. Though the problematic of the art we are dealing with
could be approached from either the thematic or formalist
angles, I begin here with a formally-defined category by
laying the groundwork for the examination of art which bears
" "organ-ic abstract," and
the labels "biomorphic, Itorganic,
"biomorphic abstract.
These signifiers, deriving from the

terms lobiornorphm
and loorganism,"denote a style familiar to
students of early 20th-centuryModernism.
This category, as defined by Barr and his successors,
includes not only ooabstractll
images but also art - - usually
Surrealist - - which is derived from or still contains recognizable imagery. Therefore, unless I am engaged in tenninological history, I will employ the more generous "biomorphic
Moderni~rn'~
to refer to Barr's formally defined category.
ffBiomorphicModernismoohas the advantages not only of including both mimetic and nnon-mimeticubiomorphic work produced
within the discourse of Modernist art, but of acknowledging
that discourse as well. I propose that biomorphic Modernism is
a style in Schapiro's complex sense, a formal and connotational language determined by its context, and that the style
of biomorphic Modernism can more precisely and suggestively be
referred to as wBioromanticism.M

2. Frames

The usefulness of the concept of style is that it
establishes a unity where there is apparently no
unity, but the artistic coherence of the works concerned is greater than their divergence from each
other. (Hauser 1965)'"
And it is only the destining into objectifying representation that makes the historical acessible as
an object for historiography. (Heidegqer 1953)"

If I hadn't believed it with my own mind, I never
would have seen it. (Bard College graffiti 1 9 5 1 ) ~ ~

Hauser points to a basic problem of art history, that of
taxonomy. In glFramesol
I will first examine the history of taxonomical terns and categories used in connection with biomorphic Modernism, after which I will engage in a discussion of
such Mfrarnes,Mproposing finally a framing model for use,

a. Read, Worringer, and the I1Organicl1
Within the discourse of Modernism the term %iomorphic
abstractionm seems to have been first employed in London
around 1934 in the "Unit 1" circle around the biocentric anarchisti' critic Herbert Read and the journal Axis.'' Read' s
involvement with biomorphic Modernism was as complicated and
problematic as his theoretical approaches to art were," and
this prevented him from playing the role one might otherwise
have expected him to play in the adoption of "biomorphicU into
the artistic vocabulary. Indeed, it was not Read, but the
critic, poet and editor Geoffrey Grigson who introduced the
term "biomorphicv to the discourse of Modernism.
In the early 30s, when Read started writing and publishing on contemporary art, he was indebted intellectually to
Wilhelm W~rringer,'~
whom he eventually befriended and
referred to as his "esteemed master in the philosophy of
art. 2 : In his 1908 dissertation Abstraction and Empathy,
II

Worringer - - inspired by the ideas of Theodor Lipps, Alois
Riegl, and his teacher Heinrich W6lfflin - - proposed the
binary psychological theory of artistic production, that human
mental abstraction gives rise to geometrical abstract art,
while empathy is the impulse for naturalistic or "organicu
art. Though Worringerfs dissertation functioned as both theory
and legitimizing force for Expressionist (including abstract)
art in the teens, it has not often been remarked that his
schema, like all (of necessity, reductionist) conceptual
structures (including my own), has its limitations, its problems with "fit.l1 Jack Burnham is one of the few commentators
to point out the limitations of Worringertswork: "By nature
art historians are pattern-creating creatures, and patterns
abound in art history; but, like so many broad conceptions,
they begin to show serious flaws when applied to specific
cases."" Thus, Worringerfs identification of naturalism with
the organic, and his linking of this category with empathy and
the art of certain historical periods, does not easily allow

for naturalistic art among some ancient peoples, e.g.
palaeolithic cave painters and the ancient Minoans,33nor for
organic abstraction at all, much less among the moderns.
Sensing this as a difficulty, Worringer engaged in an
ingenious argument which recast organic abstraction as naturalism in disguise. He argued that organic abstraction was not
the result of the "organic analogyM (what I here term the
"naturamorphic analogyM), of abstraction from forms of organic
nature. Rather, he maintained, it was the result of the
organic metaphor, in other words that it was developed according to the laws of creation in nature. By this means he
removes organic abstraction from the realm of abstraction and
returns it to the domain of naturalism:
It then becomes immediately apparent that organic
regularity, even when represented in the abstract,
has a milder effect upon us and is more closely
bound up with our own vital sensations. It makes a
stronger appeal to the activation of these vital
sensations of ours, and is thus calculated gently
and gradually to entice out man's latent impulse to
empathy.
The fact that some organic abstraction is based on the naturamorphic analogy did not enter into Worringer's argument."
The - - in effect - - inability of Worringer's dual structure of impulses to account for what by the late 20s had
developed into the style of biomorphic Modernism seems to have
affected Read, who was so enamoured of Worringer's writings
that he learned German to be able to read them in the original.16 Partly because he felt that abstraction was not useful
enough socially, and partly because of his adherence to Worringer's schema, Read was ambivalent about the abstraction of
his contemporaries. This ambivalence was expressed as a concurrent critical valorization and theoretical denigration of
biomorphic Modernism. Thus, though Read had published a book
on Surrealism by 1936, in 1934 he wrote dismissively of what
was in effect biomorphic Modernism as an "enfant terriblen
born of the "foster-motherNS~rrealism.~'In 1937 he deflected

his argument from the aesthetic to the social plane, criticizing abstract art's apparent lack of social utility.
The claim - - of the abstract artist is that the
forms he creates are of more than decorative significance in that they repeat in their appropriate
materials and on their appropriate scale certain
proportions and rhythms which are inherent in the
structure of the universe, and which govern organic
growth of the human body. Attuned to these rhythms
and proportions, the abstract artist can create
microcosms which reflect the macrocosm - - he can
hold the world, if not in a grain of sand, then in a
block of stone or a pattern of colours. He has no
need of natural appearances - - of the accidental
forms created in the stress of the world's evolution
- - because he has access to the archetypal forms
which underlie all the casual variations presented
by the natural world. I do not doubt myself that the
abstract artist is sincere in this claim, and that
he does achieve ... what he attempts. The only point
in doubt is the social relevance of this activity.l6
While this text demonstrates that ideas first evident in
Kallai's "Bioromantik" in 1932 were being more widely
expressed, it also reflects the political argument with the
artists' positions.
b. Unit 1

Putting aside Read's ambivalence for a moment, we might
note that his criticism included the first, and indeed until
now the most cogent, summary written in English of what was in
effect Bioromanticism. It reflected the ideas and aims of the
Modernists who had emerged around Read, a circle of artists
interested in the expression of their Organicism and their
Vitalism, " t h e force that through the green fuse drives the
flower," as Dylan Thomas expressed the elan vital in his poem
of 1933-34." Formally inspired by the biomorphic Modernist
work of Constantin Brancusi, Pablo Picasso, Alberto GiacomeI
tti, Joan Miro and Hans A r p , and frank concerning their desire
to express natural forces and their interest in (abstracted)
natural forms, members of Read's circle such as Barbara Hepworth, Henry Moore and Paul Nash, were producing work in a

biomorphic abstract style, which, along with Grigson, Read was
the first to admire.J0
That Read's summary accords with the artist's views is
easily verifiable. In Unit 1 Hepworth wrote that " [i]n the
contemplation of nature we are perpetually renewed ... and
rightly understood, it gives us the power to project into a
plastic medium some universal or abstract vision of beauty?:
On another page Moore declared that " [b]ecause a work does not
aim at reproducing natural appearances it is not, therefore an
escape from life - - but may be a penetration into reality ...
an expression of the significance of l i f e . 1 1 iWhile
2
Read was
not specific concerning the artist's formal sources in his
1937 text, Moore specified natural objects such as pebbles,
rocks, bones and shells as formal inspirations for his work,
and he noted that "the telescope and microscope have enlarged
the field from which the sculptor can enlarge his form-knowledge experience.
The popularization of the naturamorphic analogy in the
Unit I circle was fuelled by the appearance in 1929 and 1932
respectively, of English editions of Karl Blossfeldt's collections of close-up nature photographs Kunstfomen der Natur and
Wundergarten der Natur," the exhibition of Blossfeldt' s
photographs in London at the Zwemmer Galleries in 1932, and by
the appearance in 1935 of W. Watson-Baker's book of artistic
microphotographs, World Beneath the Microscope. While the
publication of Art Forms in Nature by Zwemmer in 1929 was too
early to elicit a response from the people who came to make up
the Unit 1 circle, the 1932 publication of Wundergarten der
Natur, and Robert Wellington's installation of Blossfeldt's
photographs from Wundergarten in direct juxtaposition with
examples from the applied arts," stimulated R . A. Wilenski
and then Paul Nash to speculate on the relations between
contemporary art and natural
The captions in Watson-Baker's World Beneath the M i c r o scope were particularly pertinent, for example that under a

photograph of a sea urchin shell which, evidently referring to
the work of Moore and Hepworth, pointed out that "the modern
sculptor nust envy the massiveness of form, the grandeur of
contour, of this small shelLMJ7William Gaunt's introduction
to the book discussed the naturamorphic analogy within a
biocentric framework:
Ciln all of this there is something abstract, something of the essential nature of things . . . . The
artist feels what the scientist calculates. As serious writers have abandoned the superficial devices
of the picaresque novel ... the visual artist is
urged to exchange the delineation of outward appearance for a nearer examination of form. The symmetrical exemplars of text-books on design prove to be of
the utmost banality when compared with the enormous
repertoire of designs in nature, a dimensional book
which discloses repertoire within repertoire, cosmos
with cosmos. We turn over the page which illustrates
obvious symmetries and regularities; we scent more
vital stuff in a new series overleaf of designs that
man has only faintly conceived, in whose prodigal
scrawls the restless motion of primary life sketches
an unprecedented art. The artist will not painfully
copy this new world, but he will be the more an
artist for seeing it ....4 8
In his review, John Piper found it "amusing . . . to notice the
artists suggested by the photographs: Klee (anchors and plates
of Synapta), Ernst (a great many times), Miro (sponge spicules) , Giacometti (chemical crystals), and so on.
Even
though Blossfeldt's photographs were taken with a close-up
lense rather than a microscope, in the advertisement of that
same year (1935) for the second printing of Rlossfeldtts Art
Forms in Nature in Axis, the unidentified copywriter referred
to "A series of excellent photographs of plant forms seen
through the microscope, displaying the relationship between
art and natural phenomena."50Just as, writing of contemporary
Paris, Man Ray remembered that Itallabstract art appeared to
me as fragments: enlargements of details in nature and art,"
in Axis in 1936 S. John woods wrote that "[all1 so-called
abstract pictures are based in some degree on nature or ... on
the artist's selection of certain phenomena of nature.""
lf3

Grigson emphasized the naturamorphic analogy in his 1944
monograph on his friend Henry Moore, producing the earliest
critical text I know of in English to discuss biomorphic
Modernist art systematically in conjunction with contemporary
biology, Vitalism and the scientific image analogy:
Moore ... is interested in the rounded, solid shapes
into which life builds itself. And when he came back
from Italy [in 1 9 2 5 1 , Moore became a pilgrim . . . to
the Natural History Museum. . . . [HI e now saw life in
its natural forms and framework, from the cells to
the skeleton.... [Elarly peoples ... saw life in the
form of large organisms, brute or man. we see it
also in the plates and diagrams of a biological
text-book,Rounded shapes by Moore may be related to
a ... bone, or a hill .... But they might also
relate to the curves of a human embryo * . . or to a
single-celled primitive organism. Revealed by anatomy or seen with a microscope, such things are
included now in our visual knowledge. Art, or the
forms of art, change with such knowledge. So when
some critics ... talk . . . of the distorted vision
. . . of contemporary art, they are ... showing the
restriction of their own experience .... Biology must
also be acknowledged ....5 2
By 1945 Read was also espousing a psychobiological explanation
of the artistsi biomorphic forms: "the elementary forms which
men have instinctively given to their works of art are the
same as the elementary forms which exist in nat~re~'~.
As early as 1934 Nash and Grigson were calling for the
production of nature-centred biornorphic Modernist art, i.e.
Bioromanticism. To my knowledge, they were the only art professionals at the time to actively promote such art.'' While
Nash held that [a]part from ths world of 'pure' invention
free from association with recognisable objects, I have no
doubt, that the infinite variations of nature may be resolved
with an equally incalculable number of complete abstractions,"
Grigson wrote:
Abstract art at this time needs ... to be penetrated
and possessed by a more varied affective and intellective [sic] content. Only so can it answer to the
ideological and emotional complexity of the needs of
human beings with their enlarged knowledge of the
l1

widened country of self. Certain artists have already realized this in their practice; abroad Picasso
and Brancusi, Klee, Miro and Helion; in England
Wyndham Lewis and Henry Moore. Abstractions are of
two kinds, geometric ... which leads to the inevitable death; and biomorphic. The biomorphic abstractions" are the beginning of the next central phase
in the progress of art?
This is the kind of art, added Grigson in another article of
1935, "which in my belief [people] will most enjoy.u 5 7
It was possibly as a result of his political evolution,
and his adherence to Worringer's schema, that, while he always
knew of the Vitalist, i.e. biocentric, background to biornorphic Modernism, it was not until 1951 that Read conceptualized
Vitalist biomorphic Modernism as a c a t e g o r y of artistic production.'@ Furthermore, it was only at the end of his car-eer,
in the 1964 A Concise History of Modern Sculpture, that he
discussed it, albeit only with respect to sculpture.5g
c. Grigson' s 'tBiomorphll
Though informed through Read of Worringer's binary system
of artistic impulses,60Grigson was clearly not satisfied with
the problematic nature of Worringer's use of llorganicli
in
relation to naturalistic and abstract art, and its inability
to account for contemporary Modernism. Aware that Moore
employed Worringerts term ltorganicI1to refer to his abstract
workst6'around 1934 Grigson proposed instead the adoption of
the term llbiomorphictl
from an unnamed anthropologist who
employed it in relation to the painted pebbles of the prehistoric Azilian culture:62
The designs on the coloured Azilian pebbles ... have
been divided by one anthropologist into two classes,
designs produced by the more or less obvious abstraction of natural forms (such as the human figure)
and Nbiomorphicllshapes . . .63 [which are] . . . fur ther from the originals .... n[B]iomorphic" ... is no
bad term for the paintings of Miro, Helion, Erni and
others, to distinguish them from the modern geometric abstractions and from rigid s~rrealisrn.~'

In this passage and in his "Comment on England," Grigson
grouped automatic Surrealism (Miro) and the biomorphic
abstract members of Abstraction-Creation (the French Jean
Helion and the Swiss Hans Erni) together - - along with related
artists such as Picasso, Brancusi, Klee, Lewis and Moore - - to
form a category of biomorphic Modernism, as distinguished from
both geometric abstraction (represented by members of Abstraction-Creation) and "rigidm - - by which Grigson evidently meant
- - S~rrealism.~~
"Such pictures as those of Kleetl
lloneiricll
writes Grigson that same year Itareexamples of the Bergsonian
return to pure nature. u66
As Gladys Fabre has pointed out in her article "Art de
Synthese," Griqson's formulation is a variant of that which
gave rise to the 19 35 exhibition these anti these syn these,
held at the Kunstmuseum in Lucerne, and curated by Hans
Erni.'' This exhibition was part of a wider discourse of the
time, one which attempted to overcome the apparent antinomy
between Habstractionuand S~rrealism.~'
Erni himself was a
young Swiss artist with biocentric views and an intense interest in microscopy and the natural sciences.69Focusing on
contemporary Parisian, Swiss and English art, and guided by
the Organicism of Jean Helion and the dialectical thinking of
the Parisian critic Anatole Jakovski and the Swiss Marxist
cultural philosopher Konrad Farner, Erni saw contemporary
Thus, according to
Modernism as the result of a diale~tic.'~
Erni, Cubism and Dadaism together gave rise to Purism, and
contemporary art concret, or Art de Synthese (most of which
was biomorphic ~odernist'~),was the synthesis of the thesis
Abstraction-Creation and its antithesis Surrealism.
All this recapitulated Kallai's argument put forward in a
series of articles of the early 1930s, that biomorphic Modernist art expressive and/or reflective of our essential rootedness in jlnatureN(Vioromantiktl),
and (mainly Constructivist
art) expressive of a "rationalistic- materialistic-utili, were artistic
tarianH drive to build (lTechnoromantikm)

embodiments of the essential Klagesian dialectic of Seele and
G e i s t , a pair of polar opposites identifiable as "natureu and
"constructionw already in his Constructivist writing of the
~ he wrote in his 1932 article Vuriick zum
early 1 9 2 0 ~ . ' As
Ornament," as parts of a single dialectic, "Eine internationale Ausstellung bewies doch, wie sehr Abstrakte und Surrealisten zusammengeh6ren, auch wenn sie in gewissen Sinn feindlichen Briidern gleichen .lt7'
Though Grigsonts framing is tighter and his Vitalism more
obvious, an undercurrent of biologistic nature-centrism (what
I term "biocentrism") is also present in the Lucerne formulation: The Lucerne Museum's director Paul Hilber asked Farner
to assemble a bibliography for the catalogue of these a n t i these synthese, including a section on "MathematicsH which
Farner also described as having to do with the "natural
science^.^^" Mostly it contained titles to do with the contemporary Organicist concern for regularity and structure in
nature? Though his writing reflects the more poetic sensibility of Paris Surrealism and of French writing in general,
this biocentric undercurrent is also present in Jakovskits
texts of the time, including the exhibition essay for the
~atalogue.'~
All these formulations, Read's and Grigsonts as
much as Kallaits, and Erni and Jakovskits, viewed contemporary
art as concerned w i t h revealing deeper layers of reality
through a formal language of biomorphic Modernism.
d. Haddonts "BiomorphU
No doubt referring to Grigson' s book on the subject, The
Painted Caves, Ian Jeffries has commented t h a t It[l]ikehis
contemporaries [Grigson] was interested in antiquity, in flint
axes and bronze-age barrows.t177
Hence we can assume that he
w a s familiar with the literature on prehistory. But the anthropologist from whom Grigson derived his use of the term
"biornorphicH was not likely the English Darwinian zoologistturned-anthropologistAlfred Cort Haddon, who in his 1895

cultural anthropological treatise Evolution in ~ r t " coined
the term "biomorphIMfor Ifaddon does not discuss the Azilian
culture, and he does not distinguish terminologically between
more and less abstract naturalistic art.7g In this book Haddon
wrote that "The biomorph is the representation of anything
living[,] in contradistinction to the skeuomorph, which ... is
the representation of anything made ["such as a pattern based
on weaving, wattling, binding, or timberingv], or the physicomorph which is the representation of an object or operation in
the physical w0r1d.l~'~Employing Vitalist terminology, Haddon
emphasized that I1[t]hefact that there is life in the original
of the biomorph appears in most cases to exert an influence on
the biomorph itself, so that it comes to have what might
almost be described as a borrowed vitality.H81Indeed, in his
discussion of biomorphs Haddon devoted an entire section to
the "Representation of Abstract Ideas of Life," in which he
specified that "[elven such an abstract idea as the Principle
of Life, or Vital Energy, has been indicated in [certain
motifs of biornorphic] decorative art."'* Unlike Worringer,
Haddon was not confined by a binary psychological taxonomy and
so could include both naturalistic and "abstractM patterns in
his category.
That the term "biomorphu was coined by a zoologist working on visual culture, to refer to a style of abstraction
representing vital forces and natural processes, is of no
small importance: this is precisely what I - - following the
contemporary critics Kallai and Carola Giedion-Welcker,and
the artists themselves - - argue is the dominant signification
of the forms, the style of biomorphic Modernism. Vitalistic
content was present in the very coinage of ubiomorph,wbefore
its adoption by anglophone Modernists, they are embedded in
it. Vitalist meanings, if w e might read Haddon in a Kublerian
sense, are innate to the uformal sequencentof biomorphism. Had
Grigson taken "bi~morph~~
directly from Haddon, he would have
known this. As a follower of the arch-Vitalist Wyndham Lewis

however, Grigson would likely have used it in a vitalist sense
irrespective of Haddon's intent?
e . Barr' s "BiornorphN
Given the predominantly formal usage of the terms InbiomorphicN and "organicIntoday, it is not surprising that as
epithets of an autonomous stylistic category of artistic
production (biomorphic Modernism) they were popularized within
the formalist critical paradigm of Modernist American aesthetics despite their Vitalist and n a t u r r o r n a n t i s c h origins,
and Grigson's earlier Vitalist adaptation. This current usage,
furthermore, derives from the institutionally most powerful
line of formalism, that established by curator-scholars associated with the Museum of Modern Art in New York. With his
Wolfflinian flow chart of Modern artistic tendencies and
movements published in Cubism and Abstract Art in 1936, MOMA
director Alfred Barr established a taxonomical system, a
framing structure, which dominated the field of Modern Art for
decadeseg4(Fig. 1-11 In this teleological system he included
the category "Non-GeometricalAbstract Artttalong with %eometrical Abstract Artr1as the twin resultants of his artistic
vector^.'^ Barr's nomination of the former as the negative of
the latter indicated the resultant to which he - - in accordance with Worringer - - accorded primacy at the time, the
Itfirstand more important currentn1of Geometric Abstract
~rt.~"his is how Barr defined Non-Geometric Abstract Art:
After running under ground [sic] for a few years
[this current] reappears vigorously among the masters of abstract art associated with Surrealism.
This tradition ... is intuitional and emotional
rather than intellectual; organic or biomorphic
rather than geometrical in its forms; curvilinear
rather than rectilinear, decorative rather than
structural, and romantic rather than classical in
its exaltation of the mystical, the spontaneous and
the irrational.
Since he (or Beamont Newhall, his bibliographer) lists Axis
but not Evolution in Art in the bibliography of Cubism and

Abstract Art, we must assume that Barr's usage of the term
"biomorphicM to describe non-geometric abstraction derives
from Grigson. Barr's conflation of 41biomorphicfl
with "organicIf
betrays his ignorance of the finer points of Worringer and the
problems surrounding the use of the term "organicn in conjunction with lvabstraction.H
While Barr's recognition of "romantictIfumystical,ullspontaneousll
and "irrationalu content in
the style indicates his resistance to a totalizing formalist
interpretation," his definition, like the rest of the book,
does privilege form. Barr's understanding of the content
derives not so much from Grigson, as from Worringer's Abstraktion und E i n f u h l u n g and its binary conception of the psychological impulses underlying art-making. Apparently ignorant of
Haddon's Vitalist understanding of ubiomorph,HBarr must have
Seen aware that Worringer discussed the content of "intuitive," "organicu art as Vitalistic and Pantheistic." Either
Barr was untroubled by Worringer's opposition of the organic
to the abstract, or he accepted the German's way out of this
dilemma. In any case, his description of the organic as "mysticalu and "irrationalN had pejorative overtones and Vitalist
content tended to be denigrated or repressed in the discourse
that Barr established.
As a pioneering historian and keen observer of the contemporary art scene, however, Barr correctly recognized later
in the book that "[alt the risk of generalizing about the very
recent past, it seems fairly clear that the geometric tradition in abstract art ... is in the decline .... The non-geometric biomorphic forms of A r p and Miro and Moore are definitely
in the ascendant.'lgOIn fact, within a few years he came to
champion such art, organizing with James Johnson Sweeney
retrospectives of Miro's and Kleers work in 1941.9: As Sandler
has pointed out, these exhibitions had a strong effect on the
emergent American ltbiomorphicfl
avant-garde, Abstract Expressionismtg2
and thus made it possible for a critic such as
Parker Tyler to emerge, who emphasized biocentric meanings and

the naturamorphic analogy in his reading of American biomorphic Modernism. In a 1945 critique of Sidney Janist Barrian
dualist conception of American Modernist art, Tyler constructed an understanding of biomorphic Modernism as insightful and complex as that of his European contemporaries:
I1...abstractionismspontaneously developed its own variety of
surrealism, wherein its analytical and geometrical forms 'come
alive,' return to 'naturet by way of human fragmentation, life
under the microscope, and the visceral - - in short, through
what is known as biomorphism. " g '
Nevertheless, Barr's prejudice against acknowledging
Vitalist meanings in biomorphic Modernism was reproduced in
his later work, and in that of most other critics, even in the
writings of his critic Meyer Schapiro. In a 1937 critique of
C u b i s m and Abstract Art and of abstraction in general, Schapiro received Barrts deemphasisizing of content in abstraction
as a true statement of the supposed lack of intention on the
part of all abstract Modernists to signify with their works.
This conflation of the truly formalist or "concretel1abstractionists with those who did wish to convey meaning blinded
Schapiro to Vitalist content in biomorphic Modernism, encouraged him to believe that all abstract artists had rejected the
linatural,llgJ
and set up a straw man that it was then easy for
him to knock down. He then read the rise of biomorphic Modernism and Surrealism as a consequence of the current pessimism
of Western society, forgetting that such work had been produced at least since the mid 20s:
During the [present] crisis the mechanical abstract
styles have become secondary. They influence very
few young artists, or they tend toward what Barr
calls "biomorphic abstractionfnof a violent or nervous calligraphy, or with amoeboid forms, a lowgrade
matter pulsing in an empty space. An anti-rationalist style, Surrealism ... becomes predominant, and
beside it arise new romantic styles....9 5
By positing a merely contextual, political significance to
emergent biomorphic Modernism, Schapiro's article, in dialec-

tical relation to Barrts book, further served to exclude from
the dominant discourse any discussion of content in Modernism.
f. Organic/Biomorphic; Curvilinear/Crystalline

Though Barr used them easily and interchangeably,
'IorganicH and "biomorphic" are not unproblematic terms. The
use of "organicu goes back to the mid 18th centuryg6
and is rooted in Nature Romanticism. The term was probably
first applied to art in the early 19th century, in relation to
architecture.'' Properly used, ltorganicuimplies the genesis
of the object it is applied to, as well as its structure, both
senses of which refer to a biological metaphor, and imply a
holism, that is the idea that the whole amounts to more than
the sum of its parts.g8 NOrganicism,tt
an intellectual tradition going back to the 18th century, intersects with biocentrism in the early 20th. Its relations to Vitalism have been
controversial, and some, like the biological philosopher Hilde
Hein, have argued that Vitalism and Organicism are, despite
their apparent differences, identical. As Donna Haraway puts
it, "Hilde Hein argues that Organicism must be considered a
modern variant of vitalism and that the old categories of
mechanism and vitalism are still very much releveant to the
contemporary biological scene.f t 9 9
The Oxford English Dictionary defines "biomorph" in
Haddonrs anthropological sense as a "decorative form representing a living object,I1while Webster's defines Mbiomorphic"
in a manner which suggests more its usage by the American
Modernists as I1resemblingor suggesting the forms of living
A s we have seen with Barr's identification of
organisms.
the biomorphic/organic with curvilinearity in opposition to
"geometric abstractionu and its rectilinearity, in common
usage Hbiomorphicuand llorganicu
had by the 1930s taken on the
connotation of curvilinear as opposed to rectilinear or
orthogonal form. As demonstrated by Herbert Christian Merillat's text, this is the popular understanding of these terms,

despite the evident tensions:
Visible nature, by and large, favors curves. There
are, to be sure, some natural angled shapes, especially in inorganic matter - - in certain geological
formations, for example, and in mineral crystals.
And, at a microscopic level, we find such angled
forms as living diatoms and the structure of inorganic snowflakes. Generally ... when we see with
unaided eyes a true straight line or an angular flat
form or a solid with plane surfaces meeting at
angles (a polyhedron) , we can be fairly certain that
humankind has been at work.lO'
Goldwater also defined the category in this formal sense:
The curve, whether of line or surface, is basic to
[all these biomorphic sculptures]: it constitutes
the sole, or the dominant, formal language employed.
Besides, these forms, whether they define more or
less stylized representations, or are altogether
nonrepresentational, are seemingly more organic than
geometric. Either they are obviously derived from
the shapes of living forms, or, being abstract, they
still have the tightness, the tension, the apparent
pull from within:limiting
extension, that brings to
'02
mind organic structure.
This is an old prejudice. Not only did artistic styles
based on plant and animal forms such as the Rococo and Art
Nouveau feature curved forms, the early-19th-centuryGerman
Naturphilosoph Lorenz Oken theorized that the ideal shape of
living things, even at the most microscopic level, was the
sphere: " T h e sphere was the most nearly ideal of the forms of
transcendental morphology, and, according to that system of
beliefs, its shape served to distinguish living nature from
crystal growth. l l i Q 3 This view was confirmed in the best -known
exhibition demonstrating the scientific image analogy, K u n s t
und Naturform, held in Basel in 1958. Writing in the book
published on the basis of the exhibition, Georg Schmidt
observed that the geometrical abstract paintings in the show
tended to correspond to microscopic photographs of inorganic
matter, and that the "tachistm abstract or "Non-Representational Paintersw Ii.e. mostly post-war biomorphic Modernist
paintings) resembled the organic micrograph^.'^'

And yet Ernst Haeckel, the most important popularizer of
scientific illustrations among artists and their promoter as
normative models of art production, had complicated this picture in two ways. First, in his crucial album Kunstfomen der
N a t u r of 1899-1904,he showed how exquisitely geometric life
forms such as diatoms could be at the microscopic level, even
if such geometry itself favoured linear geometry inscribed
into globular configuration^.'^^ For another, as a radical
Monist who preached "the essential unity of organic and inorganic nature,I1'O6 he was concerned with the blurring of
boundaries, the establishment of a continuum, between the
"organicu and "inorganic," the "animateN and "inanimate," by
demonstrating the commonalities of lower life forms with
crystals, particularly structural and formal commonalities.
"We cannot draw a sharp line of distinction between these two
great divisions of nature, any more than we can recognise an
absolute distinction between the animal and the vegetable
kingdoms, or between the lower animals and man."'o7 Late in
his career, as a Monist with decidedly Vitalist, indeed Pantheistic inclinations, he was concerned with explaining these
similarities by positing animating llsoulsll
both in organic and
inorganic phenomena.lo8 As Holt points out, in his 1917 book
Kristall see1 en Haeckel "concentrated on the ' interior quali ties' of crystals and extended [his] 'chain of unity of sensation' to the inorganic world. [He] referred to 'atomic soulst
in inorganic matter such as crystals. Crystals were, he wrote,
similar to organic forms of life in that they experienced
birth, growth, death, sensation and all 'other manifestations
of life-forms.
As Haraway puts it: I1If one sees the
the crystal is a smaller, simpler
world in atomistic terms
version of the organism in a nearly literal sense. If one sees
the world in terms of hierarchically organized levels, (the
organism becomes the primary metaphor), the crystal becomes an
intermediate state of organization. There is no longer a
continuum of forms all based on a corpuscular foundation, but

...

rather a discontinuous series of 'organisrn~.'~~'~
I f one
accepted Haeckel's Monism (and as we shall see, his Monism or
versions of it were espoused by other scientist-philosophers
influential on Modernists such as Wilhelm Ostwald, Ernst Mach
and Raoul France), the orthogonal, as opposed to curvilinear
forms of crystals could be seen to be Hbiomorphicu as
,,.
well.--Monism called into question the curvilinear/
orthogonal opposition associated with the organic/inorganic
split. This must be borne in mind as one navigates the waters
of biomorphic Modernism and the associated, often fluid positions of materialists and Vitalists along the Monist-Dualist
continuum. A Monist Vitalist critic such as Kallai was unwilling to distinguish theoretically between curvilinear and
orthogonal abstraction as Barr was, even if the examples
Kallai cited when discussing Bioromantik were, by and large,
V~rvilinear.~
He preferred to conceive of this dichotomy as a
creative dialectic. Lisa Phillips has written cogently of this
problematic :
The legitimacy of the terms we use to describe this
world needs to be continually reevaluated ... the
term "organictBis most frequently associated with
plants and animals in art, -it typically denotes
biotic, botanical, and biomorphic configurations as
opposed to wgeometricll
ones. But, as we now know,
living matter is composed of particles that can
often be geometrically described .... There are also
organic forms in the non-natural world: biological
and geometric models fuse in machine forms and in
organized systems such as information or electronic
circuit theory, cybernetics and systems analysis. It
is clear that what we now need is an expansive definition of organic, one that refutes both the notion
of a stringent boundary between nature and culture
and the archaic dichotomy between the organic and
the geometric. Only then will we be able to follow
the development of organic abstraction in America - how each generation has responded to our changing
understanding of the natural world. 'I2
With the emergence of fractal geometry in the late 1970s and
1980s, the last nail in the coffin of the idea that the "geometricH is opposed to the "biomorphicm (organic) has been

inserted. A paradigmatic llbioromanticll
artist such as Arthur
Dove, consequently, produced works which incorporated an
integrated understanding of the two categories, work which as
Sherrye Cohn puts it, are I1expressiveevocations of the geometric order which lies behind organic
Form over Content
Barr's privileging of form over content did not go unnoticed in the Unit 1 circle, in which Read's geistesgeschicht1ich, iconographic and "Northernt1approach was supported in
opposition to Fry's francocentric formalism."' The review in
Axis of Cubism and Abstract Art by J. M. Richards made it
plain that - - unlike even the Marxist Schapiro - - the British
Modernists were critical of a purely formal approach to understanding art-making and taxonomizing it: "Mr Barr has engaged
himself in placing each artist in his right pigeon-hole but he
is apt to give the impression that by doing so he has done all
that is necessary to explain the artist's existen~e.~'"
Herbert Read was noticeably absent from this debate?
We have seen that though aware of the link between biomorphic
Modernism and Vitalism, Read's commitment to Worringer's
problematic writings seems to have prevented him from formulating this link into a category of artistic production until
1951, and from discussing it until 1964. This effectively left
Barrrs formalist framing of biomorphic Modernism unchallenged
within the Modernist discourse. The rise to hegemony of postwar American formalism, and within it, of Barr and his organizatimal schema of Modernist art, further ensured that it was
Barr's formal definition of Hbiornorphicuand "organicn abstraction that was canonized.
Barr' s conflation of %iornorphiclt and "organicN was
reproduced in the MOMAts publications, spawning a plethora of
terms referring to biomorphic Modernist art. Thus, Barr's
negative nomination "Non-GeometricAbstract Artu1of 1936 was
rendered positively by Eliot F. Noyes for the "Organic Design
g, M O W :

in Home Furnishingsl1 competition of the MOMA in 1940-41, won
by Eero Saarinen and Charles Eames."' This term was in turn
adopted by Robert Goldwater as ltorganicabstractionu for the
1949 MOMA exhibition and catalogue Modern Art in Your
~ i f e , : "and switched to Mbiomorphismlt
in his 1969 What is
Modern sculpture?.':' In the early 50s, Barrts successor at
the MOMA, Andrew Carnduff Ritchie, also employed the term
"organic abstractionll in describing biomorphic Modernist work,
but he introduced related categories, Worringerian oxymorons
such as Waturalistic Geometricv and flExpressionist Biomorphic," which demonstrated the multiplicity of categories and
terms possible within the formalist paradigm as much as it did
Ritchie's happy indifference to Worringer."'
Barr recognized that many of the artists working in the
biomorphic style in the 1920s were associated with the Surrealist movement, particularly with Surrealist production
usually referred to as auto ma ti^,^ and by 1945 Parker Tyler
was writing of Matta as "a surrealist of the biornorphic
In 1968 Barxts successor as Chief Curator of
school. lil"
Painting and Sculpture at the MOMA, William Rubin, refered to
Nautomaticu Surrealist art simply as "organic" or llbiomorphictt
Surrealism, but like Barr - - and unlike Tyler and Dorner - - he
left matters at that: a vague, if accurate, comment on stylistic affinitie~.'~'
However, as the writings of critics such as Kallai, Read,
Grigson, Tyler and Dorner, the artistsf own texts, and as the
secondary literature on these painters and sculptors testifies, a biocentric intention to employ biomorphic £ o m s as
signifiers of natural forces and processes was central to many
of the artists. But with few exceptions, this aspect of the
and until the
work tended to be underplayed or ignoredfLz3
1980s historians have done little more than invoke "automatism" to explain the stylistic commonality of such art.
The use of a fully llautomaticM
method has, however, been
called into question,12Jand the organic, process-based

metaphor of artistic production latent in the artistst claim
to wautornatisrn~has more often than not been downplayed. As
the literary critic Renato Poggioli noted in 1968, "[clertainly rarest of all exceptions is the case of an avant-garde
artist or critic who recognizes the avant-garde's affiliation
with romanticism as a central factor.N125
Poggioli rightly
cites Herbert Read and his 1936 article ttSurrealismand the
Romantic PrincipleM as such a rare exception. But, as he
points out, Read proposed an essential rather than a historical connection between the
Poggioli does not discuss
the German art historian transplanted to America, Alexander
Dorner's writings of he 1940s, in which he denoted the
"abstractH or "automaticn Surrealists simply as as "Romantic
SurrealistsINdistinguishing them from the "Retrogressive
[i.e. 'veristl]SurrealistsH who insisted upon retaining
traditional perspectival space, which according to him denoted
an outdated conception of "Being," rather than the curvilinear
(read: ttbiomorphicN
) style derived from oma antic ism, which
functioned as a "hieroglyphn for an up-to-dateworld view of
It Becoming . 12'
Dorner's schema, despite its publication in
Wittenborn-Schultzls"Problems of Contemporary Artv series,
however, did not enter the critical cannon. It was not until
the early 1990s that, in the work of Christa Lichtenstern and
Elizabeth Legge, and in a 1994 exhibition catalogue published
by the Sprengel Museum in Hanover, the close relationship
between the biomorphic Surrealist art of Hans Arp, Andre
Masson and Max Ernst, and the intellectual heritage of German
Nature Romanticism - - particularly Neo-Vitalism and the
organicist topos - - were treated rather than merely noted.Iza
It should also be said that it is only by force that some
artists often categorized as "Surrealistn fit into that category."'

h, Kalfai and Bioromantik
Grigson, Barr, and those involved with the 1935 Lucerne
exhibition were not the only ones to frame this art early on.
They were preceded by Walter Benjamin and Ern6 Kallai, paralleled by the Swiss critic Carola Giedion-Welcker, and followed
by the German transplant to America, Alexander Dorner. Following Walter Benjamin's brilliant, almost offhand observations
of 1928 made in his review of Karl Blossfeldt's photographs,
Kallai was the first critic to systematically theorize what
was in effect biomorphic Modernist art as a category."0 As
mentioned above, Kallairs framing of biomorphic Modernism was
rooted in the thinking of the biocentric philosopher Ludwig
between
Klages, who saw the world as evincing a 'tstruggle~
intellect and soul, i.e. Seele and Geist, an awareness of our
rootedness in "natureu on the one hand, and what Kallai termed
the "profane trinity of rationalism-materialism-utilitarianism," on the othersL3'Kallai constructed what he saw as the
valuable, Modernist art of his day as a dialectical pair; a
nature-aware or nature-depicting art he termed Bioromantik,
and a Constructivist Technoromantik which expressed the "technoidN and n constructive drivesH in us, a pairing discernable
already in his writings of the early 1920s.
Like Grigson's, Kallai's views were based in a biocentric
worldview and were formulated with an awareness of the naturarnorphic, particularly scientific image analogy, which, as I
will show in Chapters Three and Four, was pioneered by Kandinsky, and then by Lazar El Lissitzky and Moholy-Nagy within the
biocentric Constructivist discourse of the mid 1920s. Kallai's
first realization of the scientific image analogy took place
in 1929, within an exposition whose juxtapositions of all
kinds of photographic imagery, artistic and non-artistic, were
determined by Moholy-Nagy according to the precepts of his
"New Vision,It a pioneering effort at visual education which - even if unconsciously - - underlies Barbara Sta££ordfsattempts
today at developing a npictology,ua visual rather than a

textual approach to understanding culture."'
While the polar structure was there from the start, and
he had been developing these ideas since at least 1926, Kallai
published WioromantiktMtheir most cogent articulation, in
the trilingual Modernist Bratislava journal Forum in 1932."'
In this article he proposed that there existed among contemporary artists a trend he termed Bioromantik, related to but
superseding the 19th century Romantic and later Expressionist
traditions. While translatable as HBioromanticism,uKallai
would have resisted a possible implication of this, the only
feasible English rendering, that Bioromantik constituted a
self-conscious "movementN:
Bioromantik should not mark the christening of a new
ism" ... we are concerned here simply with the
explication of the situation wherein stylistically
very different phenomena of modern art are bound by
a deeper unity.'j4
He characterized this trend as consisting of art whose
forms, where abstract, are reminiscent of or simplifications
of organic nature: "die Kunst der geistigen Wesenschau braucht
dem Figuralen keineswegs aus dem Weg zu gehen, urn zu ihren
Zeichen und Bildern zu gelangen. Und sind es keine Figuren,
die auf den Bildern von Hans Arp ... geistern, so sind es doch
Figurationen, die auf Gestaltmotive tierischer und pflanzlicher Organismen ~uriickgehen.~"~
He aiso characterized this art
as reflecting aspects of nature not normally visible such as
the microscopic, the cosmic, and the undersea. Parallel to the
Surrealists and their concern for the marvellous and the
bizarre, Kallai remarked on the effect that the view to
another world had on the artists: "Die Schranken unseres
Bewusstseins grenzen nirgends dichter und erschreckender an
das Jenseits als beim Anblick des Mikrokosmos. Es liegt ein
Schock in diesem Anblick, den man mit der gleichen Unmittelbarkeit nur noch vom RZtsel des Makrokosmos, der Zeugung und
des Todes empfZngt.ll""allai
noted that such art often
echoed forms seen in scientific imagery. He saw such work as
11

picturing or unconsciously reflecting biocentric Lebensphilosophisch, Neo-Vitalist, Monist and neo-Pantheistic concepts
such as a pervasive life force; the unity of spirit and matter; the decentering of the human species; the Goethean idea
of U r f o r m ; what, after Hans Prinzhorn, the palaeontologist
Edgar Dacque and Carl Gustav Jung, Kallai termed the "demonicM
forces of nature; and the "new," i.e. post-Darwinian, neoLamarckian, ecological biology. Thus, while emphasizing its
visualization of the "demonic" in nature, Kallai was also
eager to point out the ways in which the biocentrism underlying Bioromantic art was supported by the latest results of
science, from genetics and Prinzhornian psychology to Dacquean
palaeontology . "'
In delimiting Bioromantik, Kallaits approach - - like
Grigson's, Read's and Ernits - - was antithetical to Barr's
bounding principle for biomorphic Modernism. He remarked on
the "eigenartigen Formzeichen der Bioromantik,I1but rather
than these formal affinities, Kallai focused on the thematic
commonalities of the artworks, on the biocentrism of the
iconography or of his readings of the abstract forms, and on
their origins in Nature Romanticism and what he and others
termed the "new bi~logy.""~
As we have noted, this thematic/genetic delineation of
Bioromanticism, and his ow. biocentrism, resisted the identification of organicism with curvilinearity, allowing in principle - - as in these antithese synthese - - for the inclusion
of, for example, crystalline geometric abstraction within the
confines of his category if he saw such work as reflecting
deep natural structures and forces. I1Es wdre verfehl t, wollte
man den geistigen Drang der Lebensergriindung in unserer Kunst
nur unter bestimmten stilistischen Voraussetzungen gelten
l a s ~ e n . ~Yet
~ ' ~even
~
though Kallai remarked on the wide stylistic range of the art, in practice all of the artists and
and most
their works which Kallai cited in ll~ioromantik"'so
of these cited in other relevant texts were characterized by a

biomorphic abstract style or biomorphic imagery within a
Modernist aesthetic discourse.la' In effect these works
described the style of "non-geometricabstractionM as delineated by Barr. It was this biomorphic, curvilinear understanding of Bioromantika which came into popular usage in K&llaits
Budapest circle in the late 1940s, an understanding not challenged by Kallai himself.'" In practice, Constructivism was
accommodated by Bioromantikfs dialectical Other, what he
termed Technoroman t i k . "
Kallaits achievement was remarkable. Not only was he the
first to systematically frame biomorphic Modernism, he was - along with Kandinsky, El Lissitzky, Karel Teige, Benjamin and
Moholy-Nagy - - an early Modernist formulator of the naturamorphic analogy, a topos then recapitulated by critics such as
Grigson, Read, Gy6rgy Kepes, Leo Steinberg, Oto Bihalji-Merin,
Georg Schmidt, Georg Schenk and Rene Huyghe.I J 3 Though like
Read, he tended to privilege an essentialist MpsychobiologicalH explanation for the phenomenon of biomorphic Modernism,
Kallai suggested that biomorphic Modernist
in I1Bioromantikft
artists were drawn to scientific imagery, suggesting its
direct influence:
Das Bewusstsein urn die irrationalen Verstrickungen
des ichs mit dem Keimwesen und -Strukturen der Natur
f-iihlt sich rztselhaft angezogen durch den Anblick
von Mikro- und Rtintgenaufnahmen. Sie sind fiir die
Phantasie der Bioromantik so anregend, wie das Studium der Anatomie fiir die ~ktmalerei.14'
This anticipates Brian O'Dohertyfs call for research into this
subject by 40 years.u5 Kallai recognized the importance of
biocentric ideologies in the genesis of such work; he did not
make the separation between painting and sculpture in this
connection; he pointed out the links with the "new biology,"
he took the importance of both art and scientific photography
into consideration; and as early as 1932 he coined the tern
Bioromantik to refer to the tendency. In short, he recognized
a complex cultural pattern while in the thick of its develop-

ment, he defined it, and he named it. His writing is the
starting point for my work.
i. Giedion-WelckertsI1OrganicElementarism"
Married to the Organicist Modernist historian Siegfried
a friend of A r p , Klee, Moholy-Nagy and other
Giedion,"%nd
prominent Modernists, Carola Giedion-Welcker is an underappreciated critic and historian who came from an intellectual
background similar to ~ a l l a i ~ s .She
~ ~ 'was - - along with Kallai and Grigson - - the first to systematically discuss the
concern with nature and organicism of sculptors such as Brancusi, Arp and Moore, and painters such as Ernst, Klee and
andi in sky.'" In 1934 she wrote of a Veturn to the primal
phenomena of life,I1of an I1organicelementarismtlin contemporary sculpture : :"
Modern plastic art wants to reconstitute the primal
qualities, it wants to go back to the elementary
sources in order to form generally valid symbols of
time, the world and nature from out the simple viewpoint. . . . The composi tion of volume and movement [, ]
the relations of mass and material within an elemen tary organic or stereometric world of bodies are the
fundamental points of departure.l S 0
As early as 1937, Giedion-~elckerpublished a monograph on
Modernist sculpture, Modern Plastic Art, which was the first
of its kind in Engli~h.'~~
The book was published in a
revised edition as Contemporary Sculpture in 1955, the twelfth
volume in Robert Motherwell's "Documents of Modern ArtH
series, and so entered the American discourse as an alternative to the formalist view of sc~lpture.'~'
Giedion-Welcker saw modern art much as Kallai did, as a
mirror of geistig developments of contemporary culture. She
employed the term I1OrganicElementarism" to describe, in
She stressed in her writing
effect, biomorphic M~dernisrn.'~~
the development of some Modernist sculpture "in the direction
of man's union with all creaturely life," and 5s a urecollection of a mysterious participation of man with nature and the

world of creatures.fl'54 She also wrote of the usymbiosis of
biological growth and technological constructiono in modern
art and design, an art "which encloses nature and civilization
in pure forms of energy, [and which] mirrors our dynamic
conception of the world, whether its shapes incorporate the
basic principles of growth in nature, or express in constructions the mind of man again on the march into the f~ture.~'"
In Surrealism she saw "a continuously active process of metamorphosis .... All biological and psychical frontiers are
blurred: men and beasts, animate and inanimate objects, converge and coalesce to proclaim the sovereign domination of
transcience." l S 6
Giedion-Welcker did not synthesize these thoughts into a
conceptual framing of a nature-centric trend in Modernist art
as Kdllai had done by 1930. Unlike her, however, Kallai - despite Max Bill's help - - was unsuccessful in his attempt to
incorporate his critical perspective into the - - by then dominant - - American discourse.i57Had he done so, or had Giedion-Welcker developed a category as Kallai had done and included it in her book, the European thematic framing of biomorphic Modernism might have competed with Barr's formal one.

.

Dorner' s "Expressive Curve"
Another European who published in America after the war,
Alexander Dorner focused in his writings on what GiedionWelcker referred to as the "sovereign domination of transcienceu in his 1947 theoretical account of Modernist art, which
he willustrated~with a study of the biomorphic Modernist
artist Herbert ~ayer.'~'
This whole Western drive toward the Absolute, toward
a check on temporal change must be seen as a provisional deliverance from the anxieties of a magical
universe, from a fear of an uncontrollable world
rife with energetically changing objects. By realizing this we can also realize why the modern transition to a wholly energized world has been inevitj

able. Yet it would be quite wrong to speak here of a
mere relapse into magical notions. The vital force
of the universe consists in its complete irreversibility, and life never tolerates a relapse. The modern road leads across the rigid stretch of threedimensional reality toward a stronger a n d more profound unity, toward a growth open to autonomous
change."'
With this Bergsonian neo-vitalistic perspective in mind,"'
it comes as no surprise that as director of the Landesmuseurn
in Hannover it was Dorner who in 1926 commissioned the biocentric Constructivist Lazar El Lisstizky to design a gallery for
abstract art, and then in 1930 requested from Moholy-Nagy
a permanent gallery demonplans for a "Raum der Gegen~art,'~
strating the "New Vision." While El Lissitzky's project was
realized in 1927, Moholy's was not due to the Nazi rise to
power in 1933.16'
Unlike Kallai and Giedion-Welcker,however, for Dorner,
form was crucial. Indeed he framed his discussion of modern
art (particularly Biomorphic Surrealism) in terms of a tradition of the "free curveu in art extending back to the Romantic
age. (Figs. 1-2 and 1-3) As we have seen, he saw the "free
curveM as a uhieroglyphM for a dynamic worldview of "Becorning," as opposed to the more traditional view of a set state
As expressive linef [the free curve] began more
and more to dissolve traditional spatial form with
its overlapping contours. This may be said of all
stages of Romantic evolution, of Fuseli ... to Kandi n s k y and the Romantic Surrealists. The Romantic
expressive line left behind the old spatial contour
a n d developed into a new autonomous form, which now
hovered strangely within the spatial frame. The
picture began to acquire a new and disquieting mobility.. .. Each Romantic picture is a movement leading
from perspective reality to the new reality of an
immobilized formal urge.,..
Yet neither [the
Romantic artists nor the Impressionists] were able
to push that liberating advance toward a changeable
world concept far enough .... They prepared the
milieu out of whose tensions grew the new movements
which abandoned the remnants of the absolute static
cause and pushed forward into the greater depth of a

self-changing universe. The pioneers of this thrust
are the abstract artists and their offspring,the
modern realists . 16.'
Dorner recapitulated Kallai's arguments about a new "realism"l 6 5 when he saw this development as leading towards an
art which was urealisticH though it was "abstractu L e . nonmimetic) because it reflected reality as it was now understood. However, by affording equal weight to questions of form
and meaning, Dorner demonstrated that a balance could be had
between the more hermeneutical European approach (as seen in
Kallai and Giedion-Welcker) and Barrfs formalism.
k. Contextualism and its Limits
Kallai's, Giedion-Welckertsand Dornerfs contextualism is
necessary to understanding the circumstances of the production
of artworks and their relations to the culture as a whole.
From Burckhardt through Dvorak, Strzygowski, and Panofsky, to
Gombrich and Crary, art historians have held that visual culture is not to be understood without reference to the intellectual and social contexts of its production and reception,
and that it is multifarious - - none of its discourses can be
satisfactorily understood in isolation from the others.i66
"[Tlhe history of ideas flows freely through the membranes
that compartmentalize the various disciplines comprising a
culture, as Barbara Novak put it in Nature and ~ u ture.
l
:''
The iconography of an artwork, the themes the artist wished to
communicate, and the ideologies which informed its production
continue to constitute bases for historical interpretation.
As Kubler has pointed out, however, an exclusively iconographic/contextual approach has its costs: 'Ithe price has been
high, for while studies of meaning received all our attention,
another definition of art, as a system of formal relations,
therefore suffered neglect.tt168
Even a critical, cross-disciplinary and contextual iconology cannot attempt a sufficient
account of why artworks look as they do. Jean Molino has

written of this in his introduction to Focillon's book:
"Rather than seeing ideas as giving rise to forms, we must
recognize that they only color them, that they surround them
without ever creating them.
Nor can iconology offer interpretations of the visual and
formal meanings and knowledge conveyed by artists, for it
tends to leave out of the equation the autonomous logic of
material and visual production, what Henri Focillon termed the
"life of forms in artOtt
Formalism is indispensable to understanding and codifying the "language of vision,uL70
formal
affinities between works are to be seen as having significance, and so the development of a critical language of visuality deriving from the formalist tradition is to be valued. It
is in recognition of this value that I take seriously Barr's
formally-defined category, while it is formalism's neglect of
this self-same category that makes space for my work.
In practice, as did Dorner, many art historians have combined formalist, thematic and contextual methodologies into
their writing.'" We are discovering little by little all
over again that what a thing means is not more important than
what it is; that expression and form are equivalent challenges
to the historian; and that to neglect either meaning or being,
either essence or existence, deforms our comprehension of
Kublerfs
both, writes Dorner' s contemporary ~ u b l e r.
teacher Focillon has given poetic expression to this complexity and to its dangers:
Whenever we attempt to interpret a work of art, we
are at once confronted with the problems that are as
perplexing as they are contradictory. A work of art
is an attempt to express something that is unique
.... But it is likewise an integral part of a system
of highly complex relationships ... flowing together
within it the energies of many civilizations may be
plainly discerned. And a work of art is ... both
matter and mind, both form and content.... A work of
art rises proudly above any interpretations we may
see fit to give it; and although it serves to illustrate history, man and the world itself, it goes
further than this .... From the above it is easy to
lBL6'

see how luxuriant is the wilderness of criticism
that may spring up beside a work of art: flowers of
interpretation that do not adorn, but completely
conceal . '''
1. From the Dialectic to the Frame
We have seen that Barr, Goldwater and Rubin emphasized
the forms but could not repress the iconography of the art
they referred to as biomorphic and organic. We have also seen
that though Kallai tended to approach the subject thematically, the examples he gave of Bioromantik - - a category for
which he resisted stylistic definition - - in effect described
Barrrs, Rubin's and Goldwater's category. What is true of
Kallai is true also of others such as Grigson, Giedion-Welcker
and, as we shall see, Philip Ritterbush, Charlotte Douglas,
Jennifer Mundy and Gladys Fabre. We will see in the literature
review that - - with some oversimplification, and the notable
exception of Dorner - - historians and critics have been approaching the equivalent phenomenon from these two broadlydefined methodological angles. Rather than thinking in terms
of pure formalism, or of mere iconology or Kunstgeschichte als
Geistesgeschichte, I shall, in framing this art, also employ
that commonly-used synthetic methodology which combines these.
But how does one begin? How does one enter the dialectic
of "form and content"? Historical llph~nornenan
are not simply
"things in themselvesM out there waiting to be named and
discovered. The past is a vast, amorphous mass, our memory (or
forgetting) of the "quantum soupIt of material reality. It is
constantly reframed and reinterpreted; it is in constant need
of reframing and reinterpretation. It is, in fact, constantly
being constructed mentally, if not actually constituted in an
ontological sense, as some followers of upsychobiology~or
psychov vital ism^ discussed in Chapter Three held. In order to
write history, conceptual frameworks, including taxonomical
schemes, must be employed to structure the past, even though
they inevitably involve reduction and distortion. Deciding on

a frame to employ in conceptualizing the phenomena one notices
is a long and complicated process. It is like being nearsighted, and seeing something hazily in the distance, but not
quite being able to make it out. During this work of what
amounts to seeing rather than merely looking, one must constantly be willing to learn new facts and entirely new fields
of study; to be, like a patient in an optometrist's chair,
fitted with a succession of different lenses, in an attempt to
find one, or a combination, which offers the clearest view of
these initially hazy patterns. Historiographic innovation
often involves the formulation of new frames and taxonomies,
the determination of new optometric prescriptions so to speak,
which make aspects of the past previously obscure or invisible, clear or visible. Depending on your epistemological
orientation, it is either the "fitn of any new frame to the
"actualN past, or its ~usefulness~
to the agendas, stated or
hidden, of the historian and his culture, which determine
judgements of the frame's success.
Implicit in the above discussion is my feeling for NietzscheJs "profound aversion to reposing once and for all in any
one total view of the world,I1a view which would legitimize
f same or interpretation."' As Jon Snythe single lBcorrectll
der writes

In the era of philosophical nihilism nothing can
stand outside the realm of universal equivalence or
lay claim to 'authenticityf;for every aspect of the
world - - even Being itself - - is forever subject to
further revaluation or, to put it another w a y , to
the interpretive process th[r]ough which the value
that has previously been assigned to something is
exchanged for another equivalent value ... This
experience, which may be called postmodern ... may
be broadly defined as the i n f i n i te interpre tabili ty
of reality .
Applied to history writing, Mark Roskill has reformulated this
insight as "there can be no avenue to truth, or ultimate key
to meaning, apart from the history of successive interpretations made from particular positions.11176
Such positions are,

of course, a reflection of the cultural practices of a particular place and time. However, a recognition of history and
interpretation as culturally contingent conceptual constructs
does not preclude their ability to potentially shine more or
indeed less light on the phenomena they attempt to mirror or
explain. But there are other pressures besides cultural or
ideological ones which come into play in the writing of history. Among these is the practical, aesthetic and pedagogical
one of working the sheer volume and complexity of historical
phenomena into some suitably coherent £ o m . Simple frameworks
enable ease of comprehension, while not-so-simpleones can
better model the complexity of "reality." The trick is to find
an optimal balance between complexity and ease of comprehension. Although history necessarily involves the construction
or adoption of frames, the aptitude of a given frame to make
visible the past and enrich our understanding of it remains
one important measure of its success. Again, the demands of
fidelity to that past are part of the equation. Finally, as
with glasses, one must be able to discard a conceptual frame
if our vision has altered. As Kubler writes of his wformal
sequenceso1
: "In the long run, the conception of a sequence may
serve as a scaffolding which it may be convenient to discard
later on, after it has given access to previously invisible
What I am arguing for
portions of the historical
is a position which acknowledges that conceptual frameworks
are culturally contingent, that they fulfil historically
specific needs in ways that the historian does not always
realize, that they must take into account the competing requirements of complexity and ease of comprehension, and that
they are necessarily provisional. But ny epistemology is
founded on the (no doubt naive) Husserlian belief that such
frameworks do help us to see what is "actuallyll there.:7a
The formulation of a frame and its application to the
past, are my principal assignments here: I see the construction of an art historical category encompassing both stylistic

and thematic/ historical concerns - - the marriage of biomorphic Modernism with Bioromanticism, as it were, as my goal. In
other words, I see my aim as the establishment of a thematically-informed biomorphic Modernism or, conversely, a stylistically-informed Bioromanticism. Jack Burnharn warns that "[bly
nature art historians are pattern-creating creatures, and
patterns abound in art history; but like so many broad conceptions, they begin to show serious flaws when applied to specific cases." However, I note that Burnham himself acted as a
"pattern-creatingtt
historian, that such activity is neces sary. I am aware of the dangers involved with the establishment of art historical categories, dangers such as the obfuscation of intenti~ns''~and effects and - - to paraphrase Kallai - - the addition of yet another label to the available
catalogue. Nevertheless, I feel that the lack of such a category has hindered our understanding of Modernist art - - that,
in Hauser's terms, it is possible to define a nature-centric
biomorphic style of interwar art within which "the artistic
coherence of the works concerned is greater than their divergence from each other. " ''' This lacuna in the canonical taxonomy of trends has in effect "orphanedwmajor figures such as
Brancusi, Klee, Moore, Hepworth, A r p and the late Kandinsky,
and has led to the neglect or denial of the expression of
nature-centric ideas in 20th-century Modernist art. Accurate
art historical labels are crucial not only to incorporating
art objects into the mainstream of art historical discourse,
to making them visible, but also to fully und-erstanding them.
I would maintain that the "canonizationN of such a category
would result in net gains to the discipline.
m. Movement, Trend or Style?
As we have seen, Kallai avoided the implication that
Bioromantik was an art movement. Renato Poggioli has pointed
out that "all artistic and cultural manifestations, from
romanticism on, regularly tend to define and designate them-

selves as movements.M1a2
Why then this resistance to conceiving of Bioromantik as an "ism," i.e. as a "movementH in art?
The reason is plain: Poggioli refers to self-designation,that
is self-awareness, an element - - as Kallai would have known
implies a self-aware
best - - clearly lacking here. ttMovementu
group of artists who shared personal or professional associations and friendships, a "styleM of art, a set of aesthetic,
political, or other agendas or goals, and some kind of contemporary designation, which was either self-chosen or appended,
but eventually accepted - - even if only implicitly. By this
definition, the category ltmovementtt
does include, as Poggioli
asserts, most of the canonical Modernist artistic groups from
the oma antics onwards such as the Realists, Impressionists,
the Nabis, the Symbolists, Fauves, Cubists, Futurists,
Dadaists, Expressionists, etc. Bioromantik does not belong on
this list because it constituted neither a single coherent
group bound by personal or professional affiliations (though
of course there were bonds of friendship between many of them,
and there were groupings such as the Unit 1 circle), nor did
it have a commonly accepted epithet at the time. Others who
have addressed this question agree. Goldwater, as we have
seen, referred to it as a tendency, while Burnham writes:
All these ... sculptors have made strongly vitalistic statements concerning their methods and intentions. However vitalism as an [artistic] movement
or a cohesive expression of belief never crystallized .... As a concrete expression of the natural
environment, vitalistic sculpture contains certain
common features. It copies nature through example
and metaphor, not primarily through mimeticism.
Whatever symbolism vitalism employs is related to
the growth properties of materials, those at least
which can be made visible, Vitalism generates an
intuition that life is not literally, but plastically, present in a sculpted object .... As an idea,
vitalism had no boundaries; it remained a personal
declaration rather than a formal aesthetic.... As a
contagious influence [beginning with Rodin] the
vitalistic mystique spread among sculptors almost
religiously. As with all dogmas, its propagation
depended upon the fact that it went unanalyzed, and

to a great extent, undetected?
~ioromanticismresembles more what Poggioli refers to as a
"currentu or "tendency," or what we have designated as a
"trend," all of these fluvial and vectorial metaphors:
[VurrentU] seems especially to allude to vital
forces, intuitive and unconscious elements, tendencies rather than groups. As a historical term
used, so to speak, a posteriori, it underlines phenomena of cultural history which seem to share characteristics of natural history. Thus its validity is
limited to generalized and unstable orientations,
cultural situations more in potential than in execution, to tendencies in a fluid or raw state ... it
indicates environmental factors only translatable
with difficulty into terms of historical consciousness and theoretical awareness.""
Such a time-based view of history naturally lends itself to
the construction of narrative structures. As argued by Hayden
White, Ricoeur and others,I a 5 narrative historical writing is
both valuable and appropriate as a means of communication:
It is the success of narrative in revealing the
meaning, coherence, or significance of events that
attests to the legitimacy of its practice in historiography. And it is the success of historiography in
narrativizing sets of historical events that attests
to the "realismH of narrative itself.lo6
While the material of ~iorornanticismis too complex to
fit into a single narrative structure, I have written some of
the chapters in a narrativized mode. Where there are divergences in the narrative important enough to warrant inclusion,
I employ the tried-and-truedevice of extended endnotes as
suggestions of alternative courses the narrative might have
taken, or as synchronic extensions of the text. In reverting
to this way of structuring the text - - for the bloody purging
of discursive foot and endnotes has been the editorial fashion
in recent years - - I acknowledge and anticipate with pleasure
the advent of hypertext as a dominant textual form.'87
A s a term used by me a posteriori, Bioromanticism
resembles, furthermore, Walter Fried15nderrs,Max Dvorak's and
Arnold Hauser's designation of Renaissance art of the 16th

century after about 1520 as "Manneri~rn."~~
In other words,
it is a historiographic construct, though in this case it is a
construct adapted from one first proposed by a contemporary
critic, and this lends it a higher degree of legitimacy.
Kubler has written of the difficulty of discerning trends
in the art of an age of which we ourselves are a part: "Unless
he is an annalist or a chronicler, the historian communicates
a pattern which was invisible to his subjects when they lived
it, and unknown to his contemporaries before he detected
it.11:53 While Kallai was among the rare critics to be able to
discern a contemporary trend which was not a self-aware movement, my own position is privileged. Hindsight allows me a
more complete application of the frame to individual cases.
Also, the time that has passed allows for greater clarity:
The wide range of systematic ages among different
classes at the same moment always makes our own
present seem like a complicated and confusing
mosaic, which resolves into clear, simple shapes
only long after it has receded into the historical
past. Our ideas about Middle Minoan time are clearer
than our ideas about Europe between the World
Wars. . . . 19 0
The hindsight our present-day perspective allows us tends to
fuse the examples of art Kallai cites into a greater stylistic
unity than he would have allowed. The correction of K&llails
view that Bioromantik did not describe a stylistic unity
allows us to reduce our goal to the mapping out of a pattern
of association between biocentrism (including psychobiological
views ) , biomorphic ~odernism,and the naturamorphic analogy
In doing this, like Hauser, we emphasize the common characteristics of a static structure of Bioromantik, of Bioromantik as
a language, or a system, rather than its evolutionary development. Bioromanticism becomes, in the complex sense Schapiro
defines it, a style.

n. Diachronic and Synchronic
This suggests that it is not sufficient to apply fluvial
metaphors alone to this historiographic construct. The writing
of a narrative is not enough. It becomes useful to introduce
Ferdinand de Saussurels distiriction between discussing historical phenomena diachronically (chronologically, sequentially) and synchronically (thematically, simultaneously). "' A
synchronic analysis conceives of Bioromanticism not as a
river, but as a system, or a complex pattern; a static or
dynamic structure; an oceanic ecosystem, if you will. Both
modes of analysis are necessary to the writing of well-rounded
history. Evoking Kublerts oceanic metaphor of the Introduction, I hope to engage in both vertical synchronic studies of
oceanic sectors and the ecosystems within them and horizontal
diachronic investigations of oceanic currents which can best
be related through the narrative form.
3. Literature Review

a. "The repression of Neo-Romance has a historyMig2
Given that it was the formalist American line of art
history which constituted biomorphic Modernism as a category,
it is curious that - - as h r as I am able to ascertain - - only
one critical study has ever been written on the subject by an
art historian operating within that tradition, a 1973 dissertation by Robert Metzger which focused on American art."'
While it was this line which constituted the category, it was
also American formalism which effectively limited critical
inquiry into it. Though, as trained historians, Barr, Goldwater and Rubin were not as totalizing in their formalism as
the critic Clement Greenberg was,'g4 formalism naturally
privileged the surface of the art object, marginalizing and
even ignoring iconography. This led to partial, indeed misrepresentations of the production of artists interested in
more than form and facture in their work, or in the aspects of

artistic intent beyond the stylistic.lg5After conducting a
survey of contemporary American abstract artists in 1958,
Whitney Museum of American Art director John Baur found that
tlmostof our abstract painting and sculpture pays small fealty
to the concepts of those pure abstractionists, who hold that
the work of art should be a completely meaningful object in
itself, of solely esthetic significance, hermetically sealed
against all other association^.^'^^ Mark C. Taylor agrees:
Painting that is essentially about painting seems to
leave little room for religious and spiritual concerns. Having defined the terms of debate for many
critics, Greenberg effectively obscures the selfconfessed spiritual preoccupations of the very artists whose work he analyze^.'^'
One might think that instead of studies of meaning, formal
analyses of biomorphic Modernism would have been conducted by
art historians, but this was not the case. I have come across
no in-depth formalist historical studies of the category of
biomorphic Modernism, nor even of its related tlmovements or
groupings such as Surrealism and Abstraction-Creation, neither
synchronic ones analyzing the system of biomorphic form, nor
diachronic Kublerian studies of its llforrnalsequence/ Even
formalist criticism, which might have verbally amplified the
sensuous curvaciousness of the style is sparse; too often it
is mere des~ription.'~'While Barrts category of "Geometric
Abstractiont1was unhistorically conflated with
MConstructivismHin much of the literature, and hence was - misleadingly - - treated as a flmovement,uno such geographydefying conflation was possible in the case of biomorphic or
organic Modernism with Surrealism, Abstraction-Creation or
Unit 1, The fact that it was not a "historicH phenomenon in
the sense that other organized movements were, precluded its
treatment by empirical historians. Meanwhile formalism's
impoverished representation of its non-formal meanings rendered it either banal ox incomprehensible, further discouraging historical investigation of it. Thus, while Metzger did

undertake a systematic study in his thesis of biomorphic
Modernism as defined by Barr, he avoided a thorough study of
either content or context.
One might add to the list of causes for this neglect an
antipathy on the part of historians towards the style itself,
one which has only been reversed with the advent of neo-Modernist design fashion in the 1990s. Christof Vitali noted the
decline in power of these forms: "Den biomorphen Gestalten aus
den zwanziger und dreissiger Jahren eignet noch die Kraft der
Symbolisierung. Erst in den fhfziger Jahren werden diese
weich fliessenden Organformen zur Schablone kleinbiirgerlicher
Dekorationswhsche entleert.ltNgDesign historian Lesley Jackson accounted for this by writing that T h e New Look [i.e.
biomorphic Modernist design] became a victim of its own success [by the second quarter of the 1 9 5 0 ~ 1 . Because it was so
visually distinctive, it rapidly became the target for unscrupulous plagiarists who re-worked the superficial characteristics of its style, and regurgitated them in a bastardized
f om.
i12O By 1964 Max Kozloff wrote of the stylistic shift
M

then underway: "the once pervasive and boring totemistic or
insectile cliches are waning in favor of a muscular and physically or chromatically adventurous kind of ~tatement.~'~:
Moore, Arp, Hepworth, M i r o and others were so successful by
the SOs, their work was so pervasive, that theirs became one
of the Hofficialflstyles of Modernism. Younger critics and
historians wished to avoid dealing with their work and its
origins. Jack Burnham pointed out in his 1968 book Beyond
Modern Sculpture that:
there was something absurd about walking into a
group show and being confronted with whole nests of
giant bronze and welded steel bugs, a fusion of Walt
Disney and Kafka via some apprenticeship course in
welding. The biomorphic-mineral influence reached a
peak during the early 1960s, and with this plethora
came the reductio ad absurdurn of the vitalistic
idiom ... the biomorphic mannerist tendency.... The
result of this proliferation of vitalism is a semiofficial academicism as deeply entrenched as that of

Gerome or E'alguiere.202
Just as art historians were still avoiding 19th-century academicism in the sixties, they by and large avoided the "bug
and blobn academicism of the recent past. But this biomorphism-fatigue does not account for the specific failure of art
historians to link biocentrism with biornorphic Modernism in
their historical writing. We shall see that it took a historian of science, Philip Ritterbush, and a Structuralist artist
and art critic, Jack Burnharn, to make the connection.
It has been suggested that it was the private nature of
artistst Vitalist beliefs which prevented them from being discussed. We have seen in the case of Herbert Read that it was
not until the end of his career, in the 1964 A Concise History
of Modern Sculpture, that he discussed Vitalism as a trend in
art. It is Burnham who first queried this:
If Bergson proposed neo-vitalism as a philosophical
doctrine at the beginning of this century, then why
did it take nearly half a century for a major critic
to identify vitalism as a central doctrine of modern
sculpture? Actually the reason is fairly apparent.
The vitalist sculptor thought of his vitalistic
beliefs as a personal stimulus ... rather than a
public philosophy that could be formulated into
doctrine for a manifesto. There were literally
scores of isms in vogue during the period from 1910
to 1940, and nearly every vitalistic sculptor was
connected to a different set of them. ... It took
some time for the public and critics alike to realize that not human or natural beauty in the old
sense, but the raw ... motive force of nature lay
behind a vitalist sculptor's creative desires.203
While Burnham's reasoning reveals in part why artists did not
organize themselves into a biomorphic ~odernistmovement, his
account does not explain the critical/historical near-vacuum.
In addition to causes already suggested, one must invoke
the post-war hostility or indifference - - including Burnham's
own mechanistic hostility - - towards biocentric th~ught.~"
Part of a little-studied current of 20th-century neo-Romanticism, biocentrism (treated in Chapter Two) was in fact a
powerful intellectual element within Modernism, and has had a

profound effect on that culture, from Expressionism, through
Surrealism and British NNeo-Romanticuart, to Abstract Expressionism, Neo-Expressionism and Eco-Art. Goldwater and Rosenblum recognize the connection of this neo-Romanticism to
biomorphic Modernism, but they do not treat it. The only art
writer who does, Jack Burnham, does so in the context of what
is in effect a mechanistic/Structuralist anti-Vitalist polemic
and an obituary of the style. This underlines the fact that
the biocentric currents which informed biomorphic Modernist
art were - - after the rise of molecular biology in the 1940s
and of genetics in the early 1950s, but before their revival
within the context of the environmental and "New Paradigmb1
movements in the 1970s - - seen as being outmoded at best.2o5
As early as 1951 Ernest Nagel wrote "vitalism ... is now a
dead issue in the philosophy of biology. " 2 0 6 By 1967, when
Burnham noted that [f 1 or the present, the forces of vitalism
in science have been slowed down considerably, if not entirely
abated,
he was stating a view which had been popular wisdom for two decades, and still is among the majority of scientists."' Neo-Romanticism, and biocentrism in particular (as
well as its environmentalist equivalent, Anna Bramwellts
ltEcoloqismlt),
was tainted by its espousal by elements within
the National Socialist and British Fascist movements.20gIn
either case they were to be denied, ignored, deemphasized,
repressed, much as the occult or NspiritualH interests of the
Symbolists and early abstractionists Kandinsky, Mondrian,
Malevich and Kupka were and to some extent still a r e . 2 i 0
Characteristic is Mark Roskillrs erudite intellectual
history of Weimar Germany, which, though it focuses on Klee
and Kandinsky, almost completely omits discussion of Vitalism
or Monism despite the pervasive influence of Haeckelian Monism
and Neo-Vitalism in that society and on them.211In fact,
Modernism has typically been seen to have been divorced from
concerns with nature.2" Stephen Mansbach represents this
view, denying any connection between a concern with nature and

utopian Modernism:
For utopian artists of the early decades of this
century, abstract art was perceived as the most
effective means to "breed to a new worldw free from
the accretions of the past .... it was believed necessary to abjure nature, for nature was perceived by
all as the bane of creative
In her catalogue essay on Environmental Art since the 1960s
Barbara Matilsky does the same by implication, denying that
there was an element of nature-centrism in Modernism:
Environmental art [is] important not only because it
offer[s] a new way of creating art and thinking
about it, but also because it cal [s] attention to
nature. Not since the nineteenth century have so
many artists interpreted the natural world with such
intensity. Unlike earlier painters who depicted
specific landscape features, environmental artists
visualize the forces, processes, and phenomena of
nature: organic growth, light, water, crystals and
other elements ."4
In fact, the third sentence I have quoted could serve as a
stylistic encapsulation of precisely that biomorphic Modernism
whose existence she ignores.
Even today, in the late 1990s, few surveys of art mention
the biomorphic style as being the attribute of a group of
artists rather than of individuals such as Miro, Arp,
Brancusi, Dove, or other artists labelled Weo-Romanticu
during the interwar periodO2l5If they do, they make little
attempt to explain, to interpret, or to link these phenomena.
Like Barr, they at best remark upon these connections, perhaps
suggest concerns with nature, and leave the matter at
that.2'"t is not so surprising, then, that the very presence of a supposedly accepted term such as "biomorphic abstraction" within the artistic discourse is far more tenuous
than that of 'Igeometric abstraction.u217 And this tenuousness
is the case despite the category's deliniation by Barr and his
followers.
As is well known, though Panofskian iconology was the
dominant mode of pre-19th-centuryart historical studies after

the Second World War, this methodology was not being applied
to Modernist art in the 1950s. Indeed, there was very little
art historical scholarship being done in the Modern field;
Roskill cites Barrts 1951 book on Matisse as Itthefirst really
substantial monograph devoted to a 20th-century artist."2:"
Art criticism, meanwhile, was dominated by formalism.
b. Antiformalism
There were, however, a few critics and curators such as
Sheldon Cheney, Meyer Schapiro, Leo Steinberg, and john Baur
who were arguing with the formalist orthodoxy in New York
before the ~OS.~''In his 1934 book Expressionism in Art,
Cheney included a whole chapter entitled "Abstraction and
M y s t i ~ i s m ,in
~ ~which he described a Vitalist/organicist/
"spiritualM view of art as prevalent among many Modernists.
"There is a unity of all that is, life undivided flowing from
a single principle or source, of which man can feel but not
explain the nature.u 2 2 0
We have seen that in "Nature of Abstract Artn Schapiro
was the first in America to criticize Barr, his championing of
abstract art, and abstract art itself, for a lack of awareness
of its social rootedness, even if by taking Barr's version of
abstraction for criticism, and by focusing on the political
dimension of the work, Schapiro helped establish a discourse
which ignored the intended content of ab~traction.'~'In
llStyle,ll
Schapiro argued for the heterogeneity of meanings
possible within a single style and the inability of a single
style to account for all the production of a given era.'22
Steinberg, in "The Eye is a Part of the Mind, not only
discussed the analogy between Modernism and scientific
imagery, he also attempted to deal with Schapirotsomission in
'Nature of Abstract Art." He did this by arguing that "the
formalist aesthetic, designed to champion the new abstract
trend, was largely based on a misunderstanding and an
underestimation of the art it was made to defend," that is,

that "modern art has not ... abandoned the imitation of nature
. . . ; in its most powerful expressions, representation is still
an essential condition.11223
Drawing on Steinberg's line of reasoning and referring
directly to Schapiro, John Baur argued for a similar view in
his exhibition "Nature in Abstraction," which he organized at
the Whitney Museum in 1958. As we have seen, Baur conducted a
survey of contemporary American abstract artists and found
that most were not formalists. He concluded, rather, that "our
tendency, more marked than ever today, has been towards kinds
of abstraction which draw on observed reality to create,
variously, a conscious imagery, an unconscious imagery, or, at
least , a kind of organic and "naturalIt teleology of form.
In his selection of works for the exhibition, Baur emphasized
nature as the theme, content and metaphor in American abstract
art of the time, without pegging these concerns to a single
style or indeed even once invoking the terms tlbiomorphictl
or
N~rganic.
~ l ' ~ '

i. Europe

Not surprisingly, after the war it was in German-speaking
Europe that an awareness of Naturromantik in Modern art was
maintained most strongly, and that it was reflected in art
historical research to the greatest extent. This was the case
in - - among others - - the work of Giedion-Welcker, the German
art historians Werner Haftmann and Alexander Dorner (by then
in the United States), the Serb artist and aesthetician active
in Germany Oto Bihalji-Merin and the Austrian art historian
Werner Hofrnann, who became particularly well-known for his
application of geistesgeschichtlich approaches to the study of
20th century art.
As we have seen, as early as 1947 Doxner published his
Bergsonian Vitalist volume The Way Beyond Art. In it he provided a brief overview of art history in which he discussed
Klee, Kandinsky and the vbiomorphicmor as he terms them

I8RornanticlfSurrrealists such as Stanley Hayter and Masson as
emphasizing Becoming over Being in their work. (He opposes the
Romantic Surrealists to the Freudian "Retrogressive Surrealist-, 1 1 1 2 j Dali in particular.) He also interpreted Bayer's
art of the 1940s as a Vitalist art representing the dynamism
of nat~re.'~"ublished
as the third volume in the Vroblems
of Contemporary ArtU1series and dedicated to John Dewey, the
book was far better distributed in North America than it would
have been had it been published in Germany.
In an article published in 1953 - - exactly the same year
that M. H. a r m s published his history of Organicism in
literature - - and in a book published four years later, Hofmann wrote of the organic metaphor in Modernist painting and
sculpture, about those artists who saw their works as being
creations analogous to those in nature.227In his 1954 monograph on Klee, Haftmann devoted a chapter to Klee's conception
of nature and the relationship of this conception to his art,
as had Giedion-Welcker in her monograph on the artist published two years previous.228Giedion-Welcker had also emphasized the relationship to Neo-Vitalist ideologies as well as
occultism of Kandinskyts aesthetics as early as 1951.229
In
1958, to celebrate the bicentenary of the Swiss chemical firm
J.R.Geigy, Geigy employee Gottfried Honegger, Basle Kunsthalle
curator Arnold Rtidlinger, and art historian Robert Schenk
organized an exhibition on the scientific image analogy at the
Basle Kunsthalle. Two years later, Schenk and Georg Schmidt
published a book on the subject, Kunst und Naturform. As mentioned already, they noted that geometric abstract works
tended to have formal similarities with microscopic inorganic
(or inanimate) nature, and biomorphic abstract works with
organic (i.e. animate) nature. Rather than looking for historical reasons for the formal parallels between Modernist art
and scientific photography, these authors proposed the
psychobiological or Jungian explanation of a common deep
structure shared by nature and artists working its way into

the Zei t g e i s t .
The remarkable Oto Bihalji-Merin, a participant in the
Berlin avant-garde scene of the 1920s and a one-time Communist, discussed all of Modernism in Jungian terms as the
expression of deeply-intuited forces of nature, and along with
Xuyghe, Schenk and Schmidt, he is one of the few art historians to discuss the naturamorphic analogy.230
Unfamiliar with or resistant to Barr's formal framing of
Modernist art, these Europeans, though sensitive to the NeoRomantic concern with nature of Modernist biomorphic art, did
not conceptualize the phenomenon as a trend.'"
ii.

Pregnant Historical Moment
The revival of interest in a geis tesgeschichtlich
approach to the study of Modernist art in North America during
the 60s was partly attributable to two German art historians.
Otto Stelzer of Hamburg University published his remarkable
book Die Vorgeschichte der abstrakten Kunst in 1964, in which
he sketched out a plan for research into the intellectual
origins of abstraction that included everyone from Goethe to
Berg~on."~Werner Hofrnann, founding director of the Museum
des 20. Jahrhunderts in Vienna, taught at Berkeley in 1964 and
published Turning Points in Twentieth Century Art in America
in 1969, the year he-became director of the Hamburg Kunsthalle. This book, written as a critique of Greenberg's article
"The Crisis of the Easel Picture," employed his antitotalizing historiographical technique of identifying and
working with "productive contradictions."'" Hoofann w a s ,
along with Stelzer, one of the first to emphasize and discuss
the links between Bergson's Neo-Vitalist conception of creative evolution and biomorphic forms in Art Nouveau, for
"Bergson seems not
example in the work of Van de ~elde:~~'
merely to justify the biomorphic ideals of Art Nouveau, but to
throw light on its material stratification^.^^'^^ In a Jungian
mode, Hofmann discusses the impulse of some Modernist sculpA

tors as a mythic one concerned with the creative and destructive aspects of nature:
Damit tritt sein Schaffen in die mythische Sphare
ein, neue Inhalte bedriingen ihn: die grossen, einfachen Schdpfungstatsachen der Welt, Fruchtbarkeit,
Bedrohung, Lebensgier, Zerfall und Wiedergeburt.
Durch hundert Ahnungen geht er hindurch, gelenkt von
dem Entschluss, an der Genesis der Gestalt das Ereignis der Weltsetzung noch einrnal zu v e r ~ u c h e n . ~ ~ ~
As in the case of his fellow Europeans, he sees such impulses
as so pervasive among Modernists that, though this question
arises most concretely in his discussions of Brancusi, Arp and
Moore, he does not discuss biomorphic Modernism as a stylistic
group. His use of Focillonts conception of formal morphology
acting across media, meanwhile, is a rare application of the
Frenchman's formalist theory to Modernist art historical practice.23:

In 1965, the first article devoted to Biornorphism in
Modernist art appeared in a special issue of Artforum devoted
to the "New York School." Developing Barrls taxonomical idea,
Lawrence Alloway's prescient 1V3iomorphism in the Fortiest1
raised several crucial themes including the inability of the
dominant artistic taxonomy to account for biomorphic Modernists; the heritage of the Art Nouveau; the attempt to "Shanghai" biornorphic Modernists into the Surrealist movement; and
the importance, historical and conceptual, of microscopy and
organic themes and motifs . While Alloway' s work treated
the New York School and so focused on the Jungian intellectual
background of that art rather than the biocentrism which lies
behind Jung himself, it was important in suggesting a wider
historical context and a functional, multivalent category
independent of the conventional taxonomy.
By 1967 Goldwater gave expression to his evident impatience with the reduction inherent in the teleological
formalist "master narrative.It Building on his early work on
Vrimiti~isrn,~
and in effect recapitulating Herbert Read's
struggles with this problematic during the 30s,239he offered

a critique of this narrative in his often-overlooked essay
Space and Dream. In this text - - parallel with Leopold Ettlinger at the Courtauld Institute, the Swedish-Finnish art
historian Sixten Ringbom, Robert Herbert, Robert Rosenblum and
his student Robert welsh"' - - Goldwater opposed the Greenbergian version of 20th-century art history, that non-Surrealist
Modernist art is to be read in exclusively forrnal/material
terms. He suggested instead that a thematic approach to understanding Modernism based on what artists said or wrote was
also usef~l.~"
He concluded that a kind of neo-Romanticism
was the impulse behind a significant proportion of Modernist
art production. It is worth quoting Goldwater at length to get
a sense of the construction of his argument in opposition to
reductive, teleological formalism:
A number of fundamental concerns appear with surprising frequency in the writings of artists during
the years from 1920 to 1940.... Space, movement,
dream, constellation, and the cosmic .... Such references seem at first glance to have little to do with
the visually self-reliant syntax of modern art ...
they are more appropriate to the romantic painting
of an earlier century.... They suggest landscape and
sky, lonely coasts and clouds, the smallness of man
and the infinity of nature.... Surrealism, as a
school, intervened and interrupted the analytic
development from Cubism to geometrical abstraction,
and played a role in calling upon other than conscious sources in the creation of art, and in
reintroducing ambiguous and "literaryu1
meanings. But
Surrealism was not alone in this .... Such impulses
were much more widely spread, more general, and
largely independent of Surrealism. They are to be
found not only in representational art, but in various kinds of abstraction too, and in Germany, Switzerland and Russia as well as in France. Less analyzed, therefore perhaps less laboured and so also
perhaps less obvious, they are nevertheless fundamental to a wide variety of painting and sculpture
in this period.'*'
After having prepared the reader for a treatment of neo-Romanticism in Modernist art, however, Goldwater sets up yet
another binary structure to classify these impulses - - an
interest in space as a metaphysical reality, and a concern

with dreams - - a structure which like Worringerfs and Barrfs,
falls short of a satisfactory account of the nature-focus he
himself identifies. Furthermore, though he elsewhere discusses
biomorphism or norganicM abstraction as a stylistic tendency
within Modernism, and though many of his examples are biomorphic, he avoids the treatment of biomorphism as style.
Working parallel to Goldwater was Robert Rosenblum. Based
on the seminal article by Klaus Lankheit of 1951, Rosenblurn's
1961 article "The Abstract Sublimell began developing the
thesis that
there is an important, alternate reading of the
history of modern art which might well supplement
the orthodox one that has as its almost exclusive
locus Paris .... My own reading is based not on formal values alone - - if such things can really exist
in a vacuum - - but rather on the impact of certain
problems of modern cultural history, and most particularly the religious dilemmas posed in the Romantic movement, upon the combination of subject, feeling, and structure shared by a long tradition of
artists working mainly in Northern Europe and the
united state^.^"
Rosenblum presented his thesis in coherent form for the first
time in a series of lectures at Oxford and at New York University in 1972, publishing the talks in 1975 as Modern Painting
a n d the Northern R o m a n t i c T r a d i t i o n . When treating interwar
Modernism Rosenblum repeatedly remarks on the prevalence of
Horganicflstyle in association with neo-Romantic iconogra~ h y . ' ~But
'
he does not develop this line of thinking, and
because by virtue of his thesis he is committed to excluding
artists working in France, he would in any case have been
compelled to omit the work of figures such as Miro from the
equation.
The German-Canadian art historian August Wiedmann
explored the "Romantic roots in modern artu in a book written
before Rosenblurn's appeared, but published after it.245
Though he does not cite Hofmann, Wiedmann followed in the
Austrian's footsteps by characterizing much Modernist art

production as organicist.2 4 6 His book, admirable for its
clarity and simplicity of argument, is as important as Rosenblum's in establishing the continuity between Romanticism and
early-20th-centuryModernism. Greatly refining the conceptual
bases of Rosenblumfs thesis, the American theologian and
deconstructionist cultural historian Mark C. Taylor accords a
central position to Romantic theology, what he calls "theoestheticslHin the genetic line of Modernist art:
The theoesthetic formulated in post-Kantian theology
and philosophy implicitly infor& seemingly diverse
artistic practices developed throughout this century
. . .the goal of theoesthetics is union with the Absolute or the Real, which underlies or dwells within
every person and all phenomena. Since this Absolute
is universal, many artists insist that it can be
reached only through the activity of abstraction in
which particularity and individuality are either
negated or s~ppressed.~". . . [TI he theoesthetic
developed in ~ e n aduring the last decade of the
eighteenth century forms the very foundation of
modern and modernist postmodern artistic and architectural practices that extend far beyond the borders of Germany.
iii. Outsiders
Often it is those positioned outside the mainstream of a
discipline who are able to break established patterns of
thought. The only comprehensive, thematically-informed historical treatments of biomorphic Modernism I am aware of
before the early 80s are two remarkable works by non-art
historians, both of which appeared in 1968: science historian
Philip Ritterbush8s exhibition and monograph The Art of
Organic Forms, and sculptor Jack Burnham's polemical and
historical book Beyond Modern Sculpture. Burnham is himself
aware of the advantages of being an outsider: "1 am sure that
my lack of success with the tools of art scholarship is in
part responsible for the present book.11249
Chapter Five of Ritterbushfs book is concerned with
biomorphic Modernism and the organic metaphor. Building on his

own research and on the art literature of the 1950st Ritterbush makes an important contribution to art history as well as
to the history of biology. Drily noting the paucity of art
historical literature on this subject,250he bases his usage
of the term nbiomorphismMon Barr and ~ubin,and his work on
publications such as the organicist interdisciplinary anthologies edited by GyBrgy Kepes and Lancelot Law W h ~ t e , ~ ~ '
Leo Steinberg's "The Eye is a Part of the Mind," Schmidt and
Schenkts Kunst und Naturform. and John Baurts Nature in Abs traction. Ritterbush addresses the problematic of the naturarnorphic analogy within the context of the history of the idea
of I1organic form,la that is,
the system of beliefs originating with F. Schlegel,
Schelling, and Coleridge, that form in living beings
is more complex than form in nonliving nature and
that the form of living organisms or their remains
is a property of the whole, while in nonliving
entities form results from the disposition of the
parts of which they are composed.2 5 2
Ritterbush employs an interdisciplinary approach based in the
history of ideas often lacking in art historical studies up to
that time despite Strzygowskifsand other's efforts. Thus, he
embeds a discussion of the work of artists such as Redon,
K l e e , Ernst, Miro, Kandinsky, Masson, Tanguy and Arp, into a
general discussion of organic form, including treatments of
scientific illustrators such as Ernst Haeckel and Stephane
Leduc, and the morphologist D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson. Writing
with the authority of an historian of science, Ritterbush
proposes the theory that it was from the realm of aesthetics - as defined by Goethe and other Romantics - - that the new
science of biology assumed the idea of organic form in the
early 19th century, an idea which was crucial to the development of that discipline. " T h e progress of biology in the 19th
century resulted largely from the pursuit of a program of
investigation whereby the esthetic presuppositions of the idea
of organic form were shown to be applicable to the scientific
study of organisms.1t253
Thus, when organic forms were adopted

by Art Nouveau designers and biomorphic abstract artists from
biological illustrations, it was a restoration, a return of
the idea of organic form rather than a simple borrowing of it.
A s Donna Haraway notes, "the essential relationship between
biology and art [demonstrated by Ritterbush] should not surprise anyone.. . . (It is] rooted in the problem of form and the
As we shall see, the relationship
primacy of vision.
between the formal and ideological expressions of these disciplines underly my work in profound ways.
Though he does not cite much direct evidence for the
appropriation of scientific images by ~odernistartists,
Ritterbush asks important questions, and begins a systematic
treatment of the questions raised by the naturamorphic analogy. Some years later art historian Vivian Endicott Barnett
demonstrated this process in the case of Kandinskyrs Parisian
works, which Ritterbush was among the first to cite in this
connection.
Rene Huyghets 1971 book Fomes et Forces was written
while Huyghe was a visiting Kress Foundation fellow at the
National Gallery in Washington in 1967. Aware of the Basle
exhibition "Kunst und Naturform," and in contact with Philip
Ritterbush at the time Ritterbush was organizing his exhibit i ~ n , 'Huyghe
~~
treated all forms, natural and cultural, as
expressions of the same forces which animate the universe.
Invoking Jung, Huyghe wrote that "La forme est un vaste univers clos qui englobe tout ce que nous pouvons percevoir hors
de nous et r&er
en nous, et au-dela duquel nous ne pouvons
aller " 2 5 7 With the exception of Huyghe, Ritterbush's work
f1254
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has been largely ignored by mainstream art historians.
In Beyond Modern Sculpture Burnham identified biomorphic
Modernism in sculpture and pinpointed Neo-Vitalist philosophy
and Organicism as its animating ideologies:
Early in the present century the process of reification
began to draw the sculptor away from an exhausted naturalism and toward an analytical awareness of biological
life supported by vitalism. Thus, in a chapter entitled

"The Biotic Sources of Modern Sculpture," vitalism is
introduced both as a scientific doctrine and a sculpture
aesthetic. It is shown that vitalism, as a source of
artistic reification, lasted as long as it remained
tenable as a scientific philo~ophy.'~~
Coming across this chapter two years after I began work on
this dissertation - - after having struggled with what I
assumed to be an eccentric interest in the relationship
between Vitalism and biomorphic Modernism - - was an important
milestone in the development of a conceptual frame for my
work. To refer to biomorphic Modernist sculpture, Burnham
employed Herbert Read' s term Itvitalist sculpture,If which, as
we have seen, Read finally adapted from Henry Moore in the
early 50s. Though he disagrees with their aesthetics, Burnham
based this chapter on Read and Giedion-Welcker's Vitalistinspired outlines of Modernist sculpture:
Vitalism, based as it is on nonphysical substances
and states of life, is a metaphysical doctrine concerned with the irreducible effects and manifestations of living things. It was the great discovery
of twentieth-century sculpture that these did not
have to be appreciated through strict representationalism. Visual biological metaphors exist on many
levels besides the obvious total configuration of an
animal or human.2 5 9
As we have seen, Burnham commented on the failure of biornorphic Modernism to coalesce into a coherent, self-conscious
movernen t .S"
Burnham's interest in the Vitalist impetus behind some
Modernist sculpture was motivated by his own mechanist/Structuralist aesthetic program, what he referred to as Tyborg
Artw: '!Nearing the end of an age which sought vitality in
latent visual metaphor, the elan v i t a l will be looked upon as
the old prime mover, while the Greek kybernetes ... becomes
the expression of a new and even more effective prime
He saw "vitalist sculpturem and its program of
incorporating "vital energiesm into inert matter as the
static, conceptual precursor, of a kinetic, Cybernetic Art of
the future. Clearly, Vitalist Sculpture fit neatly into his

own program. Burnharn attempted nevertheless to account for the
failure of art historians to recognize the Vitalist content in
Modernism:
Following Rodin, other sculptors, both representational and abstract in their work, adopted the vitalistic attitude. Curiously, it was one of the few
ideas in modern sculpture that sculptors often mentioned when explaining their work process and attitudes toward materials. Yet the idea took a long
time to penetrate the minds of critics who had to
write about modern sculpture. Perhaps the personal,
almost religious, fervor of the vital impetus made
it incomprehensible to the non-artist. In this instance the critic had to confront both a literary or
overtly stylistic influence, and a biological relationship between the artist and his materials. Not
until the 1950s did any critic [i.e. Herbert Read]
really begin to look at vitalism as a separate and
specific philosophy for the creation of sculpture.'52
Burnham's critique of contemporary art history goes
deeper than he expressed in the above passage, however.
Informed by the writings of Karl Marx and Thomas Kuhn, his
book constitutes what he calls a Hteleological rnaterialiStn263
critique of Anglo-American art historical practice
which promotes the reincorporation of Semperian technological
determinism into art history,264and skilfully melds this
with the practice of Kunstgeschichte als Geistesgeschichte:
Since the 1920s t w o generations of art historians
have been studiously taught to shun the crass manifestations of the technical milieu while probing the
intentions of the modern artist .... The tools of
scholarly criticism - - stylistics, iconographical
analysis, historical context, and formal analysis in
the last fifty years - - remain as trusted now as
ever. Yet they explain with diminishing clarity what
has happened after 1800, and almost nothing of what
has happened in sculpture in the last sixty
years.265
The fact that this book has been overlooked by historians
of art such as Goldwater, Rubin, Rosenblum and Hofmann, is
probably due to its being seen as unorthodox historiographically and, even worse, as a polemical tract by a non-art his-

torian promoting the development of a certain type of art. But
Burnham's overview of the history of the Modernist "idealistu
sculpture he opposes is the most systematic and thorough
application of the history of ideas to the history of art at
the time. It deserves attention for that reason alone.
Modes of scientific idealism have consistently
stimulated the development of non-representational
sculpture: thus the so-called biomorphic idiom
relied on vitalism; Constructivism found its impetus
in the evanescences of modern structural engineering, mathematics and physics; Surrealist sculpture
vested its validity in Freudian interpretations of
the subconscious mind; while the object sculpture of
today seeks transcendence through the seeming rationality of materialism colored with phenomenological
considerations .266
In this paragraph, Burnham outlined a program for much art
historical activity as it actually unfolded over the next two
decades. There is little doubt that it was his command of the
history of ideas and his espousal of a set of prejudices completely different from those dominant in the discipline which
resulted in this achievement.
Burnham's text is important because it is the first
which, at one and the same time, conceptualizes Vitalist
SculptureN as a stylistic trend in Modernism and provides a
detailed discussion of the history of Vitalist philosophies
and criticism in relation to Modernism, and of the expression
of Vitalist ideas through biomorphic Modernist sculpture. Its
limitations from the point of view of this project are that
Burnharn (since he was writing on sculpture) does not make the
relevant connections between this sculptural style and Modernist painting o r photography, and that - - while he discusses
the organic metaphor - - he does not treat the naturamorphic
analogy.267Still, his and RitterbushOs achievement are academically solid, and - - since Ritterbush wrote mostly of
painting - - they are complementary. One would have expected
them to stimulate art historical research on biomorphic Modernism, given the renascence of g e i s tesgeschichtlich a r t

historical approaches. With the start of the 70s the time
seemed ripe for the application of Goldwater's, Hofmanntstand
particularly Ritterbush's and Burnhamts ideas on biomorphism
in Modernism to the production of a more incisive art historical treatment of biomorphic ~odernism.This opportunity was
not taken, however. Or rather, the one art historian I know of
who tried to take advantage of this opportunity produced
disappointing results.
iv. Kunstgeschichte als Geistesgeschich te
In his 1973 dissertation "Biomorphism in American Painting," Robert Metzger adapted aspects of the historical structure which Alloway had constructed in his articles, and which
Ritterbush had developed in The Art of Organic Forms. While
Ritterbush evidently alerted him to the Goethean, naturromantisch background of organic forms, and to the interest which
some artists had in microscopy, Metzger uncritically accepted
Barrts formal definition of biomorphic Modernism and his
designation of Kandinsky as the canonical %iomorphictt
painter. Without justifying his acceptance of them, Metzger
treated Barr's decisions as the apodeictic standards by which
all other uses of the term "biomorphicN and other practitioners of the style were to be judged.268Even though, following its etymology, Metzger saw the origins of biomorphic
forms in nature, he did not engage in a detailed discussion of
the nature-centric content of this art, nor did he follow
Burnham's cue and engage in an examination of the Vitalist
(or, in broader terms, biocentric) context of its production.
The importance of Metzger's work as the first strictly art
historical treatment of biomoxphic Modernism is diminished by
his uncritical, uncontextual approach.
Following the exhaustion in the 1960s of totalizing
formalist methodology, and the widespread adoption of Modernist art as a subject for art historical study in the 1960s,
the 1970s and early 1980s saw a wholesale renewal of Kunstge-

schichte also Geistesgeschichte and of the application of the
iconological method to the study of Modernism. After 1969

these viewpoints began appearing in profusion. Some of the
earliest instances are Sixten Ringborn's book on the occult and
abstract painting in 1970; Robert Welsh's article on Mondrian
and Theosophy and Linda Dalrymple Hendersonts on Cubism and
the "Fourth DimensionH in 1971; Rose-Carol Washton-Long's
article on Kandinsky and Carel Blotkampts exhibition catalogue
on the origins of abstraction in the Netherlands in 1972;
Charlotte Douglas' article on Malevich and Kruchenykh in 1975
and, following h i s series of lectures in 1972, Rosenblum's
Modern Painting and the Northern Romantic Tradi tion in
1975?
By 1973, plans were inaugurated to organize an exhibition on the esoteric origins of abstraction at the Los
Angeles County Museum.27oIn an exhibition organized at the
MOMA itself in 1976 - - signalling the end of formalist hegemony - - the parallels between the nature-centrism of American
19th-century landscape painting and Abstract Expressionism
were detailed by John Wilmerding in his essay T i r e and Ice in
American Art.H27'
Typically, many of these writers had multi-disciplinary
backgrounds. John Bowlt, who - - after Camilla Gray - - renewed
the art historical examination of Russian avant-garde art, is
a literary historian.272His student Charlotte Douglas
initially studied Russian avant-garde literature and the
history of t h e American occult, while Washton-Long first
majored in Russian history, and received her B.A. in intellectual history.2 7 3
An important forum for the publication of some of this
material early on, and a long-time venue for articles on
nature, science, art and Organicism, was The Structuris t,
edited by Eli Bornstein at the University of Saskatchewan in
Saskatoon. In special issues on "Light and Colourn in 1974 and
on Y3pace/~irne"in 1975, Bornstein included articles and
translations by Bowlt and Douglas on the Russian avant-garde,

by Henderson on ideas of the "Fourth Dimensiont1in Russia, by
George Beck on Bergson and Cubism, by the artist Alan Gussow
on emergent Eco-Art, and by Bornstein on ecological aesthetics
Two crucial publications of 1983 were Henderson's book
The Fourth Dimension and Non-Euclidean Geometry in Modern Art,
a model of interdisciplinary studies, and the exhibition
Kosmische Bilder in der Kunst des 20. Jahrhunderts held at the
Kunsthalle in Baden. Siegrnar Holstenfs essay surveyed the
interest both in the cosmos and the microcosmos of Modernist
artists. His survey of the microcosrnic interests of artists
such as Klee, Baumeister, Miro, Tanguy, Masson and Ernst forms
an important precedent for my own work.275This trend culminated in 1986, after four conferences on the subject during
the early 1980s, with the publication of the exhibition catalogue The S p i r i tual in Art: Abstract Painting 2 8 9 0 -2985.
Edited by Judi Freeman and Maurice Tuchman of the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, this catalogue featured contributions by
many of the major scholars of the neo-geistesgeschichtlich
trend: Blotkamp, Bowlt, Douglas, Henderson, Washton-Long,
Ringbom and Robert Welsh, among others.276

v. Biomorphic Modernism
While this neo-geistesgeschichtlich art historical current validated the kind of historiography which led Burnharn to
connect Modernism and Vitalism, and Ritterbush to link Modernism and scientific imagery, as a style biornorphic Modernism
continued after 1969 to be unpopular, hampering research on
it. work was, however, initiated on Individual artists such as
Arp, Dove, Ernst, Kandinsky, and Klee, and Douglas and Bowlt
were actively researching the Russian mOrganicistsMof Petersburg. In his 1977 article ItPaul Klee and the Inner Truth to
Nature," Sixten Ringbom hinted at the biologistic sources of
early-20th-centuryModernist art.277It was in her 1978 work
on the formal language of Hans Arp's sculpture, for example,

that Stephanie Poley located the origins of Arp's biomorphic
abstraction within the wider context of the art of Kandinsky,
Tanguy, Brancusi, Matisse, Rodin, Moore and Miro, constructing
in effect a formal survey of biornorphic Moderni~m."~But
apart from Metzger's dissertation and Herbert Christian Merillat's amateur book on sculpture,279little if anything was
writ ten on biomorphic Modernism as a tendency during that
decade.
A major shift occurred with the publication in 1983 of
Charlotte Douglas1 article on Russian Organicism, VWolution
and the Biological Metaphor in Modern Russian Art.u2B0
With
this article Douglas constructed for Russian art a model of
the cultural pattern I am investigating:
[Mlany of the Russian avant-garde do not fit into
the Cubist-Constructivist line of development as it
is commonly understood ... [Filonov, Matiushin,
Kulbin, Burliuk etc.] have singly or collectively
been called "Russian Expressionistst9or the I1Alternative Tradition.It For various periods between about
1910 and the early 1930s, they shared an anti-Cubist
stance based in part on ... an organic aesthetics
that was established in art ... by the dissemination
and popularization of Darwin's theory of evolution
and its subsequent neovitalis t formulations.18'
This is to my knowledge the first conceptualization of the
bioromantic cultural pattern by an art historian.
The following year a remarkable exhibition was held at
the Scottish National Gallery in Edinburgh entitled Creation:
Modern Art and Nature, which included Robert Rosenblumls
article on Romantic views of nature in Modernist art and
Jennifer Mundy's important "Form and Creation: The Impact of
the Biological Sciences on Modern Art," the first general
treatment of this subject since Ritterbushls book of 1968.282
Mundy's article is particularly significant, for independent
of Ritterbush and Douglas, and focusing her attention on
Parisian art, she recognized the importance of microscopic
photography, scientific film and organicist ideology to the
shift in aesthetics which occured during the interwar years.

Moreover she w a s the first scholar to suggest the rele-vance
of this shift to current discourses on anthropocentrism,
environmental degradation and genetics.283
After this, a series of studies appeared in the United
States, Britain, Germany and France of direct relevance to the
bioromantic cultural pattern:
In 1984 Verdirs book on Klee and Nature was published,
which led in 1990 to an exhibition on Kleets relationship with
the natural held at the Saarland Museum in Saarbrucken."'
In 1985 Sherrye Cohnts 1982 dissertation on Arthur Dove
appeared in book form as Arthur Dove: Nature as S y n b o l , a
first-rate study which has not received the attention it
deserves.''' Cohnts dissertation and monograph are crucial to
my approach to the study of biomorphic Modernism, as she discusses Dove's biomorphic Modernist oeuvre for the first time
in its proper contexts of Nature Romanticism, photography and
biological science, and - - taking into account the work of
Ritterbush and others - - she includes a thorough discussion of
organic form and the organic analogy. Though, according to the
fashion of the time, she over-emphasizes Theosophy at the expense of fin-de-sieclebiologistic nature-centrism (I1biocentrism1I)as a source for Dove's thinking, her 1985 monograph is
the first publication to properly discuss the Romantic and
organicist background to the work of a paradigmatic biornorphic
Modernist, in effect placing his work into the "bioromantic"
pattern.
Also in 1985 Vivian Endicott Barnett published an article
both key and exemplary in which she documented what several
authors before her had suggested, that the sources of Kandinsky's Parisian abstract paintings lay in scientific imagery.
Barnett's work is significant not only because she points to
specific sources for Kandinskylspaintings in his personal
library, but because - - despite the dearth of documentary
evidence - - she arrives at what I feel to be the right conclusion concerning Ernst Haeckelts importance in the genesis

of this imagery.286That same year, Jeffrey Weissf article on
Kandinsky's biomorphic art extended into a prescient summary
of biomorphic Modernism and its connection with scientific
imagery. A promised article on the subject has - - as far as I
can tell - - not materialized, however.287In her dissertation
completed the following year, Evelin Priebe - - building on
hints by Giedion-Welcker - - discussed Kandinskyls work in the
context of contemporary Neo-Vitalist ideology, particularly
Bergson and Klaqes, discussing in detail for the first time
Kandinsky's debt to ergs son.^^' Harriet Watt's article I1Arp,
Kandinsky, and the Legacy of Jakob Bbhrne," in The S p i r i tual in
Art catalogue of 1986, contributed to our understanding of the
naturromantisch background of biomorphic Modernist works by
those artists.2d'
The mid-80s also saw the publication of a series of
studies of Arpls relation to nature and biomorphism. Thus,
Rolf Wedewer published his article on Arpfs Monist conception
of nature in 1985; Janet Lindsay discussed that topic within
the context of a discussion of Arpls sculpture in an article
of 1984; and in a book and article based on her 1987 dissertation, both published in 1990, Margherita Andreotti discussed
Arp's biornorphic sculpture in the context of contemporary
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biornorphic ~odernisrn.
In a 1987 essay Thomas Brandt analyzed the shift in formal strategies from geometric forms to curvilinear ones in the
oeuvres of some painters after about 1930, citing a return to
nature and the irrational among reasons for this shift.'g'
The Linda Henderson student Janice Schall's dissertation
Whythm and Art in Germany, 1900-1930" was completed in 1989,
and though I encountered it only halfway through my own
research, it has been an important source for my work. Through
her equation of rhythm with the vital prin~iple,"~
Schall
has traversed much territory to do with biocentrism: "rhythm
was associated with three fundamental principles: order,
While I have focused
unity, and the life impulse itself.n293

my work on the concept, however, Schall has examined the
principal trope of the vital force's manifestation. Her
research on Klages, Haeckel, and the Wandervogel movement is
pioneering within the realm of Anglo-American art history.
Though her dissertation was thematically rather than stylistically based, and though she begins her discussion earlier than
I do, she has noted biomorphic stylistic affinities among
artists interested in the unifying principle of nature: "Despite stylistic differences, all of these artists believed in
the unifying force of nature's rhythms. Their paintings,
drawings, and prints reflect this belief formally .... There is
a prevalent but not exclusive use of curvilinear
Schall's work forms the basis for the study of "Bioromanticismu in Germany.
Though she had first raised the biomorphic abstraction/
nature problematic of Parisian interwar abstract painting in
her 1978 exhibition catalogue on Abstraction-Creation,Gladys
Fabre developed this notion in her "Art de Synthese," published in 1990.295 In this crucial article, based on the
critical writings of Geoffrey Grigson and Anatole Jakovski, as
well as on the conception by Hans Erni for the 1935 exhibition
these anti these syn these held at the Kuns tmuseum in Lucerne,
she formulates a model of 1930s Paris-centred Modernism which
shows commonalities with Kallaits formulation of the Bioromantik cultural pattern. According to this view, Parisian, Swiss
and English interwar art is seen as struggling with the opposition between the artistic tendencies represented by the
Paris groupings Abstraction-Creation and Surrealism and their
formative impulses: antinomies such as appearance/reality,
abstraction/representation, microcosm/macrocosm and spirit/
nature. Following the title these anti these synthese, she
terns the biomorphic art which is the synthesis of these
antinomies, Art de Synthese. Fabre was the first French historian to sketch out the interest which interwar French artists and publishers had in scientific, especially microscopic,

photographs and films.296Because she focuses on Paris, biocentric ideologies do not play a major part in her formulation
of the problem, and she deals neither with German, Eastern
European and North American production, nor with Kallai's
writings. However, "Art de SyntheseM is the first attempt by
an art historian to conceptualize this cultural pattern on
both the theoretical and international planes.
Since 1983, building on the tradition established by John
Baur at the Whitney Museum, a series of exhibitions treating
American biomorphic abstract painting was organized, reflecting the revival of the style in the United States during that
time. One of the most historical of these, Lisa Phillips'
exhibition Vital Signs," held at the Whitney Museum in 1988,
was conceived by Tom Amstrong, Baur's successor as director
of the Whitney, as an extension, a l1reinterpretationl1of
Baurfs proj ect of three decades back.2 9 7 By incorporating
Baur's awareness of the importance of natural themes to American Modernism, Burnham's cultural history, and a critical
usage of the formalist stylistic category of ltorganicabstraction" into her approach, Phillipsf work paralleled the complex
approach Douglas and Fabre were taking at the time, and which
I take in this dissertation. Her introductory essay touches on
everything from the importance of imagery imported from the
discourses of science to the crucial role played by vitalism:
it is a model of the cogent expression of a vast theme. The
exhibition HNatural Forms and Forcesu was also based on Burnham*s conceptualization.'''
In 1990-92 Christa Lichtenstern published an account of
the influence of Goethe's theories of metamorphosis on art
since the 18th century, including biomorphic Moderni~m.'~'
Most importantly from the point of view of biomorphic Modernism, in the second, 1992 volume of Metamorphose in der Kunst
des 19. und 20. Jahrhunderts, Lichtenstern not only discusses
the conceptual origins of much biomorphic Modernist art in
Goethe's Romantic idea of natural metamorphosis but, in a sec-

tion entitled "Biomorpher Forrnen~andel,~
elaborates Brandt's
discourse, and specifically discusses the formal origins of
biomorphism in the art of Arp, Picasso and ~oore.
l o o In her
entry on ltBiomorphismn
for the Dictionary of Art, following
common practice, she attributes the modern usage of the term
within the artistic context to Barr rather than to Grigson.
However, she concludes that though %iomorphism never resulted
in a style as such, it remained an important tendency through
the 1940s in unifying otherwise diverse stylistic innovations. jG: Though I suspect she meant to employ the word
"movementH rather than "style" in this sentence, this is one
of the strongest statements made on biomorphic Modernism since
the 1970s.
The relevant literature on Moholy-Nagy,his New Vision,
and on the biocentric Constructivist discourse, is treated in
Chapters Three, Four and Five. Given Ern6 Kallai's importance
to my work, and the way that Chapter Five is structured, it is
more important to engage here in a review of the literature on
him. Possibly because of his nationality and his absence from
the post-war scene, until recently West German historiography
has not been as kind to Kallai as his importance to the art
criticism of the Weirnar Republic warrants. Because he was not
a Communist, moreover, neither East German nor Hungarian art
history dealt with him during the 50s and 60s, not even at the
time of his death in 1954.
with the relaxation of limitations imposed on art historical subject matter in Hungary, and with the acquisition of
the lion's share of Kallai's papers by the art historical
Archive of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in the early
1960s, interest has been rekindled in Kallai, one of the most
significant of Hungarian art critics. Thus in 1963 an article
appeared on letters from the Kallai Nachlass with connections
to the Bauhaus, in a special Bauhaus issue of the Archive's
yearbook; in 1965 Lajos Kassak published a short remembrance
of the critic; and in 1967 a gravestone was dedicated to

~allai.'" It is noteworthy that the first public presentation of a text on Kallai - - in August 1974 - - was by an historian of medicine, and that it focused on Bioromantik and the
naturamorphic analogy.jo3It was in January of the following
year that the Hungarian Artistst Association held its memorial
evening to mark the twentieth anniversary of Kallai's death,
with talks by three pioneers of Kallai studies, h a KBrner,
Julia Szabo and ~ v aForgacs.
By August of 1975 Szabo, then curator of the Archive
where Kallai's papers were, published the first art historical
article devoted to Kallai, and soon after ~ v aForgacs's first
article appeared on Kallai, followed in 1981 by an anthology
of Kallai's writings, and other writings by her since.'"
This was followed by three exhibitions related to Kallai: one
memorializing him in 1982, a show of works from his collection
in 1984, and another in his honour at the Budapest K u n s t h a l l e
in 1 9 8 6 . 3 0 5 Gabor Pataki began working on Kallai in the early
80s in the context of his research into Kallaits influence on
the post-World-War-I1Hungarian avant-garde. As a concornittant
of this focus Pataki concentrated his research efforts on
Kallaits Bioromantik ~onception.''~
In English, Forgacs published an article on Kallai in the
New Hungarian Quarterly i n 1976, while my article and transiation of part of his last treatment of Bioromantik, A t e r m e s z e t
r e j t e t t a r c a [ T h e Hidden Face of Nature], appeared in 1984. It
was the first to focus attention on ~iorornantik.'''
In German, Tanya Frank's anthology of some of Kallai's
German writings appeared in 1986, along with a study of his
work in the German context, while Hubertus Gassner examined
Kallai's theory of Constructivism in his exhibition catalogue
Wechselwirkungen of the same year, placing KAllai's writings
into their international context for the first
A
conference organized jointly by the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences and the Budapest Goethe-Institut in October of 1991
cornmemorated the one hundredth anniversary of Kallai's birth;
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all active Kallai scholars participated, including two who had
begun writing their doctoral dissertations on Kallai the
previous year.'Og Gassner mounted a session on Kallai at a
conference held in Kassel in 1992, some of the papers of which
were published in an anthology that same year.''' While the
first generation of Kallai scholars (Szab6, Kerner, Forgacs,
Frank, Gassner) tended to privilege Kallails concern with
International Constructivism in their research and writing - and some, like Frank and Bromig, working from a Marxist
standpoint, saw his post-Constructivistwriting as a kind of
reactionary tendency of disillusionment3" - - most members of
the second generation (Botar, Pataki, Wucher) also valorized
his conception of ~ioromantik.
'"

c. Photographic and Design History
i. 'Toetics of Bourgeois Wondern
Developments directly relevant to my project began in the
field of photographic history and aesthetics towards the end
of the 1970s. In 1978 the Irish-Americanphysician and art
critic Brian O'Dohertyfs preface to the volume of Lewis R.
Wolbergts art micrographs appeared. Based on Ritterbush's The
Art of Organic Forms, OIDohertylsbrilliant essay placed art
micrography and the fascination with the microscopic into its
proper context of nature Romanticism, ~aeckelianMonism,
Organicism, and Modernist aesthetics. OIDoherty writes of the
poetics of bourgeois wonder. This wonder is habitually inseparable from the microscopic. It is composed of a somewhat routine sense of miracle,
informed by delectation and a quasi-religious sense
of a higher order revealed by the microscopic."'
He also takes on the task of writing an aesthetics of microscopic photography and its relations to Modernist painting,
what he refers to as the "fallacy of correspondences." OIDoherty rejects the Jungian, psychobiological explanation for the
naturamorphic analogy as 5 d e a l i ~ t , and
@ ~ therefore untenable.

Invoking a Neo-Semperian technical-determinist argument
instead, he points out the possibility that the scientific
image analogy, "instead of being a remarkable invention, is in
fact inevitable. Not because of cosmic magnitudes, but simply
because of the problems of inventing form on a surface.11i"
Just in case there is an historical accounting for the phenomenon after all, however, he calls for old-fashioned art historical research:
Is it too obvious to suggest that artists, who are
notoriously intelligent and searching, might, at the
beginning of Surrealism, have acquainted themselves
with the results of a century of microscopic morphology? Deeply immersed in organicism, it seems
unlikely that artists would not be aware of its
forms. The popular science books of the late nineteenth century, when such artists were young,
abounded in such illustrations. An examination of
artists' journals and libraries from this point of
view is indicated.'I5
As with Ritterbush and Burnham, it was the outsider, the
doctor-critic O'Doherty, who asked the crucial question.
ii. Germany
The work most relevant to the subject of this dissertation was carried out by German photographic historians, however. In 1979 Jan-ChristophHorak and Ute Eskildsen assembled
a volume on the "Film und Fotou exhibition held in Stuttgart
in 1929. In her essay Eskildsen traced the history of photographic exhibitions in Weimar germ an^."^ It was the German
Marxist literary historian Gert Mattenklott, who, in a remarkable essay on the metalwork instructor and amateur photographer Karl Blossfeldt, asked the important questions and
sketched out a plan of research into the relations between
close-up nature photography, scientific photography, biocentric ideologies and biomorphic Modernism. Mattenklott traced
the aesthetics of Blossfeldtrs photographs - - originally taken
as patterns for his students at the turn-of-the-century- back to Semperls biological materialism, and linked it to

Haeckel's contemporary Monist aestheticization of scientific
imagery, to the organicist J u g e n d s t i l aesthetics of August
Endell and Henry van de Velde, to photographic pattern books
of nature, and to nature photography. All this, he shows,
prepared the way for the Weimar German aestheticization of
scientific and close-up nature photography, the subject I
treat in Chapters Three and Four."' Eskildsen and Mattenklott helped initiate a renewed appreciation of Weimar German
Neue Sachlichkei t photography.
Based on Mattenklott and Robert Schmutzler~sprescient
research of the early 60s, Haeckel's and his disciple Wilhelrn
Bolsche's influence on fin de s i e c l e aesthetics and applied
art was seen in a positive light in Siegfried Wichmann's 1984
book J u g e n d s t i l Art Nouveau, "' and in a negative one in
Christoph Kockerbeck's 1986 Marxist interdisciplinary study
Ernst Haeckel s l T u n s t f o m e n d e r Na turu und i h r E i n f 1 u s s auf
die deu t s c h e bildende Kuns t d e r Jahrhundertwende. '"
Mattenklottls work inspired an elaboration of his line of
research by photographic historian Thomas Kr6ger in 1990,
which in turn elicited a critique by Christian Br~rnig.'~'
Much as I began to do several months before the appearance of
Kroger's article, KrBger, using Kallai as his starting point
and focusing on Germany, attemped to describe a broad cultural
pattern of biomorphic tendencies in art between the wars and
to analyze the nature-centric ideologies underlying that
pattern. Also as I have, KrBger integrated biomorphic Modernism into a discussion of photography, a tendency latent in
Kallaits writing, but not worked out in detail:
Der in den dreissiger Jahren bei vielen Kiinstlern
verbreitete Hang, eine auf biornorphen Ur- und nichtstilisierten Naturformen gegriindete Kunstsprache zu
entwickeln, ist nicht nur bei vielen Malern dieser
Zeit (u.a. Jean A r p , Willi Baumeister, Max E m s t ,
Wassily Kandinsky, Andre Masson, Paul Klee) , sondern
auch im Werk so unterschiedlich arbeitender Fotografen wie Blossfeldt, Renger-Patzsch, Fuhrmann ...
anzutreffen.321

Kxdger accepted the interdisciplinary nature of this work, and
just as Ritterbush, Burnham, Douglas and Fabre had done
(though without knowing of their publications), he began to
sketch out a complex model of the interacting phenomena
involved. Krdgerls article was important to me at the time in
providing leads in the German literature. What was most exciting about Krbgerrs article was that, like me, he also
pinpointed Kallai as the one whose theorizing was central to
approaching biomorphic Modernism.
Bromig finds fault with several aspects of Kr6ger1s
article: the ahistoricity of Kr6ger1s decision to discuss
phenomena over a thirty-year time span, his failure to place
what he discusses into its social and political contexts, and
his alleged misunderstanding of Kallaits intentions foremost
among them. Bromig offers his own Marxist-psychoanalytical
explanation for the phenomenon, suggesting, like Tanya Frank
before him, that Bioromantik was a kind of sublimation of
political opposition to the Rightward shift in Germany:
Sie privatisierten oder besser: psychologisierten
die heraufziehende Katastrophe, gegen die sie
anders, etwa durch politische Parteinahme und Opposition, nichts mehr auszurichten vermochten.... Mit
dieser quasi-existentialistischen ItIkonographie"des
Innen- und Urlebens der Natur, die das Rstselhafte
und Nichtdarstelbare zur Darstellung zwingt, glaubten jene Kfinstler der Kompromittierung ihres Schaffens durch die offizielle Kunstdoktrin und ihrem
Vasallen, d m gesunden Volksempfinden, entgehen zu
konnen .322
Though I agree with Bromig that it is important to discuss
cultural phenomena in their wider contexts, the problem with
his explanation is that it does not account for the similar
cultural patterns (not described by Kr6ger) arising contemporaneously or slightly later in Britain, France, the United
States and other countries with very different political
circumstances at the time. Nor does it account for the origin
of the pattern in the mid-twenties, before the Nazi menace
became acute, and - - as Bromig himself notes - - for its con-

tinuance after the war.323This is not to say, of course,
that there is not a political dimension to Bioromantik. There
surely is, and Kallai was aware of it.324But in addition to
the rise of the Right in the early 30s, the origins of Bioromantik are also linked t o anti-modernity in general, to the
turn-of-the-centuryReformbewegung, to biocentric Anarchism
and, most importantly, to the rise of an ecological consciousness. The forms of biomorphic Modernist art, furthermore,
cannot be completely accounted for through historical or
psychological, i.e. contextual, conditions alone. F o m a l
sources such as scientific imaging must be invoked as well. As
I hope to show in Chapter Two, the cherished Left-Right binary
political schema is less than adequate in accounting for this
complex phenomenon. While Bromig is correct to criticize
Kr6ger for his failure to even invoke t h e political context of
biomorphic Modernism, the context of Bioromantik was, as 1 see
it, also very much more complicated than Bromig allows.
An illustration of the inadequacy of purely political/
psychological accounts of biomorphic Modernist style is provided by Romy Golan's chapter " A crisis of confidence from
machinism to the organict1in her book Modernity and Nostalgia?
In this chapter she attempts to show how Leger' s and
Le Corbusier s biomorphic Modernist (what she terms "organic )
painting after t h e mid-20s was part of a general retrenchment
from rnachine-age aesthetics emblematic of the privileging of
modernity, towards what was in effect an anti-modernist trend
towards the organic and the rural. While I think that her's is
one of the best analyses of the political dimension of interwar French art, she makes no attempt to explain the specifically modernist biornorphism of Leger's painting as opposed to
the agrarian landscapes by formally conservative painters such
as Robert Lotiron, Roland Oudot and Gerard Cochet, with which
she compares, and indeed groups, Legerrs and Le Corbusier's
work. Part of the problem is that she does not try to define
her usage of Norganic,lt
another is that she does not see it as

troublesome that Legerrs and Le Corbusierts work does not in
the least resemble the style of the conservative rural scenes
with which she compares them. Finally, she does not problematize the actual political affiliations of Leger (a Socialist),
or Le Corbusier (a typical representative of "third-wayu
interwar politics), which do not fit her binary political
schema of Left/Right, progressive/reactionaryt modernist/antimodernist .326
The shortcomings of Golan's analysis became most apparent
in the way she treats E.A. Seguyts 1931 call made in Arts et
Decoration for applied artists to turn to microscopic imagery
for inspiration. Apart from her failure to locate Seguyts text
within its proper context of the contemporary discourse on
microscopy and nature, it does not seem to trouble her that
Seguy's recommendation that artistic usage be made of microscopic images of both wood and metal as "organicN inspirations, does not fit the discourse of ebinistes vs. machini s t e s , which she structurally locates within the antimodernist
vs. modernist, "organicw vs. machine-age, retrenchment vs.
progress, Right vs. Left antimony she constructs for interwar
France."' Her perceptive conclusion, that by comparing these
micrographs I1Seguymanages, by stressing the organic texture
of both, to reclaim metal and glass under the taxonomy of
nature," does not accord with the overall structure of her
argument and is not comprehensible within that context."'
The most extensive publication to date dealing with the
association between Neo-Vitalism and biomorphic Modernism is
the 1994 exhibition catalogue d l a n Vital oder das Auge des
Eros, published in conjunction with an exhibition of the same
title, curated by Hubertus Gassner .''' Because of the proximity of the theme of this exhibition to my own work, it is
important to include some remarks on the histories of this and
my own project. Building on an interest in Kallai's conception
of Bioromantik going back to 1979,'jO and a£ter consultations
with among others, Gassner himself, this dissertation was

undertaken in November of 1990. 1 discussed my ideas linking
biocentric ideologies, biomorphic Modernism, Modernist closeup nature photography, and scientific photography with Gassner
in Kassel in the summer of 1992, and in October of that same
year in Budapest at the Kallai Centenary Conference. On 24
February 1993, I gave a lecture on the subject, sketching out
the elements of the cultural pattern, and Kallai's role as the
first to describe it?
That fall Gassner undertook this
exhibition project with Christoph Vitali at the Haus der Kunst
in Munich. Forced on short notice to fill in the revived
institution's inaugural exhibition slot vacated through the
sudden cancellation of another project, the exhibition opened
and the catalogue appeared by the following May."2 I was
informed of it by staff at the Stiftung Hans Arp und Sophie
Taueber-Arp e.V. at Rolandseck near Bonn shortly before it
opened in May 1994.
The catalogue includes articles by Mattenklott on Vitalism in early-20th-centuryculture and by Wolfgang Kersten on
Klee, a translation of Barnett's 1985 article on biological
imagery in Kandinskyrs Paris-period art, in addition to contributions by Gassner himself. A particularly welcome aspect
of this catalogue is the publication (in German translation)
of the Paris journal Documents, and the discussion of Georges
Bataillers and Carl Einstein's writings of the early 30s in
this context by Denis Hollier and Klaus Kiefer, a project
begun by Mattenklott in his article on Blossfeldt of 1981 and
by Rosalind Krauss in her contemporary writings on Surrealism.'" Given the short period of time at his disposal, Gassner appropriately chose to focus on four key artists in the
show, Kandinsky, Klee, A r p , Miro and Calder, all of whom were
either working in Paris, or whose work was mainly Sei--; shown
there by the 30s. While he relates their production to NeoVitalist ideologies - - and Bergson in particular - - Gassner,
who knows Kallai's work well, does not discuss Kallai in this
c~nnection.'~'Though he focuses his discussion on Paris,

Gassner tends to privilege the German literature (Mattenklott,
Lichtenstern, Kroger, Bromig), not taking into account the
work of Gladys Fabre (who wrote on just this subject in 1 9 9 0 L
or the related works by Ritterbush, Burnharn and Charlotte
Douglas. Apart from his treatment of Bataillets discussion of
Blossfeldt, Gassner does not relate the biomorphic Modernist
art to contemporary photographic developments, nor to scientific photography in any detail.
d. Literary Studies and the History of Science
[Tlhe historiography of vitalism has been paradoxical: bursting with narrow scholarship on the one
hand (all sorts of studies of individual figures and
works), matched by silence about its hold on culture
on the other. (G. S. Rousseau 1992)335
With a few exceptions, such as the work of Burnham,
Priebe and Kockerbeck, what has been largely missing from art
historical studies is a treatment of the biocentric tradition.
It is to the history of science and ideas, and to literary
criticism, that we must turn to find material on the cultural
impact of Neo-Vitalism and Organicism. to realize how important this subject has become over the past twenty years or so
as a subject of research.
We have looked at the work of German literary historian
Gert Mattenklott in the field of photographic history. Two
other works of German literary history have appeared which
establish the importance of Vitalism and Monism to early
Modernist literature in specific, and to culture in general.
In 1971 Gunter Martens - - independently of Jack Burnham - published a crucial study which established the central role
of Neo-Vitalist ideologies in the development of literary
~xpressionisrn.~'~
More than twenty years later, in 1993,
Monika Fick published a study which did for llpsycho-physical
MonismM ( L e i b -See1 e - E i n h e i t as Hans Prinzhorn referred to it)
what Martens had done for Vitalism: demonstrate its significance to the Modernist cultural phenomenon. While Fick touches

on the arts (Redon and Kandinsky), she does not deal with them
in detail, dwelling instead on the more general thesis that
the Monist idea of llspiritualized
matteru or "materialized
spirit" - - i.e. the unity of soul and body, of matter and
spirit - - are key, ideas of early Modernist culture.
Ritterbush's importance to the history of biology has
already been touched upon. His proposition of an essentially
visual metaphor as being crucial to the development of modern
biology was influential on other studies in the history of
science, such as Donna Jeanne Harawayrs Crystals, Fabrics, and
Fie1ds: Metaphors of Organicism in Twentieth -Century Developmental Biology. ''' Haraway extends Ri tterbushts basic
insight: "At different critical points in the history of
biology, the allegiance to concepts of organic form, borrowed
heavily from poets and artists, guided the scientists' resolution of theoretical and empirical matter^.^^"^
The interest of Anglo-American literary historians in
Organicism was given its original impetus by M. H. Abrams'
1953 book The Mirror and the amp.'^^ Since that time, and
especially since the 1980s, there has developed a large literature on the Organicism of the Romantic poets, particularly
Coleridge, and the Vitalism of late 19th-centurywriters. In
1972, George S. Rousseau of the English Department of UCLA
published a crucial anthology entitled Organic Form: The L i f e
of an Idea, which began to investigate the link between Organicism and Modernism as
Rousseauls work derives from
the intellectual circle around Marjorie Hope Nicolson, founder
of the Literature and Science section of the Modern Languages
Association, who was influenced by Arthur Lovejoy's seminal
geistesgeschichtl ich monograph of 1950, T h e Great Chain of
~ e i n g"'
. Rousseau, one of Nicolson' s students, has compiled
an interdisciplinary bibliography on organic form up to 1970.
This anthology includes an essay by Ritterbush which deals
more directly than the 1968 catalogue with the history of the
idea of organic form amongst philosophers and biologists.

Rousseau's anthology and Harawayts influence initiated a
revival of interest in Organicism among cultural historians by
the 1980s. A whole series of dissertations began appearing on
the subject from about 1986 onwards, in the fields of literature, history and music. These dissertations dealt primarily
with the 18 th and 19 th centuries.342
Rousseauts project in producing this anthology was
extended by Frederick Burwick fourteen years later, in his
anthology Approaches to Organic Form,'" which cast its net
even wider in the field of cultural studies than Rousseau had
done. Most importantly with respect to this study, in his
article "'Such as the Life is, Such is the Formt: Organicism
Among the Moderns," Paul Douglass outlines the crucial role
Organicism played in the development of Modernism. Burwick's
student at UCLA, Douglass, had written his dissertation on
~erqson.""n
it he notes not only the work of Abrams,
Carlos Baker, and others in establishing the direct links
between Modernism and R~rnanticisrn,~~'
but also the paucity of
literature on Organicism in Modernist literature from Coleridge's time to that of T. S. ~liot''~and the denial of this
heritage among the Moderns: "But though the Modernist aesthetics remain profoundly Coleridgean, and therefore
quintessentially organicist, Modernist writers deny this
heritage by breaking vehemently with Romantic pride, with
Romantic faith in the innocence of expression."347Indeed,
Douglass sees in Organicism a basis for critiquing Deconstruction as a practice that does not find meaning in literature
precisely because it does not view literary products as
organic wholes.'13
In 1992 Douglass teamed up with Burwick to edit the next
in this series of publications in literary studies, The Crisis
in Modernism: Borgson and the Vitalist controversy."' Here,
the emphasis shifted from Organicism to Vitalism, and the
volume offered a dazzling array of articles on the subject,
from the Enlightenment, through Mikhail Bakhtin (commented
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CHAPTER TWO

Biocentrism
In some remote corner of the universe ... there once
a star on which clever animals invented knowledge. That was the haughtiest and most mendacious
minute of "world historyu - - yet only a minute.
After nature had drawn a few breaths the star grew
cold, and the clever animals had to die. (Nietzsche
was

1873) :

[Anthropism is] that powerful and world-wide group
of erroneous opinions which oppose the human organism to the whole of the rest of nature, and represents it to be the preordained end of organic creation, an entity essentially distinct from it ....
the so-called history of the world - - that is, the
brief period of a few thousand years which measures
the duration of civilization - - is an evanescently
short episode in the long course of organic evolution, just as this, in turn, is merely a small
portion of the history of our planetary system; and
as our mother-earth is a mere speck in the sunbeam
in the illimitable universe, so man himself is but a
tiny grain of protoplasm in the perishable framework of organic nature. (Haeckel 1899)
Denken wir uns einen Gott, der ... von einer Sonne
aus ... sich verhalte ebenso . . . gleichgiiltig, wie
wir ... gegenitber ... einem Arneisenhaufen... [ : ] "Das
sind nun 1800 Millionen Menschen, welche wie lebender Schimmel die Erde iiberkrusten, ihre alten Walder
abholzen, ihre tiefen Meere durchtauchen, ihre
Pflanzen und Tiere ausroden ...und ... sich selber
halten f i i r den Mittelpunkt einer Welt ... bis ...
sie allesamt wieder ins Gras beissen und abmarschieren ins grosse Nichts .... Aber ... mit all ihren ...
Lehren, Kcnsten, Gedanken und GeschSften erfollen
sie unbewusst nur das grosse Gebot der grossen Meisterin: Die Not. Ii (Lessing 1924)'
"In relation to the history of organic life on
earth," writes a modern biologist, Inthepaltry fifty
millennia of homo sapiens constitute something iike
two seconds at the close of a twenty-four-hourday.
On this scale, the history of civilized mankind
would fill one-fifth of the last second of the last
hour." The present, which as a model of Messianic
time, comprises the entire history of mankind in an
enormous abridgement, coincides exactly with the
stature which the history of mankind has in the
universe. (Benjamin 194014

We know ... of every organism that the rhythm, form,
and duration of its life ... are determined by the
properties of its species... . In [nature] we feel
... a limit, and this sense of the limit is identical with our sense of the inward form. In the case
of higher human history, on the contrary, we take
our ideas as to the course of the future from an
unbridled optimism that sets at naught all historical, i.e. organic, experience.. . . "Mankind," however, has no aim, no idea, no plan, any more than
the family of butterflies or orchids. "MankindH is a
zoological expression .... Each culture has its own
new possibilities of self-expressionwhich arise,
ripen, decay and never return... . These cultures ...
belong . . . to the living Nature of Goethe, and not
to the dead Nature of Newton. I see world history as
a picture of endless formations and transformations,
of the marvellous waxing and waning of organic
forms. (Spengler 1918)'
Denn ich hatte verstanden: Es gibt keine Arten und
Gattungen und Familien und Tier- und Pflsnzengruppen, es gibt keine Tiere und Pflanzen, keine Protisten, keinen Unterschied von Tier und Mensch; es gibt
ein vieltausendfach sich anpassendes einheitliches
Leben auf Erden, wenn man so will, ein einziges
Geschopf, dessen Name ist Plasma. (France 192716
The artist today is more than an improved camera....
He is a creature on the earth and a creature within
the whole, that is to say, a creature on a star
among stars.' [He] cannot do without his dialogue
with nature, for he is a man, himself of nature, a
piece of nature and within the space of nature.
(Klee 1923)'
[Bioromantic artists] rticken Dinge in unsere eigenste Mitte, denen wir uns gar zu gern entriickt und
iiberlegen ddnken mbchten, um unserer menschlichen
... Einbildung zu schmeicheln, dass wir Herren der
Schopfung seien und nicht e t w a hinfdllige Kreaturen.
Die Bioromantik scheut es nicht, mit offenen Augen
in diese AbgrPnde unserer Kreatfirlichkeit zu blicken. (Kallai 1932)'
In der Biozentrik eint sich Denken und Leben. (France 1921)'O
The whole biosphere ... and the role that human life
plays in it are encompassed in one unified vision.
The biocentric outlook ... provides a general "mapu
of the natural world, enabling us to see where we

are and how we fit into the total scheme of things
.... From the perspective of the biocentric outlook
w e see ourselves as biological creatures. Without
denying ... our uniqueness, we nevertheless become
fully aware that we are but one species of animal
life. (Taylor 1986)"
1. Framing Intellectual History

In this chapter I frame the types of views expressed in
these passages as Mbiocentrism.u Adapting the term from early
20th century German usage, I define biocentrism as the neoRomantic, biologistic, Holistic, "natureN-and "lifeH-centric
rather than anthropocentric intellectual strearnoL2
Political
conditions and a shift in emphasis among some biocentric philosophers after World War One further demand the distinction
between turn-of-the-centuryand interwar biocentrism. It is
the interaction of biocentrism with biomorphic Modernism and
the naturamorphic analogy in Western art of the first half of
the 20th century which comprise the uBioromanticHcultural
pattern.
Framing biocentrism - - even in a preliminary, sketchy,
amateur fashion such as I am able to undertake here - - is a
challenging task, for the picture is complex. While historians
of ideas have studied some components of biocentrism, others
have received little or no attention, and the ill fit of these
elements into the prevailing historiographic framework is
largely unexamined." Most importantly - - and this is where
the proposed category of biocentrism comes into play - - despite hints and near-misses, no adequate attempt has been made
to define a category in the history of ideas broad enough to
be useful to cultural historians concerned with attitudes
towards nature and their expression through art in the relevant period, and yet sufficiently specific to reflect the
concerns of the artists.14 As a cultural/art historian delving
into the field of "straightu intellectual history, there is

bound to be a degree of superficiality, indeed naivete in such
an undertaking, and I readily admit this. There is also an
apparent circularity in this strategy: I define the category,
I use the category in my work, and this usage then "provesu
the legitimacy of the category. But while the naivete is
something the informed reader will have to contend with, the
circularity of the argument is only a problem if the reader
assumes that I wish to "prove" anything. Rather than proof, I
am interested in a reframing which makes visible.

a. Fin-de-siecleNeo-Romanticism
Nietzsches Philosophie des Vomittags verdickte sich
bald zu allerhand vitalistischen oder sonnenpriesterlichen Weihen des grossen Pan, der Welt als tonendem Gliicksrad. Und merkwiirdig verband sich vielerlei davon - - via Bblsche, Fidus, 'Hab Sonne im Herzen,' ' D e r Wald ist meine Kirche* - - rnit einer Art
von poetisch gemachtem, doch abgestandenem Naturkult.... [D]er imrner mehr verdinglichte Mensch rebellierte nun in allen seinen ... Partien ... indern er
die Mechanik ringsurn lediglich zu verlebendigen
suchte, ... Haeckels Weltratself mit ihrer sonnigen
Banalitat, sozusagen pantheistelnd gemachten Mechanik, passten von hier aus nicht schlecht zum Jugendstil. (Bloch 1 9 2 7 ) l 5
What characterized the Romantic movement, above
everything else, was its universal striving for
unity and integration with the living order of creation. (Wiedmann 1979)''
I want to go beyond emotion to give order to movement. The new romanticism. (Klee 1914)1'

The turn of the century was characterized by a revival of
aspects of Romanticism, among them an intuitive, idealistic,
Holistic, even metaphysical attitude towards the idea of
"nature," of the experience of the unity of all life, what Max
Scheler referred to as Vitalmystik and its kosmovitale E i n s fnhlung; what Bloch ironically termed ~urrapantheismus.'~
Scheler described the revival as Itdieunmittelbar gegenwartigen Gruppen von Bewegungen die, ohne oder mit Ankniipfung an

die grosse Reaktionsbewegung der Romantik, die Gestalt des
menschlichen Herzens erneuern wollen (Fechner, Bergson, Phanomenologie, Vitalismus, Kreis urn Stefan George, Jugendbewegung) . "" Nietzsche referred to this unity of life as All Leben, while in a more scientific vein, the influential, but
now all-but-forgottenAustro-Hungarian biologist and popular
scientific writer Raoul Heinrich France (1874-1943)referred
to it as Plasma.'' It is these two impulses, vitalmystik and
biologism, which characterize the phenomenon most succinctly.
It is to be located in what intellectual historian Niles Holt
has termed "the decline of materialistic and mechanistic
interpretations in Europe in the decade and one-half after
1900," as Kurt Bayertz phrases it, "the broad spectrum of
biologistic thought at the turn of the century," or, as Bloch
saw it, in the transmutation of the mechanistic into the
pantheistic. It is within this context that Holt places the
work of Lebensphilosophen and biologists such as Henri Berg-.
son, Hans Driesch, Eduard von Hartmann and Ernst Haecke1.'i . Antimoderni ty and Kul turkritik
Schrecklich ... sind die Wirkungen des 'Fortschrittst auf das Bild besiedelter Gegenden. Zerrissen ist der Zusammenhang zwischen Menschenschopfung und Erde, vernichtet fiir Jahrhunderte, wenn
nicht fiir immer, das Urlied der Landschaft .... Unter
den Vorwanden von 'Nutzentt twirtschaftlicher Entwicklung', 'Kulturt geht er in Wahrheit auf Vernichtung des Lebens aus. (Klages 1913)''

The coming to presence of technology threatens revealing, threatens it with the possibility that all
revealing will be consumed in ordering and that everything will present itself only in the unconcealedness of standing-reserve. (Heidegger 194953)23
Daraus entstanden ein Neudionysiertum a la Klages,
ein Neudiluvium a la C.G. Jung, e i n Riickgang auf
Vorbewuss test Vorgeschichtliches [Dacque] , als ware
es das verlorene Heil, mit Preis des Chaotischen als
solchem. (Bloch 1927)2 4

Der entscheidende Einfluss der Technik auf die
kunstlerische Entwicklung der letzten S O Jahre ist
unverkennbar. Die ungeheure Ausbreitung ihrer Energien und Werke zu einem dichten Netz von Rationalisierung und Motorisierung nicht nur der Natur sondern auch wesentlicher Beziehungen des menschlichen
Lebens musste alle Reserven unserer Irrationalitat,
unserer Seele wachrufen. Je mehr Technik, um so
heftiger und inniger die Sehnsucht nach ihren Gegengewichten.... (Kallai 1931)25
A critique of modernity and of its humanist ideology was
inherent in this nature-centric ~eo-~omanticisrn.~~
This critique, one which masked a profound pessimisn concerning hurnanity's place in nature, was the darker side of kosmische
Einhei tsgefuhl , of Hurrapantheismus. As I have discussed in
the Introduction, in America William James' and Bergson's
ideas combined with the Transcendentalist revival - - the
latter expressed for example in the pioneering environmentalist activities of John Muir and the Sierra Club - - into what
Jackson Lears has termed 11anti-Modernism.u27
The European and
American trends revived themes of Romanticism, and can be seen
to have formed part of a pan-Western lfanti-Modernistll
cultural
current which Giovanni Vattimo has aptly characterized as the
"crisis of
The Germans refer to it as Kulturkritik, a critique of modernity - - that is rampant urbanization,
industrialization, capitalization, commodification, internationalization, and the instrumentalist view of nature - carried out mainly by Lebensphilosophen. 29 As the turn-of- thecentury vegetarian and naturopath Adolf Just wrote, "Das
Grosstadtleben verdirbt Kdrper, Geist und Seele, weil es immer
mehr von der Natur und allem Nattirlichen hin wegfiihrt." He
goes on: "Wodurch ist zum grossen Teil das Elend, die Verlorenheit und Verlogenheit der Menschen gekommen? Durch die
Entwicklung des Geistes in seinern Wissenschaftlichen, durch
Erfindungen und Technik, die zum grossen Teil die kerperliche
Arbeit den Maschinen iibertrugen und dadurch auf allen Gebieten
eine dementsprechende Mechanisierung des Lebens hervorriefen. u 3 0 Kul turkri tik was expressed through the widespread cult

of Nietzsche, the international network of fin-de-siecle
reformist impulses which German speakers conveniently refer to
as l%ebensreform,l1 as well as the ecological wing of the early
20th century Jugendbewegung [Youth Movement] and the concurrent pedagogical renewal, the ~ c h urefonnbewegung.
l
As Franz
Sawicki poetically expresses it, this was an attack on Itdie
einseitige Verstandskultur, die das Herz unbefriedigt und die
dunkeln Tiefenschichten der Seele ausser acht lasst, die wohl
Licht spendet, aber den Boden ausddrrt, so dass die Wurzeln
des Lebens absterben.1112 Or as Ferdinand Fellmann phrased it ,
Lebensphilosophie was a reaction, which "richtet sich generell
gegen tibenogene Absolutheitsanspriiche der ~ e r n u n f t . "As
~ ~we
see in the passage at the start of this section, in 1931 Ern6
Kallai interpreted the history of Modernist art as a dialectical struggle between the celebration and counteracting of
modernity, between "nature" and what he termed the "profane
Trinity rationalism-materialism-uti~itarianism.i134
While Martin Heideggerrsphenomenological-ontological
critique is characteristically expressed in a language which
animates causal categories by employing the infinitive case (a
sort of epistemological animism), and it is more general than
those of lesser Lebensphilosophen, his message is the same:
modernity (as an intensification of technology) is a great
danger to people and nature; it prevents them from being
experienced in any other way than as potential raw material,
what he refers to a s "standing reserve." This critique emerged
from what Sawicki defines a s the central problem of Lebensphilosophie: the distinction between Geist, or intellect, and
Seele, which is the locus of Leben, or life:
Der Begriff des Lebens ist an sich so umfassend,
dass er auch die Funktionen des Geistes umschliesst.
Von der Lebensphilosophie wird der Begriff jedoch
gewohnlich in einem engeren Sinne genomrnen und das
Leben in Gegensatz zum Geiste gestellt. Das menschliche Ich zerfgllt danach in zwei Sphbren. Die rationale Sphare ist der G e i s t . Die tiefere, irrationale
Schicht ist die Seele. D a m geh6ren die Triebe, die

Gefuhle, das geffihlsmtissige Erkennen und das Unterbewusste. Was sich dort regt, ist das wahre Leben.
Die Lebensphilosophie ist also der Aufstand der
irrationalen Tiefe gegen die Vorherrschaft des Geistes .
As Bloch suggests the deeper, unconscious self along with its
impulses, the "Dionysianot
self, is in this system valorized as
the "authenticu self, the self which should be consulted
(through "intuitiontot
for example) to ensure authentic expression. This search for authenticity in the S e e l e rather than
of the Modernist prothe Geist underlies the oiprimitivismu
ject, and "primitivismn is the central aesthetic impulse of
both biomorphic Modernism and the Melementarisrnuof early
1920s geometric abstraction, just as it is of much Modernist
artistic prod~ction.~~
Georg Lukacs suggests this in his
account of neo-Nature Romanticism:
"They are what w e once were," says Schiller of the
forms of nature, "they are what we should once more
become." But here ... we discover a . . . conception
of nature ... in which we can clearly discern the
ideal and the tendency to overcome the problems of a
reified existence. llNatureHhere refers to authentic
humanity, the true essence of man liberated from the
false, mechanising forms of society: man as a perfected whole who has inwardly overcome, or is in the
process of overcoming, the dichotomies of theory and
practice, reason and the senses, form and content;
man whose tendency to create his own forms does not
imply an abstract rationalism which ignores concrete
content; man for whom freedom and necessity are
identical.'3
The transposition of the scientific debate to the metaphysical plane; the search for authentic expression was most
famously and most radically carried out by Klages in his 1929
magnum opus, D e r G e i s t als Wiedersacher d e r Seele. Following
the critiques of Bloch and Georg Lukacs, Klages' D e r G e i s t als
Wiedersacher der Seele was received variously as a John the
Baptist-like preparing-of-the-wayfor Hitler's messianic antirationalism, or alternatively, it was praised as a searing
critique of the instrumentalist modern consciousness before
even Heidegger engaged in it.'' As Fellmann has pointed out, a
3 ;

more nuanced view of Klages and his thought would be helpful." Klages scholar Richard Hinton Thomas explains the thesis of the book:
If on the one view 'Geist' is an ennobling, liberating aspect of life, for Klages it is not part of
life at all. It is a sort of space invader from
another world, from 'outside life.' The emphasis is
always on the destructiveness of 'Geistt. It is
destructive of peace, of nature . . . of organic
bonds, of 'lifet. It is 'Geistt that thinks up the
instruments - - industrialization, technology and so
on - - of what we deceptively call progress, and
wherever the idea of progress has held sway, man in
his arrogance has 'scattered the seeds of murder all
around and the horror of death.
The critique of environmental degradation was closely
associated with this anti-rationalist discourse, particularly
among the relevant philosophers between the wars. As part of
Kulturkritik, the biologists Johann Jakob, Saron von Uexkiill
and Raoul France; and the philosophers Oswald Spengler, Klages, Heidegger and Theodor Lessing wrote on this subject, and
they affected the thinking of artists and critics such as
Adolf Behne, Lazar El Lissitzky, Mies van der Rohe and Ern6
14'

As the literature on Spengler and his influential Der
U n t e r g a n g des Abendlandes is large, and his project wellknown, I will here only point to the biologistic, ecological
and utopian organic nature of his critique of technol~gy.~~
As
Kluge phrases it, ttSpenglerts
These vom Ende der Technik,
seine Sensibilitat £fir die Zerstdrung ausserer Natur konnen
nicht getrennt werden von seiner Perspektive zur Aufhebung
dieses Zustandes, einer biologistischen Utopie: Die organbiologische Pflanzenmetaphor zur geschichtsphilosophischen Begriindung des Zerfalls...."" Welt and its associated technology, science and death in Spengler' s and G e i s t in Klagesf
discourses occupy positions structurally analogous to Heidegger' s Gestell (enfranting) :4 5
enframing does not simply endanger man in his relationship to himself and to everything that is. As a

destining, it banishes man into that kind of revealing that is an ordering. Where this ordering holds
sway it drives out every other possibility of revealing. Above all, enframing conceals that revealing
which, in the sense of poiesis, lets what presences
come forth into appearance?
As we saw in the passage from his lecture given for the Freideutsche Jugend in 1913 above, Klages considered this danger
and blamed materialism, industrialism and technology, in
short, modernity, On this subject France wrote:
Die Menschheit, die sich schon heute dessen riihmt,
die Atomzersprengung als Kraftquelle sich dienstbar
machen zu kdnnen, wird nicht ruhen, bis diese Einsichten noch andere Friichte getragen haben, ausser
den ideellen ,.. Denn unter dem Banner der materialistischen Idee sucht ja die Menschheit i r n Paradiesgarten der Natur nicht nach Erkenntnis der Gesetze,
urn dansch ihr Leben reiner, vollendeter und harmonischer gestalten zu khnen, sondern ausschliesslich
nach goldenen FrCchten, die ihre Genusssucht befriedigen und ihr Herrschaft iiber die Natur verleihen."
As the volkisch environmentalist Gerhard Tenschert has pointed
out, France is prophetic about the possible abuses of atomic
technology, and he names materialism and the domination of
nature as the dangers. Unlike Klages. Heidegger and Spengler,
France did not oppose technology as long as its application
did not upset the ecosystem it was part of." In his many
publications, rather than the dangers of technology per se.
France emphasized the importance of natural and historical
preservation in the H e i m a t , the home region - - a view which
fed as easily into anarchist notions of cultural and economic
autonomy and harmony, as it did into Walter Darre's volkisch
ideology of B l u t und B o d e d 5 Bramwell has termed the intellectual and political movement towards ecological views of
a
nature and its preservation since about 1880 Necologism,ti
category whose relationship to the discussion is dealt with
later in this chapter?'
Klages, probably the most important philosopher of
interwar biologistic and nature-centric Neo-Romanticism (what
I will define later in this chapter as Biozentrik or biocent-

rism), is, a s Michael Grossheim wrote in 1994, "...weitgehend
ein weisser Fleck auf der bandkarte der Philosophiegeschichte,
ein Raum flir m6gliche Entdeckungen. 115' Klages ' philosophical
writings are literary rather than precise, and dense without
being as sophisticated as Heideggerls (a philosopher who, despite his relevance to our discussion, it is problematic t o pin
. These are reasons Klages' work has been
down a s "biocentricfl)
marginalized to the extent that it has been, despite the fact
that he is one of the few important 20th century philosophers
to deal seriously with the environmental question as it is
generally understood today. As Bramwell points out, I1Klages'
... message ... was, perhaps, too extreme to influence t h e
mainstream philosophers of his time .... Klagesl criticism is
in fact the essence of today's 'green1 and ecological cultural
criticism, which also attacks what is seen as excessive rationalityoui2
Typical of the treatment accorded Klages is t h a t of
Harvard science historian Anne Harrington, who writes that
?.,we must [not] return to the point ... where any holistic
science, or indeed any sort of challenge to the epistemological, existential, or moral self-sufficiency of traditional
science, is branded 'irrationalist' or potentially 'fascist'"
not a paragraph after she took the opinions of others at face
value, and dismissed Klages as a Ngraphologist and pop-philNot only does Thomas disosopheru of the "cranky Right.
count the idea that Klages was a proto- or crypto-Nazi,he
even opposes his inclusion in the so-called konservativen
Revolution of interwar Germany which Harrington was presumably referring to." Even taking into consideration t h e effect
his thought did have on the National Socialists, and the - according to Thomas - - nculturallyu rather than racially-based
anti-Semitic feelings Klages shared with many others of the
age,'' as Thomas points out, l1 [tlhis is a far cry from the
violent world of National Socialism, and we can better appreciate how it was, that what Klages excluded from his praise of
Nietzsche [the Will to Power] was the side of him which the

Nazis most admired.u56Indeed - - without whitewashing him of
the degree of complicity he shared with anyone who was antidemocratic, anti-Semitic,and dealt with Nazi Germany - - it is
important to keep in mind that not only did Klages (unlike
France) always refuse to join the Party despite their efforts
to recruit him, he actively opposed it, and he lived as a
Pacifist in Switzerland throughout the Nazi era?'
Rather than with the Nconservative revolutionM (of which
Spengler was a part), Thomas places Klages into a position
analogous to the biocentric Anarchist Gustav Landauer: "Cornparisons between Klages and Landauer are thus easy enough ...
They do not make Klages into an anarchist. what they do suggest is that in any discussions of Klages, anarchism is at
least a more useful point of reference than National Socialism. . . .
In fact Klages was a typical B i o z e n t r i k e r and the
principal philosopher of anti-anthropocentrism after Nietzsche.j9 Confusion around his politics (and there is no doubt
that he was both conservative and pessimistic) is typical of
analyses of the biocentrically minded, a topic dealt with in
more detail below. In any case, despite the shivers France's
biologistic racial essentialism; Spenglerts and Klages' critical stance towards Democracy, their anti-Semitism and their
admiration by the Nazis; and Heidegger's out-and-outNazism,
may send up our collective spines, one must keep in mind that
neither Marxism, nor a supposedly 410bjectiven%ourgeois"
rationalist science, in fact dealt with the ulooming environmental disasterM in this century. And despite the German
National Socialistst and the biocentricst mutual flirtation
during the mid 1930st neither did Fascism. It was biocentrism
or "ecologismN that attempted to - - and is attempting to - - do
so. In a time of increasing environmental consciousness therefore, this intellectual stream demands attention from art historians as much as it demands it from intellectual historians.

ii. Biologism: Raoul Heinrich France
Auf die Epoche physikalisch-chemischer Weltbetrachtung, die zum Materialismus fiihrte, folgt jetzt naturgemass die biologische Weltbetrachtung. (Behne
1916)~~

Das Zeitalter des biologischen Denkens ... hat erst
begonnen. (France 1928)''
The constructive counterpart to Kulturkritik was biologism, a pervasive "popular Darwinianu We1 tanschauung at the
turn of the century which privileged biology among the
sciences, applying its concepts and methodologies - - such as
evolution and "the survival of the fittestt1- - to other
spheres of knowledge? Herbert Spencer saw I1society itself as
an organism and that therefore social progress was analogous
to biological change.u63The Thomas H. Huxley and Spencerinspired "Social Darwinism,I1which attempted a biologistic
legitimation of capitalist competition, and Peter Kropotkin's
Anarchism, which wished to justify altruistic social cooperation employing analogies from I1nature,"represented ideological poles of political scientific thinking based on biological
observation which pervaded Western culture in the late 19th
century? Huxleyrs student, Kropotkin's friend, and Bergson's
admirer, the Scottish biologist and urban theorist Patrick H.
Geddes, saw the biological concept of evolution as appplicable
to all fields of knowledge: "Changing order, orderly change,
and this everywhere - - in nature inorganic and organic, in
individual and in social life - - for this vast conception, now
everywhere diffusing, often expressed, rarely as yet applied,
we need some general term - - and this is E v o l ~ t i o n .Geddes
~~~
holistic
applied the principles of I1mutualaid" to a ildynarnic,
vitalist and unitaryu conception of human settlement, influencing urban theorists and architects such as Lewis Mumford,
Hugo HBring and Hannes Meyer? In the Germanic cultural
sphere, many major public intellectuals such as Schopenhauer,
Nietzsche, E r n s t Haeckel, Ernst Mach, Hans Driesch, and Sigmund Freud were representatives of biologistic thinking? Max

Nordau's theory of social degeneration, Paul de Lagarde's
biologistic-vdlkisch nationalist expansionism, Houston Stewart
Chamberlain's racialism and Spenglerls biologistic rnorphological account of history, set the stage for the biologistic
aspect of National Socialist
For reasons of economy (these figures are dealt with elsewhere) and because his
writing is the least known and yet most important to interwar
artistic culture, I will focus my attention on the work of
Raoul Heinrich France.
Around 1920, Raoul France emerged as one of the most radically - - and perhaps naively - - biologistic of public intellectuals in germanophone Central Europe. Trained as a botanist, engaged in pioneering research on soil ecology, largely
self-educated in philosophy, and driven by an impulse to
render science useful in everyday life, France developed a
system of applied ethical thought extending to all spheres of
human activity and understanding which he referred to as
"objektiv, usachlich," Nbiozentrisch, or simply as "biologische Denken."" While initially announced in 1920, he articulated his totalizing biologistic program
Das 'biologische Denken'... entspringt nicht einer
Mode, einem Schlagwort, etwa vergleichbar dem von
der Entwicklung ... vom Monismus ... das vor einern
Menschenalter die Bildung und Kultur durchdrang und
in Garung versetzte. Denn es geht nicht wie jene von
einer einzelnen Persdnlichkeit aus, sondern durchsichert, nunmehr schon seit etwa einem Jahrzehnt die
gesamte geistige Arbeit. herall, in der Philosophie, in der ??sychologie, in der Literaturwissenschaft, der Soziologie, in der Medizin, der Arbeitswissenschaft, der Physik, urn nur einige der hervorstehenden Punkte zu nennen, wendet man sich biologischer Denkungsart zu, aus einer Art innerer Notwendigkeit, gewissermassen nach Erschdpfung der iibrigen
M6glichkeiten.... Das Zeitalter des biologischen
Denkens . . . hat erst begonnen.'O
Perhaps no other biologistic intellectual was so bold in
applying Mbiological thinkingu to all spheres of human endeavor. While often naive, France's system was a complex and not
unsophisticated one. Following Kant, Schopenhauer, and part1

titularly Eduard von Hartmann's phenomenological line of

reasoning, France held that an ontology is impossible, that
9netaphysics is a biological issue.1t71
He was influenced in
this connection by the positivist-Monist Empiriocritizismus of
Richard Avenarius and Ernst Mach, who held that "Reality ...
consists neither in 'mindsr nor in 'atoms.' It consists in
experiences - - in colors, sounds, tastes and other data of
~ensation."'~
In other words, reality is constructed by us
rather than it being something "out thereN waiting for us to
perceive it. A s Spengler phrased it,
Nature is the shape in which the man of higher Culture synthesizes and interprets the immediate impressions of his senses. History is that from which his
imagination seeks comprehension of the living existence of the world in relation to his own life, which
he thereby invests with a deeper reality. Whether he
is capable of creating these shapes, which of them
it is that dominates his waking consciousness, is a
primordial problem of all human existence.']
Knowledge is only possible within the limits of our sensory
organs, which therefore define a perceptual envelope France
referred to as the Zoesis. France termed as "BiosU "the sum of
all experiences," a kind of Hnature-for-usuakin to von Uexkiill ' s conception of Umwel t and to Heideggerts "Being- in - the world."" These views led to France's acceptance of the psychologist 0. Kohnstammts I1psycho-biologicalmposition defined
in 1903 that "das Wesentliche und Charakteristische aller
Lebenserscheinungen auf elementare psychische Grundfunktionen
zuruckzufuhren sei ...," in other words, biology is psychologior "Neocally determined.75By around 1907-08 ltpsychobiologyil
LamarckismH had coagulated into what Adolf Wagner termed a
wmovernent,flone with its own journal.76
France went beyond this empiriocritical stance, however,
to a phenomenologically contradictory position when he
accepted Gustav Fechner's and Haeckel's neo-Vitalist idea of
an animating "souln or "psycheu in living beings, his own
version of which he developed in his work on "plant psychol-

ogytfparallel to Driesch's doctrine of the Entelechie between
1900 and 1 9 0 5 . " In 1912, Rudolf Eisler described this aspect
of France's position as flpsycho-vitalism,~
the belief that
"Das Leben ist eine ~usserungpsychischer Faktoren,Itrendering, for all intents and purposes, "psycho-vitalismwa synonym
-7

In accepting the position that "life is an expression of
psychic factorstMFrance approached the radical psychovitalism
of Ernst Marcus and Jacob von Uexkfill, who saw reality as
directly affected by the Mperceivingu subject. Marcus saw
light itself as a something which emanates from the subject
rather than from W e . reflected by) the perceived object.
Es gibt kein an sich existierendes Licht, sondern in
der Aussenwelt nur lichtlose Ursachen, welche das
Gebilde des Lichts - - eine Materie der Empfindung - in unserem Leibe ausldsen. Nur die lichtlosen Ursachen der Lichtempfindung gehdren der Aussenwelt an.
. . . Von diesen ganzlich lichtlosen Kbrpern [Selbst
das Bild der leuchtenden Sonne am Himrnel ist demnach
ein Produkt unseres Gehirns] pflanzt sich eine
gleichfalls lichtlose Bewegung, kleinster lichtloser
Korperteile, die Undulationen des Aethers, fort. Sie
fallt in das Auge ein, trifft die Netzhaut, versetzt
hier die Sehnerven in eine noch unbekannte Modifikation, die zum Zentralorgan (dem Gehirn) fortgeleitet
wird, und nunmehr erst gelangt mit einern Schlage
gleich einer Explosion die Lichtempfindung ... [d.
h.] das L i c h t zur Existenz als ein organisches Produkt, als Produkt des Zentral~rgans.~~
Similarly, Walter Erben writes that von UexkGll
behauptet, dass der Mensch mit seinen Sinnen den
Erscheinungen entgegenlebe und das nicht nur im
bewussten oder trhnerischen Reflektieren, sondern
physisch, materiell. Sehen, Tasten, Hdren stellen
Explosionen von Materie dar, die das angeschaute,
gehorte, begriffene Objekt durchdringen, Zeugungen,
die das 'Andere' bestmen, so dass es zu einern Produkt des Ichs wird."
Inspired by his own pioneering work on soil Bioz6nose - what he referred to as Edaphon - - France constituted the Bios
as a holistic system: V s liegt also in Wesen des Biologischen, dass jedes Erlebnis und die Summe aller Erlebnisse: der

Bios, als ein Ganzheitskomplex erscheint, der aus Teilen
besteht, die einander irgendwie zugeordnet sind."" France
identified such eco-systems at all scales from single-celled
creatures upwards. As a result he developed a prescient "systernsM view of the world, seeing it as a kind of nested hierarchy of integrated ecosystems, what he referred to as a
series of Integrationsstufen:
Die Welt als ganzes ist ein Gleichgewichtsystem, das
durch Kreislaufe in zahlosen Prozessen seinen Ausgleich und darnit seine Dauer findet. Zur Dauer ffihrt
nur dieser harmonische Ausgleich, den auch das Leben
in Entwicklungen und Funktionen anstrebt, aber nur
unvollkommen verwirklichen kann. Je mehr sich ein
Vorgang dem harmonischen Zustand nahert, desto weniger Reibung am Weltganzen erfahrt er, desto mehr
nahert er sich auch dem bestmeglichen Zustand (Optimum) .3'
Added up, these Integrationsstufen in equilibrium were equivalent to Swedenborg's I1...*erwSltigenden Gedanken, dass die
Welt eine grosse Einheit ~ei."'~
Lessing expressed the idea
poetically:
Betrachten wir die Erde als lebenden und sterbenden
Organismus, ... so untersteht auch dieser Organismus, gleich wie der kleinweltliche des Menschen: dem
auszugleichenden Spannungszustande eines immerwahrenden Stoffwechsels. Im zyklischen Rhythmus scheinen
Gewasser und Festlande, Winde und Schollen, ja Erde
und fremde Gestirne an einander gebunden zu sein.
Ein Gesetz des Gleichgewichts wagt das Werden oben
auf den Gebirgen und das Wachstum unten in Tiefen
der See wie auf einer unsichtbaren Waage."
As in the case of Lessing, France's systems-based method
of holistic thinking convinced him of a basic Warmonie in der
N a t ~ r . " ' AS
~ a result of having seen the suffering caused by
the First World War and its aftermath in Germany, around 1919
France began to see this equilibrium in natural ecosystems not
only as a descriptive model, but also as a normative principle
for humans, who seemed not to be maintaining their ecosystems
in equilibrium of late. France fell into the trap of applying
organic descriptive models of %aturalN ecosystems as normative prescriptions for social systems without addressing the

conundrum that if all human behaviour is "natural," then there
is no V m n a t ~ r a lposition
~~
to avoid. "Es gibt nur ein Mittel,"
he wrote in 1920, lfsichvon den Leiden mdglich fern zu halten,
und das 1st: die Gesetze der Welt, in der wir leben, kennen zu
lernen urn sich auch im Einklang mit ihnen verhalten zu konnen!t1a6
In this respect his thinking is related to the holistic ideas of contemporary Gestalt Psychology, whose founder, Wolfgang Kohler's key concept was also eq~ilibriurn.'~
The study of the Gleichgewichtsystem is what France
introduced in 1920 at the meeting of the Schopenhauer Society
in Dresden as biozentrische Erkenntnislehre (biocentric
epistemology), the basis for his "objectiveH or "biocentric"
philosophy and his publishing program? In his 1923
epistemological manifesto Die We1 t a1 s E r l eben, France builds
on this foundation a totalizing biologistic program of both
knowledge and behaviour:
Unser Ausgangspunkt war, aus der ersten Erkenntnis
der biologisch bedingten Unmoglichkeit absoluter
Erkenntnis zu der Quelle der Einsichten vorzubringen. Die ... Notwendigkeit zwang uns, daraus eine
biozentrische Erkenntnislehre abzuleiten. Die not wendige Folge dieser muss die Begrcndung einer ., ,
biologischen Logik sein. Durch eine solche entsteht
eine andere Rangordnung der Wissenschaften wie die
jetzt giiltige. Ihre Konsequenz ist wieder eine b i o logische Ethik im moralischen Handeln, eine Biotechnik i r n praktischen Schaffen und eine biologische
A s t h e t i k ... auf dem Gebiet des reinen Schaffens.
Eine neue Einsichtswelt entsteht, die zu einer neuen
Lebensordnung und Schdpfung einer Kultur einladet.
Drei grdsse Lehren gxfinden sich darauf: eine Ordnungslehre des Wissens ( B i o t i k ), eine Verhal tungs lehre d e s praktischen Lebens ( T e l o t i k ) und eine
alles zusammenfassende Kulturlehre (Harmonik), die
in der hdchsten religiesen Vorstellung gi~felt.~'
France's biologism, his reading of Einstein's theory of
relativity and of Nietzsche, resulted in an ethical relativism
which transposed questions of fact to those of ends :''
Die erste Konsequenz der Biozentrik ist die Auffassung dass die Rolle des Verstandes keine logische,
sondern ein biotische ist. Es sei noch einmal daran
erinnert, wie die Objektive Philosophie die Frage

'wozu denken wir?' beantwortet. Wir fanden dass das
Denken - - und mithin der Verstand - - nicht urn seiner
selbst willen da sei, sondern als Hilfsmittel zur
Orientierung in der Umwelt.... Dies ist die zweite
Konsequenz der Biozentrik: Alles mdgliche Erkennen
ist relativ.''
Since all perception is relative, "Ethik, Soziologie und
~sthetiksind d a m gleichfalls biologisch bedingt und miissen
sich relativistisch orientieren.~'~
The value of anything and
everything is to be determined by its utility in maintaining
or achieving harmony in any given Biozlinose; in the case of
humans, the nested hierarchy of ecosystems we inhabit: our
families, our Heimat (in France's conception a forerunner of
Kirkpatrick Sale's "bioregionU concept), our nations, and the
earth as a whole.g3As France wrote in a passage Mies van der
Rohe marked in his copy:
Heimat: die Umwelt, an die ich Kraft meiner Herkunft
und meiner Gewdhnung angepasst bin. Die Menschen
nennen rneine Heimat meisst missverstandlich ihr
Vaterland.
Natur: der Inbegriff meiner Zoesis.
Gluck: das Geffihl meiner Harmonie mit meiner Biozijnose.
Zivilisation: die Umbildung der heimatlichen Biozonose in optimale Gebrauchsformen als Kiinstliche
Biozbnose.
Kultur: die Harmonie der Kiinstlichen Biozdnose mit
dem ~rlebnisganzen.'~
This applied, practical version of biocentric epistemology,
France termed ~ebenslehre.'~France laid this program out in
his Hauptwerk, the two-volume Bios: Die Gesetze d e r W e l t of
1920-21, and developed it during the first half of the decade
in an ambitious series of volumes he characterized as the
Grundlagen einer o b j e k t i v e n Philosophie. 96 This was probably
the most comprehensive biologistic epistemological and normative system available at the time.
Though totalizing, it was by no means clear to a reader
of the early twenties that France's orientation was Itcapitalistn rather than "socialist." Just as with the National Socialists, there were corporatist, indeed cornunitarian and coop-

erative elements in his social thought. Though France recognized Spencer as a forrunner of his own biozonotischer S o z i o logieIg7his emphasis on harmony over competition and on altruism in nature and human society, positioned France nearer to
Kropotkin's biologistic anarchist social theory of "mutual
aidu than to Social Darwinism, which tended to legitimize
capitalist competition in the marketplace. He also resembled
Kropotkin in that despite his romanticization of "nature," he
saw a potentially positive role for technology in ~ociety.~'
However, as a consequence of his emphasis on the desirability
of nequilibriumn in ecosystems, France also took the position
- - like Spengler - - that revolutions were undesirable because
they brought about change too quickly, upsetting social balance." This conservatism - - in contrast to the belief in both
the possibility and desirability of revolutionary change
characteristic of biocentric anarchists such as Kropotkin,
Landauer and Raoul Hausmann - - ultimately positioned France as
a social reactionary from both the Marxist and Anarchist
points of view.
Inasmuch as his thinking accorded with that of Kropotkin,
France was related to Klages, who, as we have seen, has been
compared to Landauer. However, unlike Klages and Spengler,
France was no Kulturpessimist with respect to technology; he
was not against technology per se.'OO For France, "das Weltgesetz erzwingt es, dass zuletzt die Technik des Organischen und
die des Menschen identisch ~ind."'~'Just like non-human
technology, our technology is built up of combinations of
seven basic f oms or ~ r u n d f o r m e n'0.2 If human
technology
is a subset of organic ("naturalv)technology, then it is not
something foreign to or necessarily destructive of our ecosystems. Just as we stand to profit from observing the workings
of Bioztjnose in nature, we stand to benefit from our observation of naturally-occurring technologies. Technologies of
all kinds, including non-human ones, and our ability to learn
from them, France termed Biotechnik, a predecessor of today's

"bionicsM or "biotechnology.it'o3 Indeed France supported
himself in part from patents he took out on technologies
adapted from "nature."
As is to be expected, France did not hold back from pronouncing on cultural and aesthetic issues. He denied the
existence of a cultural space autonomous from the Nnatural,M
and therefore of a cultural history indepepdent of natural
history. In his copy of France's Die Kul t u r von Morgen, Mies
marked the following passage:
Keine Kulturgeschichte, noch weniger ein Kulturverstandnis ist mehr denkbar, ohne eine Naturgeschichte
und ohne Naturwissen, f i i r imrner ist Kulturwissenschaft gebunden an naturwissende Kdpfe, und wenn
noch einer daran geht mit bloss historisch oder
philologisch geschulten Fingern, dem muss man die
Eignung und Vorbi ldung d a m absprechen .
Thus, applied arts ( K u n s t g e w e r b e ) he saw as a subset of ~ i o technik pure and simple.'05 France's disciple Huberta von
Bronsart proposed an "objectiven or "biocentric" aesthetics in
which "der Kunst [die] Bestrebung [ist], das Sein zu verkla ren.I1 Quoting France she writes "'Kunst ist nur dann Notwendigkeit, wenn die Kunstwerke Abbilder der Weltgesetzlichkeit
sind. t~ :96 She read France as promoting an expanded, functionf

alist conception of art which includes "jede Schopfung die
eine Verklarung der Biozanose darstelt; eine organisatorische
Leistung, eine Philosophie, eine Religion kann ein Kunstwerk
*=in, II
Despite the quality of his own scientific illustrations, which served to illustrate his ecosystems view of
the world, France's biologistic v i e w s of art were grounded in
an essentially conservative aesthetic sensibility on the one
hand, and on that organicist aesthetic obsession which privileged Golden Section proportions as the only ones to be
employed in cultural production, on the other.'08
While Raoul Hausmann was sharply critical of the (in a
political sense) reactionary position expressed in Die K u l t u r
von Morgen, i.e. of France's opposition to willed change in
any given ecosystem, and to its totalizing, indeed totalitar-

ian irnplication~,'~~
the apparent scientific authority, the
practicali ty and the collective, cooperative, i .e. gemein schaftlich implications of France's program appealed to Leftist cultural practitioners during the twenties who were in
reaction to the speculative, occult, messianic and individualistic tone of the ggExpressionismM
they emerged from, and were
unsettled by the economic, social, cultural and ideological
chaos of post-war Germany.'10 ~ndeed,at the historical
moment, i.e. around 1923-24, when hope for a world revolution
Ig
was fading among leftist intellectuals, France's globjective,
that is, sachlich vision of practicality and order in nature,
could fill a gap for some people, even if his position was,
from a Marxist position, essentially reactionary.''' Also,
just as the Monism of Haeckel and Wilhelm Ostwald was seen by
pre-war intellectuals as bridging science and religion, France's neo-Monist system fulfilled the desire for a scientifically-based quasi -religious We1 tanschauung after the war,
becoming the post-war equvalent to what Bloch referred to as
fin-de-siecleRurrapantheismus."' But members of the Weimar German avant-garde were also attracted to France's legitimization of human technology as 11natural.n"3
Indeed it was
France's framing of human technology as part and parcel of
technology in nature, i.e. as Biotechnik - - and certainly not
his naive biologistic aesthetics - - which was interesting to
the Weimar German avant-garde.''' For artists such as the
International Constructivists of Weimar Germany, France's popphilosophy provided easy answers apparently rooted in the
apodicticality of "naturev to vexing questions, and his Grund formen potentially legitimated the artistsr arbitrary "elementary" or "abstractN styles of artistic and architectural
production, be they curvilinear (biomorphic), orthogonal
(geometric) Modernist and/or informed by a 8tmachineaes thetic." In 1923 France declared that "the biocentric way of
thinking appears now not merely as a possible, but as the only
possible way to order experience ( . . . i.e. nature), to make it

useful to us and the other parts of the ecosystem we inhabit,
In making
in short, as the only possible way to live.'"1
this statement France was echoing the psychiatrist and art
patron Heinrich Stadelmann, who in 1916 wrote that "The great
achievement of our era is biological thinking, which has
revolutionized science and art." While France would have
agreed with Stadelmann so far, it is ironic that France, no
friend of the Expressionist avant-garde, would have also had
to read the statement that I1Expressionistart aims at inner
truth and away from the external world; it is biological
thinking that has taught us that ' t h e invisible inner element
produces visible
While, as Raoul Hausmann pointed
out, France's biologism is disquieting in its totalitarian
implications - - and Hausmannrs intuition was borne out - - it
is central given his authority among players in the Biorornantic discourse.
2. From Nature-Centric Neo-Romanticism to Biocentrism

We have encountered terms - - Monism, Neo-Vitalism, Lebensphilosophie, Vi talmystik, Psychovitalism, Psychobiology,
Neo-Lamarckism, biologism - - which refer to a related set of
both philosophical and scientific categories. This relation
was noted by contemporaries such as Kurt Graeser, who writing
as a Monist in 1 9 0 8 , noted "d [ie] biologische [n] Gesamrntauf fassung, welche jetzt als 'Neo-Lamarckismus' oder 'Neo-Vitalismus' bezeichnet wirdu:" and by Wagner, who that same year
equated the Psychobiological and Neo-Lamarckian "movements.""' Eisner described France as Mevolutionistischer
Monist, Panpsychist, Pantheist ..." and a believer in both
nPsychovitalismHand Neo-Lamarckism, and w e have seen how,
from a critical position, Bloch linked Haeckel, Nietzsche,
Klages, Bdlsche and Neopantheism."' In fact, these subcomponents of Neo-Romanticism and the ItNeueNaturphilosophieM
interconnected and intersected in ways so complex, as to make

it impossible to disentangle them from each other, much less
to disentangle the philosophical categories from the scientific ones- While this is the case, it is necessary to consider the relations between the categories as they are employed in the literature in order to enable the contextualization
of the players. While the differences between the categories
are important to keep in mind, I will attempt to elucidate
those nature-centric aspects of the components which are
amenable to combination in a single construct of biocentrism.
a. Lebensphilosophie
Und wieder klarnrnerte sich die Welt der Gelehrsamkeit
an ein Wort. Dieses Ma1 war es das Wort: Leben.

Leben wurde Modewort. (Lessing 1 9 2 4 )
The primarily philosophical component of nature-centric
Neo-Romanticism was the biologistic wing of Lebensphilosophie,
a philosophical variety which, based on the results of Naturphilosophie and of 19th century science (especially biology),
attempted to rethink philosophical categories such as "lifeu
and "nature," as well as epistemology, ethics and morality. In
his history of German philosophy in the modern period Herbert
Schnadelbach reminds us of the general import of the concept
of "lifeu in modernity, of its role in the anti-modernist
cultural critique which suffused the fin-de-siecle,but also
of the fact that, as in the case of Wilhelrn Dilthey, not all
Life Philosophy was biol~gistic:'~'
It is important that the term 'life' in this connection does not refer primarily to anything biologiwhich . . - led
cal. In fact, 'life' is a concept
the attack on ... a civilization which had become
intellectualistic and antilife, against a culture
which was shackled by convention and hostile to
in general for
life, and for a new sense of life
what was 'authentic', for dynamism, creativity,
immediacy, youth. 'Lifer was the slogan of the
youth-movement,of the Jugendstil, neo-Romanticism,
educational reform and the biological and dynamic
reform of life. The difference between what was dead
and what was living came to be the criterion of
cultural criticism, and everything traditional was

...

...

summoned be£ore the ' tribunal of lif ef and examined
to see whether it represented authentic life,
whether it 'served life1, in Nietzschels words, or
inhibited and opposed it."2
Despite its wider implications it seems to me that the Lebensphilosophisch obsession with "lifeH derived from an amalgam of
the biologistic and ~aturphilosophischviewpoints. As Bramwell
formulates it H[l]ife-philosophywas a response to the revolutionary idea that man and world and nature were one . . . and
the resulting implication that man's intellect was not autonomous.''l
As is apparent from the quotes, paraphrases and references to his writings in the passages quoted at the start of
this chapter, the most suggestive, influential representative
of this philosophical position was Friedrich Nietzsche. Neither on the Left nor the Right, more than any other philosopher, Nietzschefs biologically-based system of ideas decentered the human species and inspired a rethinking of traditional Judaeo-Christianmorality and ethics.u4 A Lebensphilosoph such as "Nietzsche implicitly places the affirmation of
Besides Nietzsche;
life at the center of man's being.t1125
Schopenhauer, Eduard von Hartmann, Bergson, Hermann Keyserling, the later Georg Simmel, Lessing, Spengler, Klages, Dilthey, Eduard Spranger, and the VragmatistsN William James and
John Dewey, were all counted as ~ebensphilosophen.i26
b. Neo-Vitalism
[In 18981 Ich hatte entdeckt, dass es ausser der
beschreibenen Lebensforschung auch eine denkende Art
von Naturwissenschaft gibt. Neue Namen: Fr. Dreyer,
H. Driesch ... W. Ostwald, J. Reinke, hatten eine
neue Art von Naturbetrachtung begriindet und unter
der OberflZche der seelen-und geistlosen Kunst der
rnorphologischen Beschreibung, des systematischen
Ordnens, der Nomenklaturstreitigkeiten, des P r a p a r ierens und der Mikrotechnik, bereitete sich eine
neue Naturphilosophie vor, von der ich fchlte, dass
sie die Grundlagen eines neuen Lebensverst~ndnisses
und damit auch einer neuen Lebensfiihrung des Menschengeschlechtes abgeben k6me. Der Vitalismus begann

damals zu keimen: die oberwindung des Materialismus
war sein Ziel. Die neue Naturphilosophie, die dann
uberwuchernd und ihr Ziel so verlierend, wie in der
ersten nachkantischen Periode des Naturdenkens, sich
in die okkultistischen Spekulationen verlief, welche
die Gegenwart unfruchtbar machen, schlug mich zunachst in ihren Bann. (France 1927)12'
At its height, ~ebensphilosophieintertwined with Neo Vitalism,''' and the Monism of the Monistenbund, both of
which - - though rooted in contemporary science and promoted by
scientists - - focused on philosophical issues. Vitalismn has
been defined in opposition to "Mechanismu as 'la miscellany of
beliefs united by the contention that living processes are not
to be explained in terms of the material composition and
physico-chemical performances of living bodies.1t12g
Vitalism
is characterized by "the belief that forces, properties,
powers or 'principles' which are neither physical nor chemical
are at work in, or are possessed by living organisms, and ...
any explanation of the distinctive features of living organisms which did not make references to such properties, forces,
powers or principles [such as Mechanism] would be incomplete. """ Continued in various forms from the time of
Aristotle through Spinoza to the present, Vitalism - - like
Occultism - - reemerged in the late 19th century as a reaction
to, or an attempt to mitigate what were seen to be the excesses of Materialism, Mechanism and Positivism. As Wagner put
it: "Proklamierung einer exakten nichtmechanistischen Naturforschung - - der Neovitalismus stellt einen nicht mehr ignorierbaren Gegner ... der mechanistischen Weltanschauung
dar :3: Around the turn of the century a new, more sophisII

ticated kind of Vitalism developed, what has been termed "NeoVitalism" and what Mikhail Bakhtin and others since him have
referred to as tlCriticalVitali~m.~"~
Philosophers usually
classified as Neo- or Critical Vitalist (though they are sometimes termed Lebensphilosophen) include Nietzsche, Henri Bergson, Hans Driesch, Klages, and Johannes ~einke."' Wolfgang
Krabbe sees Vitalism as having been the "conventional ideol-

ogyl1 of the Lebensrefom movement.13' In the Introduction to
their anthology on Neo-Vitalism Burwick and Douglass discuss
the emergence of this philosophy:
Gilbert Ryle scorned [Vitalism].... Still, 'critical
vitalism' . . . has deserved more careful assessment
than Ryle allows. This vitalism emerged in the nineteenth century transition from matter-based physics
to an energy-based physics; it was an emergence
noted by artists, philosophers, and scientists
alike, which began early in the century.... Whereas
naive vitalism had posited a substance (archeus,
vital fluid) in order to fit the evidence of a materialist ontology, critical vitalism focused on process and dynamic impulse in the context of an ontology of energy and idea. German Naturphilosophie was
joined b y the critical vitalisms of Bergson and
Driesch, and the aesthetic and social vitalism of
Nietzsche. There can be no doubt that, as the century closed, the vitalist tradition was being powerfully reinterpreted by some of the most celebrated
intellectuals in the West.13'
While I can only touch on this topic - - which awaits
fuller treatment in that history of Neo-Vitalism urgently in
need of being writtenx6 - - the possible Vitalist solutions
to the Mechanist-Vitalist debate were diverse. They included
Driesch's revival of the Aristotelian Entelechie based on his
observations of the regenerative capabilities of dissected
sea-urchin blastomeres; von ~exkiill~s
related Gen, which he
felt harmonised with Entelechie; Francets "psychovitalisticM
and biologistic amalgam of a pervasive life-substance,a kind
of superorganism he termed Plasma; the more poetic and speculative Bergsonian elan vital and Klagesian kosmogoner Eros;
the quasi-metaphysical Haeckelian "Seele;Itand the physicsbased Ostwaldian fnerqetik."' As we have seen, the more
Pantheistic of these systems, those characterized by what he
termed the kosmovitale E i n s f i i h l u n g , Max Scheler labeled Vital mystik. As Jain writes:
In Notizen aus dem Nachlass stellt Scheler, wohl
angeregt durch Nietzsches Unterscheidung zwischen
dem Apollonischen und dem Dionysischen, zwei Idealtypen von Mystik einander gegeniiber: die "IdeenmystikH und die VitalmystikM. Scheler charakterisiert

sie als "die (hellel Mystik der Ideenschau und die
(dunkle) Mystik des Einsgefchls mit den "miitterlichenu Urkraft des Lebens und der "Mutter ErdeI1,dem
allem Werden, Keimen, Wachsen, Zeugen zugrunde liegenden bild - und ideen- freien Drange."'
Scheler saw as 'ein zweifelloser FortschrittflBergson's and
Driesch's concept of the unity of organic life over what he
termed the "alten Monismusl1 of Hegel, Schopenhauer, Schelling
and von ~ atmann
r
.'''
There was no coherent Neo-Vitalist ontology or
epistemology, and there is little agreement about the varieties of Neo-Vitalism or the distinctions between Neo-Vitalism, Organicism, Holism, mysticism and even rnechani~rn.:'~
There was certainly no self-aware I1Neo-Vitalistngroup and
Driesch was one of few philosophers designated as "Neo-VitalistI1 to embrace the term."'
c. The Monistenbund
More coherent as a social grouping, equally diverse
intellectually speaking, and based on contemporary scientific
research just as Driesch's thinking, was early 20th century
Germanic "Monism." In general, Monism is defined as "a metaphysical system based on the assumption of a single ultimate
principle or kind of being instead of two or more; [one which
his definition
is] opposed to dualism and pluralism ....
begs the question of what that single ultimate principle is,
and suggests the multiplicity of possible Monisms. I1Monism"
was introduced in its current sense as opposed to uDualismH in
the early 19th century and was adopted by German biologist and
Darwin popularizer Ernst Haeckel, France's boyhood hero and
Driesch' s professor and early mentor.i 4 3
Haeckel's usage of 'lMonisrnMbeginning in 1863 marked a
decided shift in the nature of the debate around Monism and
D~alism.'~'Rather than operating within the discourse of metaphysics, as the Monist-Dualist debate had done previously,
Haeckel removed it to that of natural science. He was "con-

vinced of the essential unity of organic and inorganic nature,
and argued that the simplest protoplasmic substances arose
from inorganic carbonates through spontaneous generation . . .
[rather than] a miraculous origin ....t1 i d 5 His I1confidence
that lconsciousness, thought and speculation' are 'functions
of the ganglionic cells of the cortex of the brain,' his
'hardt determinism, his mechanism, his complete rejection of
the supernatural, and his enthusiasm for science, all inclined
his contemporaries to classify him as a materialist.1fi46
With
what Bloch cleverly calls I1sonnigeBanalitat,* he wished to
reduce the "riddles of the universetflas he termed scientific
unknowns, to one "riddle," that of the nature of substance,
and he claimed that his Monism did this. He saw Darwin's
theory of natural selection as a materialist mechanism to
explain organic life, its origins and its changes. In 1868 he
wrote that Wvolution is now the magic word with which w e will
solve all of the riddles around us, or at least be on the way
to solving them.^^'^' Haeckel defined Monism simply as "that
unifying conception of nature as a w h ~ l e . ~ ' ~ ~
While this position seems materialist and mechanist - and Haeckel certainly appeared as such to Christians and other
idealists (whom he attacked mercilessly throughout his
career), as Bloch points out, there was an ambivalence in
Haeckel's own thinking from the start, a substrate of pantheistic vitalism rooted in German Nature Romanticism, a quasianimist belief that "both matter and ether possess sensation
and will in the lowest grade.N14g
For much of his career,
Haeckel's ontology pendulated like some gestalt figure with
t w o possible sense-configurationsbetween a materialist Monism
and this other, Vitalist kind of Monism, what we have seen
Bloch refer to as a "pantheistelnd gemachte MechaniktHbefore
becoming lodged permanently in the configuration which signified Vitalistu towards the end of his career. While
his Monism seemed to assert that everything was
unified because everything was matter ... in his

R i d d l e of the Universe, where he summarized his

ideas, Haeckel vehemently denied that he was a materialist because his system, unlike materialism, did
not see matter as dead. Rather, Haeckel placed himself in what he thought was the tradition of Spinoza
and Goethe. These thinkers, he believed, saw nature
as a single universal substance that was both matter
and spirit - - a universe of animated matter?'
Given such a multifaceted position, Haeckel's views were
received in different ways during his long career. I1Haeckel
clashed with clericals and scientific colleagues, political
figures and philosophers. Like a many-sided geometrical figure, Haeckel - - zoologist, popularizer of Darwinism, and
polemicist for his own Monism - - excited varying images in the
While this was the way he
minds of rivals and admirer~.~~l~'
was seen, during most of his career Haeckel in effect sought a
mediate position; he was anxious to differentiate his Monism
from both materialistic and idealistic monisms. According to
Gienapp, Haeckel's "Monism was neither the elaboration of a
new atheistic materialism based on Darwinian evolution nor the
unfounded fanciful speculation of a nature philosopher," both
accusations commonly levelled at him. "Rather it was a rpmantically based view of nature in which the materialistic tendencies inherent in this point of view were fully elaborated.u ' 5 2 As with France later on, the mediate location of
Haeckel's Monism between the reductive materialism cf positivist scientific thinking, and of idealist religious or esoteric
systems of thought, was what made it so appealing to those
artists who sought such a position themselves; a synthesis of
In this context one can
hard science and netaphysic~.'~~
fully understand Kandinsky's statements such as "The world
sounds. It is a cosmos of spiritually affective beings. Thus,
dead matter is living spirit.u15J
This drive to mediate and synthesize was also reflected
in Haeckel's project to seek beauty in nature - - particularly
at the microscopic level of his own research - - as an ethical,
or normative value. As Hardy notes, he "was especially inter-

ested in art forms in nature and believed that the microscope
had newly aroused our aesthetic
Both Haeckells
position between materialism and idealism, and his publication
around the turn of the century of some of his most stunning
scientific illustrations as Kunstformen der Natur - - an album
intended as a pattern book for artisans - - account for his
later influence on artists operating within the Bioromantic
cultural pattern.
His popular Monist manifesto, Die Weltratsel appeared in
1899, and became a world-wide bestseller, read by many of the
generation who were growing up around the turn of the century."j'
troogly evident in Die We1 tra tsel , Haeckel s ambi valence tilted increasingly towards the vitalist, indeed
vitalmystisch (or rather Hurrapantheistisch) end of the spectrum during his career and by 1904 he had drawn up plans to
transform Monism into a scientifically-based,in effect NeoVitalistic, "Monistic Religionu as an alternative to the
traditional religion^.'^' In his thirty "theses of MocismN of
1904, Haeckel planned a Monistenbund [Monist League] as the
basis for a "potential 'compromiset church, as the 'link1
between science and religionH based on the precepts of early
Christianity, the philosophy of Spinoza, and the writings of
Goethe.'" Paul Weindling has written of this:
Nature was venerated as a healing and restorative
force; organic doctrines were used to promote ideals
of a cohesive and unified society. By the 1890s
Darwinian organicism, which was originally allied
with anticlerical political liberalism, had been
successfully deployed in support of quite different
cultural values ... given expression ,,. in the
Monist League ... that believed in the virtue of
nature itself to improve the quality of human life.
By viewing Darwinism as a tlsecularreligionH, features of German culture can be brought to light that
have previously been overlooked because it has been
assumed that Daminismus represented merely an increasingly mechanistic analysis of nature.'59
The Monistenbund was founded in 1906 by Haeckel, Ostwald
and Mach to promote the development of such a ureligion,M
t

though it has also been seen to be a typical organization of
the Reformbe~egung.'~~
Raoul France and the scientific writer
and novelist Wilhelm B6lsche were also founding members of the
Monistenbund, Bolsche propounding a view of the sex drive
( "loveu) as the vital force.16' In 19 11 Ostwald - - by then a
Nobel Prize winner - - assumed the presidency of the Monistenbund, which he held until 1915.'62 Ostwaldls Monism was
based on his uEnergetism,u163
the idea that "energy is the
substrate of all phenomena and ... [ A l l 1 observable changes
can be interpreted as transformations of one kind of
energy. X' As Holt has pointed out, "Ostwald... regarded his
Energism (sic) as the ultimate monism, a unitary 'science of
science' which would bridge not only physics and chemistry,
but the physical and biological sciences as well.v''' O s t wald's Energetism offered a more scientific nomenclature than
Haeckelfs emphasis on the naturally-occurring ?soulu as the
animating force,:66a factor which may account for Ostwald's
greater influence on the general public, including artists, by
the early 20th century.'" Mach, meanwhile, took a radically
biologistic, or in Pauline Mazumdarrs terms, a Hbiological
positivistH approach to Monism. For Mach, only a biological
phenomenology was possible, a knowledge based on the Vorstel1 ung of sense impressions.'68 In fact, as pointed out by John
T . Blackmore, Mach's relations with the other Monists were
essentialy negative. He joined or allied with the other Monists and with Driesch because they were anti-mechanist, rather
than because he accepted their "positiveM solutions to
epistemological and ontological problems.L69His and Richard
Avenariusr position was in fact the one which gained more
adherents in the interwar period. This tension was later
reproduced at the Hannes Meyer Bauhaus in 1929, when members
of the "Verein Ernst MachH - - the "Logical Positivistsu - lectured there after Biozentriker such as Hans Prinzhorn had
done so.
It was on the question of materialism, that von Uexkiill

and Driesch - - who labelled Monism "disguised Materiali~m,~~
and the members of the Monis tenbund, clashed.170 In addition
to its materialism, von Uexkiill attacked Monism for its
llDarwinisinlt
and its religious aspirations, writing that "Zu
dieser Allerweltswahrheiten gehdrt heutzutage der Darwinisrnus,
der als Monisrnus zu einer Art Religion der Halbbildung geworden ist .... Das Volk glaubt ... an Haeckels 'Weltratsel', wie
es fruher an den Katechismus gla~bte.~"'But despite these
disagreements, Haeckel's status as both the spiritual father
of the Monist League and as an important Neo-Vitalist late in
his life, and the au fonds Vitalist nature of both Ostwald's
I1Energetist Monismt1and Francets Plasma tik, demonstrate the
extent to which Neo-Vitalism and Monism were interlinked,
indeed disentangleable, even if Mach's positivistic Monism was
...
also present. - , '
Returning to the question of the relationship between
Neo-Vitalism and the philosophy of life, Fellmann writes of
the determinant role Neo-Vitalism played in the development of
Lebensphilosophie: "Es kann kein Zweifel daran bestehen, dass
der neovitalistische Evolutionismus die Denkform mitgepragt
hat, an der sich der lebensphilosophische Lebensbegriff orientierten konnte/"' Some historians, such as Anna Bramwell,
simply assume the identity of Neo-Vitalism (including Monismus) and ~ebensphi
losophie.'" Philosophers such as Bergson,
Klages, Dilthey and Simrnel are alternately listed as being
Lebensphilosophen and neo -Vitalists . Lebensphilosophie, Neo Vitalism and the Monistenbund were so closely linked, as to be
parts of a single philosophical current.
d. The New Biology: Neo-Lamarckism, Organicism, Holism

Die neue Biologie versteht unter Urform "nicht mehr
einen f i i r die tEntwicklungtim Darwinischen Sinn
stammgeschichtlich neutralen Anfangspunkt, sondern
die in allen zu einem Typus 'geh6rigen Arten und
Gattungen, auch in den anfinglichsten schon vollstandig vorhandene typenhaft konstitutionelle Gebundenheit und Bestimmtheit, die Potenz (man denke an

die Bemuhungen von Hans Arp organische Lebensformen
in letzter, konzentriertester Potenz zu Bildern und
Plastiken zu verarbeiten) "die bei allem ausserem
evolutionistischem Formenwechsel als das LebendigBestandige da ist - - eine Entelechie wie auch Goethe
wohl den Begriff Urform fasste..." (Kallai quoting
Dacque, 19 3 2 ) '''
Organicism: I. any theory that explains the universe
on the basis of an analogy to a living organism. 2.
any theory that explains the universe as the function of a whole causing and coordinating the activities of the parts. Compare with Animism, tIolism,
Vitalism. Opposed to Mechanism?
Holism: The theory that there is a real, fundamental, and irreducible difference between living and
nonliving, between organic and inorganic activity.
The parts of living (organic) wholes function differently within the whole from the way they do outside it. Organic
wholes must be studied as
.--.
wholes. . .- '
The second component of turn-of-the-century
naturecentric Neo-Romanticism, that of the "New BiologytU is equally
complex. Science historians have written of the bona fide
"neo-idealistuscientific perspectives mainly within the field
of biology such as Neo-Larnarckisrn,Organicism and Holism,
which were to varying degrees in revolt against the prevailing
reductivist-mechanistic,instrumental, and positivistic scientific practices of the time.''' Paul Weindling writes that
during this fin-de-siecleItTheology ... had been shaken by
historical scholarship. Biology, however, promised to extend
the idea of social progress to the history of life.... A vast
new market ... had emerged for Haeckelts organicist synthesis. "'"
As we have seen, Haeckel was a complex figure whose work
was received multiplicitously: arch-materialist and archmechanist as well as arch-idealist, arch-vitalist, even archmystic. While his philosophical orientation was grounded in
German Na turromantik, from Darwin Haeckel adopted the rej ec tion of a teleological understanding of evolution, seeing
instead - - in a decidedly proto-Bergsonian manner - - "the
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world as an eternal evolution of substance, and man as part of
However since he believed in the
that evolution."la*
inheritability of acquired characteristics, Haeckel was also
Lamarckian. In fact Haeckel and Herbert Spencer were crucial
to the rise of a Neo-Lamarckian reaction to the theory of
natural selection which happened simultaneously with the
popularization of Darwinism in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries,'': an apparently contradictory process which
Alfred Kelly - - who skilfully avoids the question of NeoLamarckism in his book - - has described as the "descent of
Darwin. ' 6 2 As Adolf Wagner wrote in 1908, "Noch vor zehn
Jahren war es ein Wagnis, in Fachkreisen Qber den Lamarckismus
in anderem Sinne als iiber eine Theorie von lediglich historischern Interesse zu sprechen. Ein solches Wagnis ist es allerdings auch heute noch, wenn es sich urn ausgesprochen mechanistische Kreise handelt, micht mehx aber, wenn die Gesamtheit
der Biologen in Betracht k~mmt.~~'~'
Von Uexkfill begins one of
his best-known book with the words: "Wir stehen am Vorabend
eines wissenschaftlichen Bankrottes, dessen Folgen noch uniibersehbar sind. Der Daminismus ist aus der Reihe der wissenschaftlichen Theorien zu streichen.~~'~'
Indeed, this "Eclipse
of Darwinism," as Juiian Huxley termed it, or "Non-Darwinian
Revol~tion,~
as Bowler refers to it, and its Neo-Lamarckian
aspect was ~idespread."~
While not all Neo-Vitalists and
Monistenbunder were Neo-Lamarckians, the three most important
neo-Vitalists, Haeckel, Driesch and Bergson were, as were
Raoul France, von Uexkfill and Peter Kropotkin, the biocentric
anarchist so important to the Weirnar avant-garde? Inevitably Neo-Vitalism and Neo-Lamarckism are closely associated,
and as we have seen, by around 1907-08 Neo-Lamarckisrn or
psychobiology as France termed it, had formed into what Wagner
termed a "movement.
In his book Geschichte des Lamarckismus als Einfrlhrung in
d i e Psycho - B i o l ogische Bewegung der Gegenwart, Wagner defended
in much the
Neo-Lamarckism from accusations of tlmysticismM

same fashion Haeckel had:
Ich las unlzngst irgendwo die ~Klageu,
dass die
heutige Zeit beunruhigende Symptome zeige, an der
exakten Beobachtungstatigkeiten und der exaktwissenschaftlichen Deutung der Tatsachen kein Genuge mehr
zu finden, sich neuerlich einem gewissen, naturwissenschaftlich angehauchten HMystizismusH in die Arme
zu werfen. Unniitzige Sorge! ... mit wissenschaftlichen Neuerungbestrebungen hat der Begriff des
l l M y ~ t i ~ inichts
~ m ~ ~zu
l ltun, es ware denn hbchstens,
dass man diesen Begriff auf alles anwenden will, was
wir noch nicht bis auf den letzten Grund durchschauen; dann aber wiire auch die exakte mechanistische
Naturwissenschaft durch und durch umystischM! In
Wahrheit aber hat die neue Bewegung einen sehr realen Hintergrund: das Verlangen der Menschheit nach
geistiger Befriedigung. Zu dieser bedarf sie mehr
als bloss Disputierstoff fur die Gelehrten; sie
will, dass die wissenschaft bewussterweise Anschauungen zusteuere, welche eine harmonische Ausgestaltung des geistigen Innenlebens zulassen, welche die
Wirklichkeit moglichst von allen Seiten erfassen,
statt alles in eine ungentigende einseitige Doktrin
einzuzwangen.
However contradictory, Haeckel's attempt to synthesize
the mechanist with the vitalist, the scientific with the
ureligiousH or ~ r n y s t i ~ a lthe
, ~ ~material with the ideal and the
Darwinian with the Non-Darwinian, was precisely what many saw
as necessary to combat a perceived degeneration of society and
the alienation of the public from science at the turn of the
century. This "organicist synthesisu is what France was referring to when he wrote of "die neue NaturphilosophieN in the
fin-de-~iecle.'~'France's wife, the writer Annie FranceHarrar characterizes this almost theological, vi talmystisch
attitude of neue Naturphilosophen when she recounts the Munich
circle of the Buddhist Hans Ludwig Held early in the 20th
century. Referring to those who followed Kaeckelts idea of the
"ensouled cell," she writes:
Auch Natur~issenschaftensassen unter uns, die hin-

gerissen waren von dem Wundern der lebenden Zelle.
In ... dem Protoplasma, sahen sie die einzige Voraussetzung skntlicher organischer Leistungen, zu
denen fiir sich auch der Geist zahlte. Immerhin hiel-

ten sie es fiir rndglich, dass sich aus dem Nucleus
doch vielleicht noch so etwas wie eine Zellseele
herausschalen liesse.lgO
Probably the most metaphysical attempt to establish a
neo-Nature Philosophy was that undertaken by Edgar Dacque,
professor and curator at the Palaeontological State Collections in M~nich.'~'Through his popular books, especially
Urwelt, Sage und Menschheit of 1 9 2 4 , he became known for his
untypically anthropocentric and teleological-vitalist Goethean
revision of Darwinian theories of evolution: that we humans,
or rather our "entelechyl1 (understood in the old Aristotelian
rather than new Drieschian sense) contained within "itselfH
the Urform of our ultimate development from the very start of
our evolution, i.e. that we evolved from palaeozoic forms to
the modern within our "speciesu rather than through various
genuses and phyla, and that myths of monsters such as seaserpents and dragons (dinosaurs) prove this. As a consequence,
writes Dacque, "der Mensch [ist] die grundsatzliche Urform,
weil er das Hochste istN and all other species represent
evolutionary dead-ends."* Seeing everything in frankly metaphysical Vitalist (what he termed "magicalM)terms, Dacque
believed all phenomena were uensouled.MAs a contemporary
[Ideen sind] von Bedeutung: weniger
review put it: ltDacquets
wegen seiner sachlichen Ergebnisse ... als vielmehr als Symptom fiir den Krisenzustand der gegenwartigen Naturwissenschaft,
der dadurch entstand, das heute alle Grundlagen des naturwissenschaf tlichen Denkens zum Problem geworden sind. '''
While popular with biocentric non-scientists with metaphysical
leanings such as Ern6 Kallai, Mies van der Rohe, Hugo Haring,
Kandinsky and the art historian Carl Georg Heise, this theory
was so speculative as to be categorized as pseudo-science
despite Dacquets respectable po~ition.'~'Though he rejected
both Haeckel and Driesch in his writings, and he made little
reference to Lamarck, Dacque's thought is inconceivable without the Neo-Vitalist aspects of Haeckelts and Driesch's
l1

thought or without the Lamarckian revival.
It was out of the turn-of-the-centuryNeo-Nature Philosophy, especially as elaborated by Driesch, and out of Neo~amarckism,
l g 5 that the scientifically more respectable
Organicism and Holism developed as part of the anti-mechanistic, systems-based approach to biology in the early part of
the ~entury.'~"mergent
from the Neo-Vitalist and Monist
circles of Haeckel and Driesch, it is impossible to separate
this phenomenon out from Neo-Vitalism and Monism despite the
rhetoric - - both then and now - - to the contrary, though
Holism and Organicism came to the fore after the First World
War, at a time when Neo-Vitalism and Monism had gone out of
fashion.'" The Germans have referred to this phenomenon as
"die Neue Biologiettl
a term which - - as Michael Krbger's usage
of it indicates - - is employed in a historical sense in Germany, while in North America it is in use for an analogous
phenomenon as it exi sts today.I g 8
It is not necessary here to unravel or resolve the
debates around this "New BiologyIt concerning natural selection
versus Neo-Lamarckian and teleological views of evolution,
materialism versus idealism, monism versus dualism, mechanism
versus Organicism, Neo-Vitalism or Positivism, and reductivism
versus Holism. The current state of science history is one of
confusion - - both terminological and conceptual - - concerning
these matters. Rather than argue for an airtight category with
firm boundaries, what I will do is to focus on the
commonalities of what I see as the interlocking complex of
Organicism and Holism. Thus, though - - like Neo-Vitalism and
Monism - - it was not necessarily anti-materialistic, and - like Neo-Vitalism and Holism - - it did not always eschew
mechanistic explanations, the New Biology shared ground with
the romantically-derived,neo-pantheistic, almost mystical
focus on the problematic of life and Becoming of Lehensphilosophie, the Monistenbund, and Neo-Vitalism.i99
A comparison of the definitions of Organicism and Holism

quoted above should make clear that Holism is subsumable under
sense no. 2 of Organicism. Thus it is not surprising that the
terms are used interchangeably. For example Parascandola
writes of Henderson's Wolistic, organismic approachu as a
single trend in the biological science of the early 20th
century.2 c o
Recently there has been at least one serious attempt each
by historians to define Organicism and Holism as categories in
the history of science: Donna Jean Haraway's construction of
Organicism as a new Kuhnian paradigm engendered by a shift
from the use of the machine metaphor (by both mechanists and
vitalists) in 19th century biology to the metaphor of the
organism, and Anne Harrington's definition of Holism as part
of a cultural response - - as expressed through science - - to
the perceived mechanization of society and tho~ght.~''
Both Haraway and Harrington construct complex models of
Organicism and Holism. Haraway's model involves groups among
German-speakers,Americans, the British and the Soviets in
which she privileges their rhetorical anti-Vitalism:
Perhaps these rough divisions constitute separate
paradigm groups in the Kuhnian sense. But across the
national and individual differences, these men hold
common views and address themselves to common problems that they felt the older perspectives dealt
with poorly. All saw vitalism as part of the mechanistic paradigm rather than opposed to it because
both were limited by the same images and metaphors.
The organicists saw themselves as a new phenomenon
working at ideas and experiments made possible only
very recently by internal developments in biology
and by salient intellectual transformations in other
sciences including physics and political theory.'02
Harrington's model of an anti-mechanistic science of Wolism,"
meanwhile, invokes Neo-Lamarckism as a common feature:"'
The new tlholisticll
science of life and mind that was to
replace the old Machine science was really more a family
of approaches than a single coherent perspective. The
need to do justice to organismic purpos-iveness or teleological functioning ... was central ... Beyond that need
was a range of overlapping understandings.20'
Even as holism in some respects proved to be a plu-

ralistic and sometimes even quarrelsome phenomenon,
in other respects it always remained a surprisingly
closely knit one: certain recurring themes and problems made up a coherent conceptual grid whose architecture, without being rigid, allowed distinctions
to be drawn between innovations and theoretical
developments that were 'insidet the frame and those
that posed a threat to it .... Although political
events like World War 1 had repercussions for everyone, holistic comrzdes-in-arms'recognizedt one
another in the first instance because they all
(quite literally) spoke a common language, made use
of certain common theoretical conventions, and saw
themselves as in dialogue ... with common philosophical, scientific, and cultural legacies .205
While Harrington limits her discussion to germanophone
Central Europe, and so her category is not strictly speaking
comparable to Haraway's, it shares features with Haraway's
"organismic paradigm/ An obvious intersection is Gestalt
theory, which comprises much of Harrington's construction, and
forms a major part of the German component of Haraway's. More
crucial is the common origin of Haraway's and Harrington's
establishing both
categories in the work of Hans Drieschtzo6
Organicism and Holism as - - historically at least - - varieties
of a sort of neo-Neo-Vitalism.Thus, though Haraway's perspective is international while Harrington is specific to Central
Europe; and Haraway defines her category via a shift in the
prevalent metaphor, while Harrington identifies Holists by
their conceptual commonalities and common social response,
they are describing aspects of a single category, a kind of
Organicist/Holist complex.
Because of its common origin in the work of Driesch,
moreover, this complex intersects extensively with Neo-Vitalism, Monism and Lebensphilosophie. Indeed, in the minds of
many writers, Organicism and Vitalism are equivalent or very
closely linked. Thus, Jack Burnham does not distinguish
between the two when he writes that "[tlhe organic ideology
and its vitalistic manifestations must be looked upon as part
of a continuum of evolving attitudes within the social concep-

tion of what defines organic.11207
Not only does Harrington
cite Driesch as the founder of German Holism, she names among
its important representatives Drieschts friend von Uexkull - a pairing recognized by Heidegger himself.20aWhen the
Driesch scholar Horst Freyhofer discusses Driesch and von
Uexkull (along with Klages and Bergson) as Vitalists, " and
we begin to realize the extent to
Heidegger as MOrganicist,tl
which Lebensphilosophie, Organicism, Holism and Neo-Vitalism
are interlinked.209
While Haraway is anxious in her book to distinguish
between the organismic paradigm and Neo-Vitalism, others such
as Hilde Hein have argued for their essential identity. Haraway holds that the machine paradigm determined the rnechanistvitalist debates of the 19th century. Vitalism of a quasimetaphysical kind is in opposition to mechanistic materialism
as a philosophy, but it is not in opposition to the machine
[metaphor]. H2:o Thus, as we have seen Harrington point out,
the various groups of early 20th century Organicists "saw
vitalism as part of the mechanistic paradigm rather than
opposed to it because both were limited by the same images and
metaphors.*l She follows Morton Beckner in arguing that it was
not until the turn of the century, when Driesch and others
challenged the prevalence of the machine as a metaphor for
biological science, and replaced it with the organism, that a
true Organicism could develop: "The first third of this century was marked by constant debates between neomechanists,
neovitalists, and older branches of each. Despite the fact
that each camp rested secure in the belief that reason and
experiment resided with it alone, no resolution could or did
occur until the machine paradigm common to mechanist and
vitalist alike was fundamentally altered.n2L'As a result,
both Haraway and Beckner paint a complex picture of the relationship between Neo-vitalism and Organicism. Beckner writes:
In fact there is considerable affinity between the
two schools. They both agree that the methods of the

physicial sciences are applicable to the study of
organisms but insist that these methods cannot tell
the whole story; they agree that the wformH of the
single whole organism is in some sense a factor in
embryological development, animal behaviour, reproduction, and physiology; and they both insist on the
propriety of a teleological point of view .... But
[they] differ in one fundamental respect: [vitalism]
holds ... that the characteristic features of
organic activity ... are caused by the presence in
the organism of a nonphysical but substantial
entity .... [This] affinity ... is more than an accident. In the history of biology it is difficult to
disentangle vitalistic and organismic strands. ...
The distinction between them was drawn clearly only
in the twentieth century ....212
Building on Becknerts argument, Haraway stresses the differences between Organicism and Neo-Vitalism. She characterizes
Organicism as a realist structuralism and Vitalism as rnetaphysical.X ' She sees this Itorganicis
t structuralism [a]s a
third way to deal with form, organization, and regulation;
[ a j s different from both the additive point of view (mechanism) and from philosophies of emergence (vitalism). ""' That
this distinction between Organicism and vitalism is problematic, however, is suggested by Harawayls own usage of the term
%onvitalist organicistlUas well as by Hilda Hein's materialist view:2''
[Organicism] is not a third alternative to mechanism
and vitalism, but a shuffling confusion of the real
question which divides them. Mechanists argue in
favor of a continuity of nature such that the laws
and concepts in terms of which the physical universe
can be made intelligible are also sufficient to
explain living phenomena. Vitalists deny this, maintaining instead that there is a break in continuity
... such that additional laws and explanatory concepts must be introduced in order to account for
life. Since these are contradictory positions, it is
impossible to opt for a third alternative, and organicism does not do it .... [ I l n the end organicism
takes its place on the side of the vitalists.216
An analogous controversy exists within the discourse
around whether Holism is a variety of materialism or not.
Garland Allen distinguishes between "mechanistic materialismH

and "Holistic rnaterialismItor simply "HolismtUimplying that
Holism is by nature always rnateriali~t.~"Golley on the
other hand, writes of both materialist and idealist
Holists."~hile some have been anxious to emphasize the
distinctions between Holism and Neo-Vitalismt2"the same
arguments linking Organicism to Neo-Vitalism hold in the case
of Holism and Neo-Vitalism: The Holist/Organicist complex
emerged from the Neue Naturphilosophie to form a "New Biology," part of the nature-centric neo-Romantic cultural current
of the fin-de-siecle.
e. B i o z e n t r i k

Die biozentrische Denkweise erscheint jetzt nicht
mehr als etwas Mogliches, sondern als der einzig
mogliche Weq, urn die Erlebnisse (nichts hindert zu
sagen: Natur) zu ordnen, nutzbar zu machen, kurz
gesagt: urn leben zu k8nnen.... (France 1923)'20
While I have been focusing on the commonalities, one
could equally well enumerate a list of differences between the
constituents of this fin-de-sieclenature-centric Neo-Romanticism. Indeed, because of these differences, it is problematic to conceive of it as a single geistesgeschichtlich category. It might be more useful to think of these constituent
discourses (such as Neo-Vitalism, Organicisrn/Holisrn, the
Monistenbund, Lebensphilosophie, Neo - Lamarckism, the Neue
Naturphilosophie, Biologism, the Reformbewegung) as sets
containing arrays of concepts and beliefs. While the arrays of
concepts and beliefs within each set are not identical, there
is a degree of commonality between them, i.e. the sets intersect. (Figure 2 ) The intersection I am concerned with here
consists of an array of closely-related concepts - - the privileging of biology as the source for the paradigmatic metaphor
of science, society and aesthetics; a consequent biologicallybased epistemology, indeed psycho-biology; an emphasis on the
centrality of "nature," " l i f e n and life-processes rather than
vculture;tt
an anti-anthropocentric Weltanschauung; the self -

directedness and "unityu of all life; a valorization of kosrnovitale E i n s f i i h l u n g ; a stress on flux and mutability in nature
rather than stasis; a concern for uwhole-nessMas opposed to
reduction at all levels - - which were present to significant
degrees in all these categories. It is to refer to this biologistic, Organicist, nature-centric, i.e. anti-anthropocentric,
vitalmystisch, psycho-biological,Vitalistic-Monist and
holistic aspect of the components of fin-de-siecleNeo-Romanticisrn, i.e. their intersection in this respect, that I revive
a German term employed by Klages, France and their followers:
~iozen
trik.'2' Biozentrik is here constituted as a commonlyheld bundle of concepts, theories, beliefs, practices, and
prescriptions which privileged Leben over Geist, which foregrounded the concept of our inseparability from and dependence
on nature, and which had their origins in Romantic Naturphilosophie, biologism, and neo-Lamarckism. If w e mentally reconstruct, in turn, other epistemological fields in the intellectual world of the time, e.g., Empiricism/Positivism, Marxism/Socialism, and BiozentriktsNeo-Romantic sibling, the
turn-of-the-centuryOccultist revival as we have Biozentrik,
i.e. as the intersection of groups of concept-bundles or
discourses - - and if we take into consideration the fact that
individuals change their views over time, indeed that they
hold conflicting views simultaneously - - then we begin to
understand how it is that a single discourse such as NeoVitalism can contain within itself both materialist and idealist views, both mechanism and Vitalism, or how the Monist
League could include Haeckel and Ostwald as well as the archIf w e think finally, of the fact that the
Positivist
synchronic structure outlined above also changes diachronically - - with the period around the First World War and its
aftermath constituting a particularly salient rupture, then we
begin to understand how complicated history can be, and why it
is crucial to keep individual differences and life-stories as
well as changes over time in mind while trying to understand

the nbig pictureI1 through reductive modelling.
Though I do not shirk from the concept of influence and
though I attempt to outline possible conduits of information
flow, in recognition of the above, I do not argue for definite
means of transmission. I recognize that information flow is a
complex process which, in the end, it is impossible for historians to account for. This complexity is analogous to that
of each subjectivity being discussed.
Just as the constituent discourses of B i o z e n t r i k included
materialists and mechanists who shared these beliefs with most
Positivists, or like Haeckel and France, occupied mediate
positions o r shifted between these views over time, these
discourses included others (such as Haeckel) whose k o s m o v i tale
E i n s f r l h l u n g , their vi talmystisch belief in the unity of
"nature,I1o r some metaphysical animating force, drive or
substance, were shared with the intersection-core of Occultism. This is where figures such as Rudolf Steiner, Arthur
Dove, Bruno Taut, Wassily Kandinsky, Maurice Maeterlinck and
Emily Carr can be situated: if w e conceive of each individual
subjectivity as a set in her or his own right holding an array
of ideas, the boundaries of their sets extend into the inter. Others,
section-cores we term Occultism and ~ i o z e n t r i kz23
such as Klee, Arp and Mies are roughly coterminous with the
intersection-core of ~ i o z e n t r i k One
. ~ ~could
~
conduct a simi l a r analysis concerning the commonality between Biozentrik and
~arxisrn/Socialism,embodied in biocentric Anarchist figures
such as Kropotkin and Landauer, but also in artists such as
Hausmann, El Lissitzky and Moholy-Nagy.
B i o z e n t r i k can perhaps best be characterized as N a t u r r o m a n t i k - - including both its scientific and metaphysical
baggage - - updated by 19th century biology. In its usage by
Klages, B i o z e n t r i k was contrasted with both logocentrism and
anthropocentrism.225 Biozentrik r e j ected anthropocentrisrn,
de-centering the human species in favour of "naturen and
"life." Since humanity was seen to be part of these larger

wholes of life and nature, everything humans do and produce is
also part of nature for biocentrics, and hence explicable in
its terms. As Haeckel and others had before him (see the list
of quotations at the start of this chapter), the English
Organicist philosopher Alfred North Whitehead wrote of the
realization that "...human beings are merely one species in
the throng of existences. These are animals, the vegetable,
the microbes, the living cells, the inorganic physical activitie~."
The
~ ~inevitable
~
ethical dimension of this realization has led to environmentalism. Indeed it is no accident
that the science of ecology emerged from Biozentrik: Haeckel
coined the term Oekologie in 1866, in his magisterial Genere l l e ~orphologie,~~'
and the Neo-Vitalist Holist von Uexklill
coined the term U m w e l t (environment) in 1 9 0 9 . 2 2 8 France, building on his version of the ecosystem concept, Biozdnose,
carried out ground-breaking work in the field of soil ecology.
As we have seen, France was also an early environmentalist: it
was typical for Biozentriker to be engaged in both the descriptive (scientific) and normative (environmentalist, poli ti call varieties of ecological study just as Haeckel's intentions were scientific, normative, ethical and aesthetic. With
this in view it is less surprising that we should find biocentrically minded individuals in the Anarchist, Socialist,
and Fascist camps.
The cognate English form of Biozentrik, tlbiocentrismn
has
a history of usage: The 1933 edition of the Oxford English
Dictionary defines "biocentricU as "treating life as a central
fact," while in his introduction to Klages-disciple Hans
Prinzhorn's study of the art of mentally disabled people B i l d nerei der Geisteskranken, James L. Foy writes that "Biocentrism provides an outlook on man through a new kind of recognition of man's intimate and inescapable kinship with, and
dependence upon, the self-regulating animal, vegetable and
inorganic world^.^^^^ Given the above discussion, it comes as
no surprise that the dominant usage today in English is an

environmentalist one, but one that is cognate with earlier
uses. Thus, environmental ethicist Paul Taylor employs the
term to refer to the view that "the living things of the
~aturalworld have a worth that they possess simply in virtue
of their being members of the Earth's Community of Life,"
ideas which echo those of France and other Weirnar biocentric
thinkers unknown to Tayl~r.~~"n his book Taylor restates
the biozentrisch view of humans being merely one species among
many, part of the greater system of life:
We have considered five general empirical truths
which, when brought together and placed in the forefront of our awareness, give us a sense of oneness
with all other living things and lead us to see
ourselves as members of one great Community of Life.
To face the realities of human existence expressed
in these truths is to become cognizant of our status
as members of the Earth's whole biotic community, a
status we share with every other species.2"
Taylor's text, and his insistence that this outlook is "consistent with all known empirical truthsH L e . biological and
other science) is an indication of the continuity, though
unconscious, of his ideas with those of interwar and f i n - d e s i e c l e biocentrism, even if recent usage of the term carries
with it the implication of a more radical environmentalist
position.212Taylor's ignorance, like Kirkpatrick Salefs, is
typical of post-war environmentalist^.^^^ That Taylor's usage
of NbiocentrismMultimately derives from the German is suggested by David Oates crediting its early use to the "Deep
Ecology~ movement, founded by the Norwegian ecologist Arne
Naess, who emerges from Norwegian Biozentrik - - a discourse
closely related to the German one - - represented earlier by
figures such as the ~obel-prize-winning-novelist-turned-Nazi,
Knut Hamsun. This - - in a Freudian sense - - repression of
their own history on the part of environmentalists is another
topic awaiting treatment.'"

3. Politics

Thus men ... wander about in the garden of Nature
. . . with few exceptions [they] pass blindly by one
of the most patent principles of Nature's rule: the
inner segregation of the species of all living
beings on this earth. Even the most superficial
observation shows that nature's restricted form of
propagation and increase is an almost rigid basic
law of all the innumerable forms of expression of
her vital urge. Every animal mates only with a member of the same species. . . . The stronger must dominate and not blend with the weaker, thus sacrificing
his own greatness. Only the born weakling can view
this as cruel, but he after all is only a weak and
limited man; for if this law did not prevail, any
conceivable higher development of organic living
beings would be unthinkable. (Hitler 1924)235

a. The Gerinan Cultural Sphere
While I employ ubiocentrisrnH to refer to a phenomenon
throughout Europe and North America (this will be useful in
discussing the biornorphic Modernist art general tc Western
20th century culture), in this dissertation I focus on biocent r i m in German-speaking Central Europe during the first half
of the 20th century. I do so because in most respects - - the
widespread nature of the biocentric mode of thinking, from the
point of view of artistic production, and the interaction of
scientific image-making with both biocentrism and biomorphic
Modernism - - the German cultural sphere was paradigmatic. As
Anne Harrington writes concerning Holism:
The self-defined borders, colors, and contours of
this [holistic] grid clearly mark it as a 'German'
construction. That said, we should nevertheless not
insist on a more rigid definition of holism's ' G e r manness' than was in fact operative at the time. The
paper trail left by holistic life and mind scientists did not respect the political borders of Germany proper but to varying degrees embraced the
German-speaking parts of Switzerland, Hungary, and
Austria as we11 .236
Harrington's contention is not only born out within the
Holistic discourse, however. While Driesch and Haeckel were

from Germany; Ostwald and von Uexkiill were Baltic Germans who
made their careers in Germany; and Mach was a Bohemian who
taught in Prague and Vienna during his career. Perhaps most
instructive in this connection is the case of Raoul France,
whose biography I will here outline.
France's polyglot background was not unusual in the
Austro-Hungarian empire."' His paternal great-grandfather is
supposed to have been a serviceman in the Napoleonic army who
was stranded in Austria during the French invasion. France's
paternal name, IIFranze, is apparently a corrupted spelling of
what France's grandfather had referred to himself as: franc a i s . This grandfather assimilated to the German-speaking
population of that part of Bohemia known as the Sudetenland,
but France's father married a Moravian woman from a family who
were Czech nationalists. To complicate matters even further,
there were also Polish and Hungarian branches of the family.
Given that they named their son tlRaoul"rather than MRudolf,u
that Raoul changed the spelling of his name from Franze to
France, and that he was educated to speak French, the family
seemed intent on maintaining connections with their French
roots."' France was born in Vienna, moved to Budapest with
his family in 1884 when he was ten, and spent his boyhood
summers with the Moravian side of the family. Thus he learned
German and Czech at home, French from a tutor, and Hungarian
after the move to Budapest.239France attended university in
Budapest, worked in the Hungarian National M ~ s e u munder the
neo-Vitalist biologist Geza Entz, and published scientific
articles. Like so many other late 19th century immigrants to
Budapest, by the turn of the century France was well on his
w a y to assuming Magyar ethni~ity.~"In 1898, however, he was
appointed researcher at the Institute for Plant Diseases at
Mosonmagyarovar (Ungarisch-Altenburg),in a bilingual (GermanHungarian) part of Hungary not far from Vienna. There he wrote
his first book, Der Wert der Wissenschaft, a collection of
aphorisms on the value of science. The volume was published in

Dresden by the first publishing house he sent it to; indeed it
was such a success that it opened up for France the possibility of moving to Germany to advance his career.2" When his
first marriage failed, feeling isolated in a small town, and
by his own account, made aware of his tlGermanicm
ethnic roots
while living in a partly German-speaking area, he quit his job
and moved to Munich in May of 1901.
France's experience was analogous to that of Ern6 Kallai,
who, born in Hungary of mixed ethnic Serbian and ethnic German
background, moved to Germany to further his career in the arts
in 1920, after having taught in an isolated German-Hungarian
~omrnunity.'~'It is significant that given France's options
at a time of congealing national identities in Central Europe,
he chose a "Germanu identity over the MCzech,N wAustrian,u
ltH~ngarianll
or even I1Frenchu1
alternatives available to him. It
is likely that, in addition to the personal factors listed
above, Germany's leadership in the field of biology at the
time had to do with this choice, much as Berlin's reputation
as an important artistic centre was important to Kallai in his
decision to move there. In any case, as we shall see, this
choice was a fateful one, and bears out what is surely a
cliche, that it is the Mischling, displaced emigrant who
becomes most obsessed with ethnic or cultural "purityu and
with Heimat . ' 4 3
Thus, in Germany, France - - even more than Kallai - becane "German.n244 In Munich, at his ~iologicalInstitute,
France met the Polish-German biologist and writer Annie Harrar, whom he married in 1923. After the Institute was ransacked during the Munich commune of April 1919, the Frances
moved to the small, story-book-perfectmedieval Franconian
town of Dinkelsbiihl on the ItRomantischeStrassettl
a move which
- - apart from a withdrawal from the metropolis - - had velkisch
overtones which can be interpreted as an attempt to strike
llrootsll
in a mythical German Heimat that France and Harrar had
little connection with. While he had written of the Munich

region as an organic whole which had been rendered inorganic
by massive inmigration, he saw Dinkelsbiihl and the region
around it focused on the medieval trading town of Rothenburg
ob der Tauber as a paradigmatic " H e i m a t t t ~iozonose.
'''
France spent his winters in the intellectually more
stimulating city of Weimar, however. A Socialist at some point
in his early career, France remained ~officiallyAoutside of
politics at this time, though in Weimar he moved in the neoconservative circles of Weimarts cultural elite around Nietzschers sister Elisabeth Ferster-Nietzsche, Friedrich Lienhard, and when he came to accept the Nietzsche Prize, Spengler
(of whom he was otherwise critical).2 4 6 As pointed out by
Raoul Hausmann in his critique of France's 1922 book Die K u l tur von Morgen, it was a troubling document, with its biologistic call for a return of German culture to its "organicH
roots in the "forest," that is, to "Gothicw culture, and in
its call for a "eugenicttVleansingttof the German "race.""'
Indeed - - and Hausmann could not have known this at the time - it paralleled some of the ideas current in National Socialist circles. It should be pointed out, however, that France
did not hold German culture or the German "racev (France did
not use the term "AryanM) to be superior to others as the
Nazis did; all his suggestions were applicable to other "cultural BiozonoseN by extension, and he spoke out directly for
the maintenance of cultural diversity in the world.248Ironically, it was also during the early twenties that France exercised his greatest influence on members of the Leftist intelligentsia. Indeed it is a significant coincidence that France
spent the winter months in Weimar from 1919 to around 1924,
years that the Bauhaus was located there, and a period which
coincided with the peak periods of his literary production,
his fame and his influence, despite the fact that he was
ambivalent towards the Bauhaus itself.249Sometime between
1923 and 1926, France moved back to his native Austria, to
Salzburg. After this, when they were not engaging in expedi-

tions around the world, for health reasons, the Frances began
to spend their winters in Ragusa (Dubrovnik), on the Adriatic
coast of what was then Croatian Jugoslavia, eventually moving
there for most of the year.250The outbreak of war made it
necessary for them to flee Croatia. France returned to Hungary
this time, dying in Budapest of his ailments in October of
1943, four months before the German occ~pation.~~'
France's case is exemplary of the kind of cultural space
in which biocentrism evolved and flourished late in the last
century and early in this one: While polyglot in its Central
European origins as ~arringtonhas pointed out, it was focused
on Germany; balanced between the political Right and Left. Why
this should be so is a question about which there is a fair
degree of agreement amongst historians. As the central locus
of Nature Romanticism, and later of Lebensphilosophie, bio logical science, and the various forms of Neue Naturphilosophie, the ground for biocentric thinking was most fertile in
Germany, even more so than in Britain and North America, which
shared with Central Europe the "Nordicu heritage of Romantic
Nature Philosophy. As Kelly writes:
Germany, rather than England, was the main center of
biological research in the late nineteenth century.
This professional activity attracted large numbers
of popularizers, who took advantage of the vast and
unusually receptive reading public. For not only was
Germany the most literate of the major European
countries, it also offered the richest environment
for Darwinism to expand beyond the confines of
science. Political liberalism had been thwarted in
Germany in 1848, and Darwinism became a pseudopolitical ideological weapon for the progressive segments of the middle class. Science commanded respect
as an unstoppable form of progress . 2 s 2
Precisely because we are dealing here with the volatile
Germanic cultural sphere, it is crucial to circumvent the trap
of ahistoricism. Structurally, i . e . at the synchronic level, I
believe that Biozentrik is a viable construct of the history
of ideas, and I will use this term in a synchronic sense.
Diachronically however, it is problematic, even over the

temporal span of 1890 to 1940, for as political contexts have
shifted, even similar sets of ideas took on very different
meanings . 2 5 3 With the rise of National Socialism which, as we
have seen in the Introduction - - and as suggested by the
passage from Hitler's Mein Kampf quoted above - - was in one
of its major guises a biocentric variant of international
Fascism, the connotations of biocentric ideas shifted in
general. Speculations on whether Haeckel would have joined the
Nazis had he lived beyond 1919 on the one hand; and discussion
concerning Driesch's, von Uexkiillls, Spengler's and Klages'
refusals to join the Nazis despite recruitment efforts, versus
France's and Pxinzhorn's associations with them on the other,
are two entirely different problem-complexes.254As Kelly
writes of Social Darwinism,
Nowhere is the task of disentangling the ... strands
of Social Darinism more formidable than in Germany.
For the historian, German Social Darwinism seems
trapped in the dark shadow that Nazism casts backward into the late nineteenth century. Certainly
Hitler's crude bombast recalls the very words of
Social Darwinism .... However the common historical
treatment of German Social Darwinism as a theoretical rehearsal for Nazism is a mistake. Reading history "backwardtt
may have its rewards... . But such
insights are likely to be bought at the price of
distorted perspective. Cast in the role of protoNazism, Social Darwinism almost inevitably takes on
not only a malevolence, but also a prominence, coherence, and direction that it lacked in reality.25'
In other words, it is because of the shadows cast by Nazism
backwards and forwards in time and the high-voltage political
charge that these shadows transmit, that one must distinguish
Klages', France's, von Uexktillls and Spengler's "interwar
biocentrism" from fin-de-siecle biocentrisrn or the "New Nature
Philosophyu as France termed it, not to mention the biocentrism of the Post-World-War-Two
period.256

b. Bramwellls MEcologism": Problematizing the Taxonomy
When it comes to biocentrism and its constituent discourses, confusion concerning political affiliations within
the Left-Right continuum is rife. One is struck by the degree
to which biocentrically-minded individuals either tended to
remain outside mainstream, Left-Right party lines, or by their
slippage from one to the other. Historians working within this
binary continuum dealing with Biozentriker and the discourses
their interactions constitute, have struggled with the presence of either position's political other within itself."'
Thus, the German literary historian Otto-Ernst Schuddekopf has
referred to the ~0kologender zwanziger Jahre, die konservativen Revolutionare und stiindestaatlichen Utopisten" as the
"Left-wingen of the Right. u 2 5 8 The Marxist literary and
cultural historian Gert Mattenklott has remarked meanwhile
that one could describe the necologists of the 1920s" with
equal justification as the "Right-wingers of the Left."'" He
goes on: "Wir finden aber die Belege ffir solcbe Auffassungen
durchaus nicht nur bei den gegenwartsverdrossenen Autoren der
They are just as apparent among
konservativen Revoluti~n.~
Marxists such as Alfred ~oblin.~~'
Because of the nature-centric aspect of National Socialism, and because many Nazis were genuinely biocentric, through
guilt by association, both the neo-Marxist and Positivist
camps tend to associate the constituent discourses of biocentrism - - Lebensphilosophie, Neo-Vitalism, the Monistenbund,
Organicisrn/Holism and popular Darwinism - - with the Right,
indeed with Fascism (though through an interesting case of
selective memory and marking the post-1950s environmentalist
movement has tended to be exempt from this) .26' This combination of reading history in reverse and guilt by association
was established before the Second World War by Marxist critics
such as Ernst Bloch, Gydrgy Lukacs and Arnold Hauser, who have
induced the tendency among subsequent Leftist writers to
always judge all biocentric views negatively, seeing them as

totalizing, a-historical or anti -dialectical, i.e. as essen t i a l l y Itreactionaryltt
and thus as antithetical to a ttprogressivettsocial consciousness.262Mainstream post-war Positivist
science historians, meanwhile, have identified biocentrismls
constituent discourses with the Vitalist camp of the Vitalist/Mechanist debate, the side discredited by the science of
biology since World War 11, especially since James Watson and
Francis Crick's deduction of the structure of the D . N . A .
molecule in 1 9 5 3 . 2 6 3 Burnham's statement that lt [b]ecause
vitalism centered its reasoning on noncausal and nonphysical
beliefs, it has functioned as a conservative, if not reactionary, agentu demonstrates that the Positivist view accords
with the Marxist position that biocentrism is ideologically
" reactionary . 1t'6'
Because environmentalism has typically been seen (and
seen itself) to be a "Left-wingHcause since the 1960s, the
biocentric aspect of National Socialism is still surprising to
many, and is (usually unconsciously) repressed by environmentalists. Indeed, major Nazis such as Rudolf Hess and
there was a signifiRichard Walter Darre were bi~centric,'~~
cant segment among Nazi scientists that was Holist\Organicist
and the Nazis appropriated the term die neue Biolog i e to their own racist ~cience.'~'The passage quoted from
Hitler demonstrates that his thinking was typical of the crude
biologism common at the time (though there is little if any
evidence of outright environmentalism in Mein K a m p f ) . This is
why the Nazis courted figures such as Spengler, Klages, von
Uexkull and Driesch, and why even those biocentrics living in
Germany who ultimately rejected them (Spengler, Driesch and
von Uexkull) , were treated with kid-gloves.
The extent of this appropriation is indicated in a statement made by Hans Reiter, president of the Reich Health Office
in 1937: "Today, the German people may well be considered
first in the world in terms of the organic views of its
leaders.1t268 Indeed Robert A. Pois has identified a ItReligion

of NatureBfwithin National Socialism, a fusion of neo-Romantic
nature mysticism and a crude biologism, indications of the
Nazisr participation in biocentric discourses:269
The 'naturalism' of the [National Socialists] certainly has parallels with a sort of fuzzy naturemysticism which can be observed throughout the
West .... Thus, in its anti-Judaeo-Christianemphasis
upon the sanctity of nature, 'National Socialism'
has to be seen as symptomatic of a general, perhaps
largely unconscious, discomfiture with the JudaeoChristian tradition, something which attained political expression in Germany but can hardly be seen
as con£ined to it . 2 7 0
It is the case that some Biozentriker (France, von Uexk i i l l , Paul Krannhals, Spengler) were associated with vijlkisch
Vieima ttt ideology"' and the konserva tiven Revolution; that
some, such as France, Prinzhorn, and Heidegger, joined the
Nazis (the latter remaining with them to the bitter end2")
and Nazi Germany was in the mid 1930s the country in which
biocentric ideas came closest to constituting a state ideology. However, there were also traditions of Leftist and Anarchist biocentrism (Kropotkin, Landauer), and prominent Biozentriker such as music educator Heinrich Jakoby, Gestalt Psychology-founder Wolfgang Kehler, and Lebensphilosophen Lessing, Bergson and Sirnrnel, were of Jewish heritage .": An
example of the primacy that the racist ideology of Alfred
Rosenberg enjoyed in the Nazi state is the 1933 murder of
Lessing at Marienbad in Bohemia, one of the first political
murders the Nazis arranged after the Machtergreifung.'74
Furthermore, most Fascist parties were not ecologistic a+
and an ultimately successful anti-Holistic/antiOrganicist backlash within the Nazi Party began to be conducted by "Nazi Mechaniststtby about 1935 .276 Probably as a
result of this backlash, there were attempts to forcibly
retire von Uexkiill from his Institut f i i r Umweltsforschung in
Hamburg in 1936, and as we shall see, France was in trouble
with the Party by 1938. Thus, while it is true that there was
an association between aspects of biocentrism and of National

Socialism, it is also true that some biocentrics were opposed
to Nazism, just as many Nazis were opposed to biocentric
ideas. In other words, just as not all Modernist art was
informed by a Leftist ideology ( e . g . Futurism), not all biocentric thinking was associated with Fascism. Biocentrism is
neither essentially nor predominantly Fascist.
Still, it is apparent that the partial Nazi appropriation
of biocentrism has marked its constituent discourses. Thus the
characterization of Lebensphilosophie, Neo-Vitalism, Monism
and the Organicist/Holist complex as Right-wing is typical of
the older literature, as is the tendency in recent scholarship
to point out the actual complexities of the issue. Schnadelbach writes that
[ilf the ... history of life-philosophy is so little
known, and if its revivals, in the form of the Guruboom, the ideology of the 'Greens' and the 'Alternative Societyt ... are not usually recognized as
such, this is chiefly because life-philosophy is
branded with the stigma of irrationalism and of
being a precursor of fas~ism.~"
As Bramwell notes, "Life-philosophy ... certainly coincided
with the rise of National Socialism, but the line of development was not a straightforward one, nor is there any apparent
c a u s a l link. N 2 7 8 Fellmann seconds this view and calls for a
reassessment :
Die ideologische Indienstnahme hat die Idee der
Lebensphilosophie bis zur Unkenntlichkeit verunstaltet. Auch und gerade nach der ideologiscben Katastrophe bleibt die Aufgabe bestehen, die Idee der
Lebensphilosophie einer kritischen Priifung und einer
gerechteren Beurteilung zu unterziehen. Es muss erst
vie1 vom Schutt der unseligen Vergangenheit abgetragen werden, urn das humane Gesicht der Lebensphilosophie freizulegen.279
A one-sided judgement, furthermore, of Lebensphilosophie,
ignores what Hartmut Nowacki has pointed out to be the powerful current of Lebensphilosophie within the German Communist
Party itself during the Weimar Republic.280 With respect to
the political complexion of the Monistenbund Bramwell writes:

Although Monists have been described as right-wing
because most were eugenically-minded,their political affiliation was for the most part firmly on the
left ... Many belonged to the German Social Democratic Party . . . [tlhere was [even] a move by Monists to merge with ... [that] Party. Carl von Ossietzky and Magnus Hirschfeld, both prominent leftwingers, were Monists. Wilhelm Ostwald thought that
all Monists must be oriented against conservatism,
orthodoxy and ultramontanism.... Haeckelts followers
in the Monist League belonged to the optimistic,
progressive, scientific ~eft.*'I
Alfred Kelly also points out that the political affiliations
of the Monistenbund membership ranged from the Left to the
Right and this span was mirrored in Monism's recepti~n.'~'
While, as Gasman shows, there were Rightists who supported
Haeckel and his views, as Branwell points out, the opposite
was also true. Freud was an admirer of Haeckel frcm the 1890s
onwards, while one of Nazism's first victims was sex researcher and gay activist Magnus Hirschfeld, whose Institut £fir
Sexuallforschung, founded in Berlin in 1919, had a "Haeckel
Roomt1for public meetings decorated with busts of Haeckel and
Darwin .'"
As much as Lebensphilosophie and Haeckelian Monism, NeoVitalism has beeq seen as a direct precursor to National
Socialism. We have seen how Klages was seen as "NaziM because
of his anti-Semitism and because some of his ideas appealed to
some National Socialists. Driesch, the most visible neo-Vitalist in Gemany, and considered by Nazis and others as the
As we have
Vather" of Holism, was stridently anti-Na~i.~"
seen, von Uexkiill, despite his close friendship with the
prophet of racialism, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, showed
himself to be opposed to the firing of Jewish academics in
1933-34. While Gasman presents Haeckel as a "Volkish ProphetM
isic), the neo-Marxists Dale Riepe and David de Grood see him
as a uprogressive biologisttUand he was explicitly denied as
a Mforerunnertl
by at least one prominent ~ a z .i2 8 5 The NeoVitalist British novelist D. H. Lawrence is similariy problem-

atic when it comes to his placement within this political
taxonomy.' a 6
Finally, the pattern established here is to be found in
the literature on the Holist/Organicist complex. Typical in
some respects is the case of the Holist psychologist Felix
Kruger, who lectured at the Bauhaus in May of 1932 under its
most Leftist director Hannes Meyer, and then praised Hitler at
the Thirteenth Congress of the German Society of Psychology
the following year, only to be denounced by the Nazis in
1 9 3 4 . 2 d 7 Because of this complexity, Harrington argues for a
nuanced historical treatment:
The 'racializing' of German holism and its partial
absorption into the politics and mythology of National Socialism is an important part of the larger
story of German holism . . . . Nevertheless, even if we
know how part of the story ... is going to 'come
out,' it is important that we resist 'discovering'
the outline of a terrible future in holism's past or
imagining that all holistic, vitalistic, or teleological views of nature are part of a larger 'destruction of reasonr [Lukacs] that can be tracked in
some straight, degenerating line from the romantics
to Hegel to Nietzsche to Hitler. Such claims and
temptations are familiar in the older secondary
literature on modern Germany, but one can argue they
do not do justice either to the historical contradictions of modernity in general or to the role of
anti-mechanistic,pastoral, and alternative scientific thinking as a reaction to and comment on those
contradictions.... [~Iefore1933, various liberal,
democratic, and Jewish scientists were attracted to
both the intellectual and cultural promises of
holism and managed to share concerns about the 'mechanization' of both science and society with their
more reactionary and, in some cases, anti-Semitic
colleagues.28'3
It is important to keep in mind that in combination with
prescient ideas on environmental protection, biocentrically
minded individuals were typically racialists and eugenicists,
positions which, after their adoption by the Nazis, have been
discredited, or exposed as potentially dangerous.289But even
in the case of as prominent a figure as Haeckel, the situation
is by no means clear-cut. Haeckel is typically praised for his

nature-centric proto-environmentalism,but reviled as a Social
Darwinist eugenicist or even as a racist.2g0Kelly argues
that though some of Haeckel's writings had racialist overtones, and he became more nationalistic, indeed anti-Semitic
with age, this was by no means unusual at the time (Darwin
felt the English to be superior to other Mracesu),and Haeckel's anti-Semitism can be read as a concornmittant of his
stand against the Judaeo-Christian hsritage in general rather
than as racially based.'gLEven his Social Darwinism has been
called into question by Kelly, who after discussing Haeckel's
contradictory writings on the subject, concludes that on the
whole Waeckel ought not to be labelled a Social
Darwinist . u 2 5 2 In any case, the most popular Monist writer,
Wilhelm Bolsche, was unambiguous in his opposition to Social
Darwinism: "...for Bolsche, Darwinian Monism implied a humanitarian internationalism, not a racist nati~nalism.~"~
As
Kelly concludes, fl[h]istorians seeking the roots of Nazism
have failed to make some crucial distinctions. They have
falsely associated popular Darwinism with radical Social
Darwinism and racist anti-Semitism. Unfortunately such loose
reasoning is typical of the general character of most quests
for the ideological origins of Nazism.n29"
Important, again, to notice, is that, as with the discourses discussed above, Social Darwinism and eugenics have
been shown by historians to have extended over the Left-Right
spectrum, Thus, eugenics, which received extreme expression in
the National Socialist attempts to exterminate those considered to be inferior, the inf arnous Vernicht u n g 1ebensunwer ten Lebens, received relatively "mildH expression through
sterilisation programs in NprogressiveH Sweden, Switzerland,
Canada and the United States, applied to those deemed
I1unworthyHto reproduce.295 Indeed, eugenics was seen as
nprogressiveNby many social reformers on the Left before, and
even after Nazism.296As Weindling comments,
Hitherto the history of eugenics has been neglected

because it has been seen as a product of ultra-nationalist racial (or v d l k i s c h ) movements. According to
this interpretation, the new anti-semitic rhetoric
of the purity of blood and race which gathered force
from the 1880s was realized inevitably in the Nazi
genocide. But although there were connections
between racial hygiene and anti-semitism, the situation was complex, and eugenics did not necessarily
point the way towards Nazi racism. There were those
of other political persuasions, liberal and socialist, who looked to biology and medicine as the means
to engineer social improvements.... [Elugenics was
authoritarian ... but it was neither a product of the
theory of a superior Aryan race, and nor was it
inherently Nazi. The synthesis between Nazism and
eugenics was a process of adaptation and appropriation on both sides.297
The German historian Schmuhl concludes that though eugenics as
a movement prepared the way for some Nazi social policies,
"Das Euthanasieprograrnm war kein genuin nationalsozialistisches Phan~men."~'~
The case of Moholy-Nagy's mentor, the
eugenicist Protestant doctor and art collector Hans Harmsen is
instructive. Though he was a supporter of limited and voluntary sterilisation programs in the early 30s) he actively
resisted the implementation of the Nazi euthanasia program in
1 9 3 5. 29' As Richard Wollin has commented, "with the advantage
of historical distance, one realizes just how much of an
overlap exists between the cultural left and right in the case
of the interwar generation. For critically minded German intellectuals of this period, the vitalistic critique of Z i v i l i s a tion had become an obligatory intellectual rite of passage .
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In her book Ecology in the Twentieth Century: A History,
Anna Bramwell has proposed a political model which addresses
this historical conundrum. She writes: "My own hypothesis
is that the apparent contradictions of the ecological movement
can be resolved by seeing it as forming a new political category in its own right, with a history, right wings and left
wings, with leaders, followers and a special episternolo-gical
niche all to itself .... Ecologism is a political box. It is a

new box, into which many distinguished and important thinkers
fit who fit only partially into other, better-known boxes,"
Bramwell conceives of NecologismMas consisting of two major
components: while one of them, deriving from Haeckel, is
roughly equivalent to the biocentric discourse-intersectionas
I have defined it here, the other major component of llecologismH is the field of energy economics.302Thus, while ecologism is close to biocentrism, it is not identical to it. Still,
I considered using llecologism~
rather than "biocentrismH as
the geistesgeschichtlich category relevant to biomorphic Modernism. I rejected the idea, however, because even if I choose
to elide the economic component of ecologism, (which has
little or no relevance to the artists I am dealing with),
Bramwell defined Hecologismflas a category foregrounding an
environmentalist politic, a characteristic which, despite its
presence, is not at the centre of concern of the artists and
art theorists I am dealing with here. Indeed, I am concerned
with distinguishing those artists not incorporating an eco logical politics into their work from those who did, a division by and large constituted by the conceptual (as well as
stylistic) divide between biomorphic Modernism ending in the
1960s with the remnants of the "bug and blobH style of that
decade; and Wco-ArtNbeginning at the end of the 60s in the
work of Hans Haacke, Alan Sonfist, Patricia Johanson, Josef
Beuys, and the Helen and Newton Harrison team.'03 While biomorphic ~odernistartists tended to be naturromantisch first
and foremost - - locked into the fin-de-sieclesensibility of a
new nature Philosophy - - or their practices emerged from a New
Vision, a "New Objectivityu informed by the biologistic functionalism of interwar biocentrism; Eco-artists were principally concerned with an emerging eco-politics. Though interwar
biocentric figures such as Klages, von Uexkiill and France were
eco-political pioneers, it was their latent Neo-Romanticism
and biologism which the artists appropriated, rather than
their nascent environmentalism. Indeed, in general, concerns

with the preservation of "naturem were not widely politicized
until a£ter the publication of Rachel Carsents Silent Spring
in 1962. When this politicization did happen, its artistic
equivalent was the shift from the vaguely nature-centric
biomorphic Modernist style, towards overtly polemical Eco-art.
While it is useful to distinguish between biocentrism and
ecologism with respect to artistic production, however, Brarnweilfs arguments concerning ecologisrn as a political category
distinct from the Left and Right, are useful in dealing with
the political affiliation of Biozentriker and their discourses .
Bramwell is of course not the first or the only one to
question the standard Left-Right political taxonomy. "Third
Wayu politics has been a phenomenon at least since the early
20th century in the Westt304and as we shall see, France was
self-consciously "Third-Wayuin the early twenties. The year
Bramwell published her book, Susan Sontag referred to "a
tenacious metaphor that has shaped (and obscured the understanding of) so much of the political life of this century,
the one that distributes, and polarizes, attitudes and social
movements according to their relation to a 'left' and
Though her idea may not be entirely new, and
whatever problems and ambiguities there might be with her
coverage, historiographic methods and ideological stance,
Bramwellfs expanded taxonomy of political categories is important, because - - as in the case of Kallai's Bioromantik, by
the act of naming a discursive tradition, she helps us to
notice its manifestations, and therefore to construct its history.''' Perhaps most importantly, given the overlap between
biocentrisrn and ecologism, the definition of ecologism as a
political category adumbrates the views - - benign and sinister
- - that Biozentriker actually held. It allows one to examine
them on their own merits rather than issuing either general
condemnations of them as I1reactionarytMor engaging in a lazy
assessment of them all as "progressive.
If

c. Interwar Biozentrik
When man attempts to rebel against the iron logic of
Nature, he comes into struggle with the principles
to which he himself owes his existence as a man. And
this attack must lead to his own doom. (Hitler
1 9 2 4 ) '57

. . .die

Lebensphilosophen der zweiten Generation . . .
[waren jene] in der die Lebensphilosophie in ihre
ideologische Phase tritt. Es ist die Zeit zwischen
den beiden Weltkriegen. Zu ihnen gehoren als prominenteste Figuren der Untergangsprophet Oswald Spengler, der Widersacher des Geistes Ludwig Klages und
Theodor Lessing, der Philosoph der Lebensnot. Ihre
Schriften enthalten vie1 Merkwiirdiges, nicht selten
Haarstraubendes, aber auch hier fbrdert die Selbsterfahrungsperspektive iiberraschende und ernst zu
nehmende Einsichten zutage. (Fellmann 1 9 9 3 ) ' ' a
After 1918 ... holism often spoke with a political
accent. (Harrington 1995)
Fellmann, Harrington, and others have attributed this "political accentM to the crisis of German society arising from
Germany's defeat after the First World War, a crisis of which
Hitler's halbgebildetes writing was merely one acute symptom.
Given the politicization of what had not been a particularly
politicized practice previously, and a decided shift away from
Vi talmystik in the world views of the interwar biocentrics,
whether towards a biologistic Kulturpesszmismus (as in the
case of Spengler and Klagest Biozentrik) , or towards an opti mistic biologistic functionalism (as in the case of France's
Objektive or Biozentrische Erkenntnislehre and von Uexkiill s
Biologische We1 tanschauung) , it seems advisable to constitute
interwar Germanic biocentrism as a temporally discontinuous
discourse despite continuities in thinking with f i n - d e - s i e c l e
biocentrism. Indeed, a kind of historical rupture is
discernable around World War One within the discourse of
B i o z e n t r i k , and a subsequent emergence into the highly-charged
political landscape of Weimar Germany, From a more romantically inclined Neue Naturphilasophie, as Raoul France termed
turn-of-the-century
biocentrism, the practice and thinking of
jog

France, von Uexkiill and Klages constituted an interwar biocentrism which was both more pragmatic and functionalist, and
more pessimistic than the pre-war variety.
The constitution of interwar biocentrisrn as a discourse
is, however, a daunting task. Fellmann refers to the "Masse
der zweit- und drittklassigen Autorenu of the second generation of Life philosopher^.'^^ Even taking into consideration
Harrington's crucial study of interwar German Holism,':'
Proctor's work on National Socialist biology and medicine, and
Fellmanntswriting on late (i.e. interwar) Lebensphilosophie,
this is a region of the history of science and philosophy even
darker than the turn of the century once one exits the spotlit
zones of figures such as Spengler and Klages. With little
choice but to engage a "quick and dirtyu strategy, I have
assumed here that Driesch, Klages, France, Spengler, and von
Uexkull are paradigmatic enunciators of interwar German biocentric thought, and I will take the contents of Mies van der
Rohe's library as an ersatz-"canon"of this discourse. While
abridged and arbitrary, I think that this strategy is at least
a viable starting point for the history of biocentrism between
the wars which at some point should be written.
i. Mies' Library
There is of course no canonical set of biocentric texts,
but there is at least one surviving library assembled between
the wars which focused on literature that, as architectural
historian Fritz Neumeyer put it, glfolloweda nature-philosophical-biological conviction" which reflected "that coordination between nature, physics, and philosophy that had evolved in the twenties," and that was assembled by an architect
ogerating within avant-garde Weimar German artistic circles.
This is the library of Ludwig Mies van der ~ o h e 'I2
.
In addition to the most complete collection I know - including German libraries - - of France's and his wife Annie
France-Rarrarrsbooks, relevant titles by Goethe, Carus,

Nietzsche, Bergson, Driesch, the late Sirnmel, Dilthey, Klages,
and von Uexktill, indicate Mies' interest in the central
authors of the biocentric tradition."' Indeed it is only
works by the older generation of Monists such as Haeckel,
Ostwald, and Bolsche - - out of fashion after the war - - which
strike one as missing from this collection as it is now:
Unlike Haeckel and Bergson, Driesch continued to be read and
regarded highly after World War I."' Indeed George Rousseau
refers to the "pan-Europeancrisis during the 1920s over Hans
Driesch's vitalism," a crisis which Bakhtin was commenting on
in 1927 when he coined the term "critical Vitalism," and
Harrington has described Driesch as "the most influential
contemporary spokesman1I for the shift from a machine to an
organic metaphor of biological thought."'
Among works of biocentric psychology, i.e. psychobiology
(another topic awaiting historical treatment), Mies owned Hans
Prinzhorn's Klagesian L e i b Seele Einheit, two books by Holist
psychologist Felix Kriiger, the Lebensphilosoph Eduard Sprangerts Lebensformen, Helmuth Plessnerts Die Einhei t der S i n n e ,
and Rudolf Odebrechtts Geflihl und Ganzhei t .j L 6 Miest library
also included Dacquets Urwel t Sage und Menschhei t , important
to the development of Kallaifs conception of Bioromantik, and
among books retained by Wassily Kandinsky during his life.'"
There was after the First World War a variety of
organicist political theory which, as Eckart Scheerer has
pointed out, was part of "...a larger movement among conservative German intellectuals to visualize a 'third wayt between
the evils of socialist Marxism on the one hand, and those of
liberal capitalism on the other. 11318 Simultaneously, many on
the Left and in the Youth Movement were interested in the
Anarcho-Organicist political science of Kropotkin and Landauer; and these left-wing biocentric views received their philosophical expression in Theodor Lessingls 1924 book Untergang
der E r d e am G e i s t (Europa und Asien)
In fact, it was not
unusual during the early twenties for cultural figures such as

Mies - - and even artists further to the Left such as Lazar El
Lissitzky - - to be interested both in biocentric anarchism and
ThusI though
conservative organicist political
Oscar Hertwig's and Jakob von Uexkiillts books on the state as
an organism are missing from Miest library,"' in addition to
France's books on related subjects, Mies did own Oswald Spenglertsbest-seller Decline of the West, the right-wing organicist France- fan Paul Krannhals' Das organische W e 1 tbild, Chrys ostom PanfoederlstDas Organische, Adolf Wagner's Der organische Staat, and Rudolf Leinents Der W i l l e zum Ganzen, a s w e l l
as the crucial texts of ~ropotkin.'~~
The extent to which
biocentric views were current among left-wing German intellectuals is suggested by the fact that by the mid 1920s Hans
Haustein was writing regularly on themes related to interwar
B i o z e n t r i k in his "BiologyH column in the Sozialistische
Monatshefte, a left-wing journal read by and contributed to by
many avant-garde artists and critics, including ~allai.'~'
Since for biocentric thinkers biologistic aesthetics and
political theory were major themes, it is not surprising that
Mies' library included many books of the teens and twenties
which dealt with the biology of plants and animals, antianthropocentric books which focused on the higher level of
technical and sensual development of such species than was
normally attributed to them.32'Apart from two copies of Franc e ' s influential Die P f l a n z e als Erfinder and related volumes
by France, Mies owned works of zoology and plant science by
Hans Andre, Leopold Bauke, Frederik J. J. Buytendij k, Hermann
Drechsler, the Flemish poet Maurice Maeterlinck, Martin Philipsohn, and Albert wigand.j2' That these poets and scientists
were aware of their work within a contemporary biocentric
context is suggested by the Dutch biologist Buytendijkts
statement of 1932 that "Klages hat der biozentrischen Erscheinungsforschung ihre eigene ... Methode
gegebentI1and of
Baukets reference to France as "unser Meister.ltX6Apart from
France's, Hermann Kranichfeldts and Remigius St61zlefsworks

...

in Miesl library underline the non-Darwinian and/or Neo-Lamarckian point of view within the biocentric discourse.327In
addition to France's influential books on the subject, particularly Bios: Die Gesetze der Welt, ecological, Organicist
and Holist philosophies of biology in Miesl library included
Emerich Zederbauer's Die Harmonie im We1 tall, in der N a t u r und
Kunst, and the Budapest philosopher Baron Bela von Brandenstein' s Metaphysik des organischen ~ e b e n s12'. Concerning
biocentric aesthetics, again, in addition to France's writing
on the subject in Bios and other books, Mies owned the biocentric art historian and theorist Ernst Fuhrmannls book on
ornament, Der Sinn im Gegenstand, the France-inspired biocentric design theorist Siegfried Ebeling's Der R a m a l s Membran,
and Ernst Kropp ' s Wand1ung der Form, a work popular among
members of the Deutsche Werkbund in the 1920s which traded on
the naturamorphic analogy in all fields of design, including
architecture, and which was one of the earliest publications
to feature the photography of Karl ~ l o s s f e l d t . ~ ~ ~
ii. Klages and von Uexkiill
Klages' background combined many of the elements which
comprise the category of biocentrisrn. Early on he studied
chemistry in Leipzig with Wilhelm Ostwald, the future founder
of the Monistenbund, as well as psychology with Wilhelm Wundt,
thus exposing him to the two main scientific streams of the
time: the neue Naturphilosophie and ~ositivisrn."~Later, in
Munich in 1893, one of his professors was Wilhelm Conrad
Rontgen, who pioneered the alternative imaging processes which
would inspire the scientific image analogy to such an extent,
but he also studied psychology with Theodore Lipps - - along
with Fechner a leading figure of the field of psychological
Profoundly inspired
aesthetics - - as well as phil~sophy.~~'
by Neo-Romanticism, especially in its Nietzschean biocentric
guise, he founded the ~KosmischeRunden in Munich with the
writer Karl Wolfskehl in 1899. Among his closest friends were

the vitalmystisch proto-Expressionist writer Stefan George,
Ricarda Huch - - the most important biocentric writer in Germany who was a woman, and her cousin Friedrich Huch.jJ2As a
key member of George's Expressionist circle, August Wiedmann
sees Klages' anti-rationalist philosophy as having been important to the development of Expressionist aesthetic^.'^^ Concerning his philosophical influence, Klages enthusiast and
scholar Hans Kasdorf writes that "[eline so umwSlzende Wirkung
auf die Philosophie seiner Zeit wie etwa Kant urn 1800 hat
Klages urn 1930 nicht gehabt .... Andererseits aber mochte ich
die Wirkung von Klages auf seine Zeitgenossen etwa in den
Jahren von 1920 bis 1950 stzrker und vielfaltiger nennen als
diejenige Nietzsches auf seine Zeitgenossen in einem vergleichbaren Zeitraum seines ~ebens.
""'If this is true - and even if it is an exaggeration - - then it only highlights
the extent to which Klages has disappeared from memory, not to
mention Nietzschets staying power.
This disappearance is analogous to that of Houston
Stewart Chamberlain's close friend Jakob von Uexkiill, who,
besides France, was the most cogent represenative of the
functionalist, biologistic variety of interwar biocentrism.
After developing the concept of Urnwelt [environment] in 1909,
von Uexkiill was determined - - on the eve of World War One - to provide the "Bausteine zu einer biologischen Weltanschauung . 1 3 5 Von Uexkiill's influence on his contemporaries in
II

many fields of endeavour was enormous, but he is little-known
today - - especially in the English-speaking world - - despite
his invention of the concept of Umwel t [environment]."6 His
writings were important to several important figures of the
Weimar avant-garde. Indeed, a necessary study to be undertaken
is von Uexkiillls influence on figures such as Karl E m s t
Osthaus, Mies van der Rohe, Theo van Doesburg, and Adolf
Behne, the latter whose highly influential 1918 book Die
Wiederkehr der Kunst is a von Uexkiillian manifesto for the
renewal of art on a biologistic basis."?

Klages probably exercised the strongest influence on the
artists of Weimar Germany through his environmentalist lecture
"Mensch und Erde," and through his Ausdruckskunde, the study
of 'expressiont through rhythm - - especially as transmitted
through his writing on graphology, wcharacterologyu and
Plessner has named Klages, along with Freud, the
most important transformative force on modern psychology.'"
Because of the privileged status Klages accorded images [ B i l derl as authentic means of perception, Fellmann has indicated
the potentially enormous influence Klages exercised on Gestalt
psych~logy.~'~
The aesthetic implications of Klages' biocentric psychology were enunciated in the popular writings of his
disciple Prinzhorn, through whom they had a powerful effect on
contemporary uprimitivismnamong Modernist artists.":
Besides Prinzhorn, among Klages' admirers one can assemble a
group as diverse as Walter Benjamin, Hannes Meyer, W. H.
Auden, Alfred Kubin, and the art historians Josef Strzygowski
and Sixten Ringborn.'"
Between the wars the ecstatic, neo-Romantic kosmische
Einheitsgefiihl of the turn of the century was inverted into
Klagest pessimistic biologism. In Weimar Germany Klages'
Kul turkri tik represented the shadow sideu of Vi talmystik.
This view held that as creatures of nature we are not only
capable of feeling the ecstasy of our oneness with it, we are
equally able to experience its Hdernonic,uoften destructive,
power. Furthermore, while cosmic rhythms animate our own
Seelen, our human Geist alienates us from nature, and this
process is both dangerous and irreversible. Those who espoused
this ambivalent or outright pessimistic biologism (such as
Ern6 Kallai and Raoul Hausrnann) were critical of what they saw
as the naive optimism of biocentric thinkers such as France
and Moholy-Nagy.

iii. France
Die Menschensorte, die ihren Kleinkram als Sondervorrecht auf das zaheste verteidigt und Eesthalt,
wird stets Millionen von Redensarten, um den kleinen, aber tie£ unwahre und eigensuchtigen Kern ihrer
Sondereinstellung nicht nur zu verbergen, sondern
bis in die hochsten Hdhen des ideals und der Notwendigkeit urnzuliigen. Wir wollen einen solchen Menschentypus einmal ansehen, wenn er, nicht von den Blicken der ~ffentlichkeitbeobachtet, seine unwahre
Heldenpose ausspielt, sich gehen lasst in den kleinen, privaten Augenblicken seines Lebens und darin
seine wahre Natur herauskehrt ohne Schleier und ohne
Riicksicht. Und wir wollen uns einen Menschen auswahlent einen bekannten Philosophen und Forscher, der
sich erhaben dfinkt iiber den alten btirgerlichen Menschentypus und seine Selbstsicherungen, Betrugsmanover und Vorurteile. Es gibt einen solchen Mann, den
wir betrachten wollen, der sich f i i r einen Fuhrer und
Lehrer der Menschen in einem menschlichen Sinne
ausgibt oder vielleicht wirklich halt: Raoul H.
France. (Hausmann 1923 ) 3 4 3
The interwar biocentric writer with perhaps the widest popular
impact on Weimar German culture was France. Raised in an
agnostic household, it was relatively easy for him to accept
the prevailing scientific world view of the tine.""ike
Klages' , France's early interests and education were typical
of the biocentric pattern. He discovered science as a young
teenager, and he began using a microscope as early as 1887
when he was 13. He early on became an expert graphic renderer
of what he saw through the micro~cope."~To avoid being
trained as a businessman as his banker father wished, he moved
out on his own at age seventeen, and he became a drawing
assistant for the Budapest satirical journal Borsszem Jankb,2 4 6 Thus, like his youthful heroes Haeckel and von Humboldt, France displayed aptitudes both as a naturalist and as
an zrtist from youth. He seriously, and for quite some time,
considered becoming a painter.3d7He studied medicine at
Budapest University, also attending c l a s s e s in philosophy, art
history and history, and he spent 1896 in Breslau in Silesia
(now Wroclaw, Poland) studying with the microbiologist Ferdi-

nand I. Cohn, discoverer of the bacterial spore.34EIn 1897
he published his first work, Der Organismus der Craspedomona d e n which, according to Roth, Iteven today is considered one
of the classic works of protistol~gy.~'~~
He continued his
study of philosophy on his own in 1898-99 while working as
director of the Institute for Plant Diseases at MosonrnagyaroV6r !SO As we have seen, there he read through much of the
Western philosophical material, with the classics of the
Vitalist and Lebensphilosophisch traditions such as
Pythagoras, Aristotle, Spinoza, Kant, Goethe, Schopenhauer and
Nietzsche, making the deepest impression on him?' But he
was also affected by his study of Fichte, Hume, Leibniz, and
Herbert Spencer.lS2 He discovered the I1neueNaturwissenschaftN of Driesch, Ostwald, Mach and others in 1898, which
inspired him to write Der Wert der Wissenschaft around 1900.
Moving from Hungary to Germany in 1902, France founded the
German Microbiological Society in 1905, and its Biologische
Institut the following year, which he directed until 1919. The
Institut 81developed into one of the most respected centers of
microbiological research and education in Europe," becoming
the centre of the new field of microbial ecology, and a site
where France and his associates conducted research into plant
physiology and "plant psychology.11353
Founder or co-founder
of several scholarly and popular scientific journals, in 1904
France established with Wilhelm Bdlsche the scientific counterpart to Klages' Kosmische Runde, the Kosmos-Gesellschaft
which published an important series of popular scientific
books in the spirit of the "neue ~aturwissenschaf
t. 113" An
original combination of often fresh research presented in a
popular style, the tlKosmos-Biicherm
series was an enormous
success, and France himself produced twelve volumes for tne
series.''' He was also a founding member of the Monistenbund
in 1906, the same organization he later criticized. The Kosmos-Bucher, France's post-war series of "Bios-BiicherMpublished by the Voigtlhder Verlag of Leipzig, and his many

titles brought out by major German publishing houses, gained
for France a popular following which is as remarkable for its
intensity, as it is for the extent to which it has been since
forgotten.'" By 1924 France's books had sold no fewer that
one and a half million copies, and by 1962 they had sold a
remarkable three million in total?'
And these statistics do
not even take into account the numerous articles on a breadth
of subjects which France p~blished.'~'The remarkable diversity of France's research and writing was reflected in the
wide range of interest elicited by his production. As Adolf
Wagner writes in his introduction to the Festschrift published
for France's fiftieth birthday:
Diese Festschrift ist eine der merkwiirdigsten, die
vielleicht jemals einem Ffinfzigjahrigen zugeeiignet
wurden. Wohl sind wir gewohnt, Dichter einem Dichter, Gelehrte einem Gelehrten, Miinner der praktischen
Arbeit einem der ihrigen an einem solchen Tage ein
gutes Wort und einen GlGckwunsch darbringen zu sehen. Aber ganz ungew6hnlich ist es, wenn sie sich
vereinigen, um es offen in die Welt hinaus zu sagen,
dass sie alle von einern einzigen Kopf sich einmal
irgendwie befruchtet und angeregt fiihlten, und dass
sie nun sich von den verschiedensten Seiten des
Lebens die H h d e reichen in dem einigenden Bestreben, jeder von seinem Standpunkt und dennoch eine ffir
alle die Bedeutsamkeit dieses seltsamen Kopfes France anzuerkennen.j S 9
We have seen that in his book Der Organismus, France
entspringt nicht einer
wrote that "Das 'biologische Denken
Mode, einem Schlagwort, etwa vergleichbar dem von der Entwicklung ... vom Monismus ... das vor einem Menschenalter die
Bildung und Kultur durchdrang und in Garung vexsetzte. Denn es
geht nicht wie jene von einer einzelnen Persenlichkeit aus,
sondern durchsichert, nunmehr schon seit etwa einem Jahrzehnt
die gesamte geistige ~ r b e i t . ~France's
~'~~
implied criticism
of Haeckel's central role in the Monist movement in this
passage diverts attention from - - as Raoul Hausmann realized - his attempt to assume an analogous role within what amounted
to an Interwar neo-Monist biocentric movement.
I . . .

France's intentions to found a uschoolH were already
discernable early in the century. Around 1907-08, as Adolf
Wagner states, France was instrumental in attempts to constitute MPsychobiologyflas a llmovement. While, since he was
a member of HaeckeltsMonistenbund, France does not seem to
have intended the psychobiological Momentn1to rival Monism,
Pscychobiology was not identified as an aspect of the "Monist
League .
Two events of 1919 seem to have altered France's arnbitions with respect to the Monist League, as well as his political sensibilities. In April of 1919, during the Bavarian
Soviet Republic - - for no apparent reason according to the
Frances - - France's Biological Institute was ransacked. A s the
Kropotkinian biocentric Anarchist Gustav Landauer was - - along
with Erich Muhsarn and Ernst Toller - - one of the three leaders
of the Raterepublik in Bavaria, this event seems to have put
to rest any sympathy France may have had for Socialism or
Anarchist bi~centrisrn?~ France must have been resentful
towards Landauer for the lack of discipline and coordination
which allowed his life-work to be so badly damaged?"
The other factor was the precipitous decline in the
popularity among intellectuals of the Monist League during and
after the war, The criticism of Haeckel was two-fold. On the
one hand, anti-materialists such as Adolf Behne saw Haeckel
and Ostwald as arch-Materialists and arch-Positivists, whose
views led to the catastrophe of the Great War. As Behne wrote
in 1916: "heute ist die Naturwissenschaft eines Haeckel, eines
Ostwald, aller Monisten und Positivisten in den denkbar tiefsten Miskredit gekommen.t 1 3 6 5 On the other hand, with the
publication in 1917 of Haeckel' s Kristallseelen, others, such
as France, came to oppose him for his apparent shift towards
mysticism. In a clear reference to Haeckel, in his autobiography France wrote that the "neue NaturphilosophieH which had
enthralled him around the turn of the century, later abandoned
its original goals, and "in die okkultistischen Spekulationen
It j i L

verlief .
By the time of Haeckel's death in 1919 the old
man's eclipse was almost total. France himself, who had a
complex, ambivalent, indeed Oedipal relationship with Haeckel,
was frank concerning the problems he had with his childhood
hero.
Though - - with Monism out of fashion - - after the war
France downplayed it as the context from which he emerged, he
and his disciples saw "objektive Philosophiefl as the heir to
Monismus. Thus, in Fischertsofficial biography of 1924 France
is referred to as a ltMonist,"that same year his conservative
disciple Huberta von Bronsart describes his philosophical
system as a ItnewMonism,l1 and in his 1923 Buch des Lebens,
France refered to it outright as "die wahre Moni~rnus."~~'
With a11 this in mind, France's announcement of his ambitious
"objectiveu or "biocentric" epi~temology,~
his %iological
thinking/ made in 1920 at the meeting of the Schopenhauer
Society, can be interpreted as an attempt to assume the leadership of post -war Monism, i.e. of interwar ~ i o z e n t r i k'''.
Like Haeckel, Prinzhorn and von Uexkiill, France aimed to
popularize biocentric attitudes, both scientific and philosophical. Emphasizing this pedagogical, indeed evangelical
role, no less important a figure of German literature than
Stefan Zweig wrote the following appreciation for the
Festschrift:

Eine von diesen Naturen, einer von diesen bindenden,
ewig lernenden Menschen unserer Zeit ist £fir mich
Raoul France. Er ist in die T i e f e der Welt eingedrungen und hat die in unseren Augen darurn weit
gemacht. Er hat mit f z s t religidser Leidenschaft die
Zusammenhange gefiihlt und ist aus einem bloss Gebildeten ein Bildner geworden. Vielfachste Anregung
geht von seinem Werke und Wesen aus und dem geistigen Erkennen mengt sich hier freudige Ehrfurcht vor
dem letzten unerkennbaren Sein, jene Ahnung der
Gdttlichkeit, die jedes Werk erst wahrhaft der Seele
bedeutend macht. So lehrt er, &en weil er alles
einzelne durchforscht, uns immer wieder die Sehnsucht nach dern Ganzen und schafft den Glaubenlosen
einen neuen Mythos der Welt.369

While an artist or architect of the stature of Zweig was not
included in this Festschrift, France' s importance to the
interwar German avant-garde was significant, and has never
been fully appre~iated."~Even Stanislaus von Moos, who
rightly suggests that France was "probably the most important
inspiration for most European avant-garde artists and architects intrigued by the analogies of natural and technical
form,Itdoes so in a footnote.'" The year before Zweigfs text
appeared, early in 1923, Paul Westheim published a chapter of
France's book on plants as inventors in the influential Berlin
art periodical Das Kunstblatt .17' This publication elicited a
r u s h of interest among international Constructiv-ists living
in Weimar Germany. Lazar El Lissitzky was so enamoured of
France's book B i o s : D i e Gesetze d e r Welt, that he incorporated
ideas from i t into the special issue of Schwitter's journal
Merz he edited, and he sought contact with France?' L a s z l o
Moholy-Nagy began to incorporate France's ideas into his
Bauhaus teaching around the mid twenties, and, as I argue in
Chapter Four, Moholy-Nagy's influential concept of "New
VisionN - - which contributed to the aestheticization of scientific photography in Weimar Germany - - emerged out of his
interest in France's writings. Architectural historian Fritz
Neumeyer has pointed out the importance of France's thought t o
no less importa~ta figure of the history of modern architecture than Mies van der ~ o h e . ~ Indeed,
'~
as we have seen, Mies
was such an ardent admirer of France that he had a standing
order at Karl Nierendorf's bookstore in Berlin for any and all
of France's books.''' and just as Moholy continued to teach
France's principles at the School of Design in Chicago, Mies
t a u g h t France's ideas while he was director of the Bauhaus,
and he continued to collect France's books and teach him in
Chicago while he was working at IIT. In 1926, before he was
appointed director of the Bauhaus, Hannes Meyer placed France
first on a shortlist of latterday [intellectual] saintsm
which included only Einstein, Freud and the French entomol-

ogist Henri Fabre in addition to him.376Friedrich Ebeling,
Thomas Ring, Karel Honzik, E r n 6 Kallai; and possibly Friedrich
Kiessler, Ella Bergrnann-Michel and Hans Erni, were also
affected by France, while as we have seen, Raoul Hausmann
attacked him from a left-wing biocentric per~pective.'~'
Based on hints and suggestions in the cited texts of
Steadman, Elderfield and Nisbet, in Chapter Four I argue that
the discussions around France's writings in the mid-20s gave
rise to what could be termed a "biocentric constructivist^
discourse which sought the legitimation of these artist's
interests in technology and geometric abstract style through
France's biocentric philosophy. This discourse, furthermore,
represented a shift in nature-centric avant-garde artistic
practice which nirrored France's reformation of Monism (i.e.
biocentrism), one from a more romantically-based, Expressionist art to the functionalism of the Neue Sachlichkeit.
France is an instructive example, however, of the ways in
which biocentrism was affected by the political developments
of the interwar period in Germany; there were structural parallels between his thinking and that of National Socialism from
the early twenties onwards; indeed he was a biocentric who
succumbed to what Fritz Stern has termed Wational Socialism
as Temptati~n.~~""ndeed, in his critique of France made in
1923, and his following publication in Die Aktion, Raoul
Hausmann characterized Hitler as "nur ein nebenskhlicher
F a k t o r " beside figures such as France and the NietzscheanChristian pop-philosopher L. C. HSusser, who represent the
humanistisch-wissenschaft~iche... Seite des Nationalsozialismus. ... France als Khung-Tseu-und Schopenhauer-'Vollendert [and Hdusser] sind ... nichts
anderes als die sich selbst f i i r Genies, fcr Gipfel
erklarenden Durchschnittsbiirger, die ... zuviel und
zu wenig wissen, urn sich nicht zwangsliufig als
Ffihrer . . . zu fiihlen und auszubieten ... Volkskaiser
zu werden .379
Hausmann's evaluation was both prophetic and a gross rnisjudgernent of Hitler's potential. But France's relationship with the

far right was - - as in the cases of many biocentrics - - rife
with contradiction. While - - as Hitler - - he may have had
amibitions to be Volksfiihrer, neither France nor his wife
Annie Harrar were Iupurett
Germans, and neither pretended to be.
In fact, both were part Slavic in background; France's mother
being Moravian, and Barrarts father having been the Polish
painter Alexander ~ochaczewski.'~~
France was also part
French and he never hid the fact that he grew up Hungarian.
Both were children of immigrants; Harrar's father emigrated to
Munich from Poland, while France's parents had moved from
their respective Bohemian homes first to Vienna and then to
Budapest. France - - like Klages - - criticized those Nietzschean categories which the Nazis favoured above all for misinterpretation, the ItWill to PowerN and the ~ b e m e n s c hl a, ' and
he expressed his admiration for Nietzsche's concept of "Europeanness." He held German culture in high esteem, indeed he
saw it as central among European cultures, but only while
making it clear that even it was subject to the judgement of
his Mobjective,~
i.e. biocentric ethical standard. In Plasmat i k , France writes:
Der letzte der grossen 'Weimaranert,der freilich
den Geist von Weirnar fortbildete zu seinem 'freien
Europaerturn', Nietzsche, hat dieses vermachtnis wohl
empfunden .... Das Vermkhtnis des Besten, was
Deutschland - - und deutsche Kultur ist das Herz der
Kul turf iiberhaupt (glaubt es mir, d m Mischling aus
drei europaischen Rassen, der ebenso vie1 Recht
hatte, sich Romane wie Slawe zu nennen, wie er sich
mit gleichem Recht als Deutscher bekannt) - - das
Vermachtnis des Besten, was deutsche Kultur hervorgebracht hat, sol1 nun nachgepriift werden mit den
Augen und Kenntnissen der ~irklichkeit.'~~
Though both France and Harrar - - as many associated with
t h e konservativer Revolution - - valorized German culture above
all others, they were also fascinated by non-German cultures
and wrote about them. France's love for Berlin as a city
speaks of his enjoyment of cosmopolitanism383while his book
on Munich written in 1920 contradicted this, reflecting his

anger at his institute being ransacked during the Munich
Soviet of April 1919. Indeed it displays a new-found velkisch
conviction that uncontrolled immigration was a negative factor
in that city's I1organicif
development, which was echoed in
Hitler's disgusted discussion of Vienna's multicultural makeup
a few years later."' By 1921 France was promoting a social
order which though it was (by his own admission) unattainable,
was based on analogies to the flsuccessful~insect societies of
ants, bees and wasps, and was thus uni-racial, i.e. (unlike
himself and his wife), racially
The call of the
self-avowed Mischling for racial purity within Biozonose is a
subject calling for a psychoanalysis I am unable to engage in.
While, like many biocentrics on both the Left and Right
at the time, France supported the concept of Rassenhygienie
and eugenics as means to improve humanity and human society,
he was not - - like Hitler and Rosenberg - - Itracist"in the
Rather
sense of a hierarchy of valuations among the
he was - - like von Uexktill - - a racialist, i.e. he believed in
the construct of "raceN as something both real and valuable.'36 That the Frances' were anti-racist is suggested by
Harrar, who in her memoir criticizes Spengler's view, allegedly communicated to her directly, that the "whiten race was the
only ltcreativeHone. However, she also expressed opposition to
dictatorship in general, and Hitler and the Third Reich in
specific in this memoir, and given her husband's later affiliation with the Nazis (which she fails to mention), it is
possible that these statements were meant as a smokescreen to
divert attention from his Nazi past."'
In 1924, however, on the question of the relative value
of "racesu France was direct: "Gibt es minderwertige Rassen?
Das ware aber keine 'objektive Philosophiel,die sich einfangen liesse von der aus der Luft gegriffenen Behauptung, als
gebe es minderwertige und hljhere Rassen und Vdlker an
s i ~ h . " ~Because
~'
he believed that the culture of.each race
within its Biozdnose was valuable in its own right, each was

also to be valued and maintained in as harmonious, and therefore "pureH way as possible. When his biographer asked him
about his politics, France is reported to have replied with
disquieting emphasis: "Sie fragen nach meiner Politik?
Deutschland den Deutschen, Ungarn den Ungarn, England den
Englandern, Afrika den Afrikanern, - - aber allen ihr Land und
ihre Seele ganz bis zum letzen. tt389
A tfracialistu
rather than a hierarchical "racisttflthen,
France - - also like von Uexkull but unlike Klages - - appears
not to have been anti-Semitic. The fact that France had
admirers of Jewish background such as Zweig, Lissitzky and
Moholy-Nagy suggests that France was at least not openly anti~emitic.'~'He certainly did not object to his books being
published by Ullstein, the most saliently "Jewish" and "cosmopolitan" of the big Berlin publisher^,'^' and indeed by 1920
he had arranged for, or consented to, his books being published in Yiddish and Hebrew, not a common phenomenon at the
time.'" The most direct evidence in his writings of France's
respect for Jewish culture, indeed of his opposition to antiSemitism, is the anecdote "Der Rabbi als ~rzieher,"whose very
title is an ironic comment on Julius Langbehnts 1890 book
Rembrandt als Erzieher, an early document of German v d l k i s c h
Kulturkritzk known for its anti-Semitism.lg3In this passage
of his 1927 autobiography - - part of which appeared in the
1924 Festschrift published for his fiftieth birthday - - France
paints an affectionate portrait of the elderly Moravian Rabbi
who was his Czech relatives1 neighbour, and clearly a grandfather - figure for him:'?'
Am ganz heissen Sornrnernachmittagen sass ich in der
Synagoge rnit ihm. Da war es kfihl, und ein angenehmes
grunes Licht floss von der Garten durch den stillen
R a m . Er las murmelnd hebriiische Bficher, spater
unterrichtete er mich selbst in der wunderlichen
Schrift des alten Wiistenvolkes, und ich lernte die
Thora kennen und bekam allmiihlich eine tiefe Achtung
vor der Besonnenheit und inneren Festigung dieses
patriarchalischen ~udenlebens.~'~

The young France, angry with his own father for not allowing
him to pursue his chosen career, was soon to have a second
Jewish father-figure in his life: As we have seen, at the age
of twenty-two he studied with the microbiologist Ferdinand I.
Cohn in Breslau, an experience which was decisive in the
development of his scientific
Early in the twenties, at the height of his popularity,
France was careful to maintain an image of political neutrality . His biographer writes :'''
Es ist,., ganz selbstverstandlich, dass France zwar
von allen Parteien in Anspruch genomrnen wird, weil
er die edelsten Seiten jeder Partei im Sinne der
Lebenslehre zu den seinem macht, in der Tat aber
keiner Partei angehdren kann; denn seine Einstellung
ist kulturpolitisch, und das heisst aufs Ganze gerichtet; er ist also parteilos. Man hat indessen
wegen seiner Mitarbeit an v6llig rechts und links
gerichteten Blattern auf seine politische Gesinnung
Riicksch:usse siehen zu diirfen geglaubt. Ganz mit
Unrecht. Hier sah und sieht er nur ein Mittel, zum
Volke zu sprechen.
This text can be read as a manifesto of a Brarnwellian ecologistic politics as much as it can be interpreted as a statement of France's attempt to define himself as being outside
politics. What is notable is France's programmatic decision to
publish in both left and right-wing journals in order to reach
as wide a readership as possible.3ggWith this in mind, it is
less surprising that he was received positively by both the
Left and the Right: While Bios: Die Gesetze der We1 t was
reviewed favourably in the Sozialistische Monatshefte, he had
a following among left-wing Jugendbewegten, and he found
admirers among left-wing intellectuals such as Moholy-Nagy,
Lissitzky, Kallai and Hannes Meyer; he was also viewed positively by conservative and velkisch organicists such as Paul
As early
Krannhals, Adolf Wagner and Huberta von ~ronsart."~
as 1924, Krannhals, author of Das organische W e l t b i l d , saw
France as a "Wegweiser z u r vBlkischen ~ u l t u r . ~ ~ "In
' her
account of France's philosophy, the neo-conservative von

Bronsart, after considering all the "alternativesM to what she
perceived to be the cultural chaos of the time (rejecting
Expressionism, materialism, Positivism, neo-Kantianism,Theosophy, the occult, the Jugendbewegung and Anthroposophy in
turn), she asks rhetorically, %her wo ist der ~Qhrer?~'"As
Martin Miillerott has noted, u[France's] Einfluss auf sehr
verschiedenartige Kreise, die in der Biologie ein weltanschauliches Fundament suchten, das ihren Vorlieben und Abneigungen
entgegenkam, war weitreichend, auch solche mit vdlkischen Sympathien ... beriefen sich auf ihn.~'~'As recently as 1982 a
volkisch environmentalist such as Gerhard Tenschert wrote a
glowing appraisal of France, and the MUT-Verlag published a
new edi t ion of France's book Die Entdeckung der ~ e h t a."'
It was the volkisch appraisal of France, however, that
was prophetic. Historian Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn has
uncovered a letter written by France in 1938 to the German
Reichsschriftumskammer which indicates that he was a member of
the National Socialist Party at that point for "years,''and
that he had worked for the Velkische Beobachter before 1933
already."' While one might (just barely) be able to account
for the publications in the notorious V6lkische Beobachter as
part of France's strategy to publish in both left and rightwing journals during the twenties, working for a journal of
this nature is suggestive of hatefully anti-Semitic, rather
than merely or naively v d l k i s c h sympathies.'06 How is one to
make sense of this?
France denied a hierarchy of races in 1924 and published
the decidedly philosemitic "Rabbi als ErzieherN anecdote in
1927, yet France's views were sometimes imperialist, and by
implication, racist. Thus, his defense of cultures throughout
the world in the early twenties had by 1928 shifted to support
for European Imperialist expansionism in thinly-populated
tactido7 In his
parts of the Third World as a llcivilizingm
1934 book Von der Arbeit zum Erfolg, while there is no mention
of Nazism per se, the chapter on America has racist overtones

of Nordic superiority and African-American inferiority. Yet,
there is no hint of anti-Semitism in his discussion of the
Jews of New York, and France includes strong words concerning
the inhumanity of the slavery inflicted on African-Americans
and of the genocide against native Arnerican~.'~~
The clearest indication of specifically Nazi sympathies I
have encountered in his publications of the 30s is contained
in France's acceptance speech after his election to the "Deutsche Biologische Akademie":
Besonders drangt es mich, hier der Deutschen Biologischen Akademie zu Berlin zu gedenken, (sic) die
mir die Ehre antat, mich zu ihrem Mitglied zu wahlent gleichsam als Symbol, fiir wie wichtig dieser
Kreis, der so uneddlich an der Erneuexung des
deutschen Volkes schafft, die Gedanken der BiosPhilosophie halt. Wenn eine angesehene Kerperschaft
bester Manner unserer Zeit diese Gedanken naturgemasser Lebensweise und Lebensschulung als die Grundlage des neuen deutschen Kulturaufbaues aufnimmt und
sie verbreitet, dann ist wohl die Hoffnung begriindet, dass sie auch wirklich zum Leben gelangen und
zu den Grundsteinen gehdren werden, auf denen sich
der Bau der neuen deutschen Kultur erhebt.40g
The references to the construction of a "new German culturen
in the context of Germany in 1934 are unmistakable. Like von
Uexkiill in the second, 1933 edition of his book S t a a t s b i o l o g i e , France was hoping that the National Socialist regime
would realize his dream of an organic, Mharmonious,mb i o c e n tric society. And indeed in 1938 France's concept of Biotechnik was celebrated by Alfred Giessler as W e m a n S~ience.~':"
However, as Wolschke-Buirnahn points out, the context of Franc e ' s 1938 letter is one which suggests tlgewisse,
nicht genauer
bekannte Probleme mit NS-organen.""' Keeping in mind the
anti-Holistic backlash after 1935 and France's apparent lack
of anti-Semitic feeling - - indeed his philo-Semitism - - one
cannot help but speculate t h a t France's problems with the
Party were connected to these factor^.^" It is likely that
like other organicists, France's star would have set by 1938,
and this may have combined with h i s bad health to encourage

him to live on a year-round basis in Dubrovnik."' France's
case is ideal as a demonstration of both the possible unities
and the disconjunctions between biocentrism and National
Socialism, of the complexity of this association. Given his
multifariousness in the 1 9 2 0 ~one
~ cannot interpret either the
centrist-conservative Mies', or the leftist Moholy's, Meyer's
and Lissitzkyts interests in France as constituting sympathies
with volkisch or proto-Fascist thought. It is more convincing
to see them as reflections of their own biocentrisms, and of
the usefulness to them of France's naturalization of technol+.
ogy . '-'
This complex, politically volatile interwar Biozentrik
forms the context for the examination of the aestheticization
of scientific photography as effected through Moholy-Naqy's
"New Vision," the framing of biomorphic Modernism as Bioromantik by Kallai, and the production of biomorphic Modernist art
in general.
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" [c]ontemporary scientists and historians of science have
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the field of biology." Hilde Hein, "The Endurance of the
Mechanism-Vitalism Controversy, Journal of the His tory of
Biology, 5, no. 1 (Spring 1972): 159-61. Since 1972, at the
height the hegemony of Positivist science, the debate has
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264. Quoted by Burnham, in Beyond Modern Sculpture, 56.
265. On Darre and the "Green Nazisr1lsee Bramwell, Blood and
Soil, especially chapter eight. See also Ferry, The New Ecological Order, Chapter Five, ItNaziEcology. " This is not to
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But such an element was equally strong among non-Nazis in the

early 20th century, indeed among everyone affected by Nietzsche's writings, and can therefore not be seen to be an exclusive characteristic of Nazism.
See Harrington, R e e n c h a n t e d Science, Chapter 6 and Proctor, Racial Hygiene, Chapter 8, "The 'Organic Vision' of Nazi
Racial Science.
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267. Paul Brohmer, "The New Biology: Training in Racial Citizenship" (1933) in George L. Mosse, ed., N a z i Culture: Intellectual, Cultural and Social Life i n the Third Reich (New
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269. Pois, National Socialism and the Religion of Nature, 1011, 39, Though Pois is not familiar with the larger geistesgeschichtlich context of biocentrism, he does essentially say
this: What Hitler had done was to wed a putatively scientific
view of the universe to a £ o m of pantheistic mysticism presumably congruent with adherence to 'natural laws.' In this,
he bore a marked resemblance to such Darwinians as Ernst
Haeckel who ... informed their scientific endeavors with large
doses of romanticism. . . . " ( p p . 39-40) Anna Bramwell argues
that National Socialism differed from other European Fascisms
in that they were not nature-centric. Another nature-centric
Fascist movement - - but one which did not achieve political
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influence on British Modernists such as Wyndham Lewis, Ezra
Pound and even D.H.Lawrence. See Bramwell, Ecology in the 20th
Century, Chapter Eight.
270. Pois, National Socialism and the Religion of Nature, 3.
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Holism in Nazi culture in Reenchanted Science, chapter 6. Of
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notion uncomfortable to many: "This being the case, one wonders why so little attention has been paid to the most interesting view that the leading ideologues of Nazi Germany had
with regard to humankind's place in the natural world. It is
the opinion of this writer that outside of the fact that ...
some historians probably do not take this (or ... any) aspects
of Nazi ideology very seriously ... in the character and tone
of the Nazi approach one can readily apprehend ... ele-merits
which demonstrate that, in certain crucial aspects, National
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Unconsciously, perhaps, people are a bit uncomfortable with
this. ( p . 3 5 ) On this topic, see also Ferry, The New Ecologi cal Order, Chapter 4.

271. On France and National Socialism, see below. On Krannhalst organicism and National Socialism, see Juga Krannhalst
Foreword to the second edition of Krannhalsf Das organische
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Nazi involvement in 1933-34, and his subsequent failure to
leave the Party until 1945. See, e.g., Critical Inquiry
(1989). Note that while Prinzhorn was associated with the
Nazis in the early 3 0 s , he did not actually join the Party.

273. Jain, Das Prinzip Leben, 72.

274. Fellmann, Lebensphilosophie, 166. Lessing, a childhood
friend of Klages, was a Jewish biocentric Marxist275. Bramwell shows that National Socialism was unique among

Fascist parties in this respect. She also points out that
Hitler, though a vegetarian and an animal rights supporter,
was not an environmentalist. See Bramwell, Ecology in the 20th
Century, 1 7 3 .
276. Harrington, Reenchanted Science, 19Sff . Bramwell also
writes of this backlash in Blood and Soil. The success of this
backlash calls into question Hitlerts adherence to biocentric
ideals. See also Kluge, Gesellschaft, Natur, Technik, Part 2.
277. Schnadelbach, Philosophy in Germany 1831-1933, 140.
278. Bramwell, Ecology in the 20th Century, 177.
279. Fellmann, Lebensphilosophie, 3 1.
280. Hartmut Nowacki, Zwischen Lebensphilosophie und Stali n i s mus. Philosophische Ansdtze in der Kommunistischen Partei
Deutschlands (1918-1933) (Munich: Profil, 1983). On this
issue, see also Jain, Das P r i n z i p Leben, 71-87, and her
source, Ottmann, "Anti-Lukacs..."
281. Bramwell, Ecology in the 20th Century, 51-2.

282. Kelly, The Descent of Darwin, 93. Even Daniel Gasman had
to deal with the close association between the Monistenbund
and Social Democracy. See Gasrnan, The Scientific Origins of
-

National Socialism, 1 1 3 - 3 4 .
283. Weindling, "Ernst Haeckel and Darwinisrnu~,~
324-5.
284.

Harrington, Reenchanted Science, I88 - 9 3 .

285. Giinter Hecht, spokesman for the Nazi Party's Department
of Race Politics, quoted in Harrington, ~eenchantedscience,
1 9 4 . See Dale Riepe's Introduction to de Grood, Haeckel's
Theory of the Unity of Nature, 10 and Gasman, The S c i e n t i f i c
Origins of National Socialism. Gasman's anachronistic and
ahistorical view of Haeckel is largely reproduced in HansWalter Schmuhl, Rassenhygiene, ~ational
sozialismus, Euthanasie
(Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1987). Schrnuhlts argument,
that Haeckel, who was along with many other prominent intellectuals throughout the Western world (including i n t e r alia,
Magnus Hirschfeld, Carl and Gerhard Hauptmann, see Schmuhl,
g o ) , a eugenicist, was the forrunner o f - ~ a z i
euthanasia policies, is contradicted by his own conclusion that "Das Euthanasie programm war kein genuin nationalsozialistisches Phgnomen," and that
Genesis der 'Euthanasie' war nicht auf
einen zentral gesteuerten, planrationalen Entscheidungsprozess
zuriickzufdhren, sondern auf die spontane Improvisation, die
sich im Spannungsfeld von Kompetenzkonflikten zwischen konkurrierenden Herrschaftstragern entwickelten." (pp. 3 6 9 - 7 0 ; on
this question, see especially Proctor, Racial Hygiene. As
Proctor notes, "1 do not want to leave the impression that
'racial hygiene' [i.e. eugenics] was a movement that wholly
endorsed the rise of Nazism. A s is true in the case of American eugenics, there were important figures within the German
movement who rejected Nordic supremacy, and these people
suffered to some extent under the Nazis .... [Nlot paying
sufficient attention to the Nordic question [was] ... a common
Nazi criticism of the eugenics movement . . . . Differences
between racist and nonracist versions of racial hygiene continued to appear from time to time in both the medical and
popular press, even after the rise of the Nazis." (p. 29)
Presumably because of an unspoken defence of his own Marxist
position, Schmuhl downplays the very strong relations of the
Monistenbund to Social Democracy and the eugenicist component
in Social Democracy and Marxism itself, indeed the powerful
Soviet eugenics movement, (see Proctor, 58) and tends to see,
like ~asrnan,the Monist movement as exclusively a rightist,
proto-Nazi organization - - a position absurd in light of
overwhelming evidence. "Die pseudosozialistische Phraseologie
in den Schriften ftihrender Rassenhygieniker darf nicht dariiber
hinwegtiiuschen, dass der Sozialdarwinismus der Sozialdemokratie den tSozialaristokratismus'entgegensetzte.I1 ( p . 75) The
fact is that as part of the biologism of the time, the eugenics movement crossed all political boundaries, just as the
push for euthanasia does today. One of Schrnuhltsmost obvious
errors is the assumption which seems to underly his discourse,
that all followers of the MbioorganismicN social metaphor were
to the
Social Da,rwinists, a movement which gave impetus
eugenicist movement. (See, e.g., pp. 29-30. On Haeckel, Monism, eugenics and euthanasia, see pp. 31ff.l Schmuhl exaggerated Haeckelts role in the connection between eugenics and
euthanasia, even though it was the Swiss doctor Alfred Ploetz

who first made it, and as Schmuhl himself notes, Haeckel
barely addressed the issue: "Die Euthanasieidee stand aiso im
Einklang mit der von Haeckel vertretenen naturalistischen
Moralphilosophie. Dass er dennoch darauf verzichtete, die
Freigabe 'erbpflegerisch begriindeter Kindestdtungent expressis
verbis zu verlangen, war auf ein spezifisches Desinteresse
zuriickzufiihren, das auf seinem Vertrauen auf die regulativen
Mechanismen innerhalb des Evolutionsprozesses beruhte." ( p .
33) On this controversy, see also Bowler, The Non-Darwinian
Revolution, 189.
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CHAPTER THREE

Biocentrism and Modernism in Early Weimar Germany:
The Context and Roots of Moholy-Nagyls~iocentricPedagogy
Tragedy irradiates ... a Dionysiac condition, tending toward the shattering of the individual and his
fusion with the original Oneness. (Nietzsche 1872)'
Monism ... recognizes one sole substance in the universe, which is at once "God and natureH; body and
spirit (or matter and energy) it holds to be inseparable. (Haeckel 1 8 9 9 ) ~
Auf die Epoche physikalisch-chemischer Weltbetrachtung, die zum Materialismus fuhrte, folgt jetzt naturgemass die biologische Weltbetrachtung. (Behne
1916)

In all the arts, the notion of "naturen has never
had any other meaning except that the artist and his
work are themselves part of nature. (Taut 1916)'
Die grosse Errungenschaft des neuen Zeitgeistes ist
das biologische Denken. (Stadelmann 1916)=
Im Kosmos der Einheit ist der Leib n i c h t mehr Tempe1
der Gottheit, sondexn ihr Kbrper. Leib und Seele
sind gleichen Grundes Wurzel, sind eins. Wir kennen
nicht einen geisteshaften Inbegriff einer leibhaftigen Welt .... Wir sind G o t t . . . . Der ruhende, zustandliche Mensch lebt seine Einheit mit dem Kosmos.
(Lucia Schulz 1919)
Was ist neu auf dieser Erde? Die Antwort: Ausschliesslich die Erde selbst, die fiber alle, angeblich unumstijsslichen Wahrheiten der Menschen hinaus,
uns zwingt, ihrer Atmosphare zu folgen. Der Mensch
ist eine Form der Erd-AtrnosphZre,die er weder mit
dem Logos noch mit dem ethischen Gesetz zu zwingen
vermag, sich vor ihm selbst aufzuschliessen. (Hausmann 1921)'
The unity of a work of art is manifest in its wholeness and in the total interdependence of its 'form
and content.' That is to say, this 'dependencef is
merely a Dualist fiction, because for me 'form and
contentr are one. (Moholy-Nagy 1 9 2 2 )
The artist cannot do without his dialogue with
nature, for he is a man, himself of nature, a piece
of nature and within the space of nature. (Klee 192315

Die Natur ist eine sch6ne Sache. (Hausmann 1921)i "
Es gibt nur eine, in sich gegensatzliche Einheit der
Natur. / Ein neues einheitliches grosses Weltbild
muss daher allen Dualismus beseitigen .... (Hausmann
1924) "

If you can see the essence of a work of art then it
appears to you . . . as a unity ... as a thing that
grows out of itself .. and which does not differ in
essence from other ... entities in Nature. (Schwitters 1 9 2 7 ) : 2

Our work is not ... a system for acquiricg cognition
of nature, it is a limb of nature ... (Lissitzky
1924)

''

. . .even lemons fall to their knees before the beauty
of nature. (Arp 1925-26)14
i pump nature, you pump art. (Arp 1931)15

The view of the utopian avant-garde as always being antithetical to the "naturalo1is persistent in the literature. As
Patricia Railing notes, "To claim nature as the source of art
... and machine no more than a tool is unusual in the writings
of the avant-garde."16Stephen Mansbach articulates this view:
Mondrianls [antipathy t o green] though idiosyncratic
and hyperbolic, was representative of the disdain in
which progressive artists held nature .... This
rejection of nature was ... two-fold: as artists,
they felt that nature (physis) was impotent as an
inspiration and a model for creative production, and
as individuals ... they rejected n a t u r e as an irrational force lying outside man's control .... Nature
seemed to foster an irresponsible cult of the individual and it appeared to sanction an indefensible
belief in a natural social hierarchy. This ...
resulted inexorably in war, class stratification and
alienation.... [Nleeded to redress these prevailing
tragic conditions was an anti-natural art that would
prepare mankind for future integration with society,
environment and self.''
Mansbach cites Naum Gabo as an artist whose "rejection of
nature and naturalism was, like that of his contemporaries
[Lissitzky, Moholy-Nagy' Gropius], seemingly absolute." Focus-

ing on Moholy-Nagy, Mansbach continues: "Like so many others,
Moholy turned to the machine as both model, and inspiration
for a non-natural art that would lead men inevitably to a
sublime social and spiritual harmony." Mansbach, part of whose
difficulty lies in his conflation of "natureM and "naturalism,Itintuits the contradictory character of his argument when
he writes that "[£lor Moholy, as for most of the utopian artists early in the century, abstract art was perceived, paradoxically, as leading to the fulfillment of man's deepest biological and social nature, once abstraction had overcome the
tragedy of nature...."18 Complicating Andreas Haus' critique
of positions such as Mansbach's, that "die technikbewusste
Avantgarde keineswegs die Natur hasste, sondern nur die sentimentale bourgeois Naturromantik," I solve Mansbach's paradox
by arguing that rather than "abjuring nature," some of these
artists sought its authority in realizing their aims."
Mansbach's work is emblematic of a shortcoming in art
history, which by virtually ignoring the early 20th century
biocentric discourse has failed to contextualize modernist
culture. While his arguments are pertinent to Mondrian and Van
Doesburg, they are incorrect with respect to Moholy-Nagy and
El Lissitzky. In the case of artists such as Paul Klee, Franz
Marc and Wassily Kandinsky, who employ a conventional vocabularly when discussing nature, their biocentrisrn marks them as
tangential to the mainstream. Since the contemporary context
is unknown, this interest is explained as an anomaly, as a
direct outgrowth of Romanticism, or as an uoccultH phenomenon.
Thus it is the science historian Peter Bowler who recognized
what art historian Mark Roskill has not: their writing demonstrates that Klee and Kandinsky were not mere nature enthusiasts or occultists, rather, they were "influenced by the
mystical aspects of
Education historian Eleanor
Jain has put together a list of artists, including Marc, Klee
and Kandinsky, who exhibited the concerns and vocabulary of
~ebensphilosophie in their texts .21 As for artists such as

Moholy-Nagy, Mies van der Rohe and El Lissitzky, whose language concerning nature is unfamiliar and whose styles of
artistic production are orthogonal, their concerns with nature
and the organic have been ignored or denied. It is a rare
occurence that art historian Timothy Benson should recognize
that "monists made science more palatable to artists like
[Johannes] Baader and [Raoul] Hausmann by seeking to
reintegrate the apparently displaced man described in mechanistic doctrines of nature.1122
while unfamiliar with biocentrism, Railing is unique in pointing out the pervasiveness of
organic discourse to the avant-garde, which "runs, sometimes
like a trickle, sometimes like a torrent, through [it] . . .
from the early Cubo-Futurist days to the late 1 9 2 0 ~ . " ~ ~
Someone as close to Moholy-Nagy as his wife Sibyl, however,
unequivocally recognized him to be a vitalist, and Moholy's
friend, the art critic E r n 6 Kallai, interpreted the history of
Modernist art in 1931 as a reaction to technology and a
retreat into "nature."'"
In this chapter I take strategic soundings of early 20th
century German culture and find that biocentrism was inherent
to the Jugendbewegung, to Activism, to Berlin Dada, to the
GlSserne Kette, to the communard movement and to the Bauhaus.
These having formed the contexts in which Moholy-Nagy operated, it becomes less eccentric to suggest that Moholy-Nagyfs
pedagogical project w a s at base biocentric. In Chapter Four I
argue that his New Vision, which aestbeticized scientific
photography, making it accessible, was itself a resultant of
the biocentric Constructivist discourse inspired by Raoul
France's biocentric philosophy.
1. Biocentrism, the Jugendbewegung and the Weimar Avant-garde

a. The Youth Movement and Biocentrisrn
In his anti-Haeckel polemic, Daniel Gasman argues that
Haeckelian Monism was an important component of the German

Youth Movement. Jfirgen Wolschke-Bulrnahn has drawn attention to
the environmental consciousness central to this Jugendbewegung?
For example at the llHoheMeissner," the 1913 founding
meeting of the Wandervogel offspring, the Freideu tsche J u g e n d ,
one of the most acclaimed speeches was Ludwig Klagest "Mensch
und Erde,llan early call for ecological balance and environmental pre~ervation.~~
Ulrich Linse holds that this talk must
be considered as "einer der ganz grossen Manifeste der radikalen 0kopax-~ewegungin De~tschland.~~'
Klages railed against
the ones who "in blinder Wut die eigene Mutter, die Erde,
verheeren ..., bis alles Leben und schliesslich sie selbst dem
Nichts Gberliefert [sind].n 2 3 Anna Bramwell has observed that
Klages' text Ifcontainsmost of the themes of today's ecologists; that matriarchy is better than patriarchy, that numberless animal species have been exterminated by man, that the
fur and feather trade is wicked, that civilisation and Kultur
kills the spirit, that economics is opposed to real values.N25
Crucial here is that the Youch Movement did not consist merely
of hikers imbued with a nationalistic sense of the depths of
Natur and W a l d ; of Blut und Boden.
Already the first Wandervogel generation was strongly
affected both by Nietzsche's anti-anthropocentrism and by
Haeckel' s populist nature-centric Monist manifesto Die Welt ratsel, first published in 1899.~' While the writings of
Darwin, Haeckel, and other natural scientists produced the
medium within which Nietzsche's mutating radicalism could
coagulate, his powerful, poetic articulation of the consequences of positivist science's disenchantment of the world in
turn affected Haeckel's thought, or at least the way in which
Haeckells "naturaln morality - - his opposition to religion and
later to the concept of "God," his focus on the earth and its
life - - were received. Some of the keener of the Wandervogel
would then have followed the emergence of the Monistenbund in
1906. In the teens and early twenties, as the Jugendbewegung
coalesced, there emerged a genuine environmentalist conscious-

ness out of the Nietzschean, nature-centric neo-Romanticism of
the Monist movement and the Wandervogel wave.
b. Youth Movement and Avant-Garde
i. Nietzsche and Marc
This Youth Movement was linked to the German avant-garde,
whose great pre-war hope, Franz Marc, was thoroughly - - and
famously biocentric. Because of his anti-anthropocentrism,
interest in the natural sciences, his critique of bourgeois
morals, and his affirmation of the importance of art, furthermore, Nietzsche was another common denominator:
What Nietzsche sowed, Expressionism reaped. Like
him, Expressionist artists participated in the scientific learning of their age and yet opposed its
materialism and its positivism .... [They] . . . not
only read Nietzsche, but also followed the latest
developments in the sciences ... and pseudo-sciences
of their day. 'Charles Kessler has demonstrated the (Dionysian) "yearning for
a deeper emotional bond with the wellsprings of nature" among
the Expressionists and has detailed their links with the
Reformbewegung, including the Youth Movement, F r e i k B q e r k u l tur, and the Naturheilbewegung," August Wiedmann has pointed
out that "Expressionist art and literature were permeated by
[a] titanic striving for wholeness.t 1 3 3 Corona Hepp, Janice
Schall, Eleanor Jain, Donald Gordon, and Werner Kindt have
referred to the parallels and links between Nietzschean thinking, the Bauhaus, Lebensphil osophie, Expressionism, and the
Reformbewegung, including the Youth Movement and the Wandervogel. As with Henry van de Velde, Marc, Edvard Munch, Max
Beckrnann, Otto Dix, Adolf Behne and Bruno Taut, such ties are
evident in the cases of the future Eauhaus professors Klee,
Kandinsky, Herbert Bayer, Oscar Schlemmer and Johannes Itten.34Salomo Friedlander, Hausmam and Baader's 1915 plans
entitle a journal "Erde" echoed Klagest "Mensch und ErdeN
speech of 1913.3s
Marc's affinity to the nature-centric aspect of the
2 .

R e f o m b e w e g u n g is particularly evident. He wrote of his desire

to heighten his "feelings for the organic rhythm of all
things, to achieve pantheistic empathy with the throbbing and
flowing of nature's bl~odstream."~~
Soon after his death in
1916 Klee wrote that "He responds to animals as if they were
human. He raises them to his level... . In Marc, the bond with
the earth takes precedence over the bond with the universe.""
As Goldwater articulates it, "Marc's purpose ... is to express
a pantheistic conviction, to convey the underlying harmony of
the universe, lost by modern man, in symbolic canvases 'that
belong on the altars of the coming spiritual religion.mf38
That this llreligionM- - like Haeckelts "Monistic Religionu - had Natur as its focus, is made evident through Marc's
iconography in which animals function both as guardians of our
deep connection to the natural realm, and as potential victims
of this realm's violation by our technologized society.
Writing of Marc's 1911 painting Der Stier, Kallai states that
the animal "scheint erst im Keime seines Wesens zu leben, in
jenen NaturgrCnden, in denen alle Gesch6pfe verwandschaftlich
beisammen liegen."'' (Fig. 3-1) The curvilinear forms and
their tendency towards central compositions and abstraction,
were among the most important premonitions of the biomorphic
Modernist style of the 20s and 30s.
Neo-Vitalist ideas were so widespread that when discussing the content of the Berlin Dadaist periodical Die freie
Strasse, Timothy Benson refers to " t h e usual Bohemian staples
of Nietzsche, Bergson, Simmel, Strindberg, Whitman, Dostoevsky.. . . w ' G But after Die WeltrStsel and the founding of the
Monistenbund, it is insufficient to characterize this yearning
for "lifeH and "unityN as merely romantic. At that time the
yearning for wholeness and the revival of the vitalist/pantheist idea of a universal force in nature were related to the
neue Naturphilosophie, to Monism and Neo-Vitalism; to fin - d e siecle biocentrism."

ii. Haeckel
More direct links can be pointed to between Haeckel and
the avant-garde. Haeckel's publication of the album K u n s t f o r men der Natur in 1899 was intended to offer artists the hitherto largely untapped F o r m e n w e l t of the microscopic and the
undersea as inspiration or as model, one which would result in
art that would induce a moral appreciation in the viewer of
the value of nature:
The remarkable expansion of our knowledge of nature,
and the discovery of countless beautiful forms of
life ... have awakened ... a new aesthetic sense ...
and thus given a new tone to painting and sculpture. . . . [Elxpedi tions . . . brought to light an
undreamed abundance of new organic form^...'^
Kunstformen der Natur had a profound effect on fin-de-siecle
artists and architects - - particularly in Munich - - such as
the Swiss Hermann Obrist and the German August ~ndell."
iii. Hausmann and Berlin Dada
Less recognized is the influence exercised on avant-garde
artists by Haeckel's Monism during and after the First World
War. For example, among the Berlin Dadaists both Hausmann and
Baader were enthusiastic Haeckelians. As Benson explains
Hausmannfs position at the time, he attempted what the Monistenbund itself essayed, that is "a consistent pursuit of a
synthesis of the conflicting tendencies associated generally
with reconciling Lebensphilosophie and Positivism .... Hausmann's anti-anthropocentrisrn is in accord with many of the
Idealist and Romantic responses to Kant's exploration of
experience ...ll'" Indeed Hausmann acted as a conduit between
Monism and the Berlin avant-garde scene of the early 1920s' as
his biocentric Anarchist attack on Raoul France in 1923-24
demonstrate^.'^ By 1922, as is evident from the passage quoted
at the start of this chapter, for H ~ u s ~ ~ M ' sfriend Moholy~ ~ a bad word.
Nagy, " D ~ a l i s r nwas

iv. Glaserne Kette
A particularly salient example of relations between
Monism, emergent interwar biocentrism, and the avant-garde, is
that of the Glaserne Kette architects: Bruno Taut, Hermann
Finsterlin, Wenzel Hablik, the Luckhardt brothers, Hausmann's
friend Jefim Golyscheff, and their supporter Adolf Behne were
deeply bio~entric.'~Like his friend Rudolf Steiner, Taut
combined occultism with his biocentric ideas, which were
expressed through both vitalmystisch writings and an adherence
to Kropotkinian anarchismOi7In the passage of 1916 quoted
above we witness Taut's view of humanity as part of nature.
That same year Behne cried that Wunst ist niemals etwas
anderes als Natur!" and Finsterlin said simply that Itthe
In his
architecture of man is a biogenetic phen~rnenon.""~
critical writings Behnels obsessive concern with "unityM is
typically Monist, while in his Glass Chain letters Wassily
Luckhart expressed an Ostwaldian Monist W e l t a n s c h a w n g : " T h e
striking thing in ,.. natural phenomena is the consciousness
of that great unity in nature, which reveals itself to the eye
as the sum of all those infinitely many single motifs of
homogenous or similar type, which are all subject to one and
the same perceptible law of movement.tt49
Taut begins his 1919
manifesto with the Monist-Vitalist declaration that he and his
group are "Suchende nach der Kunst; denn die Kunst, die eins
ist mit dem Leben, diese Kunst gibt es nicht. l t S 0
One can understand how the crystal, a central metaphor of
the Glzserne Kette, could be seen as organic, since for Haeckel and the Monists, crystals - - ensouled like plants and
animals - - linked the animate and inanimate orders of unified
Being." Thus Wassili Luckhardt, anticipating France's
"technical Grundformenn of nature writes, "In going back to
original forms [Urformen] is it not possible to reach basic
architectural elements, which in their invisible power of
expression could convey the impression of earthgrown creation?
After all, stones, plants, etc., are built up out of primeval

crystals.H52For Finsterlin, however, it was not the crystal
that was the U r f o r m , but Haeckel's primeval slime, out of
which life generated itself spontaneously.j3 In the design of
Wenzel Hablik, the biotic and the crytalline merged into an
indivisible, stylistic whole.j4 In Finsterlin and Wassili's
brother Hans, there were direct links between Monism and
Taut's circle: while Hans discussed Mach's theory with Ostwald, Haeckel's son Walter was Finsterlinfs friend. In fact
Finsterlin was retained to paint a portrait of the father for
the museum established in 1920 in the "Villa Medusa," Haeckel's house in Jena, after his death in 1919.''
v. Adolf Behne
The Heinrich Wolflin-trained art historian Behne was the
theorist and critical supporter of the Gldserne Kette. He was
involved in the biocentric discourse, well-versed in Haeckelian/Ostwaldian Monism, as well as in the emergent biocentric
was unequivocal concerning the biocentcritique of it.'"e
rism of Hermann Finsterlin, even in the mid twenties, during
the period of the "Ringn: "Wollen wir ... sehen, bis zu welcher letzten Konsequenz ein romantisch-pantheistischgefarbter
Funktionalismus f t i h r t , so betrachten wir am besten die Entw i i r f e Hermann Finsterlins ... die Annaherung des Hauses an
Formen der organischen, der wachsenden Nat~r."~'
In an article
of 1916 entitled "Biologic und Kubisrnusw and published in the
Activist journal Die Tat, Behne argued that the biocentric
theorist Jakob von Uexkdll' s model concerning organic
development in nature should be applicable t o artistic production even if von Uexktill himself opposed Expressionism, and
that with the decline in authority of the Monistenbund due to
its Ynaterialism,~artists should turn from Haeckel and Ostwald to von Uexkiill and his book Bausteine zu einer b i o l o g i schen We1 tanschauung f o r guidance: "Besonders bei der j ungen
Generation, die sich heute urn eine Erneuerung d e r Kunst und
der Kultur bemiiht, sollte das sch4ne Buch begeisterte Aufnahme

finden."'"
similar scenario would play itself out in the
case of Weimar avant-gardists who came to champion Raoul
France's post-Monistenbund biocentrism, despite France's
dislike of avant-garde art.
Later Behne added Das Problem der exzentrischen Empfindung to his list of recommended books, in which Ernst Marcus
developed the psychovitalist L e . psychobiological) views of
Kant, Gustav Fechner, Ernst Mach and Richard Avenarius (whence
Raoul France's position derived) to an extreme conclusion
similar to that of Jakob von Uexktill, whereby the perceiving
subject was actively involved in the constitution of reality.
In Marcust view, light itself was an organic product of the
brain, rather than an emanation from, or reflection of, the
perceived object.'' To understand the full effect that this
position had on the Zerlin avant-garde, it is worth looking at
its reception by another of its members. Marcust psychobiology
was understood in a radical manner by his student, Hausrnann's
and Baader's associate, Salomo Friedlander,
[dass] nicht ... unser Anschauungsvermogen sich nach
den Dingen, sondern umgekehrt die Dinge sich nach
unserem AnschauungsvermZjgen richten. Die gesamte
Zeit, der gesamte Raum sind Organe unseres Ich,
dessen Logik, dessen Vernunft- und Verstandsgesetze,
dessen gesetzgebender Geist sich zur Natur nicht
empfangend und erleidend, sondern dermassen tatig
und gebend verhiilt, dass erst durch diese seine
Tatigkeit die Natur zur Natur ~ i r d . ~ '
Thus, in his book Die Wiederkehr d e r Kunst, a von Uexkiillianbiocentric and Marcuslan-psychovitalist manifesto, Behne
refined his definition of nature:
Schdnheit ist nicht weiter zu definieren als: "das
von gdttlichen, kosmischen Formungswillen GeformteM
.... Schijnheit umgibt uns auf dem Stern Erde in dem,
was wir gewijhnlich meinen, wenn wir von der "NaturN
sprechen. Nach dem mangelhaften und unklaren Sprachgebrauch ist alles, schlechthin alles Natur. Aber
ernpfindungsgemiss ist die Natur doch wohl das einheitliche Erlebnis der alles auffangenden Sinne,
jenes Erlebnis, in welchem das spezifisch Menschliche schweigt, in welchem der Mensch ein Splitterchen der Welt wirdO6'

The organicism of the Gliiserne Kette is made clear by
Benne, who - - echoing Kandinsky - - maintained that "das Kunstwerk ist ein geistiger Organismus,l1 and that [t]he contemplation of the roots is especially important for us. Our works
must grow organically out of the simple primitive cell.9162
This organicism is also evident in Hans Luckhardtts statement
that T h e building must be so formed that it creates the same
inner unity with the earth and sky that the tree does.""
Hablik commanded simply "Glaubt nur an die Natur! Ehret ihre
~esetze!"" Indeed Klages' critique of human G e i s t is present
in the writings of the Glzserne Kette. In 1918, echoing France
and Klages, Behne wrote:
Natur bleibt uns das einheitliche reine Sinnenerlebnis des Menschen. In diesem Erlebnis ... schweigt
das spezifisch Menschliche, der Mensch wird zu einem
Splitterchen des Kosmos. Und diese tiefe wunderbare
Einheit des Menschen mit der Welt, dieses Erlebnis,
das wir Natur nennen, wird zerstdrt durch das Wirken
des Geistes .... Die Natur ist das Prinzip der Einheit, der Geist das Prinzip der Scheid~ng.'~
Given Behnels and Taut's role in the "Ring," the Modernist
architectst group emergent from Miest and Haring's studio in
1923-24, it seems reasonable to suggest that the move from the
Expressionist biomorphism of the Glass Chain to the orthogonal
Modernism of the Ring was a stylistic shift which - - like the
analogous transformation occuring within the biocentric discourse - - left the architectst nature-centrism intact. With
Behne and Taut in the leadership of the A r b e i tsra t fiir Kunst,
the Novembergxuppe, and the Glass Chain; and with Hausmann and
Baader at the core of Berlin Dada; biocentrism was endemic to
the German post-war, post-Expressionist avant-garde.
2. Moholy-Nagy, Lebensreform and Biocentrism
Out there - - war. Here its thunder dully thuds.
A bird chirps and the myriad sounds and
Fleeting hues of gossamer life rise.
The swallow flies, the fork-tailed swallow!
The shadow's violet silk spreads out.
A thrush's whistling like gurgling gold

Honey flows from the rotten rind
And the delicate seed bursts
Fruitful and happy.
Clouds, those marvellous plants of my life,
Float in blue froth and flower
Their wispy petals on high,
As if on a velvet gown of some maiden's dream.
(Moholy-Naqy,l1Forest.May. War/' 1 9 1 8 ) ~ ~
As we shall see, Moholy-Nagy continued Haeckel's - - and
France's - - project of making the natural imagery of scientific research available to artists. In the late 20s, through
his New Vision, he effected the aestheticization of this
scientific imagery in Weimar Germany. This process made the
biomorphic Formenwelt - - an important factor for the development of biomorphic Modernism as a style - - readily available
to interwar artists. I argue that like Haeckelrs and France's
aesthetics, Moholy's New Vision was rooted in his biocentrism.
We have seen that International Constructivists such as
Moholy-Nagy have been characterized to be "anti-naturalMand
ntechnocentric.u As we shall see in Chapter Four, however,
there was in Russia an "Organic ConstructivismM present most
strongly in the work of Vladimir Tatlin and Lazar El Lissitzky. By introducing Moholy-Nagy into the discussion, I wish to
initiate thorough treatment of the work of an International
Constructivist within the context of biocentrism. I will argue
that Moholy's oeuvre - - like Hausmann's - - drew from a wide
range of intellectual and artistic sources, but was both
formed and directed by a normative biocentrism. As Floris
Neusfiss has written (without employing the requisite terminology) : "Moholy-Nagywar ein spiritueller Materialist, der
grosstm6gliche Gegensatze in Harmonie zusammenzufiigen suchte."" I wish to expand on the view Haus expressed in his 1978
study of Moholyfs photography:
aberspitzt liesse sich ausdrtcken, dass Moholys
praktische wie theoretische Arbeit komplementZre
Aspekte eines Dritten sind, das als rnetakhstlerische, pzdagogisch orientierte uLebensphilosophien
mit dem Ziel erscheint, den Menschen zu einem be-

reicherten und aktiven Genuss seiner modernen Lebenswel t zu f iihren.
While I take Haus's punning use of "LebensphilosophieH more
literally than he does, and while our approaches differ, our
agreement (along with Alain Findeli) that the core of MoholyNagyts project was a normative-pedagogical one, forms the
basis for this line of research on him. As Sibyl Moholy-Nagy
wrote in her biography of Laszlo, "The most important contribution the Bauhaus years made to Moholy's development was his
acceptance of teaching as a life task.... He discovered che
unity of doing and being, the organic oneness of living soundly and producing creatively. This became the keynote of his
teaching
And in a direct reference to one of Moholy' s most important sources, Raoul France, she wrote, "He
accepted the sharing of his life as biological law because it
was bios - - the interaction of vital impulses, that stimulated
man to work for his emotional fulfillment.1t69
Accordingly, I
begin this discussion by placing Moholyfs early emigre years
in Germany, those he spent with his first wife Lucia Schulz,
into their proper context of the German Youth Movement, specif ically the Freideutsche Jugend, which as we have seen had a
biocentric component. An exposition of the biocentric basis of
Moholy's pedagogy and aesthetics of New Vision follows.
a. The Hungarian Background

As is evident in Moholy's poem "Forest. May. War.It,not
only was he a Pacifist by the waning months of his military
service in 1918, he was also a keen observer of nature. Also,
as his review that same year of the Budapest poet ~ r p a dGarami's poems about a boy's sexual awakening illustrates, Moholy
was familiar with the discourses of Bergsonisme and Naturroman tik: llErnployinga cosmic vision [Garami] trans£o m s the
sterile lover into the purposive, creative Earth, that the
curse might finally be lifted. This self-redemptive and selfconsoling feeling is manifest little by little in the desire

for a mythic union with nature."" Moholy's familiarity with
German and American nature romanticism would have derived from
his education in the German classics - - he won a German translation prize in high school - - and his close friendship with
the critic Ivan Hevesy, an early translator of Walt Whitman's
-.
poetry." Moholy's acquaintance - - rather than familiarity - with Bergson's ideas, would have originated in at least two
sources.'2 First, Moholy's literary mentor during his early
creative years (when his ambitions were more literary than
artistic) was the important Modernist poet Mihaly Babits, who
was among the first to write about Bergson in Hungary."
Second, during the war, Moholy was, along with many others of
his generation of Budapest intellectuals, a participant in the
Galilei Kdr [Galileo Circle], a kind of open intellectual
forum at Budapest University. Not only was Valeria Dienes - Bergson's student in Paris and the translator of his works
into ~ungarian - - a member of the Circle, but Bexgson was a
frequent topic of conversation in it." Indeed historian
Istvan Hermann sees the influence of Bergson as having been
second only to that of Nietzsche in early-20th-centuryHungarian philosophy.''
Furthermore, through his involvement with Lajos Kassakts
Budapest activist^ movement in 1918-19, Moholy-Nagy was
exposed to Monism and the Anarcho-Pacifism of German Activism,
a movement founded by Kurt ~iller.'~
Counting among its supporters the writer Kurt Pinthus, the editor F r a n z Pfemfert and
the education reformer Gustav Wyneken, German Activism was
part of the Reformbewegung, which was just then having a
decisive effect on the Budapest avant-garde.77Jlilia Szab6
refers to Wolfgang Paulsents 1934 dissertation in which he
held that Activism was in general an outgrowth of Expressionism, and that its ideological roots lay in turn-of-the-century
Lebensphilosophie, particularly in the thinking of Nietzsche
and Bergson." Whyte points out that Hiller's main source in
his Activist program was his professor Georg Simmel's Lebens-

philo~opie.'~The links between Anarcho-Pacifism and Activism

were strong. Whyte specifies the effect German and Russian
Anarchists and Pacifists such as Gustav Landauer, Peter Kropotkin and Mikhail Bakunin had on it.'' Szabo has also written
of the direct influence that Monist scientists such as Ostwald
'' Moholy' s "Light
and Mach exercised on Hungarian ~ctivisrn.
VisionsN text - - supposedly a product of his convalescence in
1917 - - displays an awareness of Ostwaldian "EnergeticistM
Monism. If his notebook entry of 15 May 1919 is accurately
dated and translated, then his references in it to %iological
happiness," the projection of his own "vitality," and his
project to Itgive life as a painter," constitute further
Like t h e
evidence of a grounding in the Vitalist disc~urse.~'
Budapest Activists around Kassak and his journals A Tett [The
deed] and Ma [Today], with whom Moholy was associated, the
German Activists combined Leftist politics, Pacifism,
Lebensphilosophie, Monism and Vitalism with an enthusiasm for
Whitman and Expressionist aesthetics." As we have seen, by
1 9 2 2 , "Dualismtt
was for Moholy, a Schimpfwort.
b . Freideu tsche Jugend

Thus when Moholy landed in Berlin in mid-March of 1920,
and encountered Quakers and members of the German Youth Movement such as Hans Harmsen, Reinhold Schairer, Friedrich Vorwerk and Lucia Schulz, he was receptive to or familiar with
the utopian Activism, the lebensrefomisch practices, and the
biocentrism he encountered in their circles.84Hans Harmsen, a
young medical student quartered at St. Joseph's Hospital in
Berlin found Moholy-Nagy soon after his arrival in Berlin at
the Hospital's porter's lodge, suffering from pneumonia.
Harmsen nursed Moholy back to health. But not only was Harmsen
a Good Samaritan; he was an aesthete, who - - along with his
medical studies - - had attended Heinrich W61fflints last
lectures in Munich. He was happy to receive artworks as gifts
of thanks, and one of Moholyts largest and most impressive

portraits can now be identified as being of the young Harmsen.
(Fig. 3-2) Later Hamsen, who became an internationallyrespected specialist in public health, population, and family
planning policy, built up a significant collection of works by
artists such as Ferdinand Hodler, Kathe Kollwitz, Christian
Rohlfs, and particularly Ernst Barlach.''
In addition to his medical and artistic interests, Harmsen - - a former Wandervogel - - was active during 1920 in the
Bundische Jugend, the movement which developed out of the
Freideutsche Jugend in the late teens, and he was in the
It is therefore safe to assume
student parliament as
that i t was Harmsen who put Moholy-Nagy in touch with the
lawyer Reinhold Schairer (1887-1971),economic director of the
Deutsche Studentenschaft, a student aid organization emergent
from the Jugendbewegung.''
In March of 1920 Schairer had recently come to Berlin
from Copenhagen, where he had acted as director of the Deutsche Sonderausschuss fur Kriegsgefangenhilfe in association
with the German Red Cross.8eSchairer continued his relief
work in Berlin through the Studentenschaft by assisting with
feeding and housing the students who had returned from the
front. As he did not have the material means to help needy
students himself, Schairer enlisted a group of English Quakers
in Berlin to help set up a soup kitchen in association with
the Studentenschafttsclub on Breitestrasse in the city
centre. Starting in May of 1920, 125 students were served
daily there, and with the help of the municipal authorities,
the daily capacity increased to 750.a9 Moholy must have eaten
at this centre after its establishment; these were the "Quaker
rationsmmSibyl Moholy-Nagy refers to in her biography of
~ a s z l o .Such
~ ~ rations would have been crucial to Moholy
during his first months in Berlin, before Lucia Schulz moved
in with him and provided for their basic needsOg'
The first official meeting of the Berlin Quaker Group was
on 17 April 1920, soon after Moholy would have come into

contact with them. Had he attended their meetings, or during
meals at the Quaker canteen, he would have encountered - along with the German, English, American and Canadian Quakers
- - a wide variety of non-conformists such as non-Quaker
Pacifists, members of Christian sects, religious Socialists,
revolutionaries, Communists, German Youth Movement adherents,
and assorted occultist^.^^ Here Moholy would have had the
opportunity to deepen his acquaintance with Pacifists and
members of the Lebensreform movement which he had begun in
Activist circles in Budapest.
As with Hamsen, Moholy's association with the Schairers
went beyond their philanthropy towards him. Like Moholy, the
Schairers were Leftist Pacifists associated with the Youth
Movement. It was likely these common interests which encouraged Moholy to keep up his friendship with them at least until
their move to Dresden in April 1921, where they became members
of the circle of the Christian Socialist Paul Tillich, a key
figure in the VJeuwerkIt group which supported the founding of
communes.' j
The Schairers entrusted Moholy to the care of their
associate in the Studentenschaft, Friedrich Vorwerk, who
helped Moholy find a place to stay in his own boarding house.
Vorwerk had been an artist at the Worpswede artists' colony,
and was at the time a radical ~eftistFreideutsche Jugend
activist .g4 The Freideutsche Jugend had grown out of the
Wandervogel movement. Its left wing was inspired by the writings of Pacifist Anarchists such as Gustav Landauer, Count
Tolstoy, and the Worpswede artist Heinrich Vogeler." Both
Vogeler and the Freideutsche Jugend were closely associated
with German Activism. Vogeler was allied to Franz Pfernfertts
Activist journal Die Aktion, and some members of the Freideutsche Jugend published Der A u f b r u c h during the war, an organ of
German Activism which included in its circle Pacifists such as
Hiller, Landauer, Wieland Kerzfelde and the young Walter
~enjarnin.'~
Vorwerk is quoted in 1919 as having said that he

felt himself as belonging mmenschlich der linksradikalsten
Gruppe der Arbeiter.ug7Given this radicalism and his presence
at Worpswede in 1919, there is little doubt that he took an
active part in the short-lived Bremen Soviet Republic between
10 January and 4 February 1919
He is noted in the
literature on the Youth Movement for the speech he gave at
Jena in April 1919 to a general meeting of all the factions,
Left , Right and " third way," of the Freideu tsche J u g e n d .
Vorwerkts Itreligious~olshevisrn"~~
was essentially an anarchist stance typical of Vogeler's circle, calling for the destruction of bourgeois society in order to prepare the way for
the construction of a new one: wCommunism will come, whether
we want it or not; there remains nothing but one thing for us
to do - - to go under with this world. " l o o
c. Lucia Schulz and Ernst Fuhrmann
It was through Vorwerk that Moholy met Lucia Schulz, the
cultivated daughter of a Prague Jewish family. Schulz had been
involved with the Youth Movement from an early age, so it was
natural that after her move to Germany she should gravitate
towards the same milieu. She had also been educated at the
German University in Prague, where she remembers having
studied science and philosophy with Ernst Mach and Richard
Avenarius, whose biologistic and Monistic Empiriokritizismus
would affect both her and her future husband Laszlo's thinking.''' Schulz and Vorwerk probably met in Barkenhoff at
Worpswede, Vogeler's Kropotkinian biocentric Anarchist commune, where Schulz had spent time in 1918 and 1919.102The
Barkenhoff commune was part of what Ulrich Linse has referred
to as the second wave of the German cornmunard movement, the
one dominated by members of the Freideutsche Jugend from about
1918 to 1923 ."' A major inspiration on the anarchist commune
movement was Landauer, who had translated Kropotkin's Mutual
Assistance in Nature into German in 1908, and who was one of
the leaders of the Bavarian Soviet of April 1919.'0' At Bar-

kenhoff Lucia was one of the "Pastors, sculptors, artists ...
and many women [who had] come to hear about Communism first
hand," as Vogeler put it.''' She participated in the commune's intellectual life through her contributions under the
pseudonym I1UlrichSteffenw to Neubau, the Barkenhoff newsletter.'06
Besides Schulz and Vogeler, the only author who contributed to this first issue of Neubau was Ernst Fuhrmann, the
self-described Biosoph and anarchist theorist of biocentrism.:" As we have seen, France and Klages exercised strong
influences on the ecological, nature-centric ideas of the
Freideutsche J u g e n d , and on the German Youth Movement in
general. Fuhrmann's contact with Barkenhoff represented a
direct channel to contemporary biocentric thinking.'" Both
Vogeler and Fuhrmann were members of the Hamburg poet Richard
Dehmel's circle, which may be how they came into contact, and
Franz Jung implies that Fuhrmann spent time at Barkenhoff "immediately after the war," in the same circle Lucia Schulz was
in at that time.''' Vogeler's letter to Fuhrmann implies that
he came to value Fuhrmann's Biosophie highly."0
Vogelerts close friend, the collector and Folkwang-Museum
founder Karl Ernst Osthaus, hired Fuhrmann to head the anthropology department of his museum in 1919, and appointed him
director of the Folkwang-Museum in 1920."' Fuhrmann founded
the Auriga-Verlag there, hired Albert Renger-Patzsch as his
photographer, and published a series of books in conjunction
with the Folkwang-Museum's collections whose stated purpose
was to promote lrorganischeRichtungen fiir unsere gegenwzrtige
One of these publications, Der Sinn im GegenKul tur. "'1
stand, propounded a Monist, organicist aesthetic based on a
study of ornament in ancient and "primitivew art. V o n dieser
... Basis aus mag untersucht werden," writes Furhmann in an
evident reference to Ernst Haeckel's project for a Monist
"wie eine Erneuerung der Kunst im Werke m6glich
ltreligion,u
wZre, und sie sich bereit machen kann, den Geist einer

kommenden el igion auf zunehmen. 111'3
Evidence of Lucia Schulz's awareness of Vitalmystik is
her article " SymboleM (published in Freideutsche Jugend in
19191, in which - - as we saw at the start of this Chapter - she evinces a Monist kosmovitalen Weltanschauung that assumed
the unity of body and soul, and of the body and soul in turn
with the cosmos. Her ideas may reflect not only Vogelerls
nature mysticism and Fuhrman's Biosophie, but also Klagesl
Biozentrik, so influential on the Freideutsche J u g e n d . "' In
any case, it is probable that Laszlo Moholy-Nagy was in contact with Fuhrrnann during the twenties, for he was the first
to publish the work of Albert Renger-Patzsch within an avantgarde artistic ont text."^
In addition to accommodating what we could term "New
Age," Lebensrefom and biocentric cornmunard ideas, Barkenhoff
was a centre of the left-wing of the Freideutsche Jugend, and
Schulz, like Vorwerk, was its active participant. Like some
members of Barkenhoff, Schulz was involved in the fighting at
the time of the suppression of the Bremen Soviet on 4 February
1919. Heinrich Vogeler recalls that Schulz and her "active
Communistu friend Klara Mdller, both Barkenhofferinnen at the
time, assisted the wounded in the battles in which thirty
people were killed.':6 He also suggests that they were
engaged in intelligence gathering and information transfers
among the radical groups: "They were in the midst of the
battle and they were able to shelter some threatened and many
wounded comrades in the Bremen City Hall. They became able
Party workers [ tiichtige Parteiarbeiterinnen]. 1ri17 A further
manifestation of her engagement with the fallen of Bremen was
her publication - - again under the pseudonym Ulrich Steffen - of an Expressionist-stylepoem calling for donations to help
build a monument for the heroes in a 1919 brochure published
for the purpose."' Indeed, of the Moholy-Nagys Lucia was
politically the braver and more committed of the two. While he
never joined the Communist Party, Laszlo's political sympath-

ies are indicated by his friendships of the time with Cornmunists and Linksradikalen. Moholy was close to Communist Party
politics, but eschewed membership and commitment, content with
being the sort of idealistic "fellow-travellernthat hard-line
figures within the Party regarded with contempt.:''
During the winter of 1919-20, after she left Barkenhoff,
Schulz worked for the Hamburg bookstore and publishing house
of the Freideutsche Jugendverlag publisher Adolf Saal.""s
publisher of Freideutsche Jugend since the Hamburg journal's
inception soon after the movement was founded in December
1914, Saal had been at its core.'2' We have seen that Schulz
published in Freideutsche J u g e n d , and given her skills, it is
likely that she did editorial work for the journal and
publishing house in addition to work in the bookstore. Through
her connections with Barkenhoff and the radical publishing
sector, Lucia might also have come into contact with Kurt
Schwitters. Schwitters shared the Hannover publisher Paul
Steegernann with Vogeler and his wife Martha's lover Ludwig
Baumer. A s a consequence Schwitters visited Worpswede repeatedly in 1919-20.'22
Thus, during her time at Barkenhoff Lucia would have, in
addition to participating in communal agricultural activities,
acquired an education in anarcho-Communist, Lebensreform and
biocentric ideas. As this array was analogous to the scene at
the Berlin Quaker centre in 1920tn3at the time of their
meeting Laszlo and Lucia would have had much in common: assimilated Jewish backgrounds, an awareness of bio~entrisrn,'~'a
commitment to Pacifism, to Expressionist avant-garde art and
aesthetics, and to a radical left-wing, indeed Communist,
politics; and first-hand experience of Soviet republics - - he
in Budapest and she in Bremen. What is crucial for our argument here is that Laszlo, eating at the Quaker Centre, and
living first with Vorwerk and then Schulz, was exposed to the
core of the Youth Movement and Lebensrefom. As Sibyl MoholyNagy phrased it, " [t]hrough [Lucia] and a circle of friends,

Moholy became part of the movement for psychobiological reform
that spread through Germany after the First World War.luL2'
Sibyl pins this connection to the Mazdaznan cult, a view which
Veit Loers accepts ~ncritically."~While Lucia and Laszlo
were likely exposed to Mazdaznan, I know of no evidence apart
from Sibyl's text that they were its - - much less the Theosophists' - - followers.:27 What they were involved in was the
Leftist biocentric c a p of the Freideutsche J u g e n d . By late
1920, they also came into touch with Berlin avant-garde
circles, through which Laszlo befriended biocentric avantgardists such as Hausmann and Behne.'2a In fact Moholyfs
oeuvre reverberates with biocentric ideas culled from L e b e n s reform more so than it does with Marxism or occultism. As he
wrote in 1928,
[dass] der klassenkampf letzten endes nicht urn das
kapital ... sondern ... um das recht auf eine befriedigende beschaftigung, ... gesunde lebensfiihrung
und erlosende krafte-auswirkung geht. utopie? nein,
aber eine unermiidliche pionierarbeit. alles einsetzen fiir das ziel - - oberste pflicht f G r jene, die
bereits zu der erkenntnis einer organischen lebensfchrung gekommen sind .... hier st6sst das erzieherische problem ins p01itische.l~~
Sibyl's reference to l~psychobiological
reformH alludes to
Laszlo's origins in the biocentric wing of the Freideutsche
Jugend, as she may have conflated the early Freideutsche
Jugend contacts with Moholyfs later interest in Raoul France's
biocentrism, an interest she was well aware o f . ' 3 0 AS we have
seen in Chapter Two, lupsychobiologyn
was a term employed in
connection with France's pre-World War One thinking.I3' The
clearest expressions of Moholy-Nagy's biocentrism were in his
pedagogical writings, the thinking for which was forged within
the German Schulreformbewegung and the communard movement of
the early 1920s.

d. "A tongue of fire to expound his happinessw:
The Cornmmes and Moholy-NagytsBiocentric Pedagogy
The nineteenth century has not only opened our eyes

to the aesthetic enjoyment of the microscopic world;
it has shown us the beauty of the greater objects in
nature.... All this progress in the aesthetic enjoyment of nature - - and, proportionately, in the scientific enjoyment of nature - - implies an equal advance in higher mental development and, consequently, in the direction of our monistic religion. (Haeckel 1 8 9 9 ) 'I'
Wir verlassen die grauen Stadte und betreten den
Wald. Auch hier erschiittert und erhebt uns die Lebenseinheit des Gerneinschaftswillens, den die Natur
in der beispielgebenden aufstrebenden Kraft der
Baumsaulen zum Ausdruck bringt. - - Wir liegen am
Strande des Meeres; eine unbegreifliche Sehnsucht
erwacht in uns, eins zu sein mit den ewigen naturhaften Rhythmen, die Wandlung zur Einheit bedeuten.
"I
(Heinrich ~ogeler)
From his biological being every man derives energies
which he can develop into creative work. Everyone is
talented. . .. One has to live "rightu to retain the
alertness of these native abilities. But only art - creation through the senses - - can develop these
dormant, native faculties toward creative action.
Art is the grindstone of the senses, the coordinating psycho-biological factor. The teacher who has
come to a full realization of the organic oneness
and the harmonious sense rhythm of life should have
a tongue of fire to expound his happiness. (MohoiyNagy 1928):"
In Dresden Reinhold Schairer became a member of the
circle of the Christian Socialist philosopher Paul Tillich, a
key figure in the "NeuwerkM group, which established two
agricultural communes with Quaker support. One of these, the
flBruderhof,Hwas founded in the R h h , the central German
mountain range southeast of the city of ~ulda.:~'This area
subsequently became a favoured location for communes related
to the German Youth Movement.
After their marriage in January 1 9 2 1 , Lucia and Laszlo
spent their vacations at or near one of the communes in the
Rh6n which had their origins in the Freideutsche J u g e n d . The
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Moholys practiced Vogelerfs directives quoted above. As Lucia
recalls,
Dass wir dann mehrfach unsere Ferien in der Rhdn
verbrachten, ergab sich fast von selbst. In einem
der vielen Altenteil-Hiiuschen,mit Blick auf Wiesen
und Berge wohnend, wo es uns gestattet war, ein bescheidendes Sommer-Dasein nach eigenen Wtinschen zu
fiihren, wurden wir bald mit zahlreichen anderen
Menschen bekannt, die in diesem herben, damals noch
wenig begangenen Landstrich den Rhythmus ihres Lebens gefunden hatten oder zu f inden hof f ten.1 3 "
Both Moholy-Nagy and his friend Ern6 Kallai mention a
vacation in the mountains as the locus for Moholy-Nagy's
production of the Ackerfelderbilder during what must have been
the summer of 1921, perhaps in August, after Lucia's job at
Rowohlt Verlag ended.:" MohoLy-Nagy recalled Itspendinga
holiday in the country, where from the hilltops I could see
hundreds of small strips of land, I painted pictures with
coloured stripes in juxtaposition and called them
'a~res.~~""hile clearly affected by the mechano-Dada style
of Picabia and Schwitters, these works reflect Laszlo's
fascination with the colour rhythmns of the mountainous land
depicted, as well as with the trains, tractors and power lines
in it, an inscription of the utechnological~on the l1naturalU
- - a synthesis of the two - - untypical of postwar avant-garde
art, but, as we shall see, characteristic of the postwar
biocentric Constructivist perspective. (Figs. 3 - 3 , 3 - 4 1
A s they did the following summer, the Moholy-Nagys may
have stayed in the Rhdn mountains on the Ackerfelderbild
vacation, close to the Schule f i i r Kerperbildung Loheland, an
~nthroposophical,holistically oriented wornens' commune and
gymnastics school founded by Hedwig von Rohden and Louise
Langgaard near Fulda in 1919."~ Lucia might have first met
von Rohden and Langgaard on their visits to ~arkenhoff,'~'or
she may have heard of Loheland from the Freideutsche Jugend
activist Paul Vogler, who became her friend while she was in
Hamburg, and whose sister Elizabeth was a dancer.'" This

school spawned the Loheldnderin, a liberated and ecologically
aware female type famous in Weimar Germany.'" The MoholyNagys certainly spent their vacation of July 1922 at Loheland,
for Weyhers, the village in which we know they roomed, is a
mere three-kilometrewalk southeast of the school. According
to Lucia it is here that they developed their photogram practice and formulated the ideas published as "Froduktion - Reproduktion" in the September De ~ tj li ."' Moholy-Nagy later
wrote that he adapted the idea of the photogram from a Loheldnderin who was making photograms using translucent plants,
and his photograms of plants of around 1922 were probably
this practice.I J 4
inspired
The organic-functionalist core idea of N~roduktion-Reproduktion" - - emphasizing the development of the innate creativity of each individual - - was typical of kunsterzieherisch and
reformpadagogisch ideas current at the time :l J 5
The human construct is the synthesis of all its
functional apparatuses, i.e. man will be most perfect in his own time if the functional apparatuses
of which he is composed - - his cells as well as the
most sophisticated organs - - are conscious and
trained to the limit of their capacity. Art effects
such a training. . . ' 4 6
Andreas Haus points to the ultimate origin of the idea concerning the desirability of sensory education in the late
19th-century Empiriokritizismus of Ernst Mach and Richard
Avenarius, who proposed individual subjectivity as the source
of perception:
Dieses Fostulat eines monistischen Ineinanderaufgehens von Empfindung und Welt fGhrte zu einer Umkehrung des Erkenntnismodells: I t N i c h t die Korper erzeugen Empfindungen, sondern Empfindungskomplexe . . .
bilden die Kbrper ....' [D]ie Entfremdung zwischen
Ich und Umwelt [war] scheinbar aufgehoben."'
Haus points out that these positivist Monist ideas were promulgated by Robert Mfiller-Freienfels after the war, whose book
Psychologie der Kunst was published in 1922, the year the
article was ~ritten."~
He does not offer evidence that Lucia

or Laszlo would have seen the book, but he does point out the
diffused transmission of Empiriocritical theories through the
Russian and Hungarian avant-gardes, on whom Alexander Bogdanov
- - a student of Avenarius in Zurich - - exercised an influence
via his Proletkult movement, as well as through Moholy-Nagyfs
friends Hausmann, Rudolf Bllimner and Adolf Behne, and their
interest in the psychovitalist perceptual theories of Ernst
Marcus.l4'
Another source for the Moholy-Nagys' biocentric pedagogy
is the kunsterzieherisch concept of the Schulreformbewegung as
it was dispersed through the Youth Movement, its communes and
its schools.'50 Lucia Schulz was likely aware of the holistic
pedagogy of the Schulreformbewegung through experience with
her Hamburg employer Adolf Saal, who published basic documents
of this movement, and whose bookshop, where she worked, would
have carried its other publication^.'^' Lucia was also
exposed to the Gustav Wyneken-inspired pedagogical ideas of
Heinrich Vogeler during her stay at Barkenhof. Vogeler put his
holistic kunsterzieherisch pedagogical ideas into practice at
the Barkenhoff School.Ls2It is conceivable that Laszlo met
Vogeler or heard him speak, for the Bund Entschiedener Schulreformer (BES) of the En tschiedener Jugend (an outgrowth of
the Freideutsche Jugend founded in September 1919) held a
series of lectures and conferences on the subject of pedagogical reform during the twentie~."~As a recent Barkenhofferin, Lucia might have wished to meet Vogeler when he came to
~erlin,and had she done so it is conceivable that she would
have taken her new lover Laszlo. Thus Laszlo might have met or
heard Vogeler around 11-19 June 1920, when Vogeler took part
as a delegate at the Freie Reichsschulkonferenz of the BES in
Berlin, or when in October 1920 there was a meeting in Berlin
of the BES at which Vogeler gave a lecture.i5JAs well as
from Lucia, Laszlo might have heard of the events from Harmsen
- - also a member of the BES - - or from Kallai, a teacher
interested in the new pedagogy.Is5Given that Klages' and

Benjamin's friend Gustav Wyneken - - the first theorist of
Ityouthcultureu - - taught at the Barkenhoff School be£-ore it
was closed in 1921, it is likely that Lucia was exposed to his
John Dewey-inspired Arbei tschule methods as well.'j"
The Moholy-Nagystpedagogy was affected by the ideas of
the Freideutsche Jugend pedagogical reformer Marie Buchhold
and the music teacher Heinrich Jacoby. Buchhold was closely
associated with Paul Voglerfs sister, the Freideutsche Jugend
pedagogue and Wyneken-disciple Elisabeth Vogler. Elisabeth had
been at Loheland in 1919-20, and the Moholy-Nagys had met her
.=in the Rhon by 1922, perhaps at her and Buchhold's home.--'
In the fall of 1923, again with financial help from Quakers,
Buchhold and Vogler founded a wornens' commune and school at
Schwarzerden, 10.5 km east of Loheland?
Laszlo and Lucia
might have taken a rest in the Rhdn mountains after the end of
the Bauhaus-Woche on 19 August 1923 while Buchhold and Vogler
were working on their new commune. The Moholys certainly
vacationed at Neuwart, a hilltop site two kilometres west of
Schwarzerden and eight kilometres southeast of Loheland during
the summers of 1924 and 1926.15' Lucia would have participated in the Ferienkurs of Schwarzerden, a veritable smorgasbord of Lebensreform practices. There were lectures, workshops
and demonstrations in gymnastics, massage, holistic health,
breathing, pedagogy, music, literature and psychology, and
Laszlo might have joined her on occasion, as Elisabeth remernhers?' That Laszlo enjoyed these stays at Schwarzerden is
indicated by his 26 July 1924 letter to the Van Doesburgs,
which he opened with "wir sind wieder in der rhon bei unseren
wirklich-schdnen bergen ... gelandet, da wir kein geld hatten
an die see zu fahren
es regnet fast dauernd, aber fern von
allem betrieb f iihlen wur uns ganz ausgezeichnet "I6' It is
affirmed by Lucia, who remembered that
Aber nicht nur auf dem Wege menschlich-pzdagogischen
Austausches, auch zur Anregung und Erneuerung eigener Denk- und Arbeitsprozesse hat in die Klima und
Landschaft der Rh6n gebotene Lebensqualitat wesent-

....

.

lich beigetragen. Sowohl Moholy-Nagy als auch ich
haben wghrend unserer Aufenthalte in der Rhdn gute
und fruchtbare Denkarbeit geleistet, bis zu dem Tag,
da aussere Umstande sich stdrend in den Weg stellten.. . . 162
Laszlots commitment to the wornens' commune is indicated by his
colour scheme for the Gymnastics Hall, its most important
structure.'" In fact, he is the only prominent artist mentioned by Elisabeth Vogler in connection with the commune.
At Loheland in the early 20s, and at Schwarzerden in 1924
and 1926, Moholy was exposed to Bucholdfs biocentric Feminist
pedagogy. This pedgogy indicates that she is an unrecognized
pioneer of eco-Feminism. Evidently affected by J.J. Bachofents
hypothesis of Mutterrecht - - the matriarchal structure of
ancient society - - which circulated in the Stefan George
circle of which she was a member, as well as by Klages'
environmentalism, Buchholdfs diary of 1924 contains passages
such as: "Unter Korperlehre ... ist gemeint die Erkenntnis des
menschlichen Organismus innerhalb des Organismus der WeltH and
"Die Frau ... braucht eine von sich aus gefundene frauenhafte
. . . Naturlehre als Weltans~hauung."'~~
The biocentric aspect
of Buchholdts thinking is echoed in Laszlo8s own pedagogical
writings of the time (which Lucia helped him formulate), for
example: "Der Mensch ist der Mikrokosmos. h e r ihm und in i h m
walten universelle Gesetze. Sein ganzes Wesen und Schaffen ist
ein einziger Versuch, diese Gesetze auszudrficken, ihnen ein
Form zu verleihen.~'~~
In his 1928 pedagogical treatise Von
Material z u Architektur, Laszlo acknowledged his debt to the
Reformschulbewegung and the German Youth Movement, to Wyneken
and Vogeler, as well as, indirectly, to the Freideutsche
Jugend and its communes.'66
A decisive source for Laszlots pedagogy was the work of
the biocentric music teacher Heinrich Jacoby, whose thoughts
on tlschopferischeMusikerziehungm he planned to publish in the
Bauhausbucher series, and whose article he planned to publish
in i10 in 1927. Though neither of these projects were real-

ized, Moholy praised Jacoby's project as 'eine der wichtigsten
geistigen leistungen unserer ZeitH and as belonging Itto the
most valuable sources from which our present and future pedagogy can draw.
Moholy might have learned of Jacoby by
attending his lecture at the Berlin Kunsttag of the BES on 5
May 1921, or he might have learned of him at Loheland, whose
founders von Rohden and Langgaard were well-versed in Jacoby's
employer mile-~acques Dalcrozersmethod of rythmic dance
In any case, as Lucia pointed out, and as Laszedu~ation."~
lo himself acknowledged, it is from Jacoby that Laszlo adapted
the idea that "everyone is talented," and that the job of the
teacher is to draw out this talent in each student.lig
This makes it clear not only that the basis for Moholyls
pedagogy was biocentrism, but that it was - - like Haeckel's
and France's - - a normative biocentrism. At the start of this
section I included a passage from The New Vision, the American
edition of Von Material zu Architektur, which Sibyl MoholyNagy chose to quote in her biography of Laszlo. We can n o w
recognize this passage as an amalgam of Empiriokri tizisrnus,
Jacoby's pedagogy, concepts of Kunsterziehung emerging from
the Schulreformbewegung, France's biologistic and normative
Objektive Philosophie, Vitalism, and Monism."' Laszlo begins
Von Material zu Architektur with a statement of pure biologism: I1jedehandlung und jeder ausdruck des menschen setzt
sich aus verschiedenen kornponenten zusammen, die im biologiAn equally clear statement
schen aufbau begriindet sind.'"1
of Laszlo's %iologicalw approach to education is in The New
Vision, into which he inserted a section entitled NBiological
needs,I1 probably because he felt he had to explain these terms
to an American readership:
In this book the word ~biologicalustands generally
for laws of life which guarantee an organic development. If the meaning of nbiological~were a conscious possession, it would prevent many people from
activities of damaging influence.... The oncoming
generation has to create a culture which ,..
strengthens the genuine biological functions.i72

Moholy-Nagy's biocentric pedagogy was a project he continued
to develop after his move to the United States. Indeed, in
America he had the opportunity to correspond with John Dewey,
whose pragmatist concept of "learning by doingu inspired the
same Schulreformbewegung Moholy had been inspired by."3
3. B i o z e n t r i k at the Gropius Bauhaus

The Bauhaus strives to bring together all creative
effort into one whole, to reunify all the disciplines of practical art. . . . (Gropius 1919) "'
Welt/Materie - Geist/Stoff - Unstoffliches Stoffliches/Sein - Unseiend Seiendes/~inheit- ewig verkettete zwiespaltige Zweiheit, Erliist im Fonnwerk des
formenden Menschen zu einfaltiger Einheit. (Itten
1920) '75

Our times lack a great unifying idea or religion.
The artists are striving to create one, and the way
to it appears to lead via absolute individual subjectivity. Like the mystics today's artists hope to
pass through total self-absorption to oneness with
God and the universe. All is part of nature, part of
the fabric of the universe . . . everything functions
together to express the essence of the universe.
(Schlernrner 1918)
The aim of our theoretical work is always, in one
form or another, the organisation of differences
into unity, the combination of organs into an organism .... Like a man, a picture has skeleton, muscles,
and skin. We may speak of a specific pictorial anatomy. (Klee 1922)'''
The artist of today ... is a creature on the earth
and a creature within the whole .... Accordingly a
sense of totality has gradually entered into the
artist's conception of the natural object, whether
this object be plant, animal, or man. (Klee
1923)

"'

Es scheint mir, dass eine ... Einstellung zur 'Natur' und zum 'Menscht,als Teil der 'Natur', auch in
den positiven Wissenschaften heute an der Zeit ware.... Auf diesem Wege kommt die Kunst und die Wissenschaft von der einseitig entwickelten Spezialisierung ab, die eine fatale Zerstreuung mit sich b r i n -

gen musste .... Der verlorene Zusarnrnenhang des Inneren in allen welten. .. wird sich in ein Zusammenschmelzen verwandeln - - Sussere Unterschiede, innere
Einheit. (Kandinsky 1925)179
A specialized education becomes
man of integration is developed
his biological functions, so he
ral balance of his intellectual
.... The future needs the whole

meaningful only if a
along the lines of
will achieve a natuand emotional power
man. (Moholy-Nagy

1929 )

Yes, I agree that essentially or eventually everything is one unity. (Wassily and in sky) la'
Le changement fondmental de notre conception du
monde, transmutation profonde dtou resulte la grande
revolution formelle des arts, reside dans ltabsolue
negation du materialisme et du spiritualisme pur. Le
rksultat de ce changement est Itavenement de l'idee
synthethique dans laquelle esprit et matiere foment
un seul processus. En art l'esprit et la source, la
matiere . . . est l'expression. (Kandinsky 1936) ' 8 2

It is not necessary to rewrite the history of the Bauhaus
in light of the foregoing discussion. Its reexamination however, is required given this thesist premise of the importance
of biocentrism. The standard narrative of the institution
(early romantic/expressionist/occult "Itten" phase; sachlich
llMoholy-NagyN
period from 1923 to 1928; functionalist/Marxist
era under Meyer) is accurate as far as it goes, but if it is
As
understood simplistically it can also be mi~leading.'~?
early as 1968 Joseph Rykwert wrote of "The Dark Side of the
Bauhaus,I1 that is its "esotericn component being more integral
to Gropius' thinking than hitherto believed. As Franciscono
observed in 1971:
If ... it is ... convenient to speak of the Vtten
yearsN and the "Moholy-Nagy ... years" of the Weimar
Bauhaus as a shorthand for the differences of philosophy in the two periods, w e should not make the
mistake of dividing them into neatly separated
phases .... It is not merely that the Bauhaus was in
continuous process of change, but that from the
beginning it was a tangled skein of various and even
conflicting motives and tendencies, nowhere more in

evidence . . . than in . . . Gropius himself .la4
Scholarship since Franciscono has proven him right. Sara Lynn
Henry, Schall, Findeli and others have shown that the Bauhaus
was a multifaceted institution, one which was more than the
bastion of scientistic, dualistic, technocentric, sachlich
positivism it is popularly conceived to be. As Henry noted in
1976, it was one to which neo-Romantic Monistic, organic and
nature-centric - - as well as esoteric - - attitudes were
innate, and not merely during the first three years. Central
components of biocentrism such as Lebensphilosophie,
Organicism, Holism, Monism, and Neo-Vitalism were threads
which extended throughout all of the Bauhaus period^.'^' The
~onist/Holist/Organicist topos of the "unity" and/or "integration" of the arts, of the cosmos, of humanity and nature, of
humans with their surroundings, of what we would since fractal
theory term the "self-sirnilarityI1of microcosm and macrocosm,
was a leitmotif of Bauhaus thinking, just as it was of the
first R~manticisrn."~Also, prominent Bauhausler such as Klee
and Kandinsky were Vitalist and Monist Organicists, who saw
the world and its compcnents as nested hierarchies of
organisms animated by an ineffable life-force. While the early
19th-century Romantic heritage is by and large acknowledged in
the historical literature on the Bauhaus, a crucial dimension
missing from the standard narrative - - one which demonstrates
both the temporal continuities and discontinuities in it - - is
the way in which Biozentrik was manifest among Bauhd~sler.'~'
Moholy-Nagy's biocentrism was part of a discourse on
nature, "lifeu and "unityu carried on within the Bauhaus,
which reflected prevailing currents of thought in Weirnar
Germany: the Romantic nature-centrism of the Youth Movement,
i.e. the Reformbewegung; Haeckelian/Ostwaldian Monism; Goethean Organicism; V i talmystik, Holism; Empiriokri tizismus,
Gestalt psychology, Klages and Primhorn' s Biozen trik; von
Uexkfill' s biologische We1 tauffassung, and France' s Objektive
~rkenntnislehre,which legitimized the International Construc-

tivistst interest in nature. Moholy-Nagytsreplacement of
Itten did not merely signal the displacement of a "romantic
Expressi~nism~~
by its Constructivist Other at the Bauhaus.
Rather, this shift towards the nsachlichlland away from the
"occult mirrored the shift wi thin the discourse of Biozen trik
itself described in Chapter Two; from a Romantically based
pre-war neo-Vitalist Monism towards its more functionalist
variant as propounded by France.I8' The objection - - implicit
or otherwise - - of other nature-centric Bauhdusler such as
Kallai, Klee, Kandinsky, and Schlemmer, to Moholyts and later
Hannes Meyer's project and approach reflects the uneasy cohabitation of a retarde pre-war Monism with France's and von
Uexkiillts post-war sachlich revision of it. The neo-Romantic
kosmisches Einhei tsgefiihl of Vi talmystik had in some cases
evolved by the late 20s into its Klages- and Prinzhorn-inspired doppelganger, the notion of the "demonicw in nature. As
Kallai wrote: I1DieBioromantik scheut es nicht, rnit offenen
Augen in diese Abgriinde unserer Kreatiirlichkeit zu blicken.
Sie wagt es, unsere Zivilisation rnit Gleichmut, ja mit Pessimismus zu betrachten. Sie wagt es . . . sich einer bosen Lust am
Chaos, am gefuhrlich Unterirdischen hin~ugeben.":~~
Those
like Kallai, Klee and Hausmann who espoused this complex, even
pessimistic view of nature were annoyed by what they saw as
the naive optimism of France's biologism. As seen in Chapter
Two, history proved the pessimists right.
a. Gropius
The pre-history of the Weimar Bauhaus indicates how
firmly rooted Gropiust re-founded institution was in fin-des i e c l e biocentrism. Henry van de Velde, the Belgian director
of the Bauhaus predecessor, the Weimar Kunstgewerbeschule
(1908-1914), was along with August Endell and Hermann Obriss,
a leading figure of nature-centric European Jugendstil, what
Robert Schmutzler has referred to as I1Biological Romantici~rn.
Furthermore
~~~~
it was the close friends Van de Velde,

Obrist and Endell, who were most affected by Haeckel's Monist
program of the normative aestheticization of scientifically
derived undersea and microscopic imagery.'g1 In nominating
Obrist and Endell as candidates to replace him when he had to
resign in July 1915, van de Velde seems to have meant for the
school to continue in an aesthetically Monist, Haeckelian
direction. Van de Velde's inclusion of the young Gropius on
this slate was an indication, furthermore, of what he might
have perceived to be Gropiust own organici~rn.'~'We have also
seen how Bauhaus masters such as Herbert Bayer, Paul Klee,
Wassily Kandinsky, Oscar Schlemmer, Moholy-Nagy and Johannes
Itten - - as well as Bauhaus students - - had links to or roots
in the Jugendbewegung, in which the question of nature was so
central.'" While Gropius had been neither a Jugendbewegte,
nor a member of the Monistenbund, his participation in the
Deutsche Werkbund (founded in 1907) and his association with
van de Velde and Karl Ernst Osthaus, brought him into close
contact with pre-War biocentric aesthetic thought, whose
organicist vocabulary he adopted. Thus, in a prewar lecture
given for Osthaus he stated that "Modern living [requires] new
building organisms expressing the life forms of our times,"
while in a letter to Fritz Mackensen concerning his plans for
the Bauhaus-to-be,he spoke of an Mautonomous teaching organism.11 : 9 ~ Furthermore, his participation, with van de Velde,
Taut, Obrist, Endell, Osthaus and others in the pre-war German
Werkbund; and with Taut and Behne in the leadership of the
Arbeitsrat f l i r Kunst, the Glaserne Kette, and the Novembergruppe (in effect, the German Reformbewegung in its artistic political cast), brought him into close contact with aspects
of biocentrism in their various manifestations, with neoromantic Haeckelian Monism as well as with its von Uexkdllian
biologistic reform. Though he was not vitalmystisch as
Taut was at the time, the Monist organicism of the Glass Chain
clearly had an effect on Gropius. In early 1919, at the time
of his appointment to the Bauhaus, he wrote, llBeweglichkeit,

dem Akademischen werfe ich den Fehdehandschuh hin, kein mechanischer Aufbau, sondern lebendiger, organi~cher.~~'~~
Gropius
"Programm des Staatlichen BauhausesI1 of later that same year - in addition to the Nietzschean overtones observed by Schall
- - is both Monist and organicist: "The Bauhaus strives to
bring together all creative effort into one whole, to reunify
all the disciplines of practical art..." while aiming for
"organic forms developed from manual skills."'g7
Hence it is not surprising that Gropius should correspond
with Gustav Wyneken and that he should invite him and the L e b ensphilosoph Hermann Keyserling to lecture at the Bauhaus
early in 1920, even if he did veto a lecture by Heinrich
Vogeler for political reasons.Lg8Indeed, no lesser figures
of biocentrism than Driesch and Ostwald were recruited as
members of the Governing Board of the "Circle of Friends of
the BauhauslW formed in 1924 to support the school in t h e face
of mounting attacks in the Thuringian parliament, and both
lectured there as we11 . I g 9
While Klages did not become an active Bauhaus supporter,
two of his disciples did: The art historian Josef Strzygowski
was another member of the original Board of the Friends of the
Bauhau~,
and
~ ~ in
~ 1932, during the final struggle to save
the Dessau Bauhaus, Hans Prinzhorn - - a friend of Mies van der
Rohels since 1910-11 - - helped Ludwig Grote organize to save
the
Klagesr ideas and Prinzhornls adaptation of
them affected the school throughout its existence. Prinzhorn's
analysis of outsider art impressed the future Bauhaus faculty
as early as 1920, when Schlemmer and Klee first heard the
psychiatrist lecture about the art of mentally ill people. In
the months following the publication of Prinzhorn's Bildnerei
der Geisteskranken in June 1922, the book "kursierte ... irn
BauhausM according to Lothar S~hreyer.~'~
During 1923
Prinzhorn would have been aware of the dance experiments being
carried out by Schreyer and Schlemmer at the Bauhaus through
his then lover Mary Wigman, with whom he lived in Dresden."'
I

In 1929 Prinzhorn lectured at the Bauhaus on his Monist "BodySoul-Unity" psychology and his explicitly biocentric "psychology of the personality," while Kallai praised his thinking as
editor of bauhaus, and Prinzhorn lectured again on 3 February
1932, on "Trieb und Wille im kiinstlerischen Gestaltungsvorgang . 29' Schlemmer taught Klages' psychological theories in
his course on "ManN in 1928-29,while the two Gestalt
psychologists, Felix KrGger and his follower, Karlfried Count
von Durckheim lectured in 1930-31, the latter discussing
Klages Der G e i s t als Widersacher der Seele, according to
Howard Dearstynetsnotes.205Strzygowski, Driesch and Ostwald
continued to be members of the Circle of Friends of the
Bauhaus at least until 1929.~'~
Raoul France and his wife, the writer Annie Harrar, who
were spending their winters in Weimar at the time, tended
towards the neo-conservative elite social circle of the town,
headed by Elisabeth F6rster-Nietzsche,whom Gropius is known
to have disliked but with whom he strove to maintain cordial
relation^."^ Indeed beyond an illustration of Weimar's vitality there is a critical undertone to France's words in the
introduction to Plasmatik, written in Weimar in 1 9 2 3 . Taking
the reader on an imaginary walk through the town he remarks,
"Aber neben dem stillen Weimar gibt es eines voll lautem
Their
Vorwartsdrangen, voll von 4BauhausgedankenM....t1208
ambivalence is indicated by the fact that in the midst of
strong anti-Bauhaus feelings in 1923, the Frances not only
visited the Bauhausausstellung but they spent an evening with
the busy Grcpius, who patiently explained to them the Bauhaus
and its pedagogical principles.209It is possible that - - as
with Forster-Nietzsche - - Gropius was looking for support from
the Frances and that he would have tried to recruit them to
the Circle of Friends of the Bauhaus the following year, but
whether they would have accepted such an invitation or not
(for they were not impressed with the exhibition2'') , the
Frances had left Germany for Austria by 1924, and did not

become the Bauhaus' active supporters. Nevertheless, France's
effect on pedagogy and design practice was stronger than any
other biocentric thinker's at the school apart perhaps from
Klages. As we shall see, his ideas, particularly on Biotechnik, were important for the pedagogy of Moholy-Nagy, Hannes
Meyer and M i e s van der Rohe, as well for the architecture
theorist Siegfried Ebeling while he was a Bauhaus student
during the mid-20s.
b. Itten
It is in this light that we must consider Gropius' decision to take Behnels advice in deciding on Moholy as Itten1s
repla~ement.~''It is also in this light that we should see
Gropius' hiring of a holist and organicist Monist such as
Johannes Itten to teach the crucial introductory course, even
if Itten's ideology was suffused with an occult sensibility.
Itten is usually seen as simply an occultist, opposed to
Gropius ' sachl ich tendencies. But Das friie Bauhaus und Johan nes Itten, a reexamination of Itten1s oeuvre in the context of
the early Bauhaus, has shown otherwise. It is as much an
oversimplification to label Itten as having been merely an
occultist as it is to do so with Steiner, Taut, Maeterlinck,
Kandinsky, or others whose "kosmovitalen Einsfirhl ung. " whose
V i talmystik," straddles the boundary between the epistemo"'
logical fields of Biozentrik and the ~soteric.
Peter Hahn has concluded that Itten's impulse was Itqanzheitlich." i.e. holistic."' Hans Christoph von Tavel agrees:
"In all seinen Tatigkeiten am Bauhaus liess sich Itten,
reagierend auf die Erkemtnis der Widersprdchlichkeiten in der
Realitat, vom Ideal einer umfassenden, harinonischen Ganzheit
im Einklang m i t d m ganzheitlichen Wirken des Kosmos. Itten
sucht fcr sich und fdrdert von seinen Schiilern im Tun, im
Denken und i m Fiihlen den mdglichst reinen Ausdruck fiir diese
~anzheit.
l w z " Identifying Goethe as a source for this
vitalmystisch holism, and referring to Ittents text quoted at

the start of this section, Von Tavel identifies the artist's
essential Monism: "Itten suchte seit seiner Stuttgarter Zeit
nach der ~berwindungdes Dualismus und nach Erldsung von
diesem durch eine ubergeordnete Einheit." Von Tavel interprets
Itten's growing involvement with the Mazdaznan discipline
during his Bauhaus period as symptomatic of his Monism, as
this "boten ihm in gewissen Sinne einen Schlfissel z u r Losung
des Grundproblems vom Zwiespalt zwischen Materie und Geist,"
an issue which also concerned S~hlernrner.~'~
Like Moholy-Nagy's, Itten1s pedagogy has been shown to
have been organicist, and like Moholyls it was informed by the
ideas of John Dewey and Jacoby among others."6 I tten*s con cept of artistic formation on the physical, seelisch and
geistig levels, as articulated in his 1921 publication Analysen a1 ter Meister, is an amalgam of Anthroposophy, Klages'
Ausdruckskunde and France's theory of formation in nature
propounded in his book Die Pflanze als Erfinder: IIEverything
vital reveals itself to man through movement. Everything vital
reveals itself in forms. Thus all form is movement and all
movement is manifest in form. Forms are receptacles of movement and movements the essence of
Itten's art
reflects his Monist and organicist holism. One of his decorative plaster panel relief sculptures of 1920 is entitled
Orqanisch. Concerning his spiral Tower of Fire model, which he
realized with the cooperation of his students, Itten wrote on
15 December 1920, "Bauhaus bauen, aufbauen, zusammenffigen - verschiedene Krafte ... zum sinheitlichen Organismus zusammenbauen. " 2 1 5 Von Tavel accounts for Itten's stylistic eclecticism with this holist Monism, which he sees as having
included "einen sowohl naturwissenschaftlich wie romantisch
ausgerichteten ~aturalismus."*I9 For all these reasons von
Tafel argues against labeling Itten and his period at the
Bauhaus llexpressionistlB
though he stops short of suggesting
that they would more accurately be referred to as holist,
Monist or organicist.220 Granted, relations between the haut -

bourgeois Gropius and the charismatic counterculture-figure
Itten deteriorated over time. Still, given his friendship with
the biocentric Anthroposophist Taut, and his attendence at a
Mazdaznan Congress with Itten in the summer of 1921, Gropius
may not have been as alienated from the content of Itten's
teaching as he was from the form it took.22'

c. Schlemrner
It was not only Itten and Moholy-Nagy who embodied b i o centric views at the Bauhaus. Even after his arrival at the
Bauhaus to replace Itten in April of 1923, Moholy-Nagy would
have been able to share such views with his colleagues Oskar
Schlemmer, Paul Klee and Wassily and in sky. Not only had
Schlemmer been part of the Youth Movement, his wife Helena
Tutein (Tut) had studied dance at Dresden-Hellerau under
Dal~roze.'~'His wartime diaries give evidence of an awareness of Haeckelts ideological and aesthetic programs, as well
as of a deep Monism:
Why does one need nature? Because nature offers
forms which the imagination cannot create, or
because the imagination is enriched, stimulated by
the f o m s perceived in nature . 2 2 3 [L]et us . . .
depict things which are only obscurely sensed ...
The boundaries of awareness will be expanded, and
our progress towards solution of the great riddle
[grosse Ratsel] hastened. Eveything should merge
into one great current.224 Through nature . . . this
handclasp with the universe ... nature's vitality
flows into the work of art.225
By 1920, at home in Stuttgart, Schlernmer was not only
becoming involved - - like his fellow Adolf-Hoelzel-pupilItten
- - with M a z d a z n ~ n ,he~ ~was
~ reading the popular biocentric
and lebensphilosophisch writers of the time: Oswald Spengler,
Hermann Keyserling, Walt Whitman and the Norwegian novelist
Knut Hamsun. In a letter to Tut Schlemmer, he notes, Warnsun
... would strengthen your existential sense of merging with
the universe; you find the same thing in Walt Whitman
.... M2'7 A couple of months later he was fascinated with a

lecture given by Prinzhorn, soon to become the disciple of
Klages. Schlemmer was so taken with the writings of the popular Lebensphilosoph Keyserling that he considered going to
Darmstadt to study at Keyserlingts newly established "Schule
der weisheit.H 2 2 0
At the Bauhaus Schlemrner espoused a Monist stage theory,
"that the human body forms a vital continuum with the space
surrounding it. By uniting the planimetric and stereometric
aspects of external space with the internal metaphysics of the
body, he hoped to arrive at a 'mystical synthe~is'.~"~
d. Klee and Kandinsky
For the most part, the literature treats Paul Klee and
Wassily Kandinsky analogously to Schlemrner and Itten. Klee's
fascination with nature and science has been investigated in
great detail and need not be rehearsed here.130 As Sarah
Henry put it, "nature and man's relation to natureo1were
Kleets Ventral obsession.1123' While agreeing that fl the most
important theme of Kleers art was nature," Richard Verdi also
states that Vlee's understanding of the living world was
unequaled by that of any other painter of his time.v23'
It is ustially assumed that Kandinsky's interests lay more
in the realm of the %upernaturalU than in the "natural,"or
rather more in the Hmetaphysicalflor spiritual,^ than the
Hphysicalw or the "material." Nevertheless - - as we can see
from the quotations above - - like Rudolf Steiner, he was
interested in nature and modern science, particularly physics
and biology,"' and the balance between the "materialM and
%pirit~al,~indeed their Monist "unity." Henry has written of
"the great interest at the Bauhaus in the sciences and technologytMas well as in scientific imaging, especially micro714
scopy.-As Carola Giedion-Welcker phrased it, Klee "was
interested in everything created, in the organic growth of
nature, as well as the mechanical products of man. u 2 3 5 Given
the organic ideas circulating around Vladimir Tatlin, Vladimir

Khlebnikov, Mikhail Matiushin and Pave1 Filonov in Russia,
there is little doubt that Kandinsky would have become aware
of them in Russia during the war and after the Rev~lution.~'"
In any case, Clark Poling has shown the extent to which
Kandinsky adapted his own teaching to the Bauhausl program of
a synthesis of science, technology and art after his arrival
there in 1921.')~ Zweite explains this shift from his
earlier, predominantly Occultist, position as follows:
Now that it was no longer quite enough to cite the
ItgreatspiritualN ... Kandinsky looked for another
authoritative sanction that would permit him to rise
above sordid materiality .... In the light of his
basic (antimaterialist and antipositivist) convictions, one of his trains of thought might surprise
us, even though it was sanctioned by tradition:
ultimately the references to science and engineering
that run through Point and Line to Plane serve only
to underline the idea of the morphological identity
of art and nature.2 3 8
Zweite sees this adaptation as an "idealist's obeisance to the
Bauhaus ideology, and to its program of putting art to practical use. We can now see, however, that Kandinsky - - cornmen surate with the Zeitgeist - - engaged in an adaptation of the
biocentric elements already present in his pre-war thinking.
While deemphasizing the "~piritual,~~
Kandinsky highlighted the
ftscientific.ll
A marker of this adaptation was his increasing
emphasis on the naturamorphic analogy.
In 1932 Kandinsky remembered about 1912 that %y irnrnedi ate plans for the next volume of Blaue Reiter were to put art
and science next to one another: origins, realization through
In 1915 Oskar Schlemmer
various work processes, purpose.1i239
reported in his diary that "Kandinsky: mentions the appeal of
every unconscious arrangement of lines, reminiscent of microscopic enlargements, similar to Pankok's sensational disc o ~ e r i e s . "But
~ ~ by the mid-20s he would go on to a clear
statement of the naturamorphic analogy in his pedagogical
treatise Punkt und t i n i e zu ~ l c i c h e241. Through his juxtaposition of scientific photographs and his own abstract

sketches, Kandinsky was one of the first to invoke the scientific image analogy. As in nature, "both [organic and linear/geometric] forms of construction occur in abstract painting.:I 2 4 2 At the Bauhaus I1Kleepossessed a collection of natural objects that he used in studying nature, appearance and
structure of the most diverse organism^."^" As we know from
Point and Line to Plane, Kandinsky illustrated his lectures
with scientific images such as microscopic cross sections of
organic tissue, telescopic images, crystalline structures, xray images, and close-up nature photograph^.^'^ He also
assembled a collection of clippings and printed images. As
Vivian Barnett notes, this collection consisted of "subjects
generally characterized as technology and nature. In his
Bauhaus teaching notes for the second or summer semester of
1931, Kandinsky compared art, science, technology and
nature.. . . " The clippings include images by well-known closeup nature photographers such as Ernst Fuhrmann, Karl Blossfeldt and Albert Leon.24sJust as Haeckel held that "in our
microscopic knowledge of the little and in our telescopic
investigation of the great we have attained an invaluable
insight that seemed inconceivable a hundred years ago,w246
Kandinsky wrote that "only by a process of microscopic analysis will the science of art lead to an all-embracing synthesis, which will ultimately extend far beyond the boundaries
of art, into the realm of 'uniont of the 'human1 and the
'divine.' m 2 " In 1936, in a Haeckelian vein, he intoned:
The experience of the "hidden soulN in all things,
seen either by the unaided eye or through microscopes or binoculars, is what I call the "internal
eye." This eye penetrates the hard shell, the external V o r m I u goes deep into the object and lets us
feel with all our senses its internal f1p~lse.u248
But Kandinsky did not only employ scientific imagery in his
teaching. Henry points out Kandinsky's use of the Neo-Vitalist
crytallographer Otto Lehmam's illustrations as sources f o r
his own imagery, while Barnett discusses how Kandinsky's copy
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of the encyclopedia Die K u l t u r der Gegenwart was the source of
the biological imagery in his paintings of the 1 9 3 0 ~ . ~ ~ ~
The shift in emphasis to the scientific image at the
Bauhaus was not accompanied by an evacuation of metaphysical
content from Kandinsky's W e 1 tanschauung. Kandinsky' s kosmovi talen Einsfuhlung blended comfortably with that of contemporary Bioromantic artists such as Klee and Arp.'" That the
and "mysticu interests
combination of Kandinsky's Itscientifictt
is not unusual for the time, is indicated by the other
examples of such a synthesis mentioned above. Rudolf Steiner - so highly regarded by Kandinsky - - was the editor of the
official edition of Goethets scientific writings, a supporter
of Haeckel and his theories, and the author of a book on
HaeckeL2" The Belgian poet Maurice Maeterlinck and the
German palaeontologist Edgar Dacque, along with Steiner, two
of Kandinsky's favoured authors, were - - like Kandinsky - Neo-Vitalists who in synthesizing the scientific and the
"spiritualu tended towards the latter.252Biocentrism provides a framework within which we can more fully understand
such hybrids and Kandinskyls interest in them.
Klee and Kandinsky were steeped in a Naturphilosophisch
approach to nature. As critics from Leopold Zahn, through
Robert Goldwater, Carola Giedion-Welcker,Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler and Werner Hofmann, to Sixten Ringborn, Volker Harlan,
August Wiedmann, Armin Zweite, Richard Verdi, Harriet Watt,
and others have noted from 1920 to the present, Kleels and
Kandinsky's theories of art were grounded in the 19th century
morphological/biological discourse of Romantic organicism
rooted in Na turphilosophie and Goethe*s theory of plant metamorph~sis.~'~
Wiedmann has demonstrated that both Klee and
Kandinsky acknowledged themselves as artists working in the
Romantic tradition, while Roskill has shown that both were
Nietz~cheans.~~'
What is missing in the literature is a more
thorough contextualization of the artists1 aesthetic theories
within contemporary neo-Romantic,neue Naturphilosophisch,

i . e . biocentric discourses. At issue are their contemporary

intellectual affinities and parallels. what is needed is a
historical contextualization of their respective W e l t a n schauungen. Evelin Priebe has pointed out [dass] "Kandinsky
... in den lebensmystischen Strdmungen seiner Zeit wurzelttH
and as Eleanor Jain contends, "bei Marc, Kandinsky und Klee
wird die lebensphilosophische Gedanke der Verbindung des
Geistigen rnit dem Leben besonders d e u t l i ~ h . " ~ ~ ~
Even when discussing Kleets famous "Ich Kristallttstatement made in his diary of 1915, Charles Haxthausen cites only
Worringer as a source, ignoring Haeckel, who was - - along with
Otto Lehrnann - - the neue Naturphilosoph to declare crystals
organic, i.e. related to a human subject such as Klee.""
While Werner Haftman acknowledged the importance of Endellts
and Van de Velde's ltBiologicalRomanticismI1 to Klee's work,
and Ringbom expands on Hofmannts discussion of the contemporary morphological tradition - - including Haeckel - - in relation to his aesthetics, only Sarah L y n n Henry has discussed
turn-of-the-century
biocentrisrn in her account of Klee's
intellectual origins.257The way in which biocentric v i e w s ,
particularly Vitalism and Monism, revealed themselves in
Kandinskyts thinking throughout his life has barely been
touched upon in the literature. Only Jain, and Priebe, building on hints by Giedion-Welcker and Zweite, have begun to
place Kandinsky into his proper biocentric context in relation
to Lebensphilosophie, Bergson and Klages .2 5 a Yet both Klee
and Kandinsky were dyed-in-the-woolMonist Vitalists.
Already in his 1920 discussion of Klee, Leopold Zahn
wrote that Veder Dualismus ist iiberwunden, der heimische
Kampf rnit dem Materiellen beendet ....t t 2 S 9 As we have seen
Klee state at the start of this section, I1Theaim of our
theoretical work is always, in one form or another, the
organisation of differences into unity, the combination of
organs into an organism.... lt2'0 Kleets Monistic worldview is
best summarized by Christof Hertel in an account of his teach-

ing written at the time of the artist's departure from the

Bauhaus late in 1931.
klee ... zeigte uns die grosse synthese, die alles
umfasst, das organismische wie das anorganische. die
gleichen phanomene, die wir im biologischen und
sozialen zu sehen gewahnt waren, wurden hier in der
gestaltung auf einmal wieder aktuell. alles: zoologie, biologie, chemie, physik, astronomie, literatur, typografie trug dazu bei uns klar zu machen . . .
wie wir mit allem unseren sein und tun in der
menschheit und im kosmischen rhythmus stehen und
verankert sind .26L
Kleets former Bauhaus colleague Willi Baurneister wrote that
T i n Beispiel fur eine grosse Synthese von Absoluten und Metamorphose ist Paul Klee, in dessen Werk sich die beiden Urkraf te zum ' Organischen verbunden .
Kleets texts resound with statements revealing his belief
in a vital force animating nature, a Vitalism that in equating
matter and energy is as Ostwaldian as it is Einsteinian:
Creative power [Kraft] is ineffable. It remains
ultimately mysterious ... We are ourselves charged
with this power, down to our subtlest parts. We may
not be able to utter its essence, but we can move
towards its source..,. [I]t is up to us to manifest
this power in its functions, just as it becomes
manifest within ourselves. In all likelihood, it is
itself a form of matter, although it cannot be perceived with the same sense as the more familiar
kinds of matter.... Permeated with matter, it must
take on living, actual form. It is thence that matter derives its life, acquiring order from its minutest particles and most subordinate rhythms all the
way to its higher articulations.
This force is sometimes articulated in a Bergsonian manner:
The inner impulse is the urge that leads to production. ... Nature is creative, and we are creative.
Nature is creative down to the minutest scale and
since the briefest scrutiny suffices to discern
that, we too have begun on a small scale, emulating
nature, it has been easy, under nature's guidance,
to recognise our own creativity.2 6 4
As well as the elan vital, Klee affirms Bergsonian Becoming.
As Jim Jordan put it, "One of Kleets key tenets . . . is that
art should be read in terms of formal genesis, with shape

growing out of shape as an expression of a 'Bergsonian' life
or as Giedion-Welcker did: "Living organisms and
man-conceived structures are ... combined in homogenous blends
swept along by a powerful current of life.w266
We have seen that Kandinsky agreed with Gabrielle Munter
"that essentially or eventually everything is one unity.1u267
The quotations at the start of this section illustrate
Kandinsky's Monist kosmovitale Einsfbhlung, and in an addendum
to Charles Sirato's 1936 Manifeste Dimensioniste - - hitherto
unnoticed in the Kandinsky literature - - the importance he
placed on a Monistic synthesis of "matter" and
Arp highlighted KandinskyrsVitalist impulse when he wrote of
him in 1948: "11 evoque les forces des hauteurs et des
profondeurs, les forces de la creation pure. 11 conjurait des
forces originelles, imperissables, et les for~aitdfaffluer
dans sa peinture et dans sa p ~ e s i e . "Paul
~ ~ ~Overy, when
writing of Kandinsky's work of the thirties, is just as
eloquent concerning his Vitalism:
It is the swarming, pulsating vitality of their outlines that suggests so emphatically that they are
living organisms .... Here Kandinsky suggests the
energy of life rather than, as in the Bauhaus works,
the structure of life... In the Paris works a rich
and vital life now inhabits the structures.i70
Kandinsky's conclusion to Point and Line to Plane makes evident his Neo-Vitalist epistemology: "The aim of a theoretical
examination is 1. to discover the living, 2. to make perceptible its pulsation, and 3. to establish the law-governed
nature of life.u271Focusing on a search for life, these
words are incomprehensible without the biocentric discourse.
Closely related to Kleers and Kandinsky's Monism and
Vitalism were their organicist aesthetics. Klee's organicist
conception of the artwork is so well known that it need not be
reiterated here, but while scholars have written of Kandinsky's organic theory of art, he is still not typically thought
of as an ~rganicist.~"
Already during his Munich years,

however, Kandinsky espoused an organic metaphor of art, seeing
lfpaintingas a kind of spiritual organism, made up - - like
every material organism - - of many
At the Bauhaus,
in keeping with the general shift in interwar Biozentrik, his
organicism tended towards the more purely biological rather
than the spiritual:
Die allgemeine Bewegung der Kunstgeschichte ... ist
ein langsam vor sich gehender Vorgang, der im Ausgangspunkt rein ausserlich-praktisch-zweckmassige
Grunde hat, wobei das 'rein Kiinstlerische' bloss als
kaum sichtbarer Embryo zu beobachten ist, und der
sich weiter zum standigen Wachsen dieses Embryos
entwickelt, bis sich daraus eine reine Gestalt des
rein Kiinstlerischen ausbildet."'
Indeed, in Point and L.ine to Plane, Kandinsky was one of the
earliest writers to employ the organic metaphor in relation to
the development of abstract art: "Abstract art, despite its
emancipation, is subject ... also to 'natural laws,' and is
obliged to proceed [as] nature did previously, when it started
in a modest way with protoplasm and cells, progressing very
gradually to increasingly complex organisms. Today abstract
art creates also primary art-organisms,whose further development the artist today can predict only in uncertain outline.. . . '7s Kandinskyls organicism is also reflected in his
interest in gestalt psychology, as the souvenirs of his encounter with Felix Krfiger during Krfiger's visit to the Bauhaus
Kandinsky's Vitalism, Monism and
in 1931 demon~trate.~'~
Organicism, i.e. his biocentrism, is important to emphasize
because his ties to Theosophy and Anthroposophy, as well as
Shamanism and Sufism - - repressed during the period of high
Modernist art history before the 70s - - have now come to
overshadow his other affinities.277But while his and
Klee's biocentrism is evident from their writings, the question arises as to the direct sources of their biocentrism.
The portion of Kandinsky's library now in Paris, despite
its small size, contains an interesting selection of biocentric and related publications by Bergson, Dacque, Krfiger and
ti

Ostwald. Apart from key naturromantisch classics such as
Goethe, Schiller and Novalis, however, neither the part of
Klee's library available to me, nor his writings, yield much
information on the sources of his biocentrism. But this is
also the case with Kleels much-vaunted scientific interests.
Apart from two school science texts, we know little of either
the literature he employed in his voluminous writings on
nature and its processes, or those he used for his many artworks on the subject.278As Henry, who has examined Kleels
sources on physics notes, he "seems to have worked . . . from a
patchwork of information and concepts that helped to satisfy
his inquisitive mind and that gave him the material to fashion
his own theoretical and visual structures. u279
What are we to make of this lack of information concerning Kleets philosophical sources? Though Klee was an avid
reader, he was primarily interested in belle-lettres,particularly the classics of a wide range of periods and cultures.
Still, K. Porter Aichele has demonstrated that, like Kandinsky, Klee was an enthusiastic reader of the Monist scientist
Ostwald since 1904, and that - - as we have seen - - he adopted
aspects of Ostwaldfs energeticist Monism.2soKlee also owned
a 1914 edition of the most popular Monist writer, Wilhelm
Bolschefs, best-seller Das Liebesleben in der Natur.28'
Bolschefs biologistic, vitalmystisch aesthetics were expressed
in pithy statements such as "Rafael und Beethoven beginnen
In light of this, one must
schon im ~chneekristall."~~~
consider the possibility that Kleels works of the late teens
dealing with the sexual life of plants such as Pflanzenliebe
of l9l5, were inspired by BBlschefs book.283
A former economist, legal scholar and ethnographer,
Kandinsky, like many intellectuals of his generation, rejected
the prevaling positivistic and materialistic ideology of the
second half of the 19th century. In his uAutobiographical
Noteu Kandinsky wrote: " A s 'assistantt at the University of
Moscow ... I began to notice that my earlier belief in the

beneficial value of the social sciences, and, ultimately, in
the absolute rightness of positivistic methods had seriousiy
While Kandinsky was not as steeped in the
German Romantic tradition as were Klee, Marc, A r p , Gropius or
Schlemmer, once he was in Germany, his rejection of Positivism
manifested itself through the forging of links to the brilliant Neo-Romantic revival of fin-de-siecleMunich. Thus - like Klee and ~arc"' - - Kandinsky became a member of Stefan
George's and Karl Wolfskehlts circle, which included Vitalmystiker, Monists and Reformbewegung figures such as Klages,
Herrnann Obrist, Ricarda H u c ~ ,Marie Buchhold and Raoul France's later admirer Stefan ~ w e i g . ~Kandinsky
'~
had particularly close contacts with Obrist - - Haeckells principle artistic disciple - - starting around 1902.287Though Kandinsky
would have heard of the circle by 1902, he participated probably only after 1903, once Klages had broken with George and
Wolfskehl. Like Klee, Kandinsky would have heard of Klages
from others in the circle, and in any case Lebensphilosophie
was "in the airn in turn-of-the-century
~unich.'~~
What is
important to note in this connection is that rather than being
merely a hotbed of occultism, as some Kandinsky scholars have
been eager to demonstrate, the tlKosrnischeRundeN was above all
a centre of aesthetic Lebensphilosophie, Neo-Vitalism and
Monism, i.e. of a Nietzschean biocentri~rn.'~~
While Klee, like Kandinsky, became part of the Wolfskehl
circle after Klagest departure, he had another indirect channel to Klagest thought, Alfred Kubin. Kubin approached Klee in
1910 after seeing an exhibition of Kleets prints and drawings
in Switzerland. The next January Kubin payed Klee a visit, and
out of this developed a somewhat uneasy friendship. While
Kubin had not met Klages at this point, he had been in the
Wolfskehl circle early on, and had admired Klages and his
ideas from afar.2g0Haftmann quotes from Kubin's novel Die
Andere Seite of 1908-09 on the contemplation of nature and the
realization of its unity: ItForhours on end I now tried to

contemplate stones, flowers, animals and men in the mass. In
this way my eye sharpened .... More and more, I felt that there
is a common bond between everything.1t291 In 1911, after a
chance meeting on the train, Kubin and Klages became friends.
As Kleels and Kubin's friendship developed, Kubin would surely
have spoken to the younger man of his enthusiasm for Klages'
writings on cosmic rhythms, on human products such as writing
and art as expressions of these rhythrns, on the necessity for
the preservation of nature, and on the destruction of nature
as a manifestation of the opposition between Geist and Seele.
The material proof of Klee's interest in Klages is his copy of
Klages ' 1 9 22 book Vom kosmogonischen Eros. 2 9 2 Indeed, the
term ucosmogenetictt
recurs in Klee's oeuvre: in Unendliche
moment,u 2 g 3 and
Naturgeschichte he writes of a llcosmogenetic
Kleets well-known 1923 watercolour Eros might constitute a
commentary on Klages ' book.2g'
Haeckel and Driesch - - and possibly France - - were also
sources for Klee's and KandinskyOs biocentrism. As Grohrnann
notes, Klee was an avid reader from early in this century
on,"" and given Klee's interest in nature and his reading
habits, it is hard to imagine that he would not have read
Haeckel's enormously popular Die We1 tratsel after it was first
published in 1899. While, as far as I can tell, Klee's library
did not contain a copy of this book at the time of his death,
we do know that he owned a copy of Haeckel's Kunstforrnen der
N a t u r . Indeed this book by Drieschls teacher might account for
Kleels visit on his first Italian trip to a scientific instiAt Easter in 1902
tute closely associated with Drie~ch."~
Klee was at the German-founded Zoologisches Station (Stazione
zoologica) in Naples, where Driesch, just a couple of seasons
earlier, had made his observations of the regenerative capabilities of dissected sea-urchin blastomeres, which led him to
revive Aristotle's Vitalist concept of the nentelechy,nand so
to launch Neo-Vitalism as a movement. Klee was very impressed
by the unusual marine forms at the Station, and he enjoyed its

excellent library with Hans von Marees' frescos, as much as he
did its sea creatures. 2 9 7
There is little doubt that Klee would have heard of
Driesch at the Station even though the scientist was not in
residence, since a controversy over Driesch's sea-urchin
research was then raging.298If not in Naples, Klee had the
chance to meet Driesch on the occasion of his 1925 lecture on
"Das Unbewusste" at Weimar. According to Will Grohmann, Klee
"found himself arguing on all sorts of subjects, scientific as
well as artistic," after Bauhaus events, including Driesch's
lecture."' As we have seen in Chapter Two, Driesch's
science, along with Goethe's, inspired the rise of the Holist/
Organicist complex, the thinking of which was so close to
Kleets organicist conception of nature. This science would
have appealed to Klee as much as did Driesch's Neo-Vitalist
neue Naturphilosophie, the biocentric philosophy which Driesch
focussed his energies on after 1909. KleeOs interest in
Driesch (at least by 1 9 2 5 ) , and in Haeckel's scientific
imagery; both his and Kandinsky's fascination with scientific
imagery at the Bauhaus; and Kandinsky's early knowledge of
Darwinism and ~ropotkin~":all this puts into a more coherent framework Barnet's - - I think - - correct speculation
concerning the ultimately Haeckelian nature of the biological
imagery in Kandinskyrs work of the 1930s. But, as Hofmann has
suggested, Kandinsky's morphological discussion in Point and
Line to Plane already reveals his awareness of Haeckel's writings, if not those of the - - in Germany - - less accessible
D Arcy Wentworth hornso on. 30' Though Kandinsky does not refer
direcly to Haeckel in his writings, like Klee neither does he
refer to the other scientific source which Barnet has demonstrated he used, i.e. his encyclopedia. Barnet speculates on
the possibility of Kandinsky's sources being the Darwinian
aspect of theosophy and Steinerfswriting on Haeckel, but it
should be sufficient to refer to Kandinsky's friendship with
the deeply-Haeckelian Obrist during the early years of his

Munich period in order to account for his knowledge of the
German biologist. As Barnet writes, "Kandinskytsimages of
amoebas, embryos and marine invertrebrates convey a spiritual
meaning of beginning, regeneration and a common origin of all
life," that is, they produce a meaning which is intelligible
only with a knowledge of the interwar biocentric discourse.'02 As in the cases of the other Bauhaus masters,
Barnet comes to the correct conclusions, but without employing
the requisite terminology, a terminology which would properly
contextualize him.
Klee' s biocentric We1 tanschauung, his organicist aes thetic, his large corpus of biomorphic Modernist art, and his
interest in scientific imagery, all render him one of the most
paradigmatically Bioromantic of artists. Kandinskyts early
abstract work is a principal inspiration for biornorphic Modernism as a style and he is one of its great practitioners in
the 1930s. But because of his mysticism his case is more
complex than Kleets. Kandinsky underwent a change during his
Bauhaus years from a metaphysical position to one infused by
the naturamorphic analogy, one more typical of the B i o z e n t r i k
so pervasive at the Bauhaus and in Weimar Germany, after it.
Thus, in the interwar period, Kandinsky can also be seen to be
an important Bioromantic artist.
The presence of Klee, Kandinsky, Gropius, Itten, Schlernmer, Moholy-Nagy, Hannes Meyer, and Mies; Gropiusf friendship
with Behne and Taut; as well as the schoolrs contacts with
major figures of interwar biocentrism such as Driesch, Ostwald, Klages, Keyserling, Prinzhorn, and France, resulted not
only in an atmosphere suffused with biocentric ideas, but one
which actively participated in interwar biocentric intellectual life. It is within this context that one should regard
Gropius' 1922-23 shifting of the Bauhaust gears. As Karin
Hirdina points out, this shift was related to the discourse
around function, itself informed by ideas of social and biological ~tility.'~'Its groundwork was layed earlier, how-

ever. As Franciscono writes:
By 1921 modern architectural thinking almost everywhere was moving from an emphasis upon personal
inspiration, the expression of emotion, and in Germany upon utopian projects, toward geometry, 'objective laws' of formal construction, and strict accommodation to utilitarian, especially industrial requirements. This process can be traced in Gropius'
speeches of 1922 through 1924, the language of which
reflects accurately the changing aesthetic assumptions of the period.'*'
But in the context of the Bauhaus and of Weimar Germany in
general during the early 1920s, this process was necessarily
one informed by biocentrism. Just as an awareness of the
biocentrism inherent to the Jugendbewegung and the Reformbewegung in general is necessary for a full understanding of
Moholy-Nagy's origins, the biocentrism of the Bauhaus is also
the proper context for understanding the development of Moholy-Nagy's New Vision, the hiring of the Left-wing biocentric
Constructivist Hannes Meyer, and the development of Kallai's
formulation of Bioromantik at the Meyer Bauhaus, topics I
examinine in the next two chapters.
-
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1991, 307; and A. Messer, Die Freideutsche Jugendbewegung. Ihr
V e r l a u f von 1913 bis 1922 (Langensalza: Hermann Beyer & Sijhne,
1922).

96. On the direct connection between Pfemfert's circle around
Die Aktion and Vogeler's Barkenhoff commune through the presence in 1919 of Vogeler's wife's then lover Ludwig Baumer (who
was a member of the Bremen council during the revolution early
in 1919), see Bernd Stenzig, " T o n einem Auferstehenden, der
nicht mehr zu beirren ist, " in Heinrich Vogeler. Vom Roman tiker zum Revolutiondr. dlbilder, Zeichnungen, Grafik, Doku mente von 1895-1924 (Bonn: Bonner Kunstverein, 1982), 108.
Vogeler designed at least one cover (Ekstase or Vision) for
Die Aktion, 30, no. 5 (May 1914). ( p . 136)
97. Schenk, Die Freideutsche Jugend, 117.
98. Heinrich Vogeler and other members of Barkenhoff such as
Johann Kneif, for example, played active roles. On the Bremen
Soviet and Vogeler's role in it, see David Erlay, Worpswede Bremen - Moskau. Der Weg des Heinrich Vogeler (Bremen: Schiinemann UniversitZtsverlag, 1972), 94-102.
99. Reinhard Preuss, Verlorene Stjhne des Btirgertums. Linke
Stromungen in der deutschen Jugendbewegung 191 3 - 1919 (Cologne:
Wissenschaft und Politik, 1991), 210. This was evidently a
more radical version of Schaixerls "religious Socialism."
100. Quoted in Laqueur, Young Gemany, 1 1 4 . On this meeting,
see also Schenk, Die Freideutsche Jugend, 112 - 1 7 . Not untypi cally, Vorwerk soon turned towards the right in his politicai
views, "reappearing several years later as the secretary of
Germany's most influential and fashionable right-wing political club, the "Herren-klub," (Laqueur, Young Germany, 103) ,
and writing for Rightist periodicals such as Ring and Deutsches Volkstum. (Schenk, Die Freideutsche Jugend, 122, 3 0 7 ) .
Oswald Spengler was also a member of the Herrenklub. See Anton
Kies , Martin Jay, Edward Dimendberg, eds . , The W e i m a r Republic
Sourcebook (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994),
330. There w a s an F. Vorwerk operating a publishing house in
Stuttgart after the Second World War who published works on
the German Right. See, e.g., A r m i n Mohler, Die konservative
Revolution in Deutschland (Stuttgart: F. Vorwerk, 1950) .
101. Botar, V4n Activist-Expressionist in Exile," 78 and Rolf
Sachsse, Lucia Moholy (Diisseldorf: Edition Marzona, 19851, 7
and "Lucia Moholy" in Rainer Wick, ed., Das neue Sehen, 1991:
94. But note that in Lucia Moholy (1996), Sachsse revises this
idea and states that "Insofern bleiben alle Verweise auf eine
Beeinflussung durch der Prager Schule der Philosophie, die sie
selbst in GesprZchen gern geniihrt hat, reine Spekulation." (p.
11)

102. On Schulz and Vorwerk at Barkenhof, see Botar, Vi.n Activist-Expressionist in Exile," 78.
On Vogeler's nature mysticism, see Bernd Stenzig's After-

word to Walter Hundt, B e i Heinrich Vogeler i n Worpswede.
E r i n n e r u n g e n (Fischerhude: Worpsweder Verlag, 1981), 208 - 210
and Stenzig, 'I1Voneines AuferstehendentU1127. On Kropotkints
importance at Barkenhoff, see Hundt, B e i Heinrich Vogeler i n
Worpswede, 67. On Kropotkin as a nature-centric,ecological
anarchist, see Bramwell, Ecology in the T w e n t i e t h Century, 7071. That Vogeler was an Anarchist in 1919, heavily influenced
by the ideas of Kropotkin, rather than the Communist he later
remembered himself as being; i.e. that Kropotkin, rather than
Marx, was the most important ideological influence on the
commune, is repeatedly stated in the literature. See, e.g.,
Ulrich Linse, Die K o m u n e d e r d e u tschen Jugendbewegung (Munich: C.H. BecktscheVerlagsbuchhandlung, 1973), 52; Bernd
Stenzig, "'Van einer AuferstehendenfrU127 and Heinrich Wiegand Petzet, Von Worpswede nach Moskau. Heinrich V o g e l e r . E i n
K u n s t l e r zwischen den Zei ten (Schauberg: DuMont Verlag, 1972 ,
127-28. Petzet emphasizes this influence and that of Tolstoy
and Bakunin, during the commune period of Barkenhoff (19181922). He also points out that Vogeler does not mention these
names in his memoirs Werden, E r i n n e r u n g e n because of the
contemporary pressures of Stalinism. See also Vogeler's portrait of Kropotkin, the frontispiece for the German edition of
Kropotkin's L a n d w i r t s c h a f t , I n d u s t r i e und Handwerk (Berlin:
Verlag "Der Syndikalist1I,1921). The copy I have seen of this
book was in the library of Mies van der Rohe, now deposited in
the Department of Special Collections of the Library of the
University of Illinois at Chicago. On Vogeler as a religiousanarchist artist, see Ulrich Linse, B a r f i i s s i g e P r o p h e t e n .
E r l d s e r d e r z w a n z i g e r Jahre (Berlin: Siedler Verlag, 19831,
130. See also Ulrich Linse, E n t s c h i e d e n e Jugend, 1919 -2921
(~rankfurt/Main:dipa, 1981), 135, 183, 191-2, 221 and David
Erlay, Heinrich Vogeler. E i n Maler und seine Z e i t (Fischerhude: Verlag Atelier im Bauernhaus, 1981).
103. Ulrich Linse, Zuriick, o Mensch, z u r M u t t e r Erde: Landkommunen i n D e u t s c h l a n d 1 8 9 0 - 1 9 3 3 (~unich:DTV, 19831, 2 0 . Hepp
sees this period around the time of the great inflation (192324) as the high-watermark of the communard movement.
Avantgarde, 82.
104. On Landauer and on Kropotkin and Germany, see Linse,
d k o p a x und Anarchie, 77ff. Kropotkin's book was published in
London in 1902 as Mutual A i d a s a Law of N a t u r e and a Factor
of E v o l u t i o n . O n Landauerls importance to Activism, see Whyte,
B r u n o T a u t . O n his death in Munich in 1919, see George Woodcock, Anarchism: A History o f L i b e r t a r i a n I d e a s and Movements
(New York: Meridian Books, 19621, 432.
1 0 5 . Vogeler, quoted in Erlay, Vogeler, 182.

106. Neubau appeared in June 1919. Sachsse in Lucia Moholy
(1985), 8-9. Her use of this male alias is less likely because
she was a woman, as Sachsse suggests, than because she was a
foreign national engaging in radical activities during a
period when police raids on the Barkenhoff commune were commonplace. (See David Erlay, Vogeler, 176-181.) On the complicated and contradictory status of women in the German Youth
Movement, see Elisabeth Bfisse-Wilson, Die Frau und die Jugendbewegung. E i n Bei trag z u r weiblichen Charakterologie und zur
Kritik des Anti -ferninismus (1920) (Miinster: Lit, 1989); Irmgard Klonne, V c h springfin d i e s e m RingeN Msdchen und Frauen
in der Deu tschen Jugendbewegung (Pfa£ fenweiler: Centaurus Verlagsgesellschaft, 1990); and Marion E. P. de Ras, Kerper,
Eros und weibliche Kultur. Mzdchen i r n Wandervogel und in der
Bundischen Jugend, 1900 -1933 ( P f af f enweiler: Centaurus-Verlagsgesellschaft, 1988) .

107. On Fuhrmann as politically anarchist, see Gert Mattenklott, Vorwort in: Ernst Fuhrmann, Neue Wege, The collected
works volume 10. (Hamburg: Ernst Fuhrmann Archiv, 1983), V,
VIII*
108. For a summary of Fuhrmann's unsystematic, biologistic and
poetic philosophy, see Volker Kahmen, I1ErnstFuhrmann - Photographs of Plantsn in E r n s t Fuhrmann (Rolandseck: Bahnhof
Rolandseck, 1979). Fuhrrnannts writings were not published for
the most part until the 1930s and after, and so he was not as
well known as von Uexkiill or France were. Still, the list of
the "Gesellschaft der Freunde Ernst Fuhrmannsttfounded in 1931
to aid the publication of his writings included, in addition
to artists such as Emil Nolde and Edvard Munch, and writers
such as Alfred D6blin and Karl Wolfskehl, no less a figure of
biocentric thinking than Hans Prinzhorn. See: Hugo Hertwig,
tlRevoultionardes Geistes," typescript in Mappe 12 of the
Fuhrmann-Archiv of the Staats- und Universitats-Bibliothek
Hamburg. Fuhrmann was familiar with France's conception of
Biotechnik: "Wie France richtig sagte, gibt es in der kompliziertesten Industrie keinen Vorgang, der nicht Iangst im
Menschen-und Tierleben oder in den Pflanzen ohne Unterbrechung
in Betrieb wSre. " Fuhrmann, Der Sinn im Gegenstand (Munich:
Georg Mfiller, 19231, 29. See Wolfgang Kemp, Theorie der Fotografie TI, 1912 -2945 (Munich: Schirmer/Mosel, 1979), 21, 36,
no. 31. On Biotechnik, see Chapter Four.
109. Franz Jung, Nachwort in: Ernst Fuhrmann, Grundfomen des
Lebens (Heidelberg: Lambert Schneider, 1962), 251-52. On
Vogeler and Dehel, see Hundt, B e i Heinrich Vogeler in Worpswede, 13, 38. On page 163 we note that Dehmel's daughter
Liselotte spent time at Barkenhoff. On further connections
between Liselotte and Ursula Dehrnel and Barkenhoff, see Vogeler, Werden, Erinnerungen. On Fuhrmann and Dehmel, see Hugo
Hertwig, I1Dergrosse Einzelne: E r n s t Fuhrmann,ll typescript in

Mappe 12 of the Fuhrmann-Archiv of the Staats- und Universitats-Bibliothek Hamburg; Kahmen, Wrnst Fuhrmann - - Photographer of Plants," unpag . ; Jung , Nachwort , Grundfomen des
Lebens, 251, and Mattenklott, Vorwort in: Fuhrmann, Neue Wege,
V. Mattenklott notes that Ida Coblenz, Richard Dehmel's later
wife, was Fuhrmann's wife at the time.
110. Cited by MattenklotttsVorwort in: Fuhrmann, Neue Wege,
111.

111. Fuhrmann had known Osthaus since 1915. See Mattenklott,
Vorwort in: Fuhrmann, Neue Wege, V. Kahmen gives the 1920 date
in: Ernst Fuhnnann, 8. For the more credible 1919 date see:
Karl Ernst Osthaus. Leben und Werk (Rechlinghausen: Verlag
Aurel Bongers, 1971), 98. A document quoted on p. 228 proves
that Fuhrmann was director of the Folkwang-Museum by 14 January 1920. According to this publication Osthaus and Fuhrmann
probably met through Professor Botho Graef in Jena. ( p . 98)
Vogelerts relationship with Osthaus and his family was
close. In the summer of 1920 Osthaust son Eberhard moved to
Barkenhoff and joined the commune, in preparation for the
founding of the Osthaust own l~Osthaus-Siedlung"
at Hohenhagen
near Hagen. (See Hundt , B e i Heinrich Vogeler in Worpswede, 89 90.) The elder Osthaus died in 1921, after which the museum
moved from Hagen to Essen. Later Mrs. Osthaus had a house
built which was designed by Vogeler and decorated by Barkenhoff artists. (p. 90) Henry van de Velde had designed the main
house, LtHohenhof,n
built in 1907-8. Van de Velde, Geschichte
meines Lebens, 282-4.

112. Fuhrmann, Der Sinn im Gegenstand, 20.
113. Fuhrmann. Der Sinn im Gegenstand, 2. This book was owned
by Mies van der Rohe. (Mies van der Rohe Archive, Special
Collections, University of Illinois at Chicago)
114. Schulz, l1 Symbole.

See also: Sachsse, Lucia Moholy
(1985), 8. For evidence of Klagesian ideas in Fuhrmann's
Biosophie, see his discussion of the rythmn of breath as "das
h6chste Prinzip des Lebens, in D e r Sinn im Gegenstand, 18.
115. In: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Malerei, Photographie, Film
(Munich: Albert Langen Verlag, 1925). Renger-Patzsch was
Fuhrmann's employee-at the ~ o l k w a n ~ - ~ u r i
Verlag
ga
between 1922
and 1925. It is safe to presume that Renger-Patzsch's Monistic
imaging of the world, h i s biocentric representation of plants
"as living beings," and of technology as analogous to the
natural world, was indebted to Fuhrmannts Biosophie. Note the
Monist overtones in Renger-PatzschrsDie Welt ist schdn
(Munich: Kurt Wolff, 1928). This Monism is suggested by the
sequencing and grouping of the photographs which imply that
there is beauty to be found in all of nature, artifact and

not. For contemporary biocentric readings of Renger-Patzsch's
work, see Carl Georg Heisets Introduction to Renger-Patzsch,
Die We1 t ist sch6n; Ern6 Kallai's review of it in bauhaus 3 ,
no. 2 (April-June19291, 27; and especially Willy Rietzler's
review in Die Form ( 4 November 1924): 24. Renger-Patzsch
maintained contact with biocentric thinkers of both the Left
and Right such as H e r m a ~Hesse and Ernst JGnger. On this, see
Donald Kuspit, "Albert Renger-Patzsch," in: Renger-Patzsch,
Joy Before the Object (San Francisco: Aperture, 1993), 6 - 7 . On
the importance of Fuhrmann to Renger-Patzschtsdevelopment,
see Ann and Jfirgen Wilde, Albert Renger-Patzsch: Ruhrgebiet
Landschaften, 170, and Mattenklott, Vorwort, Neue Wege, VI.
Ingeborg Gfissow has pointed out that the book's signet,
representing a branching tree juxtaposed with a high-tension
power stack signals his intention to analogize nature and
technology, seeing the latter as a subset of the former. "Die
neusachliche Photographie" in: Helmut Friedel, ed., Kunst und
Technik den 20er Jahren: Neue Sachlichkei t und Gegens tand licher Konstruktivismus (Munich: Lenbachhaus, 1980), 100-01.
It would have been Fuhrmann who was responsible (after
Osthaust death) for the Folkwang-Museum's extremely early
purchase in 1 9 2 2 of four "farbige ZeichungenI1 from MoholyNagy. (See Walter Erben in: Karl Ernst Osthaus. Leben und
Werk. Recklinghausen: Aurel Bongers, 1971, 217.) Also, the
Moholy-Nagys owned books by Fuhrmann. See the postcard from
Lucia Moholy to Hannah Hdch written from Dessau on 7 . 6 . 1 9 2 6
asking HBch to send the flFuhrmann-Blicherll
which they had
"vergessen, published in Hannah H6ch : Eine Lebenscollage
volume 2 (Berlin: Berlinische Galerie and Stuttgart: Gerd
Hatje, 1995), 258-9.
It was only in 1925, the year Moholyts Malerei, Photographie, Film was published, that Renger-Patzsch began work as an
independent photographer, that his first book of photographs
Das Chorgestdhl von Cappenberg was published, and that he had
his first exhibition, at his new home of Bad Harzburg. For
these biographical details, and for a discussion of the relationship between Moholy and Renger-Patzsch, see Fritz Kempe,
ItAlbertRenger-Patzsch, Mensch und Werk," in Albert RengerPatzsch. Der Fotograf der Dinge (Essen: Ruhrland- und Heirnatmuseum Essen, 1967), unpag. Even if Mohooly did not encounter
it through Fuhrmann, it is possible that he first saw RengerPatzschtswork in his earliest publication in Deutsche CameraAlmanach: "Pflanzenaufnahmen," (volume 14, 1924: 49-53).
116.
102.

On the fighting, see Erlay, Worpswede - Bremen - Moskau,

117. Vogeler , Werden. Erinnerungen, 23 0 , also : 2 7 7 .
118. Sachsse, Lucia Moholy (1985), 8-9. For a reproduction of
the completed monument, see Erlay, Vogeler, 204. The monument,
designed by Bernhard Hoetger (the Worpswede artist who had

produced Paula Modersohn-Beckerfsmemorial), was eventually
built, and was later destroyed by the National Socialists.
Note that Albert Steffen, Vogelerfs friend and the man after
whom Lucia presumably coined her pseudonym, was a friend of
Rudolf Steinerls. See Petzet, Von Worpswede nach Moskau, 164.
119. Moholy-Nagy's political sympathies of the teens and
twenties is a controversial topic, some scholars overemphasizing his commitment to Communism, others eliding it. I know of
no evidence that Moholy ever joined the Communist Party and he
himself denied having been the member of any political party.
See his letter to Emily Taft-Douglas (21 November 1945) in:
Oliver Botar, ed., "Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and Hungarian-American
Politics 11," Hungarian Studies Review 21, no. 1-2 (SpringFall, 1994): 99 and Allan C. Greenberg, Artists and Revolution: Dada and the Bauhaus 1917-1925 (Ann Arbor: U M I Research
Press, l979), 175.
Many of his closest friends were Communist, however. One
of his best friends was the Communist Hungarian pla~wright
Lajos Barta, and soon after Moholyrs arrival in Berlin he w a s
friendly with the Spartacist members of the Malik-Verlag
circle. Moholy's sympathy with the Spartacists is clear from
his description of the Kapp-Putzsch in his letter to Ivan
Hevesy of 5 April 1920, in Krisztina Passuth, Moholy-Nagy,
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1985), 388. On Moholy, Barta and
the Malik-Verlag circle, see Botar, ItAn ~ctivist-Expressionist
in Exile," 79.
Moholy's Communist sympathies are documented by his
portraits. His likeness of Baron Lajos Hatvany, the Social
Democratic financial backer of Hungarian avant-garde literature, probably executed during Moholyts first stay in Vienna
in 1919, is dedicated to the Communist journalist Laszlo
(Laci) Tblgy, former assistant editor of V6r6s ~ j s a g [Red
Journal], the first Communist newspaper in Hungary. (For a
reproduction, see Passuth, Moholy-Nagy, figure 12.) While this
picture is usually assumed to have been executed before Moholy
left Budapest in early August 1919, I believe it to be a
product of Moholyfs first Viennese stay during the fall of
1919. My reasons are (1). Both Hatvany and Tblgy were in
Vienna at the time and the poverty experienced by all the
emigres - - including Baron Hatvany - - would have had a
levelling effect giving Moholy easier access to the Baron than
in Budapest. (2). As Moholy-Nagyfsnephew Levente Nagy has
pointed out Moholy typically employed the dash between the two
components of his name only in emigration. {"Kepek alairasa
Magyarorszagon a kezdettdl 1919 novembereigu [The signature of
works in Hungary from the start to November of 19191, September 1985, typescript in the archive of Hattula Moholy-Nagy,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.) While Nagy cites this portrait of Hatvany as the exception, I think it is simpler to date this work
to Moholyfs Viennese stay.) On Laszlo Tdlgy leaving Budapest
for Vienna before December of l9l9, see Tanusagtevdk. Vissza -

emlekezesek a magyarorszagi munkasmozgalom t d r t e n e t e b 6 1 , 1919 1933 [Bearers of witness: Memories from the history of the
Hungarian working class movement] (Budapest: Kossuth, 1981),
38. Among T61gyfs aliases were: Laszlo Fekete, Laszlo Gliick
(his original name?) and Peter Koester. Moholy may have known
Tolgy from his own days in the Budapest Galileo Circle where,
like so many others of their generation, Tdlgy was educated
politically. (Robert Whelen, R o b e r t Capa. A Biography, New
York: Ballantine, 1985, 42) On 15 January 1920 Tiilgy was
expelled from the Hungarian Journalistst Association for his
political involvement during the Hungarian Soviet of 1919.
(Agnes Szabo and Robert Vertes, eds., Negyedszazados harc
[Quarter-centurystruggle], Budapest: Akademiai Kiado, 1975,
32) V6r6s ~ j s a gappeared just before and during the Soviet of
1919. (Sandor ~ k ,
Maba e r d tegnapok [Yesterdays extending into
today] (Budapest: Kossuth, 1968) , 159 ; and Tanusagtevdk, 4 7 9 . )
Note, however, that Tdlgy is not mentioned in the section of
Voros ~ j s a gin Henrik Vass, ed., Fejezetek a magyar munkasmozgalom tortenetebbl [Chapters from the history of the Hungarian
working class movement] (Budapest: Tancsics, 19751, 101-03.
Most significantly, Moholyfs February 1921 portrait of
Lipot Katz, a journalist writing for the Viennese Hungarian
Communist periodical P r o l e t d r [Proletarian], the official
Hungarian journal of the Third Internationale (published 30
June 1920 to 26 January 1922)) bears a dedication to Katz as
Moholy' s elvtars [comrade]. ( h a Bajkay identifies the sitter
as Lipot Katz in Bajkay, A magyar g r a f i k a k i i l f d l d d n . Bees
1919 - 1 9 3 3 [Hungarian graphic art abroad: Vienna 1919 - 19331
{Budapest: P e t 6 f i Irodalmi MGzeum, 1982) , 41. On Proletdr,
see: Szabo and Vertes, Negyedszazados harc, 658.)
120. Sachsse, L u c i a Moholy (1985), 9 ; and Moholy, Marginal
Notes, 51. According to Sachsse her exact term of employment
with Saal was from 1 December 1919 to 21 March 1920. Note that
the bookshop was due to move to Lauenburg an der Elbe from
Hamburg on 1 July 1920, so she may have left her employment in
anticipation of the move. See Messer, D i e f r e i d e u t s c h e J u g e n d bewegung, 99 .
121. Schenk, Freideutsche Jugend, 91; Messer, Die Freideutsche
Jugendbewegung, 42 ; Kindt, D i e Wandervogelzei t , 5 7 3 - 7 4 , 1065 66.

122. Joachim Biichner, ~Originalfotos aus Worpswede," in Bfichner, ed., Kurt S c h w i t t e r s 1887-1948 (exh. cat.) (Frankfurt/
Main and Berlin: Propylgen Verlag, 1987), 284 and Robert Kain,
"Kurt Schwitters in Bremen und Worpsweden in: K u r t S c h w i t t e r s
1887-1948. Der K h s t l e r von MERZ (Brernen: Kunsthandef Wolfgang
Werner, 19891, unpag. See note 84. For a list of publications
by Spengemann see "Der Steegemann Verlagu in: Schwitters A r c h i v Hannover. ~ e t asn d s v e r z e i c h n i s 1986 (Hannover: Stadtbi bliothek Hannover, 1986), 225-33. The document of Schwitters'

respect for Baurner and Martha Vogeler is his collage Das B a u merbild of 1920, in which fragments of a printed discussion of
the post-war peace process are combined with images of Baumer
and Martha. See Dorothea Dietrich, The Collages of Kurt S c h w i tters (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19931, 115-6.

123. Indeed Barkenhoff enjoyed the occasional support of the
Quakers, and as thanks, Vogeler wrote them an essay entitled
lfFriede."The references to Quaker support occur throughout
the Barkenhoff and Vogeler literature. On Vogelerls Triedeft'
see Petzet, Von Worpswede nach Moskau, 124.
124. J6nos Brendel has pointed to Monist founder Wilhelm
Ostwaldfs effect on Moholyfs thinking after his arrival in
Berlin in 1920. Janos Brendel, "Der deutsche Einfluss von
Scheerbart und Wilhelm Ostwald auf die ungarische Konstruktivistentheorie, in Hubertus Gassner, ed. , Wechselwirkungen:
Ungarische Avantgarde in der weimarer R e p u b l i k (Marburg:
Jonas, l986), 173-8.
125. Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, Experiment in Totality, 21.

126. Veit Loers, I1Moholy-Nagys' R a m und Gegenwart' und die
Utopie vom dynarnisch-konstruktiven Lichtraumtlin L a s z l o Moholy-Nagy (Stuttgart: Gerd Hatje, lggl), 41.
127. Because of his pedagogical endeavors and his efforts to
effect a synthesis of science and spirituality, Steiner would
have interested them to a greater degree. Loerst article, so
valuable in other ways, has had the unfortunate effect of
suggesting to some that Moholy-Nagy was somehow an Hoccult'
artist influenced by Theosophy and Anthroposophy, and that
"der ipsycho-biologischenReform0 ... eine Synthese zwischen
naturwissenschaftlicher Forschung und Vorstellungen der persischen Mazdaznan-Lehre [bildet]. " Roland Giinter, "Der Industrialisierungs-Prozess und das Experiment der beiden MoholyNagysM in Gottfried Jgger and Gudrun Wessing, eds., ober Moholy-Nagy: Ergebnisse aus d m Internationalen Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
Symposium, Bielefeld 1995, zum 100. Geburtstag des Klinstlers
und Bauhauslehrers (Bielefeld: Kerber Verlag, 19971 , 1 2 5 -6.
128. While no exact information has as yet come to light
concerning the time of Hausmann's or Behne's first meetings
with Moholy-Nagy, Hausmam's may have been as early as September of 1920, when Moholyls close friend Lajos Barta's play
Russlands Tag was produced by Erwin Piscator's Proletarian
~ Mconnected to the MalikTheatre in Berlin. As H ~ u s ~was
Verlag circle of which Piscator and his theatre were a part,
Moholy may have encountered Hausmann there. (On this, see
Botar, "An Activist-Expressionist in Exile,It 82.) Had he not
done so earlier, Moholy would certainly have met Hausmann in
1921 through his good friend Hannah H k h , and indeed, El Liss-

itzky remembers meeting Hausmam in the Moholy-Nagyst studio
in "im Jahre 1921/1922, als ich nach Berlin kamtMwhich would
place such a meeting to about early 1921. (Lissitzky-Kfippers,
El tissitzky, 6 4 ) The earliest document I know of concerning
their contact is the "Aufruf zur elementaren Kunst," dated
October 1921 and signed by Moholy-Nagy, Hausmann, Ivan Puni
and Hans A r p . (De S t i j l 4 no. 10, 1921) Moholy-Nagy and Hausmann would not only have had their interests in common, but
Hausmann's origins as well: like Moholy-Nagy, Hausmann was
Austro-Hungarian. Though born in Vienna, and raised in Vienna
and Berlin, Hausmannts father Viktor was Hungarian by birth.
Hausmann was a Czecho-Slovak citizen from after the First
World War until 1946 (when this nationality was taken away
from him due presumably to his Germanic ethnicity), probably
because his father was born in northern Hungary, the part
which became Slovakia. He himself claimed Czech, Slovak and
Italian heritage, as well as Alsatian origins for his family.
Broido-Cohn cited him as having been one-eighth Jewish, and
therefore not in danger due to his origins in Nazi Germany.
Zuchner, ed., Der Deutsche Spiesser argert sich, 280, interview with Broido-Cohn, 106, and Bartomeu Mari, llKeineUtopie:
Ein ungefahres Portrait des Dadasophen," in Zfichner, ed., 126.
While Moholy might have met Behne through his involvement
with Arthur Segal's social circle as early as mid-1920, there
are no exact data to confirm this. As Hausmann and Behne knew
each other, furthermore, he might have encountered the art
historian through Hausmann during the course of 1921. In any
case, the earliest document I am aware of concerning Moholy's
and Behnets friendship dates from December 1922, when MoholyNagy dedicated a watercolour to Behne: "Fbr Dr. BehneOs Weinachten 1922." (The transparency of this work is in Hattula
Moholy-Nagytsarchive, Ann Arbor.)
129. Moholy-Nagy, Vom Material zu Architektur, 16.
130. This awareness is particularly evident in the introduction to the second edition of Experiment in Totality, with its
use of France's terms such as " B i o s t t and uBiotechnik,Mxviixviii.
131. Robert Bud, The Uses of Life: A History of Biotechnology.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19931, 61.
132. Haeckel, The R i d d l e of the Universe, 342.

133. Heinrich Vogeler, "Friihlingsbrief an meine Freunde!" p. 8
in Der Einbruch 1 . Rundbrief der E i n t s c h i e d e n e n Jugend D e u t schlands. in Linse, E n t s c h i e d e n e Jugend, 19 1 .
1 3 4 . Quoted in: Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, Experiment in Total i ty, 4 4 -

5.

1 3 5 . On Bruderhof and the Student Christian Movement, see
Bramwell, Ecology in the 20th Century, 99. On Quaker communes,
see Linse, Zuriick o Mensch.

136. Quoted in Sachsse, Lucia Moholy (1995), 108. Both Voge-

ler's and Moholy's texts may have been refering to Novalis'
statement that "away from the rhythm of the world, one is away
from the world itself." Quoted in Schall, "Rhythm and Art in
Germany," 34.

137. On Luciats job ending July 31 1921, see Sachsse, Lucia
Moholy (19851, 9. 137. Kallai remembers that they were produced on vacation in "Technika e s konstruktiv mfiveszetu [Technology and constructive art] Ma 7, no. 5-6 (1 May 1922): 7-9.
Though w e do not know its exact date the vacation must have
taken place in 1921, the approximate date of the Ackerfelderbilder.
138. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Abstract of an Artist (New York:
Wittenborn, Schultz, Inc., 1949), 72.

139. On the Moholysf July 1922 vacation at Weyhers, see Laszlo's letter to Theo van Doesburg of 10 July 1922, in: the
Appendix to Theo van Doesburg, Grondbegrippen van de nieuwe
beeldende kunst (Nijmegen: SUN, 1983), 102. The school was
based on the teachings of Goethe and Rudolf Steiner. See:
Helmut Giinther, Weschichtlicher Abriss der deutschen Rhythmusbe~egung,~
in Eva Banrunfiller & Peter Rtjhthig, eds., Grundlagen und Perspektiven dsthetischer und rhythmischer B e w e gungserziehung (Stuttgart: Klett, 1990), 45-6. It comes as no
surprise that it is now the llRudolfSteiner Schule Loheland."
See: "World List of Rudolf Steiner Waldorf SchoolsH in: Journal for Rudolf Steiner Waldorf Education 29, no. 2 (July
1995): 43. Information courtesy of Pierre de la Ruffiniere du
Prey.
140. See Hundt, Bei Heinrich Vogeler in Worpswede, 104. Vogeler wrote: "Gestern tanzten die Biebersteiner (Lohelander)

wieder in Bremen, unsere Leute waren nicht sehr davon angetan.
Rohden und Langgaard, waren draussen bei uns und scheinbar
sehr angetan von dieser aus dem Chaos gestaltenden neuen
Welt." [i.e. Barkenhoff] No precise date i s given, though it
might have been as late as 1921. Note that Karl Ernst Osthaus
invited Langaard and von Rohden (who were teaching at Bieberstein) to his school to teach rythmic gymnastics as early as
1916. Karl Ernst Osthaus. Leben und Werk, 444.
141. Lucia Moholy, "Erimerungen von Freunden an ihre Begegin Sachsse, Lucia Moholy
nung mit Elisabeth Vogler
(1995), 108. On Paul Vogler as a Wandervogel and Freideutsche
Jugend activist, see Kindt, ed., Die Wandervogelzeit, 599-600,
602, 604, 829-830. On Elizabeth Vogler, see below.
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142. Marion de Ras , Korper, Eros und weibl iche Kul tur, 163 169.
143. Lucia Moholy, Moholy-Nagy, Marginal Notes: Documentary
Absurdities (Krefeld: Scherpe Verlag, 1972), 69.
144.Moholy-Nagy, vPhotoplastische ReklameI1lOffset, Buch und
Werbekunst 7 (1926): 386-8. See also Loers, ItMoholy-Nagys
' R a m der Gegenwart'," 41, 50.
145. On the Kuns terziehungsbewegung (whose founders were
Julius Langbehn and Alfred Lichtwark) and Refompddagogie, see
Wolfgang Scheibe, Die Reformpddagogische Bewegung. Eine einfu hrende Darstellung (Weinheim: Beltz, 1978), 139-48. On creativity: 142 -3.
146. Laszlo and Lucia Moholy-Nagy, "Produktion - - Reproduktion" De Stijl 5, no. 7 (1922). The translation is adapted by
me from the one in Passuth, Moholy-Nagy, 289.
147. Haus, quoting Mach from Die Analyse der E m p f i n d u n g e n und
das Verhhal tnis des Physischen (Jena 1900) in: Moholy-Nagy:
Fotos und Fotogramme, 59.
148. Andreas Haus, I1Sinnlichkeitund Industrie," in Stanislaus
Von Moos, ed. , Avant Garde und Industrie (Delft: Delft Univer sity Press, 1983), 108-109. Haus refers to Robert MfillerFreienfels, Psychologie der Kunst. Second edition. Vol. 1
(Leipzig and Berlin, 1922), 21ff. On Empiriokritizismus: Haus,
Moholy-Nagy: Fotos und Fotogramme, 58f f . On Mfiller-Freienfels,
see also : Hans Prinzhorn, Leib -Seele-Einheit : E i n Kernproblem
d e r neuen Psychologie (Potsdam: Mfiller & Kiepenheuer / Zbrich:
Orell Ffissli, 1927), 142, 195-6.
149. Haus, Moholy-Nagy: Fotos und Fotogramme, 60ff . On Marcus
and Behne (my addition to the list) see above. Another possible source is Raoul France, whose writings - - based on the
psychovitalist/psychobiological theory of perception of Gustav
Fechner, Mach and Avenarius - - Laszlo Moholy-Nagy might have
had access to. We have documentary evidence of Moholy's awareness of France only when Moboly was at the Bauhaus after April
1923, however. On France's llpsychovitalism,ll
see Chapter Two.
On Proletkult and the Hungarian avant-garde in exile, see
Oliver Botar, Tram Avant-Garde to 'Proletcult': Art and
Politics in the Hungarian Journals Egyseg, Akasztott Ember and
~ k 1922-24,"
,
in: Virginia H. Marquardt, ed., Art on the
Political Front: Political Journals and Art, 1910-1940, (University of Florida Press, 1997). On Marcus and Hausmann, se
ZBchner, ed., Der Deutsche Spiesser hgert sich, 22, 24-7.

150. Haus details the process by which Mach and Avenariusf
ideas were dispersed in fin-de-siecleGermany through the
pages of the art journal Kunstwart. Haus, Moholy-Nagy: Fotos
und Fotogramme, 59. On art education reform, see Hans M.
Wingler, ed., Kunstschulrefom 1900-1933 (Berlin: Gebr. Mann,
1977).
151. In 1919, egg., Saal published Fritz Jode, ed., Pddagogik
des Wesens, Gedanken zur Erneuerung des Wendekreises (Hamburg:
Freideutscher Jugendverlag Adolf Saal, 1919) [an anthology of
the Wende-Kreis]; Friedrich Schlunz, D i e Entfesselunq der
See1e, Absage an die vorrevolutionzre Gesellschaft und ihr
Bildungswesen (Hamburg: Freideutscher Jugendverlag Adolf Saal,
1919). See Linse, Die Entschiedene Jugend 1919-1923, 351; 137.

152. About the Barkenhoff School and its forced closure in
1921, see "Die Worpsweder Arbeitschule geschl~ssen,~
in Die
pol i tische Entscheidung der Entschiedenen Jugend, Heinz Klute
and Fritz Weiss, eds., no. 61-62 (December 1921), no author.
The document is reprinted in Linse, Entschiedener Jugend, 221.
153. On this Bund, see Scheibe, Die Reformpddagogische B e w e gung, 208, 318-320 and Linse, D i e Entschiedene Jugend.
154. On Vogeler as a delegate: Joachim Priewe, Chronology,
Vogeler , Werden, Erinnerungen, 521 and Bernd Stenzig , V o n
einem Auferstehenden,'" 112. The meeting, "Arbeiterschule und
Menschentum,It took place Oct. 2-6. See: Vogeler, Werden,
Erinnerungen, 522. See also Preuss, Verlorene SBhne des Burgertums. 211. Curiously this meeting is not discussed by Linse
in Entschiedene Jugend, though the importance of Gustav Wyne ken to the Entschiedene Jugend is. That Laszlo established, or
that Lucia maintained contact with Vogeler is suggested by
Laszlots 1924 report that his works were exhibited at Worpswede. See: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, answer to Andor Nerneth's questionaire, 1924, compiled by Julia Szabo, in: Chapp, ed.,
Laszlb Moholy-Nagy: From Budapest to Berlin 1914-1923, 103.
155. On Harmsen: Kindt, ed. , D i e deutsche Jugendbewegung,
1 7 6 7 . In 1916, Kallai reviewed an article by the German biological determinist pedagogical psychologist Wilhelm Hartnacke, in which Hartnacke propounded social biological views
on the education of gifted children. Kallai's review of Hartnacke's article "Das Problem der Auslese der Tiichtigen. Einige
Gedanken und Vorschlage zur Organisation des Schulwesens nach
der Kriege, in Zei tschrift fdr paedagogische Psychologie und
experimentelle Paedagogie, nos. 11 and 12 (1915): tlTeheteges
tanulok kivalasztasaI1 [The selection of gifted students],
Magyar Pedagogia [Hungarian Pedagogy] (1916): 270 - 5. Hart nacke's article also appeared as a booklet (Leipzig: Quelle &
Meyer, 1915). For a clearer expression of Hartnacke's biological determinist views, see also his Organische Schulgestalt-

ung. Gedanken Cber Schulorganisation im Lichte der neuen
Begabtenforschung, text of a talk given on 23 July 1925 in
Danzig. (Radebeul-Dresden:Kupkh & Dietze, 1925). Other pedagogical publications by Kallai: "Esztetikai rnfveltsegn [Aesthetic education], Paedagogiumi Lapok [Pedagogical papers] 9 ,
no. 3 (November 1912): 2-5; 9, no. 4 (December 1912): 8-9; "Az
izles nevelesell [The education of taste] , A Satoraljaadjhelyi
~l lamilag 8s V a r o s i l a g Segelyezett Nyil vanos Polgari F6iskola
~rtesi
tdje a z 1913 - 1 4 . Iskola ~ v r 6 l . [Satoraljalijhely Public
High School newletter] Vol. 8: 3-11. Evidence of Kallai's
refomp~dagogischinterest in Germany is contained in his
review of an exhibition of German and Japanese children's art:
"Nemet es Japan gyerekeku [German and Japanese children],
Magyar Paedagogia [Hungarian pedagogy] no. 1 - 6 (19251 : 37 - 44
[dated "May 192211].
156. See "Die Worpsweder Arbeitschule geschlossen.~Educated
as a theologian, Wyneken, the inventor of the term Jugendkultur, trained with the pioneer Refomp2dagog Hermann Lietz at
his school at Ilsenburg. Wynecken founded his own 'Treie
Schulgemeinde Wickersdorftlin 1906, a model for later Reformpddagogie. On Lietz and Wyeneken, see Scheibe, Die Reformpadagogische Bewegung, 111-14. On Wyneken and the Wende-Kreis of
Hamburg, see Linse, Entschiedene Jugend, 29ff, 34ff, 137. On
Wynekenfs important speech at the Hohe Meissner on Jugendkultur, and on his significance for the Youth Movement in general, see Hepp, Avantgarde, 38 -41 and de Ras, Korper, Eros und
weibliche Kul tur, 3 1 -2. On Wyneken and Bruno Taut, and on
Wyneken's pedagogy and his school at Wickersdorf, see Whyte,
Bruno Taut, 171-3. On Wyneken's correspondence with Gropius
and his lecture at the Bauhaus in 1920, see Schall, "Rythrn and
Art in Germany,I1 283-84. On Moholy-Nagytsacknowledgement of
Wyneken's influence, see below.
157. On Elisabeth Vogler and Wyneken, see Linse, Zuriick o
Mensch, 160. Vogler and her students were at Loheland in 19191920 (the first academic year). See Linse, Zuriick o Mensch,
159 and Marie Buchhold, "Frankenfeld, Schicksal einer Jugendsiedlung, in Werner Kindt, ed. , Die deutsche Jugendbewegung,
1606. Lucia remembers being at Schwarzerden in the summer of
1922 already, before the commune was established, but when the
women were living together there. Sachsse, Lucia Moholy
(l985), 11; Sachsse, Lucia Moholy (1995), 108. See also Loers,
'Ram der Gegenwarttrt1
50. Subsequently, Lucia
flMoholy-Nagys
and Elisabeth became close friends and Laszlo designed Paul
VoglerOs clinic in Berlin in 1928. On her friendship with
Elisabeth Vogler, see Lucia Moholy in Sachsse, Lucia Moholy
(1995), 108. See also Lucia's 1927 photographs of Elisabeth
Vogler in Sachsse, Lucia Moholy (1995), 125, and of the Paul
ogler project in Sachsse, Lucia Moholy (1985), 164-5. Sibyl
Moholy-Nagy also maintained contact with Paul Vogler, sending
her daughter Claudia to his clinic for treatment in 1955.

(Information courtesy of Hattula Moholy-Nagy.)
158. Laqueur, Young Germany, 120 ; Schenk, Die Freideu tsche
Jugend, 333 ; Loers, ttMoholy-Nagys
' R a m der Gegenwart' , " 41.
Like Lucia, Buchhold had published writings in the journal
Freideutsche Jugend. On Buchhold and her Socialism influenced
by Eastern and Russian mysticism, see also Schenk, Freideutsche Jugend, 193, 195, 200-201.

159. Sachsse, (Lucia Moholy {l985), 11) reports this as "Gut
but
Schwarzenerdeu as opposed to Laqueurts tlSchwarzerdelt
surely this is the identical commune. The proper spelling
according to the relevant map is uSchwarzerden.H See Marion E.
P. de Ras, Ktjrper, Eros und weibliche Kultur, 159-161. 1926 is
indicated by the fact that of 1924 and 1926, 1926 is the year
Moholy-Nagy was at Dessau, as he is remembered in de Ras, and
in 1 9 2 4 he was busy working on the manuscript for Painting,
Photography, Film. Compare the Hamburg teacher Paule Dornke,
who spent all her vacations at Schwarzerden. (Linse, Zuriick 0
Mensch, 1 7 4 ) On Gropius and Ise Frank's vacation after 19
August 1923, see Reginald Isaacs, Gropius: An Illustrated
Biography of the Creator of the Bauhaus (Boston: Little, Brown
& Co,, 1991) , 108.
160, De Ras, K6rper, Eros, und weibliche Kultur, 160 and
Linse, Zurfick o Mensch, 159. The courses seem to have been
limited to the participation of women, but men were encouraged
to visit. (Linse, Zurrlck o Mensch, 159) Elisabeth Vogler
remembers the following concerning the summer courses: "Da
waren junge KGnstler und Pbdagogen, vom Bauhaus in Dessau
unsere Freunde Ladislaw und Lucia Moholy-Nagy, freideutsche
Studenten verbrachten ihre Ferien bei uns. Artzt und Artztin
Paul und Paula Vogler und spZter Fritz Klatt und Ernst Duis
hielten Kurse." Loexs notes that the Voglers, Elisabeth's
brother and sister-in-law,were Gropiust friends. See: Elisabeth Vogler, uSchwarzerden, ein Neubeginn mit klaren Zielen,It in: Werner Kindt, ed. , Die deutsche Jugendbewegung 1920
bis 1933. Die bcndische Zeit (Dfisseldorf: Eugen Diederichs
Verlag, 19741, 1611.
161. Moholy-Nagy to Van Doesburg, 26 August 1924, in the
Appendix to van Doesburg, Grondbegrippen van de nieuwe beeldende kunst, 107.
1 6 2 . Lucia Moholy, I1Erimerungenvon Freunden."

163. The gymnastics courses began at the end of 1926, so it
may have been that summer that Moholy-Nagy prepared designs
for the decoration of the gymnasium. See Christoph Conti,
ILbschied von Biirgertum. A1 ternative Bewegungen in Deu tschland
von 1890 bis heute (Hamburg: Rowohlt, l984), 129. For a reproduction see Loers, "Moholy-Nagys 'Ram der Gegenwart'," 41.

164. The first quotation is in de Ras, Kerper, Eros, und
weibliche Kultur, 162, and is from Buchhold's diary of 11.
10.24. The second is from Linse, Zuriick o Mensch, 185. On
Buchholdts and Vogler's ecological awareness, see Linse, 1841 8 6 . On Bachofen, see Bramwell, Ecology in the 20th Century,
27.

165. Moholy-Nagy, ltGeradlinigkeitdes Geistes - - Urnwege der
Technik," bauhaus 1 (1926): 363.
1 6 6 . In The New Vision Moholy refers to Wende-kreis, Worps wede, Lietz-Ilsenberg, Wyneken-Wickersdorf,daltonsystem, - landerziehungsheime, arbeitschulen, versuchschulen u s ~ . "as
the forruners of his own practice. While he does not name them
in this list, the references to Heinrich Vogeler at Worpswede
and to the ~versuchsschulen~
and Nlanderziehungsheime" (Loheland and Schwarzerden) are clear. Moholy-Nagy, Von Material zu
Architektur (Munich: Albert Langen, 1929), 17. The preface is
dated September 1928. In English: The New Vision: Fundamentals
of Design, Painting, Sculpure, Architecture. Translated by
Daphne M. Hoffmann. (New York: W.W.Norton & Co, 1938), 17. On
Hermann Lietz, his Ilsenberg school, Gustav Wyneken, and the
Landerziehungsheime in general, see Marion de Ras, K t j r p e r ,
Eros und weibl iche Kul tur, 3 1 and Scheibe, Die Reformpadagogi sche Bewegung, 111- 37.

167. On the planned Jacoby book, see Moholy-Nagy's letter to
van Doesburg of 26 August 1924 (op. cit., 109); and the Bau hausbucher prospectus, which indicated that this (along with
the other listed books) was "in preparation." Reprinted in
Hans Wingler, ed., The Bauhaus (Cambridge Mass.: The Cambridge
University Press, 1978). 130-1. The praise is contained in
Moholy-Nagy's response to Kallai's article in i10 1, no. 6
(June 1927): 234, note; and in Moholy-Nagy, Von Material zu
~rchitektur,15. The i10 footnote also contains the reference
to the planned Jacoby article, as does the footnote on page
156 of The New Vision (1938). I am assuming that Moholy, who
was photography editor of i10, and who knew Jacobyls work,
commissioned the article. On the biological bases of Jacobyts
thinking, see Moholyls note on p. 156 of The New Vision (1938)
in which he says that Jacoby article was to be entitled "The
common biological basis of all creative work." Moholy writes
that "The article was unfortunately never published but the
title has been vindicated beyond doubt by 3acobyfs previous
work." On Jacobyts educational theories as biologically-based,
see Heike Le Briin-Hiilscher, Musikerziehung bei Heinrich Jacoby
(Miinster: Lit Verlag, 1987), esp. 14ff. 109ff. and 153ff.

168. See de Ras, K61per, E m s und weibliche Kul tur. Jacoby
taught music theory and music at the Dalcroze-Schule in Dresden-Hellerau, from 1913 to 1917 and 1922 to 1924. Deutsches
Biographisches Archiv. Neue Folge, Fiche no. 643 (Munich: K.G.

Sauer, 1982) and Heinrich Jacoby, Jenseits von 'Begabt' und
' U n b e g a b t f Sophie Ludwig, ed., (Hamburg: Christians Verlag,
19831, 504. The housing settlement of Dresden-Hellerau was the
most important German realization of the English "garden cityi1
concept of reformed housing development. It opened in 1909 and
it soon became a centre of Lebensrefom. Emile-Jacques Dalcroze' s Bi 1dungsanstal t [Training centre] opened in 1912, and
became a mecca for experimental dance and rhythmic movement
arts, attracted by the presence of Dalcroze and his system of
KCirperbildung and Ausdruckstanz. Among others Tut Schlemmer,
Ada van der Rohe, Hans Prinzhornls partners Erna Hoffrnann and
Mary Wigman, and the founders of Loheland studied or taught
here. On Dresden- Hellerau, Kristiana Hartmann, Deu tsche Gar tenstadtbewegung: Kul turpolitik und Gesellschaftsreform
(Munich: Heinz Moos, 1976), 46-100; Hepp, Avantgarde, 167 - 7 1 ;
Inge Baxmann, "Les Rythmes du ModerneM in: Robert Frank, et
a1 . , eds . , La Course au Moderne: France e t A1 1 emagne dans
1 'Europe des annees vingt, 1919-1933 (Paris: BDIC, 1992), 146 51. On Jacoby and the BES see his Jenseits von "Begabtu und
llUnbegabtu,
505.
169. Lucia Moholy, Marginal Notes, 57. Naturally Jacoby was
not the only one to hold the view that "everyone is talented."
Johannes Itten, based on his masters (Pestalozzi,Cizek,
Montessori), saw everyone as inherently creative. However the
specific articulation of Moholy-Nagylsversion of this idea
seems to derive from Jacoby, and is so credited by Laszlo in
Von Material zu Architektur, 14-15 and its English edition The
New Vision (1938), 15. (On Itten: Frank Whitford, Bauhaus
{London: Thames and Hudson, 19841, 51-4.) Taking up Lucia's
cue, Wulf Herzogenrath is one of the few authors to mention
Jacoby in his writing on Moholy-Nagy. See: "Laszlo Moholy-Nagy
(sic) prof esseur au BauhausIf in: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy (sic)
(Paris: Pompidou, 1976), 119.
The evidence concerning the Moholy-Nagyslpersonal relationship with Jacoby is sparse but decisive. That Jacoby, as
the Moholys, had connections with German Quakers, suggests
that they moved in similar circles. (On Jacoby's connections
with the Quaker Elisabeth Rotten see Jenseits von begabt und
u n b e g a b t , 5 0 5 - 0 6 . ) The reference in Laszlo's letter to van
Doesburg of 26 August 1924 concerning a planned Jacoby book in
the Bauhausbkher series makes it certain that they were in
contact by then, as does the planned article for i10 in 1927
discussed above. Lucials 1927 portrait series of Jacoby is
material evidence of their contact by that date. (Reproduced
in Sachsse, Lucia Moholy [1995), 121.) Lucials letter to
Jacoby of 1 October 1947 in which she describes her partner
Theodor Neubauerls arrest in 1933, and her subsequent emigration from Germany, implies that Lucia, Neubauer and Jacoby
were part of a common circle of friends in Charlottenburg
before 1933. (Lucia Moholy papers, Eauhaus-Archiv Berlin.
(Thanks to Lloyd Engelbrecht for providing me with a copy of

the letter. It has been published in Sachsse, Lucia Moholy
{l996), 81-3. Also: Lucia Moholy, Marginal Notes, 57. On
Jacoby as resident in Berlin from 1928 to 1933, see Le BrfinHolscher, Musikerziehung bei Heinrich Jacoby, 4.) In a notebook kept on her trip to London during the summer of 1925
Hannah Hoch writes "Jacoby Moholytnand then crosses the text
out - - an enticing if cryptic (since neither of the Moholys
were in London that year) association of the two names. (Hannah H t j c h : Eine Lebenscollage, Vol. 2, 230)
170. Terry Suhre implicitly recognized this Morrisrn when he
wrote "Throughout his life Moholy wrote on an amazing variety
of subjects ... always emphasizing the inherent unity of all
things. Introduction to Moholy-Nagy: A New Vision for C h i c a g o
(Chicago: University of Illinois Press and the Illinois State
Museum, lggl), 10.12.
171. Moholy-Nagy, Von Material zu Architektur, 8.
172. Moholy-Nagy, The New Vision (1938), 13 - 1 4 .
173. On this, see Alain Findeli, Le Bauhaus de Chicago: L'oeu-

vre p e d a g o g i q u e de Laszld Moholy-Nagy (Sillery, Que. : Septen trion, 1995), 177-82. On Dewey and Germany, see Scheibe, Die
Reformpddagogische Bewegung, 171-210. Moholy-Nagy owned a copy
of Dewey's Art as Experience, dedicated by the author to him
in 1938. (Information courtesy of Hattula Moholy-Nagy.)

174. Gropius, "Program of the Staatlichen Bauhaus in Weimar,"
in Wingler, ed. , The Bauhaus, 32. See also Franciscono, Bau h a u s , 137.

175. Hans Christoph von Tavel, Vohannes Itten: Sein Denken,
in Das
Wirken und Schaffen am Bauhaus als Gesamtk~nstwerk,'~
fruhe Bauhaus und Johames Itten (Stuttgart: Gerd Hatje,
19941, 49.
176. Tut Schlemmer, ed., The Letters and Diaries of Oskar
Schlemmer Krishna Winston, trans. (Evanston: Northwestern
University Press, 1990), 53. These two passages were first
quoted together by Schall in her "Rhythm and Art In Gerrnany,It
3 5 3 . On esoteric and nature-centric references in Schlemrnerts
letters and diaries, and on what is in effect Schlemmer and
his colleague Lothar Schreyer's biocentrism at the Bauhaus,
see Schall, 335-58.
177. Klee, Sixth excercize (Monday 3 July 1922) . In: Paul
Klee, Notebooks. Volume 1. The Thinking Eye. Edited by Jiirg
Spiller. Translated by Ralph Manheim. (Woodstock, N.Y.: The
Overlook Press, 19921, 449.

178. Klee, I1Waysof Nature Study, in T h e T h i n k i n g Eye, 63,
66.
179. Wassily Kandinsky, "Abstrakte KunsttWDie Cicerone 17
(1925): 647.
180.

Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, The New Vision (1938), 11.

181. Wassily Kandinsky in a letter to Gabrielle MOnter. quoted
in Jelena Hahl-Koch, Kandinsky (London: Thames and Hudson,
1993), 178.
182. Wassily Kandinsky, contribution to "Mosaicu;addendum to
Charles Sirato, "Manifeste DimensionisteM plastique no. 2
(Summer 1937): insert. This important statement by Kandinsky
has been omitted from Kenneth C. Lindsay and Peter Vergo,
eds . , K a n d i n s k y , Complete Wri t i n g s on Art (New York : Ca Capo
Press, 1994).

183. For this standard history, see e.g., Whitford, Bauhaus,
Chapter 12 and Magdalena Droste, Bauhaus 1919-1933 (Cologne/
Berlin: Benedikt Taschen Verlag/Bauhaus-Archiv, 1990).
184. Franciscono, Bauhaus, 239-40. Rykwert, "The Dark Side of
the Bauhaus,~The Listener 80, no.2 (3 October 1968: 436-7.
185. On organic attitudes at the Bauhaus and on the Bauhaus as
a synthesis of functionalist and non-functionalist views, see
Alain Findeli, "The Bauhaus: Avant-Garde or Tradition?" The
S t r u c t u r i s t 29-30 (1989-90): 56-62 and Schall, "Rhythm and Art
in Germany, Chapter V. On Monists such as Haeckel , 0s twald
and Mach, and on Driesch at the Bauhaus, see Sarah Lynn Henry,
I1Paul Klee, Nature, and Modern Science: the 1920s" (Ph.D.
dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 19761, 7677. See also her "Paul Kleets Pictorial Mechanics from Physics
to the Picture Plane," Pantheon 47 (1989): 148 -9. Henry was
the first to point out the importance of the biocentric intellectual discourse to the Bauhaus. Though she of course did not
employ this term, indications are that she would accept it.
(Personal communication with Henry 1994-5.) For a synopsis of
esoteric interests among Bauhaus masters, see Wolf Herzogenrath, B a u h a u s -Utopien: Arbei ten auf P a p i e r (Stuttgart : Edition
Cantz, 1988), 29-30.
186. On concepts of unity as central to Romanticism, see
Wiedmann, Romantic Roots in M o d e m Art, 3.
187. Schall has done a lot of work towards such a revision of
Bauhaus history, but she has framed it within a discourse on
Nrhythrnlf
rather than a more specifically geistesgeschichtlich
one such as I am attempting. Still, Schallts work stands as
the most important in this regard. See "Rhythm and Art in

Germany, Chapter V.
188. On this see Philip Steadman, The Evolution of Designs:
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CHAPTER FOUR

Raoul France, the Biocentric Constructivist Discourse,
and Moholy-NagytsNew Vision

wir miissen die Herrschaft der Technik abschutteln.
(Behne 1918):
Beweglichkeit, dem Akademischen werfe ich den Fehdehandschuh hin, kein mechanischer Aufbau, sondern
lebendiger, organischer. (Gropius 1919)
L'avion et la limousine sont des creations pures qui
caracterisent nettement lresprit, le style de notre
epoque. (Le Corbusier 1920)'
The organization of industrial life has given rise
to new forms that are totally different from those
of organic origin. ("Engineerismtt
n.d. c. l922I4
We have lost unity with nature and the religion of
the supernatural. Our actions are executed in accordance with laws of scientifically and technically
determined, rationally organized energies. This can
be taken as tragic or accepted with equanimity: For
an art that ... wants to face this given, civilizing
reality, this urgently calls for intellectual lucidity and discivl-linerather than unconscious or metaIt is not organic growth, but
physical oppreabstract cons& uction that is to be spiritualized.
(Kallai 1 9 2 2 )

Lgsion*

Das Mechanische ... ist unrnittelbarster Ausgleich
des Statischen und Dynamischen .... Wenn ... Kultur
. . . Unabhangigkeit von der Natur bedeutet, dann darf
es uns nicht wundern, weshalb fiir das kulturelle
Stilwollen die Maschine im Vordergrund steht. Die
Maschine ist das Phanomen geistigex Disziplin par
exellence.. . . [Ihre] neuen Meglichkeiten ... haben
eine unserer Zeit entsprechende Asthetik geschaffen,
welche ich ... die 'Mechanische Asthetikt genannt
habe. (van Doesburg 1922)6
En mocht de techniek ons geven wat wij verlangen,
mocht de rnenscheid opbouwen uit deze stof een nieuwe
wereld, dan zullen wij wederom . . . vroolijk zijn in
te tuinen der fantasie en dwalen met onzen geest en
onze ziel door het vroolijk labyrinth van den kosmos. En kunst en techniek zullen broederlijk in die
tuinen spelen... Stil lacht de natuur in haar almacht en laat de kinderen s p e l e n . (Wijdeveld 1923)'

La machine . . . opere dans le monde une reformation
de ltesprit... La l e ~ o nde la machine est dans la
pure relation de cause a effet. (Le Corbusier 1925)'
Mecano (van Doesburg 1922 )
La maison est une machine a habiter. (Le Corbusier
1925)''

Hausorganismus. (Ebeling 1926)'I
It is not difficult to show that Nature will never
be completely conquered by Man's technological creations .... The machine is much more like an animate
organism than is generally thought .... Therefore we
must learn to regard the machine not as something
dead ... but as something animated, organic, alive.
(Toporkov 1 9 2 1 ) 1 2
We have had enough of perpetually hearing MACHINE,
MACHINE, MACHINE, MACHINE when it comes to modern
art-production.... We wish to design ... the peace
of nature.... Our work is not a philosophy and not a
system for acquiring cognition of nature, it is a
limb of nature.... There is still a civil war going
on with opposing opinions; and today this civil war
is art's fight for its life. (El Lissitzky 1924)"

The end of a civilization that considers buildings
as mere machines is that it considers human beings
as mere machine-tenders: it therefore frustrates or
diverts the more vital impulses which would lead to
the culture of the earth. . . (Mumford 1 9 2 4 ) '"
Das Leben ist eben nicht bloss ein materielles,
sondern auch ein funktionelles Problem. (France
1923)"

Das Bewusstsein der herrschenden materialistischen
Weltanschauung ist ein mechanisches, dem sich fbr
uns die universale Funktionalitat entgegenstellt.
(Hausmann 1924)l6

Wenn der Funktionalist sich auf die Maschine beruft,
so sieht er in ihr ... die vollkomrnene AnnZherung an
das Organische. Wenn der Utilitarist sich auf die
Maschine beruft, so sieht er in ihr das 6konomische
Prinzip: Arbeits-, Kraft- und Zeitsparnis. (Behne
1926)'i

Die Form des Baumes ist eins mit seinern Wachstumsprozess, der e i n lebendig organischer ist, ebenso

wie die Form einer Maschine eins ist mit den in ihr
organisierten Kraften. (Rietzler 1926)18
The ~Constructivists~
also operated with materials,
but secondarily, for the sake of their formal tasks
.... [They] did not take into account the organic
connection between material and its tensile capacity
in [their] work.. . . [I]t is only as a result of the
dynamics resulting from these interrelationships
that a vital and inevitable form is born .... My
[flying machine] is built on the principle of utilizing living, organic forms. (Tatlin 1932)'4
Das Weltgesetz erzwingt e s , dass zuletzt die Technik
des Organischen und die des Menschen identisch sind.
(France 1 9 20) *'
Die Technik 1st ein organisch sich entwickelnder
Lebensfaktor. (Moholy-Nagy,1929)

I. "Biocentric ConstructivismM: Towards a Synthesis of the
"Machine Analogy" and the "Biological Analogytt
These passages circumscribe the aesthetic debate carried
on during the early 1920s as part of the controversy on nature
and technology that Friedrich Dessauer termed the "Streit urn
die ~echnik.~~"
At the core of this debate was a perceived
dichotomy between "naturew and Y e ~ h n o l o g y ,of
~ a "technocentricu versus a "biocentricN position; a transposition of the
dichotomy between Seele and G e i s t which carried with it the
ideological baggage of that opposition. While in the immediate
post-war situation an anti-war, anti-technological position
was widespread, the debate became more complicated with the
consolidation of the German economy towards 1923-24.') It was
intense enough around that time for the Belorussian Jewish
artist Lazar El Lissitzky to refer to it as a "civil warm
within art. Monist organicists such as Adolf Behne and Raoul
Hausmann, and a biocentric Constructivist such as Lissitzky,
took the side of "naturem in this debate, for - - like Ludwig
Klages and Oswald Spengler - - they saw technology and mechanFor
ization as destructive manifestations of Geist and

others such as van Doesburg, Werner Graeff, Ern6 Kallai and
the Paris Purists - - despite what might be termed a "biocentric unconscious^^ discernable in their thinking - - at this
stage I1naturel1was for them redolent of outdated romantic
attitudes inappropriate for the mechanized post-war era."
Rather than nature, machines were to be the source of a "new
spiritualityttand matter was to be Ndenaturalized,uas van
Doesburg put it in the title of a collage of this period.26
This dichotomy has been modelled by Peter Collins as a contest
between the "machine analogy," the idea that art and architecture should emulate machinery, and the "biological analogy,~
that nature's structures and processes should act as models
-instead.' Oskar Schlemmer articulated these tensions thus:
These two alternatives strike me as typical of current trends in Germany [ : ] On the one hand, the influence of oriental culture . . . [and] a return to
nature in the Wandervogel movement and others like
it; also communes, vegetarianism, Tolstoyism, reaction against the war; and on the other hand, the
American spirit, progress, the marvels of technology
and invention, the urban environment .... I affirm
both possibilities, or at least I would like to see
cross-fertilizationbetween [them]. Or are progress
... and self-fulfillment ... mutually exclusive?28
He elaborates on this ucross-fertilizationNelsewhere in his
diary: "Both these modes of consciousness ... are symptoms of
one and the same yearning. A yearning for synthesis dominates
Sensitive to new trends, well-placed at the
today's art.. . .
Bauhaus to keep abreast of them, and reflecting his own Monism, Schlemmer not only identified this tension, he also
articulated something crucial to my argument here: the Monistinspired desire for its synthetic resolution. For some, the
resolution resided in a shift to biocentrism, which resulted
in what might be termed a "biocentric Constructivist discourse," a discourse out of which, in turn, Laszlo MoholyNagyts "New Vision1'arose. Hence Raoul Hausmann's slogan of
1921: W i r wollen in dieser mitteleuropZischer Flachheit
endlich den Aspekt einer Welt, die real ist, eine Synthese des

Geistes und der Materie ....lu3'
As we shall see in Chapter
Five, this New Vision gave rise to the incorporation of the
results of scientific imaging processes into the discourse of
high art, making such images readily available to artists. A
mediate position was occupied by the Polish Constructivists
Mieczyslaw Szczuka and Teresa Zarnower, who wrote,
NConstructivism does not imitate the machine, but it finds its
equivalent in the machine's simplicity and logic.iu"
The debate Schlemmer articulated was central to the cultural shift occurring in Europe - - what John Willett has
referred to as the I1turningpointM of 1921 to 192332 - - from
personal, uemotional,ul
expressionist cultural forms towards
rectilinear abstract, ostensibly I1elementalli1
impersonal,
l1 sachlich,
and " f unctionaltuones; from Expressionism towards
what came to be known as a neue Sachlichkeit, a new objectivity in architecture, design and photography, and "Constructivismu in painting and sculpture, what Willett has summarized as
T h e New Sobriety.ll" "Arbeit. Klarheit. Organisation.I1wrote
the Russian writer Ilya Ehrenburg in 1921, in Und sie bewegt
sich doch, his manifesto of the New Sobriety, which appeared
the next year in Berlin and MOSCOW.'~ "Unsere 'Gefiihle' hindern uns daran, das fiir uns wahrhaft Wesentliche zu sehen,"
wrote Werner Graeff and Hans Richter in the first issue of
their International Constructivist journal G [Berlin: 19232 6 1 ." Gustav Hartlaub phrased it thus in the Weue Sachlichkeitl1 exhibition catalogue: llToday,buffeted as we are by the
most profound upsets and wild fluctuations in our lives and
values, we see the differences more clearly: the move toward
topical, restrained findings in some, the emphasis on
concreteness, the technical precision in
a. International Constructivism in Germany
Besides the pre-war tradition of Hermann Muthesius, Henry
van de Velde and the Werkbund in Germany, there were key imports which stimulated the rise of sachlich design and artistic

Constructivism in post-war Germany: Paris Purisme, the Dutch
De S t i j l circle, Hungarian emigre "Constru~tivism,~
and its
Russian original. While in the debate on nature and technology
they all privileged the machine analogy at this stage, they
also occupied complex positions blending technophilia (or
"technomania" as Kallai later phrased it), biocentrism and
idealism; positions fluid enough to allow for the emergence of
a biocentrically informed Constructivist ideology in some.
Embodying the post-war rappel a l'ordre, rooted in the
ideas of the W e r k b u n d and its pre-war organ the W e r k b u n d J a h r b u c h , the Swiss expatriate Charles-Edouard Jeanneretfs and
the Frenchman Arnade Ozenfant' s journal L'Esprit Nouveau
appeared in Paris in the fall of 1 9 2 0 J 7 The German understanding of this phenomenon was epitomized by the critic
Waldemar George, who in 1927 wrote that in France "dieser
Antiromantismus hatte sein Organ im 'Esprit Nouveau', der zum
Sprachrohr einer 'mathematischen' Kunst wurde.
In their art
Jeanneret and Ozenfant were working in a restrained,
orthogonal-abstract style of post-Cubist painting, and in
their journal they addressed issues of the relationship
between art, nature, science, mathematics and technology. When
he resumed architectural design in 1922, "Le Corbusieru
employed a pared-down, rectilinear style. ~espitethe post-war
tensions between Berlin and Paris, this journal became known
in German avant-garde circles by early the following year and
contact was maintained by critics as important as Behne and
Westheim, the latter the editor of the influential Berlin art
journal Das K u n s t b l a t t [Weimar; Berlin: 1917 - 19331 .3 9 The
juxtaposition of architecture, art and machines; the Purist
style, and the material on scientific, philosophical, psychoanalytic, literary, and artistic subjects in L8Esprit Nouveau
made a deep impression on the Central European avant-garde of
the day,'' and in effect gave foreign legitimation to the
W e r k b u n d ' s ideology at a time when anything German was in
disrepute. In their call for "un esprit de construction et de

~ y n t h e s e ,the
~ ~ Purists offered one answer to Schlemrnerts
Monist ~ehnsucht.'~
The Purist aesthetic was a complex and contradictory
amalgam of Platonism and Pythagorean philosophy spiced with
healthy doses of anthropocentrism and Organicism.'* While it
was, in the 20s - - as von Moos phrases it - - essentially
"Neoplatonic and idealist,"" it also contained within it what
could be termed a llbiocentric unconscious,^ ope which came
increasingly to the fore as time wore on." Thus, though the
llmathematicalu
art Waldemar George referred to was one based
on the Golden Section proportions Le Corbusier came to adopt
as a result of his direct study of nature, and though "fe
Corbusier constantly points to the basic analogies between
biology and building," the WordicH kosmovitale Einsfuhlung
was missing; "there was hardly ever the sense of solidarity
and conspiracy with a natural site that was so important to
architects such as Neutra, Wright, or AaltoJ1" The ideal
realm of mathematics - - associated with technology - - rather
than deriving from "naturetgl
was seen to precede and underlie
it." Von Moos has provided us with the most cogent resume of
this complex, early Purist position:
On the formal level, geometry frequently serves not
only as an antithesis to nature but also as the mediator by which nature can be extended into the manmade environment. On the conceptual level, geometry,
and mathematics in general, provide the structure
through which nature, and the cosmos, can be understood and organized. To discover nature with the
help of geometry and to use geometry as a cabalistic
key - - not only to an intellectual understanding,
but also to a pantheistic experience of nature.''
Rather than through a direct experience of "nature," it was
through a Pythagorean sense of the underlying geometric order
of the cosmos that kosmovitale E i n s f i i h l u n g was experienced,
Indeed, in 1923 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant held that "la nature
est un fait exterieur a 18homme, elle est multiple, diffuse,
generalement in~aisisable.~"They display a veritable revulsion to natural forms in their 1924 criticism of Hermann

Finsterlin's biomorphic architectural fantasy drawings published in the Dutch organicist journal Wendingen [The Hague,
1918-19251 as I1devisqueuses ejaculations rappelant les horreurs sous-marines ou celles des visceres ou celles des actes
impurs de la bBte. w 4 9 Given this it seems appropriate that
during the early twenties the Purists privileged mechanism
over Organicism: "On the basis of their enthusiasm for the
moral and aesthetic virtues of modern engineering, the two
authors develop a kind of rationalist cosmology in which they
describe nature as a logical machine whose adherence to physical laws is the very reason for its
Since machinery
was invoked as a model for beauty rather than as a functional
exemplar, at base theirs was not a functionalist aesthetic at
this time? In the early twenties the Purists mechanized
nature rather than naturalizing machines, adhering to what
Philip Steadman refers to as "machine-theoreticalbiology."''
Their exemplary expression of the mechanical analogy is the
famous spread in L'Esprit Nouveau comparing Greek temples to
late-model cars.'3 (Fig. 4-1) And rather than "natural" forms,
Le Corbusier cited Platonic bodies (cylinder, pyramid, cube,
right-angled parallelepiped, sphere) as the sources of architectural f om.'' What is more, technologically produced forms
were superior to natural ones.5 5 (Fig. 4 - 2 1
The0 van Doesburg's Dada poem "Manifest 0,96013" of 1922
expressed in an intentionally humorous - - though equally
sexualized - - manner the revulsion to the natural that the
Purists had displayed in their attack on Finsterlin's biomorphic architecture: "Le Monde est une petite Maschine [sic] a
Sperme, La vie - - une maladie venerique. Toutes rnes prieres
In his writings and
sont dedies a la Sainte-Veneri~a."~~
practice, and on the pages of his journal De S t i j l [Leiden and
Paris, 1917-281,Van Doesburg developed an "anti-naturalHart
theory and orthogonal style which was another important source
for post-war German Neue Sachlichkeit and ~onstructivism.~'
Despite the fact that - - having emerged from the Dutch occult

revival - - van Doesburg adopted vitalmystisch attitudes
towards nature, and that - - like Behne and Karl Ernst Osthaus
- - he was an avid reader of von Uexktill, by the early 20s he
came to represent a position correctly described by Mansbach
as one privileging technology over nature? As John Elderfied
articulated it:
Van Doesburg rejected the organic analogy. Although
De Stijl [as the Purists] posited a cosmic geometry
that lay behind natural appearances, it had always
been an anti-naturalist movement. Since nature was
brute matter concealing a truer reality (the geometric architecture of the universe), it was necessary to separate man from nature to create the new
style.j9
As we saw in the quotation at the start of this section, van
Doesburg did not abandon the concept of the %piritualW at
this time. Rather, like the Purists he declared that "die
Maschine ist das Phgnomen geistiger Disziplin par exellence."
And as Kallai articulated it in the passage of 1922 quoted at
the start of the Chapter, Ititis not organic growth, but
abstract construction that is to be spiritualized."
The following year Kallai elaborated on this idea: "Constructive art, in tandem with the discoveries of the natural
sciences and technical innovations, can master ever more completely every resistance of matter/'
A theorist and promoter
of International Constructivism in Germany, Kallai was formulating texts which, while taking what has been seen to be a
typically lTonstructivisttl
anti -natural stance, reflect not
only an awareness of Lebensphilosophie and the Monist discourse, but also a desire for a rapprochement between what he
saw as the dialectical pair Innature"and Htechnology,ubetween
the "organicN and the Mmodern.f161
Referring to the Monism of
neo-Romanticism during the early 20th century and its rnanifestation in Expressionism, Kallai wrote in 1922 that "The unity
of the world and its creative law finally became identical
with human consciousness. It took a long time, however, for
this realization to be liberated from the traditional view of

a transcendent order, for art to be seen as a simple expression of humanity."" Kdllai properly saw Expressionism as a
late Romanticism, a manifestation of the traditional understanding of this Monist view, and he opposed it at this time.
According to him, Constructivism was the approach which liberated humanity from its attachment to nature, while maintaining
an awareness of humanity's and nature's essential unity?
Along with his fellow Hungarian exiles Moholy-Nagy,
Laszlo Peri, and Lajos Kass&k, Kallai was one of the first
Central Europeans to hear of Russian Constructivism when the
Hungarian artist Bela Uitz - - who had seen the "First Working
Group of ConstructivistsN exhibition in May and had met the
artists - - passed through Berlin on his return from Moscow in
the fall of 1921." Probably at the end of that year the
Berlin Hungarians also heard of Constructivism from Alfred
Kemeny, another compatriot fresh from a stay in Moscow, one
who had lectured on Constructivism at the INKhUK itself."
While - - like the Finnish-born Ivan Puni and the Ukrainian
Alexander Archipenko - - there were avant-garde artists from
Russia in Berlin, it was not until El Lissitzkyfs arrival late
in 1921 or early in 1922 that an artist with first-hand experience of Constructivism was on the scene. Though he had been
in Malevich's rather than Rodchenkots circle in Soviet Russia,
Lissitzky became one of the seminal figures of the emergent
International Constructivist circle in ~erlin? The emigre
Hungarian journals Ma [Today, Budapest and Vienna: 1917-251
and Egyseg [Unity, Vienna and Berlin: 1922 -241 , had brought
Russian and International Constructivist material during the
first half of 1922, but because they were Hungarian-language
publications, they remained largely inaccessible to the germanophone public.67 In April and May of 1922, Lissitzky and
Ehrenburg published two issues of Vjeshch [Object] in Berlin,
in which aspects of Russian Constructivism were presented, and
that same year Ehrenburg' s Und s i e bewegt sich doch
appeared." The WES
te Russische Kunsta~stellung~~
of October
.-

1922 included Russian Constructivist material along with much
else, and was the sensation of the Berlin art season.
While in their glorification of industrial production, of
the engineer as a model for the artist ("Engineerismu),and of
the beauty of industrial products, they were displaying a penchant for the machine analogy of art/' what has been overlooked in most accounts of this emergent International
Constructivism is that inherent to Russian Constructivism was
an Organicist undertow, particularly in the thinking and work
of its inspirational figure Vladimir T a t l i d o As Patricia
Railing observes, for the Russian avant-garde, "Even the
machine was created out of the organic laws of nature, first
of all as material and secondly as structure. It harmonized
form and function. Thus, being a product of organic laws
itself, the relationship between the machine and the organic
should not be thought of in terms of a duality or a dialectic.
Together they are processes, and together they weave their way
through . . . theory and ... practice.lq71She points out, furthermore, the essentially organic nature of the Constructivi s t s ' interest in faktur or material properties, and that "for
their part the Suprematists relied on the notion of organic
llY2
Tatlints "Maschi laws as their basis of all creativity
nenkunst," popularized by the placard photographed at the
First Berlin Dada Fair of June 1920, was a myth based on a
mi~understanding.'~
Given that Organicism was inherent to
Constructivism and Suprematism, it seems less surprising that
Lissitzky, moving between these circles and active on the
International Constructivist scene, was taken by first Spengler's and then France's ideas."
As a consequence of these developments the orthogonalabstract style associated with Purism, Russian Constructivism,
De S t i j l , and the Hungarian emigre artists, became fashionable
among the German avant-garde, reinforcing analogous home-grown
trends. As early as February or March of 1922, the expatriates
Kemeny, Moholy-Nagy, Peri, Kallai, Lissitzky, Gabo, Viking

....

Eggeling, and Van Doesburg, as well as the Germans A r p , Hans
Richter, Werner Graeff, Willy Baumeister, and a few others,
had met in the Berlin artist Gert Cadenis studio to found an
informal Constructivist group." Just as an attempt failed in
Dusseldorf the next July, however, the effort to found a
gTonstructivistInternationalggin Weimar that September
foundered on the rock of joint participation by nConstructivistsN and gtDadaists.N76
But the appearance of Moholy-Nagy and
Kassakls Buch neuer Kcnstler in Vienna that same September did
provide them with a compendium of International Constructivist material. Finally, in July of 1923 Graeff, Lissitzky
and Richter, in collaboration with the Berlin International
Constructivist circle, produced the first issue of G I a German
organ of International Constructivism."
It is in this context - - as well as in the context of
Hausmann's, A r p l s and Moholy-Nagy's biocentrism - - that their
and Ivan Punits October 1921 T a l l to Elmemental Artm and
Moholy's and Kemeny's flDynamic-ConstructiveSystem of Forces"
is easily understood as a
should be regarded.78The tlCalllg
proto-Greenbergian manifesto of formalist ~Constructivism~
because in it the artists called on others to uconstructu
their art employing only those elements which are properly of
the medium in which they are working. But this statement's
meaning is determined by the sentences which follow:
To surrender to the elements of form-giving is to be
an artist. The elements of art can only be discovered by an artist. They do not come about as a
result of his individual choice; the individual is
not an entity broken off from the whole and an artist is but an exponent of the forces that give shape
to the elements of the world.7g
Or, as Hausmann put it in an unpublished Marcusian text of
that same year, I1Malereiund Plastik haben die geistige Wirklichkeit, die Spur der Unendlichkeit in der Identitiit, in
rZumlichen, korperlichen Formen zu kristallisieren, die haben
ein Ausfluss der unaufh6rlich bewegten, beweglichen Welt zu
sein, kein kaltes Denkmal erstarrender Hilfskonstruktionen des

Erinnerns
It is as an I1organicuand "vitalu expression
of these forces that, a year later Hausmann and Laszlo P e r i
articulated their theatrical dance style tlPre,ll
and MoholyNagy and Alfred Kemeny proposed their midway-ride-likeart
which
environment, the NDynamisch-konstruktives Kraftsystemttt
begins with the thoroughly lebensphilosophisch phrase "Die
vitale Konstruktivitat ist die Erscheinungsform des Lebens und
das Prinzip aller menschlichen und kosmischen Entfalt~nqen.~~"
These texts are statements of the individual's lack of autonomous subjecthood within the unitary system of nature, and the
mission of art as a means to give its forces expression, a
biocentric position which A r p , Moholy-Nagy and Hausmann were
to hold for the rest of their lives. Biocentrism and its
psychobiological view of the human psyche in the universal natural system is also the context within which the technology/
nature debate is to be understood. This was the means by which
Schlemrnerts desire for their synthesis was to be achieved.

b. Paul Westheimfs Intervention: Enter Raoul France
Classical machine parts such as gears, pins, cams,
and bearing plates (reduced to their basic geometric
equivalents) are equated in the subconscious of
industrial society with the life force itselLa2
Though Jack Burnham did not know of Raoul France's conception of the seven Grundfomen of nature, with typical
sapience he nevertheless articulates a crucial consequence of
France's effect on avant-garde practitioners in Germany during
the twenties. The pre-war attempt undertaken by Hermann Muthesius, van de Velde and the German Werkbund to effect Sachlichkeit, a rapprochement between technology and art, to articuresurfaced at the start of the decade.
late a ~functi~nalism,~
In June of 1920 Paul Westheim began a campaign against the
emotional and stylistic excesses of expressioni ism,^ directed
in part against his rival, the impresario, dealer and publisher Herwarth Walden. In "Das 'Ende des Expressionismus'"
Westheim, employing the melodramatic tone of those times,

exhorted; "The Expressionist academy, Expressionist fashion,
Expressionist fellow-travellers,that catchphrase Expressionism with which the smart art dealer and smooth art critics
practice their propaganda: would that it was already at an
end!ua'In the first issue of the 1921 volume of his journal
he reported the rush to coin an alternative catchphrase for
the new artistic direction in formation: ~Suprernatismus,
Tatlinismus, Kompressionismus, Kubo-Futurismus, Neo-Klassizismus, Neo-Primitivismustl
are the alternatives included in this
ironic listing." Always one to notice a new trend, Walden was
eager to jump on the streetcar so recently set in motion. In
April 1921 he published I1Technikund Kunstu in his journal Der
Sturm [Berlin: 1910-321, in which he propounded an organicist
analogy between artworks and machinery: Vedes technische Werk
hat eine und zwar eine eindeutige Wirkung. Kunst und Technik
setzen die sinngernasse Verwendunq der Mittel voraus. Denn nur
dadurch entsteht ein organ is mu^.^^^^ Inspired by the example of
L'Esprit Nouveau, that same month, in his article on abstract
art, Westheim turned from the mere criticism of what he saw to
be an Expressionism in the process of degeneration, to a
constructive intervention into the debate. He criticized the
HFormlosigkeitNof German Expressionist abstraction and contrasted it with recent trends in France where the Cezannesque
tradition resulted in uBestimmtheit, Klarheit, Ordnung, Gesetzhaftigkeit .... So ist est begreiflichtUhe continued,
"dass es eine Kandinsky-Schule von irgend welcher Geltung in
Frankreich nicht gibt ..., Die Form ist nicht irgendeines der
Schaffenprobleme, sie ist das Urphanomen alles Kunstgestaltens.lle6Rather than with the lvGretchenfrage: ob gegenstandlich, ob ~ngegenstandlich,~
artists, he maintained, should
concern themselves with a "weitaus geistigeres Problem: Disziplinierung im Architektoni~chen.~~'
Later that year, in a
series of reports on his visit to Paris, Westheim continued
this line of thinking and provided a more detailed program for
this new "architectonicn art:

Klares Denken, Bewusstheit, logische Bestimmtheit,
Sachlichkeit, das sind die Forderungen, die man
allenthalben und unerbittlich stellt... [Die] organisierte und konzentrierte Gestaltung ist die grosse
Kunst ... An (einem] Motor kann es keine schwache
Stelle geben ... nichts Unklares ... kein Sentiment,
sonst TEJiirde das Ding sofort in die Luft fliegen.
Solch Werkzeug der potenziertesten Kraft ist klar
und logisch konzipiert, eine Einheit, innerhalb
derer es keinerlei Zufiilligkeit und keinerlei Willkiir gibt ... eine Zurfickfiihrung jedes einzelnen
Elementes auf die Urform. Ein Bild ... ist selbstverstzndlich nicht dasselbe wie ein Motor; aber es
ist auch ein Organismus, auf seine Art auch eine
Quelle konzentriertex Energie .... Auch der Kiinstler
muss zu den Urformen gelangen, das ist die Lehre des
Cezanne von Kubus, Konus und Zylinder. Aus den Gedankengangen heraus lehnt man jetzt in Frankreich
alles ab, was nicht klare Ordnung, sachliche Bestimrntheit, organisierte Arbeit ist ."
Significant here is not only the references to Cezanne's
solids employing the Goethean term Y J r f ~ r m ,and
~ his usage of
the term NSachlichkeit,Hbut also the fact that while he
employs both mechanical and organic metaphors in his discussion of the artwork, unlike the Purists, he finally comes
The contrast
out on the side of the organic alternati~e.'~
between the Purist position and his own organicism is put into
high relief a year later, in the January issue of the 1923
volume of Das Kunstblatt.
The issue's lead article consists of a series of telegraph-style statements by Fernand Leger which build up to
constitute the artist's aesthetic credo of the time, one which
can be characterised by the statement "Herrschaft der Maschine, ihre Perfektion
Despite the Purist inspiration, it
is characteristic that in the German context Westheim should
call on the authority of "naturen rather than geometry, mathematics or the machine tout court, to support his reform program. To this end, he followed Leger's credo with the central
organic-functionalist thesis of Raoul France's 1920 book Die
P f l a n z e als Erfinder (itself a popular edition and further
development of France' s book Die technischen Leistungen d e r

Pflanze) , expressing the hope, I1vielleichthilf t solche Erkenntnis unseren Bsthetischen Diskussionen vereinfachen und - versachli~hen.~~:
(Fig. 4 - 3 )
Westheim begins his introductory blurb by invoking C e z anne's Urformen again, pointing out that while Tezanne[s] . . .
Lehrsatz von 'Kubus, Konus und Cylinder' ... eine Revolution
f i i r die Kunstwelt [bedeutete] ... fiir andere, die die Natur
bewusstet zu ergriinden versuchen, fiir Techniker und Naturwissenschaftler, ware dieser revolutierende Satz des Cezanne
vermutlich eine - - Selbstverstandlichkeit gewesen." The
excerpt began with France's functionalist-determinist creed:
All must have its best form, its 'optimum' which is
also its nature.... There is for everything, be it a
concrete thing or a thought, only one form which
coresponds to the nature of that thing ... Like
[cuneiform] writing upon rock, the fundamental knowledge about form and function is engraved in our
brain,,, .9 2
While there is a long history of organic-functionalist theory
in the West going back through Ruskin, Pugin, Greenough,
Coleridge, Emerson, Goethe and Alberti to Aristotle, France's
restatement of Louis Sullivantswell-known "form follows
functionu adage was a particularly radical one, and was powerful to Das Kunstblatt's readership because in an age when
Positivist science was the world power among Weltanschauungen,
it derived from a biologist rather than an artist, architect
or aesthetic theorist?
France maintained the unitary nature of technology: all
Technik, including that found in nature and that produced by
humans, is part of the same universal natural system of perceived "natureu: the Bios. France maintained, furthermore,
that the Bios is built up of combinations of seven basic
geometric forms, or Grundfomen: crystals, spheres, planes,
rods, ribbons, spirals, and conesgg4"There are only seven
fundamental technical forms! They are the basis of architecture, of the parts of an engine, of crystallography and chemistry, geography and astronomy, of art, of industry - - of the

whole world. And the world teeming with life has produced no
other possible forms.'lg5 Of these fundamental forms, France
named the spiral as the most efficient way to counter resistance in movement (Fig. 4-4):
The shape of the screw is adopted by everything
which has the function of boring and squeezing
through ... We ourselves, did not invent the screw
... The natural law - - deeply embedded in the structure of the world - - stands behind all these occurrences: spiral movement occurs with less expenditure
of energy than movement in a straight line.96
It is not surprising that in the case of artists fascinated
with dynamism such as Moholy-Nagy and El Lissitzky, this
constatation should meet with a particular resonance. Indeed,
it is telling that Moholy-Nagy incorporates - - with the possible exception of the cone - - France1s Grundformen into his
Lichtrequisit einer elektrischen Btlhne, his famous I i L i g h t Space Modulatoru: the crystal (here as glass), the sphere, the
plane, the rod, the strip and the spiral.97 (Fig. 4-5) Since
both natural and human technologies are rooted in the B i a s ,
the prototypes of human technologies, for example the turbine,
are to be found in nature: "No technical form exists which
cannot be traced to the forms of nature.^^' (Fig. 4 - 6 ) Humans,
furthermore, had much to learn from organic technology and
they stood to profit from its adaptation to their purposes, a
~ ~ human technology is a
process France termed ~ i o t e c h n i k .If
subset of the greater category of technology, furthermore,
then our technology is not something foreign to or necessarily
harmful to ecosystems: as long as it contributes to the equilibrium of the ecosystem within which it is located, it is to
be vslued rather than abjured. Harmoniously integrated into
its surroundings, technology was a Good Thing rather than Evil
(or G e i s t ) incarnate. Significantly, Westheim ended the France
excerpt with an unmistakable statement of Monist biocentrism,
a dose of kosmische Einheitsgefiihl illustrated by means of the
topos of self-similarity:
Swedenborg conceived the startling idea for his

generation that the world is a great unity. He pictured it as an eternal flowing of the same things, a
return of similar laws, only in different intensities; at one time concealed in small things, in
another returning with giants steps to construct ...
mountains, to write with starry script upon the
heavens, or to assume spiritual shape and become
feeling in man's brain and heart.lU0
It is not difficult to see the attraction that this biocentric
legitimation of emergent Constructivist style, and of the generally waxing technophilia, carried for avant-garde practitioners in Germany, raised on Naturromantik and the Jugendbewegung, and harbouring a deep-seated love of "natureu as a
consequence.
While versions of some of these ideas were published in
1917 by D' A r c y Wentworth Thompson in his book On Growth and
Form,": Thompsonts publication could not have been available
in Germany at the time because of the war and its aftermath,
and it seems to have been this text by France that stimulated
Lissitzky, Hausmann, Moholy, Mies, Siegfried Ebeling and
Hannes Meyer to seek out France's books, and to adopt - - or
attack - - his ideas.
Westheim followed up the France excerpt with "Maschinenromantik," his lead article for the next, February 1923 issue
of Das Kunstblatt. With its oxymoronic title, this piece was
not only meant as an ironic critique of the emergent machine
aesthetic; it was also an appreciation of van de Velde on his
sixtieth birthday?" Westheim warned artists that imitating
the outward appearance of machines was just as "academicH,
VormalisttH indeed nromantic,nas the decoration of 19thcentury machinery had been, or as the use of Haeckelts Kunstformen der Natur by turn-of-the-centuryartists as a pattern:
book, had beenLa3
Es hat grosse Kfinstler gegeben, die sich nie genug
tun konnten im Studium der Natur, m6glicht dass der
grosse Kiinstler von Morgen mit der gleichen Unermiidlichkeit die sinnvoll lebendige Organik technischer
Konstruktionsformen studieren wird. Nicht der Formen, sondern der Organik wegen, durch die solche Ma-

schinerie lebendig ist wie ein Gesch6pf der
Na tur .
With this, opposed to the Purists, Westheim states his Francean position that machinery is organic, and that to be organic - - as van de Velde held - - it is the Sachlichkeit of machinery and natural forms that the artist must reproduce in the
very process of working rather than their outward forms.'05
This, as Westheim knew, was the working method Klee was promoting through his teaching. Indeed, possibly by the fall of
1923 Klee taught with photographs of shells.'06 (Fig. 4 - 7 )
c . Of Spirals and Shells

KeparchitektGra sees an endless spiral even in a
straight line. (Kassak 1921)lo'

. . .wi j willen het onkenbare, kenbaar maken, . . . wij
willen de oneindigheid van den kosmos cristalliseeren en in een idee voor u te vertalen! Zoo is het
gekomen, dat wij ... naar de realiseerung dezer
nieuwe wereld, staren naar de natuur en duiken in de
diepste der oceanen en grijpen wat daar spanning en
innerlijke kracht in sich draagt en brengen aan de
oppervlakte, huizen en kluizen die in het water
zwemmen, ... die geen gevels hebben en geen daken,
. . . maar, die in zich dragen de spanningen der gebogen velden, de rechte en strakke banden, de ...
spiralen; die kennen vorm, van de edelste lijn in de
volste massa, ... die een zijn in innerlijke kracht,
een zijn in het alomvatten ... een in organisch
geheel ! (Wijdeveld 1923 )
France's discussion of the spiral as the path of least
resistance in nature, that is of this form as the most functional method of movement through any medium, was both an
early indicator, and an instigator of the fashion for spiral
form - - especially as manifested in shell growth - - discernable in Central and Eastern European avant-garde circles at
the time.'09 We have noted Tatlin's celebrated use of this
form in his 1919-20 Monument to the Third International. Lajos
Kassakts statement in his proto-Constructivist, September 1921
uKeparchitektriran [architecture of the picture] manifesto is
another early sign of this interest, as is Moholy-Nagy's

Nikkelplastik mit Spiral of about the same time, and his
Dynamisch-konstruktives Kraftsystem of 1922 -1928.'I0
While, as far as can be determined, books by France do
not remain in Kleets library, there are parallels between
their approaches to the understanding of nature. Klee's pedagogical notes indicate that his teachings on spiral growth
patterns began around 1922, just before France's writings
broke into the avant-garde scene in Germany. But the fact that
Die Pflanze a l s Erfinder had appeared in 1920 already, and
that France was wintering in Weimar during the early twenties,
suggests that some interchange could have happened. Of course
Klee had always been interested in natural forms and processes, and he might have garnered relevant information from
other sources, as well as from his own observations. In March
of 1922 Klee wrote on spiral growth patterns, and that same
July, like France, he described the spiral as the "reinste
~ewegungsf
om.
While we cannot be certain that Klee read
France's text in Das Kunstblatt, the fact that he made notes
on growth, particularly spiral growth, during the fall of
1923, raises the possibility that he might have seen it. On 23
October Klee wrote of growth as I1Fortbewegungder Materie
durch Neubildung zu Stehenbleibendem hinzu. Bewegung im irdischen Bereich erfordert Energie," invoking not only the idea
of growth as a translation of energy into matter, but of
stages of dynamic equilibrium, just as France did." 2 On 5
November Klee wrote of the growth of plants as directed by
purely functional needs: "Die ganze Form resultiert auf einer
Basis, der Basis aus innerer Notwendigkeit. Es liegt Bedarf
zugrunde. Es 1st kein eitles Spiel gegeben mit Resultaten,
sondern ein aktiver notwendiger Weg zur
Later that
same month Klee invoked the elan vital in his discussion of
shell growth: "It is the energy-charged creative force that
forms the basic life content... This force stands revealed in
its functions, it derives its living form by permeating matter. It invests matter with life, sets it in motion by a defilt:"

nite order, by definite rhythms .... The particles are placed
in resonant relation with the primal force.11"'Significantly, "in the twentiesu Klee assembled a "collection of pictures
cross-sections and x-rays of mollusksM which, while I have not
been able to examine them first-hand, seem to have been from
or very like those in the HSchelpennummerHof Wendingen.::'
It may indeed be more than coincidental that it was in
the fall of 1923 that the epoch's most influential images of
spiral form in nature appeared in the "Schelpennummeru of the
Hague art j ournal Wendingen, the expressionist H and organ k i s t - - indeed biocentric - - rival to De S t i j l designed and
edited by the biocentric architect H. Theo ~i jdeveld.' X
(Fig. 4-8) Contained in this issue were a series of radiographs of nautulus shells in the collection of the Amsterdam
Zoological Museum by J. B. Polak of that institution, and
"straightM photographs of them by Wendingentshouse photographer Bernard Eilers. (Figs. 4-9, 4-10, 4-11, 4-12)
Accompanying these images was an introduction by the
organicist architect Roland Holst entitled "Schelpen. De
Wondervormen der Zee, Vreemde Gelijkenissen," which played on
the biological analogy between shells as products of the
animal, and architecture as a human organic product. Also
included was Wijdeveld's "Natuur, Bouwkunst en Techniek,I1 a
biocentric text expounding the all-embracing power of nature
and our part in it."' In a move calculated to counter van
Doesburg's anti-natural position of the time, this article - suffused with Vitalmystik, and based on a psychobiological
view of human nature and inspiration, called on architects to
learn from the beauty and economy of nature:
Door dit boek ruischt de muziek der oceanen; ...
hier zijn gevoelige wezens, die leven, in trillende
vollbewegingen, de ziel, het nutteloos geworden
huis, den mensch in millioenen voorbeelden op de
stranden voor te toveren. Opgewoeld uit de diepste
wateren, gevonden aan de verste stranden, voelen we
in de wonderen dezer rnolusken, een harmonie tusschen
de vormen der natuur en de vormen der kunst. Beiden

groeien volgens diep inwendige wetten, beiden onststaan in eenheid en hebben tot bron een innerlijke
harmonie ."a
In the context produced by the texts, the images were made to
function as models for human technology, and as signifiers for
kosmovi tale Einsfiihlung, of a Monistic creed of the unity and
harmony of nature. Wijdeveld echoes France's theorizing about
human technology as both an aspect of natural technology, but
also as standing to benefit from the imitation of it, ideas
published earlier that same year in Das Kunstblatt:
Sluit uw oogen en grijp met den drang tot scheppen
om u heen, vorm ruimten die uw innerlijk bewegend
voorspiegelt, componeer de vormen met de nieuwste
mogelijkhedenden techniek, grijp met volle accoorden
in uw ziele-instrumenten,maar hoe ge dringt en
wringt, steeds kornen er gelijkenissen met de vormen
der natuur, zou het sublieme in de kunst een zijn
met de natuur, zou de synthese voor beide dezelfde
zijn, is er een geheim verbond tusschen beiden,
drinyt d'een, d'ander voorwaards .... Daarom is dit
boek, gewijd aan die schelpen der zee, opgedragen
aan den ingenieur en den architect, den modernen
mensch. - - This issue of Wendingen captured the imagination of
European avant-gardists involved in the discourse around
nature and technology, calling to their attention not only the
beauty and economy of natural structures, but also the power
and creative potential of scientific imaging technologies. Not
since Eder and Valenta's album of 1896, produced soon after
the development of x-ray photography by Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen, had such beautiful X-ray images been published in an
album format, but Eder and Valenta's album was a rarity, while
Wendingen had a fairly wide distribution, especially in central European avant-garde artistic circles.L2oBy 1925 its
images had reappeared in publications by El Lissitzky, MoholyNagy and Le Corbusier, and the issue had made an impression on
key critics such as Behne and ~a1lai.l" In 1934 even Lewis
Mumford had reproduced a Polak radiogram in his book Technics
and Civili~ation.'~~
(Figs. 4-13, 4-14, 4-15, 4-16, 4-17)
"9

While the HSchelpenummerll
and the December 1924 issue of W e n d ingen devoted to crystals were the only ones to feature llnaturalu rather than artistic material, their publication is not
surprising given that Wijdeveldts journal was devoted predominantly to the "organicN tradition in architecture?
The tlSchelpennummerr
is the earliest publication distributed in Weimar German artistic circles I am aware of in which
photographs employing a technology normally used by scientists
were produced with biocentric aesthetic intentions and presented in an artistic context.I2"s
we shall see in Chapter
Five, these factors were crucial in inspiring Moholy-Nagy to
effect a biocentric aestheticization of scientific photography
after 1924.
While Collinsr is a useful schematization, I wish to
complicate its application to the early 1920s by incorporating
France's biocentrism. As I have indicated in relation to the
Bauhaus, and as suggested by Westheim in his introduction to
the France excerpt, the general shift towards Sachlichkei t in
German avant-garde culture during the early 1920s was spurred
by, indeed was in part a response to France's Wbjektiv, l1 in
other words sachlich internal reform of Monism. An important
component of the resulting cultural developments is what could
be termed (adapting Lodderrs and Elderfield's terms) "bioeentIn the remainder of this chapter I
ric ~onstructivisrn.~'~~
will detail France's role in inspiring the "biocentric Constructivist discourseu among participants in the "Constructivist International.lt It was out of this discourse, engaged in
by Moholy, Lissitzky, Mies, Kurt Schwitters, Ebeling, Hannes
Meyer, Hausmann and Kallai, that Moholyrs conception of New
Vision emerged. New Vision, I will argue, was above all else a
biocentric vision of the world.

2. France and the Biocentric Constructivist Discourse

Die vitale Konstruktivitat ist die Erscheinungsform
des Lebens und das Prinzip aller menschlichen und
Kosmischen Entfaltungen.... Deshalb mGssen wir an
die Stelle des statischen Prinzips der klassischen
Kunst das Dynamische des universellen Lebens setzen.
(Moholy-Nagyand Kemeny 1 9 2 2 ) L 2 6
Constructivism can be neither proletarian nor capitalist - - it is the crystallized product of our
general affective viewpoints - - in it we have discovered the Urform - - the pure form - - the organicism of nature - - this form is classless and cannot
be subjected to tendentious force. (Egon Engelien
1923

'''

Wie France richtig sagte, gibt es in der kompliziertesten Industrie keinen Vorgang, der nicht lgngst im
Menschen-und Tierleben oder in den Pflanzen ohne
Unterbrechung in Betrieb ware. (Fuhrinann 1 9 2 3 ) ' 2 J
Constructivism: These artists look of the world
through the prisma of technic ... The shortsighted
see therein only the machine. (Arp and El Lissitzky
1 9 2 4 ) '"

Be quite sure you buy the book by France called
Bios, I should very much like to make personal contact with him. We must find out his address without
fail. When Nasci is finished, I will send him a copy
with a dedication. (El Lissitzky 1924)"'
Das Verstandnis fiir die ganze moderne Kunst, vom
Irnpressionismus fiber Futurismus, Expressionismus,
Kubismus bis zum Konstruktivismus wird durch die
sich j e t z t nach und nach herauskristallisierende
Grundidee: alle Arbeit nach ihrer Funktion in der
selbstverstandlichen organischen Form der Vollendung
erschlossen. (Moholy-Nagy1 9 2 5 ) "'
Biology, psychoanalysis, relativity and entomology
are common intellectual property: France, Einstein,
Freud and Fabre are the saints of this latterday.
(Meyer 1926)'32

. . . [Dass] das

treffliche Buch von Raoul France
... von der
Architekturwissenschaft der Zukunft gressere Beachtung f inden wird. (Ebeling 1 9 2 6 ) "'
'Technische Leistungen der Pflanzent

ich kenne 2.B. auch das reizende kleine Buchlein von
R. H. France 'Die Pflanze als Erfinder', in dem der
Verfasser nachweist, dass der Mensch durch genaues
Studium der Natur vie1 einfacher auf viele Erfindungen hatte komrnen k6nnen. (Rietzler 1 9 2 7 ) ' ~ ~
Neuerdings hat man ... festgestellt, dass unsere . . .
schonsten Apparate, Flugzeuge, Autos usw. ganz ohne
Willen und Zutun des Ingenieurs und Technikers an
wenig beachtete Naturformen anklingen: an die
Gestalt von Fischen, Vbgeln, Insekten und Muscheln,
an alle ausseren Panzer- und Krustenformen der o r g a nischen Natur, die der fleischlichen Leiblichkeit
des Menschen sehr fern, seiner Einfiihlung kaum zuganglich sind. . . . So £and also auch das indirekte,
abstrakte, naturferne Gestalten der beginnenden
Stahlzeit doch noch einen Weg zur Natur zuruck, ware
selbst ein neuer biologischer Ausdruck, der in uns
selbst in unserer kiinstlichsten bewusstesten Anstrengung wirkenden Natur? ... [Dlie abstrakte Malerei die objektiv gegebenen Naturgestalt, die sie
auf der einen Seite ausgetrieben hat, auf der anderen Seite wieder hereinzulassen scheint. Diese Kunstler ehren die Natur ... sie mdchten sie am liebsten erfassen wie einem ktihnen Ingenieur des Lebens,
der aus eigenem, keineswegs im Menschen vollendeten
Gesetz gestaltet. (Hartlaub 1927)
das grundgesetz: auf allen gebieten ... bemiiht man
sich heute, reine funtionelle lbsungen technischbiologischer art zu finden: ein jedes werkstiick eindeutig aus den elementen aufzubauen, die zu seiner
funktion erforderlich sind. (Moholy-Nagy1928)"6
eine intensitat des ausdrucks zu produzieren ...
erf6rdert unser ganzes bios und nicht nur eine s p e z ifische erkenntnisstufe. (Moholy-Nagy1928)"'
Technorornantik. (Kallai 1931)'"
Raoul France's bio-technique,which we shall teach
in the New Bauhaus, is an attempt at a new science
which shows how natural forms and designs can be
translated without great difficulty into human production .... I visited the east coast this summer and
I was most amazed to see a little animal ... the
horseshoe crab. This very thin prehistoric animal
shell is constructed in such a wonderful and economical way that we could immediately adapt it to a
fine bakelite or other moulded plastic form.
(Moholy-Nagy1937)139

While El Lissitzky was actively seeking contact with
France early in 1924 and he and Arp - - as well as Mies and
Egon Engelien - - were countering the view that Constructivism
was a purely technocentric phenomenon,"' by 1926 the Swiss
International Constructivist architect Hannes Meyer was listing France with some of the great figures of the early 20thcentury mytho-scientific imagination. The following year, in
his retrospective musings on Constructivism, Gustav Hartlaub,
curator of the "Neue SachlichkeitI1 show, was among the f i r s t
critics to articulate a recognition of the way in which
ltnaturel1w a s "allowed back" into abstract art. Kallai, who
already in his Constructivist writings modelled the nature/
technology split as a dialectic rather than as an either/or
choice, eventually came to analyze Constructivism itself from
a biocentric position, refering - - as we have seen in Chapter
One - - to a "constructiveH or Vechnoid drive" when referring
yto the art which expressed, as he put it, "the profane Trini t y rationalism-materialism-~tilitarianism.~~"'
Evident in Moholyts Ma1 erei, Photographie, Film of 1 9 2 5,
France's influence was determinant by 1929 when Moholy's pedagogical treatise, Von Material zu Archi tektur, appeared.
Though the recognition of France's importance was implicit or
explicit in these texts of the 20s, it was not until the late
80s that - - in a footnote - - the Swiss architectural historian
Stanislaus von Moos would write that France was "probably the
most important inspiration for most European avant-garde
artists and architects intrigued by the analogies of natural
and technical form.1g'42

a. Hausmannts Anarcnist Biocentrism
Die Natur ist eine sch6ne Sache ... aber ... in diesem Deutschland gibt ... es nur eine ... Natur, eine
dicke Natur, eine Bertha-Natur - - die biirgerliche
Gesellschaft. Kein Klassenkampf, kein Kommunisrnus,
nichts --nureine reine, unerhdrt stark Btirgernatur.
(Hausmann, "Manifest der Naturl1 192 1)

Warum wachst und gedeiht ein Lindenblatt? Weil es
die Idee des Lindenblatts gibt. ... Welche Klassenkampf spielen sich ab im Chlorophyll, von dem und
von denen wir nichts ahnen - - und ... ist denn die
Gothik oder der rnoderne Tiefbau nicht sich und dem
Lindenblatt ahnlich? (Hausmann c. 1922)
Shortly after the publication of France's chapter in Das
Kunstblatt, Hausmann's and Viking Eggelingls "Zweite PrasenThis was a critique
istische DeklarationM appeared in Ma?
of mechanistic Constructivism - - of the engineer as a model
for the artist - - and of a Communist conception of
Constructivism as a way of producing art for the proletariat.
Hausmann and Eggeling declared instead, "Unser Aufgabe ist es,
im Sinne einer universalen Verbindlichkeit an den physikalischen und physiologischen Problemen der Natur und des Menschen zu arbeitentNan attempt at a biocentric reorientation
of International Constructivist activity based on Ernst Marcus' radical, ontological version of Empiriocritical epistem01ogy."~ Such was the suggestive strength of Hausmann's
personality that he in turn interested those artists around
him - - Arp, Puni, Moholy-Nagy, Peri, Kemeny - - concerned with
the cosmic positioning of humanity, in an ~elernental~
Constructivism which took the life-force and other cosmic
forces into account in their work.
While advocating an anti-mechanistic Constructivism, as
discussed in Chapter Two, Hausmann was the only one of his
fellows to note the totalizing political implications of
France's biologism, that France "sich fiir einen Fuhrer und
Lehrer der Menschen in einem menschlichen Sinne ausgibt oder
vielleicht wirklich halt." Hausmann, whom we have seen had
been interested in Haeckelian Monism and Kropotkinian Anarchism, launched an Anarchist attack on France and his book Die
Kultur von Morgen in July of 1923 from within the biocentric
He
~ correctdiscourse, in the Activist journal Die ~ k t i o n . ' ~
ly saw that France's philosophy was inherently conservative
politically, that if any system - - for example the extant

NbourgeoisMCapitalist order which Hausmann hated - - could be
labelled as being nin harmonyH as an ecosystem, then the
upsetting of that harmony was to be avoided.'" Hausmann, a
fierce critic of mechanistic Newtonian scierxe, summarized his
attack on France with the worst accusation he could level,
"Kurz: France 'vermenschlicht' die Gesetze der Welt und des
Lebens etwa so, wie die gesamte Wissenschaft dies auch tat."
In this article and in his next publication in Die Aktion,
Hausmann attacked Spengler and Nietzsche, and characterized
Hitler as "nur ein nebensachlicher Faktorn beside figures such
as France who represents the
humanistisch-wissenscha£tliche ... Seite des Nationalsozialismus.... France als Khung-Tseu-und Schopenhauer-'Vollender' [and the Nietzschean-Christian
pop-philosopher L. C. Hausser] sind in der Tat
nichts anderes als die sich selbst fGr Genies, ffir
Gipfel erklarenden Durchschnittsbbrger, die ...
zuviel und zu wenig wissen, um sich nicht zwanqlsaufig als Fiihrer ... zu ftihlen und auszubieten . . .
Volkskaiser zu werden. '''
But in a typically Anarchist mode, he also lashed out at Karl
Radek and his German Socialists, as well as at the entire
Moscow leadership of the wrussische Zentralismus," including
Trotsky, and presumably Lenin, for their statism. Of
course, France - - like Hausmann - - did not regard the extant
social system as harmonious. Except France called for a
revival of the Itorganic"German culture of the past, which he
saw as a "racially pureN "Gothicu culture of the tlforestH
instead of the current order - - needless to say, not the
alternative Hausrnann had in mind, but - - from our perspective
- - an early version of the state Hitler attempted to build
after 1933. While Hausmann was incorrect about Hitler being a
marginal figure next to France, he did foresee France's later
association with the National Socialists. In a subversive and
critical gesture, in July of 1923 - - around the time France's
book Plasrnatik appeared - - Hausmann published his "simultain M e n . 15'
neous poemM lThaoplasmalf

It was an interesting twist, however, that in uAusblick,~
published in the third issue of G in 1924, Hausmann criticized
France (though without naming him directly) for not going far
enough in his biocentrism, that is, for not extending the
Bioconose concept to the cosmic realm, as did Hans Hdrbiger in
his ~elteislehre.'" Ironically it was Herbigerrs highly
speculative astro-physical Welteislehre which the Nazis - particularly Hitler - - later favoured over any aspect of
Francets objektive Philosophie.
Hausmann also renewed his
call for a revolutionary interpretation of biocentric thinking
in MAusblick,Mover France's socially conservative views,
seeing Hdrbiger's theory as a means to effect such an activist
biocentrism:
Wir miissen nicht zur Harmonie mit unserer Gesamtsituation kommen, wir miissen zurn Organgedanken vorstossen. Wir kijnnen und miissen die Biozdnose umforrnen wenn wir das organische Denken und die daraus
entspringende Tat und Tatsachlichkeit ernstlich in
das Mileu, in das Gesamtmiterlebensgebiet hineintragen oder besser aus ihm herausarbeiten. Dies
erfordert organische Arbeit. Einer der Wege hierzu
ist die Welteislehre H. HBrbiger.'5'
Despite the ironies of Hausmann's adherence to H6rbigerts
Welteislehre, he was the only one of the biocentric avantgardists to engage in a political critique of France's position. And it is notable that none of the France-fans, including Hausrnannls friend Moholy-Nagy, listened to him in this
respect .
b. G and Mies
Mies van der Rohe occupied a position on the opposite end

of the political spectrum of Biocentrism from Hausmann. As we
have seen, the first issue of G appeared in July 1923. Franc e ' s name is not mentioned on its pages, which is not surprising given that - - since Graeff had attended van Doesburg's
de Stijl seminar in Weimar the previous year - - the magazine
was produced under the direct influence of the "anti-naturalM

D~tchman.'~'Still, Hausrnamts critique employing Francean
terminology in ~Ausblickuis not the only evidence of awareness of France's writing in G. Statements such as Graeffts
"Die Form sol1 nie Ziel sein, sondern ist sozusagen Nebenerscheinung an dem nach Maasgabe der Funktionen vor allern,I1
are close to France's sentences published in Das Kunstblatt
earlier that year, and were, in any case, of a functionalistdeterminist nature not typical of van Doesburg. Even the other
Weimar "De Stijl CourseI1 alumnus Egon Engelien was writing of
the Urform and of the "organicism of natureu in his International Constructivist text of 1923 published in Ma and misattributed to Moh~ly-Naqy.'~~
Mies van der Rohets article in
the September 1923 issue of G was similarly informed by France' s thought : "Wir kennen kein Form-, sondern nur Bauprobleme .
Die Form ist nicht das Ziel, sondern das Resultat unserex
Arbeit. Es gibt keine Form an sich. Das wirklich Formvolle ist
bedingt, mit der Aufgabe verwachsen, ja der elementarste
Ausdruck ihrer Lds~ng.~~'~'
Statements Mies made in a letter
written that same month express the same
as did
a letter to Walter Rietzler, founding editor of the Werkbundts
postwar, organicist journal Die Form [Berlin 1922 - 19 3 3 1 ,
concerning the journal's title: I1Gebensie dem Blatt einen
anderen Titel ... Liegt in dem Titel 'Die Form' nicht ein
Verpflichtet er nicht in einer
allzugrosser Anspruch?
falschen Richtung? . . 1st die Form wirklich ein Ziel? 1st s i e
nicht vielmehr das Ergebnis eines Gestaltungsprozesses? 1st
Mies may first have
nicht der Prozess das ~esentliche?~'~~
encountered France's thought through Karl Ernst Osthausf
I1biosophicalnemployee Ernst Fuhrmann, who though - - like
Hausmann - - was an Anarchist biocentric, was along with Paul
Westheim among the first to recognize the potential importance
of France's concept of ~iotechnik.'~' The full effect that
Mies' reading of France had on his work is as yet unknown, but
as Fritz Neumeyer points out, it was probably strong. While
France was not the first to enunciate this functionalist view,

.

...

Mies' texts are so close to France's that there is little
doubt that the Kunstblatt excerpt inspired Mies in his writIn any case, France's stateings of the summer of 1923?
ments are a likelier source for M i e s r functionalism than those
Otto Wagner "made several decades earlieru and "known in
prewar Werkbund circlesN which Mies was not part oLL6'
Indeed, Mies was a typical biocentric and a committed
follower of France?
We have seen in Chapter Two that he
had a standing order at Nierendorf's bookstore for France's
books and that he amassed over forty of them. Miesl library is
so rich in related literature that I have used it as an ersatz
canon, a guide in my work on interwar biocentrism. The underlining of his copy of Die Kul t u r von Morgen, France's book
which so outraged Hausmann, is an indication of Miest adherence to a more conservative, indeed, from a Leftist perspective, politically reactionary biologistic biocentrism. And
Mies' interest in France was not a mere enthusiasm. Not only
did he teach France's Objektive Philosophie while he was
director of the Bauhaus, he continued to collect France's
books and teach him in Chicago while he was at the Illinois
Institute of Techn01ogy.l~~Significantly, during the early
to mid-20s Mies was closely allied with Hugo HSring, the
prominent filorganicu
architect. In fact it was out of Miest
studio that the two organized the "Ring," the cradle of German
functionalist, that is sachlich architecture, in 1924.'~'
C. Lissitzkyts "NasciI1
The relationship between Francets ideas and Mies work is
suggested visually in a layout in W a s c i t U the special issue
of Kurt Schwitterst journal Merz, which appeared in July of
1924 and was edited by El ~issitzky.'~~
Wig. 4-18) In this
naturamorphic analogical spread, Miesr proposal for a tower on
the Friedrichstrasse in Berlin is juxtaposed to a drawing of a
human femur based on a photograph reproduced in France's books
Bios and Die technischen Leistunqen der Pflanzen. "' (Figs.

4-19, 4-20) El Lissitzky set to reading France in 1923, probably after the appearance of the Kunstblatt excerpt, graduating from Die Pflanze als Erfinder to France's 1921 two-volume
magnum opus Bios, die Gesetze d e r we1 t .I6' Lissitzky was so
taken by Bios that he accepted Schwitters' proposal to edit a
special issue of M e n , and decided to devote it to ideas
suggested by his reading of France. Schwitters - - whose biocentrism is another topic awaiting fuller treatment - - was
eager to cooperate with Lissitzky on a project devoted to the
topic of nature.'69 As Peter Nisbet points out, t t [Nasci]
reveals one of the strongest affinities between Schwitters and
Lissitzky, their deep devotion to nature understood as the
creative forces of organic growth and ev~lution.~""
Accord ingly Lissitzky named the special issue WascitH Latin for
"becomingM or "corning into being.I1 Lissitzkytsconception of
Mbecorningll
is not a simple Bergsonian one. It represents,
rather, Lissitzkyts realization that
Modern art, following a completely intuitive and
obvious course, has reached the same results as
modern science. Like science, it has reduced form to
its basic elements, in order to reconstruct it according to the universal laws of nature. . . EVERY FORM
IS THE FROZEN INSTANTANEOUS PICTURE OF A PROCESS.
THUS A WORK IS A STOPPING-PLACE ON THE ROAD OF BECOMING AND NOT THE FIXED GOAL.
I''
This is a psychobiological epistemology characteristic of
biocentrism, which holds that regardless of the system of
cognition, intuition or systematic research used to attain it,
knowledge is based in the deep structure of nature. In Chapter
Five we will see that Kallai reiterates it in his Bioromantik
theory. Lissitzky's psychobiology is related to France's
psychovitalist epistemology and by quoting France from Die
Pflanze a l s Erfinder (in capitals), Lissitzky not only acknowledges his debt to the scientist, he also underlines his
adherence to France's functionalist-vitalist theory of
form.''2 When Lissitzky then writes that "The machine has not
separated us from nature; through it we have discovered a new

nature never before s ~ r m i s e d ,he
~ refers not only to France's
organicist theory of technology but also to the types of
images using advanced technological means he saw in Wendingen.
As Elderfield writes:
What is striking about ItNascin... is the way in
which these [organicist] propositions are combined
and linked to machine-age themes to provide what is
best described as an organicist vision of Elementarist theory. Modern art is compatible with modern
science, not because it adopts technological principles, but because the principles common to both
art and machine construction are "naturalu ones.173
tlNasciuwas Lissitzky's manifesto of biocentric Constructivism. Rather than comparing art to machines, as the Purists,
and after them Moholy and Lajos Kassak did in Buch neuer
Kunstler, Lissitzky compared a work by Schwitters to an aerial
view of a landscape and a photograph of a plant. In another
spread Lissitzky borrowed France's theory of Grundformen, and
he included a photograph of a crystal, one of these forms,
comparing it to his own sheet from the K e s t n e m a p p e . (Figs. 4 France's emphasis on the spiral Grundform as the most
efficient means of moving through space also had its resonance
in Lissitzkyts thinking soon after he encountered it. In an
article which appeared in the September 1923 issue of G,
Lissitzky identified the screw and propeller as the technologies which - - following the foot and the wheel - - would usher
in a new age of personal flight. In llNasci,
" under an
illustration of Tatlints spiral-shaped "Monument to the Third
InternationaltULissitzky identified the spiral as the form
which constitutes the best expression of our time and at once
hinted at his awareness of Tatlints own organicism. When
discussing the as-yet-unrealizedtransition of the production
of art conceived on the basis of three-dimensional space to
art produced with four-dimensional space in mind in his
article "K. und Pangeometrie," Lissitzky chose one of Polak's
radiographs of a nautilus shell as an illustration of what the

coming four-dimensional art might re~ernble.''~ (Fig. 4-13)
Not surprisingly, of the contemporary International Constructivists only El Lissitzky designed a cover for Wendingen, the
journal's other covers of the time being carried out in a late
Expressionist, decorative style.
"NasciU is not merely Lissitzkytsmanifesto of biocentric
Constructivism, however. It is the most forcefully articulated
document of the biocentric Constructivist discourse. What is
more, Lissitzky was eager for France's approval of his work.
As we have seen, while working on NNasci,HLissitzky expressed
a desire to meet France, and he intended to send the scientist
a copy. While I do not know whether France received it "Nasci"
*
did impress avant-gardists with organicist tendencies.77

d. Hannes Meyer and Switzerland
After Lissitzky had begun the production of Vfasci," he
fell ill with the tuberculosis already in his body, and in
early February 1924 he had to go to Switzerland to seek medical treatment. While there, he cooperated with Arp on the
production of the anthology Die Kunstismen which, as noted
above, reflected the two artistst nature-centric view of
Constructivism. While in Switzerland, Lissitzky also inspired
the production of the first issue of the Swiss-German avantgarde architectural and planning journal largely modeled on G
- - ABC. ABC was produced by a circle of young Swiss-German
architects including Alfred Roth, Hans Schmidt, Hans Wittwer,
and Wittwerts partner Hannes Meyer, as well as the Dutchman
then working in Zurich, Mart Starn.'78 Accordingly, ABC and
Swiss architectural thinking in general began to show the
effects of Lissitzky's infatuation with France.
In !'Element und Erfindung," Lissitzky's article for the
inaugural issue - - written in Locarno in February and March - he reiterated some of his Francean concepts. Thus, it was a
shortlist of Francers Grundformen, llKubus,Konus und Kugel , "
rather than Le Corbusier's Platonic bodies, or Cezannets

"Kubust Konus und Zylinderl@recently invoked by Westheim in
his articles, which were promoted by Lissitzky as the most
important forms of Gestaltung. The anti-mechanist theme was
reinforced by the statement that "Die neue Gestaltung muss die
alte Maschine iiberwinden," and Lissitzkyts Francean functionalist position was reiterated in ones such as "So entsteht die
Form als Resultat der Aufgabe" and "Wir kennen keine Form an
und fur sich." In the last paragraph Lissitzky invokes both
the B i o s and Biotechnik: "Die Technik hat unter dem Hochdruck
des sich umbildenden Lebens den Weg der Element-Erfindung
eingeschlager,.... Die Erfindung ist die biomechanisckre Kraft,
die alles zur ~berwindungder Hindernisse auf ihrem Wege nach
Vorwarts antreibt. u'79
In the following issue of ABC, the naturamorphic analogies Lissitzky included in WasciH inspired the journal's
editor, Alfred Roth' s ltGestalten-Formtwhich included a
photograph of dandelions accompanied by a Francean functionalist-determinist text. Roth also published an organicist lecture given in Paris by Roland Holstt who had co-produced the
ltSchelpennummer~
of wendingen.
Rothrs analogy was referred
to in Xart Stamts series Wodernes Bauentuan organicist
architectural design theory in which - - reiterating the Francean theme treated by Lissitzky in "Nasciw - - Stam defined the
process of design psychobiologically as the p conscious^ version of the same functionalist process which occurs "unconscious1yt1in nature: "Die moderne Kunst wird sich der Elemente
der Natur bewusst bedienen, sie wird also nicht gegen die
Natur handelntItand "Der Wuchs von Pflanze und Tier zeigt uns
die ausserste 6konomie der Material~erwendung.~~'~'
In an issue of ABC guest-edited by Hannes Meyer, and
devoted to avant-garde art, Moholy-Nagyfsarticle I1Ismusoder
Kunst?" clarified his Francean-biocentric theory of artistic
creativity: "Die Ismen sind Anstrengungen zur Themindung der
traditionellen Bilderform. Sie sind Wegbereiter zu einer rein
funktionellen Gestaltung, deren elementare Ausdrucksmittel den

durch unseren Organismus bedingten, in uns latenten Spannungsbeziehungen entsprechen." Just as Lissitzky had declared his
art to be a "limb of natureu in "Nasci," the excerpts from a
letter Lissitzky sent from Russia published in this same issue
of ABC discussed the "elementary plasticH components of his
PROUN art as equivalent to the elements of n a t ~ r e . ' ~ A s
demonstrated by this issue he edited, Meyer was interested in
questions of organicism in art and architecture.
Indeed, as much as, and perhaps to an even greater extent
than Mies, Hannes Meyer has been misrepresented in the literature. Like others who participated in the biocentric Constructivist discourse, Meyer was a committed Leftist and an ardent
functionalist and rationalist, and like some of the others, he
was a b i o l o g i s t i c functionalist, and a proponent of France's
biotechnics with a keen interest in psychology and the natural
sciences. To my knowledge, the only historian to note this
is Stefan Kraus, who writes that Wannes Meyer ist der Architekt am Bauhaus, der die soziale Frage des Wohnens mit biologischen, psychologischen und Bkologischen ~berlegungenund der
Utopie einer sozialistischen Gesellschaft ~erband.~~:~'
That
it was through Lissitzky and his work in Switzerland that
Meyer came to know France's work is likely given that, according to K. Michael Eays, El Lissitzky and Le Corbusier affected
Meyer's development the most.'"
Not surprisingly, Meyer had roots in the Reformbewegung.
He was, e . g . , heavily influenced by the English town planning
tradition, especially the Garden City movement, which he had
encountered while on an extended stay in England in 191213 1d" That the origins of Meyer's biocentrism are to be
iocated in his English experience is indicated by a former
student who remembers that Meyer assigned as reading not only
the writings of Lewis Mumford, but of Mumford's mentor, the
Scottish biocentric-Anarchist theorist of an organic approach
to understanding cities, Patrick Geddes, who also exercised an
influence on Haring at the time?'
A tangible result of Mey-

errs interest in the Garden City was the realization of his
plan for the cooperative housing estate "Freidorf" near Base1
in 1 9 1 9 -21, a project related to Hellerau, centre of the
Reformbewegung, as much is it was to the English examples.:'' In the mid-twenties Meyer went through an International Constructivist phase, producing not only orthogonalminimalist-style nfunctionalistn building designs, but also
geometrical-abstract graphic art and photograph^.'^' The
central document of this period is the manifesto "Die neue
We1
of 1926. ' 9 0 Though characterized by an unbridled opti mism in a technologized Socialist utopian future as well as a
declared anti-aesthetic, Mfunctionalist" approach to design - while practicing the geometrical-abstract aesthetic typical of
International Constructivism - - this text is also marked by
the fascination with nature, biology and biological processes,
and the biological determinism, characteristic of other biocentric Constructivists influenced by France."' Indeed,
Meyer was so enamoured with France's thought, that, as we have
seen at the start of this segment, he placed France first on a
shortlist of "latterday saintsw which, besides France,
included only Einstein, Freud and the famous French entomologist Henri Fabre.Ig2While it is unclear whether these scientists would have appreciated the Mormon metaphor, as shall
be discussed in Chapter Five, when Meyer assumed the directorship of the Bauhaus in 1928, he promoted various biocentric
views, including those of Ludwig Klages.
t l 1

e. Ebeling and the Bauhaus
I have suggested that the Glass Chain architects progressed from a biomorphic expression of their biocentrism
during the teens to an orthogonal Modernist one in the "Ring"
after Mies encountered the writings of France. I have also
shown how Swiss-German architectural thinking was affected by
France through Lissitzkyfs transmission of his ideas. As in
the case of the "Ringfllat the Bauhaus, France's influence was

direct. while we do not know e x a c t l y when Moholy-Nagy began
teaching France's concepts of Biotechnik and the seven technischen G r u n d f o m e n in his Grundlehre at the Bauhaus, we do know
from his pedagogical treatise Von Ma texial zu Archi tektur,
that he taught them there between 1923 and 1928.1g3 For his
part, Gropius continued to make organic-functionalist statements during the mid-twenties. In llBauhaus-Dessau
- - Principles of Bauhaus ProductionI1 of 1926, for example, Gropius
V-esolutely affirmsfl Itthe living environment of machines and
vehiclesH and calls for "the organic design of things based on
their own present-day laws" - - a typically Francean organicization of the te~hnical.'~'Moholy-Nagy, meanwhile, expressed a biologistic view of the experience of space in bauhaus,
the school's journal, of which he was the editor: like all
sensory experience, for Moholy I1raumerlebnis ist kein privileg
begabter menschen, sondern biologische f~nktion."'~~
Siegfried Ebeling entered the Bauhaus as a student in
1924 remaining - - off and on - - until late 1926, and it might
well have been in Moholyls introductory class that he encountered France's writing^."^ While Ebelingls prediction concerning France1s Die technischen L e i s t u n g e n der Pf lanzen
quoted above did not come to pass, it does indicate the
fashion for France's ideas at the school. Ebeling's reforrnulation of Le Corbusierls dictum that "the house is a machine
for living inH as ttHausorganismus,~t
may well have inspired
Gropius to write that "das wohnhaus ist ein betriebstechnischer organismus, dessen einheit sich aus vielen einzelfunktionen organisch zusammensetzt. 1t197
Like many in the Reformbewegung, Ebeling was interested
in the rhythms of nature. In fact though he had studied philosophy, theology, art history and archaeology early on - - like
others concerned with the expression of such rhythms in their
lives (Raoul Hausrnann for example) - - he was a dancer, and he
wrote on both dance and architecture during his careedg8
Two of his sources in this connection would have been the

discipline of Eurythmics, which he would have encountered
through his interest in Anthroposophy, and Ludwig Klages,
whose writings on the fundamental pendulations of nature were
well-known in Weimar Germany, and are reflected in Ebeling's
statement that "es ist alles nur rythmischer Antagonismus
gleichgeordneter Prinzipien, die in der 'Natur' als solcher
begriindet sind.f l L 9 9 Wulf Herzogenrath detects the influence
of Itten' s protegee, the Weimar Bauhaus l~Harmonisierungsiibung"
instructor Gertrud Grunow, on Ebelingfs ideas.200After the
Bauhaus Ebeling headed for Dornach, Anthroposophy's headquarters, and he worked with the Swiss-based Austro-Hungarian
modern dance pioneer Rudolf von Laban in Berlin. Ebeling's
biocentrism is evident from a 1927 article on dance that
discusses the "Totalitat des Organischen Lebens die uns noch
mit Tier und Pflanze aufs Engste verbindet.~~~~'
As Herzogenrath has observed, Ebeling's awareness of the
architecture of the Glass Chain is suggested by llKosmologe
Raumzellen," the article he published at the Bauhaus in the
November 1924 issue of Junge Menschen, in which he speculated
on the manner in which an awareness of the forces of the
cosmos could be integrated into architectural practice. Ebeling continued to develop these utopian architectural views
after encountering the biocentrisn of France. The result of
this synthesis was Der Raum als Membran, an architectural
theory with vitalmystisch overtones published at the end of
1926, just before Ebeling left the Bauhaus for good.202Der
Raum als Membran articulates Ebeling's Francean ecological
view of architecture as a practice which should take into
consideration the ecosystem of which the structure is a part.
Buildings should be made to interact with, rather than
exclude, their environments; their envelopes should be treated
as ~mernbranesIw
that like our skins, act not only as barriers,
but also as transmitters. Ebeling recognized the architectural
projects of the Glass Chain as his precursors in this book.
His description of the change in style from that of the Glass

Chain to his own implies his awareness of a unity of purpose
behind both.'03 In his review of Der R a m als Membran, Bruno
Taut noted that in contrast to the Vrystallinefl architecture
of the Gldserne Kette, Ebeling describes his as a "biological
architecturettl
and Taut implicitly agreed with Ebeling that
though differing in style, both are performed within a context
of an awareness of our unity with nature.204Not surprisingly, Ebeling's llbiologicalarchitecturet1has been recognized as
a forrunner of today's ecological architectural practice.'05
Just as in Lissitzky's spread in "NasciN juxtaposing Schwitterst work with a plant, for Ebeling's Francean biologische
Archi tektur, "das neue Ursymbol ... wird die lebende Pflan2,
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f. The Analogous Projects of Moholy-Nagy and France
The biological pure and simple taken as the guide.
(Moholy-Nagy1928)2 0 7
Though I am not certain he attended them, it might well
nave been in one of Moholy-Nagyfsclasses - - or from one of
Moholy's students - - that Ebeling learned of France's Die
technischen Leistungen der Pflanze. I presume this, for it is
in this book that France began to articulate his concepts of
Biotechnik and the Grundformen, aspects of France's thought
which Moholy-Nagy taught at the Bauhaus. Thus, in Von Material
z u Architektur, Moholy's book based on his Bauhaus teaching,
he discussed France's Biotechnik and quoted Die Pflanze als
Erfinder extensively on form and function in the natural
world. He also discussed the Grundfomen, and in the second
American edition published as The New Vision in 1938, he
depicted them.2o8(Fig. 4-23) In addition, in these and in
his final book, Vision in Motion, Moholy quoted from France's
1921 compendium of biocentric philosophy, Bios: Die Gesetze
der We1 t, and he continued to teach Francets concepts in
chicago.2 0 9 Because he does not say so, and because Von
Material zu Architektur only appeared after Moholy's departure

from the Bauhaus in 1928, we do not know exactly when he began
to i~corporateFrance's idea into his curriculum. Given his
friendship with Hausmann, Mies and Lissitzky before he was
called to the Bauhaus early in 1923 when the excerpt from Die
P f l a n z e als Erfinder appeared in Das Kunstblatt ( a journal
they all read), it seems safe to assume that he studied it
just as the other members of his circle did. Were this the
case, then he might have included France's Biotechnik as well
2s the Grundfomen-concept in his teaching when he first began
holding the Vorkurs in 1923."' In any case, by early 1925
Moholy described the Vorkurs curriculum in biocentric terms,
invoking von Uexkfillian, Marcusian-Hausmannian and Francean
themes and terms such as Umwel t, Grundelement, perceptual
education, function and form:
d i e Grundlehre ... vermittelt [dem Student] die
Grundelemente eines vielseitigen Wissens. Ihre Einstellung zux Umwelt wird geklart, d i e oft abgestumpfte Sinnestatigkeit geweckt, gescharft und ihre
Verwendung unter die Kontrolle der eigenen Personlichkeit gestellt. Lehre der Naturbetrachtung, der
Farbe, Flachen, Form, des Materials, der Funktion,
der Proportion, des Raumes wird vermittelt .2''
The ideas expressed in the Kunstblatt excerpt are certainly
discernable in Moholyts first book, Malerei, Photographie,
Film, the manuscript for which - - just as Lissitzkyts "Nasci"
- - was ready by the summer of 1924."'
When Moholy arrived in Weimar, France was in town working
on Plasmatik, a book in which the scientist conceived of all
organic matter as part of a kind of superorganism which he
termed Plasma, and in the introduction to which - - as we have
seen in Chapter Three - - he made a direct reference to the
Bauhaus. Remember also that the Frances spent an evening with
Gropius that summer of 1923, and they visited the Bauhausausstellung, the organization of which Moholy was hired to
coordinate. While I have found no evidence of a meeting
between France and Moholy, it is plausible that either France
- - who would have heard of the controversial hiring of his

compatriot at the Bauhaus - - or Moholy - - who might have got
wind of the presence of the famous scientist in a town as
small as W e i m a r - - would have tried to secure
Whether or not Moholy and Prance actually met, there is
no doubt that Moholy was familiar with France's thought by the
time he wrote Malerei, Photographie, Film - - his manifesto of
the New Vision - - in 1 9 2 3 - 2 4 . 2 1 " I
we also take into consideration Laszlo and Lucia Moholy-Nagy's background in the
Freideu tsche Jugend, the P d d a g o g i s c h e Refornbewegung, and
Berlin's International Constructivist circle, then like llNasci," Malerei Photographie Film was constituted within the
biocentric Constructivist discourse. Unlike in Von Material zu
Architektur, Moholy does not refer to France directly in this
book. But Lissitzky barely does so in "NasciN and the evidence
for Moholy's awareness of France is contained in both its text
and layout.

Ma1 erei, Photographie, Film has typically been regarded
as a utilitarian call to exploit the formal qualities contained in photographic images of all kinds, those produced by
regular cameras and those inherent to the full range of what
Harry Robin has referred to as the products of scientific
"self-imaging,"such as microscopic, telescopic and x-ray
photography and film.5'2 As Moholy-Nagy wrote, "The photo graphic apparatus has provided us with surprising possibilities which we are only now beginning to evaluate. These
optical surprises latent in photographic procedure, become
available to us very often through objective %on-artistic'
pictures taken by scientists, ethnographers, etc. ' l 2 I 6 This
has been seen as the essence of Moholy's Neues Sehen, his New
Vision. Molly Nesbit's acalysis is typical. She writes that
"nature for [Moholy-Nagy]was simply a raw material for art
and industry alike, a material to be seen with a camera,
worked on and converted to the new isi ion."^" Even Eleanor
Hiqht, whose recent book on Moholy's photography rightly
attempts to counter the view that Moholy was a mere formalist,

interprets the contents of this book in a similar fashion:
For Moholy, the scientific photographs pointed to a
new way of seeing the world and, in the process,
evoked a sense of amazement about hitherto unseen
aspects of it. However, this new seeing for Moholy
is something very visual, formal, and abstract ....
In equating the three types of image - - photograph,
photogram and painting - - he seemed to be suggesting
that the relationship of light and dark £ o m s floating in an infinite space is more important than the
object pictured.'I8
As we have seen, Nesbit's view on Moholy's relations to nature
is incorrect. While Nesbit's and Hight's reading of the New
Vision as promoting the creative exploitation of formal possibilities inherent in the camera is correct, it is incomplete.
Though the captions of the book's extensive illustrations do,
by and large, comment on the visual values of these images,
commentators on this book have not only overlooked the visual
rhetoric inherent to the juxtaposition of natural and artistic
forms in the context of mid-1920s Germany, but also the fact
that Moholy-Nagy saw these values as first and foremost " m e ative elements which are rooted in biological laws," and only
secondarily as forms which "can also be mobilised as constructional and compositional auxiliaries."219Even when writing
about the fundamental aesthetic components of colour and
F a k t u r , Moholyts rhetoric is biologistic: '#Thebiological
functions of colour, its psycho-physical effects, have as yet
scarcely been examined. One thing, however, is certain: it is
an elementary biological necessity for human beings to absorb
colour, to extract colour.11220 AS a consequence of what Haus
s e e s as Moholy's VailureI1 to distinguish between natural and
human causes of Faktur, "he naturalizedt the entire category
of material work and divested it of all social attachrnent. 2 2 1 Surely Moholy's treatment of basic visual values
N

cannot be described adequately with the term "forma-list."But
even more, Moholyts obsession with novel viewpoints and visual
qualities was part of his effort to I1educatef'
vision, to take
vision ar,d other sensory experiences to their biological

limits. In this regard his major inspiration was Raoul Hausmannfs Ernst Marcus-inspired psychobiological attempt to
effect a radical biocentric reform of sensory experience, put
forward in a number of publications of the early 1920s. AS
Hausmann wrote in an unpublished text of 1921 - - around the
time that he, Arp, Moholy and Puni were formulating their
Wlementarist ManifestoM: "Die tote Mechanik unseres durch
Newton bestirnmten Sehens ist nicht Sehen, ist nich Wahrnehmen
- - sie ist nur Trennung der lebendig-dynamischen Erscheinung
in lauter rubrizierte Klassen, Kategorien und Begriffe." But
while Wausmannfs conclusion from this - - based on an oldfashioned view of photography as mere MWahrnehmungN - - was
Wein, wir sind nicht und wir wollen nicht sein: die Photoqraphen!," Moholy decided soon after this text was formulated
to employ photography precisely as the principle means to
effect a revolution of vision in Hausrnannfs biocentric
sense.'"
Moholy is in fact surprisingly frank when it comes to his
Indeed it is hard to
biocentric view of art in this
make sense of the book's introductory essay without the context of contemporary biocentrism, particularly of France's
biologistic conception of the Bios as consisting of nested
hierarchies of Biocbnose, or ecosystems in or on their way to
states of dynamic equilibri~m.~~"ile
France writes, 'Es
liegt also in Wesen des Biologischen, dass jedes Erlebnis und
die Summe aller Erlebnisse: der Bios, als ein Ganzheitskomplex
erscheint, der aus Teilen besteht, die einander irgendwie
zugeordnet sind,"225 Moholy refers to the Itrootedness [of a
work of art] in the life of a collective entity," and he holds
that "'Artf comes into being when expression is at its optimum, i . e . when at its highest intensity it is rooted in bioAs France
logical law, purposeful, unambiguous, pure.1t226
promoted the integrated harmony of nature as a socio-cultural
model, Moholy decried the overspecialization of knowledge, and
called for, as Irene-Charlotte Lusk put it, "mit Hilfe der

Kunst eine Harmonie des gest6rten biologischen Gleichgewichts,
einen Ausgleich der Gegensdtze zu s ~ h a f f e n . ~He
~~~
saw
' the
balance of the abstract components of his artworks as aids to
~~~
biologism
achieving balance in social B i o c d n o ~ e .Moholy's
was important enough for him to plan a book by a certain
Martin Schaffer on the topic of constructive biologyH when
first undertook the Bauhausbccher project in 1923 - - a plan
that was supposed to have been nearly realized in 1924, and
was still forecast shortly before Moholy left t h e Bauhaus in
1927. The very term konstruktive Biologie is suggestive of
both Constructivism and biologistic bio~entrisrn.~~~
Employing the biologistic, Monistic and neo-Vitalistic
terminology of biocentric discourse employed by his Bauhaus
colleagues and discussed in Chapter Three, Moholy called for
the u n i t y of culture, indeed "the unity of lifeu:
With its ramifications and its fragmenting action in
every field, specialization had destroyed all belief
in the possibility of embracing the totality of all
fields, the wholeness of life. Since, however, the
Gesamtkunstwerk is only an addition, albeit an organized one, we cannot be satisfied with it today.
What we need is not the 'Gesamtkunstwerk', alongside
and separated from which life flows by, but a synthesis of all the vital impulses spontaneously forming itself into the all-embracing Gesamtwerk (life)
which abolishes all isolation, in which all individual accomplishments proceed from a biological necessity and culminate in a universal necessity.230
Moholyts Neo-Vitalist intentions were also clear in the original title of Von Material zu Architektur: V o n Kunst zu LebNot only was Moholy' s We1 tanschauung biocentric, his
interest in this wider range of images and imaging technologies was rooted in the biocentric tradition of scientific
imagery as a signifier of the harmony and beauty of nature, of
kosmische Einheitsgefiihl; of such images as exemplars of a
biocentric morality directly reflective of "nature." Moholy's
approach derives from the late 19th century phenomenon of
aestheticized scientific imagery - - a naturamorphic analogy - -

epitomized by Ernst Haeckel in his scientific illustrations
collected in the 1899 album Kunstfomen der N a t u r and recently
expressed in the powerful images of the "SchelpennummerU of
Wendigen, which exercised such a strong fascination on Lissitzky, Moholy and others. Brian OtDoherty has called this
phenomenon "the poetics of bourgeois wonder," but as he points
out, this wonder is not only one of formal values. It is also
llinformedby a quasi-religious sense of a higher order
This quasi-religious
revealed through the microscopic.u232
sense is the biocentric moral value with which Haeckel imbued
natural images.
France was, of course, Haeckelts direct heir in this
regard. Married to Annie France-Harrar - - a one-time art
critic well-connected in the Munich art world - - France was a
visually intelligent man, who though conservative in his own
artistic tastes, was a talented and highly regarded scientific
illustrator. France both executed his own illustrations, and
he made extensive use of photographic illustrations in his
publications, many of these photographs by himself or by his
wife.')' Because of the limited focal range of microscopic
photographs, and because it was difficult for such images to
illustrate the ecological, that is interactive aspect of
microscopic Biocdnose, France preferred to produce his own
illustrations for his books. while, in emphasizing the interaction in ecosystems France was polemically rejecting the
Jugendstil aesthetics of Haeckel's prettified representation
of microscopic and undersea creatures in isolation as autonomous objects of beauty, France still operated self-consciously within the Haeckelian tradition, elaborating Haeckel's
concept of ecology and his Monist philosophy, effecting a
revision of Kaeckelts style of decorative scientific illustrations adequate to the interactive concept of ecosystem, and
emphasizing the moral value of the appreciation of natural
beauty. In the process, France developed his own style of
scientific ill~stration.'~' (Figs. 4-24, 4-25)

Informed by France's ideas, and familiar with his usage
of scientific photographs in B i o s . Die Gesetze der Welt, as
well as the scientist's own illustrations, Moholy's concern
with formal values in found photographs was rooted in the
moral and aesthetic appreciation of nature typical of Monism.
Indeed France may very well have exercised an influence on
Moholy-Nagy's biomorphic late art style of the 1930s and
~OS.~"
(Fig. 4-26) Moholy's appropriation of Polak's images
from the Schelpennummer" of Wendingen (whose context - - as
determined by Wijdeveld's essay - - was itself biocentric), and
of Albert Renger-Patzsch's close-up photographs of plants produced for the biocentric t i B i o s o p h n Ernst Fuhrmann (and which
the photographer himself later understood in the biotechnical
sense of the naturamorphic analogy), is of more than merely
practical significance for illustrating his book.236 (Figs.
4-14, 4-15, 4-27) The very sources of these images in Malerei,
Photographie, Film connote Moholy-Nagy's biocentrism.
The bulk of M a l e r e i , P h o t o g r a p h i e , Film is devoted to
captioned images, many of them applied photographs here reproduced as exemplars of the (novel) aesthetic value inherent to
images not intended as works of art. Rather than merely formal
devices, however, some of Moholy's visual comparisons are
exemplars of the naturamorphic analogy, which make a similar
point that France's concept of Biotechnik does.237With Moholyts acceptance of France's biotechnics in mind, one can no
longer read this photo-juxtaposition of a flock of geese and
an aircraft formation as merely illustrating rhyming contrasts
of light and shadow; it also functions as an illustration of
Francean biotechnic principles underlining the view that we
humans are neophytes when it comes to the technology enabling
flight. (Fig. 4-28) The juxtaposition of Polakts radiograph of
a nautulus shell with one of Moholy's own photograms embodies
a similar argument that goes beyond the caption's narrower
purpose of demonstrating the wide tonal range possible using
the two imaging technologies. (Fig. 4-14)Moholy does not

employ just any photogram to this end, he employs one including a spiral form, one of many such works in his oeuvre at the
time. Moholy would have known France's illustration of galaxies as instances of natural spiral form in Bios, as well as
his accompanying discussion of such astronomical form as the
result of the same functional laws that operate at the
smallest level of scale:
Das Grundlegende, die Mechanik der Formanderung
unter dem Einfluss von Funktionen ist vielmehr ein
Weltphanomen, dem man auf Schritt und Tritt vom
Kleinsten bis ins Grosste begegnet .... [Slchon die
Gestalten ... der kosmischen Gebilde: Nebelflecken,
Kometen, Sonnen und ihre Trabanten [sind] nichts als
die technischen Spiegelbilder ihrer jeweiligen Funktion .... Formlosigkeit bei sonst funktionslosem
Massensein, ist in den Weltnebeln da, die aber sofort in Spiralform und Zusammen.ballungen iibergeht,
sobald Bewegungsfunktionen, Rotationen auftreten.
Die Funktion pragt also im Anorganischen ebensogut
die Form wie im Organi~chen.~~'
Moholy had more in mind than examples of telescopic photography as alternative image-making devices, or as found images
with instructive visual values, when he composed this layout
of astronomical photographs. (Figs. 4-29, 4-30) In fact,
Francers text in Die Pflanze als Erfinder explaining the
spiral's universality as due to it being the path of least
resistance, is located in the paragraph before the one on
Grundformen quoted by Lissitzky in "NasciU and later by Moholy
As we have seen,
himself in Von Material zu ~rchitektur.'~~
France's discussion of the spiral as the most functional
method of movement through any medium was both an early indicator and an instigator of the fashion for spiral form - especially as manifested in shell growth - - discernable in
Central European avant-garde circles at the time, and Lissitzky saw the spiral as the Grundform adequate to the times. And
it was Moholy-Nagy who taught his friend, the photographic
historian Beau~nontNewhall, to notice that "in spite of the
fact that astronomical photographs are taken solely as scientific records, some of them have an awe-inspiring beauty,

especially those of spiral nebulae," after Moholy emigrated to
the United States in 1937.2 4 0 With Moholyts reading of France
in mind then, one can better understand the inclusion of no
fewer than five photographs of spirals in Moholyls book,
including one of a gramophone record, an invocation of the
topos of self-similarity and the biocentric baggage which that
invocation ~arried.~"(Fig. 4-31) In the spread of two x-ray
images, one of human hands and the other of a frog, we are not
only experiencing - - as Moholy's caption puts it - - "the
penetration of the body with light [as] one of the greatest
visual experiences," we are also having the parallels between
our own skeletal structures and those of animals pointed out
to us; of our status as just one of the many zoological spe(Fig.
In his juxtaposition of a herd of Zebra
c i e ~ .
~ ~ 4-32)
~
at a watering hole and the aerial photograph of an experirnental Bavarian fish-farm operation displaying a striped, chiaroscuro pattern, Moholy is not merely making a visual comparison, he is also invoking the parallel between the "natural
technologyM of the Zebra's surface markings and our adaptation
of nature's technologies in a fish farm.243(Fig. 4 -33) When
Moholy reproduces close-up photographs of cacti which Albert
Renger-Patzschproduced on order for Ernst Fuhrmann's book on
spines in plants, he is not only calling attention to the
expressive straight and curved lines emphasized by their
enlargement through the close-up lense, he is also pointing
out the variations on the spinal defense technologies of "die
Pflanze als Lebe~esen."~'~
(Fig. 4-27) When Moholy includes
photomicrographs of a louse and a barnacle's foot, he is both
documenting the aesthetic possibilities inherent to the microscope, and he is tapping into the old tradition of the Kunst
und Wunderkammer - - recast by Haeckel in the late 19th century
as a fascination with the wonders and beauties of the microscopic and the ~ndersea."~(Figs. 4-24, 4-34) Indeed, at the
German Werkbundrs "Film und FotoM (FIFO) exhibition held in
Stuttgart in 1929, for whose German sections Moholy-Nagy - - as

we shall see in Chapter Five - - was largely responsible, the
integration of his own photograms with microscopic photographs
gave visitors the chance to compare them directly, in order to
see the structural parallels and contemplate our deep rootedness in the Itforceswhich make manifest the elements of the
world. " 2 4 6
Though the creative potential of scientific photography
had been noted by technical authors writing for amateur photomicroscopists, who in turn had been producing such imagery for
years, Mcholy was the first within the high artistic discourse
to suggest its use in the making of art.247He also encouraged artists to view "foundl1applied photography as a source
of visual inspiration. As Newhall writes; "It was this attitude of approaching photographs in the quest of form that led
him to appreciate scientific photographs for their quite often
accidental beauty. In them he found a new vision of the
world.'"1
For Moholy, imaging technologies not only had the
capacity to supplement vision, they could actually reeducate
it - - and not only in a visual sense, but in a moral sense as
well.
Moholy further explicated the biocentrism of his New
Vision in other publications, both contemporary to the early
editions of Malerei, Photographie, Film, and after them. In
1927 Moholy commissioned the biocentric music teacher Heinrich
Jacoby to write an article for i10 which was to be entitled
"die gemeinsame biologische grundlage aller gestaltungen," and
he described Jacoby's overall project as lteineder wichtigsten
geistigen leistungen unserer zeit. In The New Vision, Moholy
notes that though the article did not appear, "the title was
vindicated beyond doubt by Jacobyts previous works. 1124g As we
have seen, in ismu us oder Kunst?," reiterating ideas originally contained in the 1921 "Call to an Elemental Art,I1
Moholy made clear his debt to France's and Hausmannrs biocentric explication of human creativity. Abstract art - - both
painterly and photographic - - represented for Moholy evidence

of our biologically determined, unconscious drive to reproduce
the "elementaryn forms and forces, the G r u n d f o n n e n inherent to
nature. He saw photography as a device useful in freeing the
painter from the tendency to paint naturalistically, a tendency contrary to the potential to discover these G r u n d f o m en.""ince
for Moholy, everything is grounded in nature - realism because it is a depiction of nature, and abstraction
because, as psychobiology holds, it is an unconscious expression of our awareness of its elementary forms and forces - - the
ultimate aim of artistic education is to make people aware of
our groundedness in, our unity with the biological, the "natural," But he also saw an artwork of pure form, such as the
photogram, as an exemplar of the interconnectedness of things
in the world, of the ways in which we are always in interactive, dynamic equilibrium with the other elements of the
Bioconose of which we are a part.
Even his understanding of Einstein's and Minkowsky's
space-time continuum, an element central to his New Vision,
particularly its articulation as a Vision in Motion," is
related to his biologistic view of the world. As Veit Loers
correctly implies, Moholy attempts - - even if naively - - to
embed Einsteinian relativity theory within a biocentric
matrix.25'In an addition to the original text of Von
Material zu Architektur Moholy-Nagy writes that
Young people are today conducting investigations of
the biological bases and requirements, in different
fields of life, ... Efforts toward a new spatial
conception and creation should therefore - - important as they are - - be understood only as a component
part in this new orientation, The most primary
sources of space experience are even today submerged
under technicalities, a state of affairs which prevents the emergence of the future architecture, the
creation of a new life space for men. Architecture
will be brought to its fullest realization only when
the deepest knowledge of human life as a total phenomenon in the biological whole is available.252
This Francean, aesthetic-ecosystems-basedthinking was also
reflected in 1942, when he wrote:

The photogram ... produces space without existing
space structure only by articulation on the
plane .... there starts an invigorating investigation
about the incoherent use of our rich resources.
Technological ingenuity provides us with gigantic
structures . - . but how we use them is shockingly
anti-biological - - resulting in wild city growth,
elimination of vegetation, fresh air, and sunlight.
. . .in the shadow of these modern buildings we . . .
tolerate the slums.. . . So it seems that the most
abstract experiment of space-time articulation
carries a sensible reality .... Such experiments may
signalize a spatial order in which not single structural parts ... will play the important part, but
the relationships of neighbour units, buildings and
free areas, shelter and leisure, production and
recreation, leading towards a biologically right
living most probably through a right regional
planning; towards a city-land unity . . . . 2 5 3
[T]he photographer ... has to focus his attention on the facts which give an adequate record of
the actions and ideas of his time. As he cannot do
this without participating fully in life, consciously or intuitively his specialized field must be
integrated with social reality. ... Then the photographer will bring to the masses a new and creative
vision. This will be his social significance. For
culture is not the work of a few outstanding people
. . . their theories have to penetrate into everybody' s daily routine."'
Moholy ends ismu us oder Kunst?" with the admonition that
"Es kann riicht genug daran gearbeitet werden, die Menschen
aufzuklaren, sie zu der Erkenntnis ihres organischen, elementaren Funktionsaufbaus zu ftihren.It In this light, one can
regard Moholyts overall pedagogical project as one analogous
to France's attempt to make people aware of what he saw as our
biologically-determined state: the enlightenment of the nasses
concerning their unity with nature, the counteracting of the
tendency to a consciousness of the divide between "natureu and
"cu1t~re;~l
the enhancement of the extent to which such an
awareness can further the harmonious development of culture as
a part of nature, within it.255TO Francers p r ~ j e ~ tMoholy
,
added a sophisticated perceptual-aesthetic dimension, one
which wished to educate people in using their biologically

determined sensory capabilities to their fullest. Moholy's New
Vision was at base a pedagogical project to promote a biocentric, that is, an ecological view of the world. France's
support for the criminal National Socialist state - - a support
of which Moholy-Nagy was evidently unaware - - does not lessen
the import of the parallelism of their projects.
g. The Naturarnorphic Analogy as Fashion
Though as we have seen in Chapter Three, Kandinsky preceded him, Moholy was among the first to illustrate the naturamorphic analogy in an artistic context. In the text cited at
the start of this section, Gustav Hartlaub was referring to
the fashion for the naturamorphic analogy in German publications by the second half of the decade - - particularly in the
Deutsche Werkbund's journal Die FormI launched as a monthly by
Walter Rietzler in 1925. As implied by Rietzler in his Monist
biocentric article illustrating the naturamorphic analogy,
"Einheit der Welt," this fashion was rooted in an awareness of
France's theory of the Grundformen of nature and of Biotechnik, as well as in Klages' poetic concept of the rhythms of
nature. As remarked by Rietzler, it was also stimulated by
Ernst Kropp's Haeckelian book of 1926 on nature as a model for
the arts, Wandlung der Form i r n XX. Jahrhundert, for which
Rietzler wrote the introd~ction."~(Fig. 35) In 1928 it was
to receive stimulation through the publication by Karl Nierendorf (the same Nierendorf whose bookstore supplied Mies with
his France publications), of Karl Blossfeldt's turn-of-thecentury Musterbilder for his smithery students as Urforznen der
Kunst. Enormously successful, a s we shall see in Chapter Five,
this book was important for Kdllai in the development of his
conception of ~ i o r o m a n t i k2.5 7 As Rudolf von Delius wrote in
his psychovitalist article vKunstform und NaturformM published
in Die Form and illustrated with images of shells from Kropp's
book, "der Ablauf und Rhythmus der Formbildung in Kunst und
Natur ist der glei~he."'~~
And the biocentric nature of this

trend was reflected in Hugo Haring's critique of the arbitrary
geometric abstraction of the International Style in his lead
article for the first issue of Die Form, "Wege z u r Form."
Haring wrote, "wollen wir also Formfindung nicht Zwangsform,
Gestaltfindung nicht Gestaltgebung, so befinden wir uns darnit
in Einklang rnit der Natur, indem wir nicht mehr gegen sie
handeln, sondern in i h r . ~ ~ ~ '
We have seen that Beaumont Newhall was struck by Moholyfs
aesthetic and vi talmystisch regard for astronomical and other
scientific photographs once he met the artist. In 1934, two
years before Moholyls arrival in America, however, France's
and Francean biotechnical ideas had spread to the point that
Newhall's boss, Alfred Barr - - before his institutionalization
of Grigson's use of Haddon's term ubiomorphn in an artistic
context - - introduced the catalogue to the "Machine ArtM
exhibition held at the Museum of Modern Art with the following
words :
Machine Forms and Natural Forms. The beauty of the
machine art in so far as it is a mere by-product of
function may seem a meagre and even trival kind of
beauty. But this is not necessarily so. The beauty
of all natural objects is also a by-product - - the
helix of a snail's shell (and a steel coil), the
graduated feathering of a bird's wing (and the
leaves of a laminated spring), the rabbit's footprints in the snow (and the track of non-skid
tires), the elegance of fruit (and of incandescent
bulbs) .260
h, Ambivalence
Just as Elderfield and Lodder have hinted at the biocentric Constructivist discourse, I am not the first to recognize
the biologistic, that is, biocentric or "organicn content of
Moholyls writings of this time. As we saw at the start of
Chapter Three, Sibyl Moholy-Nagy recognized her late husband
as a "Vitalist." The biologism inherent to Moholy's position
was understood by others among his contemporaries, such as
Carola Giedion-Welcker,and by Menno ter Braak, who in his

review of Malerei, Fotografie, Film of 1928, discusses Moholy's biological
In his grandiose, thoroughly
Monist-organicist plan for a Werkbund exhibition intended for
Cologne in 1932-33 entitled "Die neue Welt," and published in
Die F o r m , Ernst J k k h began his shortlist of relevant thinkers
with Max Scheler, Ludwig Klages, Hans Prinzhorn and Hermann
Keyserling. "The New Era is an organic result of the developments of a century, the conscious experience of the continuity
of the most decisive century of discoveries, inventions and
transformations of form.
A development from the atomistic
nineteenth into the organising, partly even organic twentieth
century.w262
From the realm of the arts - - listed immediately
after the philosophers - - only three phenomena were named:
V o n Henry van de Veldes 'Neuen Stilt an bis zu Ernst Kropps
'Wandlungen der Form im 20. Jahrhundertw und zu Moholys Von
Material zu Architektur' ."263 The biocentric anarchist art
critic Herbert Read also recognized Moholy's biocentrism. Read
held that Moholyts "experimental material is the result of a
method, and underlying that method is what one must call a
philosophy of life. The method Moholy-Nagy called 'Design for
Life': for the philosophy he had [had] no specific name ...
but the keyword to describe his outlook is organic.H 2 6 4
While Alain Findeli recognizes Moholy's pedagogy as Itun
fonctionnalisme organiquettor nfonctionalisme vitaliste," such
awareness is exceedingly rare outside Gerrnan~.'~~
In current
writing it has been German - - often Marxist and post-Marxist - critics such as Irene-Charlotte Lusk, Rainer Wick and, as we
have seen in Chapter Three, Andreas Haus who, sensitized to
the negative connotations of biologisrn in the German context,
have been more apt to recognize the biologistic aspect of
Moholy's biocentrism than others. In her highly valuable 1980
study of Moholy's photomontages, Lusk cannot hide her astonishment when she realizes the depth of Moholyts biologism:
"bberraschend ... ist ... der Biologismus, mit d m er die
physischen Funktionen und ihre harmonisierung durch Asthetik

...

mit dem Gluck der Menschen gleichsetzt. Die soziale Dimension
wird suspendiert; Moholy-Nagy gerat hier in eine Nahe zu
Programmen, die ein Jahrzehnt spater in Deutschland durchgesestzt wurden, rnit denen er sich in keiner Weise identifizierte. 2.66 Wick acknowledges Moholy-Nagytsview of
technology
as "organicu even though he fails to place his thought into
its larger biocentric context.267While in his article "Sinnlichkeit und IndustrieJuAndreas Haus is the first to have
stated outright that "Moholy war, durch seine Neigung zur
Lehre des Popularbiologen Raoul France bereits in den zwanziger Jahren mit einem ... 'biozentrischen' Weltbild bekannt
geworden
in his earlier writing on Moholyts photography,
it is exactly Hausr failure to recognize the biocentrism
informing Moholyfs early work, that leads him to what I think
is an inaccurate analysis: He sees Moholy as moving from a
socially progressive, critical ItActivismMduring the 1920s, to
a John Dewey-influenced biologism, a "sinister configuration - undialectic, organic, of necessity nature-like, 'existentialist' in so far as the alienated environment as such
becomes the reason for self-enjoyment. For the first time [in
the later 1930~1 there manifests itself 'empathyJ with the
alien automatism ... In this irrational and magical procedure
Moholy abandoned completely the subversive content of his
earlier filmscript Dynamic of the Metropolis and substituted
for it signs of fatalisrn.~~~'
Taking into consideration also the fact that Moholy had
adopted a biologistic, biocentric world-view in the early 20s,
already, and that this view coexisted happily with his Leftism, as it did with the Leftism of Lucia Schulz and so many
others at the time, Lusk's and Haus' implication that biologism and a urevolutionaryn or subversive^ position are mutually incornpatable does not hold water. Indeed, though he was a
committed France-style biological determinist in the aesthetic
sphere, Moholy was not convinced - - as was France - - that
social life is biologically determined, or rather, even if it
II

is biologically determined, that such a determination should
not be ttresistedtt
or uchallengedH when necessary. As Moholy
wrote in 1929: "I have slowly formed the opinion that, seen in
perspective, everything develops organically. This does not
necessarily mean that one can accept the present system without
And Moholy was not the only biocentric
avant-gardist of the interwar period to voice such ambivalence
about a fatalistic form of biologistic social determinism. We
have seen Hausmann's critique of what he saw as France's reactionary political position and incipient authoritarianism. But
Hausmann was the only biocentric intellectual to voice this
concern at the time. During the early 2 0 s , even the left-wing
press was neutral concerning France's books. In his biological
column in Sozialistische Monatshefte - - a socialist cultural
journal supported by the avant-garde - - Walter Zimrnermann
followed France's development, reviewing books such as Zoesis
and B i o s : Die Gesetze der Welt fairly favourably. France was - like Baron von Uexkull - - seen as a politically neutral
advocate of a biocentric world view despite France's and von
Uexkiill's conservative, indeed Rightist, connection^.^"
It was not until the political lines were drawn more
clearly later in the decade, and especially during the 30s,
that other Weimar Biozentriker, including France's admirers,
would come to see the danger inherent in a hard-line socially
deterministic and racially essentialistic biologism. One of
the first to do so was Adolf Behne, an early advocate of von
Uexkfillian biocentric architectural theory. Starting in late
1922, with his article Tunst, Handwerk, TechniktMBehne
272 He cri ti became critical of anti - technical ~omanticisrn.
cized an exaggerated organicism that did not distinguish
between "natureH and Nculture.u In a plain reference to the
fashion for spiral form in shells among biocentrically minded
artists and architects, and specifically to Wijdeveld's
article in the uSchelpennummer,~
Behne wrote in 1923 that "das
Schneckenhaus z.B. ist ein Teil des individuellen Schneken-

k6rpers und dient keinem sonst - - organisch - - als Haus. Es
wachst mit den Schneckenindividuum und es stirbt mit diesern
. . . . . Das gebaute Haus wachst weder, noch stirbt e~.";'~
He
calls this romantic organicist architecture (the kind that
fully embraces the organicist analogy) anti-social:
Der Mensch steht zwischen Natur und Gesellschaft. Er
entscheidet sich ftir die menschliche Gemeinschaft
und steht dann in einer gewissen Spannung zur Natur.
Er entscheidet sich ffir die Natur und steht in einer
gewissen Spannung zur Gesellschaft. Anders ausgedruckt: Der Mensch nimmt zur Basis seiner Handlungen
und seiner Arbeit entweder die Tatsache, das Bewusstsein, menschlicher Gemeinschaft und seiner
Zugehorigkeit zu ihr - - oder das Gefuhl einer Einheit mit der Natur. Er geht als Schaffender vom
Ganzen zum Einzelnen oder vom Einzelnen zum Ganzen!
Hiernach scheiden sich ganz klar zwei Typen; deren
letzte scharfste Ausprzgungen sind der Rationalist
und der Romantiker. Wir haben innerhalb der Architektur den konsequenten Funktionalisten als Vertreter des einen, des romantischen Typs kennengelernt.
S e i n Gegenpol ist der zurn Formalisten erstarrte
konsequente ~ationalist.~~'
Biologistic socialism was even criticized by Rietzler in an
editorial published at the dangerous moment of 1932:
Wir halten es aber anderseits f 6 r ein verhanqnisvolles Missverstandnis, wenn man als eigentliches
Ziel des Sozialismus die Durchsetzung jener Forderungen, die Sicherung der falschlich sogenannten
HbiologischenMExistenz des Menschen ansieht und
daraus die Folgerung zieht, dass sich auch die Werkbundarbeit heute danach allein orientieren mfisse.
Wenn man den biologischen Massstab an den Menschen
anlegt, darf man ihn nicht betrachten wie ein anderes Tier auch und darf nicht vergessen, dass zur
11biologischen18
Existenz des Menschen auch der ganze
ungeheure Reichtum des Geistigen und Seelischen
gehort ."'
As we shall see in Chapter Five, by the mid-20s Ern6 Kallai
had become biocentric. Though always anti-Nazi, like Mies and
Gropius he at first remained in Germany after the Machtergreifung but by 1935 he moved to Budapest, where he was
attacked in the right-wing press. He responded with an article
opposing ethnic essentialism ironically entitled "His Father

is Swabian, his Mother is Serbian, he, Therefore, is Hungarian." In a move at odds with his critical writing of the previous years, Kallai distanced himself from biological determinism in the social realm: "1 don't much believe in the biological explanation for world views and power structure systems.Hi'"estheirn,
who - - like Moholy and Lissitzky w a s of
Jewish heritage - - and who had been the first to promote
France within the avant-garde artistic context, became one of
the most vociferous critics of the Nazis' "rasse-biologische
~sthetik"from exile in
This response to France's
biologism and to biological determinism, reflects the range of
biocentric political positions as they were played out in the
dangerous political landscape of interwar Europe."'
i. Attraction
What was it, then, about France's thinking that attracted
some International Constructivists? France's version of biological determinism appealed to some Leftist intellectuals
because it held that all nature - - including culture - - is
organized into nested hierarchies of ecosystems, the tendency
of which is to arrive at optimal states through symbiotic
cooperation more than competition. Awareness of this led
France to what he termed "objective philosophyH and its practical application, the Lebenslehre, which set guidelines for
living in harmony with one's environment. In his copy of
France's 1923 book Plasmatik, Mies marked the following passages: "Leben ohne bioc6notische Einordnung in das Weltganze
undenkbar ist." "Aus der Biocijnotik entspringt also die LebAs we saw in Chapter Two, his systems-based
enskunst .
method of holistic thinking convinced France of a basic "harmony in natureH which was maintained through strict adherence
to the principles of equilibrium and function, but which also
implied a problematic social determini~m.~~"he apparent
scientific authority, the practicality and the cooperative
implications of France's program nevertheless appealed to

Leftist cultural practitioners of the twenties who were in
reaction to the speculative, occult, and individualistic tone
of the Expressionism they emerged from, and were unsettled by
the chaos of early Weimar Germany.281Indeed around 1923, at
the historical moment when hope for a world revolution was
fading among these intellectuals, France's I1objective, or
sachlich vision of functionalism and order in nature filled a
gap for some. Just as in the French context Le Corbusier and
Ozenfant's Purism offered a "reassuring assumption of an inner
analogy or equivalence between classicism and mechanicstU for
those in Germany France's thinking offered scientific legitimacy to innate kosmovitale E i n s f c h l ung. France's biocentrism
was the Germansr a p p e l a 1 'ordre.
But it was also a variety of Neo-Catholicism. Just as
Monism was seen by pre-war intellectuals as bridging science
and religion, France's neo-Monist interwar B i o z e n t r i k fulfilled the desire for a scientifically-based yet quasi-religious W e l t a n s c h a u u n g after the war. His new program could
potentially appeal to the avant-garde ready for a greater
degree of scientific Hobjectivity,"but not prepared to abandon their deep-seated kosmovitale E i n s f c h l u n q completely. As
Charlotte Douglas writes in connection with the Russian avantgarde, lithebiological paradigm had the advantage of combining
a well-developed,objective, and scientific system with the
immediacy and inclusiveness of living nature; it seemed to
make possible an ideal transcendence through the application
of purely rational means.1f28'
Through his focus on function
in nature with respect to Biotechnik, France's "biological
paradigmM operated in an analogous fashion for members of the
avant-garde in Germany. His ideas stimulated Moholy, El Lissitzky and the Ring architects to seek a synthetic, or "transcendent" position which embraced both technology and nature.
For International Constructivists as well as for the Ring
architects, France provided easy answers, apparently rooted in
the certainty of "nature," to vexing questions, and his seven

Grundformen legitimated the artists' essentially arbitrary

"elementary," "abstract," "InternationalH styles of artistic
and architectural production - - b e they biomorphic,
orthogonal, or informed by a technological aesthetic - - in a
discourse of "natureu rather than a discourse of Platonic
Idealism (as did Le Corbusierts and Cezanne's basic geometric
solids) . As Elderf ield writes, 'Trance[ ' s] popularized
organicism ... was useful both to Lissitzky and to Schwitters
in providing a justification of their ideas that was no less
'scientific' than that which the anti-naturalist faction of
International Constructivism possessed, and one, moreover,
which corroborated Malevich's notion of universal form. They
were able to claim, therefore, that geometry and abstraction
were not only the province of cultivated urban man (as De
Stijl theory insisted) but were what linked modern man to his
natural roots.M 2 8 3
Finally, members of the Weimar-German avant-garde were
attracted to France's legitimation of human technology and of
functionalism as
As Haus wrote of Moholyts
rethinking of our relationship with technology:
Bleibt man in der von Moholy bemiihten ubiologischen"
Denkweise, so kijnnte man sagen: Die bislang "ungeniessbareH Technik wird durch den Sachverstand des
melementaristischenll
Kiinstiers fermentiert und so
der sinnlichen Nutzung geBffnet; neben den "Stoffwechsel des Menschen mit der NaturH, dessen Instrument die Technik ist tritt als neue Dimension der
Y3toffwechsel des Menschen mit der Technik". Dies
schien erforderlich, nachdem die bislang an der
"ersten NaturI1 orientierte Wahrnehrnung vor den rasant veranderten Erscheinungsweise auf eine neue,
produktive Bewaltigung der zweiten Natur der technisch-urbanen Lebenswelt zu konditionieren.2 8 '
indeed it was France's framing of human technology as part and
parcel of "naturalv technology which held the greatest interest for them, and which contrasted with the Purist privileging
of the machine analogy. France was a thinker who, by seeking
to biologize the mechanical r a t h e r than merely displacing the
mechanical metaphor with a biological one, offered artists the

possibility of a synthesis based in nature. A s Lissitzky put
it in a letter to van Doesburg of 1924, since he had (through
France) discovered the identical laws operating in them, he
has outgrown the " 2 gegenuberstehenden Hosen: Natur und KunstN; he has moved from a position of binary opposition to one
of synthesis .'" It was Kallai's ab ovo dialectical system of
nature-technology that - - in a sense - - inocculated him
against France's thinking, a thinking he would have found
totalizing. Though he adopted a biocentric position in the
later 20s, as we shall see in Chapter Five, when he did so, it
was an adaptation of Klagesf polar Geist-Seele structure which
took into account the l1dernonict1
in both nature and technology
that he promulgated, rather than what he would have seen as
France's naive optimism. By 1931-32 he named the artistic
manifestations of this dialectic, denotations which reflected
" TechnoromantikN and
his Klagesian V ~ m a n t i cbiocentrism:
~~
It Bi oroman tik .
tf

In the final chapter I will outline the process by which
scientific imagery came to be incorporated into the discourses
of art photography and avant-garde art. The nexus of these
domains, and the primary agency of this process in Weimar
Germany, was Laszlo Moholy-Nagy's biocentric-aesthetic, "technoromanticIt program of New Vision. New Vision was the realization and creative exploitation of optical possibilities
offered by mechanical imaging technologies. It was also
vision, as I argue, based in Moholy's biocentrism, a view of
the rootedness of humanity in nature, of the "earth as an
entity," as he put it. It was this vision, furthermore, which
added the final element to Kallaits formulation of the first
coherent theory of biomorphic Modernism, 'fBiorornantik.u
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Verhaltens, padagogischer aungen, in dem gleichgewichtsscha£fender hertreibung mechanischer Funktionen etc. durchgefiihrt
werden. " Appendix, Theo van Doesburg, Grondbegrippen van de
nieuwe beeldende kunst (Nijmegen, SUN, 1983), 109.
154. Hausmann, llAusblick,n
17.

155. "Gr.," untitled text, G, no. 2 (September 19231, back
cover. On Graeff and the De Stijl seminar, see Ex, "De Stijl
and Deutschland;" Kai-Uwe Hemken and Rainer Stomrner, "Der 'De
S tij 1 - Kurs von Theo van Doesburg in Weimar (1922), in
Konstruktivistische Internationale, 169 -77. While France is
discussed but not mentioned in G, through his friendship with
Hans Arp and Mies van der Rohe, the biocentric psychiatrist
Hans Prinzhorn was published in it. Prinzhorn's "Gestaltung
und Gesundheitu is on pages 52 and 53 of G no. 3 (June 1924)
and a further excerpt from his Bildnerei der Geisteskranken:
E i n Bei trag zur Psychologie und Psychopa thologie der G e s t a l tung (Berlin, 19231, is in issue 5-6 (April 1926) : 133.

156. An abridged translation of Engelien's text, misattributed
to Moholy, appeared in Kostelanetz, ed. , Moholy-Nagy, 185 - 6 ;
and was reprinted (still misattributed) in Benton, Benton and
Sharp, eds., Form and Function, 95. On Engelien's participation in van Doesburg's "De Stijl CourseH see Hemken and Stommer, 'Der 'De Stijl' -Kurs von Theo van Doesburg in Weimar
(1922), "175. On Engelien see pp. 308-09.
157. Mies van der Rohe, ltBauenl1l
G no. 2 (September 1 9 2 3 1 ,
cover.

158. olFormis not what w e are aiming at, it is merely the
outcome of our work." "There is no form by itself; form as an
end in itself means formalism, and that we reject.It I1Really
perfect form is always conditioned, is deeply rooted in the
task; in fact, it is its most elementary expression. Letter
from Mies to Werner Jakstein of 13 September 1923, quoted in
Wolf Tegethoff, I1FrornObscurity to Maturity: Mies van der
Rohers Breakthrough to modernism,^ in Franz Schulze, ed., M i e s
van der Rohe: Critical Essays (New York: MOMA, 1989), 47, 48.
It

159. Mies van der Rohe, "Lieber Herr Dr. Rietzler!I1 in Die
Form 2, no. 1 (January 1927): 1. On Die Form, see Die Zwanzi g e r J a h r e des Deutschen Werkbunds (Berlin: Werkbund -Archiv/
Anabas, 19821, 33ff.

160. See the quotation above from Fuhrmann, Der Sznn i m Gegen stand. The copy of this book 1 saw is from Mies' library, in
the Department of Special Collections of the University
Library, University of Illinois at Chicago.
161. That Westheim seems to have been connected with Mies
around this time makes his reading of the excerpt even more
likely. See Tegethoff, "From Obscurity to Maturity," 54. On
the history of functionalist ideas in architecture, see de
Zurko, ribi ins of Functionalist Theory.

162. For the view that Wagner's writings were important to
Mies in the development of his functionalist thought, see
Tegethoff , ItFromObscurity to Maturity, 47.
163. As Pommer writes, Mies' views on technology, nature and
civilization in the late 20s were Itequallyremoved from the
abstract aesthetics of van Doesburg, the mechanistic dreams of
the Constructivists, the antitraditionalism of the avantgarde, and the sociopolitical interventionism of Gropius and
May ....I1 This unnamed, circumscribed position is what I would
term "biocentric." Richard Pommer, ItMiesvan der Rohe and the
Political Ideology of the Modern Movement in Architecture," in
Schultze, ed., Mies van der Rohe, 112. As Pommer has noted,
Mies was outside of traditional party lines. (p. 97) Miesr
attempts to accommodate himself to the Nazi regime were typical - - as we have seen in Chapter Two - - of some Biocentrics.
On the importance of Nietzsche to the young Mies, see Fritz
Neumeyer, Itspacefor Reflection: Block versus PavilionM in
Schulze, ed., Mies van der Rohe, 151, On Miest relations to
the Catholic Jugendbewegten llQuickbornM
group and its architect Romano Guardini, see note 91 of Pommer, 111. On the
importance of Bergson, and of the concept of ullifenfor Mies,
see Fritz Neumeyer, The A r t l e s s Word. Mies van der R o h e on the
Building Art (Cambridge Mass.: The MIT Press, 1991), 366, note
47. C.f. an example of Mies' Neo-Vitalist rhetoric of 1928:
Itwemust master the unchained forces and build them into a new
order, an order, to be sure, that leaves life free play for
its development." (Quoted in Pommer, 111). For an account of
Mies' involvement with the "Streit urn die Techniku, see Pornmer, 111, esp. note 92. On the importance of the word
I1organicMto Miest pedagogical approach in America, see Kevin
Harrington, "Order, Space, Proportion: Miests Curriculum at
IITu in Rolf Achilles, et al., eds., Mies van der R o h e : Architect a s Educator (exh. cat.) (Chicago: IIT, 19861, 5 6 .
That Mies was committed to France's Lebenslehre, i .e. the
practical application of his Biozentrik, is indicated by the
fact that in his copy of France's So musst du Leben! (Dresden:
Carl Reissner, 1930), Mies marked the following passage: "Oft
befragt nach dem praktischen Programm, das aus unseren Einsichten folgert, nach d m : Was sol1 ich also tun, nachdem ich
eingesehen habe, dass die Lebenslehre recht hat? habe ich in
dieser Schrift 'Phoebius...' und dazu noch in einem anderen,
nicht dickeren Bandchen: 'Richtiges Lebent ... eine endqcltige
( p . 170) Mies owned both
Antwort auf diese Fragen gegeben...I1
books, as well as the others indicated here.

164. Harrington, "Order, Space, Proportion: Miesrs Curriculum
at IIT." Mies marked the following passage his copy of France's book So musst du Leben! (Dresden: Carl Reissner, 1930):
" D i e Art functioneller Inanspruchnahme ist die Ursache bestimmter Gestaltungen, welche diese Funktion am besten befriedigen .... Die Erneuerung des Knochens geschieht also in der

ters: Tradition and Innovation (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1993): 67-9 and Beatrix Nobis "Mit Fundstucke aus der NaturI1 and "Symbole der Natur," in Joachim
Biichner, ed. , Kurt Schwi t ters 1887-1948 (exh. cat.) (Frankfurt/Main and Berlin: Propylien, 1986), 192, 200. John Elderfield has referred to Schwitters' tendencies at this time as
I1aconstructive vision of nature? See: Elderfield, Kurt
Schwitters, 133. On Schwitters' organicism, his Bergsonian
notion of time as a transformative force, see also Dietrich,
The Collages of Kurt Schwitters, 67, 110. Note the essentially
Monist nature of Schwitters' treatment of any and all
inaterials, "man-madenor "organicm in his oeuvre. Note also
the organic nature of the Merzbauen and other related works.
As Elderfied writes "it was in the building of the Merzbau
that the "NasciN idea of primordial elements achieved its most
extraordinary realization. (Kurt Schwi t ters, 141)
170. Nisbet, El Lissitzky, 28. On Lissitzky's organicism, see
also Railing, "'The Machine is no More Than a Brushu1 and
Manuel Corrada, IgMechanicaland Organic Form in the Theory and
Art of El Lissitzkyrl The Structurist 35-36 (1995-96): 57-63.
As late as 1929 El Lissitzky dared write a text displaying his
biocentric world-view, even within a Marxist context. In it he
made it clear that even the "social-economicnMsubstructure~
of the ltideological superstructure^ is based in "lifeu and
"organic growthu: 'everything which originates is a part of
the social vital process." El Lissitzky, ideological Super(1929) from: Neues Bauen i n der W e l t : I Russland
str~cture~~
(Vienna 1930). English translation: Lissitzky-Ktippers, El
Lissitzky, 376.

171. Lissitzky, "Nasci.I1 Compare Itten's statement "Everything
vital reveals itself to man through movement. Everything vital
reveals itself in forms. Thus all form is movement and all
movement is manifest in form. F o m s are receptacles of movement and movements the essence of forrn.If Quoted in Marcel
Franciscono, W a l t e r Gropius and the Creation of the Bauhaus i n
Weimar: The I d e a l s and Artistic Theories of its Founding Years
(Urbana Ill.,: University of Illinois Press, 1971), 191-2. See
a version of this t e x t reprinted in Hans Wingler, ed., The
Bauhaus: Weimar, Dessau, Berlin, Chicago. Wolfgang Jabs and
Basil Gilbert, transl. (Cambridge Mass.: MIT Press, 1968), 4950, originally published in the "Utopia-Mappenof 1921.
172. Nisbet, El Lissitzky, 30.
173. Elderfield, Kurt Schwitters, 137.
174. Lazar el Lissitzky, "Rad - - Propeller und das Folgende.
Unsere Gestaltung ist eine Funktion Unseres Bewegungssystems,~
G no. 2 (September 1923): 2; reprinted in M C Series 2, no. 1
(1926): 3-4.

175. Lissitzky, tlNasci,tl
84; and "K. und Pangeometriefn110.
176. Wendingen 4 , no. 11 (November 1921). Circumstantial
evidence indicates that this issue actually appeared in the
late summer or early autumn of 1922, however. See Nisbet, El
Lissitzky. 185. I have looked through the complete run of
Wendingen in the Special Collection of Robarts Library, Uni versity of Toronto.
177. In 1926 Hugo Haring, the principle figure of German
organicist architecture at the time, invited Lissitzky and
Sophie Kuppers to see his I 1 G u t Gurkauu farm project, which had
been published in G and was considered to be one of paradigmatic examples of interwar German organic architecture. "Lissitzky was very enthusiasticttl
reports Klippers. LissitzkyKiippers, El Lissitzky, 82.
178. Claude Lichtenstein, tlABCand Switzerland: Industrialism
as a Social and Aesthetic Utopiam in: Werner Mbller, ed., ABC
Bei traqe zum Bauen. Reprint und Kommentar (Baden: Lars Muller,
19931, 21. On ABC being modeled on G, see J6rg Sturzebecher,
I1ABCBetween Review and Trade Journal Vanguard, Contemporaries
(1924-1928), follower^^^ (sic) in: Werner Meller, ed., ABC
Beitrdge zum Bauen, 39, 41. On Lissitzky's inspiration for the
production of ABC, see Hans Schmidt, "Memories of I;. Lissitzky," in Lissitzky-Kiippers,El Lissitzky, 397-8. On Meyer and
Roth see Hans-Jakob Witter, Wberlegungen zur Peterschule in
Basel," in Werner Kleineriischkamp and Werner Miiller, eds.,
Hannes Meyer 1889 - 1954 : Archi tekt Urbanist Lehrer (Berlin:
Ernst und Sohn, 1989), 54.
179. El Lissitzky, "Element und ErfindunglUABC no. 1 ([summer] 1924): 3-4. The emphases are mine. On the time of the
article's writing, see Lissitzky's letter of 2 March 1924 in:
Lissitzky-Kiippers, El Lissitzky, 40. As we have seen, the
third issue of ABC contained Lissitzky's article on Russian
architecture which was one of the few to recognize the
organicist intentions of Tatlin in his "Monument to the Third
InternationaLM
1 8 0 . Alfred Roth, t@Gestalten-Formu
and Roland Holst, I1Dieneue
Welt," ABC no. 2 (1924): 3-4.

181. Mart Starn, "Modernes Bauen 2" and "Modernes Bauen 3 , " ABC
no. 3 - 4 (1925): 3. "Modernes Bauen 1" appeared in ABC no. 2
(1924): 4. El Lissitzky recognized the Francean nature of
Stam's article in a letter to Sophie Kiippers of 4 November
1924 in which he writes "The "Nasci ideau is bearing fruit:
(shape, form). Stam is coming this week or next, wants to
discuss the new ABC series." (Kiippers-Lissitzky,El Lissitzky,
5 4 ) On Stam's friendship with Lissitzky, see p. 81 and elsewhere in Lissitzky-Kiippers,El Lissitzky.

182. El Lissitzky, "Aus einem Briefe," ABC, 2. Series no. 2
(1926): 3.
183. Hubert Hoffmann, l1HannesMeyer - - Bkologische Aspekte
seiner Lehre und deren AuswirkungIb in Hannes Meyer. Bei trage
zum 1 0 0 . Geburtstag (Schriften der Hochschule fur Architektur
und Bauwesen Weimar, Heft 86, 1989), 99.

184. Stefan Kraus, "bauen ist ein biologischer vorgang - Hannes Meyer," in Herzogenrath and Kraus, eds., Bauhaus-Utopien, 279-84. See also Steadman, The Evolution of Designs,
esp. pp. 217ff.
1 8 5 . K. Michael Hayes, Modernism and the Posthumanist Subject:

The Archi tecture of Hannes Meyer and Ludwig Hilberseimer
(Cambridge Mass.: MIT Press, 1995), 90-1. Hays manages somehow
to avoid Meyer's biologism in this book. This is curious given
that biologistic biocentrismts anti-anthropocentrism would
have accorded with his thesis of Meyer and Hilberseimer as
lup~~thurnanist.

186. Klaus - Jurgen Winkler , Der Archi t ekt Hannes Meyer . An schauungen und Werk (Berlin: VEB Verlag fur Bauwesen, 19891,
IbStudienaufhalt in Englandw, 22 -4.

187. Hubert Hoffmann, ItHannesMeyer - - dkologische As2ekte
seiner Lehre und deren Au~wirkung,~
99-100. Meyerts statement
in ItDieneue Weltbtthat "The city is the most complex biological agglomeration, and it must be consciously regulated and
constructively shaped by manu probably derives from Geddest
organic view of the city, which in turn emerges from Herbert
Spencer's view of society as an organism. Hannes Meyer, "Die
neue Welt," Das Werk, 13, no. 7 (1926), 205-24. On Geddes as a
Kropotkinian Anarchist, see Volker M. Welter, "The Geddes
Vision of the Region as City: Palestine as a 'PolistMin
Jeannine Fiedler, ed., Social Utopias of the Twenties: Bauh a u s , Kibbutz and the Dream of the New M a n . Dessau: Bauhaus
Dessau Foundation/Friedrich Ebert Foundation; Tel Aviv: Miiller
+ Busmann, 1995: 72-9. On Geddes, see also Anna Bramwell,
Ecology in the 20th Century: A History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 19891, 77-80. Hugo Hdring shared this organic
conception of the city as a quasi-living entity. See his "Zwei
StSdte," Die F o r m (1926) in: Joedicke, ed., Hugo Haring, 19.
HBring's specific discussion of the city might also owe something to FranceBs book Miinchen. Die Lebensgesetze einer Stadt
(Munich: H. Bruckmam, 1920).

188. See Hannes Meyer, "Die Siedlung Freidorf,ItDas Werk 12,
no. 2 (1925), 40-51, and Michael Koch, V o m Siedlungsbau zurn
Lebensbau: Hannes Meyers stadtebauliche Arbeiten im Kontext
der Diskussion in den zwanziger Jahren.ll In: Kleineriischkamp
and Mijller, eds., Hames Meyer 1889-1954, 34-58.

189. Although not using the term "International Constructivist," Wolfgang Kersten describes essentially just this, in
his I1HannesMeyer und die Kunst der Modeme," in Kleinerfischkamp and Moller, eds. Hannes Meyer 1889-1954, 128-30. See
also, Martin Kieren, Hannes Meyer. Dokumente zur Fruhzei t .
Architektur- und Gestaltungsversuche 1919-1927 (Heiden, Switzerland: Verlag Arthur Niggli, 1990), 104-8; and Klaus-Jiirgen
Winkler, V u n s t und Wissenschaft. Hannes Meyers programmatische Schrift 'die neue Welt' und die Wettbewerbsentwurfe
'Peterschulel und 1V61kerbundpalast,011
in Kleineriischkamp and
Moller eds., Hannes Meyer 1889-1954, 94-108.
190. All quotations here are from the English translation of
"Die neue Weltw in Claude Schnaidt, Hannes Meyer. Buildings,
Projects and Wri tings (Teufen, Switzerland: Arthur Niggli,
19651, 91ff. See also the translation in Benton, Benton, and
Sharp, eds. , F o n n and Function, 106 - 109.
191. Meyer was criticized for his biological determinism by
Otto Geisted in his "Modernismus - - Kritizi~mus,~~
Kritisk Revy
(Denmark, 1928, no. 1, 14-24). There was also a reprint of
"Die neue Weltw in this issue. ( 2 2 - 5 ) Geisted: IISelbstverstiindlich ist das Bauen, wie das menschliche Geistesleben
uberhaupt, ein biologischer Prozess. Allein es ist der Vorzug
des Menschen vor anderen Lebewesen, dass er in weit heherem
Grade imstande ist sich Ziele vorzusetzen. Sie wollen das
Bauen auf den blossen Ausdruck einer Reihe von biologischen
Bedingungen beschranken - - und haben sich es nicht klargemacht, dass die Geschichte der Menscheit kein blinder biologischer Prozess, sondern zweckbestimrnt, vorn Willen regiert ist."
192. Meyer, "Die neue Welt." Entomology recurs in his article
"bauenU (bauhaus 1928, 4, 12-13; in English translation in
Schnaidt, Hannes Meyer, 95-97): " w e examine the ways in which
human beings and animals are related to the garden, and the
reciprocal effects that human beings, pets and domestic
insects have on one another." (p. 97) On the importance of
gardens and nature in Meyer8s thought see also I8dergarten als
erweiterung des wohnraumslUreproduced in Kraus, I8bauenist
ein biologischer vorgang - - Hannes Meyer," 282

193. Moholy-Nagy, Vom Material zu Architektur, 60, 148-49,
In his Foreword, Moholy only indicates that the book is
based on his "grund1ehreH at the Bauhaus between 1923 and
1928. ( p . 6)
192.

194. Gropius, MBauhaus-Dessau- - Principles of Bauhaus Production" (1926) in Benton, Benton and Sharp, e d ~ ,. F o r m and

Function, 148.
195. Moholy-Nagy, Von Material zu Architektur, 196.

196. Biographical information on Ebeling is from Wulf Herzogenrath, ltGegenbilder - - wie sieht der Bau der Zukunft aus?"
in Bauhaus-Utopien, 267-72, and 329-30.
197. Gropius, "systematische vorarbeit ffir rationellen wohnungsbau," bauhaus no. 2 (24 April 1927), 1-2. EbeLing, Der
Raum als Membran, 31.
198. On the biocentric bases of the modern dance movement, see
Janice Schall, Vhythm and Art in Germany, 1900-1930" (Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 1989). On Hausmann as a dancer, see the interviews Bartorneu Mari and Andrei
B. Nakov conducted with Vera Broido-Cohn, in: Eva Ziichner,
ed., Der Deutsche Spiesser argert sich: Raoul Hausmann 18861971 (Stuttgart: Hatje, l994), 104, 110-11.

199. Ebeling, Der R a m als Membran, 18.
200. Herzoqenrath, "GegenbildertNBauhaus-Utopien, 270. On
Grunow, see p. 334.
201. Quoted in Ibid., 277, note 14.
202. Ebeling, Der Raum als Membran. The book was influential
on the Bauhsusler. See Neumeyer, The Artless Word, l7Off ; and
Bauhaus Utopien, 271ff. It was owned by both Moholy-Nagy
(Hattula Moholy-Nagy Archive, Ann Arbor) and Mies van der Rohe
(Mies van der Rohe library in the Special Collections Department of the University of Illinois, Chicago).
203. "Ein Stilwandel in der Architektur was bisher i m r n e r noch
dadurch bedingt, dass ein neuer Lebensrhythus durch die

schaffende Hand von genialen Konstrukteuren in neuen Konstruktionen auszudriicken suchte. So wuchs eine neue Dingwelt aus
einern Inneren organisch heraus." Ebeling, Der Raum als Membran, 30-31.
204. Ibid., 30 and Herzogenrath, "Gegenbilder," in BauhausUtopien, 272.
205. Christoph Asendorf, Walter Benjamin and the Utopia of
the 'New Architecturettl
in: Fiedler, ed., Social Utopias of
the Twenties, 25.

206. Ebeling, Der r a m als Membran, 21. On the "Wendung zur
biologischen Architektur," see p. 19-20.
207. Moholy-Nagy, Von Material zu Architektur, 222; The New
Vision (New York: W.W.Norton & Co., 19381, 198.
208. On this, see above. Also: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, The New
Vision, 60, 122.

209. For Moholy's references to France's Bios: Die G e s t e t z der
We1 t and its ideas, see Haus, Moholy-Nagy: Photographs and
Photograms, 41, endnote 2 5 . On Moholy and France, see also
Irene-Charlotte Lusk, Montagen ins Blaue: Laszlo Moholy-Nagy.
Fotomontagen und -collagen 1922 -1943 (Berlin: Anabas, 1980),
41-2. In America Moholy wrote that "R. France's bio-technique,
which we shall teach in the New Bauhaus, is an attempt at a
new science which shows how natural forms and designs can be
translated without great difficulty into human production.
This means that nature's ingenious forms can be reduced to
technical ones." Moholy-Nagy, "The New Bauhaus and Space
i
and Archi tecture (December
Relationships," American ~ r c h tect
1937): 23. Moholy-Nagy, Vision in Motion (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 19471, 44-5, 241, 269.
210. Eleanor Hight mentions that "Only the so-called 'Philebean solidst .. straight edges, and circular forms were
allowed [in Moholy's Vorkursl and "The compositions of geometric forms used for objects designed in the workshop echo in
three dimensions the forms found in Moholy's painting and
prints at the time.It Though she does not provide a specific
reference for the statement concerning "Philebean solidsfU
these seem to be France's Grundformen, and Hight implies that
this requirement was continuous throughout Moholy's tenure as
Vorkurs instructor. See Eleanor M. Hight, Picturing Modernism:
Moholy-Nagy and Photography in Weimar Germany (Cambridge
Mass.: The MIT Press, 1995), 37-8.

211. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, "Das Bauhaus in Dessau," Q u a l i t a t 4,
no. 5 - 6 (May-June1 9 2 5 ) : 85.

212. Hans M. Wingler, in his Editor's Note to the reissue of
the 1927 edition Moholy-Nagy's Malerei, Fotografie, Film
(Maim and Berlin: Florian Kupf erberg, 1967), 141.
213. The fact that Moholy-Nagy refers to France as a "Hungarian biologist" in his last book, Vision in Motion, indicates a
certain degree of familiarity with the biologist, as it was
n o t generally known in Germany that France grew up in Hungary.
( p . 241) On France's complex ethnicity, see Chapter Two.
214. I will refer here to the English translation of the
second edition, Malerei, Fotografie, Film (Munich: Albert
Langen, 1927). For the differences between the two editions,
see Hight, Picturing Modernism, 177 - 87.

215. See Harry Robin, The Scientific Image: From Cave to
Computer (Abrarns: New York, l992), 126-27.
216. Moholy-Nagy, I1Fotografieist Li~htgestaltung~~
[Photography is manipulation of light] bauhaus, no. 1 (1928): 2 f f . In:
Haus, Moholy-N a g y : Photographs and Photograms, 48.

217. Molly Nesbit, "Photography, Art and Modernity (19101930), " in: Jean-Claude Lemagny and Andre Rouille, eds., A
History of Photography: Social and C u l t u r a l Perspectives
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 116.

218. Hight, P i c t u r i n g Modernism, 185-6. See also page 200 for
a formalist view of Moholy's New Vision. Compare, however,
Chapter One, in which she describes Moholyls project as more
than merely formalist, as one involved "with the most progressive scientific, architectural, and social theoryN of the
time. ( p . 3) On page 10, Hight declares, furthermore, the very
thesis of her book as a refutation of the view that Moholy's
New Vision was merely formalist. (p. 10) In the end, while
Hight is on the right track, without an awareness of the
biocentric background to New Vision, it is difficult to
counter the attacks of "pure formalismtflevelled against it.
219. Moholy-Nagy, Painting, Photography, Film. Janet Seligman,
trans. (Cambridge Mass. : The MIT Press, 1967), 8.

221. Haus, Moholy-Nagy: Photographs and Photograms, 28.

222. Hausmann, "Wir sind nicht die Photographen." By the late
20s Hausmann had, in effect, recanted, and he was producing
photographs himself. The full effect of Hausmann's thought on
the development of Moholy-Nagylstheory of vision and photography is yet to be determined. Moholy-Nagy acknowledged his
debt to Hausmann in a letter of 28 November 1936 from London,
in which Moholy writes that his work of the early twenties is
not given its fair due in the histories of the period. ( A copy
of the letter is in the possession of Hattula Moholy-Nagy, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.) Hausmann's companion from 1928 to 1934, Vera
Broido-Cohn remembers Moholy-Nagy saying to her in London
around this time that "Wir alle waren von [Hausmann] beeinflusst; er war der erste.I1 Mari1s interview with Broido, 103.
223. See Lusk, Montagen ins B l a u e , 51. Lusk does not
conceptualize Moholy's biologism, however.

biologische
224. On this, see Michael Krijger, llt...gleichsarn
Urzeichen
Die Erfindung biomorpher Natur in Malerei und
Fotografie der dreissiger Jahre," Kritische Berichte 18, no. 4
(1990): 74.
. . . I

225. France, Die Welt als Erleben: G r u n d r i s s einer objektiven
Philosophie (Dresden: Alwin Huhle, 19231, 53. See also Das
B u c h des Lebens : Ein We1 tbild der Gegenwart (Berlin: Ulls tein,
1924), esp. 25.

226. Moholy-Nagy, Painting, Photography, Film, 16-17. In a
footnote, Moholy specifically refers to children's art as an
instance of such a "pureM art.
227.

Lusk, Montagen ins Blaue, 51.

228. Ibid.
229. Martin SchZfertsplanned book on ttconstructivebiologyu
was first mentioned by Moholy in a letter to Rodchenko of 18
December 1923 (Krisztina Passuth, Moholy-Nagy {London: Thames
and Hudson, 19851, 393) and again in his letter to van Doesburg of 26.8.24 in which he writes "wir bringen vorlaufig nur
ein solches B u c ~ ,eine 'konstruktive Biologiet heraus.lt (Appendix, van Doesburg, Grondbegrippen van de nieuwe bee1 dende
kunst, 109), and it was still present in the Bauhausbkher
prospectus of 1927, before Moholy's departure from the Bauhaus. (Wingler, ed., Bauhaus, 131) My search so far has
uncovered nothing on SchZffer.
230. Ibid., 17.

231. As late as 15 July 1929, the date of the appearance of
bauhaus 3, no. 3 , Moholyts book was advertised as "van kunst
zu leben. (Inside cover) In bauhaus 3, no. 4 (October-December 19291, which appeared in October, Moholy's book was
announced as appearing "in kiirzen and was entitled for the
first time as "von material zu architektur." (inside cover)
232. Brian OIDoherty, Preface to Lewis R. Wolberg, Micro-Art:
Images in a Hidden World (New York: Abrams, 1978) : xiv.

233. Raoul France's position vis-a-visthe arts, like so many
aspects of his oeuvre, is contradictory and complicated, and
will be dealt with elsewhere, While in contact with figures
such as Rene Schickele and Emmy Hennings, not surprisingly,
Annie France-Harrarlsclosest relationship was with the '[New
Agen vitalmystisch Nudist activist artist Fidus. On FranceHarrar's career as an art critic and Munich Bohemian-set
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CHAPTER FIVE

Moholy-NagyfsNew Vision, Aestheticized Scientific
Self-Imaging and Kallai's Bioromantic Epiphany
It is time [for photography] to return to its true
duty, which is to be the servant of the sciences and
the arts.... Let it . . . adorn the naturalist's library, and enlarge microscopic animals; let it even
provide information to corroborate the astronomer's
hypotheses; in short, let it be the secretary and
clerk of whoever needs an absolute factual exactitude in his profession - - up to that point nothing
could be better..., But if it be allowed to encroach
upon ... anything whose value depends solely upon
the addition of something to man's soul, then it
will be so much the worse for us! (Baudelaire 1 8 5 9 ) '
The remarkable expansion of our knowledge of nature,
and the discovery of countless beautiful forms of
life ... have awakened quite a new aesthetic sense
in our generation, and thus given a new tone to
painting and sculpture. Numerous scientific ...
expeditions ... have brought to light an undreamed
abundance of new organic forms. ... [Almong ... the
lower groups that had been neglected before there
were thousands of forms of great beauty and interest, affording an entirely new inspiration for painting, sculpture, architecture and technical art. In
this respect a new world was revealed by the great
advance of microscopic research ... and especially
by the discovery of the marvellous inhabitants of
the deep sea ... the peculiar beauty and diversity
of which far transcend all the creations of the
human imagination. (Haeckel 189912
Urformen d e r Kunst - - true enough. But what are
[Blossfeldt' s photos] other than Urformen of Nature?
Forms which were never mere models for art, but were
from the start the Urformen at work for all creation. Even the coolest observer would be given pause
by the way that the enlargement of plant parts at
the macroscopic level ... displays forms as extraordinary as those at the microscopic level. . . . And
if ... avant-garde painters such as Klee and ...
Kandinsky, have long been concerned to familiarize
us with realms which the microscope so brusquely and
forcefully wished to abduct us to, these enlargements of plants contain, even moreso, vegetal S t i l formen. (Benjamin on Blossfeldt 1928)3

Das Bewusstsein urn die irrationalen Verstrickungen
des ichs mit den Keimwesen und -Strukturen der Natur

Euhlt sich ratselhaft angezogen durch den Anblick
von Mikro- und Rhtgenaufnahrnen. Sie sind die Phantasie der Bioromantik so anregend, wie das Studium
der Anatomie Eiir die Aktmalerei. Denn auf keiner
kornplizierteren Entwicklungsstufe ist das Unfassbare
der Schopfung und ihrer lebendigen Leib-Seele-Einheit so deutlich, wie in primitiven Zellengebilden
... Es erregt die Phantasie des Ktinstlers . . . Formen
eines untibersehbaren Typenreichtums zu finden, Formen leuchtender Gesetzmassigkeit ... und spontaner,
sinnvoll-rhythmischerBeweglichkeit. Es erschtittert
ihn, wenn er in diesem kraftespiel urkeimhafter
Organstrukturen die gleichen Grundspannungen und
Rhythmen erlebt, die ihm von der ~onzentrationauf
die Tiefen seines eigenen Wesens her vertraut sind.
... Die Schranken unseres Bewusstseins grenzen nirgends dichter und erschreckender an das Jenseits,
als beim Anblick des Mikrokosmos. (Kallai 1932)'
The experience of the "hidden soulM in all things,
seen either by the unaided eye or through microscopes or binoculars, is what I call the "internal
eye." This eye penetrates the hard shell, the external u f o m , Mgoes deep into the object and lets us
feel with all our senses its internal I1pulse." W a n dinsky 1935)'
Betrachtet man wissenschaftliche Fotos, Mikrofotos,
Diagramme, so fallt eine gewisse hnlichkeit mit den
Formungen innerhalb der neuzeitlichen Kunst auf ....
Die selbstandigen Formerfindungen der ... Kunst bilden dabei gleichsam die abgeklarten Endformen im
Sinne absoluten Sehens. Die iusserliche lihnlichkeit
von Kunstwerken rnit solchen Dingen, die Forschen und
Wissen ins Sichtbare und Tastbare ilbersetzen, bleibt
an der Oberflgche. Die tiefliegenden Beziehungen
sind damit nicht aufgedeckt, nur angedeutet. (Baumeister 1943-4416
Having achieved the scientific mastery of ... nature
and its ordering into a one-sided technological
dimension, man was searching for renewed contact
with the pulsation of the dynamic forces of nature
processes. He recognized that scientific technological progress needed to be reevaluated in biological
dimensions .... The artist rediscovered nature. But
he turned away from the naturalistic representation
of the forms of the trees, flowers, and animals, and
took as his new subject-matter the visible processes
of the growth. (Kepes 1944)'
Wittingly, or through unconscious exposure, the nonobjective artist draws much of his iconography from

the visual data of the scientist - - from magnifications ... telescopic vistas, submarine scenery and
X-ray photo-graphs. Not that he undertakes to render
a particular bacterial culture.. .. But it is significant how often the morphology he finds analogous
to his own sentient being is such as has revealed
itself to human vision scientifically multiplied. It
is apparently in these gestating images, shapes antecedent to the visible, that many abstract painters
recognize an intenser mode of natural truth. [Flrom
[these uncharted realms] they wrest new decorative
principles - - such as the 'biomorphic' motif in
modern ornament and applied design. Nature they
imitate no less than did Masaccio. But where the
Renaissance had turned to ... the finished forms of
man and beast, the men of our time descend into
nature's laboratories. (Steinberg 1 9 5 3 ) ~

...the fascinating beauty of form in photographs of
crystal and organic microstructures was perceived
only after painters had discovered the ordered world
of extra-objective forms.... Even the scientists
found their micro- and X-ray photographs merely
useful at first; it did not occur to them that they
might also be aesthetically beautiful. For this to
happen, an entirely new sensibility of visual aesthetics was required: the sensibility of the artist.
Science and technology acknowledge and create new
facts; it is the artist's task to integrate these
new facts into our visual picture of the world, our
aesthetic scheme of values, and so to renew our sensibility and extend its horizons. (Schmidt 1 9 6 0 ) ~
The "new visionH is ... the revelation of what the
unaided eye cannot see but which has ever existed;
as more powerful tools for observation are built,
more worlds of form are revealed. They seem new only
because we have not seen them before: the forms
themselves are basic, and not the product of man's
imagination and invention. Scientific photographs
taken throughout the past hundred years are basically similar; it is our acceptance of them as esthetic revelations which is new. If Bertsch's photomicrograph of a glow worm seems to us a challenging
abstraction, it is because painters have taught us
to appreciate new forms. Such a picture could hardly
have been accepted by artists when it was presented
in 1 8 5 7 a s a scientific investigation. (Newhall
1964)'O

All so-called abstract pictures are based in some
degree on nature or, more exactly, on the artist's

selection of certain phenomena of nature. (Woods
1936) :'

The use by painters of scientific images ... as
things to be represented or copied, is a very minor
component of ... modern art. However, to people
whose habit of thought is visual rather than verbal
. . . diagrams may convey ... more ... than even the
most lucid description . . . . It is likely that books
such as those of Moholy-Nagy and Kepes were among
the most important means of conveying to painters
some inkling of the changes . . . bringing about the
development of Second [mechanist] Science into Third
[systems] Science .... I ... concede that many modern
artists have seen [scientific photographs] in ...
popular journals or advertisements.... They may well
have been struck by the visual qualities of such
scientific images, and found them exciting raw
material .... But the point . . . is that ... artists
of the 1890s made no use of such images because they
saw no reason to believe that images of this kind
could be meaningful. (Waddington 1969 ' 2
Is it too obvious to suggest that artists, who are
notoriously intelligent and searching, might, at the
beginnings of Surrealism, have acquainted themselves
with the results of a century of microscopic morphology? ... immersed in organicism, it seems unlikely that artists would not be aware of its forms.
The
science books of the late nineteenth
century, when such artists were young, abounded in
such illustrations. An examination of artistst journals and libraries from this point of view is indicated. (OrDoherty1 9 7 8 ) "

I. Introduction
These passages underline the normative, even metaphysical
value scientific images, what Harry Robin has referred to as
the products of scientific Mself-irnaging,Mhave, and the link
between such imagery and biomorphic Modernist style.'"s
Didi
Hubermann writes, "the first thing t h e camera did was extend
the powers of the two great optical instruments ... the microscope and t h e telescope. T h e albums of scientific photographs
displayed a whole world of forms ranging from the infinitely
small to the infinitely iarge ... The results were spectacu-

lar.

M
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Such imagery has repeatedly elicited the kosmische

Einheitsqefuhl in its viewers. As we saw in Chapter One, Brian
OJDoherty has referred to the resulting literature as "the
poetics of bourgeois wonder,^^'^ a poetics deriving from the
Romantic tradition of admiration for the beauties of nature
ultimately rooted in the "Kunst und Wunderkammeru phenomenon
of Renaissance Europe. In its twentieth century guise, it
derives directly from the turn of the century German practice
of deriving aesthetic pleasure from the beauties of nature as
expressed in their unfamiliar, often miniature or microscopic,
undersea or astronomical manifestations. Participants in this
trend - - including its founder Ernst Haeckel and his followers
Moritz Meurer, Meurerrs student Karl Blossfeldt, Martin Gerlach, Roland Anheisser and Heinrich Schenk - - produced during
the late 19th and early 20th centuries beautiful images often
assembled into what were effectively pattern books for the
applied arts. These images were meant to instruct, according
t o the turn-of- the-century biocentric (Neo-Vitalistand Monist) aesthetics, to be models for artistic decoration which at
once exemplified the morality of the "natural." As Gert Mattenklott, Michael Krdger and Andreas Hiinneke have demonstrated,
this wonder at the beauties of nature underwent a renaissance
in the mid 1920s, a revival associated with the aestheticization of such images, and with their adoption as models for the
. -,
fine arts.- A s we have seen in Chapter Four, one of the bestknown examples of this revival is to be found in the work of
Ernst Kropp.
aaudelaire's words demonstrate an early resistance on the
part of critics to the incorporation of photography - - much
less of scientific photographs - - into the discourse of high
art, a resistance which in effect linked applied (including
scientific) and "artn photography during the early decades. As
Janet Buerger writes, "The nature of the relationship between
photography and science was an issue of debate and consternation in the 1840s and 1850s; it was at the heart of the con-

troversy over whether photography was an art."'' Newhall's,
and after him, Waddington's words indicate that a century
later Laszlo Moholy-Nagyts '!New Vision" had engendered the
appreciation of microscopic, telescopic and x-ray photographs
and films for their formal as well as practical value. Newhall's writing is one of the earliest indexes of this shift in
aesthetics, and he and Waddington are to my knowledge the only
critics to have commented explicitly on the connection between
New Vision and the aestheticization of scientific photography.
Newhall came to this insight through his friendship with
Moholy-Nagy, which developed after Moholy's arrival in the
United States in 1937. Thus, in the first and second, 1937 and
1938 editions of his photographic history written to accompany
a survey exhibition of photography he curated for the Museum
of Modern Art in New York, Newhall mentions only the "aweinspiring beautyM of some astronomical photographs in his
discussion of scientific ph~tography.~'
In the greatly
expanded, 1949 edition of the book, after he had more fully
integrated Moholy's ideas into his thought, Newhall extended
the discussion of scientific photography. Immediately following a treatment of Moholy's New Vision, Newhall wrote:
Certain it is that scientists by means of photography have made visible the unseen, laid bare the
structure of the microcosmos, and penetrated the
worlds which lie beyond seeing. While the precise
scientific significance of these factual photographs
may escape us as laymen, our imagination is gripped
by their strange and often provocative beauty ....
The form of the microcosmos has been laid open to
all, permanently and beautifully. Complex crystalline structures which defy description are precisely
recorded, and we can enjoy the beauty of their
f oms. 20

Newhall's passage - - which is, as we shall see, reminiscent of
Ern6 Kallai's 1947 description of his epiphanic experience at
the Film und Foto exhibition of 1929 - - demonstrates that he
gave this idea its most cogent expression in the 1964 edition
-.
of the book." My own investigations extend Newhall's sugges-

tion and takes up OfDoherty's challenge: I propose that it
was, more than any other single factor, Moholy's New Vision
and the repeated appearance of the naturamorphic image analogy
as topos, which led to the exhibition and publication of the
products of scientific self-imaging in artistic (mainly art
photographic) contexts. It was by means of this process that
such imagery more easily available to artists after the mid
20s, and so it contributed to the rise of biomorphic Modernist
art in the 30s.
The most common explanation for the visual parallels
between biomorphic Modernisn and scientific self-imaging is
the se psycho biological^ one related to the uprimitivistmaesthetic: Since humans are part of nature, if we follow our
intuition, that is our Seele rather than our G e i s t , we will
arrive at forms and structures analogous to those in nature
even without having necessarily seen such forms. From Kandinsky, El Lissitzky, Walter Benjamin and K6llai in the early
days of the naturamorphic analogy topos during the teens and
2 0 s , to the heyday of the scientific image analogy during the
1950s, this was the most common explanation. As Herbert Read
articulated it, invoking the topos of self-similarity: "...the
elementary forms which men have instinctively given to their
works of art are the same as the elementary forms which exist
in nature. What are these forms in nature? They are present in
the vast interstellar spaces of the universe as well as in the
most microscopic cells and molecules of matter.ut22
As early as 1931 Kallai proposed an exhibition to be
entitled "Kunst und Wirklichkeitn to the Leipzig Museum, a
proposal which suggested tLe systematic juxtaposition of
examples of scientific photography and Modernist art:
Zu [Hans] A r p und [Fritz] Kuhr und [Fritz] Winter im
besonderen, aber auch zu shtlichen Surrealisten
iiberhaupt: es waren Vergresserungen von biologischen
Aufnahmen zu zeigen (auch Mikro-fotos), in denen die
formalen Analogien zwischen Tier, Pflanze und Mensch
deutlich werden ....2 3

While he was unable to realize this project at the time, he
finally actualized a version of it in Budapest in his exhibition " ~ Vilagkepll
j
[New Image of the World] , held at the
Social Democratic Party's "Galeria a Negy Vilagtajhozu [Gallery to the Earth's Four Quarters] in 1947, and in the booklet
A termeszet r e j tett a r c a [The hidden face of nature] , published in conjunction with the e~hibition.~'Following this, a
whole series of exhibitions and related publications by, among
others, Gyorgy Kepes, Richard Hamilton, Lancelot Law Whyte,
Georg Schenk, Georg Schmidt, Adolf Portman, John H. Baur,
Philip C. Ritterbush, and Jack Burnham invoked the scientific
image analogy.25Of Schenck and Schmidt's Basle exhibition
held in 1958, Adolf Portman wrote:
In recent years we have witnessed the momentous
transition from the familiar world of visible forms
into a more elemental world where forms are created
by forces that are hidden from view. It would be
interesting to unravel the tangle of circumstances
which brought about this transition. Scientific
discoveries undoubtedly had a part in it. But we
must not oversimplify or exaggerate their effect.
Certainly the world of the microscope gave an occasional stimulus; but the transition to abstract art
was only rarely the result of familiarity with these
newly discovered forms. The roots of the correspondences w e find between paintings and photomicrographs go deeper.26
By the 70% OfDoherty was reacting to the ubiquity of this
topos :
So much banal wonder and written nonsense have been
provoked by the correspondences between images of
art and science that it is an area where a babble of
cliches holds sway. This may disguise the problem
but does not remove it. There is an amusing form of
interdisciplinary social climbing inherent in the
comparison: science seeks an aesthetic cachet; art
seeks from science the authority of which science
deprived it .27
The problem OtDoherty refers to, as we saw in the passage from
him quoted on page four, is why this correspondence should
exist. His proposal, the one I am taking up, is that artists
saw the products of scientific self-imaging and were inspired

by them either formally, or conceptually, or both. In other
words, an historically-based explanation of the scientific
image analogy should be possible. As Bousquet, Ritterbush and
Schmidt-Burkhardt have pointed out, and as even a cursory
review of the secondary literature and of biomorphic Modernist
artists' writings shows, artists such as Redon, Kubin, Arp,
Klee, Kandinsky, Gabo, Kupka, Masson, Ernst, Miro, MoholyNagy, Moore, Tanguy and Zeisel either were looking through
microscopes themselves, or were looking at scientific, particularly biological images such as microscopic photographs.'"
August Wiedmann is one of the critics to question the
psychobiological explanation and its biological determinisc
implication
The assertion made is that non-representational art
holds up a mirror to nature's way of working as
exemplified for instance in the structure of crystals, rocks, metals, minerals or other formations
looked at under the microscope or through a telescope. The question why nature should want to "duplicate" itself in abstract art is seldom raised let
alone conclusively answered. Are we to assume, moreover, that those non-representational paintings
which do not correspond to any known microcosmic or
macrocosmic formations are works of non-art? Ultimately the whole approach reduces art to mimesis,
thus denying creativity."
wiedmannrs critique applies to all normative biologistic
systems: if everything we humans do is a part of nature, then
nature as examplum is superfluous and furthermore, the "unnatural" and all it implies, is impossible.
I do not wish to suggest that Moholyfs integration of
scientific photographs into exhibitions and journals of the
1920s as described in this chapter is the only way Modernist
artists had access to scientific self-imaging. As OtDoherty
has pointed out, with the advent of universal education in
Europe and North America during the late 19th century, most of
the artists working in the biomorphic Modernist mode would
have encountered such pictures in their studies of biology and
physics, if not also in popular science journals and the

popular press, which sometimes carried illustrated scientific
articles. But while OfDoherty is correct in suggesting that
most artists saw such images in their youth, it is not always
the case that they would have looked at them in an aesthetic
manner in those early days. Though a handful of 19th century
artists such as Grandville, Redon and Munch, were using selfimaged scientific illustrations such as microscopic photographs and radiographs; indeed microscopes, as inspiration - and there even was a fashion for such art inspired by Haeckel's K u n s t f o m e n der N a t u r early in the century - - it was
still an exotic practice before the late 1920s. It was only
after scientific photographs and films acquired the "auraw of
art through Moholy's large-scale importation of them into the
discourse of high art (and this was a curious reversal of the
role Benjamin assigned to the potentially mass-produced
image), that a wide circle of artists began to borrow their
imagery and Faktur, resulting in the upsurge of biomorphism in
'2
artistic production of the 1930s noted by art historians.Mainly because of this availability, E r n 6 Kallai was made
aware of the scientific image analogy as a subject worthy of
theorizing, though without crediting Moholy with the advent of
this awareness, even though - - as a participant in the aesthetic economy which both generated and was affected by Moholytswritings - - Kallai already operated within the altered
paradigm of visuality engendered by the New Vision.-Nor do I wish to insist that exposure to such imagery was
a necessary prerequisite to artistst production of biomorphic
Modernist art. As well as being inspired by the products of
scientific self-imaging,artists copied others0 styles, or
they arrived at llbiomorphicll
forms through formal experimentation and play - - a process which also invites psychobiological
explanations of the resulting visual analogies.
We have seen in Chapter Two that interwar biocentrism is
differentiable into, on the one hand, a bioloqistic Kulturpessimismus (as in the case of Spengler and Klagest B i o z e n t I'

rik), and on the other, an optimistic biologistic functionalism (as in the case of Francegs Objektive or Biozentrische
Erkenn t n i s l ehre and von UexkQll s Biol oqische W e 1 tanschauung) .
We have seen in Chapter Four, furthermore, that Moholyts
Francean biologistic-functionalist biocentrism shies away from
a v i t a l m y s t i s c h regard for Nature, limiting itself to a fascination with a naturalized technology and its possibilities.
Vitalmystisch feelings of unity with the cosmos - - typical of
many biomorphic Modernist artists of the interwar period - were, however, articulated by Ern6 Kallai, who by the mid 20s.
in his critical writings on the fine arts, had made the transition from a Constructivism which privileged technology over
"natureu to Klages' and Prinzhornts Biozentrik. In Chapter One
I discussed how by the early 30s Kallai had designated the
artistic manifestations of these aspects of biocentrism " B i o r o m a n t i k . " As Gabor Pataki, without a knowledge of the corresponding aspects of biocentrism or even of the category of
biocentrism itself, perceptively writes, "In Kallais Deutung
wird die 'Technoromantikt ein Teil, d.i. eine hell durchsonnte, optimistische Seite der ~ioromantik."'~
Kallaits awakening to the psychobiological implications
of the scientific image analogy - - a necessary prerequisite to
his articulation of Bioromantik, the first coherent theory of
biomorphic Modernism - - took place in Moholy's R a m i of the
Film und Foto (V'IFOn) exhibition held in Stuttgart in 1929,
by all accounts the most important of a sequence of Weimar
German displays between 1925 and 1933 which combined art and
applied photography. Hence it was as a resultant of the interaction of Modernist adherents of the two major varieties of
interwar biocentrism, a cross-fertilizationof Bioromantik and
Technoromantik, that scientific self-imaging became more
available to artists, and that such art was First theorized.
This was a crucial symbiosis for the development and the
coming-to-consciousnessof biomorphic Modernism at the beginning of the 30s.

2. Scientific and Art Photography in Combined Public Display

I will now briefly trace the history of the combined
exhibition of art and applied photographs in Germany. Also, I
will demonstrate that Moholy's discursive and visual theorizing in the two editions of his book Malerei, Photographie,
Film (1925 and 1927) affected the curatorial practices of
photographic exhibitions and the editing of photographic
journals, leading to the crucial integration of artistic and
applied material within installations and publications.
The most important precedent in the case of the print
media was the Y3chelpennummerN of Wendingen, which, as discussed in Chapter Four, opened the eyes of key avant-garde
artists and critics - - including Moholy-Nagy and Kallai, to
the possibilities of scientific self-imaging. By 1927, Das
deutsche Lichtbild, the German yearbook of Neue Sachlichkei t
photography, conceived and produced by Hans Windisch under
Moholyrs influence, was also publishing applied and scientific
photographs next to conventional art photographs. The addition
of close-up nature photographs by the likes of Karl Blossfeldt, Ernst Fuhrmann, Albert Renger-Patzsch,Albert Leon and
Oskar Prochnow, sometimes in conjunction with photographs by
avant-garde practitioners such as Moholy-Nagy and the Bauhaus
student Otto Umbehr (Umbo), was further evidence of the effect
of Moholyls Malerei, ~hotographie,Film. Other photographic
publications followed suit.
a. Heritage
Because photography w a s just as much a technical and
scientific curiosity as it was a medium of artistic expression
during the 19th century its early history is closely tied to
the history of its scientific applications. Buerger discusses
the close contacts between artists, art photographers and
scientist-photographersin mid 19th century France.)' It was
in part due to this alliance, and to the aesthetic attention

accorded scientific photographs, that Baudelaire was reacting
in the passage quoted at the start of this chapter? While
the intensive conjunction of photographic science and art at
mid century faded with the consolidation of the photographic
industry and of photographic practice, it is in keeping with
this history that many of the great late 19th and early 20th
century photographic exhibitions, such as those in Paris in
1867, 1900 and 1906, in Vienna in 1873, i n Hamburg in 1893, in
Berlin in 1896 and 1906, and in Dresden in 1909, featured both
art photography and scientific ph~tography.'~
According to
Fritz Hansen, the most important of these was the "Internationale Photographische A~stellung~~
held in Dresden in 1909.'"
Given this heritage in France and the German-speaking countries, and because Dresden was both a great art centre and a
focus for Germany's photographic industry, it comes as no
surprise that the scientific applications and technical products of the photographic industry were featured along with
artistic achievements of amateur and professional photographers." Thus at Dresden in 1909, the up-and-coming generation of art photographers, or those with art photographic
ambitions such as Irnogen Cunningham who s a w this show,'8 were
exposed to photographic prints which exemplified the broadest
range of technical possibilities of the medium, possibilities
which were being systematically excluded by the Pictorialists,
the prevailing school of art photography at the time, although
Hugo Erfurth, a forerunner of sharp-focus "neue Sachlichkeit"
photography, assisted in making the selections for the artistic section of the show.3gThis integration of industrial
products on the one hand, and of scientific, technical and
aesthetically oriented photography on the other, set the tone
for Weirnar photographic exhibitions. It was as a concomitant
of the pictorialists' success at having their work accepted as
"artu that the disintegration of scientific and "artH photography was effected.
It is important to keep in mind that most of the exhibi-

tors at the turn-of-the-centuryGerman photographic exhibiIn Dresden in 1900 there was an
tions were uamateurs.u40
entire exhibition devoted to scientific photography organized
by the Dresdner Gesellschaft zur Ferderung der Arnateurphotographie, presumably at least partly with the intent of inspiring amateurs to engage in such work." This promotion of
amateur scientific photography was rooted in the Kunstschulbewegung and the pedagogical reform movement in general of the
early 20th century, and gave rise to Moholy's Jacobyian pedagogical approach ("everyone is an artistw; I1everyoneis talented"). Thus Moholyls later suggestion of the use of scientific imaging equipment for aesthetic ends is also ultimately
based in this tradition. Moholy's suggestion, in combination
with earlier amateur practice, led to the development of art
microscopy, art telescopy, and art radiography in the 2 0 s .
b. Early Weimar Years
As the war and the economic disasters which subsequently
befell Germany intervened, the next photographic exhibition of
this type was realized only in 1925, the year that Moholy published Malerei, Photographie, F i l m . It should be noted that
Moholyls manuscript was ready by the summer of 1924, and that
it appeared in the late summer or early fall of 1 9 2 5 . " Thus
the "Kino und Photo Au~stellung,~~
popularly known by its
abbreviation "KIPHO," which took place in the Funkhaus (radio
building) in Berlin from September 25 to October 4 of that
year, could not have acted as a suggestive source for the
visual organization of Moholy's book. It did, however, give
Moholy the chance to acquaint himself with the latest imaging
technologies, and to see a wide variety of applied photographs, as well as examples from the history of photography.
This experience must have stood him in good stead in preparing
the second, 1927 edition of his book.
In keeping with the fin-de-siecletradition I have outlined above, KIPHO was a combined industrial, scientific and

art photographic exhibition organized by a broad range of
German photography and film-related societies, such as the
Union of German Amateur Photographer Associations, the Society
of German Art Photographers, the Union of Manufacturers of
Photographic Products and the German Society for Mechanics and
~ptics." The exhibition was organized in seven parts, and
while a scientific section was not among them, scientific
photographs were included among the works displayed in the
division devoted to technical and photographic schools. Thus
the Photographische Lehranstalt of the Lette-Verein in Berlin
showed medical, mineralogical, microscopic and x-ray photographs, praised by one critic as "sehr sauber und sorgfaltig
ausgefuhrten S~hiilerarbeiten."~~
Another school which had a
department specializing in the training of scientific imaging
technologists, the Photographische Institut f i i r wissenschaftliche und angewandte Photographie of the Technische Hochschule
in Darmstadt, showed "eine Anzahl wohlgelungener Schiilerarbeiten auf dem Gebiet der bildrnassigen und technischen PhotograPhi,= II : j Astronomical photographs from the Observatory of
Treptow were also shown, as were undersea photographs by the
German master of the genre, Franz Schensky? The collector
and historian of early photography, Erich Stenger, showed
examples from his collection of 19th century artistic and
applied work for the first time.47 This must have made a great
impression on Moholy, for it would have given him an initial
temporal overview of the visual results of photographic practices. Stenger's displays were subsequently included in most
of the German photographic exhibitions between the wars, he
cooperated with Moholy on the FIFO exhibition of 1929 and
ultimately with Lucia Moholy in her photographic projects as
well." The Lette-Verein, the Treptow Observatory, and Schensky would also become regular exhibitors in these exhibitions.
Fritz Hansen judged the KIPHO to be a great success, and a
sign that Berlin had displaced Dresden as a centre of photographic technology.''

The highly successful Deutsche Photographische Austellung
(DPA), held in Peter Behrens' Viaus dex Modenu in Frankfurt/~ainduring the second half of August 1926, was an event
which foregrounded scientific photography to a greater extent
than had been the case at KIPHO.~~
A n entire section, "Gruppe
IVttl
was devoted to scientific and historical photography, the
latter drawn partly from Stengertscollection.
The prominence given scientific photography was noted in
the press." In the catalogue of the DPA,'~ a Dr. Seddig
reviewed the history of scientific applications of the medium
from Niepce on, and he set up a typology of its scientific
applications which reflected the organizational structure of
Gruppe IV: the use of straight photography, e . g . in the documentation of visible phenomena in geology, zoology and botany
and in documenting scientific experiments; photography as an
extension of our senses, such as microscopic, astronomical,
spectrographic, x-ray and time-lapse photography; and the
study of the photographic process itself? In a second
article on scientific photography published in this catalogue,
the Frankfurt criminological photographer Georg Popp reminded
visitors of the wide range of uses of scientific photography,
in fields as diverse as astronomy, physics, the natural
sciences, botany, zoology, anthropology, art history, medicine, surgery and law. He further pointed out some of the
important scientific advances made with such aids, for example
the research of metallic, crystalline and even atomic structures through microscopy.''
As at the KIPHO, many organizations were represented
among the exhibitors in Gruppe IV of the DPA, particularly
those to be found in the host city? For example, I1Diapositive hervorragender Qualitgt in Rentgen- und Microphotographielmwere shown by the UniversitZta-Klinik and Stsdtischen
Krankenhaus Frankfurt, and microscopic photographs of metals
were displayed by Prof. FrZnkel of the department of Physics
and Physical Chemistry at Frankfurt University? Also shown

were criminological photographs taken by Popp in association
with the Frankfurt Police Department, zoological photographs
by Dr. K. Priernel from the Frankfurt Zoo and Max Steckel of
Kattowicz, sport pictures by P. Feller of Hanover, aerial
views by Zeppelin-Luftschiffbauand the Sudwest-deutsche
Luftverkehrs, A.G., nature photos and ~ H e i m a t s ~ h u t z a u f n a h m e n , ~ ~
by Naturbild Hubert Schonger, G.m.b.H.,tland astronomical
photographs by Max Wolf of the Uciversity Observatory in
Next to Gruppe IV was the section of the exhibition
devoted to ~Fachschulen,~
another locus for the display of
scientific photograph^.^^ As at KIPHO, at the DPA the LetteVerein showed a "richN selection of scientific works by its
students, indeed it was the only photographic training college
to do so.'9 One reviewer, unaware of the Vereinfs specialization in scientific work, complained about the lack of "artistic" photographs :
Die Photogr.(sic) Lehranstalt des Lette-Vereins,
Berlin, hatte bei ihrer Ausstellung die kcnstlerische Photographie zugunsten der Rontgen- und der
wissenschaftlichen photographischen Abteilung in den
Hintergrund gestellt. Wohl zu unrecht, denn wir
haben auf der WiphoM gute Bilder aus der LetteAnstalt gesehen, von denen wir zwei oder drei in
Frankfurt wiederfanden.60
Still, this reviewer particularly praised the radiographs:
"Die Rontgenaufnahmen beweisen die vorzdgliche Ausbildung, die
den Schulern der Anstalt zuteil wird.I1 The excellent training
of the students is indicated by the following statement: "Wie
uns die Leiterin der Anstalt sagte, sind alle Schiilerinnen der
obligen Abteilungen nach beendeter Ausbildung bisher immer in
der Praxis untergebracht. Ein Beweis, dass die Lette-Anstalt
einen guten Ruf geniesst.!16'
Finally, scientific, especially medical photographs, were
to be found in the industrial section of the DPA.62 The Agfa
company, for example, in addition to the film Das Blumenwunder
(more about which below), displayed microscopic and x-ray

photographs, including Prof. Kdnigrs composite radiograph of
woman, a full-body x-ray image which Moholy would also exhibit
at the F 1 F O m G 3
Eugen Classen, the reviewer for the Deutsche Werkbund's
j ournal Die Form, who approved of I1Neue Sachlichkeit aes thetics, held that "Gruppe 11," the section of the exhibition
devoted to HamateurtHthat is art photography, was not significant. According to Classen it was dominated by pnotographers employing traditional Pictorialist aesthetics, since
it was selected by Itindustrytypesn rather than people with
serious training in the arts? Classen cites the portraits of
Hugo Erfurth and Walter Hegets photographs of ancient Greek
statuary as examples of sachlich work which called attention
to the mediocre quality of the bulk of the material ." In the
manner of Moholy-Nagy, Classen cites the sachlichkei t of the
exhibition's applied photography display as putting the "aesthetic" work into a bad light:
Es sol1 hier nicht behauptet worden, dass die verschiedenen Darstellungsformen, deren sich die Austellung bedient, sich stets gliicklich zu einem einheitlichen Eindruck zusamrnenffigen. Bruchstellen sind
in einer Zeit, in der eine hochgesteigerte, rein auf
prazise Zwecke eingestellte wissenschaftliche und
technische Photographie mit einer raffinierten sich
mkfinstlerischn gebenden Lichtbildkunst konkurriert,
unvermeidlich.6 6
Classen seems not to have noticed that the work of younger
Neue Sachlichkeit practitioners such as Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and
Erna Lendvai-Dircksen were also shown in the art section, and
that followers of the new aesthetic, albeit its more conservative, officially acceptable variety, won prizes; thus Erfurth,
Lendvai-Dircksen,Schensky, and Walter and Curt Heqe." Still,
it is true that the DPA's Hamateuru section was dominated by
an outdated Pictorialist aesthetic, and that it largely
omitted the work of avant-garde photographers. This is irnportant, because the overall arrangement of the exhibition - industrial products in one wing, and applied, scientific,

historical and art photography displays in the other - - was
such that it made comparisons such as those which Classen made
between applied and art photography a simple matter." In any
case, for those photographers and artists who were becoming
interested in Moholy's New Vision, or who were concerned with
applied work as potential visual source material, the DPA
provided an opportunity to view an impressive array of scientific photographs aesthetically.
The prominence given scientific imagery at the DPA was
also indicated by the fact that at the opening on 14 August
1926, the Agfa-produced film "Das Blumenwundertlwas shown to
great acclaim. ltHat sich die Photographie einerseits zum
Kunstgewerbe edelster Bedeutung entwickelt," wrote one anonymous reviewer, "so ist sie andererseits zum unentbehrlichen
Hilfsmittel £fir alle Wissenschaften geworden. Ein kleines
Beispiel nur dafiir i s t der Film 'Das Blumenwundert,der das
Wachsen und Werden der Blurnen den Gasten zeigen wird."" This
accelerated view of plant development employed the latest in
time-lapse filming techniques developed by Roman Vishniac, and
made a deep impression on reviewers of the show? As another
anonymous reviewer wrote, ItdieZuschauer des AusstellungsKinos sitzen vor der Leinwand und wohnen staunend der Entwicklung einer Pflanze vom Keim zum Wachsen, zur Blfite und zum
Welken bei."" This impression is echoed by Hannah HBch in her
memory of her exploration of the film medium together with
Moholy-Nagy during the early years of their friendship, soon
after his arrival in Berlin in 1920:
. . A m Verfolgen und Beurteilen des sich in neuen
Formen entwickelnden Films erganzten sich unsere
Meinungen imrner. A u c ~ ,dass die asthetischen Gesetze
nie ausser acht gelassen werden sollten, spielte
eine Rolle in unseren Anschauungen. Dokumentarfilme,
die ersten, liessen uns den Atem anhalten, wenn sich
da etwa Kristalle, das Wachsen der Pflanzen etc.
enthGllten. Zeitraffer und Zeitlupe brachten die
neuen ~ s p e k t e72
.
More advanced in its artistic tastes than the Frankfurt

exhibition, but providing fewer opportunities for the viewing
of applied photographs, was "Hundert Jahre Lichtbild," held in
Basle in April and early May of 1927. Here one could see, in
addition to the by now standard historical display curated by
Stenger, an array of Swiss and Budapest photographers, plus
the work of avant-garde practitioners such as Frantisek Drtikol of Prague, Man Ray of Paris, and Ldszlo and Lucia MoholyNagy of the Dessau Bauhaus, plus the more conservative Neue
Sachlichkeit photographers Erfurth, Lendvai-Dircksen,and the
Hege brotherd3 While this show did not contain a separate
scientific section, it did include a display of applied photography which included microscopic and other natural scientific photographs and slides, including work from the Francktsche Verlag of Stuttgart, one of the principal publishers of
popular scientific irnager~.'~
Though the display of scientific
photographs was not as large and varied as at the DPA, visitors to the Basle show had the chance to compare them with a
greater selection of avant-garde works.
The KIPHO, the DPA and the Basle show were significant
not because their organization reflected in a systematic way
the new photographic aesthetic as theorized and codified by
Moholy-Nagy; they did not. They potentially achieved other
results: On the one hand, by carrying on the 19th century
tradition of the integration of applied and art photography in
grand photographic displays, they gave visitors interested
only in the fine arts the chance to view the products of
applied photography, and thus to expand their aesthetic range
of appreciation, as proposed by Moholy-Nagy. On the other,
they gave avant-garde painters and sculptors the opportunity,
even if only inadvertently, to see scientific imagery. Meanwhile, judging by the number of book reviews, the success of
Painting, Photography, Film induced the publication of a
second, revised edition of the book in 1927, which received
even more attention than the first edition had.

c. Moholy-Nagy and Das Deutsche Lichtbild
In 1927, the year that Malerei, Photographie, Film was
republished as Malerei, Fotografie, Film, Hans Windisch
launched his German photographic yearbook Das Deutsche L i c h t bild. while Moholy-Nagy did not initiate this project, his New
Vision was Windisch's inspiration in its production. The
appearance of Das Deutsche Lichtbild marked the spread of Neue
Sachlichkeit in general, and of New Vision in particular,
within the German photographic discourse. As Rolf Sachsse
writes, "cine innerphotographische Debatte zur Neuen Sachlichkeit begann erst in breiter Form nach 1927, mit dem Erscheinen
des ersten Bandes von 'Das Deutsche Lichtbild,'" as well as
the appearance of Moholyrs article on photography and advertising in Photographische Korrespondenz, and Renger - Patzschts
book Die Welt ist Schdn in 1928.75 The spread of the New
Vision was marked by the general trend towards the aestheticization of scientific imagery in photographic publications; the
regular publication - - for the first time in an art photographic rather than a general trade context - - of art
micrography, art telescopy and art radiography; and most
importantly perhaps, the juxtaposition in layouts of these
various genres of photographic production: of applied scientific photography with art photography, of art microscopy with
scientific microscopy. By 1929, the Neue Sachlichkeit had
supplanted the former dominance of old-style, that is, pictorialist "art photographyn1in German photographic magazines,
annuals and exhibitions.7"
That Moholy was crucial to the conception of Das Deutsche
Lichtbild is evident from an examination of its first volume.
Windisch included a series of statements in this first yearbook, the order of presentation of which tells us much concerning the importance he placed on Moholyfs approach to
photography. First among the statements - - after his own - was that of Erwin Redslob, the Reichskunstwart - - a kind of
political guardian of culture - - of the Weimar Republic.

Redslob, known to be a supporter of Modernist culture, gives a
noticeably Moholyan account of photography as "die Erfassung
der Lichtwirkung eines Objektes durch Mittel des Li~htes."~'
Windisch follows this with a statement on amateur telescopic
photography by the German master of the subject, Adolf Miethe,
of the Charlottenburg observatory in Berlin. This placement
may seem curious until one realizes that not only is the
promotion of amateur photography, particularly amateur photography employing unusual means of production such as those
employed in scientific research, one of Moholy's principal
messages, but the placement of Dr. Miethe's statement after
his own and the politician's, was a sign of respect by Windisch for the recently-deceased Miethe and this, his last manu-script. '
It was Moholy-Nagy's statement, "Die beispiellose Fotografie," which was the first to follow those privileged by
protocol. This article is, in effect, a manifesto version of
P a i n t i n g , P h o t o g r a p h y , Film, the programme for his "New
Vision." And as if this privileged placement were not sufficient, ~ i n d ~ s cadded
h
a note to Moholy's article recommending
P a i n t i n g , P h o t o g r a p h y , Film to his readers, the only such
recommendation made by Windisch among the introductory
texts." Only after these four statements did those of P . v.
Neugebauer on craftsmanship in photography; the decidedly
Moholyan statement of M. von Grundherr, the Chair of the Union
of German Amateur Photographic Societies; and those of Franz
Grainer on "Das neuzeitliche Damenbildnis;" of Karl von Schintling on a traditional approach to nLichtbildkunst;uof Dr.
Krohnke on amateur art micrography; and of Albert RengerPatzsch, appear, in that order.3o
while this array of texts and their sequence communicates
a tension between traditional and sachlich approaches to the
aesthetics of photography within Das Deutsche Lichtbild, the
predominance of Moholyan New Vision aesthetics over the more
traditional ones is apparent. All the statements but the first

three - - i.e. those placed in order of protocol - - are bracketed by texts from the two most prominent representatives of
Neue Sachlichkeit photography, Moholy-Nagy and Renger-Patzsch.
Furthermore, the inclusion of the statements promoting the
aesthetic use of scientific instruments in the production of
art photography by amateurs (Grundherr, Miethe, Krohnke)
reflects Moholy-Nagy's program of New Vision put forward in
Painting, Photography, Film. If one counts these contributions
with those of the Neue Sachlichkeit photographers Moholy and
Renger-Patzsch,they easily outnumber the statements made by
authors (Neugebauer, Grainer, Schintling) with traditional
photographic aesthetics.
Moholy's I8Diebeispiellose Fotografie" was an aesthetic
explication of New Vision and a program for working with
scientific technologies to make art photographs. As early as
in his first article on photography, "Produktion-Reproduktion," Moholy-Nagy - - here in conjunction with his wife Lucia
- - suggested, even if obliquely, the possibility of employing
x-ray and telescopic technology in the production of art, a
suggestion reiterated the following year in "Light - - A Medium
of Plastic Expres~ion.~"These ideas were systematized in
Malerei, Photographie, Film, the manuscript for which was
ready by 1924, but which was first published in 1925. Moholy
was not the first to advocate the use of the microscope for
creative purposes. J. Edward Barnard in England, and Rornanus
Schmehlik in Germany had been advocating the production of
amateur photomicrographs since the early 20th century. For
example, in the introduction to his 1911 handbook, Practical
Micro - Photography, J. Edwin Barnard recommended photomicroscopy to the "photographer who has exhausted his interest in
landscape, work, portraiture, or what is usually referred to
as ordinary photography, and is looking for a new field of
Thus, in calling for the creative use of photomicroscopy and radiography, Moholy - - whom Andreas Haus has
described as an amateur in the best sense of the word when it

comes to photography - - was participating in an amateur tradition which advocated the use of photomicrogra-phic equipment
in the production of what was in effect aesthetic imagery?
And let us remember that well into the 20th century, most of
those who displayed their work in photographic exhibitions
were amateurs. Simultaneous with the development of Moholy's
own theory, artists such as the German Karl Strriwe and the
French Laure Albin-Guillot were engaging in the practice of
art microscopy. 3'
We have seen in Chapter Four that in addition to the
formal dimension of Moholy's theory, there is inherent in
P a i n t i n g , P h o t o g r a p h y , Film and in his other documents of the
time, a Francean biocentric text and subtext rooted in Haeckel's Monist promotion of scientific images as models for art,
communicated directly through words as well as through his
choice of images to be illustrated and the visual rhetoric of
his layouts. This biocentric content is emphasized by RengerPatzschts text IiZiele, which promctes photography as a means
of exploring nature's structures, and is made explicit in
Windischts introduction to the second, 1928-29 edition of Das
Deutsche L i c h t b i l d . Windisch discusses the question as to
whether photographs can be used as ItNaturkunde" [documents of
nature] . Using the camera, he notes,
we are much more likely to obtain a view of the
hidden things in nature's secret places, views of an
unfamiliar world, with as complete an existence of
its own as that with which w e are familiar. He who
is able to discover all these things shows himself
the real artist .... He is nearer to earth, and it is
he who is seeking to penetrate her secrets.... But
perhaps his friends consider his photographs as mere
copies from nature what to him was a revelation or
may be a great symbol of life. Yes it is a document,
but a document which is at the same time an attempt
to solve [the mystery of nature]
Windisch took Moholyts suggestions to heart, imitating
the Bauhaus professorrs image juxtapositions made in P a i n t i n g ,
Photography, Film. Thus - - to use examples from the first

volume of Das Deutsche Lichtbild - - the juxtaposition of
Renger-Patzschtsclose-up of steam locomotive wheels with Dr.
Bergner's close-up of a spoked dandelion gone to seed; the
placement of Mario von Bucovichts seascape with flying birds
opposite Charlotte Rudolphi's shot of the dancer Palucca
taking a flying leap with wing-like outstretched arms; and an
image illustrating the structure of the Zeppelin next to Ernst
Kriiger's photograph of grasses in winter; are illustrations of
France's concept of Biotechnik akin to Moholyts equivalent
juxtapositions. (Figs. 5 - 1 , 5-2, 5-3) As Windisch himself
wrote in the next, 1 9 2 8 / 2 9 issue of Das Deutsche L i c h t b i l d :
all that is around us, even the most complicated
phenomenon, harks back to primitive form elements.
It is on these that we base our conceptions of
beauty, although we are no longer conscious of this
elementary fact. Leaving mathematical [Grundformen]
out of consideration: the construction of a blade of
grass accords with the principals of modern statics;
only a talented mathematician would have been able
to design the honey-comb; the very first plant was
patterned on the [Golden Section]; the [sphere, as
the conception of perfection, completion and peace
EVollkommenen, in s i c h ruhenden) by which are deter mined] the domed vault of the skies ...; briefly, it
will be found that it is always the elementary
forms on which our conceptions are based?
But there are further parallels. In the 1927 yearbook Miethe's
photograph of the moon is placed next to colour-enhanced
microscopic photographs by Dr. KrBhnke in the round format
typical of photographs taken through the lense of a microscope, while Renger-Patzsch's close-up shot of an Aasblume
juxtaposed with G. Jahnets image of a landscape formation,
emphasizes equivalent textural and pattern qualities invoking
the biocentric Monist topos of self-~irnilarity.~'
(Figs. 5 - 4 ,
5 - 5 ) The decorative qualities of Dr. Bergner's microscopic
photograph of a flea are emphasized, furthermore, by its
juxtaposition with F. Wasow's image of a seated male Balinese
dancer and the Neo-Vitalist crystallographer Otto Lehmann's
microscopic photograph of trapezoidal fluid crystals. (Fig. 5 -

6 ) In the 1928-29 edition, the self-similarity topos was again

illustrated through the placement of Max Wolf's photo of the
Milky Way opposite A. u. P. Neinerts close-up of a spider's
web; a point emphasized by Windisch's statement made in that
same volume that "the smallest creature is a centre around
which the world moves.1188
(Fig. 5 - 7 ) The publication of Karl
Hansents micrograph of a cross-section of a hair was one of
the first in a clearly artistic context of an example of
amateur art microscopy. This artistic intention is indicated
not only by Hansents writing on the subject, but also by the
avoidance of the traditional round format of micrography,
replacing it with the rectangular frame of the art photograph
or the painting. (Fig. 5-8) This choice in format works to
emphasize the pictorial and textural qualities of the image
over its scientific or merely wonderful ones." In the 1930
edition of Das Deutsche Lichtbild, Windisch included Blossfeldtls beautiful close-up images of plants, and the stunning
radiograph of a fish produced by the women of the Lette-Verein
in the 1927 yearbook and in a 1928 article by Windisch, reappears in an advertisement designed by Moholy the following
5 - 9 , 5-10, 5-11) Windisch aligns himself with
year.'"~igs.
Moholyts "New Visionfgas opposed to Neue Sachlichkei t generally when he writes that "it would be quite a superficial
pronouncement to label these 'documents of naturet as the [New
Objectivity]. I f such a photograph is [objective, it is out of
purity that it is s o ] ; if it is new, it is because we have
brought a new method of seeing to bear on it.ltgl
Despite Windisch's commitment to Neues Sehen, his own
tastes were eclectic and allowed for late pictorialist art
photography, embodying a tension with Moholy's more consistently avant-garde aesthetic. By the second volume of Das
Deutsche Lichtbild, Windisch - - perhaps in response to negative reaction from the wider, more conservative German photographic community to his emphasis on Moholy-Nagy's ideas in
the first volume, clearly stated that "'Das Deutsche Licht-

bild' ... is by no means bound to any particular school or
tendency.H92The tensions between Moholyts avant-garde and
Windischt conservative tastes became apparent within a few
years, and they erupted into a polemical exchange with MoholyNagy on the pages of i 1 0 (of which Moholy was the photographic
editor) in 1929." In his piece Windisch protests against the
use of sharp, close-up shots in portraits, and writes "so must
a portrait be as blurred as possible, or do we even have to
cheat a bit? No - - but photography must not become microscopy. !I 34 In his answer Moholy pulls out the big gun of biologistic authority when he answers that "we must remind ourselves that there is a biological way of looking at man, where
every pore, every wrinkle and every freckle is of importance."'' An indication of the extent to which Moholy had cooperated with Windisch is suggested by Moholy's reply to Windisch, in which he says "It is staggering for me to see Windisch - - whom I thought so far to be my comrade-in-arms- using such outdated arg~ments."'~
The rift was not total,
however, as the publication of two of Moholyts photographs in
the 1930 edition of Das Deutsche L i c h t b i l d indicates.''
d. The First Exhibitions Based on "New Vision1I
Rehearsed in Painting, Photography, Film and Das Deutsche
L i c h t b i l d , and paralleled unconsciously in the great Weimar
German photographic exhibitions, by 1928-29 Moholy's aesthetic
principles were incorporated into three art exhibitions. The
first of these, Toto - - Malerei - - Architektur," opened on 12
February 1928 at the Itten Schule, Johannes Itten's private
Berlin art school founded in 1926, three years after he had
been replaced at the Bauhaus by Moholy-Nagy. While it has not
proved possible to ascertain the identity of the curator(s),
the material and conceptual linkages with Moholy and the
Dessau Bauhaus are apparent. Adopting both the Bauhaus' and
the Itten Schulers interdisciplinary approaches, the curator(~)integrated modernist art and architectural drawings

with avant-garde and applied photographs in the show. Both
Kallai's review of the exhibition and the text of the invitation to the opening indicate that the groupings of paintings,
photographs and architectural drawings were proximate, with
the intention of evoking interdisciplinary comparisons:
Die Veranstaltung der Kunstschule Johannes Itten
sollen zur Beurteilung moderner Gestaltung und Produktion Gelegenheit geben und - - soweit das durch
Vortraqe und Ausstellungen mdglich ist - - zur Klarung der Probleme beitragen.
Durch die Gegeniiberstellung von:
FOTO - - MALEREI - - ARCHITEKTUR
Sol1 die Abgrenzung und Verschiedenartigkeit der einzelnen
Gebiete deutlich ~erden.~'
This emphasis on the differentiation of media echoed Moholy's
warning in Ma1 erei , Pho tographie, Film against the "blurring
of boundariesH between creative techniques, and his concomitant emphasis on the organic emergence of works from the
materials and technologies employed to make them.?' Of course
in these cases stressing difference called attention to the
integrative intentions of multidisciplinary projects such as
Moholyts book and this exhibition, and of the interdisciplinary schools that hosted them. Such a dialectical pairing would
have been appreciated by Leftist intellectuals such as Moholy
and some members of the Itten Schule.
The array of art and architecture in the Itten Schule
show reflected its Bauhaus orientation, and the crucial link
here may have been - - rather than Itten himself - - Otto U m behr, the former Bauhaus student who was then teaching photography at the ftten-Schule,and who would have been familiar
with Moholy's ideas on ph~tography.'~'The architectural
exhibit consisted of the competition entries for the Geneva
League of Nations Building and the Peterschule in Basle by the
Swiss Bauhaus instructor Hans Wittwer and his partner, the new
Bauhaus master and soon-to-bedirector, Hannes Meyer. In
addition to works by the two most prominent Bauhaus masters
Kandinsky and Klee, Toto - - Malerei - - ArchitekturIt included

paintings by Otto Meyer-Amden, a Swiss friend of Hannes Meyer
and Ern6 Kallai, and sculptures by Ewald Matare, an artist
supported by Kallai, whom Hannes Meyer was soon to name as the
Bauhaus publicist .lo'
The selection of photographs was more advanced in Berlin
than in the Basle show of the previous year, and omitting the
more conservative Neue Sachlichkeit photographers Erfurt,
Lendvai-Dirksen and the Heges, as well as foreign practitioners, focused on photographers associated with the Bauhaus
(Umbehr, Laszlo and Lucia Moholy-Nagy, Heinrich Spaemann, and
Karl staublc2).The exhibition of work by Albert RengerPatzsch leads one to recall that he was first drawn into the
discourse of the avant-garde by Moholy-Nagy, who published his
work in Malerei, Photographie, Film.l o 3 The crucial innova tion in this show, and its aspect that most clearly calls to
mind Moholyts book, is the exhibition of nature photographs,
scientific x-ray and microscopic photographs from sources such
as the Photographische Lehranstalt of the Lette-Verein,Lufthansa's photographic office, and film stills from the avantgarde Soviet cinema.'*' Thus, not only was this one of the
(if not the) earliest group show(s) of the German photographic
avant-garde, it was the first to display applied, including
scientific, photographs in an avant-garde artistic context.
Das Kunstblatt, Paul Westheim noted these developments:
In der Itten-Schule eine prograrnmatische Zusamrnenfassung heutiger Kunstmdglichkeiten ... Architektur
... und daneben gleichwert und gleichberechtigt die
aus der heutigen Technik erwachsene Kunst der Photographic und des Films. Diese Photographen: RengerPatzsch an der Spitze, haben es aufgegeben, Malerei
zu imitieren; mit der Linse ihrer Kamera, die praziser, objektiver, bestimmter sieht als das Auge,
haben sie angefangen, den Sachwert der Dinge zu
fassen. Mit den Rbntgen-aufnahmen des Lettevereins
beginnt man in sie hineinzudringen. Es wird Welt
erschlossen, die imrner da war; aber so noch nicht
erkannt werden konnte. Keine Frage, auch das ist
sch6pferisches Gestalten; die Photographie ist im
kfinstlerischen Sinne schepferisch geworden, als sie
aufh6rte, Kunst nachzumachen. l Q 5

Though he does not explicitly refer to Moholy's theory of New
Vision, Westheim has read its principles from the exhibition:
not only do the works of a Neue Sachlichkeit photographer such
as Renger-Patzsch, and of applied practitioners such as the
unnamed female students of the Lette-verein, objectively reflect reality, they are equally capable of creative expression.
While Kallairs review of the Itten Schule show could be
read as suggesting that the applied photographs were integrated with the art photographs in the installation, he does
not specifically say they were. Whether or not this was the
first exhibition in which scientific photographs were integrated with art photographs in a single installation, it was,
to my knowledge, the first show in which scientific photographs were shown in close proximity to works of modernist art
within an avant-garde artistic context, and so it likely
inspired Kallaits 1931 proposal for the juxtaposition of
scientific photographs and works of modernist art in the
planned Leipzig Tunst und Wirklichkeitu exhibition, finally
realized in the "6j vilagkepU show held in Budapest in 1947.
At about the time that the show was on view at the Itten
Schule, Moholy published a resume of his ideas on the New
Vision, "Neue Wege in der Photographie," in the mainstream
photographic journal Pho tographische Rundschau und Mi t t e i l ungen, devoting particular attention to the production of
phot~grarns.'~~
Both the title of this article and its synthetic impulse were adopted by the managing director of the
Jena Kunstverein, the avant-garde artist and designer Walter
Dexel, for an exhibition of Neue Sachlichkei t and applied
photographs based on the Itten Schule show which took place in
Jena fxom 25 March to 6 May 1928. "Neue Wege der FotografieH
was to be the last major exhibition arranged by Dexel for the
Jena Kunstverein, where he had worked since 1916. Members of
the Board of Directors, apparently under pressure from the
Carl Zeiss firm of precision optics - - the Kunstvereints
financial supporters - - failed to nominate Dexel to the posi-

tion in 1928."' The Zeiss f im's position is ironic, as it
was precisely the use of sharp-focus lenses such as Zeiss's
which was being promoted by Dexel in this exhibition.
Weue Wege der FotografieM has been described as the
"erste Zusammenstellung zeitgenbssischer neuer Fotografie,'
the first in which "die fotographischen Ergebnisse aus den
Bereichen Industrie, Technik und Wissenschaft mit bewusst
gestalteten Fotografien gezeigt [ ~ a r e n ] . ~As~ 'we
~ ~have seen,
this is not the case, for though the Itten Schule show was not
exclusively photographic, its photographic part had already
done all this. In fact there is evidence that Weue Wege der
Fotografie" was an adaptation of the relevant section of T o t o
- - Malerei - - ArchitekturtN though it must be kept in mind
that as yet, no installation photographs, exhibition lists, or
other documents on either of the two exhibitions have come to
light, and so my proposal remains hypotheti~al.:~~
Most of
the artists whose works were displayed in Jena were those
Berlin and Bauhaus photographers shown at the Itten Schule;
Renger-Patzsch, Laszlo and ~ u c i aMoholy-Nagy, Otto Umbehr,
Errel (Richard Levy), and Walter Peterhans.'" Added at Jena
were the works of the Dresden progenitor of Neue S a c h l ichkeit
photography Hugo Erfurt and of the Frankfurt photographer
Hannah Reeck, while those of the Atelier Nolte and of the
Spaemann and Straub team were omitted."' The list of categories of applied photographs in the Jena show reiterates
that of the Voto - - Malerei - - ArchitekturI1 exhibition almost
exactly. While the Jena brochure refers to "Portrats - - Naturaufnahmen - - Fliegeraufnahmen - - WissenschSchelaftliche Aufnahmen - - Filmphotos - - Photomontage - - Reklamephotos - Ph~togramme,~~
the Itten Schule opening invitation refers to
llNaturaufnahmen,PortrZts - - Fotomontage, Reklamefotos /
Wissenschaftliche Aufnahrnen, R6ntgen und Mikrofotos, Farbfotos, Filmfotos der Sammlung ~arianoff.ll"* The Jena exhibition opened 25 March, three weeks after the Itten Schule
exhibition closed on 13 March,"' an optimal interval for the

transport of materials from Berlin and their reinstal-lation
in Jena, and in his article "Neue Wege der Photographie" Dexel
refers to the exhibition in a manner which suggests that he
had not curated it him~elf."~
Even if not an adaptation of the Itten Schule show, "Neue
Wege der Fotografieu was certainly closely modelled on it, and
as the very title indicates, on the ideas of Moholy-Nagy and
his "New Vision." Dexel, one of Moholy's earliest acquaintances in Germany, would have been familiar with Moholyts ideas
as they developed at the nearby Weimar and Dessau Bauhaus,
e s , - - - and the previous November 18, he would have had the
opportunity to hear Moholy's slide-illustrated talk on "Malerei und FotografieM held at the Arbeitsgemeinschaft f u r das
graphische Gewerbe in Magdeburg, a city near Jena?
The
fact that the Jena press devoted attention to Moholy's work
displayed at the exhibition is a further indication of his
importance with respect to i t . " 7
That "Foto - - Malerei - - Architekturl1 preceded "Neue Wege
der F~tografie~~
does not, however, detract from the latter's
historical importance. Dexells exclusion of painting and
architecture focused attention on photography, and hence on
the visual and structural relationships between its artistic
and applied practice^."^ As Dexel pointed out in an article
published after being fired, his exhibition program at the
Jena Kunstverein - - much like Ittents program at his school
and the Bauhaus program - - had been one which attempted to
integrate applied arts with new artistic developments. In
effect, it had been an integrative, interdisciplinary program,
which wished to connect art to everyday life.'" The i n t e g r a tion of art photography with applied photography was a natural
outgrowth of this goai.
An exhibition integrating art with scientific photography, took on a special meaning for being staged in Jena, Ernst
Haeckel's long-time home. The continued presence of both the
"Phyletisches Museum1!which Haeckel helped establish in 1907,
.c,

and the "Ernst Haeckel Museum,llestablished by the Karl-Zeiss
Stiftung in his house - - the Villa Medusa - - after his death
in 1919, made available for permanent public viewing an array
of scientific images, including H a e c k e l ' ~ .The
~ ~ ~Ernst Haeckel Museum reminded residents and visitors that Moholy's project of the aestheticization of scientific photography was to
be situated within the context of the fin-de-siecleincorporation of scientific imagery into the discourse of art initiated by Haeckel himself through his Kunstformen der N a t u r .
That Dexel was aware of Haeckel's relevance to the show is
suggested by the fact that h2 included in it portraits by Hugo
Erfurth, including one of old man Haeckel him~elf.'~'
Still, Dexells description of the exhibition suggests
with less ambiguity than does Kallai's review of the Itten
Schule show, that art photography was not integrated with
applied work in the
Thus, the first room showed
the portraits by Erfurth (one can imagine Erfurth's image of
Haeckells formidable visage facing the arriving visitor...),
the second featured the work of Renger-Patzsch, and in a third
were to be found Bauhaus works: Umbo's portraits, MoholyNagy's photograms and Lucia Moholy's architectural photographs
and portraits. While Dexel mentions aerial views, film stills,
and advertising photos, he does not mention the location of
the scientific photographs, nor does he suggest that they were
installed with the art photographs, and it is to be assumed
that they were exhibited in another chamber. Though Dexel does
not ascribe importance to the way in which the aesthetic
appreciation of applied photography can inspire art work in
his description, his account of Renger-Patzsch's work indicates that he understood the design principles underlying
Moholy's assertions in this regard: "Die Photographie hat sich
gel6st von ihrem bisherigen Stoffgebiet, das nur uns gelsufige
V o M r f e des Malers umfasste und kann pldtzlich alles. Sie
fasste 2en Blick des Tieres ebenso wie Stoff und Struktur
seines korpers.... Solche Photographien erschliessen uns eine

neue Welt, dem Auge sonst nicht wahrnehmbar .... 11 L 2 3
Within a year of the Jena show's closing, the first
large-scale exhibition devoted to Neue Sachlichkeit photography was mounted from 20 January to 17 February 1929 at the
Museum Folkwang in Essen.12' Given Albert Renger-Patzschfs
connections with the museum dating back to the early 2 0 s , his
work for the museum's first director Ernst Fuhrmann, and his
continued proximity to it, it is not surprising that the
Museum Folkwang mounted "Fotografie der Gegenwart." In a
staternent published in Photographische Rundschau und Mi t t e i l ungen in 1929, the director and curator Kurt Wilhelrn-Kastner,
like Dexel and others, expressed the view that a new photographic movement was in formation, and his intention to give
expression to this development even though
[e]s ist aber durchaus noch kein einheitliches Bild,
das sich hier bietet, es sind vielmehr mehrere nebeneinander herlaufende Stremungen zu beachten. Verschiedene Einzelerscheinungen treten auf, die erst
in ihrer synthethiscnen Zusammenfassung den neuen
Weg ergeben werden. Als Reaktion zur bisherigen
Einstellung muss zunkhst die sich fast allenthalben
auspragende Neigung zu klaren, streng gegenstandlichen Bildauffassungen angesprochen ~ e r d e n . ' ~ ~
While no documentation of this exhibition survived the
wartLz6
so we cannot be certain of the institutional and
personal connections involved in its preparation, the concept
of exhibiting Neue S a c h l ichkeit photography in conjunction
with applied photographs initiated in the two 1927 exhibitions
was adopted in this undertaking. That the overall concept of
the show was based on Moholyfs New Vision was made apparent by
the fact that he was invited to give a slide-illustrated
lecture on "Fotografie und Film der ZukunftN on the occasioc
.of the closing of the show on 17 February 1929.
A list of exhibitors in the original Essen venue has not
as yet come to light, but the exhibition toured Germany during
1929, and the exhibitors' list prepared f o r the last, Magdeburg showing in November and December of 1929 has, and will do
-J

as a basis for analysis, for though some works were added, the
bulk of the exhibition seems to have remained the same?
This list reads like a who's who of the contemporary
German avant-garde photographic world, with important additions from Paris such as Berenice Abbott, Eugene Atget, Andre
Kertesz, Germaine Krull, and Man Ray. Important also is the
display of works by photographers who engaged in the contemporary fashion for close-up nature photography, such as h n e
Biermann, Karl Blossfeldt, Hein Gorny, Eli Lotar, Albert Leon,
Walter Peterhans, Albert Renger-Patzsch, and Paul ~olff.'~'
The avant-garde works in the show were included in the section
entitled "Freie fotografische GestaltungH and uFotomontage.u
Presumably most of the art photographs were installed in the
sections "Das schone fotografische Bild (kiinstlerisches Sehen) . " The range of a p p l i e d photographs was similar to those of
the Berlin and Jena shows of the previous year and were
located in the section "Die Aufnahme im Dienst der WissenFilm stills (including Russian film
schaft und Forschung .'"I'
stills as in Berlin and Jena) were arranged in a special
The greater financial resources
section ( Vilmauf nahmen") .
available also allowed films to be shown "in einer Auswahl,
dass die verschiedenen technischen und kGnstlerischen Moglichtkeiten [des Films zeigen] : Zeitlupen- und Zeitrafferaufnahmen, Zeitwendeaufnahmen, abstrakte Filme (Eggeling, Richter,
Man Ray), Tierfilme, chemische Filme (Mikroskopie), Trickfilme, Reisefilme, ~unstlerf
ilme."13'
Again, besides lists of sections, no information is available as to the installation of the exhibition, but it seems
that works of the different categories were installed in separate displays. But as before, the very fact that a wide range
of applied photography, including scientific imagery was included in a mainly art photographic exhibition is significant.
This series of exhibitions induced a discourse on photographic aesthetics, one of whose major players was MoholyNagy's old friend E m 6 Kallai. In his review of the Itten

Schule exhibition, Kallai approved of the comparative
curatorial intention, and he was enamoured of the I1grosse
Anzahl hervoragenderI1 photographs and photo-based art works,
even though he thinks that the show did not entirely succeed
in defining boundaries between media: "Trotzdem diese Gegenuberstellung nicht genugend unmittelbar und eindeutig erfolgt,
wird einem aufmerksam Betrachten dennoch Gelegenheit geboten,
wesentliche Einblicke zurnal in die besonderen Mdglichkeiten
der modernen Photographie zu gewinnen.It
In his article "Malerei und Photographie" (which appeared
in 1927 in the Dutch periodical i l 0 for which Moholy was photography editor) Kallai had dealt with some of these possibilities. Indeed this article prefigures the types of comparisons the curators had intended in the Itten Schule show; it
recapitulates Kallaits critical predilections to a surprising
extent. Not only does it feature works by artists he was
supporting, but it avoids the currently fashionable Neue
Sachlichkei t painting, while promoting Neue Sachlichkeit pho tography and applied photographic prints of nature and reality, just as Kallai was arguing in his current writing?"
Concerning the inevitable comparison between Modernist
painting and Neue Sachlichkeit photography, in his 1927
article Kallai privileges painting over avant-garde art photography as a creative medium because of its ability to render
facture or surface qualities. As Kallai wrote in this article,
"freely floating immateriality can be attained only by light
emanations, in particular the nonobjective light formations of
photography. ... They strip the vision of things of its
materiality." This view proved to be highly controversial, and
set off a well-known debate on the subject in i10, with most
responses, notably Moholy's, affirming the presence of facture
in photography?
"But with this loss in creative lifeN
continues Kallai, photographs "acquire in turn the wonderful,
vibrant asset of movement and arrive at the moving photograph,
As a kinetic and thus intensified form of
that is

photography, for Kallai, the central cultural opposition of
his time becomes that of painting and film. He concluded
"Painting and PhotoqraphyI1 with:
Painting or film? - - that is the fateful question of
visual creation of our time. This alternative is an
expression of the historical turning point in our
mental existence. We stand at the frontier between a
static culture that has become socially ineffectual
and a new, kinetic reformulation of our world picture that is already penetrating the sensibility of
a mass audience to an unheard-of degree."?
Despite the possibilities of photography and film, as early as
his article "Malerei und Filmu of 1926, Kallai expressed the
view that painting continued to represent values unattainable
through any other medium:
Die unbeschrankte ExtensitZt des Films ist durch die
photographische mechanisierung des Bildes ermdglicht. Demgegenfiber bleibt das GemSlde selbst in
seiner intellektuell und sachlich strengsten Form
immer noch eine organische Gestaltung mit der ganzen
Unmittelbarkeit menschlicher Selbstausserung und mit
der ganzen Hoheit geistige Synthese.'"
The installation at the Itten Schule show also offered
the possibility of comparing representational photographs,
both Neue Sachlichkeit photographs and applied - - including
scientific - - photographs on the one hand, with avant-garde
art photographs and photograms on the other. Because of their
unparalleled ability to represent the world, and because of
what he saw as the lack of facture in photography, Kallai
valorized the former over the latter. In "Malerei und Film,"
commenting on the decreasing public interest in painting,
Kallai noted the power of photography and especially of film
to represent nature: "er vermag das Erbliihen des kleinsten
irdischen Lebewesen rnit einer strahlenden Deutlichkeit vor
unser Auge zu fiihren, die a b s o l u t naturgetreu wirkt, o h m
sentimental objektbehaftet zu sein wie die Malerei, wenn sie
genau darstellen will.ltU9Because he saw these possibilities
as inadequate, Kallai was more interested in the ability of
these media to image nature and to induce the wonder of nature

in their viewers, than he was in their tonal, textural or
other formal possibilities the way that Moholy-Nagy was.
This engagement with photography's and film's ability to
represent what Kallai later termed the "demonicH in nature
went back as far as 1923, and the appearance of the llSchelpennummeru of Wendingen discussed in Chapter Four. As we have
seen, this was the first occasion on which art photographs
made using means normally reserved for scientific or medical
purposes were produced and distributed within avant-garde
artistic circles. In his 1928 review of Karl Blossfeldt's book
Urformen der Kunst, Kallai referred to "the sonderheft der
hoflandischen zeitschrift 'wendingen' mit dem herrlichen
rontgenaufnahmen nach muscheln ... die naturformen so offenbaBased on the
rungsreich zu zeigen vermocht hatte ...."'11
foregoing we can safely assume that seeing Moholy-Nagy's book
Malerei, Photographie, Film when it first appeared in 1925,
Rallai would have been more impressed with Renger-Patzsch's
photographs than he was with Moholyls photograms. Later, in
his glowing review of "Die Welt ist sch6nINRenger-Patzsch's
book of photographs, Kallai remarked on the cheapness of the
snapshots and photographic images of popular and mass cultural
organs and on the facile quality of abstract photograms. By
employing the medium f o r what he saw it as doing best, Kallai
saw Renger-Patzsch as opposing this trend?
In 1929, in his review of the l l F i l r n und FotoH exhibition
which, as we shall see, Moholy-Nagy was largely responsible
for, Kallai made the same point, extending it specifically to
scientific ph~tography."~
Kallai again warns against the
facile nature and cheapness of the profusion of reportage
photos in the show. Similarly, he sees Moholy8s photograms as
empty nlichtspielereilleven i f they are masterfully executed.
Dismissive of avant-garde art photography because of its lack
of facture, Kallai reserved his praise for applied, especially
scientific photography, for example, the X-ray images produced
anonymously by students and teachers of the ~ette-Verein:

W e i n Wort gegen die tatskhlich dokumentarische Photographie,
wie man sie in illustrierten Wochenschriften, in Kinoberichten, Kulturfilmen und erst recht in wissenschaftlichen Publikationen auch volkstiirnlicher Art zu Hunderten und Tausenden
sehen kann," including photographs of this kind in the exhibition itself.:" Among art photographers, Kallai praised those
such as Blossfeldt, Albert Renger-Patzsch,August Sander and
Werner Grzff, who - - in the manner of the art photography
which came to be seen as llneusachlich,n
that is as part of the
'New ObjectivityI1 in Weimar German art - - utilized what he saw
as the virtues of applied photography to objectively reflect
reality in their work, in a manner impossible to artists
working in other media. "In solchem optischen 'Dienst am
Objekt," writes Kallai, "kann der Photograph sich bis zum
Bekenner einer hohen Welt- und Werkgesinnung steigern."'"
And this is the point at which Kallai articulated what - as we have seen in Chapter Four - - was clearly implied but
left largely unspoken in Moholy's biologistic aesthetic writings: the ability of photography and film to induce the feeling of wonder for nature, of the kosmische Einheitsgefuhl. In
his article "Bildhafte Fotografie," in a paragraph on RenqerPatzsch, Kallai articulates these thoughts:
In the end, photography can attain its most enduring
and profound effects only through the pursuit of
reality, especially natural reality. Nature offers
countless constellations of a vast variety of forms,
each the product of innermost necessity, each with
its own uniquely powerful expressiveness and order,
and all of them able to be understood in spatialpictorial terms. The camera can give sensory immediacy to the most hidden germ cells as well as the
most monumental phenomena in this abundance of
organic life; it satisfies our sensibilities with
the subtlest stimuli and the most vehement sensations .... The most sophisticated photogram cannot
match the wondrous chiaroscuro structures of a
simple X - R a y . L 4 5
Thus, it was Neue Sachlichkei t, especially close-up nature
photography and scientific imaging that Kallai valorized in

his discourse on photography. It was also Kdllai who articulated most clearly the biocentric sense of such images. Moholy-Nagy, true to his biologistic-functionalistic predilections, tended to avoid vitalmystisch enunciations despite his
biologistic rhetoric. But while they espoused different brands
of biocentrism, and while he disagreed with Moholy on the
aesthetic specifics of the various photographic genres, it was
the integration of various types of photography effected by
Moholy's biocentric New Vision that encouraged Kallai to make
such comparisons in the first place.
Still, while Moholy's aesthetics and even his phrasing
were adapted in these three exhibitions, they do not seem to
have been carried to their logical conclusion in the hanging
of the shows. The introduction of a new visual rhetorics of
juxtaposition into a three-dimensional display, first
rehearsed in Malerei, Photographie, Film in 1 9 2 5 , and then on
the pages of Das Deutsche Lichtbild, awaited the direct
curatorial involvement of Moholy in an exhibition project.
e. Film und Foto and the "New Visiontt

It was the German Werkbundls "Film und Fotofllexhibition
first held in Stuttgart from 18 May to 7 July 1929, that
involved Moholy directly in the curating and hanging of such a
photographic exhibition. Up to that time, the "FIFO," as it
was commonly known, offered the most important opportunity for
a mass audience to view contemporary avant-garde photographic
practice in conjunction with a wide variety of applied photographs. FIFO was conceived by and organized under the direction of Gustav Stotz and his Wiirtemberg working group of the
German Werkbund in Stuttgart. In this discussion of FIFO, I
will first demonstrate Moholy-Nagy's central role in the
project, then I will show how his concern with showcasing his
conception of a New Vision led to the aestheticization of the
scientific and other applied images included in it.
An official version of the project's organizational

structure is given in the Gliederungsplan included of the
exhibition catalogue. At the apex is Gustav Stotz, Gesamtleiter of the undertaking. Next is the Selection Committee, which
consisted of three prominent members of the South German artistic community: Hans Hildebrandt was an art history professor
at the Technische Hochschule in Stuttgart; the Werkbund pioneer Bernhard Pankok was an artist, architect, designer and
director of the Stuttgart Kunstgewerbschule; and Jan Tschichold - - whose influential book Die neue Typographic had
appeared in 1928, just as work on the show began - - was a
prominent Modernist graphic designer working in ~unich.""
Following this were the I1Mitarbeiter, leading figures of the
avant-garde who acted as national curators in Germany and
selected foreign countries (France was notably not among
them). Thus Lazar El Lissitzky selected and designed the
installation for the Soviet gallery, Edward Steichen and
Edward Weston chose the American material, Piet Zwart did so
.
for the Netherlands and Siegfried Giedeon for Switzerland.-'
Moholy-Nagy and Otto Baur, Geschaftsleiter of the German
Werkbund, were responsible for Germany, while Hans Richter was
listed separately as artistic director of the film program.'48 If one were to depend only on this plan for a picture of the project's organizational structure, one would get
the impression that Moholy-Nagy played an important, but by no
means central part in it. But as historians who have dealt
with this exhibition have realized, both textual and circumstantial evidence indicate that while somewhat ambiguous,
Moholyfs role was a leading one in the curating of the
show?
The fact, for example, that an entire gallery was
devoted to Moholy's own work, containing no fewer than 97
photographs, photograms and photomontages - - by far the
largest representation by any one artist in the show - - is an
indication of the weight Moholy pulled, as well as of his
capacity for self-prom~tion."~
I would go a step beyond this
view however. As in the case of Windisch and Das Deutsche
I -

Lichtbild, I wish to demonstrate that Moholy exercised a
decisive effect on Stotz' conception of the entire project,
and on its overall organization and installation as well. I
will suggest that he used his influence not only to promote
his own work, but to shape the show into what was in effect a
three -dimensional restatement of Malerei, Photographie, Film,
of his theory of "New Vision. l t Furthermore, I wish to propose
that Moholy's presentation of the "New Vision" in FIFO had the
effect - - through the actual installation strategies he
deployed - - of aestheticizing applied, especially scientific
photography for a mass audience.
According to the memory of Mia Seeger, the German Werkb u n d f s administrative assistant in Berlin, FIFO was realized
over a year-and-a-halfperiod at most, with a staff in Stuttgart consisting of Stotz, his wife, and a secretary; and
another in Berlin including Otto Baur, Moholy-Nagy and Seeger
herself, who dealt mostly with customs and film censorship
problem^.'^' Seeger's statements make clear that despite the
placement of the Berlin office on the same level as foreign
Mitarbeiter in the Gliederungsplan, it was in fact - - along
with Stotzfs Stuttgart office - - the centre of the project's
organization. If this is true, then it is easy to see how
Moholy-Nagy, the only specialist in photography among those
listed as working at the Berlin office, and arguably the
leading photographic theorist in Germany at that time, would
have largely determined the show's conceptual drift. In £01lowing Jan Tschichold's advice to hire Moholy-Nagy, furthermore, given Moholy's high profile on the contemporary German
avant-garde art scene, Stotz must have been aware of what he
was doing.
Besides the implications of Seeger's remembrance, Moholy's centrality to the aesthetic program of the show is documented by selection committee member Hans Hildebrandt, who
published at least two articles on the FIFO. Given his position and his proximity to Stotz in Stuttgart, these statements

bear authority. In one of them Hildebrandt wrote that "[dlie
Zusammenbringung und Zusammenstellung des Materials nach
systernatischen Gesichtspunkten wurde Professor Moholy-Nagy
anvertraut....11 152 As the Gliederungsplan and contemporary
photographs indicate, the exhibition was designed in elegant
Modernist style by Ernst Schneidler, professor in the Graphics
Department at the Staatliche Kunstgewerbschule of Wfirternberg
in St~ttgart.:'~But Hildebrandt - - diplomatically including
his colleague on the Selection Committee - - wrote that V r o f .
Schneidler ... hat die Schau ebenso reizvoll wie ubersichtlich
nach Moholys Organisationsplan in den geraumigen Pankokschen
Ausstellungshallen der Stadt gehangt."'5" Hildebrandt also
writes that the "Samrnlung und Bearbeitung des Materials lagen
in den Handen des Malers Prof. Moholy-Nagy, Berlin .... :55
While this latter statement made in Photographische Rundschau
und Mitteilungen was later qualified by a correction presurnably originating in Stotzt office which read I1Bernerkt sei ferner, dass der grosste Teil der ausgestellten Bilder von Gustaf
S totz (nicht Moholy-Nagy) besorgt wurde,11'56 it is noteworthy
that the statements on Moholyts responsibility for the conception and overall organizational plan of the exhibition were
not corrected. Thus, we can safely state that Stotz in effect
gave Moholy-Nagy responsibility for curating the German portion of the material - - by far the largest - - and, in conjunction with Schneidler, for designing its layout and
organisation. The critic Prodest, who seemed to have been well
informed of the inner workings of the exhibition's organization, summed up the contradiction between Moholyts official
and actual roles in a popular photographic journal: "Stotz
erfreute sich der Hilfe gleicheingestellter Mitarbeiter, unter
denen Professor Moholy-Nagy genannt sei, der nicht nur sichtend, sondern auch aufbauend in der Austellung beteiligt
iSt II 157 Stotz's failure to give Moholy credit may have been
It

the result of rivalries amongst the organizers n o w impossible
to reconstr~ct.'~'Despite this, the popular perception seems

to have been that Moholy was "der Leiter oder Arrangeur der
Stuttgarter AusstellungIHas one critic put it.'jg
As Hildebrandt stated, Moholyts role was more essential
than merely being responsible for the exhibition's layout.
Stotzt and his selection cornmitteets intentions were to present the results of the so-called "new photographyu or "neue
Sachlichkeit, n ' 6 0 catch-phrases for several different genres
of Modernist art photographic work, principally sharp-focus
art photography (as opposed to the Pictorialist Kunstphotographie in vogue since the turn of the century), avant-garde art
photography such as Moholy-Nagytsand Man Ray's photograms,
and journalistic and propaganda photography, such as Sasha
Stonerswork and the imagery of Soviet photojournalist-propagandists on display in Lissitzkyts Russian gallery. Stotz's
programmatic statements on the exhibition indicated, however,
that his intentions went beyond the mere presentation of new
photographic styles; the show was conceived of as a presentation of Moholy-Nagyls"New Visi~n.'~'~'
An examination of Stotzls two conceptual statements on
the exhibition reveal that they were constructed according
Moholy-Nagy's theory of a New Vision, as outlined in the two
editions of Painting, Photography, Film, and in a number of
articles. That the show was more than a presentation of the
results of Neue Sachlichkeit photography was underlined by
further projects assigned to Moholy: First, as the designer of
the overall layout of the thirteen successive galleries in the
exhibition, and as curator of " R a m 1, the programmatic
introductory space, Moholy was responsible both for the conceptual introduction, and in effect, for the determination of
the viewerst experience as she or he passed through the show.
Second, Moholy designed the cover of the exhibition's prospectus and its poster, jobs which set the visual tone for the
FIFO project and which were emblematic of it as a manifesto of
New Vision. (Figs. 5-12, 5-14) The montage of the four-times
repeated image of Georg Muche's photograph of himself and his

assistant at the Weimar Bauhaus reflected from below off the
surface of a metallic sphere proclaimed its New Visual and
Modernist thematics by virtue of its illustration of at least
three characteristics of the New Vision according to MoholyNagy: the Hwormlseyem view, the fish-eye distortion on the
convex surface of the sphere, and the employment of
photomontage technique to create novel spatial relationships,
emphasized bv the diagonals of the text above it.162
Raum 1 received the most media attention of all the
exhibition spaces in this highly successful and publicized
event. Moholy-Nagy mounted a text panel at the entrance to
Raum 1. On this panel, fortunately quoted and so preserved by
Prodest, Moholy summarized hi.s program for the New Vision:
In this room the most important stages in the history of photography are shown. The emphasis is on
the presentation of photographic elements, whose
mastery can lead to synthetic photographic results.
These elements are essentially the following: The
possibility of producing genuine documents: static,
kinetic in the modulation of light intensities,
novel points of view, enlargements, microscopic and
X-ray photographs, mechanical distortions of reality, direct design with light (photograms), penetrations and simultaneous projections whose predecessor
is the phot~montage.'~~
Because of its positioning, this text - - like Raum 1 as a
whole - - functioned as an introduction to the entire exhibition. On the rear wall of Raum I , just as the visitor exited
it and entered the twelve galleries which comprised the main
body of the show, Moholy mounted the enlarged text ItWohingeht
die photographische Entwicklung?" The use of the interrogative
both invites the visitor to speculate on the future of photography in light of its past, and to judge the works in the
show by the standards of Moboly's New Vision. (Figs. 5-13, 5 14) Thus the whole experience of FIFO was determined by Moholyrs organization of R a m 1. As Prodest noted, lt[g]leichsam
einen Fdhrer durch die Ausstellung bildet der erste grasste
von Moholy-Nagy ausgestaltete Raum.... 11 164

According to descriptions Ram 1 opened with an historical overview of the development of photography assembled from
Erich Stenger's collection. While Moholy employed Stenqer's
material, unlike the big photographic exhibitions which preceded this one, he integrated it into his overall concept of
the installation. He posted a text panel which maintained that
"Daguerre konnte nicht retouschieren und nicht kopieren. Daher
besitzen seine Aufnahmen die starke dokumentarische Eindringlichkeit." With Talbot and Hill this purity declined and
painterliness entered the picture, the text held.16' Prodest
notices one of Moholy's rhetorical strategies:
In diesem Saale beginnt die Reihe mit einer erlesenen historischen Bildschau, die Professor Dr.
Erich Stenger-Berlin aus seiner grossen Sammlung z u r
VerfGgung gestellt hat. Und im Vergleich nit diesen
alten Erzeugnissen aus der ersten Halfte des vorigen
Jahrhunderts auf Metall- oder Glasplatten stellt man
nit Erstaunen, aber auch mit Genuqtuung fest, dass
die neue Sachlichkeit, der die Ausstellung ... das
Wort redet, iibereinstirnmt mit der friihesten photographischen Bildwiedergabe; das ungekunstelte haarscharfe Bild kehrt zurkk ....166
Moholy wished to justify the sachlich approach of some of the
new photography by showing its similarities to the earliest
examples of the medium.
The historical preview was followed by an array of
applied photographs interspersed with art photographic work
utilizing material from Moholyts own collection, a good portion of it used in his book. According to one description,
"[i]n diesem Saale nehmen Tatbestandsaufnahmen und Reporterphotographien einen grossen Raum ein, auch Tierdarstellungen,
Pflanzenbilder, Mikroaufnahmen, Rdntgendiapositive und Bilder
aus dem We1 tkriege."I6'According to the FIFO catalogues
Moholy showed pictures from Karl Blossfeldt's book Urformen
der Kunst, microscopic and x-ray photographs by I.G. Farbenwerke (Agfa), the Lette-Verein and the Kaiser-Wilhelrn Institut, aerial photographs by the Luftschiffbau Zeppelin and the
Hansa Luftbild, astronomical photos by the Treptow Observ-

atory, and zoological photographs by Hedda Strauss and the
Berlin Zoologischer Garten.I6' One of Moholy's points in
juxtaposing early photographs with applied ones was that they
shared in the quality of directness, and were both better for
them. In their reviews Haceel and ~athies-Masurenmisunderstood Moholy's intention and complain that the curators acted
as though applied photography had never been appreciated for
its own, sharp, unretouched qualities in the past.
Es ist an dieser Stelle kaurn nbtig zu sagen, dass
auch in den bis dahin an der Photographie interessierten Kreisen gegen die manuelle Bearbeitung,
gegen die Verschwommenheit und die unsauberen Tone
der falsch vexstandenen Druckverfahren seit Jahren
Stellung genommen wurde .... Die dokumentarische,
reine Photographie ist keine zeitliche Entdeckung,
s i e hat imrner neben der Mkiinstlerischenll
bestanden
ebenso Gel tung qehabt . '5g
But Moholy was not suggesting this. He was suggesting that a r t
photography should learn from applied photography to conform
to the inherent qualities of the medium. The emphasis on
%achlichN applied photography was commented upon by one
reviewer who noted that because the exhibition as a whole
focused on sachlich photography, which is a return to its true
origins of a century earlier, its focus on contemporary scientific and criminological photography is understandable.'-'
Not only is a list of most of the exhibited works reconstructable, but i n this case we know more about the installation of the works than in t h e previous shows because there are
photographs of both the Stuttgart and Berlin showings. (Figs.
5-13, 5 - 1 5 ) If we look at the Stuttgart installation photograph, we see that Schneidler and Moholy designed the display
stands in a modular fashion for maximum flexibility. Moholy
certainly controlled the placement of the individual photos,
which were arranged in three-tier rows, on panels which are
either affixed to the walls, or stand freely in the space, and
a r e easily rearranged, s o that he would have been able to vary
the visual effects of his arrangements. This flexibility

allowed Moholy to go beyond the standard types of installations we have seen, to do more than merely group like photo
with like. Prodest has noted one of Moholy's installation
devices :
Moholy schlug einen neuen Weg ein, den Beschauer zu
fesseln und auf das geeignete Ausstellungsobjekt
hinzuweisen, ihn zur Betrachtung kleiner Einzelbilder zu zwingen: er brachte einzelne, besonders charakteristische Darstellungen in ganz starken Vergrosserungen auf aus den Austel~lungswandenvorspringenden Saulen an, und unmittelbar unter oder neben
diesen grossen Bildern die eigentlichen zur Ausstellung gebrachten ~ufnahmen.'~'
But Moholy went further than employing given architectural
features and enlargements for emphasis. As we can see from the
one installation shot available to us of Raurn 1 at the original Stuttgart showing, as well as a view of the equivalent
room at the Berlin installation that fall, Moholy embarked on
a radical installation strategy in Ram 1 which recapitulated
the layouts in Malerei, Photographie, Film and of his storyboard for the unrealized film The Dynamics of the Metropolis
of 1 9 2 4 - 2 5 . " * In effect Ram 1 was a restatement of the visual rhetorical points made in these earlier projects in which
he integrated scientific and other applied photographs with
art and documentary photographs to produce a new artistic
ensemble.
The Berlin installation demonstrates Moholyls integration
of various kinds of photographs. Here Moholy combined an
historical group from Erich Stengerrs collection of Daguerreotypes, a group of art historical pictures (one can just make
out a photograph of Leonardo's Mona Lisa) and a selection of
close-up plant photographs by Karl Blossfeldt, all on the wall
at the left. To the right of the Blossfeldt display, at a 9 0 degree angle to it, are visible parts of what seem to be
scientific photographs. On the wall to the right, meanwhile,
is a display of Momentaufnahmen, including streetscapes taken
from high points of view, photographs of animals and

pe~ple.:~'Eleanor Hight calls Moholy to task on this
unconventional installation practice:
These photographs by amateurs and professionals,
both anonymous and known, were placed side by side
without a distinction drawn between which ones were
Iiartl1and which were not. Nor was a point made about
which . . . were documentary, ... made with the intention of recording information or conveying a message
of social relevance, In Malerei, Photographie, Film,
Moholy had no captions at all for some photos, and
for others captions that stressed solely formal elements. As a result the photos in his book, as well
as those in the Fifo exhibition, were divorced from
their original contexts. Despite Moholy's desire to
include the work of non-artists, there is a contradiction in the way he displayed the photos as art
objects within an exhibition setting. In spite of
his social consciousness, he clung to the aesthetic
presentation of photography; his own works were not
reproduced in periodicals for the masses, but rather
in art, architecture and photography journals. And
he analyzed his works in aesthetic, formalist terms.
In Fifo Moholy was providing a new context and function for photography that conformed to what he
called the new vision.1 t ' 7 4
Hight chides Moholy for decontextualizing non-aesthetic photographs, i.e. recontextualizing them in an artistic setting.
But he was not interested in de-contextualizinq, or in pretending that the applied photographs were meant as a r t .
Rather, he was interested in offering them as didactic visual
models for artists. Of course, one of the - - perhaps unintended - - results of Moholy's practice was an "aestheticizationu of applied photographs. But he also succeeded in his
original intention and contributed to the shift in the aesthetics of art photography towards a sharp, unmanipulated
documentary style. Given that Moholy's subtext was the biocentric Monist concept of the unity of the world, rather than
decontextualizing them, he was recontextualizing them within
the biocentric discourse.
Returning now to the Stuttgart installation photograph,
at the right we see a panel with X-ray transparencies from
1.G. Farben and the Lette-Verein of an applied nature, the

individual pieces artfully arranged in four sections. One
section contains a near-life-sizex-ray of a human being, and
the others asymmetrical arrangements of three to six x-ray
images each. A panel at left contains criminological shots,
and the end of the free-standing display stazd at left contains what look like four aerial views. Adjacent to this
Moholy set up a panel including three of his own photomontages
of the mid 20s: T r a m des Mzdchenpensionats of ca. 1925 at
top, Huhn bleibt H u h , also of 1925 at centre, and Pneumatic
of ca. 1923, apparently a poster design for a tire company, at
.-bottom.-' Huhn bleibt Huhn incorporates a found x-ray of a
swan and is an example of how an applied x-ray image can be
incorporated into the structure of a bona fide art work. (Fig.
5-16) By placing such an aesthetic usage of a found x-ray
photograph across from purely applied x-ray images, Moholy
made the point that applied photographs can either be utilized
or regarded aesthetically. Also, by placing what is clearly an
artwork incorporating an applied photograph, among what are
evidently applied photographs, and by locating this display of
mostly applied photographs within a show of art photography,
Moholy constructed a kind of Chinese box of alternating artistic and non-artistic elements, an interplacement so complex as
to effectively blur discursive boundaries. In this sense the
whole installation functioned as a signifier for his opposition to the compartmentalization of knowledge. But Moholy also
warned against the blurring of boundaries between fields of
creative activity; each should stay true to its conditions of
production. Applied photos were to be studied because they
were t h e unselfconscious products of imaging technologies. By
opening them to formal scrutiny while respecting them as nonart, Moholy succeeded in enriching art without miscontextualizing scientific imagery.
While this installation participated in the general discourse of what we now refer to as photography of the New
Vision, itself seen already at the time as part of the Neue

Sachlichkeit trend, there was something here that differed
from typical PiTeue ~achlichkeitviews of the world as beautiful
or as ugly, but in any case as familiar or recognizable, and
this was the "strangeness" of botanically-inspired close-up
nature photography, such as the work of Blossfeldt (also
included in this room), and of scientific photography. As
Hight has pointed out in Picturing Modernism, this is parallel
to Schlovsky's notion of "making strange.^^"^
That Moholy succeeded in making these rhetorical points
is confirmed by the (sometimes negative) contemporary critical
reaction to Raum 1. Indeed the radicality of Moholy's installation strategy was intuited by reviewers, some of whom called
him to task for implying that applied photos could be appreciated for their formal rather than their documentary value.
Some, like professor Sporl," did not understand: the Frankfurt exhibition showed more scientific photography, the curators value purely documentary photography aesthetically, "Ein
Chaos!I1 he writes.:" Others, such as Haceel and MathiesMasuren understood Moholy's intentions better, but disagreed
with them. They see art and applied photography as separate
realms and protest the usage of the latter as models for the
former :
The importance of photography for 'science and technology' is a fact that has been recognized for some
time. The exhibition contains valuable examples as
proof of this, that do not, however, distinguish it
from previous exhibitions .... [He now speaks of
criminological photographs:] They should not be seen
as anything but functional, and should certainly not
lay claim to be seen to be "aids to the development
or education [Erziehung] of a photographic cultureH
as proposed in the text panels.17a
In one negative review of the Stuttgart installation of the
show, while discussing the new trends in art photography shown
in the exhibition, such as photograms, abstract photos and
Neue Sachlichkeit, E. Haceel wrote in the next paragraph:
Die in Stuttgart gezeigten Arbeiten aus dem umfangreichen Gebiet der wissenschaftlichen Photographie

bleiben ausser Diskussion. Sie sind Zweckgebilde und
haben daher mit Photogrammen und 'neuer Sachiichkeit' keine Beruhrungspunkte, hechstens hier und da
formale. Trotzdern finden wir unter den wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten manches ausdrucksvolle Stfick. Doch
hatte man derartige Arbeiten nicht erst heute zeigen
konnen. Es handelt sich bei ihnen also kaum um Werke
der ' modernen' photographie.'''
At least one critic, Dr. Ludwig Neunderfer, however, saw the
applied photographs as the most interesting images in the
show, and bemoaned the fact that such images were not distributed beyond Raum 1, throughout the exhibiti~n.''~
Picking up
on the biocentrism inherent to the New Vision, Willy Rietzler
of the Deutsche Werkbund emphasized that scientific images
were to be appreciated as reminders of the perfect harmony of
nature rather than for their formal values.'*'
This aestheticization of applied photographs subsequently
made it possible for imagery produced by amateur photomicrographers employing equipment normally utilized in scientific
activity such as telescopy, radiography and photomicrography,
to enter the discourse of art photography. While the imposition of Nazi cultural policy drove the avant-garde underground
or into exile (as it did Moholy), this new aesthetic of art
micrography, art telescopy and art radiography survived Nazism
even in Germany, where disguised - - as scientific photography,
whose publication in art photographic periodicals such as Das
Deutsche Lichtbild had been legitimized by virtue of Moholyts
writings - - Karl Struwe was able to publish his art micrographic images in 1937 and 1938. Thus, and this is an important point to make, Moholy did not "appropriateu scientific
photography to the discourse of modernist art photography, but
rather he made it worthy of attention. This attention was not
merely formal, but also treated such images as signifiers of
biocentric ideas of world harmony. He did not commodify them
as Nierendorf did Karl Blossfeldt' s Musterbilder and as the
Surrealists did the work of Eugene Atget in 1925, for he was
not interested in making these images i n t o a r t . l E 2Moholy was

interested in them as signifiers of the unity of the world and
as means to extend the complexity, richness, and scope of the
senses, to educate a new vision.
Thus New Vision emerges from the interpenetration of the
discursive spaces of art, applied, and amateur photography,
scientific imaging, biocentric Constructivism and biocentrism.
Moholy meant it to promote interdisciplinary understanding
while respecting the distinctness of creative methods. The
contemporary reception of New Vision, positive and negative,
indicates that viewers understood the radicality of Moholyts
message.
In these installations, Moholy combined the images in new
ways to make points about the locus of aesthetic enjoyment and
the boundaries between art and non-art. What the curator of
the Itten-Schule exhibition, what Walter Dexel at the Jena
Kunstverein, and what Ernst Wilhelm-Kastner at the Museum
Folkwang had not done in their exhibitions over the previous
year-and-a-half,
Moholy now had the chance to do.'" As suggesced, i t was his own book which acted as the principal
precedent to the installation of photographs in Raum 1, and
not other photographic exhibitions of the 1920s, as has been
previously assumed. While exhibitions such as that in Berlin
in 1925 and Frankfurt in 1926 did include both scientific and
art photography, works of different genres were installed in
separate rooms, often in separate wings of the exhibitions
halls. While the exhibition at the Itten Schule of 1927 was
significant in that it integrated art, architecture, art
photography and applied, including scientific photography in
one small show, as Ear as one can tell, they were not installed in an integrated fashion, but rather in separate groupings, as was ''Neue Wege der FotografietMheld at the Jena
Kuns tverein in 19 2 8.
It is safe to assume that a cultural event of this prominence in Germany and Central Europe at a time when photography
was the fashion, would have been visited not only by those

interested in photography per se, but by a broad range of
arts-related professionals such as painters, writers and
musicians, even if it is impossible to document just who saw
it. While Stuttgart may seem marginal to artistic centres, it
is worthwhile pointing out that France and Switzerland were
nearby, that the FIFO was remounted in Berlin later that same
year and that the material subsequently toured to Zurich,
Zagreb, Vienna, and Danzig [today's Gdansk] . I would hold that
this dissemination of scientific imagery contributed to the
surge in the production of biomorphic ~odernistart starting
around 1930 noted by art historians.

3. Kallai from Technoromantik to Bioroman tik
A crucial example of the effect that Moholyls installation in Raurn 1 had on art professionals is his - - at ttis
point, former - - friend Ern6 Kallai. For Kallai Raum 1 was the
site of an epiphanic experience in which the visual analogy
between abstract art and scientific photography first became
apparent to him. This experience led Kallai to speculate on
the reasons for this visual conjunction. The biocentric world
view which he had adopted in stages since 1925 led him to the
psychobiological conclusion that these analogies were due to
the rootedness of human activity in the Bios. The trend in
artistic production which he saw as evincing this phenomenon - mostly biomorphic Modernist works - - he termed Bioromantik.
ftBiorornanticismn
was, in effect, the first coherent theory of
biomorphic Modernist art. As we have seen, in 1931 Kallai
proposed, and in 1947 he realized an exhibition juxtaposing
the products of scientific self-imaging technologies and
abstract art, in order to legitimate the art as an accurate
reflection of reality,

a. A Gradual Disillusion
We have seen in Chapters One and Four that during the
early 20s Kallai privileged the technological side of what he
saw as the nature/technology dialectic, rejecting nature as a
model for artistic creativity, distancing himself from the
biocentric Constructivism of his friends and colleagues such
as Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Lazar El Lissitky and Mies van der
Rohe, and siding instead with the Paris Purists and the de
Stijl artists on this i ~ s u e . " However,
~
like Moholy, Kallairs familiarity with the Nietzschean, lebensphilosophisch,
Monist and Neo-Vitalist discourses would have dated from his
Hungarian avant-garde days. Indeed, as a teacher interested in
reformpedagogisch approaches to the teaching of art to children, he would have been aware of aspects of the Refomzbewegung
that Moholy had known of. As with Moholy, it was more than
likely this pedagogical concern that brought him into contact
with the work of Hans Prinzhorn and his book Die Bzldnerei der
G e i s teskranken.:" As mentioned in Chapter Four, a Monist
undertow is discernable in Kallai's "anti-naturalwCommunistConstructivist writings of 1922-23. But it was Kallai's engagement with contemporary art and with Prinzhornts Klagesian
biocentric psychology that led him to what he saw as technology's antithesis, to a biocentric view of "nature."
~ v aForgacs dates the start of Kallails disenchantment
with technocentric Constructivism to the summer of 1923, with
the appearance of "Korrekturat! (a de Stij1 f igyelmebe) . , , l a "
While this text does proffer a McorrectiveM to a purely aesthetic variant of Constructivism (what he designates as the
8tExclusiveConstructivism~of, e . g . , the artists around de
S t i j l ) , it does not propose a re-spiritualization of nature or
even of the biological ground he assumes in the article,
however. Rather, it promotes Leftist social engagement as a
corrective measure. While at the end of his article " E - T - I - K A ? " [E-T-H-I-C-S?]
Kallai reaffirms the importance of a
social-utopianorientation for Constructivism, he does not do

so at the expense of a concern for nature. This orientation,
he writes, still "leaves open the question of relations to
nature and psychological problems, as anyone's private
affairs., , l a ' And in his article on Wilhelrn Lehmbruck published at the end of 1923, he displays this nuanced approachWhile criticizing the pathos into which he saw Lehmbruckts art
descending towards the end of his life, he nevertheless
valorized the ethical intent and its formal realization in the
artist's work.'gs Such a valorization, even if equivocal,
marks the shift in his thinking from thesis to antithesis.
The nuanced approach he was taking by late 1923 evolved
by 1925 into a fundamentally new, antithetical position- In
his 1924 treatments of the Hungarian artists Jozsef Egry and
Aurel Bernath, Kallai emphasizes their close link with nature,
seeing it as a characteristically "pagan MagyarH trait. In the
short piece on Bernath, he articulates for the first time - and without judgement - - a full-blown biocentric position:
[Bernaths] Vision ist eine ... Erweiterung des Naturgebildes, als Bildes einer Macht die uns Menschen, trotz technischer Allerweltsfertigkeit, iiberlegen bleibt. Wir sind nicht fahig, die Beziehungen
erkenntnisrnassig und praktisch bis ins Letzte und
Entscheidende zu beherrschen, die unser Erdennatur
in einen Strorn kosmischer Gewalten treiben lasst.
Der Strom reisst ins Grenzenlose und bleibt ein
Schauspiel mythisch-erhabener und geheirnnisvoller
Naturerscheinungen und Machte. Diese ErschGtterung
von dem Geheimnis der Natur ... ist ein romantischer
Wiederklang der von Christenturn und europaisch-biirgerlich Kulturdrill verschiitteten heidnisch-rnagyarischen ~atur-~eligiositat.'~~
When writing of Moholy-NagytsConstructivist art Kallai concludes by describing it as a "refreshing view of an as healthy
a decentralization of community spirit and communitarian life
as is p o s ~ i b l e . ~ ~ ~ ~
B y early 1925 Kallai had developed this anti-doctrinaire
position into what was in effect a psychobiological stance,
necessitating the rejection of utopian ideology as a directive
force of art. In its stead he specified technical ability,

"quality,"and a promotion or embodiment of awareness of the
dialectical complexity of reality (its "divineN as well as
"demonicu sides), as the characteristics of good art.'g' "The
artistic dictatorship of Constructivism, or any other tendency, just as much as architecture or film or theatre, is an
ideological castle-in-the-air,a utopia, a fiction. Opposed to
it is the multi-faceted reality of objective and psychological
determinants." He questions the ability of the Marxist project
to be able to change this. "The duality of intellect and feeling, technol~gyand art, profit-motivated goal-directedness
and free impulsiveness, still stands."i92
This psychologically based epistemology was the turning point, at which as Forgacs points out, Kallai "gave up political invol~ernent.~'~~
For the time being, however, Kallai occupied a critical
position analogous to that of biocentric Constructivism with
respect to his views on architecture. That this was a fluid,
equivocal position is demonstrated by the fact that in 1925,
in tlOrganisation,
Natur, Gestaltung,I1 Kallai began to formulate an alternative to a purely technocentric Constructivism's
obsession with organi~ation.'~'
As the biocentric Constructivists had, in this article Kallai called for a synthesis of
the utilitarian and the organic:
Unstreitig haben diese konstruktivistischen Plastiken und Gemalde ... ein beispiellos abgewogenes,
schwebendes Gleichmass der Proportionen, eine leuchtende Klarheit im Zusammenspiel aller Teile. Doch
sie besitzen nicht das Moment der Spannung zwischen
intellektueller Disziplin und triebhaften Ungestiim,
zwischen Organisation und Natur. Auch diese Spannung
aber gehdrt zum Wesen technischer Zweckformen ...
von denen der Konstruktivismus seine entscheidenden
Anregungen empfing. Dieser Mange1 erklart den empfindlichen Ruckgang an Vitalitat ... den der Konstruktivismus bereits nach wenigen Jahren seines
Wirkens erleiden muss, so fruchtbar er auch irn a r i gen ... noch sein mag. Das System von klar und exakt
organisierten, aber abstrakten Spannungen im konstruktivistischen Kunstwerk muss die stoffliche und
gegenstiindliche F f i l l e des Einmaligen, Bestimmten,
Natiirlichen in sich aufnehmen und verarbeiten. Gelingt die Synthese, so haben wir eine neue Klassik

der Kunst vor uns, einen Stil, in dessen streng
geistiger und Massvoller Haltung sich organisches
Wachstum und Erbliihen zu stauen ~erm6gen.'~~
Occupying a biocentric Constructivist position with respect to
architecture, in 1926 Kallai developed his earlier tendency to
"vitalizen Constructivism in his critical ~riting."~
In an
article on Gropiust former employee, the Modernist Hungarian
architect Fred Forbath, Kallai identifies him as working in
the tradition of functionalist organic architecture, and he
refers to a vital force working through the individual architect, resulting in a period style; what he would later term a
Nconstructive' or "technoid drive."Ig7
Kallai did not espouse a biocentric Constructivist position in the realm of the fine arts, however. The combination
of pessimism and optimism inherent to the position outlined in
llOrganisation,
Natur, GestaltungtUprevented Kallai from
espousing the ~rancean/Uexkiillianvariant of naively optimistic functionalist biocentrism alone. In his writings on the
visual arts, it was the kultuxpessimistisch, Klagesian/Prinzhornian variant of biocentrism cognizant of a "demonicM side
to llnatureuand critical of "unsere technomaniakischen, kapitallstischen Zeit," which Kallai tended towards.'g8
The earliest manifestation of a clearly articulated
Klagesian biocentric critical perspective combined with Ka11ai's renewed interest in artistic form and quality is his 1927
article on the German sculptor Ewald Matare, Josef Beuys'
future professor. This marks the start of his valorization of
a "syntheticu art which culminated in his definition of Bioromantik as a trend. "Die Natur ist Matares Alpha und Omega,"
writes Kallai approvingly, "er kann selbst das obligate abstrakte Baugesetz entbehren und bleibt trotzdem streng und
He
sachlich bis zur letzten Geschliffenheit der Form.mi99
continues the development of this line of thought in his
review of the Itten Schule exhibition of February 1928 in
which Kallai observed, "Die Plastik beschrznkt sich auf einige

Arbeiten von Ewald Matare. Eine gldckliche Wahl allerdings,
denn diese harmonischen K6pfe und Tiere geheren zu den sehr
wenigen Beispielen moderner Holzplastik, die ein vollrundes
Volurnen von sparsamster, beinahe abstrakter Formung mit tiefstem Naturgefiihl ~ereinen.ll~*~
Of Matare's wooden statue of a
cow he wrote in 1 9 2 7 that:
Er hat feines Ernpfinden f i i r die Verschlossenheit
selbst des Haustieres in einer Welt, die wir nur
erahnen konnen als tief beharrungsvolles Dasein von
triebhafter innerster Notwendigkeit und ewig gleichmassigen Ablauf. Matare folgt mit hingebungsvoller
Bewunderung. Beobachtet tage- und wochenlang, um die
ganze Erscheinung des Tieres in einem letzten plastischen Vollklang regungsloser Statik zu erfassen 20:
It is with a discussion very close to this one of Franz Marc's
painting Der Stier, that Kallai would open his article "BioromantikI1 in 1 9 3 2 . (Fig. 3 - 1 ) Indeed it is this expression of a
link between compact, rounded forms and a feeling for nature,
that constitutes his bioromantic conception in its earliest
form, before his discovery of the naturamorphic analogy, and
it appeared just weeks before he was hired to the Bauhaus by
Gropius' successor Hannes Meyer, early in April 1 9 2 8 .

b. Kallai at The Hannes Meyer Bauhaus
A change in the collective feeling of universality
is first visible in art and science because they are
the freest human activities and least connected with
the social associations of an era. When man changes
his fundamental attitude towards life, this new
mentality reveals itself primarily in artistic and
scientific creations. (Ortega y asset) 202
After his resignation in 1928, Walter Gropius chose the
radically biologistic Swiss architect Hannes Meyer as his successor at the Bauhaus. Meyer in turn hired Kallai to be the
(Fig. 5 - 1 7 )
editor of bauhaus and the school's
That Kallai still espoused a biocentric Constructivist posi-

tion in the realm of architecture and city planning is demonstrated by the fact that he accepted the job offer. We have
seen in Chapter Four that Meyer drew on the English Garden
City movement - - particularly on the Anarchist biocentric
urban theory of the Scottish writer Patrick Geddes - - and on
the functionalist biocentrisrn of Raoul France, as transmitted
by El Lissitzky to the Swiss avant-garde architectural circle
around the journal ABC. But there were other reasons Kallai
would have been attracted to Meyer's Bauhaus. First, Kallai
admired him. In a letter to Naum Gabo he wrote that "Hannes
Meyer ist ein Mensch, vor dem ich tiefsten Respekt habe. Sein
Wissen ist einfach phantastisch, und dabei hat er eine wirklich unverbaute, warme ~enschlichkeit."~~'
Also, like Kallai,
Meyer was keenly interested in the biocentric psychological
theorizing of Prinzhorn and Klages.
Around the time of his appointment to the Bauhaus faculty
early in 1927, the technological utopianism of Meyerts 1926
manifesto "Die neue WeltN tempered as his belief in an organic
Socialist utopia based on biological determinism and Francean
functionalism inten~ified.~"Meyer published two articles in
the Kallai-produced bauhaus, of which he was the publisher and
editor-in-chiefduring his directorship of the school. Both
display a continuation of the thoroughly Francean conception
of architecture he had adopted in Switzerland. In Meyer's
I1bauen,"which appeared in the June 1928 issue of bauhaus,
soon after he assumed this position, Meyer declared that
all life is function and therefore unartistic. . . .
building is a biological process. building is not an
aesthetic process. designed in an elementary way,
the new dwelling house becomes not merely a machine
for living in but also a biological apparatus serving mentai and bodily needs ... we organize ...
constructional elements according to economic rules
into a constructive unity. thus the only possible
form arises automatically, determined by life ....
this functional-biological conception of building as
forming life processes leads logically to pure construction... . pure construction is the basis and
marker of the new w o r l d of forms.

Meyer concludes the article with the thoroughly anti-aesthetic
slogan "building is merely organization: social, technical,
economic, psychical organization." As long as Meyer limited
his discussion to the realm of building, this totalizing
functionalism harmonized with Kallai's views. However, inasmuch as Meyer began to apply it to other realms, or rather, to
deny the importance of the fine arts, and after - - in 1929,
with a closer reading of Prinzhorn - - Kallai began to apply
Prinzhorn's system to architecture - - the tensions between the
two began to mount.
Nevertheless they did agree on the fundamental biological
rootedness of humanity and our activity. Indeed despite Gropius', Moholy's, Bayer's and Breuer's resignations, the more
Klagesian biocentric figures such as Schlemmer, Klee and
Kandinsky - - though wary - - remained, and Schlernmer's shifts
in attitude over time may reflect those of his colleague^.'^^
As Paul Klee wrote in the first issue of bauhaus published
under Meyer - - invoking the Klagesian dichotomy between Geist
and Seele - - "Wir konstruieren und konstruieren und docn ist
Intuition noch eine gute Sachetit
a synthetic position identical to Kallai'~.~~'
Kallai found his place in the company of
the Schlemmers, with whom he lived after his arrival, in whose
company he was photographed by Josef Albers, and with whose
resignation from the school his own ~oincided.''~
Meyer is usually seen to be a materialist Marxist tout
court. And indeed, in his article "bauhaus und gesellschaft"
published in the January 1929 issue of bauhaus, Meyer writes
that "as designers our activity is socially determined ...."
However, rather than a Marxist dialectic, underlying this
manifesto is an epistemology that is undialectical, indeed
totalizingly biologistic. The ethics emerging from this biologism sees social harmony in Francean terms as resulting from
the imitation of harmony and optimal balance in nature:
all life is a striving for harmony. growth is the
striving for a harmonious consumption of oxygen +

carbon + sugar + starch + protein. work is the
search for a harmonious form of existence. ... the
goal of our bauhaus activity is the pulling together
of all life-forming energies to effect a harmonious
development of our society. ... the new architectural model is an existential epistemology, as a
model of design it is a lofty song of harmonics. as
a social model it is a strategy of balance [ausgleich]. . . . its design means are - - consciously
applied - - the results of biological research. since
this architectural model is so close to life, its
theses are in constant flux; since its realization
is situated in life, its forms are as abundant as
those of life itself are.'''
Meyer could not have made his Francean functionalist biologism
more apparent. His goals are - - like France's - - social harmony, and the model on which to base such harmony is - - again
like France's - - biological. Unlike France, who leaned to the
Right, however, Meyer was a committed Leftist, another
instance of the political variability of biocentrisrn discussed
in Chapter Two. Also unlike France, but like Moholy, Meyer
lacked kosmische Einhei tsgefiihl ; he lacked V i talmys tik, and
this distinguished him from other Bauhaus biocentrics such as
Kallai, Klee, Kandinsky and Schlemmer, and no doubt contributed to the split between Meyer and them.
During his first months at the Bauhaus, Kallai celebrated
and promoted Meyer's sachlich, utilitarian, social organicism
as a necessary element of the world's dialectic as he saw it.
This celebration was articulated not only in biocentric functionalist terms, however - - and this highlighted their differences - - but in clearly vitalmystisch ones as well. Thus, in
1928 Kallai wrote that Wannes Meyer sees the image of a
multi-layered, yet unified, ensouled, collective organism
before himself. u 2 ' C
Kallai was not the only one to understand Meyer's social
project as based on an Organicist, Holist view of the world.
Stefan Kraus points out that I1Meyerwollte Funktionalismus
nicht als Ausdruck formaler Prinzipien verstehen, sondern als
Ergebnis einer Auseinandersetzung mit den Strukturen des

Lebens . 'I2" This structure of life was to be understood
through a systematic program of study outlined already in "Die
neue weltH and developed in subsequent texts. Meyer propounded
a holistic and complex strategy of study - - what we would now
refer to as an ecological approach - - involving psychology,
philosophy, biology, physics, sociology and the application of
these to the teaching and understanding of ar~hitecture."~
The realization of this approach at the Bauhaus made for an
exceptionally lively inteilectual atmosphere and gave Kallai
the opportunity to immerse himself in the debates around
biological determinism, psychobiology, and "freeH art versus
organization and efficiency-drivenactivity then raging in
Weirnar Germany. Thus, while there, the development of Kallai's
biocentric worldview was nurtured.
Meyer sought to realize this program through two major
means. First, he asked the three full-time Bauhaus masters,
Oskar Schlemmer, Paul Klee and Wassily Kandinsky (all of who,
we have seen in Chapter Three, were biocentrically minded), to
teach one semester each of a three-semester basic course.
Schlemmer was assigned the third semester, the subject of
which was to be "manH or "mankind in the
Second,
Meyer undertook an ambitious lecture program.
That Meyer meant Schlemrnerls course to educate the
students in his own complex approach is indicated by Schlemmerls trepidation expressed in a letter to Baumeister that his
"duties [under Meyer] are to include publishing, public relaSchlemtions, and unfortunately also pedagogy-demagogy.112"
rner's initial concerns seem not to have been justified. Shortly after he first began teaching the course, in May of 1928,
it still seemed open-ended, and so it was bound to reflect his
own brand of biocentrism. Schlemmer was teaching
areas which may not be absolutely essential but which
fascinate me: internal anatomy, physiology, and especially psychology, not to forget philosophy in general. I
have to dig all this out for myself; some of it is hard
to get at, due to the corr.2lexity of the various branches.

I am curious to see where it leads, what picture of the
world emerges by the end of the semester, and whether
anything both personal and universal can be extracted
from the contradictory opinions of the scientists and
philosophers.
Indeed Schlemrnerrsorganic slant within his avowedly synthetic ideal discussed in Chapter Four is attested to by his
diary entry of 26 March 1928, around the time he was asked to
start planning his new course:
Manet-metaphor: oyster, asparagus, peach. Leqermetaphor: clamp. One cannot ask the former to be the
latter, and vice-versa. But one can say that
although the oyster, the asparagus, and the peach
may not be "more beautiful," they are eternal. The
clamp, though made of iron, will "pass," made obsolete by a newer invention, but the peach will remain,
demonstrating each year anew the law of organic
growth.""
The concept of this course, along with Schlernrner's famous
tlSchematicSummary of the Subject man',^ was published in the
first Meyer/Kallai issue of bauhaus, which appeared on 1 July
-.1928.'-' (Fig. 5-18) " F i i r das 'neue lebenttuwrote Schlemrner
ist die kenntnis des menschen als kosmisches wesen
unerlasslich. seine existenzbedingungen, seine beziehungen zur natiirlichen und kiinstlichen welt, sein
mechanismus und organismus, seine materielle, spirituelle und intellektuelle erscheinungsform.... es
gliedert sich ... dem naturwissenschaftlichen aufbau
und der transzendenten ideenwelt in drei teile, den
formalen, den biologischen und den filosofischen
teil. im unterricht laufen die drei teile wechselweise nebeneinander, urn sich zuletzt zur totalitat
des begrif f es mensch zu vereinen.'la
Schlemmer based the course in the Monist biocentric philosophy
of Ricarda Huch, an important figure in Klages' and George's
NKosmische RundeN in fin-de-siecleMunich, and her dictum that
"Der Kosmos ist eine Dreieinheit aus Geist, Natur und Seele. 1121'

Like Meyer's Bauhaus lecture series, the curriculum
included instruction in the natural sciences, philosophy and
psychology, Schlemmer's readings for which reflect the larger
biocentric discourse of the time. The Haeckelian Monistic,

i.e. biocentric nature of Schlemmer's position is underlined
by his plans to teach "heredity, racial theory, reproductive
biology, ethics and so onN in his course, a list of topics and
concerns typical of the contemporary biocentric discourse."'
as KuchThe philosophical instruction (Nnaturphilosophischll
ling points out) focused on the history of the Monistic versus
the Dualistic conceptions of nature.22L Schlemrnerts teaching of psychology also articulated the Monist/Dualist controversy in the field, coming out squarely on the Monist side, as
indicated by the fact that half of the psychology reading list
consisted of Klages' works and those of his avowed master Carl
Gustav C a r ~ s . 'Kuchling
~~
characterizes this curriculum accurately. For Schlemmer
der Mensch ... ist eine Ganzheit fur sich und zugleich Teil einer grdsseren Ganzheit, des Kosmos,
der als universales Bezugssystem gedacht werden
kann. Der Begriff 'Kosmos' birgt den Gedanken einer
universalen Ordnung in sich .... Urn diese Weltschau
. . . den Schiilern begreiflich zu rnachen, baute Schlernrner d [ie] . . . "Lehre vom MenschenI1 aus. . . . Die
Wissenschaften sollten ... den Menschen als "kosmisches Wesen" ausweisen. Die Naturwissenschaften
sollten zeigen, dass der Mensch integrierender Bestandteil der Natur k t . Die philosophischen Lehren
sind ein Versuch ... alles Existierende als eine
Einheit zu begreifen. Die Psychologie sollte einen
Einblick in die seelische Struktur des Menschen und
in sein Verhalten zur Welt geben.223
Though without employing the terms, Kuchling describes Schlemmerts program as Holist, Organicist and Monist, that is, as a
biocentric one,
The lecture series - - assembled by Meyer with Kallaits
assistance - - reflected Meyer's interests and - - as the pages
of bauhaus did - - echoed the tensions between Kallai and Meyer.22"eaving
the lectures by artists, critics, filmmakers
and architects aside, the non-aesthetic component of the
series opened with a series of talks on the subject of the
functionalist organization of life and work. On 29 November
1928 the physician Rudolf Neubert spoke on "Lebendige und

technische 0rganisation.1~~~~
This technical lecture on body
and health-centred design was followed in February 1929 by
Hanns Riedel's talks on the related theme of "organisation der
arbeit,
Still on this subject, on June 6 the biologistic
and anti-anthropocentric agricultural labour theorist Konrad
von Meyenburg, one of whose promoters was Raoul France, spoke
on the "Grundlagen der Arbeit und Arbeitsfor~chung~.'~'
But it was not only Francean functionalism that Meyer
espoused within the biocentric discourse. Probably through a
reading of Prinzhorn's 1927 book Leib-Seele-Einheit . E i n
Kernproblem der neuen Psychologie, Meyer became interested in
Prinzhorn's Klagesian biocentric psychology and the intention
to invite Prinzhorn to the Bauhaus was announced in the 1
October 1928 issue of bauhaus already.'" Possibly encouraged
by Meyer to publicize the upcoming lecture, KaLlai reviewed
Leib-Seele-Einheit in his article "Bauen und lebentNwhich
appeared in the following, 1 January 1 9 2 9 issue of bauhaus.
This proved to be a crucial encounter for Kallai, and it
contributed to his eventual split with Meyer.
Though Prinzhorn was not new to Kallai (he had reviewed
Die Bildnerei der Geisteskranken in 1 9 2 3 ) , it was through a
close reading of this book that Prinzhorn and his thoroughly
Klagesian biocentrism came to exercise a profound effect on
Kallaifs view of ar~hitecture.'~'If Meyer's enthusiasm encouraged Kallai to review Prinzhorn's book, Kallai turned his
understanding of the book back on Meyer's architectural
instrumentalism. Kallai opens "bauen und lebenm with an exposition of Prinzhorn's thesis:
hans prinzhorn spricht in seinem ausgezeichneten
buch "leib-seele-einheit"von der notwendigen vollendung des geriistes f f i r ein weltbild, das "die erldsung vom alpdruck des abendlsndischen intellektualismus bdteNt er gebraucht den begriff des "bewusst10s bildenden lebensn und behauptet mit klages, dass
"alle echten 1ebensvorgSnge ihrem wesen nach unbewusst, zweckfrei, zwangsliiufig, in sich geschlossen
seien. er sieht den menschlichen geist in feindlicher spannung zu solchen lebensvorgZingen. "alle

verzerrungen des daseins aus ressentiment, aus falscher vergeistigung, aus iibermass von bewusstern
zweckdenken, aus schliefem moralischen zwang, aus
wiliensdberspannung in machtiger oder selbstqualischer askese - - kurzum alle schwachungen des lebens
von unschuld und ftille zu schlechtem gewissen und
kargheitM sind auswirkungen jener grossen gegenmacht, des geistes, der uns in die seit der franzosischer revolution wahrende kultur- und menschheitskrise gestossen hat.230
Kallai is here referring to Prinzhornfs articulation of Klagest ideas which would soon receive monumental expression as
Klages' Der Geist als W i d e r s a c h e r d e r Seele. Kallai, furthermore - - and this is crucial - - accepts ~rinzhorn'scall for a
new Lebenslehre (a term also employed by France), which will
lead people to a We1 t s i c h e r h e i t ( a sense of being secure in
the world), a model for living which, and he again quotes
Prinzhorn, would be "'im einklang mit den grossen rhythmen des
naturlaufs und rnit allem lebenden gebildeul: "prinzhorns
forderung nach einer neuen lebenslehre ergibt sich aus u n b e dingt stichhaltigen, wesentlichen erkenntnissen unseres lebens. I I 2 : :
Developing his earlier biocentric Constructivist writings
on architecture, Kallai goes on to examine the implications
this k u l t u r p e s s m i s t i s c h Klagesian biocentrism had for a purely
functionalist Francean-Meyerian understanding of the new
architecture. Accordingly he issued the warning that even the
functionalist architect~rehe supports is subject to the
g e i s t i g transgressions against and blindness to Leben outlined
by Prinzhorn, that in its practice it should take into consideration the deep, unpredictable, nature-rootedness of human
life: "ob luxushauser im sinne le corbusiers oder volkswohnungen im sinne ernst mays, ob traditionalistisch oder rnodernistisch: man baut im sich praktische fiktionen der ordnung und
ubersichtlichkeit vor, wihrend das leben in unberechenbaren
wucherungen gegen unsere konstruktionen antreibt.m222
In mid-March Prinzhorn gave his lectures. On the 15th he
spoke on I1Leib-Seele-Einheit,"
the Monistic and biocentric

tradition of psychology, and the next day he lay the llGrundlagen der neuen Personlichkeits-psychologieIt in his presentation?
After hearing these talks Meyer could hardly contain
his enthusiasm. In an outline prepared a month afterwards for
a lecture on the Bauhaus to be given in Vienna and Base1 that
same year, Meyer wrote of the importance of psychology for
teaching architecture: "Die neue baulehre ... muss seelenkunde
vermitteln, und auf der grundlage der leib - seele - einheit
(carus - nietzsche - klages - prinzhorn - adler - freud),
psychologische unterlage zur kenntnis vorbauen . . . . 234 It
was biologistic psychology in general, and a Klagesian biocentric variant of biologistic psychology in specific, that Meyer
was promoting."'
In "Das Bauen und die KunsttMthe follow-up article to
%auen und leben," Kallai was also enthusiastic concerning
Prinzhorn's thought, but less so with respect to Meyerrs
particular understanding of it, even concerning architecture.
Thus, while Kallai explored the implications Klagest and
Prinzhornlsbiocentric critique of Geist had for painting and
sculpture, he also commented on the futility of rational
planning in the face of universal life - - an implicit critique
of the architectural and social strategies Meyer was (and
Kdllai was supposed to be) promoting. Thus it is not surprising that this article appeared in Kallai's independent journal, Der Kunstnarr, whose only issue appeared in April 1 9 2 9 ,
rather than in bauhaus.
It was in this article that the ideas Kallai had been
developing since 1925 in "Organisation, Natur, Gestaltungtnin
his writings on Matare, and in "bauen und leben," coalesced
into an expression of his Bioromantik conception of art. As an
indication of their importance to him, this text repeats
passages from Leib-Seele-Einheit he had quoted already in
"bauen und lebenM:
Malerei und Plastik ... [kdnnen] aus reichstem Miterleben aller realen Zwangsmomente erfolgen und die
11

Kunst dennoch zu den Quellen der inneren Freiheit
fuhren. Zur Totalitat ohne Verlust einer tiefsten
Mitte, zur geheimen Fchlung mit dem kreaturlich
Letzten in uns und in der Natur. It Alle echten Lebensvorgange sind ihrem Wesen nach unbewusst, zweckfrei, zwangsl2ufig in sich geschlossenu (Prinzhorn)
- - alle echten Lebensvorgange sind Ausdruck der
uLeib-Seele-Einheit.ll
Jede echte Kunst ist solchen
Lebensvorgangen entwachsen, steht "im Einklang mit
den grossen Rythrnen des Naturlaufs und mit allem
lebenden Gebilde." Diesen Einklang zu gestalten, die
Quellen des Lebens durch seine Vexmittlung in uns
bewusst werden zu lassen; das ist der Sinn der
~~~~t
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To an even more radical extent than in his writing on Matare,
Kallai passed over from technocentrism to biocentrism; to the
promotion of art the way France conceived of it, i.e. as an
activity which reminded us of our essential groundedness in
the rhythms of Life and Nat~re.~''That Kallai was anti-Nazi,
while France and Prinzhorn later associated themselves with
Nazism, that K&llaits aesthetic was determinedly Modernist,
while France's was conservative, did not alter the basic
identity of their views on the role of art.
Prinzhornfs and Klages' books also would have informed
Kallai of psychological and scientific discourses which
subsequently made their appearance in his writings, and which
informed his biocentric position. Thus, through Prinzhorn's
writings and lectures Kallai could also have become aware of
the related psychology of Carl Gustav Jung, whose concepts of
the collective unconsciousu and of the lfshadowu(the latter
perhaps first used by Kallai in conjunction with a critique of
Moholy-Nagy's art in "Das Bauen und die Kunstu), affected the
development of his idea of the udemonic.n238
Klages' and
Prinzhorntsbiocentrism also drew on contemporary science to
justify its position. In Leib-Seele-Einheit Prinzhorn dealt in
detail with the latest research results in biology and the
natural sciences, which he saw as supporting the Monism of
body and soul.23' Thus, Prinzhorn noted important developments in medicine and the natural sciences, especially physi-

ology, Biologie der Person, endocrinology, and genetics made
since the turn of the century which indicated the grounding of
the psyche in the physical and vice-versa, and this must have
acted as an incentive to Kallai to start to follow these
fields in the press himself . 2 4 0 Indeed, in conjunction with
the expression of his disillusion with a purely functionalist
architecture and with politics in general in "Das Bauen und
die Kunst," echoing the Spanish Vitalist philosopher Ortega y
Gasset, Kallai pinpointed art and science as fields of activity where an "inner freedom," and hence progress, was still
possible: "Diese Disziplinen reichen trotz ihres Missbrauchs
durch wirtschaftliche, politische und soziale Machtfaktoren in
jene Sphiire rein geistiger und seelischer Wesensschau, die
eine idealistische Gestaltung nicht nur mbglich, sondern auch
notwendig erscheinen lasst."
As the crisis among the faculty over Meyerls leadership
deepened after the Prinzhorn lectures, Meyer broadened the
base of the lecture program. Around the time that Schlemmer
and Kallai resigned, he embarked on a set of lecture series to
be given by members of the Verein Ernst Mach," the Viennese
SchoolH of logical positivism: Herbert Feigl, Rudolf Carnap,
and Otto Neurath. The sociologist and long-standing Bauhaus
supporter Otto Neurath initiated this series with a lecture on
27 May 1929 coccerning the public presentation of statistics
as social indicators, in his lecture "Bildstatistik und Gegenwart. "2:' Carnap and Feigl, like Prinzhorn, addressed more
philosophical issues. Indeed some of their topics seem to have
been chosen as challenges to the types of views presented by
Prinzhorn. The philosopher of science Feigl came for a week in
July. On the 3rd he presented his MWissenschaftlich Weltauffassung,~one which he would have opposed to the biocentric
position of Prinzhorn even though Prinzhornrswas also based
in contemporary science. In his lectures of the 5th ("Naturgesetz und Willensfreiheitn) and the 7th ("Leib und SeeleH),
Feigl addressed important issues common to Monist biocentrism

and Monis t logicai positivism (his "mind-body~onisrn~~'~')
namely the question of free will within a context of biological determinism, and of the body-soul problem within a scientistic and materialist Monism. But Feigl placed an emphasis on
the new physics and mathematics of Albert Einstein and Hermann
Minkowski, lecturing on "Physikalische Theorien und WirklichkeitM (4.7.29), "Zufall und Gesetzu (6.7.29), and "Raurn und
Zeittt(8.7.29)."' In the series of lectures Carnap gave in
October, he also addressed Minkowski's time-space continuum in
"Die vierdimensionale Welt der modernen PhysikN (18.10.29).
Carnap, furthermore, offered introductions to what have since
become known as essential elements of Logical Positivism, I1Der
logische Aufbau der Weltu (17.10.29), and "Der Missbrauch der
SpracheM (19.10.29). Finally, he spoke to the question of the
relation between science and society, a centrai concern of the
Mach Society, in Wissenschaft und Lebenu (15.10.29) and
"Aufgabe und Gehalt der Wissen~chaft~~
(16.10.29)
As Galison has pointed out, Rudolf Carnap's iecture
series in October 1929 landed the philosopher right in the
centre of the debate between Meyer's radical anti-aesthetic
functionalism, and other Bauhaus faculty members' - - including
Kallaifs - - defence of the aesthetic realm as a means of
expressing Leben or, as Klee expressed it, I1intui
tion. In
fact it may have been the heighte~sdtensions around Carnap's
lecture series in mid October that finally induced Kallai to
leave that month. It was not long after Karel Teige's replacement of Kallai and his departure from the Bauhaus, that che
intrigues against Meyer escalated, and partly due to Kandinsky's influence, he was forced to resign as director the
following summer.*''
While their radically anti-metaphysical - - as Galison
terms it "right wingm1- - would have opposed the de f a c t o
metaphysical aspects of both Francean and Klagesian biocentr i m , as their name - - Verein Ernst Macht1- - indicates, the
Viennese logical positivists shared with biocentrism common

roots in the turn-of-the-centuryM~nistenbund.~'~
And Meyer
continued to be concerned with those aspects of holistic and
Klagesian psychology which did not contradict his radical
functionalism. He extended invitations to two prominent
Gestalt psychologists from Leipzig, and as a consequence
Karlfried Count von Dfirckheim spoke on "Gestalt PsychologieM
on 6 June 1930, and his mentor, the holist llpsychologist
of
vision," Felix Krfiger, was invited to lecture on rlSeelische
Strukturen," scheduled for 22 October 1930.247While a Dr.
Rudert was invited to speak 2 October on "CharakterologieM (a
field in which Klages was highly influential) Meyer had also
scheduled a course to be given by Diirckheim on HPsychologische
Grundlehreu for the winter of 1930-31. This finally took place
during the summer of 1931, after Mies had taken over as director, and included a talk on Klages' Der Geist als fqidersacher
der Seele.":" The lectures were normally followed by discussions which sometimes went on "half the night.u249
Given this array of speakers, one might quaiify Peter
Galison's statement that "the logical positivists were more
prominent as visitors to the Dessau Bauhaus than members of
any other single group outside art and architect~re.~~'~"
If
one counts Prinzhorn, von Meyenburg, the Gestalt psychologists
KrGger and von Diirckheim as biocentric, and keeping in mind
Moholy-Nagy's teaching of France, Friedrich Ebeling's Franceinspired activities, and Prinzhorn's efforts for the Bauhaus
under his old friend Mies van der Rohe's direction in 1932-33,
it would be more accurate to speak of a balance between biocentric and "logical positivistH ideas at the Dessau Bauhaus.
Looking at the entire history of the Bauhaus - - even after
Itten's departure - - with Drieschfs,Ostwald's, and Prinzhorn's lectures in mind, and with the strong influence of the
ideas of France and Klages, it was biocentrism rather than
Logical Positivism that was the single most powerful outside
ideological presence at the Bauhau~.~~'
The articulation, elaboration, and application of K a l -

laits Klagesian biocentrism to the realms of architecture and
art led to a break with Meyer. While both were biologistic,
Meyer's anti-metaphysical and doctrinaire optimism and Kallai's open, pragmatic, and more pessimistic position were
bound to lead to disagreement. It may have been this, combined
with Meyer's anti-aestheticism, that engendered the final rift
between the two. It was not first and foremost ideology, but
rather Meyer's willingness to sacrifice art to ideology, which
finally drove them apart, and Kallai - - like Schlemer - - away
from Meyer's Bauhaus.
Their conflict first received public expression in
articles published in the 1 January 1929 issue of bauhaus. In
"wir leben nicht urn zu wohnenH Kallai warns against an overly
naive and optimistic view of what the "neues Bauenw can do to
solve the housing crisis, while, as mentioned, "bauen und
lebenM criticized this new architecture in the light of Prinzhorn's concept of body-soul-unity,despite Meyer's enthusiastic and poetic presentation of its ecological version in his
"bauhaus und ge~ellschaft.~
In "goldene ketten - - eiserne
ketten," meanwhile, Kallai attacked the submission of art to
purely economic ends in capitalist countries and political
uses in the Soviet Union. He ends the article with the ironic
reformulation of Marxts slogan from the ttCommunistManifestoM:
"Kitsch-makersof the world, unite!"252This implicit (rather
than explicit) controversy between the publisher and the
editor of bauhaus took on a new dimension with the publication
of Kallai's "Das Bauen und die Kunsttlin which he gives up
hope on Gropiusl Itnewunityw of technology and art, and petulantly concludes that "Das neue Bauen und die Kunst m h s e n
notwendigerweise getrennte Wege gehenll despite the fact that
it was he who brought the Klagesian critical apparatus he had
been applying to the fine arts to bear on architecture. While
recognizing that Meyer was the one who had set up separate
painting classes at the Bauhaus (under Kandinsky and Klee),
Kallai criticized the essentially negative attitude Meyer's

radical anti-aestheticism represented towards the fine arts at
this tirne.ls3Though - - like Prinzhornts and Klagest biocentrism, Meyer's biologism recognized the rootedness of humans in
nature - - like France - - it assumed that we could learn from
nature and do something about improving our lives. Kallaits
position, like Klages', came to be less optimistic.
Given that Meyer had hired Kallai to be the Bauhaus'
publicist rather than its critic, it is not surprising that he
would have Seen upset at Kallai's anti-ideological and pro-art
polemicizing in bauhaus. The very fact that Kallai was championing the work of the student Fritz Kuhr, who had publicly
opposed Meyer's replacement of Gropius at a memorable Bauhaus
dance on February 4 of 1928, was a sign of the rift between
the
Kallai defended his critical attitude on the
pages of the July-September 1929 issue of bauhaus in "sic
wundern sichIMbut by the time this issue had appeared on 15
July, he had resigned from his position, and he refrained from
writing for the last October-December issue he nevertheless
dutifully edited. The fact that this last Kallai-edited issue
was devoted to the work of Oskar Schlemrner, who - - as everyone
knew - - left the Bauhaus because of his disapproval of Meyer's
ideologically-driven leadership, renders it a kind of silent
protest on K&llai's part.
Their common background in International Constructivism
and their interest in biocentrisrn, had initially drawn Meyer
to Kallai, but basic differences in attitude eventually drove
them apart. While sharing an interest in Prinzhorn's philosophy and biocentrism in general, Kallai and Meyer integrated
these ideas into their respective world views in radically
different ways. Meyer saw the ideas of Prinzhorn and Klages as
contributing to the development of a Monistic ~biologicalu
functionalism informed by the teachings of von Meyenburg and
the logical positivists. Their ideas exercised quite a different influence on Kallai, who combined the ideas of Klages and
Prinzhorn with those of Jung and, as we shall see, Edgar

Dacque's concept of the ~ d e m ~ n i cin
,~
developing his more

pessimistic biocentric world view. Meyer's understanding of
Prinzhorn and biocentrism was largely instrumental - - to be
used in the teaching and practice of architecture and urban
planning - - while Kallai's was intuitive, intellectual and t o
be used for the understanding of an art which Meyer rejec~ed.
While Meyerls biocentrism led him to a biological determinism
which eventually resulted in a rejection of t h e fine arts,
Kallai employed biocentrism in understanding and explaining
the visionary and "abstractH nature of the contemporary avantgarde. While Meyer was a somewhat naive optimist and a Communist who was able to remain a Stalinist throughout his life,
even after his experiences in the Soviet Union during the 30s
and the Hitier-Stalin Pact, Kallai - - no friend of Capitalism
himself - - was a pessimistic biocentric Leftist who smelled a
rat in Moscow as early as 1928, and was able to integrate such
a perception into his thinking through his recognition of the
"demonicM being as much a part of the organic whole as is the
ugood.81255
While Kallai emphasized the German Romantic heritage of Klages' biocentrism and Prinzhorn's Monistic "LeibSeele-Einheitn - - the identity of the spirit of humanity and
the spirit of nature - - for Meyer it was a biocentric variant
of a materialist philosophy he was able to harmonize with his
Marxism. These were the deeper grounds of the conflict between
the two, and - - like the divisions in the Bauhaus discussed in
Chapter Three, they reflect the division within the biocentric
discourse itself: between the functionalist biologistic
approach of France and von Uexkiill on the one hand, and the
pessimistic biocentrism of Klages and Prinzhorn on the other,
the same grounds that had led to the split between Kallai and
his old friend ~ o h o l y - ~ a g256
y.

c. Kallai and the Naturarnorphic Analogy

i. Blossfeldt / Benjamin
Around the time of his resignation from the Bauhaus in
early July 1929, most of the elements of Kallairs conception
of Bioromantik w e r e in place. However, though Kallai had by
this time recognized the power of scientific self-imaging and
of Neue Sachlichkeit close-up nature photography, he had not
yet noted the naturamorphic analogy. An important role in
preparing him for this realization was played by Kallaits
encounter with the work of t h e applied artist and pattern-book
illustrator Blossfeldt.
As Kallai does not seem to have seen the 1925 exhibition
held at the Galerie Nierendorf in Berlin, it was in 1928 that
he become acquainted with Blossfe l d t ' s photography.''' In the
January 1929 issue of bauhaus Kallai wrote one of the earliest
reviews of Blossfeldt's book of 120 close-up photographs of
plants, U r f o m e n der Kunst. Then, from 11 to 16 June 1929,
Kallai would have seen Blossfeldt's photographs in the original, at llPflanzenfotos: Urformen der Kunst," their exhibition
258 Echoing the ideas expressed in
held at the Dessau ~auhaus.
his article "Dhonie der SatireM Kallai wrote:
"die kunst liegt in der natur, wer sie holt, der hat
sieH: dieses wort hat blossfeldt mit bilddokumenten
von iiberwaltigender schgnheit belegt . . . . [Dler ge samte "magische realismus" kann sich vor der stahlernen prazision und mitunter wahrhaft dhonischen
ausdrucksgewalt dieser naturfotos ins letzte loch
verkriechen.259
Blossfeldt's work stunned Kallai, and - - despite Kallai's
predeliction for painting as a medium of intellectual and
spiritual expression - - reconfirmed his opinion that such
photography was far superior to Neue Sachlichkeit painting,
the tlmagische real is mu^^^ he referred to. This only heightened
his efforts to find painting and sculpture that could do w h a t
Blossfeldtfs photographs could. He found it in the work of
artists such as Ewald Matare, Paul Klee, Georg Muche, and the

Bauhaus students Fritz Kuhr and Fritz Winter.
Also important for the development of his conception of
Bioromantik would have been Kallaits exposure to the critical
literature on Blossfeldt's work. Karl Nierendorfts introduction to Urformen der Kunst framed it in biocentric terms.
Nierendorf assembled reflections on, inter alia, the growing
interest among young people in nature, the new organic architecture, the new worlds which the microscope and telescope
were revealing, and the unity of humanity and nature shown in
Blossfeldtts photographs:
Far more enchanting ... is the final realization of
the hidden powers of Creation - - in the ebb and flow
of which w e , as creatures of Nature, are inextricably caught. The work produced by successive generations as witness to their existence, and the most
transient and delicate of natural forms, each must
conform to the natural laws which fashion everything.'''
Most important of a11 was Walter Benjamin's review of
Urformen der Kunst, which Kallai will have read, as it is
likely that he was a regular reader of a Berlin intellectual
journal as important as Die Li terarische We1 t .2 6 i Benjamin
produced a text marked by a Francean conception of the Grundformen of nature, one which remarked upon the naturamorphic
analogy, linking this analogy to Moholy-Nagy's New Vision and
embedding it within a biocentric matrix:
[Blossfeldt] has proven how right Moholy-Nagy, the
pioneer of the new photography was, when he says
'Die Grenzen der Photographie sind nicht abzuseWhether w e accelerate the growth of a plant
hen..
through time-lapsemotion photography or enlarge its
image forty-fold,myriad images swoosh up geyserlike in the place of these phenomena when we least
expect it. These photographs disclose an unsuspected
wealth of analogies and forms. Only photography can
do this.... Urformen of art - - true enough. But what
are they other than Urfonnen of Nature? Forms which
were never mere models for art, but were from the
start the Urformen at work for all creation. Even
the coolest observer would be given pause by the way
that the enlargement of plant parts at the macroscopic level ... displays forms as extraordinary as
. I

those at the microscopic level .... And if ... avantgarde painters such as Klee and ... Kandinsky, have
long been concerned to familiarize us with realms
which the microscope so brusquely and forcefully
wished to abduct us to, these enlargements of plants
contain, even moreso, vegetal S t i l f o m e n . 262
What is astonishing in this review is not only that Benjamin
recognizes the analogy between scientific photography and the
art of Klee and Kandinsky, but that he embeds this recognition
within a Francean awareness of the " U r f o m e n at work for all
creation," natural forms which "have developed from one of the
deepest, most unfathomable forms of creation - - from the
mutation in which the element of genius has always resided - the collective creative power of Nature .... One is tempted to
call it the feminine, organic, principle of life - - yielding - in£inite - - artful - - ubiquitous. H 2 6 3
As Detlef Mertens has subtly shown, however, "without
relinquishing hope for the return of experience, organicity,
and m r a , but also without pretence to depict it or create it,
[in the early 30sJ Benjamin adopted a radically anti-organic
perspective aimed at working through the problems of capitalism, industry, and the technological environment they were
producing. u 2 6 4 Given his praise for Klagest Der Geist a l s
W i d e r s a c h e r d e r Seele in 1930, however, I would qualify this
by saying that with the historical situation of the early 3 0 s
Benjamin tended to repress his Organicism, indeed his biocentric tendencies, but that they erupted every once in a while.
His review of Blossfeldtts photographs was one such erupBenjamin was not the first
note the naturamorphic
analogy. We have seen in Chapter Three that a key Bioromantic
artist such as Kandinsky anticipated the naturamorphic analogy
prior to the First World War, and that he articulated it
clearly in 1926. We have noted in Chapter Four, furthermore,
that biocentric Constructivist artist-theorists such as Lazar
El Lissitzky and (more obliquely) Moholy-Nagy, were articulat-

ing the naturamorphic analogy by about 1924. In the introduction I noted that in 1928, when Benjamin was writing, Kallai's
eventual replacement, Meyerts close friend, Karel Teige, compared the Surrealist paintings of the Czech artists Jan Styrsky and Toyen to undersea film stills from the UFA film Wunder
des B l a u e n Golfes in a layout of his magazine ~ e ~ . ~ ~ " e e jamin was not the first, furthermore, to imply a psychobiological explanation for this analogy. In Chapter Four I pointed
out that Lissitzky did so directly, and Moholy did by implication. If it were any one of the few examples of the naturamorphic analogy available at the time, Benjamin's would have
inspired Kallai to notice it himself. Benjamin's Francean and
Neo-Vitalist frame, furthermore, makes it the earliest - - even
if brief - - conceptualization of the major components of
Kallai's own construction of Bioromantik.

ii. Epiphany
On page twelve of the 1947 booklet A t e m e s z e t rejtett
arca [The hidden face of nature] Kallai describes a formative
experience he had in Germany:
Many years ago, at an exhibition of scientific photography, I saw microscopic photographs of the
scales of a butterfly wing, and a section of a
snake's jawbone. In both of them, a fabric of
extremely thin fibres lay before me, and this
material, displaying itself in its basic structure,
conveyed to me its pulsating life through the transparency of its paired-down structure, much as the
filaments of a tungsten light-bulb do electricity. I
happened upon a phenomenon which displayed a surprisingly parallel structure to the microphotographs
in a coloured graphic work by the young German painter Fritz Kuhr. It depicted a figure reminiscent of
a gas mask .... It was a work of extraordinarily fine
sensitivity; one could call it an x-ray of the soul.
But it would be a mistake to suppose that this work
was created on the basis of scientific photographs.
The artist simply followed the images emerging from
his subconscious in order to conceive this mask-like
phenomenon. Meanwhile, he involuntarily produced ...
a painterly fabric resembling the inner structure of
plant and animal organisms.267

While we have seen in the passage from llBioromantikll
quoted at
the start of this chapter that Kailai was proposing that
artists were looking at scientific images, here he limits his
explanation of the analogy to a psychobiological one, to
humanity's rootedness in nature. Kgllai mentions that it was
at an exhibition of scientific photographs that he - - presumably shortly after having seen a work by the Bauhaus student
and instructor Fritz Kuhr - - came to this realization. This
would have been the FIFO show.
When discussing the work of Fritz Winter, Kuhr and the
others in the spring of 1929, at the time of their travelling
exhibition "Junge Bauhausmaler,~Kallai did not make use of
scientific image similes. Rather, much as the Dessau art
critic and Bauhaus supporter Ludwig Grote did, he referred to
Hirrational,Hllmetaphysical,u
and
their work as %pirit~al,~~
romantic."'j3 Though Kallai was aware of the power of microscopic photographs and films by 1926, the earliest microscopic
analogy with a work of art I can find in his writinqs is on
page six of the September 1930 catalogue of the "Vision und
FormgesetzM exhibition at the Galerie Ferdinand Moller, whose
final form Kallai developed and conceived, and which he helped
Moller curate: ItManbeobachtete, wie besonders bei Fritz
Winter, Formen, die an Mikroorganisrnen erinnern, einen Raum
und Bild schaffenden Sinn erhalten, der rnitunter ins Monumentale geht . M26'
Since Kallai's naturamorphic epiphany occurred in relation to a work by Fritz Kuhr, it would be likely that Kallai
had ready access at the time to Kuhr's works. As it happened,
a show of Fritz Kuhrls graphic work was on display at the
Bauhaus between the 5th and 10th of June in 1929.27"hus,
it
is safe to assume that this epiphany occurred sometime between
about May-June 1929, the time of Kuhr's exhibition at the
Bauhaus, and the summer of 1930, when his text of Winter's
work appeared.
As it happens, the "Film und FotoIB exhibition's original

and largest showing at Stuttgart (18 May-7 July) was coterminous with Kuhrts Bauhaus exhibition.27' Moholy' s "Raurn 1" at
the FIFO exhibition contained x-ray and microscopic photographs, though we do not know precisely which ones, so it is
impossible to confirm whether there was a cross-section of a
snake's jawbone, and a micro-photograph of a butterfly wing,
though Kallai included a micrograph of a snake's jawbone in an
exhibition he curated in Budapest, and this resembles Fritz
Kuhrrs work Die Idee.i72 (Figs. 5-19' 5-20, 5-21) We have
seen that Kallai saw the FIFO and gave it a bad review, criticizing Moholy-Nagy and the photographers of the New Vision,
while having Vein Wort gegen die tats&chlich dokumentarische
Photographie, wie man sie in illustrierten Wochenschriften, in
Kinoberichten, Kulturfilmen und erst recht in wissenschaf t l i chen Publikationen auch volkstihlicher Art zu Hunderten und
Tausenden sehen kann," including photographs of this kind in
the exhibition itself (my emphasis) .273
If the epiphany escaped Kallai at the FIFO's Stuttgart
showing, furthermore, it could have happened at its Berlin
venue between 19 October and 17 November, just a£ter Kuhrts
second Bauhaus exhibition of the year, on display from 13 to
I5 October, and shortly after KBllai must have returned to
Berlin from Dessau.'" While there were other showings of
scientific photographs at the time, because of the coincidence
of the two Kuhr exhibitions with the Stuttgart and Berlin
showings of the FIFO, and because we known Kallai saw it in
Stuttgart and easily could have seen it in Berlin, they must
remain as the most likely alternative^.^'^
iii. Bioromantik
Man bekommt also einigermassen verweilende Aufnahmem
der vulkanischen Ausbriiche zu sehen. Stossweise
werden ungeheure schwere kochende Wolkenmassen in
die H6he geschleudert, woher sie breit und gravitatisch auf den Meeres-spiegel niedergehen, urn neuen
Eruptionen zu weichen. Das Schauspiel ist von vollendeter R y t h m i k der r&xnlich-zeitlichenEntfaltung.

Und diese einfache rythmische Folge der Eruptionen
ist das eigentlich Bedeutende und ijberwaltigende des
ganzen Naturphhomens. Man sieht die Urkraft Erde
sich im gleichen R y t h u s ihrer feurigen Atemziige
heben und senken, der auch uns belebt. Die Schdpfung
selbst offenbart sich, drohend-erheben iiber uns und
unsenn Herzen dennoch m i i t t e r l i c h - w o h l v e r t a u t . Keine
hdchste geistige Gipfelung, weder Kunst noch Philosophie, vermag uns mehr vom Wesen der Welt zu geben
als diese rythmischen Ausbriiche des Vulkans Krakatau. Rhythmus: im letzten elementarsten Sinn Quelle
der Natur und Ziel des Geistes. (Kallai 1930)"'
By 1930 - - as in this review of the film "Maha" about Bali,
Java and the Krakatoa volcano - - Kallai's biocentrism was the
basis of all his critical writing. Away from the Bauhaus,
during the early 30s' Kallai developed his Klagesian biocentric conception of artistic production and meaning in a remarkable series of articles published in Germany and Czechoslovakia which remains to this day the most comprehensive treatment
of the theme in the critical literature: 'IKunst und Wirklichkeitu and Wunst und Technik" of 1931, Vurfick zum Ornament"
and "Bioromantik" of 1932, Veichen und Bilderv of 1933, and
finally "Ornament und Bild' of 1935. Though unsystematic,
Kallai's writings constitute a coherent corpus of biocentric
art theory and criticism.
In Tunst und Wirklichkeit," Kallai discussed the deep
drives discussed in his review of the Krakatoa documentary as
erupting into contemporary art production unconsciously:
Die Wissenschaft bestztigt es: Der Mensch, die Naturf sie leben zwar im perspektivisch darzustellenden, endlichen, k6rperlichen R a m . Aber in diesem
Aussern ihres Lebens wirken verborgene, sich bis ins
Grenzenlose sowohl der Chaotik als auch der Harmonie
erstreckende RZume seelischer, biologischer, zahlengesetzlicher Funktionen, Determinationen. Und das
&ussere Erscheinen, &ussere Gebaren der menschlichen
oder sonstwie gearteten Wirklichkeit ist nur Ausdruck und Verkleidung dieser tiefen Beschaffenheit.
Im k6rperliche Lebensraum der tiefere, umfassendere
irrationale Lebensraum. In der kdrperlichen Wirklichkeit die irrationale Wirklichkeit. Indem die
rnoderne Kunst Visionen und Symbole dieser irrationalen Wirklichkeit schafft, streckt sie ihre Fiihler

nach einer neuen Lebensordung aus, die das mdrderische Wuchern der mechanistisch-quantitativen Krafte
in Wirtschaft und Technik zu meistern und den Menschen zur seelisch-geistigenSelbstbesinnung zu
fiihren we is^.^^'
Kallai applied the Klagesian category of rhythm in nature
to the artistic production of his day in his 1930 articles
In them he
"Rhythmus in Bildernu and Vision und F~rmgesetz.~
held that some of the best recent art expressed this rhythmic
nature of reality. Concerning such work he wrote of
Ihren utopischen Glauben an eine kiihle geistige
Vollendung des Lebens. Zugleich aber auch ihre erweiterte und durchdringende Tiefenerkenntnis von
leib-seelischen Beschaffenheiten. Ihr heiss uberstromendes Gefuhl, jeglicher Kreatur in Wesensgemeinschaft innigst verbunden zu sein. Der Mensch ist
geistige Potenz, Erkenner und Konstrukteur hohen
Ranges. Doch ex treibt im gleichen Kreislauf von
Naturgewalten des Blutes, des Geschlechts und des
Hungers, der Keimung und des Todes wie Tier und
P f lanze.'-'
This reality was also visible in scientific images of
nature. We have seen that in Vision und Formgesetz" Kallai
employed the naturamorphic analogy in his critical writing on
Fritz Winter. He developed this idea further in the 1931
article "Kunst und Technik," linking this biocentric attitude
to Surrealist biomorphic style:
Die Surrealisten Gberraschten mit der pessimistisch
trockenen Umdeutung harmloser, wenn nicht banalster
Motive zu einer phantastisch verddeten Welt, in die
Natur und Menschenwerk, vornehmlich grade technisches Menschenwerk, nur noch als armselige Bruchstucke vereinzelt hineintragen. Oder sie lassen in
Gestalt und Antlitz des Menschen die biologischen
Urgrdnde seines Wesens, seine Unerldstheit von Tier,
Pflanze und Erdreich hervorstarren (Giorgio di Chirico, Max Ernst, G.H. ROUX, Jean Miro, Jacques Lipschitz). Sie versuchen die verschiedensten Lebensvorgange in eine gemeinsame rythrnische Formel einzufangen (Andre Masson) ... A r p , F o l t ~ ,Fritz Winter,
Constantin Brancusi, Richard Haizmann und Henry
Moore schliesslich bringen naturhaft organisches
Wachstum zur Bussersten elementaren Verdichtung
seiner Energie und seiner Gestalt, die in einer
weiter nicht zu rnotivierenden, unerklarlichen Weise:

eben irrational, lebendig k t . Durch Formen, die,
wenn uberhaupt, an Gegenstzndliches nur noch ganz
ungefahr oder embryonal erinnern und trotzdem von
klarster Spannung beherrscht sind.'''
A pedagogue by training and character, Kallai was eager
to communicate his insight concerning the way that Modern art,
both Bioromantik and Constructivism, reflects what he saw to
be "realityu - - the ways in which it communicates the essential dialectic of Geist and Seele, reason and intuition, a
love of technology and organization on the one hand, and an
awareness of and love for our rootedness in the natural, on
the other - - at work in the world. Kallai wished to speak of
the biocentric "truthu about humanityfs rootedness in the
biological, in nature.
In May of 1931, as an outgrowth of "Vision und Formgesetz," Kallai prepared an exhibition proposal in conjunction
with Ferdinand M6ller for the Leipzig Museum entitled "Kunst
und Wirklichkeit. Das neue Weltbild der K u n ~ t . ~ ~ ~ ~ a l l a i
intended it as a large didactic exhibition including 400 works
by 70 to 75 artists, in which he hoped to demonstrate to a
wide audience - - and in contrast to popular belief - - the
direct links to reality that modern art movements such as
Expressionism, Surrealism, Cubism and Constructivism had. In
order to illustrate his thesis, Kallai intended in the first
room, just as in the FIFO, to include "cine Reihe von photographischen Aufnahmen verschiedenster Themata. Sociales,
Arbeit, Vergndgung, Geburt, Tod, Krieg, Revolution, Kriminelles . . . Natux, Stadt, ~echnik,biologische Aufnahmen, Rontgenfotos, Zellengebilde, Astronomisches usw.," and to refer in
text panels to the new research results of psychology and the
natural sciences, providing evidence of the deep structures of
reality.2a' In the proposal he also pointed out how relativity theory and the "new post-Darwinian" biology had replaced
the materialist world view and how the theory of evolution had
been superseded by the neo-Lamarckian teleological position
that every living creature contains within itself the blue-

natural sciences, providing evidence of the deep structures of
reality."' In the proposal he also pointed out how relativity theory and the "new post-Darwiniannbiology had replaced
the materialist world view and how the theory of evolution had
been superseded by the neo-Lamarckian teleological position
that every living creature contains within itself the blueImportant in this conprints of its own full de~elopment.~'~
nection were the writings of the eccentric palaeontologist
Edgar Dacque, who, as we saw in Chapter Two, had a following
among some biocentric art figures such as Kandinsky, Mies van
der Rohe and Hugo H8ring. Kallai proposed to include, as a
text panel, Dacquefs post-Darwinian definition of the U r f o r m ,
in a quotation from his book Urwelt, Sage und Men~chheit.'~'
While including works by Impressionists, Cubists, Expressionists and others, the exhibition was to focus on the work
of artists he referred to as flSurrealists"and ~Constructivists/ Works by the latter (essentially the geometric abstract
painters) were to show, on the one hand, the harmony and deep
structures of nature (accompanied by a quotation from Albert
Einstein), and on the other, their feel for the possibilities
of new technologies. As we have seen, these he referred to as
Technoromantik. Works by V3urrealistsH were to represent the
creative powers of nature as rendered in organic abstract
works (Arp, Fritz Winter, Brancusi) , and their expression of
the - - in a Dacquean sense - - "demonicH in humanity and the
~orld.~''AS in the Itten Schule show of 1928, scientific
photographs were to be included in the exhibition. But now the
works of the artists were to be displayed in direct, rhetorical conjunction with uVergr6sserungen von biologischen Aufnahmen ... (auch Mikrofotos), in denen die formalen Analogien
zwischen Tier, Pflanze und Mensch deutlich waren.H285
Thus,
Kallai was able to systematize what he considered the important Modernist art of his day into a schema which anticipated
Barrrs llbiomorphicabstractttand Itgeometricabstracttfcat egories, while placing them into a context much richer than

that which Barr was able to provide in his framing work?
For financial reasons, the Leipzig Museum was not able
to accept his prop~sal.'~'However, some of its ideas were
presented in "Zeichen und Bilder," a lecture Kallai held in
1932 for the opening of an exhibition in Wiesbaden. This
exhibition adopted "Zeichen und Bilder" as its title and
travelled to the Museum Folkwang and to Frankfurt in 193233.288 Its proposal to juxtapose scientific photographs and
modernist art was realized - - even if modestly - - in Budapest
at Kallai's Galeria a Negy Vilagtajhoz [Gallery to the Earth's
Four Quarters] , as the 1947 exhibition "6jVilagkep" [New
world image]. (Figs. 5 - 1 9 , 5-22, 5-23) This systematization
culminated in Kallaits article "~ioromantik,"
in which Kallai
constructed the biomorphic Modernist and biocentric category
of art-making in his time, and which has been discussed in
detail in Chapter One."' (Fig. 5-24)
At this point Kallai tended to valorize Bioromantik over
Constructivism because of what he saw as the "technomaniacM
nature of society. One of the reasons Kallai promoted Bioromantik was that - - unlike geometric abstraction, which had
become fashionable - - he saw it as being resistanc to stylishHe identified it as
ness and therefore to cornrn~dification.~~~
a zone of resistance to the exaggerated expression of Geist in
Capitalism. While prescient in his identification of Bioromanticism as trend, he could not have been more wrong in this
regard, as the biomorphic styles of the 40s and 50s of everything from cars to sinks amply demonstrates. The experience of
the recent commodification of what Lucy Lippard termed the
"dematerialized art objectn1of the late 60s shows that literally nothing can resist cornmodification in capitalism.29'
While warning the reader to remain aware of our deep connection with nature's forces despite our life in technologized
societies, however, in "Grenzen der Technik" Kallai states his
opposition to an anti-Modernist rejection of technology:
Auch dem Primitiven sind die Segnungen seiner leib-

seelischen Harmonie nicht im Schlafe gegeben und
nicht unbestritten. Auch sein Dasein ist der Notwendigkeit des materiellen und geistigen Kampfes unterworfen. Also keine sentimentale Riickke'nr zu ihrn, zur
Natur, sondern Vorwarts! Der Mensch muss den Weg zu
Ende gehn, den er mit seinem Erscheinen auf Erden
betreten hat, auch wenn er die Verheissungen des
technoiden Optimismus zu den Wunschtraumen einer
neuen, materialistischen Glaubenslehre zahlt!lg2
It is important to emphasize that despite his utopian hope
that it would resist the commodification that the geometric/
Constructivist Formenweit had undergone through the popularization of the "Bauhaus Style," Kallai was not necessarily
valorizing Bioromantik as a trend in art above all others.
Thus, in I1Zurkk zum Ornamentn of 1932, ~allailegitimized the
HornamentalHnature of much Modernist art as the expression of
the essential rhythms and structures of the "naturalH ground,
and therefore of our essential rootedness in nature, whether
In
that art be biomorphically or geometrically abstract?
fact, while he saw it as crucial to maintain an awareness of
our rootedness in nature, as shown in Chapter One, he s a w
Bioromantik as comprising only one half of a necessary dialectical pairing of art-making which reflected the Klagesian
division of Seele and Geist:
Wir glauben nicht an Getter und Teufel, aber wir
haben ein Wissen von ungeheuren dialektischen Spannungen im Dasein, von denen die sozialen nur eine
Resultante nebst vielen andern sind. Wir wissen um
das Schepferische des Widerspruchs, urn das Grundbedingte der dissonantischen Paarung von Trieb und
Geist, von Chaotik und Konstruktion im Gefiige unserer Welt. Dieses Weltbild, das alle Grenzen des
burgerlichen Vergleichs zu 50% genannt Materialismus-Idealismus zersprengt, war Jahrhunderte verschiittet, karn durch Nietzsche zurn gewaltigen neuen
Anbruch und wird noch unerhiirte Triumphe der Kulture
feiern. Was in der vision& und konstruktiv bestimrnten Kunst des letzten ffinfzig Jahre an entscheidenden schepferischen Leistungen zustande kam, ist
schon sein Triumph.'''
Just as the %ocialN is just one resultant of the forces which
shape reality, as an art which reflects an "awarenessn of our

rootedness in nature, i.e. a biocentric We1 tanschauung, or as
an art which reflects such a rootedness unconsciously, Bioromantik for Kgllai is only one half of a dialectical pairing
within Modernism. The other half of this coupling is art which
celebrates technology and rationalism, i.e. ~Constructivismtt
in its widest sense. Though based on the Klagesian schema of
Seele vs. Geist, unlike Klages, Kallai does not demonize Geist
absolutely. Rather, he speaks of Bioromantic art as part of an
antidote to rampant Geistig technologism in modernity, whether
that modernity take form as Capitalism, Stalinism or Fascism.
We have seen that Klee wrote in Kallai's first issue of bauhaus that "Wir konstruieren und konstruieren und doch ist Intuition noch eine gute sache. 1 t 2 9 5 Like Klee, Kdllai avoided
the totalizing tendencies of biocentrism in his writing.
Kallai's conception of "Bioromantik" was - - as we saw in
Chapter One - - the first coherent, and developed formulation
of ideas which had been circulating in central Europe for a
decade, and to this day it is the most extensive. While this
series of articles was not widely read due to the time and
place of their publication, it was a crucial marker of a
complex cultural pattern involving the fine arts, photography
and scientific photography, both reporting on and informed by
biocentrisrn. "BioromantikM is, in my view, a useful
conceptualization of some aspects of the artistic culture of
the period, and is therefore to be retained and developed.
Particularly important will be the more detailed investigation
of the encounter between major Bioromantic artists and scientific photography on the one hand, and a more detailed analysis of the art, on the other. Finally, Bioromanticism can form
a basis for the historical contextualization of those artistic
forms gaining ground today, from Eco-Art to Body Art and art
that deals with the phenomenon of genetic engineering, which
deal with biological and ecological issues, but which at present float in an ahistorical vacuum, much the way that environmentalism itself does.
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well. See also the marginal notes to Kallai's article in his
own copy of i10, now in the library of Hattula Moholy-Naqy. On
this controversy, see Forgacs, llSeifenblasengleich.N
136. Ernst Kallai, Tainting and PhotographyI1 in Roswi tha
Fricke, ed. , Bauhaus Photography (London and Cambridge, Mass.:
The MIT Press, l982), 133.

137. Ibid., 134.

138, Ernst Kallai, IiMalereiund Film," Sozialistische Monatshefte 63, no. 3 (March 1926): 168.
139. See Kallai, I1Malerei und Film,It 165. See also his review
of Walter Ruttrnannts Berlin, Symphonic der Grosstadt in Sozia listische Monatshefte 72 no. 9 (September 1930) : 943, in which
he writes about the possibilities of film: "[Der Film] hat,
wie jedes andere Gestaltungsmittel, ihre besonderen Grenzen.
Aber innernalb dieser Grenzen ist heute bereits ein unabsehbarer Reichtum schdpferischer Kombinationen, sind organischlebendiges Wachstum, stetes Aufbliihen und volles Ausschwingen
tiefster innerer Notwendigkeit mdglich."
140, Kallai, review of Karl Blossfeldt's Urformen der Kunst,
bauhaus 3 , nc. 1 (January 1929), 27. The review is unsigned,

but we know from its style, its critique of "magischer realismus,I1 and from the fact that unsigned articles in bauhaus
derived from the pen of the Schriftleiter, that Kallai was the
author. The YkhelpennummerU of Wendingen no. 8/9 (1923), had
texts by Roland Holst and Th. Wijdeveld, and photographs by
Bernard Eilers and J. B, Polak. Kallai would in any case have
been info-med of the Wendingen photographs through MoholyNagy's Malerei, Photographie, Film (19251, which reproduced
two of Polakfs x-ray photographs of sea shells from this
issue. (pp. 61, 64) If Kallai was a regular reader of Wendingen, he would also have seen the special "Kristallenllissue,
no. 11/12 (1924).

141. Kallai, review of "Die Welt ist schontllbauhaus 3, no. 2
(April- June 1929): 2 7 .
142- Ernst Kallai, ItSchdnePhotos, billige Photos," Die We1 t buhne, 25, no. 46 (1929). By this time - - perhaps as a result
of Kallai having accepted the job Moholy-Nagy had just vacated
as editor of bauhaus, and as a result of his sometimes critical views of Moholy's art - - Kallai and Moholy-Nagy seem no
longer to have been friends.
143. Ibid., 736.
144. Ibid., 7 3 6 - 7 . See also Kdllails unsigned "nachtragliches
bauhaus 3 , no. 3 (October-December1929):
zur foto-inflationtll
20. Thisland Renger-Patzschtsuhochkunjunkturuwhich follows,
suggests that Kallai was in direct contact with RengerPatzsch. The unsigned laudatory review of Graffts book Es
kommt der neue Fotograf in bauhaus 3 , no. 3 (July-September
1929): 31, is likely by Kallai.
1 4 5 . Ernst Kbllai, Wildhaf te Photographie,l1

Das neue Frank-

furt no. 3 (1928): 4 2 -49. In English: nPictorial Photography,"
Translated by Joel Agee, in: Phillips, ed., Photography in the

Modern Era, 119.
146. On the make-up of the Selection Committee: Karl Steinorth, "Die Internationale Werkbundaustellung 'Film und Fotot
und ihre organ is at ion,^ introductory essay to the extended
reprint of the catalogue of the show: Internationale Ausstell ung des Deutschen Werkbundes Film und Foto Stuttgart 1929,
Karl Steinorth, ed., (Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt,
19791, unpag. See also the llGliederungsplani
on page 10 of the
catalogue facsimile.

147, See Gustav Stotz in his statement NWerkbund-Austellung
'Film und Foto' Stuttgart 1929It Das Kunstblatt (January 19291,
154. On this, see also Steinorth, bid., unpag, and the %liederunqsplanqlin the exhibition catalogue of the show, in the
facsimile edition edited by Karl Steinorth, page 10.
148. While we cannot discuss this aspect of the FIFO here, I
wish to point out that Richter's inclusion of Molts microscopic films in the program, effccted a parallel aestheticization of scientific film.
149. Eleanor Hight writes that ItMoholytsexact role in the
selection and organization of the over one thousand photographs in Fifo is unclear, but his influence seems to have
been substantial. (Hight, picturing Modernism: Moholy-Nagy and
Photography in Weimar Germany, {Cambridge, Mass. : MIT Press,
19951. 203.) Lusk sees Moholy as the "Wnstlerische L e i t e r " of
the show, though she does not document her statement. (Monta-

gen ins Blaue, 156). Ute Eskildsen notes that while MoholyNagy was not an official member of the selection committee, he
played an important role in the selection process, and that he
personally chose many of the works for the show. (Eskildsen,
14) Steinorth writes:
ItFotokunststatt Kunstphot~graphie,~
"als den 'programmatischJ einflussreichsten Mitarbeiter f i i r
die Ausstellung verpflichtete Stotz ... Moholy-Nagy.lt(Op.
cit., unpag.)

150. Hight, Picturing Modernism, x, 2 0 3 ; and catalogue of the
Film und Foto Ausstellung, Stuttgart, unpag., quoted in Eskildsen, V'otokunst statt Kunstfotografie," 14. This material
formed the basis for Franz Rohts volume on Moholy-Nagy's photography: Moholy-Nagy: 60 Fotos (Munich: Albert Langen, 1 9 3 0 ) .
151. Eskildsen, "Fotokunst statt Kunstphotographie," 14 and
"Gliederungsplanm in the facsimile of the exhibition catalogue, edited by Karl Steinorth, p. 10. This Gliederungsplan
implies that the Berlin staff were the "MitarbeiterU for
Germany, with equal responsibility for the show as the foreign
advisors, but this could not have been the case since most of
the material was German, and since Baur was the head of the
Werkbund as a whole, and Seeger was its permanent staff member. As we see below, furthermore, Moholy also played more
than a merely local role. Seegertsmemory that the Vorbereitungszeit fur die 'Fifo' [war] von hochstens 1 1/2 Jahrenu
indicates that the show was conceived around the time of the
Weue Wege der Photographie" exhibition in Jena in 1928.
152. Hans Hildebrandt, Atelier des Photographen 36, no. 5
(1929): 49. Quoted in Karl Steinorth, op. cit., unpag.
153. Hans Hildebrandt, "Die FIFO in Stuttgart," Photograp h i s c h e R u n d s c h a u und Mitteilungen 66, no. 10 (1929): 211 and

Steinorth, "Die Internationale Werkbundaustellung 'Film und
Foto' und ihre Organisation," unpag.
154. Hildebrandt, "Die FIFO in StuttgarttN211.

156. "Zum Artikel iiber die Stuttgarter Au~stellung,~~
Photoqrap h i s c h e Rundschau und Mitteilungen 6 6 , no. 11 (1929): 245,
reprinted in Eskildsen and Horak, Film und Foto d e r z w a n z i g e r
Jahre, 169.

157. Prodest, "Werkbund-Ausstellung 'Film und Fo~o', Stuttgart
1929," ~hotogxaphiefiir Alle 2 5 , no. 15 (1 July 1929): 198.
158. In his programmatic article on the exhibition published
several months before it opened, Stotz does not explicitly
indicate that Moholy-Nagy played a leading role in curating

the show. See Stotz, NWerkbund-Ausstellung Film und Fotof
Stuttgart 1929,11 154 and the introduction to the exhibition
catalogue, "Die Au~tellung,~~
in the facsimile of the catalogue, edited by Karl Steinorth, pp. 11-12.
159. Rudolf Mfiller-Schdnhausen, "Stuttgarter Betrachtungen mit
Streiflichtern auf die Miinchener SchuletMDer Photograph no.
53 ( 2 July 1929): 209.
160. In his very well-informed article MWerkbund-Ausstellung
'Film und Foto," Stuttgart 1929." Prodest refers to the FIFO
as a showcase for the "neue Sachlichkeit." ( p . 910) On these
terms see Hight, Picturing Modernism, 97-99.
161. Stotz' theoretical statements are clearly indebted to
Moholyts writings. (Karl Steinorth, op cit., unpag.) Compare,
Stotz, llWerkbund-Ausstellung
'Film und Foto' Stuttgart 1929,It
154 and the introduction to the exhibition catalogue, "Die
Austellung," in the facsimile of the catalogue, edited by
Steinorth, pp. 11-12, to any of Moholy-Nagytstheoretical
photographic writings of the mid 1920s.
162. Moholy-Nagy originally reproduced this photograph in
Malerei, Photographie, Film (1925), 101. See Lusk, Montagen
ins Blaue, 156-57. Photographs of the reflective surfaces of
metallic spheres became common at the Bauhaus around 1929. See
for example, Roswitha Fricke, ed., Bauhaus Photography (Cambridge Ma.: MIT Press, 1985) for a good number of examples.
163. Quoted in Prodest, Werkbund-Ausstellung 'Film und Foto,'
Stuttgart 1929,l1 published in Photographische Industrie 27,
no. 35 (28 August 1929); 911 and Photographie fur Alle; requoted in Eskildsen, "Fotokunst statt Kunstphotographie," 9.
The translation is my own.
164. Ibid.

165. Quoted in Matties-Masuren, I1ZurWerkbund-Austellung 'Film
und Foto' in Stuttgart," Photographische Chronik 36, no. 24
(11 June 1929): 226.
166. Prodest, "Werkbund-Austellung 'Film und Fotottt
Photographie fiir Alle: 199. That Moholy's point was not entirely
correct, is discussed by contemporary critics and by Ute
Eskildsen, in "Fotokunst statt Kunstphotographie," 68 - 69.
167. Prodest, nWerkbund-Ausstellung'Film und Foto," Photographische I n d u s trie: 911,
168. While a detailed list of what images were shown was
lacking for Raum 1 alone at the Stuttgart showing of FIFO
(only the sources were listed), the catalogue of the Vienna

showing of FIFO did include a more detailed list of works
shown. See pp. 49-50 in the facsimile edition of the Stuttgart
catalogue and the relevant pages of the Viennese catalogue in
the same facsimile volume. (Steinorth, ed.) Also: Karl Blossf eldt, Urformen der Kunst, Karl Nierendorf, intr. (Berlin:
Ernst Wasmuth, 1928).
169. Mathies-Masuren, I1ZurWerkbund-Ausstellung," 226. For a
discussion of this press reaction to Raum I, see "Raum 1" in
Ute Eskildsen and Jan Horak, eds., Film und Foto der zwanziger
Jahre: Eine Betrachtung der internationalen Werkbund -Ausstellung "Film und Fotou 1929 (Stuttgart: Hatje, 19791, 68-70.
170. "F.M.", Review of the exhibition Film und Foto, Deutsch. . . [ille g i b l e ] (1 June 1929) , no page number. In the Hannah
Hoch Archive of the Berlinische Galerie, Berlin. There is no
review by "F.M." with a date of 1 June listed in Eskildsen and
Horakls list of selected reviews of the Film und Foto exhibition in their Film und Foto der zwanziger Jahxe, 2 0 2 .
171. Prodest, HWerkbund-Austellung 'Film und FototM Photographie fur Alle: 199.
172, Eskildsen has suggested that the book acted as a model
for Raum I. LIFotok~nst
statt KunstphotographietU15. Moholy
installed Raum 1 at the Berlin showing as well. See his postcard to Erich Stenger of 17.7.1929 (Stenger Nachlass, Agfa
Foto-Historama,Cologne) and page 8 of the Berlin catalogue of
"Fife."

173. llHistorische
Einfuhrung," Documentary photograph in the
Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Kunstbibliothek,
Berlin. Thanks to Janos Frecot and Inka Graeve at the Berlinische Galerie for showing me a copy of this photograph.
174. Hight, Moholy-Nagy: Photography and Film in Weimar Germany, 4 2 . See also Hight, Picturing Modernism, 206-07.
175. In Picturing Modernism, Hight introduces this translation, which more accurately reflects the gendered meaning of
the work than does the traditional translation Once a Chicken,
A l w a y s a Chicken. ( p . 1 6 5 ) See L u s ~ , Montagen ins Blaue, 8 2 83, 136-37, 126-127.
176. Hight, Picturing Modernism, lO4ff

.

177. Prof. Sperl, l1Was sagt uns die 'Fife'?" Der Photograph
no. 50 (21 June 1929) : 197.
178. Matthies-Masuren, I1ZurWerkbund-Ausstellung 'Film und
Fotot in S t ~ t t g a r t ,227.
~ ~ The translation is my own,

179. E. Haceel, I1Bemerkungenzu 'Film und Fotol in StuttgartIN
Photographische Chronik 36, no. 23 (4 June 1929): 215.
180. Ludwig Neundorfer, I1Photographie - Die Bildkunst der
Gegenwart," Kolnische V o l k s z e i t u n g (23 June 1929 ) , in Eskild sen and Horak, eds . , F i l m und Foto d e r z w a n z i g e r J a h r e , 168.
181. Walter Rietzler, ll'Form',Foto und Film, D i e Form, no.
1 4 , 1929, reprinted in Die Z w a n z i g e r J a h r e des D e u t s c h e n
Werkbunds (~iessen/~ahn:
Anabas and Berlin: Werkbund-Archiv,

1982), 147 f f .
182. On Atget, see Rosalind E. Krauss, Vhotographyts Discursive Spaces," in: The Originali ty of the Avant -Garde and Other
Modernist Myths (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 19861, 144-50.
183. In his article "Werkbund-Ausstellung 'Film und Foto,'
Stuttgart 1929 .I1 Prodest wrote that the FIFO I1iibertrifft in
weiten Ausmasse das, was k u r z vorher von anderer Seite, vom
Folkwang-Museum in Essen, erreicht worden ist. ( p . 910) While
Steinorth assumes that Dexells exhibition inspired Stotz to
conceive of this show, he also holds that the Essen show was
so different that no influence can be assumed. (Steinorth, op.
cit., unpag.)

184. He opposed, however, what he saw as the apolitical stance
of the de Stijl artists. See Kallai, "KorrektGrat ( A de Stijl
f iqyelmebe)" [A correction (to the attention of de Stij 1)I Ma
8, no. 9-10 (1 July i923): unpag.

185. See particularly KBllaits Klagesian references to I1racial
psychologyrtl
the "demonology of primitive folk artn and "intuitive childrensl drawings [as] essential manifestations of
life, such as dance, play, crying and laughing," in W e m e t es
japan gyermekrajzokIt [German and Japanese childrenst drawing]
(1922) Magyar Pedagogia no. 1-6 (1925): 37-8 and his review of
Hans Prinzhornls Bi l d n e r e i des G e i s t e s k r a n k e n ( 192 2 in "Kaprazat es tdrvenyH Ma 9, no. 1 (15 September 1923): 11. On the
question of "national characteristics," see also Monika Wucher, "Zwischen internationali ism us' und 'nationaler Identitat':
Aspekte der Kallai-Rezeption," Kritische Berichte 19, no. 2
(1991): 54 -61. On the l e b e n s p h i l o s o p h i s c h / N e o Vitalist basis
of Kallai's concept of eletesseg [vitality], see Chapter One.
186. See, e-g., Forgacs, ''New Perspectives on Ern6 Kallai's
Concept on Constructivism,It A c t a H i s t o r i a A r t i u m Hungariae 3 5
(1990-92)
: 27.
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K l l a tlE-T-I-K-A?l'
[E-T-H-I-C-S?]
Ma 9 , no. 2
(November 1923): unpag.

188. Ern6 Kallai, llWilhelmLehmbruckfUArs Una 1, no. 3 (December 1923): 92-99.
189. Ern6 Kallai, I1AurelBernath,I1 Der S t u m (June 1924);
Kallai, "Jose£ Egry" Jahrbuch der Jungen Kunst (1924): 2 4 5 - 6 .
190. E r n 6 Kallai, llLadislausMoholy-Nagy, Jahrbuch der Jungen
Kunst (1924): 189.
191. Ernd Kallai, uIdeologiak alkonya. Kunst kommt von Konnen." 365 no. I (April 1925) : 19-20.
192. Ibid. This new critical perspective is first put into
operation in his article on Muche. Kallai, "Georg Muche," Der
Cicerone 17, no. 12 (June 1925): 584-91.
193. Forgacs, "New Perspectives on Ernd Kallaifs Concept on
Constructi~ism,~~
30.
194. Kallai, llOrganisation,
Natur, Gestaltung,I1 Offset- Buchund Werbekunst no. 6 (1925): 343; llArchitekturalisleszereles
( E g y magyar epitesz weimari kii5llitasahoz) [Architectural
disarmament (on the Weimar exhibition of a Hungarian architect)] Magyar Muveszet [Hungarian Art] no. 3 (1926): 173-4.
"Die Wohnung, Sozialistische Monatshef te 63, no. 5 (May
1926) : 3 2 2 .
195. Kallai, "Organisation, Natur, Gestaltung," 343. C.f. also
his praise of Muchefs organic work in "Georg Muchettl
585.
196. On his earlier tendency to "vitalize" Constructivism, see
Chapter One. An important source for Kallai at this time would
have been Hans Hausteints l1BiologieU1
column in Sozialistische
Monatshefte, a journal in which Kallai was himself publishing
by this time. See, e.g., his use of the term MNeo-Vitalismus~
in "Biologic," Sozialistische Monatshef te 63, no. 3 (March
1926): 180. This article would also have given Kallai a complete history going back to antiquity of the Mechanism-Vitalism debate, and of the debate in the 20th century up to his
time. On Neo-Darwinism, see Haustein, Sozialistische Monatshefte, 6 4 , no. 6 (June 1927): 490-91. In fact, judging by all
the articles where he discusses Ernst Haeckel, Jakob von
Uexkull, Hans Driesch, Edgar Dacque, evolution, Lamarck,
Darwin, Genetics, etc., Haustein seems to have been an important source for Kallai on biocentrism during the mid to late
20s. Note that Kallai seems to have been a regular reader of
Die Form, as well as of Franz Kolfrnannfsbook Schtjnheit der
Technik. Franz Kollmann, Schdnheit der Technik (Munich: Albert
Langen, 1928). Source: bauhaus 1928, no. 4: 27.

197. Kallai, I1Architekturalisleszereles." He also calls for
an organic-functionalistapproach to housing design in "Die
W ~ h n u n g ,322.
~ ~ On this 'drive," see below.
198. Kallai, in his 1927 response to a letter written to him
by Georg Neitzel: IgKallaisAntwort,I1 Das Kunstblatt 11 ( 1 9 2 7 ) :
313.
199. Kallai, "Der Plastiker Matare," 68.
2 0 0 . Kallai, HAusstellung der Kunstschule Johannes Itten,
Berlin," 36.

201. Kallai, "Der Plastiker Matare," 67.

202. Quoted by Ernst J k k h in "The New Era, Die Form ( 1 9 3 0 )

:

303.

203. Hannes Meyer assumed the directorship of the Bauhaus
April 1, and though he had originally thought of Schlemmer in
this role, he soon invited Kallai to act as Moholy-Nagy's
replacement as editor of bauhaus, and as the school's publicist. (In his letter to Willi Baumeister of 15.2.1928 Schlemrner mentions that Meyer intends his duties in the new Bauhaus
to include I1publishinguand I4public relations4I in addi tion to
teaching. See Schlemmer, The Letters and Diaries, 2 2 6 . In a
letter to Baumeister of 30.4.1928, Meyer mentions having hired
Kallai to be the Vressereferent" of the Bauhaus "zum methodischen Aufbau der Bauhauspropaganda." Magdalene Droste, W n terrichtsstruktur und ~erkstattsarbeitam Bauhaus unter Hannes
MeyerH in Werner Kleineriischkamp and Werner Mbller, eds.,
Hannes Meyer 1889 -1954. Archi tekt Urbanist Lehrer {Berlin:
Ernst & Sohn, 19891, 140). Kallai arrived in Dessau by early
May at the latest, for he was staying with the Schlemmers on
May 7. Ludwig Grote referred to him as Meyer's ltpropagandist.ll
See Grote in Eckhard Neumann, ed., Bauhaus und Bauhausler:
Bekenntnisse und Erinnerungen (Bern: Hallwag, 1971), 164.
204. Quoted by Tanya Frank in her " N a c h ~ o r tto
~ ~Frank, ed.,
Kallai, Vision und Fonngesetz: A u f s d t z e iiber Kunst und KOnstler 1921-1933 (Leipzig: Gustav Kiepenheuer, 19863, 260. The
undated letter (in the Bauhaus-Archiv, Berlin) is probably
from early 1929.

205. See Meyer's letter to Willy Baumeister, Basel, 13.2.192'
Reprinted in Kleineriischkamp and Mdller, eds., Hannes Meyer,
1889-1954, 166-7.
206. One can trace the mood of the Bauhaus through Schlernrner
diary and correspondence. Schlemmer and Meyer started out as
friends after Meyer arrived at the Bauhaus in 1927. At first
Schlemmer greeted his appointaent as director cautiously. As

late as 11 November 1928 Schlemmer wrote to Otto Meyer-Arnden
that Wannes Meyer [is] well disposed and helpful but also
demanding." The Letters and Diaries, 235. In his February 1929
diary entry, Schlemmer refers to Itat long last another party
at this troubled B a u h a u ~ .(~p~. 238) By the time of his 6 March
1929 letter to Baumeister, Schlemmer writes that "1 am ready
to leave. People - - the students and I, too - - are dissatisfied with Hannes because of his boorish behaviour and tactlessness. The atmosphere in the house is not good," and he was
referring to his attempts to get a job in Breslau. ( p . 240) On
June 9 he wrote to Otto Meyer-Amden that "Given the mood here,
I can only say thank God [that the Breslau Academy is interested in hiring him]. I have never felt more alienated from
the Bauhaus than now, thank's to Meyerrs total failure as
director. " (p. 244)
207. Paul Klee, IIExakteVers~cheim Bereich der KunsttHbauhaus 2, no. 2/3 (1928): 17. On Schlemmer's wariness, e.g., see
The Letters and Diaries of Oskar Schlemmer, 226ff.
208. See Oskar Schlemmer IV '29, im Meisterrat ' 2 8 , 11 silver
contact prints and enlargements mounted on card, 29.7 X 41.7
cm. in: Josef Albers. Photographien 1928 -1955 (Cologne: Kolni scher Kunstverein, 19921, plate 9. Kallai resigned from his
job as editor of bauhaus around early July, effective 1 October (letter, Kallai to Naum Gabo, 7.7.1929, Bauhaus Archiv,
Berlin, inv. no. 3653/10). This resignation was tended around
the time that Schlemmer accepted a position at the Breslau
Academy. (Sez The Letters and Diaries of Oskar Schlemmer,
240ff.) Kallai left Dessau sometime after 6 October 1929,
since postcards sent by Kallai to Elizabeth Richter (the wife
of Naum Gabo) on the occasion of her birthday are dated "6.10.29," and signed "Kallai. Dessau (leider), Bauhaus (leiderer),Itindicating that he was anxious to leave Meyer's Bauhaus
and return to Berlin. (Bauhaus Archiv, Berlin, inv. nos.
3653/11, 3653/3, 3 6 5 3 / 1 2 and 3781/4) He may well have stayed
on, however, until mid October, to see Fritz Kuhrrs exhibition
and hear the Carnap lecture series (on these, see below) and
to deliver the last issue of bauhaus edited by him - - which
appeared November 15 - - to the printer. Surprisingly, despite
his admiration for Klee, Kallai does not seem to have been
close to him at the Bauhaus. (Conversation with Alexander
Klee.) Perhaps this was because - - like Grote - - Klee saw him
as Meyer' s man.
209. Hannes Meyer, I1bauhausund gesellschaftn bauhaus 3, no. I

(January 1929), 2. In his letter to Lord Mayor Hesse of Dessau, written at the time of his dismissal as Bauhaus director
in August of 1930, Meyer echoed these same ideas: "I fought
constructively under my motto: all life is a striving after
oxygen + carbon + starch + protein. Therefore, all design must
be anchored in this life. Building is a biological and not an

aesthetic process. (Schnaidt, ed. , Hannes Meyer. . . ) These
ideas echo those expressed by K. von Meyenburg in his article
"kultur von pflanzen, tieren, rnenschenu in bauhaus no. 4 (24
October 19271, in which he writes "die sonne liefert die
energie und die atmosphare liefert die vier gase: kohlenstoff,
sauerstoff, wasserstoff und stickstoff, aus C,O,H,N erbaut
sich das leben mit sonnenkraft fast restlos ..." ( p . 10) Von
Meyenburg, a fellow Basler much appreciated by Raoul France,
exercised a strong influence on Meyerts organic mode of thinking. Indeed, Meyer invited him to lecture at the Bauhaus,
which he did in 1929. (On this, see below.)
210. Kallai, nBauhauspedagogia, Bauhausepiteszetn [Bauhaus
pedagogy, Bauhaus architecture] Ter es Forma [Space and Form]
1 (December 1928): 320.
211. Stefan Kraus, I1bauen ist ein biologischer vorgang - Hannes Meyerttl
in Wulf Herzogenrath and Stefan Kraus, eds.,
Bauhaus-Utopien: Arbeiten auf P a p i e r (Stuttgart: Edition
Cantz, 1988), 279.
212. Hoffmann, Wannes Meyer - - dkologische Aspekte seiner
Lehre und deren Auswirkung.lt See also Kallai V u r einfbhrungm
in das bauhaus d e s s a u exh. cat. (Basel: Gewerbemuseum, 19291,
unpag. Also: Herzogenrath and Kraus, Bauhaus U t o p i e n , 24-25,
279-80; Magdalene Droste, b a u h a u s 1919-1933 (Berlin: Benedikt
Taschen Verlag, 19901, 172, where Droste quotes Meyer in the
Anhalter A n z e i g e r (25.6.1929): "Durch soziologische und biologische Vortrage und Kurse prominenter ~ersenlichkeitensol1
diesen Gebieten am Bauhaus mehr Eingang verschafft werden." On
the Bauhaus lecture series, see below.
213. Schlemmer, Letter to Tut Schlemrner of 1 March 1928, in:
The L e t t e r s and Diaries, 229.
214. Schlemmer, letter to Willi Baumeister of 15 February 1928
in Ibid., 226-7.
215. Schlernmer, diary entry of the end of May 1928, in Ibid.,
233.
216. Schlemmer, diary entry of 26 March 1928, in Ibid., 231.
217. Oskar Schlernrner, Ikmterrichtsgebiete. der mensch," bauhaus 2, no. 2/3 (1 July 1928): 22-4.

218. Ibid., 23.

219. This view may also have been affected by Prinzhornls
related psychology, which Meyer and Kallai were promoting at
the time. C.f. Huch and Hans Prinzhorn, Leib-Seele-Einheit:
Ein K e r n p r o b l em der Psychologie (~otsdam/Zurich:Miiller &

Kiepenheuer/Orell Fiissli, 1927). Schlemmer makes his debt to
Huch clear in a sketch reproduced in Heimo Kuchling, ed.,
Oskar Schl emmer: Der Mensch. Unterricht am Bauhaus. Nachgela ssene Aufzeichnungen (Mainz/Berlin: Florian Kupferberg, 1969),
31. On Schlemmer and Huch, see Herzogenrath and Kraus BauhausUtopzen, 177 and Peter Hahn, Experiment-Bauhaus: Das BauhausArchiv zu Gast im Bauhaus Dessau (Berlin: Bauhaus-Archiv,
1988), 52. See also Ricarda Huch, Vom Wesen des Menschen:
Natur und Geist (Prien a. Chiemsee: Kampmann & Schnabel,
19211, 1. Karin von Maur is mistaken in supposing that Schlernmer's interest in Huch took him "in der Nahe von Theos~phie.~
von Maur, Oskar Schlemmer (Stuttgart: Staatsgalerie Stuttgart,
19771, 260. On Ricarda von Huch as a Monist, see Monika Fick,
Sinnenwelt und Weltseele. Der psychophysische Monismus in der
Li tera tur der Jahrhundertwende (Tiibingen: Max Nierneyer, 1993 ) .
In the special theatre issue of bauhaus no. 3, Schlemmer
reviewed Fritz Giese's Kerperseele, an evidently Monist study
of Hbody/soul relationships with respect to modern gymnastics
and expressive dance." Janice Joan Schall, "Rhythm and Art in
Germany, 1900-193011(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Texas
at Austin, 1989), 347-8.
220. Schlemmer, letter to Tut Schlemmer of I March 1928. On
Haeckel, see also Kuchling, ed., Oskar Schlernrner, Der Mensch,
p. 71-72. Both Haeckelfs Natur und Mensch (1920) and Ostwald's
Grosse Manner are included on the natural scientific reading
list.

221. Kuchling in Schlemmer, Der Mensch, 133. Among the books
listed on the related reading list is Oswald Spengler's U n t e r gang des Abendlandes. ( p . 142)

222. Six of thirteen items, to be precise. See Kuchling, ed.,
Oskar Schlemmer: Der Mensch, 142. On the Monistic-Dualistic
topic, see pp. 144-5. The list, probably compiled in 1928,
includes Klages ' Ausdrucksbewegung und Gestal t ungskraft
(1923); Mensch und Erde (1920), Vom kosmogonischen Eros
(1922), Vom Wesen des Bewusstseins (1926); and Carus' Psyche
(1864) and Symbolik der menschlichen Gestalt (1925). 4s P r i n z horn points out in Leib-Seele-Einheit,Klages wrote the introduction to the re-edition of Psyche ( p p . 189-90). Surprisingly, Schlemmer does not include Prinzhorn's history of Monist
psychology Leib-Seele-Einheit,which appeared in 1927 and was
reviewed in Bauhaus very positively by Ern6 Kallai. On this,
see below. On Goethe, Carus and their effect on Klages in this
book, see pp. 5 4 f f .
223. Kuchling, "Oskar Schlemmers Begriff vom Menschen," in
Schlemmer, Der Mensch, 25-6.

224. We know from Naum Gabots correspondence with Kallai,
preserved in the Bauhaus-Archiv,Berlin, that Kallai first
suggested Gabo's lectures at the Bauhaus, held 2-9 November
1 9 2 8 . It is also likely that Kallai proposed his compatriot
Pal Forgo's Bauhaus lecture on "Neues Bauen in UngarntHheld 7
December 1 9 2 8 . (Kallai had given Forgo's book ~j e p i t e s z e t
[New architecture] a mixed review on p. 2 7 of the 1 October
1 9 2 8 issue of b a u h a u s . ) Thus it seems that Kallai took on an
active role in organizing the Bauhaus lectures. On the series
in general, see Klaus-Jiirgen Winkler, Der Architekt Hannes
Meyer: Anschauungen u n d Nerk (Berlin: VEB Verlag fiix Bauwesen,
19891, 1 2 2 - 4 .
2 2 5 . bauhaus 3 , no. 1 (January 1 9 2 9 ) : 25. On Neubert's lecture, see Rudolf Neubert , M e i n A r t z l eben. Erinnerungen (Rudolstadt: Greifenverlag, 1 9 7 3 and 1 9 8 1 ) , 52-53. On the Marxist

and Communist component of this series, see Winkler, Der
Architekt Hannes Meyer, 1 2 2 - 3 .
2 2 6 . bauhaus 3 , no. 2 (April-June1 9 2 9 ) : 2 6 .

no. 3 (July-September1 9 2 9 ) : 28. This lecture
is also reported to have been on the topic of "Arbeit und
LebenH in uBauhausvortrag" Anhal ter Anzeiger (8.6.19291 . In
"Interne Vortrage am Bauhaustl(Anhalter Anzeiger 4 June 19281
it is reported that von Meyenburg was to have lectured from 6 8 June, suggesting that he delivered more than one lecture.
The anonymous author of nBauhausvortragll
reported that von
Meyenburg criticized Karl Marxts and Taylor's ideas on work,
as well as the collectivization of agriculture in the USSR.
One must rather - - von Meyenburg is reported to have said - deal with the whole question of work W o n rein biologischen
Gesichtspunkten aus.I1 Von Meyenburg's biologistic materialism
is expressed thus in the report: uBiologisch giibe es keinen
Unterschied zwischen dem Kampf untereinander und der Arbeit.
Immer handelt es sich urn e i n Auseinandersetzen einer Materie
und urn ein Zusammensetzen zu einer anderen, also urn einen
Umfass des Stoffes." Raoul France reproduced images of von
Meyenburg working in France, Das Buch des Lebens (Berlin:
Ullstein, 1 9 2 4 ) , 347 and France, So musst du Leben! (Dresden:
Car Reissner, 19301, 33. C . f . For a clear expression of von
Meyenburg's biocentrism, see his "kultur von pflanzen, tieren,
menschen," bauhaus no. 4 (24 October 1 9 2 7 ) : 8 - 9 .
2 2 7 . bauhaus 3,

2 2 8 . 'Iveranstaltungen am bauhaus," bauhaus 2, no. 4
1 9 2 8 ) : 24.

(1 October

2 2 9 . Tanja Frank was the first to point out the deep impres-

sion Prinzhorn's ideas made on Kallai, in her afterword to an
anthology of Kallai's writings she edited, Vision und Fonnges e t z , 2 6 8 . C.f. Kallai's adoption of Klages' idea of rhythm as
an essential expression of universal vitality. For example, an

important passage on rhythm appears both in Kallai's exhibition catalogue Vision und Formgesetz. B l z t t e r der Galerie
F e r d i n a n d Moller no. 8 (September 1930), 3-4, and in Kallai's
essay ltRythrnusin Bildernu in Die Weltbchne 26, no. 4 1 (1930),
554-6: "Der Mensch ist geistige Potenz, Erkenner und Konstrukteur hohen Ranges. Doch er treibt irn gleichen Kreislauf von
Natuxgewalten des Blutes, des Geschlechts und des Hungers, der
Keimung und des Todes wie Tier und Pflanze/ C.f. the clippings in Kallai's collection: "Takt und Elhythmus. Ludwig
Klages in der Kant-GesellschaftN [no author or date; ca. 19341
Unterhal tungsblat t d e r Vossischen Z e i tung (concerning Klages '
lecture Worn Wesen des Rhythmus" held at the Berliner Ortsgruppe of the Kant-Gesellschaft),and Georg Burckhardt, I1Geist
und Seele," review of vol . 3 of Klages' Der Geist als W i d e r s a cher der Seele, [no source or date; book published in 1 9 3 2 1 .
(M.K.Cs. inv. no. MDK-C-I-ll/unorderedfiles).
2 3 0 . Ernst Kallai, I1bauenund leben/
uary 1929): 12.
231.

ibid.

232.

Ibid.

bauhaus 3, no. 1 (Jan-

2 3 3 . Ibid. Prinzhorn's lecture "Leib-Seele-Einheit"was evidently based on Leib -Seele - Einhei t . E i n Kernproblem der neuen
Psycho1 ogi e, while Grundlagen der neuen Personlichkeitspsy chologieI1 seems to have been an early version of the ideas
Prinzhorn later expressed in Personlichkeitspsychologie.
En twurf e i n e r biozentrischen Wirkl i c h k e i t s l ehre vom Menschen
(Leipzig: Quelle & Meyer, 1932).
It

234. Hannes Meyer, Typescript of a lecture held in Vienna and
Basel, 22.4.1929. Reprinted in Lena Meyer-Bergner, ed. Hannes
Meyer. Bauen und G e s e l l s c h a f t , Schriften, B r i e f e , Projekte
(Dresden: VEB Verlag der Kunst, 1980), 62. On this, see also
Kraus, I1bauenist ein biologischer vorgang - - Hannes Meyer,"
280. For another expression of these ideas, see Meyer's l1bauen
und gesellschaft,It 2. The iisting of thinkers (with the omrnission of Goethe and the addition of Hans Prinzhorn) is more or
less Prinzhornts formulation. See Prinzhorn, Leib-Seele-Einh e i t , 179.

235. On Prinzhorn see: James L. Foy, preface to the reprint of
Prinzhorn's A r t i s t r y of the Mentally I11 (Berlin and New York:

Springer Verlag, 1972); Bern Urban, afterword to the reprint
of Prinzhornrs Gesprzch ziber Psychoanalyse zwischen F r a u ,
Dichter und Arzt (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp, 1981). On Klages,
e-g., Hans Eggert Schr6der, ed. Ludwig Klages 1872-1956, exh.
cat. (Bonn: Bouvier, 1972) and Chapter Two.

236. In the original the first quotation reads: "In gradliniger Fortsetzung der oben geschilderten Auffassung des 'bewusstlos bildenden Lebens' von Goethe und Carus sind fiir
Klages a1 1 e echten Lebensvorgznge - - und das will beim Menschen sagen: Erlebnisse - - ihrem Wesen nach unbewusst, zweckfrei, zwangsl3ufig, i n sich geschlossen. The second reads :
" . . .der noch unzeitgemassen Weltsicherheit von Menschen, die
im Einklang mit den grossen Rhythrnen des Naturlaufs und mit
allem lebenden Gebilde sich gefunden hatten." Prinzhorn, LeibSeele-Einheit, 62 and 72 resp.
237. C.f.: "The despiritualization of the world is not the
outcome of the unfaith of individuals, but i s one of the
possible consequences of a mental development which here has
actually led to Nothingness .... Today, as always, art must,
willy-nilly,make Transcendence perceptible, doing so at all
times in the form which arouses contemporary faith. It may
well be that the moment draws near when art will once again
tell man what his God is and what he himself is." Karl Jaspers, Man in the Modern Age [Die geistige Situation der Zeit,
19311 Eden and Cedar Paul, trans. (New York: Anchor, 1 9 5 7 1 ,
20;

14i.

238. On Jung, Kallai would have read Hans Prinzhorn, who
discusses his idea of the Mcollective unconscious^ in LeibSeele-Einheit: 96-98, 102 f f . Prinzhorn sees some problems
with Jung, but also praises him. Edgar Dacquets writings also
played a role here. Jung first proposed the "shadowH in his
1918 essay "The Role of the unconscious.^ Prinzhorn discusses
Jung in Leib-Seele-Einheit,as well as in his 1929 book Psychotherapy: Its Nature, Assumptions and Limitations, which
dealt with Freud, Junq and Adler. On Jung and Kallai see also
Oliver Botar, ItErn6Kallai and the Hidden Face of Nature1'in
The Structurist, no. 2 3 - 2 4 (1984-851, 79-80. C . f . also the
article which survives among Kallails collection of newspaper
clippings: Jung, "Lob des Trams" Unterhal tungsblat t der
Vossischen Zeitung (29 June 1 9 3 3 ) . (MTA-MKCS-c-I-ll/unordered
material) C.f. also Anne Harringtonts discussion of the
demonic in Constantin von Monakow's thought, and of "thanatosU
or the "death instinctN in Freud. See Anne Harrington, Reenchanted Science: Holism in German Culture from Wilhelm 11 to
H i t l e r (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 83-86.

239. "Chapter 6, "Die Fachwissenschaften und die Lehre von der
L e i b - Seele-Einheit,l1 Prinzhorn, Leib-Seele-Einheit,143 - 62.
240. Ibid., 143-44.
241. See bauhaus 3 , no. 3 (July-September 1929): 28.

See, e.g . Herbert Feigl, Inquiries and Provocations.
Selected Writings 1929 -1974, Robert S. Cohen, ed. (Dordrecht,
Boston and London: D. Reidel, 19811, esp. the 1929 "Meaning
and Validity of Physical Theoriestfl
116-144,
242.

243. C.f. Feiglls publications: Theorie und Erfahrung in der
Physik (Karlsruhe: G. Raun, 1929). For an Enlish translation
of Chapter 111: nMeaning and Validity of Physical Theories,"
in Robert S. Cohen, ed. Inquiries and Provocations. Selected
Writings 1929 - 1 9 7 4 (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1981), 116 - 1 4 4 .
"Zufall und Gesetz," Wissenschaftliche Jahresbericht der
Philosophischen Gesellschaft an der Universi t a t zu Wien
(Vienna, 1927) (a summary of Feigl's Ph.D. dissertation,
Vienna, 1928). Wahrscheinlichkeit und Erfahrung," Erkenntnis
1 (1930), 249-259. In English: "Probability and Experience,"
in Cohen, ed., Inquiries and Provocations, 1-7-115.While he
did not publish his ideas on "Leib und SeeleM at the time,
Feigl did publish several studies on the subject later, e . g .
"The Mind-Body Problem in the Development of Logical Empiricism" (19501, Wind-Body, Not a pseudo problem^ (1960), and
"Some Crucial Issues of Mind-Body Monismu (1971), in Conen,
ed. Inquiries and Provocations. Feigl remembers Neurath as the
person who arranged for his (and Carnap's) lecture series at
the Bauhaus. Neurath had himself lectured there the previous
fall. Feigl remembers meeting Klee and Kandinsky (he mentions
neither Meyer nor Kallai), but says little else about the
actual lectures. He writes: "Neurath and Carnap felt that the
[Vienna] Circle's philosophy was an ex~ressionof the neue
Sachlichkeit which was part of the ideology of the Bauhaus."
If this was the case, then the lectures may not have elicited
sympathy from Kallai. "The Wiener Kreis in AmericaN (1969) in
Cohen, ed. Inquiries and Provocations, 62-63. See also a
reference in it to Feigl's letter of 1 July 1929 to Hans
Reichenbach concerning his time at the Bauhaus in: Peter
Galison, "Aufbau/Bauhaus: Logical Positivism and Architectural
Modernism, Critical Inquiry 16 (Summer 1990) : 718.
244. C.f. Carnap's publications: "Ober die Aufgabe der Physik,ltKant Studien 28 (l923), 90-117; and Der logische Aufbau
der Welt (Berlin-Schlachtensee:Weltkreis Verlag, 1928). In an
English translation by R. A. George, The Logical Structure of
the World (Berkeley and Los Angeles: university of California
Press, 1969). "Der Missbrauch der Spracheu may have been based
on any one of a number of publications of the per-iod by Carnap
on the problem of lansuage and syntax. On Carnap's views on
the lecture series, see Feigl, "The Vienna Circle,It in Cohen,
ed. Inquiries and Provocations, 62-63. On Carnap's visit to
the Dessau Bauhaus, see Galison, nAufbau/Bauhaustt
734-40.
The Vienna Circle's Berlin supporter Hans Reichenbch was
also invited to lecture at the Bauhaus, though after Kalfaits
departure. Reichenbach was invited in the fall of 1929. Neurath was invited in May of 1929 and again in 1930. Galison,

245. On Meyer and the controversy around the fine arts at the
Bauhaus, see Kersten, Wannes Meyer und die Kunst der Modernett1
130-3. Also: Jacques Aron, Wannes Meyer und die Kunstproblernatik am BauhaueH in Hannes Meyer - - Bei trage zum 100.
Geburtstag. Internationales Symposion (Dortmund: Hannes-MeyerGeburtstag-Komitee,Fachhochschule Dortmund, Fachbereich
Architektur, 1989), 67 and Winkler, Der Architekt Hannes
Meyer, 126-7. On Teige as Kallai's replacement, see the correspondence between Meyer and Teige reprinted in Kleinercschkamp
and Moller, eds . , Hannes Meyer, 171.
246. An ignorance of biocentrism and a consequent adherence to
the Left-Right taxonomy mars Galison's informative article on
the logical positivists and the Bauhaus. Galison elides the
connections of the logical positivist circle to the Monistenbund. In his first letter to Carnap of 19 October 1923, Otto
Neurath refers to Carnap's involvement in the uFreideutschen,H
but fails to identify this as a reference to the Freideutsche
Jugend of the German Youth Movement, See pp. 713-4. Galison's
attempt to discuss Logical Positivism as "left wingn is subverted by his own discussion of its '%eftH (anti-metaphysical) and uRigh'.,'l
("metaphysicaluwings) the "Right-wingo1
including Schlick and Wittgenstein. (On the logical positivists as spanning the political spectrum from Left to Right
despite Galison's tendency to associate them exclusively with
the Left, see Galison p. 714.) A s a result, Galison absurdly
classifies Hans Driesch as "one of the heros of nationalist
i.e. - - in this context - - a quasi-Nazi, for his
philosophyttt
metaphysical organicism ( p . 733-4) despite Driesch's longstanding position as one of the "Circle of Friends of the
Sauhaus." (See, e.g., the list in bauhaus 3, no. 2 {AprilJune 1929): 27.) Because of his failure to allow for a Leftist
biologism, not surprisingly Galison - - as others - - seeks to
erase traces of Hannes Meyerfs radical biologism. See, egg.,
Galison's studied omission of Meyerts references to "biology"
and "lifew in his quotation from Meyerts "Bauen," p. 717.
Combined with the decidedly metaphysical origins of Kandinsky's Elementarism, and the Francean origins of Moholy-Nagy's,
all this underlines the fundamentally mistaken nature of
Galison's thesis that "the modernist construction of form out
of elemental geometric shapes and colors is a correlate of the
verbal development of theories out of logic and elementary
bits of perception. ( p . 749) His thesis crumbles on the
untenable foundation of the Bauhaus as "scientistic and
machine-centred." ( p . 749)
247. Kleineriischkamp and Meller, eds., Hannes Meyer, 178.

248. Howard Dearstynetsnotes on some of these lectures are
reprinted in Hans M. Wingler, ed., The Bauhaus (Cambridge
Mass.: The MIT Press, 1969), 160. On Krfiger as a I1holistu
psychologist, see Karrington, Reenchanted Science, xxiv, 124 8. On Kruger as a supporter of Hitler, see pp. 177-8. On these
lectures see also Winkler, Der Architekt Hannes Meyer, 1 2 3 . On
other lectures after Kallai left, see Meyer's letter to Erwin
Redslob of 20 August 1930, reprinted in Kleineriischkamp and
Meller, eds . , Hannes Meyer, 177 - 8.

Neubert, Mein Artzleben, 53. After one of Carnap's lectures, discussions continued until 1 AM. (Galison, "Aufbau/
Bauhaus," 736).Von Meyenburg's lecture was also reported to
have been a success. Anhalter Anzeiger (8.6.1929).
249.

2 5 0 . Galison, MAufbau/Bauhaus,u710.

251. On Prinzhorn, Klages, biocentrism and the Bauhaus, see
Chapter Three.

252. Kallai, "goldene ketten - - eiserne kettentNbauhaus 3 ,
no. 1 (January 1929): 14.
2 5 3 . On this see Tanja Frank, "Hannes Meyer und Ernst Kallai.
Eine freundschaftliche Kontroverse am Bauhaus," Bildende K u n s t
33, no. 10 (1985), 475-6 and Frank, Wachwort," Vision und
Formgesetz, 260-3.

254. On Kuhrts public statement against Gropiust resignation
and his opposition to Meyer, see The Letters and Diaries of
Oskar S c h l emmer, 22 5 .
For Kallaits critique of what developed into Stalinism,
see his I1goldeneketten - - eiserne kettenl and I1Das Bauen und
die Kunst," 8. This prescient knowledge of Stalinism likely
derived from Janos Macza, who had visited the Dessau Bauhaus
during the summer of 1928, and was Kallai's guest there. Macza
was a prominent figure on the Moscow cultural scene, and would
have been very well informed on developments there. Meyer
(with whom Macza later became friends during his Moscow
years), accepted this totalitarianism, and soon moved to the
Soviet Union, remaining a Stalinist even after his expulsion
from the USSR. See: Karin Carmen Jung, Vlanung der sozialistischen Stadt. Hannes Meyer in der Sowjetunion 1930-1936"; and
Winfried Nerdinger, ~'AnstossigesRott Hannes Meyer und der
linke Baufunktionalisrnus - - ein verdrangtes Kapitel Architekturgeschichte," both in Kleineriischkamp and Mdller, eds. Hannes
Meyer, 288-9 and 27-28, respectively. On Macza, see the autobiographical fragment in Janos Mbcza, E s z m e i s e g - avantgarde miiveszet [Intellectualism - - avant-garde - - art] vol. 2 (Budapest: Pet6fi Irodalmi Muzeum, n.d. [1985], 357.
255.

256. See Kallaits critique of Moholyts set designs for the
tales of Hofmann as pretty and superficial in "Das Bauen und
die KunsttU 15-16.
257. Mattenklott, Karl Blossfeldt, 57, note 17. The aestheticization - - and commodification - - of these images had begun
in the mid 20s, with gallery owner and publisher Karl Nierendorf's exhibition and subsequent publication of Blossfeldtts
turn of the century plant close-ups in 1925 and 1928, respectively. It is possible that it was Moholy's book Malerei,
Photographie, Film of 1925, which gave Nierendorf the impetus
to recontextualize Blossfeldtrs work. Eugene Atget's ItdiscoveryH by Man Ray and the Surrealists in 1925, and his inclusion in the FIFO exhibition, was a process exactly analogous
both temporally and conceptually. See Krauss, "Photography's
Discursive SpacesrU144. Blossfeldt's revival and success is
coincidental with the aestheticization of scientific photography and in a sense it was a part of this trend, since previous
to it they would have been seen as akin to botanical photographs. Indeed, as Mattenklott has shown, Blossfeldt's photographs were meant as tools in the applied arts rather than as
an aesthetic undertaking.

bauhaus 3 , no. 3 (November 19291, 28. He would also have
seen Blossfeldt's photographs in Raum 1 of the FIFO. It is
possible that Kallai arranged for the showing of Blossfeldt's
photos at the Bauhaus.
258.

259. See: Kallai, "Damonie der Satire,lt Das Kunstblatt 11, no.
6 (1927): 97-104.
260. Niexendorf, introduction to Blossfeldt, Urformen der
Kunst, Reprinted in English translation in: Mellor, ed.,
Germany. The New Photography 1927-33, 19.
261. Note that in the second issue of bauhaus which Kallai
edited, there was a half-page advertisement for Die Literarische Welt, the only one of its kind in bauhaus. See bauhaus,
2, no. 4 ( 1 October 1928): 27. It was in the next, January
1929 issue that Kallai's review of Blossfeldtrsbook appeared,

262. Benjamin, Weues von Blurnen,I1 Translation by Oliver
Botar. The available English translation in Mellor, ed.,
Germany. The New Photography 1927-33 ( p . 21) was for the most
part unusable.

263. I am here quoting the translation from ibid,
264. Detlef Mertens, "The Enticing and Threatening Face of
Prehistory: Walter Benjamin and the Utopia of Glass," Assemblage 29, 6-23 (1996): 18.

265. See Werner Feld, "Walter Benjamins Beziehung zu Ludwig
KlagestnAkzente 2 8 (1981): 279 and Gershom Scholem and Theodor w. Adorno, eds . , The Correspondence of Wal ter Benjamin,
1910-1940 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994): 3 6 6 - 7 .
It may seem risky, even heretical, to call Benjamin "biocentrictUbut Benjamin's Blossfeldt review is what I would term
biocentric, and this subject is at least worth further exploration. Though I find his uncritical acceptance of Georg
Lukacsts argument for some kind of essential connection
between Vitalism and Nazism to be questionable, I appreciate
that Richard Wolin has dared to discuss this aspect of Benjamin's complex thinking, particularly his life-long interest in
the biocentric philosopher Ludwig Klages. See "Walter Benjamin
Today," in Wolin, Labyrinths: Explorations in the C r i tical
History of Ideas (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press,
1995), 55-72.

Given Benjamin's probable importance in inspiring Ern6
Kallaits Bioroinantik conception, it is important to note his
Youth Movement roots. Benjamin became an admirer of Klages at
the Freideutsche Jugendts Hohe Meissner meeting of 1913, after
hearing Klages' ItMenschund ErdeN speech. (On this ~ a r l y
environmentalist speech, see Chapters Two and Three.) Benjamin
also befriended Gustav Wyneken, one of the leaders of the
Youth Movement, and a principal figure in the Schulreformbewegung which, as we saw in Chapter Three, had a strong effect on
Moholy-Nagytspedagogical thinking. Characteristically, he
wrote his dissertation on Der Begriff der ~unstkritikin der
deutschen Romantik (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp, 1 9 7 3 ) . On Benja mints participation at the Hohe Meissner, see Corona Hepp,
Avantgarde, 41. On Benjamin and Klages see also Werner Fuld,
"Walter Benjamins Beziehung zu Ludwig KlagestNAkzente 28
(1981): 274-87 and on Benjamin's affinity with German Romanticism and Paul Klee, see Mark Roskill, Klee, Kandinsky, and the
Thought of their Time: A C r i tical Perspective (Urban, Ill. :
University of Illinois Press, 1992). 134-5. On Benjamin's
admiration for the organicist art historian Siegfried Giedion's writing, see Detlef Mertins, "Walter en jam in's Tectonic
Architecture New York 1 4 (1996): 3 1 .
Unconsci~us,~~
266. This comparison was made in a special issue of R e D on
photography, clearly inspired by Moholy-Nagy's New Vision. For
what I presume to be the editor Karel Teige's comparison made
in a caption, see ReD 1, no. 6 (1929): 214-15. This issue also
included "Architektura hmoty1I [The architecture of matter]
(pp. 209-210), an article by the Czech physicist and popular
scientific writer V i l h Santholzer (1903 - ? ) of the Institute
of Radiology in Prague, on physicist Max von L a u e t s X-ray
crystallography, i.e. his pioneer imaging of atomic structure,
illustrated with microscopic photographs on atomic structure
by von Laue . See also Euzem Markalous , ItK Mikrofotograf iim,
ReD 1 (1928): 3 5 1 - 5 2 . Connections between Teige and the Bauhaus were especially close during Meyer's directorship. Note,

e.g., the rare reproductions of works by Kallai's protege
Fritz Kuhr in R e D 2 (1929): 296 and ReD 3 (1929-31): 137.
Thanks to Tonya Miouska of Toronto and Hanus Hernola of the
National Library, Prague, for information on Santholzer, and
to Miouska for translating Santholzer's article.
267. Ern6 Kallai, -9 t e r m e s z e t r e j t e t t a r c a [The hidden face of
nature], page. '#DieIdee," a 1929 coloured monotype by Kuhr
which fits this description, is reproduced in Peter Hahn,
J u n g e M a l e r am Bauhaus (exh. cat.) (Munich: Galerie Levante,
19791, unpag. C.f. also the abstract light photographs by Kuhr
published in R e D and b a u h a u s 3, no. 2 (April-June 1929): 19
and the untitled watercolour in Der K u n s t n a r r : 3.

268. Ludwig Grote, "Junge BauhausmalertVDas K u n s t b l a t t (July
1929): 198-201. The article must have been written before
about June. C.f. Ludwig Rote's introduction to the exhibition
catalogue J u n g e Bauhausmaler (Hallescher Kunstverein, 1928):
"Wohl zurn Ausgleich gegen die strenge, bis zur industrietechnischen normgetriebenen Rationalisierung in den Bau- und
Werkstattarbeiten des Bauhauses zeigen alle jungen Bauhausmaler einen unverkennbaren Hang zu lyrischen, phantastischen
oder grotesken Visionen, zu erdgeistigen oder uberirdischen
Grenzerweiterungen der Form, zu einer Romantik ....It
269. The Gallery was located in Berlin, and Kallai wrote
essays for several of the exhibition catalogues of the gallery
in 1929 and 1930. See the correspondence between Kallai and
Ferdinand Moller in the M6ller Archiv, Berlinische Galerie,
Berlin. In both my opinion, and that of Eberhard Roters,
Moller's biographer, Kallai played a crucial role in the
conception and organization of the "Vision und FormgesetzH
exhibition, though Mbller was in fact its instigator and chief
organizer. (Interview with Eberhard Roters, Berlin, March
1992.) See also: Roters, G a l e r i e F e r d i n a n d Moller. Die G e s c h i c h t e e i n e r Gal e r i e fur Moderne K u n s t i n D e u t s c h l a n d .
B r e s l a u - Berlin - K c i l n . E i n B e i t r a g z u r G e s c h i c h t e d e r K u n s t
und d e r K u n s t g e s c h i c h t e im 2 0 . J a h r h u n d e r t (Berlin: Gebr. Mann
Verlag, 1984), esp. 84. On the question of Kallaits role in
the exhibition's organization, see also a series of three
notices in A bis 2: K&llai, "ankiindigung" 2, no. 10 (August
1930), 40; Kallai, "zur ausstellung "vision und formgesetz" in
der galerie m6ller - berlin schreibt uns ernst kallaiM 2, no.
11 (October 1930), 48; the editors of A b i s Z, "an ernst
kallaiM 2, no. 12 (November 193O), 48.
270. Fritz Kuhr, 11Gern31de,
Aquarelle und Zeichn~ngen,~
announced in b a u h a u s 3, no. 3 (July-September1929) : 28.
271. See the exhibition catalogue I n t e r n a t i o n a l e A u s s t e l l u n g
d e s D e u t s c h e n Werkbunds Film und Foto (Stuttgart: Der Deutsche
Werkbund, 1929); Eskildsen and Horak, Film und Foto d e r zwan-

z i g e r J a h r e ; Steinorth, ed. I n t e r n a t i o n a l e A u s t e l l u n g d e s
Deutschen Werkbunds F i l m und Foto S t u t t g a r t 1 9 2 9 ; and Beamont
Newhall, "Photo Eye of the 1920s. The Deutsche Werkbund Exhibition of 1929" in Mellor, ed. Germany. The New Photography
1 9 2 7 - 3 3 ; 77-86. Kuhr also had photographs on display at the
Vifo" in Stuttgart. (Cat. nos. 50-55,p. 5 3 )
272. On I1Raum 1,It Eskildsen and Horak, eds. F i l m und Foto d e r
z w a n z i g e r J a h r e , 6 8 - 7 2 and 15-16, and Rudoif Junk, "Film und
FotoM P h o t o g r a p h i s c h e Korrespondenz 65, no 7 (July 1 9 2 9 ) , 229.
While a detailed list of photographs displayed was published
for the other rooms in the exhibition, this was not the case
for Ram 1. (C.f. pp. 49-50 and "NachtragM p. I. of the exhibition catalogue.) A photograph of a part of Raum 1 (reproduced in Eskildsen and Horak, eds . , Film und Foto d e r zwan z i g e r Jahre, 191), shows a panel with medical x-ray photographs, one with criminological photographs, and some others,
but neither microphotographs, nor cross-sectional photographs
of animals. (The original print is in the Museum Folkwang,
Essen, Fotographische Sammlung.) A photograph of the equivalent section of the Berlin showing of the exhibition (see
below) also does not show enough to be able to establish the
presence - - or absence - - of the photographs Kallai describes.
("HistorischeEinfuhrungIuStaatliche Museen, Preussischer
Kulturbesitz, Kunstbibliothek, Berlin. Thanks to Janos Frecot
and Inka Graeve at the Berlinische Galerie for showing me a
copy of this photograph.) The scientific material may have
come either from Erich StengerOs famous collection of historical and scientific photography, or from Moholy-Nagy's own
collection, or both. (On this question, see Eskildsen and
Horak, eds . , Film und Foto der z w a n z i g e r J a h r e , 6 8 . ) Stenger's
collection was also shown at most of the other such exhibitions in Germany between the world wars.
273. Ksllai, "Schone Photos, billige Photos," 736-38.
274. I n t e r n a t i o n a l e Wanderauss t e l l ung d e s Deu tschen Werkbundes
F i l m und Foto. Im Lichthof des ehemaligen Kunstgewerbemuseums.
(exh. cat.) (Berlin, 1929). Reprinted in part in Steinorth,
ed. I n t e r n a t i o n a l e A u s s t e l l u n g , unpag. Note that Kuhr also
exhibited in the Bauhaus section of the Berlin show.

275. Other displays of scientific photography which Kallai
could have seen in 1929-30 include those which formed part of
ItFotografieder Gegenwart," at the Museum Folkwang in Essen
(20 January to 17 February 1929) and of "Das Lichtbildtlin
Munich 1June to September 1930), which also showed part of the
FIFO material. See Eskildsen, "Fotokunst statt Kunstphotographie," 8-25. For a list of such exhibitions: 190-91. Both
exhibitions included scientific material. "Fotografie der
Gegenwart," with a section entitled "Die Aufnahme im Dienst
der Wissenschaft und ForschungInalso travelled during 1929 to

Hannover (10 March-17 April), Berlin (20 April-20 May), Dresden (15 September-6 October) and Magdeburg (28 November - 1 9
December) .
2 7 6 . E r n s t Kallai, MBewegungskunst,wSozialistische Monatshefte 7 2 no. 9 (September 1930): 944.

277. Kallai, "Kunst und Wirklichkeit," Sozialistische Monatshefte 37, no. 10 (October 1931): 1005. In the title of this
article Kallai may have been echoing the title of C. August
Emge's 1924 book Die Idee d e s Bauhauses: Kunst und Wirklichkeit (Berlin: Pan Verlag Rolf Heise, 1924). The cover of this
little-known work was designed by Monoly-Nagy. See: K a t a l o g
1 0 5 : Bauhaus etc. (Berlin: Jfirgen Holstein Antiquariat, 1987),
item 1049. A shorter, Hungarian-language version of "Kunst und
Wirklichkeit" was published as Valosag e s rnfives~et~~
[Reality
and ~ r t ]in t h e Budapest journal Jelenkor (15 July l94O), 12.
In an undated list of slide-illustrated lectures Kallai was
offering in the early 30s, the first one is entitled "Kunst
und Wirklichkeit." (M.K.Cs.; inv. no. MDK-C-I-11/590.6)
278. Kallai, Vision und Formgesetz, 2-4. C.f.; Kallai, "Rhythmus in Bildernu Die Weltbiihne 26, no. 41 (7 October 1930):
553 -6.
279. Ern6 Kallai, ItKunstund Technik," Sozialistische Monatshefte 37, no. I1 (November 1931) : 1099-1100.
280. See the unpublished typescript exhibition proposal dated
13.5.1931, prepared while Kallai was in Rauschenberg. ( p . 1 3
(M.K.Cs.; inv. no. MDK-C-I-11/573)In published form: Wunst
und Wirklichkeit." Another published variation of the text is:
"Zuriick zum Ornament," Forum (1932), 226. The collaborative
nature of the proposal between Kallai and M6ller is suggested
by his reference to the exhibition in an undated letter to
Maria Moller-Garny (Mrs. Ferdinand Mdller) , which Kallai sent
while spending the summer of 1931 in Rauschenberg near Kassel.
The letter can be dated circumstantially to June. (Archiv
Ferdinand Mbller, Berlinische Galerie, Berlin.)
281. C.f. Gustav Stotzts plan for the FIFO show: "Umfangreich

sind die Gebiete, die daffir in Frage kommen. Urn einige zu
nennen: Photoreportage im weitesten Sinne, also Sportaufnahmen, Kriegsbilder, Strassenbilder, Nachtaufnahmen, kriminelle
Photographie, ferner technisch-wissenschaftliche Aufnahmen aus
Zoologic, Botanik, Medizin (R6ntgenphoto), Physik (Mikrophoto) , Luf tbilder, Materialaufnahmen. . " " D e m Plan der S tuttgar ter Veranstaltung liegen folgende Tatsachen zu GrundetUDer
K u n s t b l a t t (1929), 154. Reprinted in Steinorth, ed., Internationale A u s s t e l l u n g , unpag.

.

282. He again expresses this in his article Wi~rornantik~~
of
the following year (pp. 271-2): "Das Bild, das die materialistische Naturwissenschaften des vorigen Jahrhunderts von den
Entwicklungsgesetzen und Formen organischen Lebens entwarf,
ist griindlich iiberholt durch den Begriff der inneren Zielstrebigkeit und Ideenbestimrntheit.IfC.f. Hannes Meyer's critical
view towards Darwin's theories referred to by Hoffmann, W a n nes Meyer - - okologische Aspekte seiner Lehre und deren Auswirkung,~99.

Die neue Biologie versteht unter Urform
"nicht mehr einen £fir die 'EntwickLungt im
Darwinischen Sinn stamrngeschichtlich neutralen Anfangspunkt, sondern die in allen
zu einem Typus 'gehdrigen P-rten und Gattungen, auch in den anfiinglichsten schon
vollstandig vorhandene typenhaft konstitutionelle Gebundenheit und Bestimmtheit,
die Potenz (man denke an die Bemuhungen
von Hans A r p organische Lebensformen in
letzter, konzentriertester Potenz zu B i l dern und Plastiken zu verarbeiten) "die
bei allem ausserern evolutionistischern Forrnenwech2sel als das Lebendig-Bestandige da
ist - - eine Entelechie wie auch Goethe
w o n 1 den Begriff Urform fasste ....
Edgar Dacque, Urwel t, Sage und Menschhei t . E i n e n a turhisto risch -metaphysische Studie Sixth edition. (Munich and Berlin:
R . Oldenbourg, 1931) . First published in 1924 ( ? ) . It is probable that Kallai used the 1931 edition for this exhibition
proposal. The ideas in this book were further developed by
Dacque in Na tur und Seele. Ein B e i trag zur magischen W e 1 t l ehre
(Munich and Berlin: R. Oldenbourg, 1926) and Leben als Symbol.
Metaphysik e i n e r Entwicklungslehre (Munich and Berlin : R.
Oldenbourg, 1929), Forewords of both. It is not certain that
Kallai knew of these two latter volumes, The term TntelechieI1
(English: IIentele~hy~~)
refers to an organic system or series
of events; i.e. an entity, and was a basic category of Hans
Driesch' system of thinking. In English, see, e.g. his The
Science and Philosophy of the Organism (Aberdeen: Aberdeen
University, 1909). Thanks to Hilmar Frank for bringing Driesch
to my attention. It is noteworthy that in 1931 Kallai accepted
the teleological position of Neo-Lamarckianism, which he had
earlier so ardently criticized. For example in "Korrekturat. A
de Stijl figyelmebe."
283.

284. See the chapter "Naturdarnonie und Paradies" in Dacque,
Urwel t, Sage, Msnschhei t. Kallai' s engagement with the ques tion of the representation of the "demonicw goes back to his
"Dsmonie der SatireM of 1927, and developed through his encounter with Jung's ideas. Dacque's book forms an interesting
parallel to the ideas being developed at the same time by

Joseph Campbell (under the influence of Jung) in the United
States .
285. Kallai, "Ideen- und Organisationsentwurf zu einer Interntttionalen Ausstellung moderner Kunst im Leipziger Museum," 9.
286.

On this, see Chapter One.

287. It seems that the Leipzig Museum was unable to afford the
show itself, but tried to get others involved, without success. In a June 1931 letter to Maria Mdller-Garny referred to
above Kallai writes: lluberdie Pleite in Leipzig haben Sie
schon gehort. Schade, wenn die Ausstellung tiberhaupt nicht
zustande kame. Aber Dr. Teupser will ja versuchen noch andere
Museen fur die Beteilung zu gewinnen. Wie finden Sie meinen
Auss tellungsplan? If

288. Kallai, Veichen und Bilder," Forum (1933): 122-3; 1 5 0 51.

289. The concept of a new, post-Expressionistic romanticism
had been in the air for a few years at this point. C.f. Kandinsky1s phrase I1Auch ich liebe die kahle Wand, weil sie einer
der Klange der neuen kommenden Romantik ist,I1contained in his
aesthetic statement "Die kahle Wand," written for Der K u n s t narr: 2 0 .
290. ~ v aForgacs , l1Bevezet6l1[~ntroduction]to Forgacs , ed. ,
Kallai, Muveszet veszelyes csillagzat allat t: V d l o g a t o t t
cikkek, t a n u l m d n y o k [Art under dangerous constellations:
Selected articles, studies] (Budapest: Corvina, 1981), 24.
291. Lucy Lippard, Six Y e a r s : The Dematerialization of the Art
Object from 1966 to 1972 (New York: Praeger, 1973).
2 9 2 . Ernst Kallai, "Grenzen der Technik," Die Weltbiihne 27,
no. 14 (7 April 1931): 505.

293. Kallai, YZuriick zum Ornament."
294. Kallai, Vision und Formgesetz, 4 -5.
Klee, I1ExakteVersuche irn Bereich der Kunst," 17. On
Schlemmer's wariness, e.g., see The Letters and Diaries o f
Oskar Schlemmer, 226ff.
295.
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( t o p ) and Figure 4-22

(bottom)

Fig. 128. The seven biotechnical
elements: crystal, sphere, cone,
plate, strip,rod,and spiral (screw).
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